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I. On the First Principles of Chemistry. By Epmunp J. 
Mitts, D.Sc., F.R.S., Young Professor of Technical Che- 
mastry in the Andersonian College, Glasgow ™. 

CoNTENTS. 

(1) A property of First Principles.—(2) Special difficulties of the investi- 
gation.—(3) Need of it.—(4) The first principle of science is motion— 
(5) of chemistry, action.—(6) Such action is determinate, continuous, 
proportional to mass, and occurs between wholes ; it is not, therefore, 
expressible by the ordinary symbols.—(7) Experiments of Gladstone, 
Harcourt & Esson, Guldberg & Waage; those of Bunsen and Debus 
are consistent with continuity. Chemical action cannot be regarded as 
finite—(8) Acting substance is directed motion; homogeneous, not 
partite. Digression on isomerism.—(9) Consequences traced: vices of 
current speculation: diffuse and concrete motion.—(10) Symbols of 
substance, operation, equivalence. “‘ Valencies”’ cannot form an arith- 
metical series. Equivalent defined.—(11) Table of theses and anti- 
theses.—(12) Principles on which to found a decision. 

(1) et principles are of all portions of a science the most 
, difficult to grasp. The explanation of this fact lies in 
the law, first pointed out by Professor Ferrier (Institutes, p. 
2), that what is first in the order of nature is last in the order 
f knowledge. To that subtle and accomplished philosopher 
now, alas! no longer with us) the pure reason of mankind 
tands in eternal debt, and not least for the power and beauty 
f his exposition of this law of scientific progress. Yor, if it 
e progress to attain first principles, then “ all science can ad- 
ance only by going, in a manner, backwards, or rather by 
oming round; and “the apotheosis and final triumph of 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No.1. Jan. 1876. B 
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human reason will be, when, having traversed the whole cycle 
of thought, she returns—enriched only with a deeper insight 
and a clearer consciousness—to be merged in the glorious in- 
nocence of her primitive and inspired incunabula.” The same 
thought, in its moral aspect, constitutes the lesson of the 
Prodigal Son*. The advancement of science, the excursus of 
the soul, are popularly represented as straight lines; on the 
contrary, they are returning curves. ‘The primitive articles 
of all thought, the seminal principles of all reason, the neces- 
sary constituents of all knowledge, the keys of all truth, lie at 
first buried under our very feet ; but, as yet, we are not privi- 
leged to find them. We must first circumnavigate the globe ; 
the whole world of speculation must be traversed by our weary 
feet. Hence every step forward carries us only further and 
further from the mark. LHre long the elements of truth—all 
that we are indistinctly looking for—tie in the far distant rear, 
while we vainly think that we behold them glimmering on the 
horizon in our front. We have left them behind us, though 
we knew it not—like decaying camp-fires, like deserted house- 
hold gods.” ‘ The intellectual, like the physical world, is a 
round ; and at the moment when the wanderer imagines him- 
self furthest from the house of humanity, he will find himself 
at home. He has revolved to the spot of his nativity. He is 
again surrounded by the old familiar things. But familiarity 
has been converted into insight ; the toils of speculation have 
made him strong, and the results of speculation haye made 
him wise’’ f (ibid. pp. 10, 11). 

(2) The difficulty of the investigation, however, is capable 
of large increase from special conditions. Consider the case 
of chemistry. Detail has been added to detail, concrete result 
to concrete result, during an enormous interval of time ; and 
the pure jewels of the science lie deep under a roadway, which 
has been hardened by the traffic and elevated by the rubbish 
of at least two thousand years. The ideal reformer who would 
disinter them must consecrate himself to the task, and live to 
universals ; he must wrench himself from contemporary pre- 
judices and associations, and, regarding each fact and theory in 

* Trench (Notes on the Parables, 1870, pp. 387, 388) supposes, in ac- 
cordance with the common interpretation, that the “ younger son” is prin- 
cipally intended to illustrate the sim of desiring spiritual independence. 
The whole meaning turns upon the words Eis éavroy dé €AOav (But when 
he came to himself), the attainment of ideal independence by way of ex- 
periment being the very point of the story. 7 

t+ Compare also Mill on Utilitarianism, p. 2 (1863):—“The truths 
which are ultimately accepted as the first principles of a science are really 
the last results of metaphysical analysis, practised on the elementary no- 
tions with which the science is conversant.” 
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the light of this pursuit alone, deliberately put aside all judg- 
ments which are based upon dogma or authority. He must 
have an infinite capability of doubting. Tor his is no search 
for truth—of which all men chatter, but which none are ad- 
mitted to possess ; his is a reasoned labour ; and the issue, of 
which he is careless, must in the main be wise. Such being the 
case, can we wonder that no clear statement of the first princi- 
ples of chemistry has ever yet been made, and that even the 
very definition of the science is either unknown or obscure ? 
Ts it remarkable that, in the hundreds of chemical manuals 
that have been written, little or nothing is said of those secret 
springs that feed the literary stream, or of the dews that ferti- 
lize the less familiar province of experimental research ? 

(3) Yet this investigation is much needed. I beg any dis- 
passionate observer to survey the field of modern chemistry, 
and ask himself whether its condition has been satisfactory of 
late years. For my part, I came neutral to the task, with no 
tradition to support and with no interest but to inquire. 
Could I possibly justify the prevalent spirit in the science? 
Was the method of its theories reasonable? Did its leading 
doctrines harmonize with those of other sciences, and tend to 
-ennoble man? And what was the cause that, even in popular 
opinion, it appeared unfruitful of discovery, and languishing 
rather than alive? The reader already knows the general 
tenor of the answers. Strength and light and vigour can 
only come from some fundamental reform, sufficient to alter 
the entire aspect in which chemistry is contemplated, and the 
entire method whereby chemical problems are solved. This 
reform can be reached, and only reached, by turning back to 
first principles. 

(4) Where, then, are we to commence? The first principle 
of all science is motion. Every event of which we are con- 
scious proves, cn analysis, to be motion of some kind; and 
matter is not distinguishable from motion except as more or 
less determinate motion. Strictly speaking, “the motion of 
a thing” is a tautological expression, unless we mean by “a 
thing ”’ another kind of motion, when the phrase becomes equi- 
valent to “ compounded motion.” From the rigour of Hobbes’s 
logic* there is no escape ; indeed the almost unanimous voice 
of philosophy, from ancient to modern times, has asserted the 
universal prevalence of motion, the absence of all real rest. 
This grand idea has changed the character of human action 
wherever its mission has been accepted and its reality has been 
felt. Of late years it has, in some derived form, completely 
renovated and restored whole sciences. What is the life of 

* Humane Nature, oo edition, pp. 9-15. 
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modern geology or mathematics, but continuity ; or of bio- 
logy, but evolution? The greatest generalization of the prac~ 
tical consciousness is worthy to become our chief criterion and 
lay our fresh foundation. | 

(5) We have then to select those derived forms of the idea 
of motion which, lying nearest to it, are yet within the pro- 
vince of chemistry. One of these must necessarily be action, 
because the chief business of chemistry is a kind of work. 
Chemical substances are valued, not for what they are con- 
ceived as being, but as doing ; and the first question we ask 
about a body is, What is its function? alcoholic, saline, ke- 
tonic, zincous, chlorous? in other words, How does it behave 
with this, that, or the other reagent? And it is made, bought, 
and sold for its use. 

One objection that might be made here ought perhaps to be 
answered at once. It may be said that substances have a being 
in themselyes—namely, a “ constitution,’ as it is technically 
termed—that their constitution consists in the arrangement of 
atoms, of which they are in reality made. Whether this is 
the case or not, shall be in due course examined. I content 
myself with remarking that constitution has been, and always 
is, considered of very small importance in comparison with 
action,—the two standing to each other in the relation of spe- 
culation and experiment. A moment’s consideration of parti- 
cular cases will show this. Indigo, sugar, salt, and alcohol 
were extremely valuable before any thing whatever was asserted 
of their constitution—valuable then as now, for the employ- 
ments to which they could be put, the producer prudently 
regarding their constitution with a wise indifference. Hence, 
then, we are on sure ground in adopting action as a first prin- 
ciple, whether we should have, or not have, to accept “ being ”’ 
or “ constitution ”’ at a later period. . 

(6) Chemical action, however, is not indeterminate. If it 
were so, all possible reactions might occur at one time, and all 
reactions would be possible. Isomerism could no longer arise. 
The two mononitrotoluols, for example, that are formed during 
the nitration of toluol could possibly be converted into each 
other, and would yield a confused or mean nitrotoluol ; nay, 
rather, any nitric solution of toluol would be as definite a che- 
mical substance as we now consider nitrotoluol itself. Thus 
the old theological guess, Deus est actus purus, cannot be trans- 
cribed for chemistry ; in this science, action is determinate, 
conditioned, and a process. 

The most important character of chemical action is con- 
t'nuity, which, as has been already stated, is an immediate de- 
rivative of the idea of notion. When two or more substances 
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are placed together in such conditions as to react chemically, 
various kinds of work are performed, and other substances are 
found to be present. Direct contact is not always necessary ; 
it may suffice that a shock or tremor traverse the intervening 
or diachemic medium, in order to produce the desired result. 
This is well seen in the experiments of Abel and others, where 
nitroglycerine, gunpowder, and the like have been fired with- 
out such contact, by the effect of distant explosions. of parti- 
cular quality. 

Continuity is, moreover, observed in the relation of the 
masses of the acting substances. According to the evidence 
we possess (and some of it is of the highest order of accuracy), 
no matter what may be the masses of the substances reacting, 
the entire mass of each takes part in the process. If we immerse 
an ounce of zinc in water, and add to it a quantity of hydric 
sulphate, the whole of this reagent acts, whether it weigh an 
ounce, a pound, or a hundredweight ; and it is known by ex- 
periment that if water, zinc, and hydric sulphate be placed in 
contact, the rate, amount, and quality of the action all depend 
on a cosmic law—the masses of the acting system—and vary 
as these vary*. Of this rich and indefinitely great variety of 
process, the Daltonian symbols show us but a poor and single 
point,— : 

| Zn + H, S0,=Zn SO,+ Hy, ; 

all the hydric sulphate that is not required to make zinc sul- 
phate, though undeniably sharing chemically in the process, 
is omitted from the expression ; and it may be added that the 
equation itself, one of the most frequently written in books and 
memoirs, has neyer yet been realized in the history of che- 
mistry. May I suggest to those students who are seeking sub- 
jects for investigation, how much more profitably their time 
would be employed in examining the commonest definite equa- 
tions, than in such enterprises as trying to find out by experi- 
ment what is the position of the third bromine atom in tribro- 
mobenzol ? 

(7) The mind of Berthollet was clearly impressed with the ne- 
cessity of reconciling the laws of chemistry with those of astro- 
nomy. As he contemplated the evening sky and watched the 
marshalling of its glorious host, no thought of atoms rose (as 
in Dalton) with those distant clusters ; but the conviction that 
the earth’s laws are not discrete from those of heaven, and that 
the principle of celestial attraction must be identical with, or 
animate, the chemical process. The law of chemical mass, 

* For the demonstration in the case of gases, see Bunsen’s ‘Gasometry,’ 
p. 254 (English edition). . 7 
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though thus foreseen by Berthollet, was not placed by him on 
a complete experimental basis ; and the idea that both he and 
Bergman perhaps possessed, that each substance has a mass 
of its own, has probably been investigated but by a single 
chemist. Later researches have, however, placed the law in a 
clearer light. Gladstone, for example, in 1855*, showed that, 
in a certain group of reactions, “ There is nowhere any sudden 
increase. ..... If the partition of the bases and acids in the 
mixture really take place at first in atomic proportions, it is 
evident that, being at full liberty to act and react, the salts 
arrange themselves according to their respective mass, without 
reference to their respective atomic weights”’ f. 

It is, however, more especially to Harcourt & Hsson and 
Guldberg & Waage that we are indebted for the investiga- 
tion of this subject. Thus, for example, the former chemists 
examined the deportment of mixtures of potassic permanganate, 
hydric oxalate, hydric sulphate, and manganous sulphate in 
presence of a quantity of water which may be regarded as con- 
stant, the effect particularly traced being the oxidation of the 
oxalate by the permanganate present. The authors invariably 
regard the entire weight of a reagent present as active ; and 
they prove that the amount of oxidation that takes place is 
directly proportional to the total amount of permanganate re- 
maining in solution at a given time. In a second inquiry into 
the reduction of hydric or a similar peroxide by hydric iodide 
in an aqueous solution of varied content, they showf that 
‘whether the solution contains in each cubic centim. 746 mil- 
lionths of a gramme of hydric sulphate, or 150 times that quan- 
tity, 604 millionths of a gramme of potassic iodide or 9 times 
that quantity, or whether hydric chloride or hydrosodic car- 
bonate be substituted for hydric sulphate, whether the tempe- 
rature be 0° or 50° C., and whether the portion of change 
require for its accomplishment intervals of one or two minutes, 
or intervals of half an hour or an hour, this reaction still con- 
forms to the law that the amount of change is at each moment 
proportional to the total amount of changing substance.” The 
processes above referred to, as well as others confirmatory of 
them, are represented by Esson as continuous lines ; and where 
then the case is not too complicated to treat, the law of action 
is figured graphically as a hyperbola or, ordinarily, a logarith- 
mic curve. 

- * A reduction of all the most important of Gladstone’s numerical results 
has been given by myself in this Journal [IV.], October 1874, where they 
are shown to agree with the formule of certain logarithmic curves, the 
use of which was first introduced into chemistry by Esson. 

+ Phil. Trans. 1855, p. 189. } Phil. Trans. 1866, pp. 127, 128, 
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Similar results were arrived at by Guldberg & Waage™*. 
They found that the force which produces the formation of A’ 
and B’ increases proportionally to the coefficient of affinity (£) 
for the reaction A+ B= A’ + B’, and is proportional to the pro- 
duct of the active masses (p,q) of the two substances A and 
B: they equate the force to kpq, and, on this basis, find them- 
selves able to represent the results of a long and detailed expe- 
rimental investigation into the measurement of chemical attrac- 
tion. They have also shown that the results of the researches 
of Berthelot, Scheerer and Debus are capable of representa- 
tion on their principles. But their examination of Debus’s 
research on the fractional precipitation of mixed baric and 
calcic chlorides by sodic carbonate deserves especial notice, 
because the numbers obtained by that chemist had long been 

supposed to support the ordinary view that chemical action is 
characterized by discontinuity. No real break, however, 

occurs. Of his three investigations, they take that t in which, 
according to its author, the experimental data are least open to 
objection. Here the only variable is calcic chloride (p), and 
the precipitate is baric carbonate (x) (here represented as sul- 
phate) ; and the weight of the latter is given in terms of the 
former by the equation 

_ 0:3889—0°085 p 
OTT PT LOH-O80 7 

an expression in which no discontinuity is involved. It is, in- 
deed, remarked by Debus himself, that what he regarded as 
sudden changes are very similar to the gradually increased 
distention and ultimate fracture of a string stretched by a 
weight. 

Bunsen’s well-known experiments on the explosion of mix- 
tures of certain gases also need consideration here, for the 
reason just referred to. The following Tablet is a specimen 
of the results obtained :-— 

- Comp. mixture. Consumed by detonation. Ratio i 

CO H O CO EE 
mat low?  oJ:14 12°18 6°10 ae | 
99°95 26°71 13°36 13°06 13°66 i eae 
mou, 42°0¢ 21-13 10°79 31°47 Tse) 
40°12 47:15 «12°73 4-97 20°49 Ls 4 

Now, suppose that, instead of causing the above four mix- 
tures to explode, Bunsen had been able to contrive some means 

* Etudes sur les A lHinités Chimiques, Christiania, 1867. 
+ Ann. Chem. Pharm. vol. |xxxviii. p. 288. 
t Watts’s ‘ Dictionary of Chemistry,’ vol. i. p. 860, 
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allowing of their gradual reaction (such, for example, as is 
used in a gas-battery), and had examined the composition of 
the gas from time to time. Then doubtless it would have 
been found that the peculiar relation he observed is reached 
continuously, and is merely a maximum value of one of the 
functions in the equation to the reaction ; and this would have 
been noticed in each of the four cases. Thus each abrupt rela- 
tion would appear as but one of a long unbroken series. The 
experiments, however, were not so designed as to show this, 
or give any chance of showing this; on the contrary, they 
were explosions—broken, abrupt, discontinuous—of set pur- 
pose. ‘Tio deduce discontinuity where we have expressly in- 
troduced it, is to beg the entire question. But even so, the 
evidence of a break is fallacious. We might as reasonably 
infer, from the striking of a clock at regular intervals, that it 
had not been previously going, though in fact the entire 
phenomenon is ultimately based on the gradual uncoiling of a 
spring. In like manner all the “definite and multiple pro- 
portions” of chemistry depend upon, and are evidence of, some 
action exerted continuously. 

The process of exhausting the chemical energy of a sub- 
stance, as represented mathematically in logarithmic equations, 
requires an indefinitely great period of time for its accomplish- 
ment. Hence we can understand how chemical action is pos- 
sible. Jt can begin because it never has ended. During any 
period we choose to assign, every substance retains a minute 
but real reserve of unexhausted energy, sufficient to meet or to 
induce some further attack. For it is as experimentally cer- 
tain that the generated substances take part in a reaction as it 
is that the generators share therein. When, therefore, a body 
is enclosed in some vessel and set aside, it must not be regarded 
as inactive ; it may quiver, but will not expire. Thus has the 
old adage, corpora non agunt nisi sint soluta, been deposed by 
modern research ; and “ affinitates quiescentes”’ have regained 
more than their ancient importance. 

It appears, then, that chemical action is a process at once 
definite and continuous. Those positions in its course which 
Dalton termed “definite proportions” are fitly conceived as 
maxima or minima on curved lines. 

(8) In this place we may consider the question, What are 
the substances that act? As has been stated in (4), matter is’ 
directed motion; and, after considerable reflection, I feel 
strongly convinced that the definition is both sound and ade- 
quate. Hence we conceive that matter cannot be made up of 
discrete parts, whether we term these atoms, monads, particles, 
radicals, or centres of force. This inference, which is ulti- 
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mately based on Hobbes’s analysis of sensation, and therefore 
upon experience, appears to me unimpeachable ; nor has any 
one yet been able to discover, either by accident or the most 
ingenious design, a single atom or ultimate point of any kind. 
Parts do not exist until we make them, and then they are new 
wholes. If, for example, I cut a piece of paper into two parts, 
it cannot be correct to say that those parts existed in the paper 
before ; and they are now no longer parts, but two new whole. 
pieces of paper. We may proceed a step further. Water is 
usually said to consist of hydrogen and oxygen. How can it 
do so when they are gaseous bodies, and it a liquid, at the 
ordinary temperature? The answer is, Because you can obtain 
hydrogen and oxygen from it. We might as reasonably affirm 
that a chrysalis is a butterfly. Having added to water an 
enormous amount of energy, the result has been two gases ; 
resume the energy, and water is reproduced. 

Water + energy = hydrogen + oxygen. 

The common statement omits ‘‘ energy ’’ and is therefore an 200 
erroneous equation ; for it leaves the student open to infer, as 
many young students do, that water is decomposable without 
any exertion whatever. The phenomena are, in fact, quite 
consistent with hydrogen, oxygen, and water being either of 
them compound or simple. Thus, instead of writing 

0,442 Bo=2' A, OF 

-we might with equal exactness represent the experiments by 
the equation 

(p+2) +(p—a)=2p, 
Oe lth & 36 

which exhibits water as a simple body, just intermediate be- 
tween hydrogen and oxygen. I examined this same question 
some years ago, when investigating a kindred topic—the ideas 
relating to chemical substance. In a memoir upon this sub- 
ject, I pointed out that the principle of classification, as applied 
to chemical substance, at once shows that we have been gra- 
dually conceiving it as homogeneous, and chemical substance is 
analytically defined as homogeneous substance. ‘‘ Hach element 
is, as has been stated, homogeneous ; that is, the whole list of 
elementic discriminants fails to show that it consists of more 
than one thing, or that it can be made by putting two or more 
things together. Hach amine is homogeneous ; because the 
varied application of aminic discriminants, such as potassic 
hydrate, hydric chloride, platinic chloride, reveals one thing 
emily” *, 

: * Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. xl. p. 261. 
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I cannot dismiss the question of chemical substances without 
referring for a moment to those that are isomeric. The general 
phenomena of isomerism are conceived to point irresistibly to 
an atomic theory of some kind. As I have discussed this topic 
elsewhere*, and shown that all the experimental evidence on 
this subject leads up to continuity, I will not again refer to it, 
but merely adduce the following simple illustration of my view. 
Imagine a number of insulated Leyden jars, alike in weight, 
volume, and every other particular of construction. Let each 
of these be charged with a different amount of electricity ; and 
let the electricity be positive in some jars, in others negative. 
Now let the same piece of charged gold-leaf be caused to ap- 
proach the knob of each jar in succession, its initial state being 
restored before each approach: in no two cases will the attrac- 
tion (or repulsion) be the same in amount. This is exactly 
the position of the phenomenon of isomerism. All we know 
of it is that certain bodies, haying equal (gaseous) volumes for 
equal weights, behave differently when a standard energy is 
applied to them. To measure, both in quality and quantity, 
the energy associated with each isomeric substance, is to give 
a complete account of the phenomenon of isomerism. Into 
this account the atomic element does not enter. 

Thus, then, whether we consider the act of mechanical di- 
vision or of chemical decomposition, or the fundamental idea 
educible from the classification of chemical substances, or what 
is the most real meaning of our sensations, the answer is prac- 
tically a single one. The substances that take part in chemical 
actions have no parts or radicals ; they are homogeneous, con- 
sisting of directed motion. 

BKnergy is only known to us as diffuse (non-isolable) motion ; 
matter, as concrete (isolable) motion. Whether the one kind 
can be transformed into the other, and what, in case such a 
change can be effected, is the nature of the intermediate sub- 
stances, are questions which I can only raise, and not solve. 
Until periodic verifications are made of the quantities in which 
standard elements combine, we have not even approached the 
threshold of an experimental answer. No one, for example, 
can assert that argentic chloride has the same composition now 
that it had 100 years ago. So uncertain is the axiom that no 
matter can ever be lost. 

(9) Some consequences of this result must now be traced. 
(a) The vices and virtues of the common chemical equations 

are typically depicted in the well-known expression 

2 iBlS + O.= 2 5 ae O. 

* Laboratory, 1867, p. 54. 
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But this equation is a suppressio veri, by omitting “ +energy”’ 
from its right-hand side ; and a suggestio falsi, by proposing 
to consider any bulk of water as made up of at least three 
parts. We must therefore abandon the common chemical 
equations. _ 

(8) On the ordinary supposition, bodies are supposed not 
only to have parts, but to have such parts disposed in a certain 
way; this is their constitution. The constitution of benzol, 
C, Hg, is, for example*, 

But it has been shown that quantity does not consist of parts 
at all, however arranged. The theory of “ constitution” is 
_ therefore shattered by the same stroke that smote its parent 
the “‘ equation.”’ 

(y) According to the Berzelian nomenclature (revived in 
recent times, and by far the most scientific that has yet been 
devised for chemistry), formule are represented by dual names 
which correspond to the specific and generic names of biology. 
Thus we have 

HCl HyGs@), H, PO, 
Hydric chloride. Dihydric oxalate. Terhydric phosphate. 

similar to Pinus sylvestris, Geranium robertianum, &. These 
names, therefore, suggest what the formule suggest; and, 
with the formule, they must retire. The less grammatical 
names, such as sodiwm chloride, calcium nitrate, are clearly 
involved in a similar fortune. 

Here I may perhaps be encountered by the question, What 
is to be the instrument of discovery and reasoning if the atomic 
theory be discarded? This inquiry is sometimes so confidently 
made, that it seems to be deemed unamenable toa reply. But 
the answer is obvious, and it is furnished by history. Che- 
mistry existed before Dalton. The discoverers of the cause of 
the increase of weight of metals by burning, of the chemical 

* Kekulé, Lehrbuch, vol. ii. p. 496. 
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nature of respiration, of the composition of water, of the first 
accurate quantitative methods in analysis, were none of them 
atomic theorists. Can we say that, aided by the atomic theory, 
we have equalled or surpassed those great achievements ?. And 
if the atomic theory is indeed the legitimate parent of the in- 
terminable horde of derivatives, isomers, polymers, and the 
like, which swarm across the science, why has it done nothing, 
or so little, to train and educate them? Or dare we venture 
to surmise that there must be something inherent in the very 
nature of that theory which accounts for this pauper progeny 
—which explains why so many substances are made and then 
set adrift in literature unmeasured, unclothed, and requiring 
to be investigated all overagain. The object of chemistry has 
become an art of breeding. May it not be possible that many 
minds, habituated to the ease and fancies of atomic speculation, 
have lost the rigour and ‘hardness required for the exactest 
research? The examination of natural phenomena is_ best 
effected with the minimum of assumption of any kind ; and 
instead of demanding a theory, it would be better to ask how 
we could dispense with one. It is juster and wiser to adhere 
to facts than attempt to transcend them. 

(10) Chemistry is extremely deficient in symbolic expres- 
sions for its facts, and, except in Brodie’s partly published 
calculus, has none to which mathematically deductive pro- 
cesses can to any extent be applied. Provided that any equa- 
tion does not violate the law of even numbers, and will add 
correctly, we may write out any grouping of symbols we please, 
and the prospect may hold ; but we cannot say that it must 
hold. Contrast the enormous resources which are at the dis- 
posal of the mathematician when he wishes to represent the 
position of a point, and the light and fulness of his representa- 
tion, with the pitiful poverty of “ modern chemistry ”’ (as it is 
triumphantly termed), whose equations only tell you in sub- 
stance that two and two make four. Assuredly it is time that 
chemical investigators approached in earnest the subject of a 
new symbolic system, and sought for data to lay it upon a 
broad foundation. At present such important processes as con- 
tinuous etherification and continuous saponification are utterly 
unable to be suitably expressed. Some suggestions towards 
the desired result may be stated as follows. 

(«) From what has been several times repeated in this 
memoir, it will be apparent that every symbol, whether of che- 
nucal substance or of chemical operation, must represent a whole. 

Mathematical methods involve no discontinuity, and may 
therefore be applied to such symbols. Thus instead of writing 
2 H, + O,=2 H, O, some equation of the form 2x+y¥=z would 
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be legitimate. Here no assertion is made that water is a com- 
pound body. , , 
_ (@) The use of such symbols will depend upon the object in 
view. One instance of their application has been given in (7), 
where the effect of one variable (calcic chloride) on another 
variable (baric sulphate) is thereby expressed. The logarith- 
mic and hyperbolic curves of Hsson, in which are shown 
the relations of changing substance to change produced, also 
make use of such symbols. These are representations of the 
chemical process. . 

But we require to use symbols for other purposes. Suppo- 
sing that, in Debus’s investigation, baric iodide had been used 
instead of baric chloride, what weight of the former would 
have done the same work as the latter? The answer to this 
question gives us the real or dynamic equivalent of baric iodide 
in terms of baric chloride. In other words, if 7 stand for baric 
iodide and ¢ for baric chloride, it is a solution of the equation 

ies 

It was after such numbers that Bergman sought in vain ; but 
he was the first who clearly saw their immense importance. 
In memory of him we may term them Bergmannics. For the 
few that are known I refer to the Proceedings of the Royal 
Society, vol. xviii. p. 848, and this Journal (IV.), vol. xliv. 
p- 506*. Thus, if N stand for thallous, argentic, or plumbic 
nitrate reduced to the unit (NO;), and P stand for potassic 
nitrate, the bergmannic is 

if S stand for sodic nitrate, 

Sek. 

Diffusion bergmannics were obtained by Graham (Phil. Trans. 
1850, p. 46), who proved that they are not by nature atomic, 
but either equal weights or multiples of equal weights. Such 
questions are of the highest importance. The manufacturer, 
for example, who is required by alteration of prices or other 
economical reasons to substitute one substance for another, 
ought to have such numbers ready to hand. Should the agri- 
culturist desire to use potassic instead of sodic nitrate on a 
grass crop, he ought to know what weight of grass will be pro- 
duced by one as compared with the other. The physician 
should know what weights of quinine, cinchonine, and strych- 
nine, &c. do the unit of work. All this, and more, is not only 
attainable but near. 

* See also Chizynski, Ann. Chem. Pharm. Suppl. vol. iv. p. 226. 
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Having harvested such dynamic units, and classified them 
upon a common scale, we should certainly see a new calculus 
anda new nomenclature. Instead of Daltonian atomic weights, 
we should have the realities which I have termed bergmannices ; 
and chemical substances, instead of being named dually, on 
the current system, would be called by their bergmannic sym- 
bol. Chemistry is now in the same position as we should be, 
if, with the sovereign, the shilling, the penny, &c. in circula- 
tion, we were unable to express the value of one in terms of 
the others.. For the common “ equivalents”’ are not, so far 
as we know, equivalents atall. They are defined, for instance, 
as the weights of Li, Na, Ag, &ec. that will displace H in the 
expression HCl. We might as well say that the value of the 
loads in a railway truck are always equivalent, whether the 
load consists of air, of hay, or bullion. It is sufficiently obvious 
that the real equivalent of a body is that which performs the 
unit of work, however that unit may come to be defined *. 

The law of decrease of chemical energy throws considerable 
light upon this question of equivalence. Let, for example, the 
“‘ successive steps’’ in the chlorination of benzol be one and 
the same kind of operation throughout; let +B represent 
that chemical property of benzol (it is enough to assume one) 
which is reduced by chlorination, and —C that chemical pro- 
perty of chlorine which accumulates on the benzol by chlori- 
nation ; also let 8 be a factor less than 1, y a factor greater 
than 1. The law in question leads, at its simplest, to the 
equation 

+ feca BR? — Cry", 

y being the sum of the aforesaid properties after a stage a of 
chlorination. Thus the residues B6* and Cy” form geometric 
series, the actual ‘“ valencies’’ of which decrease therefore by 
a common factor, not alter by a uniform difference. In other 
words, the arithmetical series of valencies, 

(Og Hs)’, (Cg Hi)”, (CoH), &e., 
(5Cl,)*, (4Cl,)™, (3C1)", &e., 

is inconsistent with the law. This result affects the entire 
doctrine of substitution. It also justifies Hrlenmeyer’s remark, 
that there cannot really be any such thing as a polybasic acid. 

(11) The following summary will serve to exhibit in a clear 
light the difference between the chemical principles I advocate 

* One instance of such a definition might be,— The equivalent of a sub- 
stance is that weight of tt which, in a tube of unit capacity, liberates the unit 
weight of codine in the wnt of time. 
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(the Theses) and those which are more or less ostensibly cur- 
rent (the Antitheses). 

Theses. Antitheses. 

i. The first principle of science| 1. The first principle of science 
is motion. is matter. 

ii. The first principle of che-; 1. The first principle of che- 
mistry is action. mistry is neutrality, indif- 

ference, or saturation. 
iil. Such action is determinate, | iii. Chemical action is indetermi- 

continuous, and takes place nate or partially determi- 
between wholes ; it cannot nate; it occurs in succes- 
be regarded as finite. Sive stages, between very 

small and indivisible parts ; 
and it is completed almost 
instantly. 

iy. Acting substance is homoge-| iv. Acting substance consists of 
neous, and consists of di- moving or stationaryatoms. 
rected motion. 

y. Symbols of substances should| v. The symbols of most sub- 
be homogeneous, and re- stances should represent 
present wholes ; equations composition ; the equations 
of action must be conti- of action are identical with 
nuous. those which show the mere 

| final distribution of weight. 
vi. a. The equivalent (‘‘berg-| vi. a. The equivalent of a sub- — 

mannic”) of a substance is stance is that weight of it 
that weight of it which per- which takes the place of a 
forms the unit of work. unit weight of hydrogen. 

B. If there be “valencies,”| 6. There are “valencies,” and 
their series must advance| — their series proceed by a 
by a common factor. common difference. 

(12) What, then, is to be the practical result of this discus- 
ion? Some interest may perhaps attach to the mere exhibi- 

tion of a chemical system so different from that which now 
prevails, and sundered therefrom by so broad an interval ; but 
the result would then hang lifeless, with no more purpose than 
a picture ona wall. Neither has it been my object so to con- 
vince the reader as to awaken in him some sudden enthusiasm 
for a new, or rather for the old, cause. I call upon him to 
consider for himself which system, the atomic or dynamic, he 
deliberately prefers ; to ask himself which of these, either in 
its largest generalizations or minutest details, best corresponds 
to his reasoned views of nature ; and, finally, to decide (for it 
is worth deciding) to which he could assign those elements of 
rectitude, of justice, and of well-being which, as a member of 
a social order, he values most. For, in the long run, no part 
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of ourself is dissociated from another part ; and the principles 
which underlie chemical work this hour, become in the next 
the springs of moral action. Here, then, is neither mist nor 
vagueness ; these tests are decisive and at hand. All real 
philosophy is human ; its foundations lie deep in the granite 
of every hy experience ; and the superstructure is Incid as the 
noon. In that keen light I place the issue. 3 

II. On the Microscopie Characters of some Peculiar Forms of 
Coke. By HK. Tuttry Newton, Assistant Naturalist H. M. 
Geological Survey*. 

" . [Plate I.] 

| the extensive collection of fuel substances formed by 
Dr. Percy, F.R.S., there are certain specimens of Coke 

presenting very peculiar forms. The Doctor kindly placed 
these specimens in my hands that I might have the oppor- 
tunity of examining them microscopically, and also suggested 
the desirability of publishing a short account of my obser- 
vations. 

The specimens are of two kinds, both obtained from a coke- 
oven, and are so unlike each other that there can be no doubt 
that they have been formed in an entirely different manner. 
One of them has a silvery metallic lustre, and is usually attached 
to some object, either as a flat expansion, or in masses of 
feather-like branches (Plate I. figs. 1 & 2), having much the 
appearance of minute stalactites. The surface, which is some- 
times smooth, mostly appears to consist of a number of minute 
globules or bubbles closely packed together. When any con- 
siderable thickness is formed it becomes very hard and dense. 
Specimens of this kind of coke may be seen in the Museum of 
Practical Geology, Jermyn Street ; and perhaps the most 
remarkable example is that in which some plaited cane and 
straw, and also some clay tobacco-pipes, are coated over with 
the most beautiful feathery stalactitic masses of this peculiar 
coke. . 

_ The bubble-like appearance of some specimens might lead 
one to suppose that they were formed by the bubbling of the 
semifluid hydrocarbons, in a manner similar to that which 
may be often seen when ordinary coal is burnt in a grate ; 
but the fact that objects, such as the tobacco-pipes just men- 
tioned, become coated with this coke, shows conclusively that 
this cannot be the case. And, again, the bubbling process 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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produces light vesicular masses, while the kind of which we 
speak is very dense. It seems most probable that, when the 
gaseous hydrocarbons evolved in the process of distillation. 
become more highly heated, they are decomposed and a depo- 
sition of carbon takes place, as described by Dr. Percy in his 
olume ‘ On Fuel,’ 1875, p. 419. The Chinese give some of 
heir common earthenware a coating of carbon of this kind, 
vhich gives it a metallic lustre. Mr. C. Tookey, formerly of 
he Japan Mint, tells me that the Japanese use, for the roofs 
of their houses, tiles which have been coated with carbon in a 
manner similar to this. 

The second kind is that which is commonly known as hair- 
like coke, and is interesting inasmuch as it presents, when 
examined with the microscope, a great variety of curious forms. 
in most instances these “hairs” are of a dull black; but some- 
times they have a silvery appearance. The forms assumed are 
occasionally of such a character that it is difficult to divest 
one’s mind of the idea that they are organic structures. 

The “hairs”? are not uniform in thickness, but vary from 
he ==4,5 of an inch in diameter, or even less, to perhaps the 
<t> of an inch, or even more. Some are straight or only 
slightly curved (figs. 3, 4, 5) ; others are bent, distorted, and 
knotted in a variety of ways. The finer “hairs’’ are mostly 
smooth and cylindrical ; but some have a granular appearance ; 
and occasionally the granules are so large in proportion to the 
size of the “hair’’ as to present an irregular knotted appear- 
ance, like those forming the tuft of specimens such as fig. 10. 
On many of the larger “ hairs” more or less distinct transverse 
markings may be seen (fig. 6); and these often become defi- 
mite constrictions arranged in a very regular manner (fig. 7)— 
so much so that they closely resemble, on a small scale, the 
moniliform stems of the stone lilies or Encrinites, which are 
so well known in the Wenlock and Carboniferous Limestones. 
If one imagines a form such as this drawn out so as to increase 
he distance between each ridge, the constrictions being at the 
same time deepened, an appearance such as that given in fig. 8 
would be produced. Forms like these are not at all rare. 
ach segment appears to consist of a bundle of tubes or rods 
lose together where they spring from the segment below, but 
gradually spreading out as they pass upwards, and terminating 

a form of which there are many varieties, all exhibiting a 
Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan, 1876, C 
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series of regular ridges passing obliquely outwards from a 
middle line, which is either a groove, a ridge, or an irregular 
ridge broken up into segments, as in the figure.. This speci~ 
men is not cylindrical, but flattened, and has the appearance of 
being two “ hairs”’ placed side by side and joined to each other 
at intervals. 

Specimens such as that given in fig. 11 do not seem to be so _ 
common as some of the others. At first sight this appears 
like a number of shots irregularly massed together ; but upon 
closer inspection it will be seen that it consists, not of spheres, 
but of very sharply defined hemispheres, the flat surfaces of 
which are uniformly turned inwards. 

Fig. 10 represents one of a number of forms which resemble 
minute drumsticks—the knobs of each consisting of a tangled 
mass of hairs and granules, and giving one the impression that 
it has been caused by an explosion. 

With regard to the internal structure of this hair-like coke, 
some of the fibres when broken open appear vesicular, while 
others are solid and have much the aspect of a piece of char- 
coal. The solid “hairs”? must, I think, have been formed in 
the first place as threads of semifluid carbonaceous material, 
and subsequently decomposed by being further heated. There is 
little room for doubting that the vesicular kind of “ hairs” have 
been produced by a process of bubbling, caused by gases 
forcing their way through the semifluid carbonaceous matters 
in the manner intimated by Dr. Percy (loc. cit. p.421). Itis not 
difficult to imagine that such simple forms as those represented 
in figs. 8,4, and 5 may have been formed in either of these 
two ways, or to understand how a series of bubbles formed ra- 
pidly one beyond another might produce the moniliform cha- 
racter of fig. 7, although one would scarcely have expected it 
to be so regular ; but it is not easy to imagine how either pro- 
cess could have produced the regular oblique markings of 
fig. 9, or the bundles of tubes (?) seen in the specimen fig. 6. 
With regard to the hemispheres (fig. 11), one would like to 
know how it is that they are so sharply defined as half-spheres, 
instead of being spheres (or nearly so), as we might haye ex- 
pected them to be—that is, supposing that they are bubbles. 

The figures which are given do not represent all the forms 
which may be seen ; they were merely taken as good illustra- 
tive examples, the variations and intermediate conditions being 
well nigh endless. | | 
A specimen of hair-like coke may be seen in the Museum of 

Practical Geology; but it does not exhibit the various forms 
alluded to above, in so marked a manner as that in the pos- 
session of Dr. Percy. 7 7 
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IiI. Mallet’s Volcanic Theory “tested” by the Rey. O. 
Visher. By Rospert Mazer, /.2.S.* 

rP July and August last the Rey. O. Fisher, in asking me 
for some explanations in reference to my paper “ Rock- 

crushing and its Consequences ”’ (Phil. Mag. for July 1875), 
with which I supplied him, informed me that he was preparing 
a further paper, in which he proposed to test my theory2of the 
origin of volcanic heat and ener gy by some application of ma- 
thematical reasoning. I venture to subjoin an extract from 
my letter in reply ‘addressed to him on the 30th of August 
last :—“ I have no wish to dissuade you from any criticism of 
my volcanic views which may occur to you as important to 
make; but at the same time allow me to remark that those 
views ‘of mine are greatly more dependent upon a large num- 
ber of physical considerations than upon any mathematical 
ones, and I do not think that symbols or arithmetic are likely 
to throw any additional light upon the subject, however they 
may tend to confuse it. JL replied to Mr. Hilgard’s and your 
own objections because it seemed necessary that I should 
fill up a lacuna purposely left in my original paper, and not 
in the spirit of controversy ; nor do I wish or intend to engage 
in any further controversy as to any objections that may be ~ 
made to any of my views. 

“Bacon has, | think, somewhere said that, with respect to 
large and complex questions, it is best to lay aside instant 
discussion and allow time and rumination to wisen us wpon 
the subject. Time and the advance of science in the future 
will no doubt afford surer tests of the truth or falsehood of my 
yiews than we now possess; but in the existing state of terres- 
trial physics, partial objections, even if well founded, seem to 
me of little value ocr use.”’ . 

Mathematical reasoning is an admirable and potent instru- 
ment for the discovery of truth when the data upon which it 
is founded are exact, sufficient, and such as we are sure exist 
in nature; but all its validity depends upon these data. 
We know almost nothing as to the nature of the interior of our 

globe; and it is only in a very imperfect way that we can even 
imagine the conditions, highly complex as these undoubtedly 
must be, under which mechanical strains act upon it even 
within a few miles of the surface, where we may reasonably 
infer its materials and their arrangement to be highly compli- 
eated, and differing from point to point in their chemical and 

* Communicated by the Author. 
C2 
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physical natures ; of the material and its arrangement at much 
greater depths we know absolutely nothing. 

The theories propounded of the descent of glaciers present 
examples, now familiar to many, of mathematics misused, 
because as yet our knowledge of the physical nature of ice is 
so imperfect. This is still more true where mathematical cal- 
culation is attempted to be applied under conditions such as 
affect the interior of our globe (as compared with which the 
motions of glaciers are simplicity itself), as is done by the Rey. 
O. Fisher in his paper entitled “ Mr. Mallet’s Theory of Vol- 
canic Energy tested,’ which appears in the Philosophical 
Magazine for October last. 

I shall adhere to my resolution expressed in the above ex- 
tract not to engage in any mathematical controversy in sup- 
port of my views as to volcanic activity, but to leave it to the 
issue of advancing knowledge, when in time to come more 
extended and new forms of observation or experiment shall 
have afforded more certain physical data than we at present 
possess whereon to base our conclusions. In abstaining thus 
it must not be supposed that I admit the validity of the Rey. 
O. Fisher’s conclusions, or that the pretentious title of his 
paper is in any wise justified by them. Passing by the earlier 
parts of his paper, as to which all that need be said may already 
be found in my paper in the Philosophical Magazine for July, 
the connected argument by which he professes to test my 
views commences at page 309. The physical data upon which 
it;is founded have no real or probable existence in nature, and 
are in some instances in conflict with each other, while some 
of the numerous hypotheses involved in his calculation are not 
warranted by any thing set forth by me in my original paper 
(Phil. Trans. for 1873). For his own purpose he takes my 
small paper subsequently read (addition &c., read May 1874), 
in which upon certain hypotheses and suppositions I assigned 
limits of thickness to the earth’s solid crust, as though it were 

of my original paper and resting upon an equally assured 
ase. 
The Rev. O. Fisher assumes a rigid crust and rigid nucleus, — 

that these are in contact at a definable spherical surface, that 
at this surface they adhere or stick together, and that when 
this adhesion is broken by tangential forces originating in 
contraction of the nucleus, the surfaces of contact drag over 
each other with an enormous resistance, which he supposes at 
the moment of rupture equal to the whole weight of the crust. 
This fanciful coefficient of adhesion and friction (w and p’ in 
the author’s formule) he professes to take from me ; but what 
I have assumed for sake of illustration only at pages 8-9 
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(Phil. Mag. July last), in reference to disintegrated ma- 
terial, affords no warrant for the Rey. O. Fisher’s application 
of it under conditions essentially different, while for his coeffi- 
cient of adherence, or for the existence of adherence at all, he 
offers no warrant whatever. The coefficient of friction, which 
I have assumed in illustration only, is not 0°75, but 0°5 ; and 
whether either of these be true or not, for the moderate pres- 
sures of a few pounds per square foot as in Morin’s experiment, 
they cannot be true, and in fact involve a physical impossibility, 
where the pressure per unit of surface enormously exceeds the 
crushing-resistance of the material as in his case, where the 
pressure is that ofa column 400 milesin height. Yet itis upon 
these data that his argument rests, and by which he manages to 
get rid of the largest portion of the work-due to the descent of the 
crust, and so to prove the residue insufficient for the production of 
volcanic heat. There is nothing to warrant the supposition that a 
crust 400 miles thick, which is the value our author assumes for 
k, would be compressed equally throughout its depth or crush 
simultaneously throughout its thickness ; nor can it be assumed 
that volcanic activity is found uniformly diffused throughout the 
depth of such a crust, but must be supposed, as I have shown 
in my original paper (§ 87), to be confined principally to the 
upper strata of the crust, where, as may easily be seen, in an 
elastic and flexible crust local lateral displacements may take 
place sufficient to produce crushing and volcanic action with- 
out any dragging ofthe crust as a whole over the nucleus. 

If these data and others which I have not specified, as well 
as several assumptions which the paper involves, be false, as 
they undoubtedly are, then must the conclusions be false like- 
wise, and this testing of my theory be but weighing it in a false 
balance. 

But somewhat further on we find the author overthrowing, 
in the following sentence, the entire mathematical house of 
cards which he has with so much parade erected :—“ If, how- 
ever, as is more likely, the crust rests upon a fluid or viscous 
layer, the resistance to lateral motion will be much smaller ; 
but we are not able to guess what it will be, so that we cannot 
a priori assign a value to wu” (page 316). Now, as the only 
conceivable assumption that we can make is that adopted by 
all physical geologists, namely that a solid crust passes by an 
intervening viscous layer into a hotter nucleus below it, so 
this statement on the part of the Rev. O. Fisher is to admit 
that his whole mathematical argument is baseless and worth- 
less. It seems to me a notable example of the misuse of ma- 
thematics which Professor Huxley, in one of his addresses as 
President of the Geological Society, not less wittily than truly 
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illustrated, by saying that if we put peascods into the mathe- 
matical mill we cannot expect it to yield wholesome wheat- 
flour. Such ill-founded calculations do not advance, but 
retard truth ; they do so especially when applied to such ques- 
tions as are related to physical geology, upon which opinions 
are adopted by large numbers who know nothing of mathema- 
tics, and by whom mathematical symbols are too commonly 
taken as tests of truth, and upon whom their parade exercises 
a sort of fascination like that said to affect birds under the 
glance of the rattlesnake. Were this intended as a refutation 
of the Rey. O. Fisher’s paper, and not merely to point out the 
invalidity of his conclusions resting on such infirm data, I 
might point to the physical impossibility which appears to me _ 
to be involved in the first part of the answer he has given to — 
his own question, page 817, “If the work of descent of the 
crust is not transformed into the heat of voleanic energy, it 
may be asked what becomes of it?”’ He says part of it “is 
transformed into heat within the nucleus,” his own assumption 
being that the nucleus itself is hotter than the heat of vulea- 
nicity. But this, as well as the string of improbable suppo- 
sitions not containing any thing new, with which the author 
endeavours to prop up old volcanic theories at the conclusion 
of his paper, I pass without remark. 

IV. The Second Proposition of the Mechanical Theory of eat 
deduced from the First. By C. Sztty, Budapest*. 

aes is not, and never will be, any theory which could 
dispense with fundamental hypotheses incapable of 

demonstration and explanation; still a theory must be regarded 
as more perfect the less it stands in need of such undemon- 
strable assumptions. The mechanical theory of heat, accord-. 
ing to the present view of it, rests upon two propositions of 
this sort. The first (named after Mayer and Joule) is no 
other than the universal principle of the Conservation of 
nergy, in its application to heat. 

The second proposition (that-of Carnot and Clausius) cannot 
be expressed so simply, or be so readily fitted into the frame- 
work of a general physical principle, as the first-mentioned. 
This second proposition is formulated by Clausius as follows} :— 

““' Whenever a quantity of heat is converted into work, and 
the body through which the conversion is effected is finally 

* Communicated by the Author. Translated from the Mathematihat 
Eriekezések, vol. iv. 1875. The original memoir was presented to the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, May 10, 1875. 

t Poge. Ann, 1854, vol. xciii. 
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found in its initial condition, another quantity of heat must . 
simultaneously pass from a hotter into a colder body ; and the 
amount of the latter quantity of heat in proportion to the 
former depends only on the temperatures of the two bodies 
between which it passes, and not upon the nature of the body 
through which the transformation was effected.” 

Clearly a proposition so complicated, however accordant 
with the facts of experience, cannot be accepted as a simple 
axiom. Hence physicists were obliged to seek an hypothesis 
that could be more easily expressed, more distinctly repre- 
sented, than the Second Proposition, and from which the latter 
could then be strictly deduced mathematically. In fact a 
‘series of such axioms for the deduction of the Second Propo- 
sition have been found. 

Let us consider these in the order in which they have suc- 
cessively been proposed. For the facility of our survey we 
will arrange them in two groups. The first comprises those 
assumptions which refer to the behaviour of heat as an agent, 
without entering in detail into the nature of the motion which 
we name heat ; while the second group comprises those hypo- 
theses which relate to the nature of the motion. 

To the group of thermic hypotheses belong :— 
(1) Clausius’s axiom, proposed by him in his fundamental 

Inemoir (read in F ebruary 1850 before the Berlin Academy), 
and afterwards more completely presented * :—“Heat cannot of 
itself pass out of a colder into a hotter body.” 

(2) Thomson’s axiom }, which reads thus :—“‘Jé ts impossible, 
through the action of dead matter, io obtain mechanical work by 
cooling any natural substance below the temperature of the coldest 
of the surrounding objects.” 

(3) Clausius’s second hypothesis, expressed, in his memoir 
relative to disgregation t, as follows:—“The mechanical work 
which heat can perform in any change of arrangement of a 
body is proportional to the absolute temperature at which the | 
change takes place.” 

(4) Belpaire’s axiom §, viz.:—“I/ the temperature be infi- 
nitesimal, the quantity of energy converted into work by an we- 
thermal transformation must likewise be infinitesimal.” 

These are the thermic hypotheses which, to my knowledge, 
have been proposed for the derivation of Carnot and Clausius’s 
principle. The second group comprises the dynamic hypotheses 
proposed for the same purpose, viz. 

(5) The hypothesis of Pach taeda vortices,” set forth in 

* Poge. Ann. 1850, vol, Ixxix. ; Phil. Mae. Easel vol. ii. 
+ Edinb. Trans. vol. xx., and Phil, Mag. [LV. | vol. iv. 
t Poge. Ann, 1862, vol. xvi, § “Bull, de Be Ig. 1872. 
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1850 by Rankine *, according to which the particles of bodies 
move in circular currents. 

(6) The hypothesis of circulating currents (“ circulating 
streams of any figure whatever ”’), developed likewise by Ran- 
kine, in 1851, and considerably simplified by him in 1855 f. 

(7) The hypothesis of periodic motions, made use of by 
Boltzmann, in 1866, in order to deduce the Second Propo- 
sition f. 

(8) The hypothesis of quasi-periodic motions, which Clausius 
first advanced in 1871§, and has since more fully developed 
in several large memoirs. 

Of all the above-mentioned hypotheses, the axioms of Clausius 
and Thomson found the most acceptance, as being the most 
plausible. 

But now arises the question whether a new hypothesis is 
needed for the deduction of the Second Proposition, and 
whether it cannot be deduced with mathematical rigour by 
means of the First Proposition alone. If this can be done, 
the theory of heat will be really based on a single proposition, 
on the universal principle of the conservation of energy. 

At present this problem is not merely unsolved, but has 
scarcely been taken into consideration. As far as I know, 
only Rankine and Clausius have expressed any opinion on this 
question, and the latter merely by the way. Rankine pro- 
nounces as follows :—“ Carnot’s law is not an independent 
principle in the theory of heat, but is deducible as a conse- 
quence from the equations of the mutual conversion of heat 
and expansive power” (Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. vii.), and adds 
that he has shown this in the first part of his treatise. He 
forgets, however, that in the part cited he occupies a very 
hypothetical stand-point, in that, inter alia, he defines tempera- 
ture thus :—‘ The temperature is a function of the square of 
the velocity of the molecular vortices, divided by the coefficient 
of elasticity of the atmospheres of the atoms.” It was very 
natural that a deduction based on such a complicated hypothesis 
was accepted by no one. Jankine’s consequence is, accord- 
ingly, a mere assertion, of which he has not furnished the 
demonstration. 

Clausius alludes to the above question quite incidentally, in 
a lecture delivered by him at the 41st Meeting of the German 
Natural Philosophers and Physicians, at Frankfort. He ex- 
presses himself to this effect :—‘‘ Yet there is a second prin- 
ciple, which is not yet contained in that (the First Proposi- 

* Edinb. Trans. vol. xx. + Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. xxx. 
t Sttzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie, vol, liii. 
§ Pogg. Ann, vol, cxlii. 
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tion), but requires a special demonstration, and which is 
equally important with the other, because it is only the combi- 
nation of the two that can form a complete basis for the mecha- 

“nical theory of heat.” 
It is evident that Clausius’s statement directly contradicts 

the assertion of Rankine. The latter maintains that the Second 
Proposition can be deduced from the First ; while Clausius says 
that the Second is not contained in the First. 

The purpose of the present paper is to examine this important 
question, and to prove that, without any further hypothesis, 
the Second Proposition can be deduced direct from the First. 

iE 

Every material body can be regarded as an aggregate of an 
immense number of material points, which, under the influ- 
ence of internal and external forces, move according to certain 
unknown laws. We will not bind ourselves to any hypothesis 
concerning the nature of this internal motion ; our sole and 
single assumption shall be that the particles are not at rest, 
but in some kind of motion. 

- To characterize this motion, or, in other words, to determine 
the thermic condition of a body, it is known that two indepen- 
dent variables are necessary. Let them be denoted by & and 
; then the state of the body remains unaltered so long as 
neither € nor 7 changes ; but as soon as either & or 7 or both 
together undergo a change, the state of the body in question 
changes at the same time. 

As long as the thermic condition of a body remains un- 
changed, so long do, according to my conception, the total 
living force (T) by itself, and the total potential energy (U) by 
itself, remain constant. 

If, therefore, the state of the body is given by the two inde- 
pendent variables & and y, then, as long as 6&=0 and 6n=0, 
in like manner 3 

CLR ESL egeingy | See melas te wa aes Gm) 
and 

Ulam As eae e(2) 

Let the mass of any material point whatever of the body be 
m; further, at the time t=0 let 2, y, z be its rectangular co- 
ordinates, x’, y’, 2’ the components of the velocity, and 2”, 7, 
z’’ the acceleration-components. Already in the first instant 
—-say, after the time 6¢, the position, velocity, and acceleration of 
the point will be different, viz.2+d6v..., e/ +82’...,0+ 6x". 
But, from equation (1), must 

Sh a(x on’ + dy! +-gOebleeO sare vais p> (LA) 
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and, according to equation (2), 

8U = —Sm(e"ba + yby4+2b2)=0. . . . (2A) 

By forming the two latter equations we readily obtain a re- 
lation between the time-variations and the variations of the 
coordinates ; for if (1A) and (2A) be multiplied by dé and 
added, we shall have 

Im(a/ du! +....—abx—....)dt=0, 

or, in accordance with the signification of w’ and w”, 

=m(dvdw' +....—da/dx—....)=0. 
Now 

dx! d=dx(a' dx) —a/db- ; 

consequently 

Sm(dada! +....+a/dde+....)=dm(a'dx+....)s 
Further, 

dxbx! + x'ddx=6(a/dx) = 6(a/dt); 

consequently 

dym(e'du+....)=6(2Tdé). 

As long as the state of the body remains constant, T also is 
constant; consequently, after indefinite integration, 

=m(a’duv+....)=2TS¢+ constant. 

But now, for 6¢=0, 

rr fnmed | a ; 

consequently 

Lm(a'Ox + 7 dy + 2/bz)=2TSt. . (3) 

Fiquations (1), (2), and (8) remain valid so long, and only 
so long, as the state of the body is unaltered. 

II. 

We will now pass to the consideration of the changes of 
state. 

Let the initial state of the body (the state before the change) 
be defined by the constants & and 4. Let the coordinates of 
any particle m in the instant t=0 be 2%, yo, 2; the velocity- 
components, 2!9, y'9, 2'93 the total vis viva, Ty; and the total 
potential energy, Uy. If the state of the body were to remain 
unchanged, then equations (1), (2), and (3) would continue 
to hold good. 

But now, from the time t=0 onward, we will convey to the 
body successive quantities of energy. In consequence of this, 
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the vis viva and potential energy of the body will be augmented, 
and, in general, external work will be done. In the measure 
in which we add more and more energy to the body, the state 
becomes also more and more changed. Assume that the series 
of successive changes is regulated in such manner that the con- 
dition-variables satisfy at every instant the equation 7=/(&), 
or, in other terms, that the succession of the changes of state 
(say, the path of the state) is given by the function, We will 
continue the importation of energy until the condition-variables, 
corresponding to the relation 7=/(€), take the values & and 
m,. Let the quantity of imported energy be then Q. With 
the cessation of the importation of energy change of state 
ceases also; henceforward the variables & and 7,, and with 
them the vis viva T, and potential energy Uj, retain their pre- 
sent values. 
We have, consequently, conducted the body in a definite 

manner from the initial state (£7) into the final one (& 7), 
and meanwhile conveyed toit the energy Q. Given the initial 

state (E79), final state (&,7,), and the path of the changes of 
state, the total energy Q to be conveyed to the body is also un- 
ambiguously determined. Whether the importation of energy 
takes place more quickly or more slowly, the sum of the im- 
ported energy remains unchanged, if only the initial point, the 
end-point, and the nature of the path remain unaltered ; in 
other words, the initial and final: states and the path of the 
changes completely determine the total energy Q to be imported ; 
while the duration of the transition is not determined thereby. 
With the same Q the duration of the transition, corresponding 
to the mean velocity of the importation of energy, may take 
any value whatever between 0 andwo. Let the duration be 
denoted by t. The length of this duration, or the value of ¢, 
depends entirely upon how we fix the mean velocity of the im- 
portation of energy; consequently the choice of what the 
magnitude of ¢ shall be, is entirely at our disposal. 

Let us now conduct the body from the same initial state 
(& 7) into the same final state (&,7,), but so that the present 
series of changes (the second path of the state) shall be only 
infinitesimally different from the just-described series (the first 
path)—that is, so that the form of the function f in the equa- 
tion 7=/(€) undergoes an indefinitely little alteration. The 
importation of energy now commences not at the instant ¢=0, 
but the infinitesimal time dé later. Hence the coordinates of 
the particles m at the commencement of the present change of 
state will be no longer x, Yo, 2, but different by dx, dy, dz 
and the same will be the case with the components of the velo- 
city and acceleration. But during this time 6¢ the state of the 
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body has remained unchanged; so that equation (3) still re- 
tains its validity ; consequently 

ym’ (x dxy + y' 8Yo + 2 (dz) = 2T dt. LG e Rs oie (4) 

At the end of the time 6¢ the conveyance of energy com- 
mences, corresponding to the former in such sort that the body, 
after an equal period t, arrives at the same final state as by the 
jirst path. Let the total quantity of energy now communi- 
cated be accordingly Q+6Q. 

On the second path, where the change of state began 6¢ 
later, it will also end 6¢ later—that is, at the instant ¢+ 6¢. 
At this instant the coordinates, velocities, and acceleration- 
components are not the same (#,..., a;..., #4...) as they 
were at the end of the first transition, at the instant ¢, but dif- 
fering from them by 62,..., 6v;..., and 62”. But now, on 
the one hand, 2,..., and, on the other, «,+6z,... represent 
the coordinates of the same particle in the same state, and only 
so far differ from one another that the first correspond to the 
instant ¢, and the latter to the instant ¢+6¢. Therefore equa- 
tion (3) is applicable to these variations also; that is, 

Dmx! 82, +. y'8y1 + 21821) = 2T, dt. . ". . (5) 

III. 

Equations (4) and (5) refer only to the commencement and 
termination of the change of state, and cannot be applied to 
the entire course of the transition. We must seek another re- 
lation, one which remains valid at any and every stage of the 
alteration. 
We will assume that on the first path the body, during the 

time 7, has arrived at a certain state (7), which we will briefl 
designate by the name “state A,.” In this state let the total 
vis viva be T, the potential energy U, and the coordinates, ve- 
locities, and acceleration-components of the particle mbez..., 
Es ig I? aso 

On the second path the body comes in the course of the time 
t (therefore in the instant 7+ 6¢) into a certain state (E+ 66, 
n+6n), which we will name “state A,.”” The quantities be- 
longing to A, differ only by their variations from those which 
belong to A,. The particle m is now not in the position z..., 
but removed 6x from it; and in like manner the velocity- and 
acceleration-components have suffered an infinitesimal variation 
OF iajsg OA? 0 
Let us now determine how much energy must be commu- 

nicated to the body to conduct it, following the path denoted 
by the displacements ow, dy, dz, out of state A, into state Ag. 
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If de is the amount of energy sought, then 

de=dT— Smee +y"Sy 4+ 282), 
or also 

de=Zm(w'ba/ +... —v!dx—...); 

multiplying by dé, and taking into consideration the significa~ 
hom ot z..., 2... we find 

Se. dt=m(dxb2'+...—da/dx—...). 
By simple transformations we get 

Se.dt=d2m(a'de+ ...)—dim(a'dx+...). 

Integrating this equation between the limits corresponding to 
the initial and final states, we have 

t t | 
{ de. u=3{ Lm(a'da+ ...)—Z(a82,+ ...) 

oe Eee ue 
Transforming the integral on the right-hand side, taking into 
account equations (4) and (5), gives 

t t 

{ de. 4=28( Tdt —2T,8¢ + 2T, 8. 
0 0 

As T, and T) are constant, the equation can also be written 
thus— 

t t 

('se.a=20) (Ge ea ae (6) 
0 0 

In a definite actually effected passage out of (£yn) into (E,m:) 
the quantity of energy is a certain function of the time. The 
passage, however, from the same initial to the same final state, 
by the same path, can, with respect to time, be executed quite 
arbitrarily ; consequently de is a different function of the time, 
according to.the velocity of the importation of energy. By 
suitably selecting this velocity, any indefinitely small value 
whatever may be assigned to 

t 
(“se ae 
eo 

Let the velocity of the importation of energy be such that 
the period of the transition shall satisfy the following equation 
of condition— 

Say ig 
{ de. dt=t.6Q, 

0 

where 6Q signifies the amount to which more energy would 
be required by the transition on the second path than by the 
transition on the first path. 
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To distinguish this period thus defined from the former arbi- 
trary one, we will designate it by 7; then 

("se. at=i8Q, . it ee 
and : 

8Q=28) (T—T,+T,)de; 
0 

or, T denoting the mean value of T during the time 7, and 
putting for shortness 

i 8 oe Ty C, 

(8Q=28(iT), 

d( ze, =8le (i). . | i 

This equation agrees perfectly, in form, with that to which, 
in a former memoir*, [ reduced Hamilton’s principle. 1 then 
started from the hypothesis that | 

rma’ 62, +...)= Bmw’ dro +...) 

If we drop this hypothesis, we see that the quantity € takes» 
the place of the T which occurs in the equation mentioned. In 
the present deduction the other limiting assumption is also set 
aside, viz. that the acting forces have a force-function. 

Hquation (8) specifies how much energy must be conveyed 
to the body, in order that, instead of the path »=/(&), it may 
follow another deviating indefinitely little from this. The 
same equation (8) we also apply to the case in which we seek 
the amount of the energy which must be conveyed to the body 
in order that it may pass out of a given state (&n) into another 
state infinitesimally different (+d, +dn). In correspond- 
ence with this, we substitute for the symbol of variation the 
differential-symbol, and write 

we have 

and hence 

GF =2d log (60). ier 

So long as the body continues in the same state, (Q=0, 
and 

C=T-—T+T=T, 

€ being constant, 7 must also be constant. For each determi- 
nate (&7) state of the body, @ andi havea certain determinate 
Value, which remains constant as long as the body is in the 

* Pogg. Ann, vol. cxly. p. 800; Phil. Mag, [IV.] vol. xliii. p. 339, 
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same state. In another state, 7 and @ have other values, which 
again are constant as long as the new state is unchanged. 

If the infinitesimal quantity of energy dQ be conveyed to 
the body, the variables ©@=T and 7 change also infinitesimally ; 
consequently . 

€=T—(T+aT)+T; 

and recollecting that in this case T also can only be infinitesi- 
mally different from T, we obtain, for an infinitesimal change 
of state, - 

a_i 
wherein, for each element of energy dQ received, that vis viva 
€=T must be employed which the body has directly on the 
reception of that element. 

If now we integrate equation (9) between the limits corre- 
sponding to the initial and final states, we have 

tdQ 5, (i@)i- 
i} e778 Gayo 

_ Extending the integral to a complete circular process gives 

2 Rai Biolaigs 4 tug Rema il 
This equation corresponds perfectly with the following, 

ictus ae dee 

which expresses the Second Proposition for reversible circular 
processes. In equation (10) € denotes the total vis viva which 
the body possesses directly on the reception of the element of 
energy dQ; in equation (11), T denotes the absolute tempera- 
ture which the body possesses directly it receives the heat-ele- 
ment dQ. If it be assumed (as it usually is) that the absolute 
temperature is a quantity proportional to the total vis viva, 
equation (10) immediately changes into equation (11). 

In the preceding considerations we have endeavoured to keep 
aloof from every hypothesis, basing our deductions solely upon 
the principle of the Conservation of Energy. We believe we 
have thereby proved that the Second Proposition can be de- 
duced from the First without any further hypothesis. 

Budapest, June 15, 1875. 
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V. On Duplea Telegraphy. By OurvER HEAVISIDE.* 

The Bridge System. 

FY THEORETICAL diagram of the arrangement of the 
conductors for duplex telegraphy by the ‘bridge system 

is given in fig.1. g and g’ are the receiving apparatus, which 

Fig. 1. 

may be of any kind, f and /’ the batteries, and a, b, c, a’, b’, c 
are resistances. ‘The letter attached to any branch will be used 
to represent the resistance of that branch. The two branches 
jf and f’ are preserved of constant resistance by mechanical 
means, whether the batteries are in or out of circuit. The 
object of the above arrangement of conductors is to enable two 
stations, A and B, to signal each other at the same time through 
a single line without mutual interference ; and this is accom- 
plished by adjusting the six resistances, a, b, c, a’, b’, c’, so that 

@ tie: wit we 
and 

PRO RE 2's 

where « is the resistance outside station A, 7. e. the resistance 
of the line plus the resistance of station B’s apparatus, and a’ 
is the resistance outside station B. When the above propor- 
tions hold good, f and g are conjugate, likewise /’ and g’; 
hence each station working alone produces no current in its 
own receiving instrument ; and when they are both signalling 
simultaneously, the currents in the receiving instruments are 
the algebraical sums of the currents which would be separately 
produced ; thus station A gets only B’s signals, and station B 
receives A’s signals alone. It is obvious without any mathe- 
matical demonstration that the above is true whatever may be 
the direction and strength of the currents, provided only that 
the two conditions aw=be, a'x/=b'c' are satisfied, and that 
these are the sole necessary conditions for duplex telegraphy 
when the line has so little electrostatic capacity that the trans- 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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ient currents due to that cause are inappreciable. When the 
capacity of the line cannot be neglected, it may be perfectly 
balanced by distributing artificial capacity along the resistance 
e with the same uniformity it has along the line ; and this may 
be approximated to by subdividing the resistance and required 
capacity as much as possible. If / is the resistance and /, tite 
capacity of the line, and ¢, the required capacity, then the con- 
dition of balance as regards capacity is ccy=ll,. 

Since each station has three adjustable resistances, a, b, and 
ce, and they are connected by the single relation az=bc, it fol- 
lows that any two of them may be taken arbitrarily and balance 
made with the third. Thus we may take b and ¢ as indepen- 
dent variables, and eliminate a. The question then arises, in 
what respects an arrangement in which the resistances } and ¢ 
have particular values differs from another in which 6 and ¢ 
have other values. There are three principal differences : first, 
the received currents will be in general different; next, the 
balances will be of different degrees of sensitiveness, so as to 
be more or less affected by changes in the resistance of the line ; 
and, lastly, different amounts of artificial capacity will be re- 
quired to produce a balance with respect to the capacity of the 
line. Since a duplex apparatus is generally set up for perma- 
nent use, it is clearly of the first importance to obtain the 
Maximum current with a given receiving instrument and. bat- 
tery. Oncables this is quite a minor consideration, on account 
of the great delicacy of the instruments employed. But du- 
plex telegraphy has not hitherto been very successful on cables ; 
whereas on land lines, where such delicate instruments would 
be quite out of place, and much larger batteries are employed, 
the cost of the current is considerable, and itis desirable to get 
as much out of it as possible. I shall therefore in the first 
place endeavour to discover what the actual magnitudes of the 
resistances a, 6, and c should be to render the received current 
a maximum,—and when that is done, consider the sensitiveness 
of the resulting arrangement, or its liability to disturbance. 
In order to avoid useless complication, I shall suppose that 

Bihe line is perfectly insulated, and that the receiving instru- 
Bment at each station has the same resistance, and likewise the 
battery at each station; i.e. f=’ and g=g’. This is very 
nearly fulfilled in practice; for the same description of instru- 
ment and battery is generally used at each end of a line. Then 

Bsymmetry tells us that the resistances a, b, ¢ should be the 
Bsame at each station; or rather there is no reason why they 
Bshould be different ; and besides, if we do not make use of this 
simplification, the problem will become almost intractable. 

Let E be the electromotive force of each battery, and G the 
B Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan. 1876. D 
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eurrent each station receives from the other through its recei- 
ving instrument g, and let both A and B send the same cur- 
rent to line. Then, from the identity of the arrangement at 
each end, there will be no current in the line, which may be 
removed without influencing the currents in the other conduc- 
tors. Thus we find 

Ga RE a: cia Sf ged a(b+q) a+b+g 

v"-- atb+g 
or 

Ka 

Gs (f+e)\(b+g)ta(ftetb+g) — 1 (1) 

Now this expression for the strength of the received current 
contains the constants H, /, and g, and the variables a, 6, and 
c. The last two are independent; but the first is a function of 

all the resistances ; for a= * and 

ala ret) + fog tb) + beg +oO+f) (2) 
(g+b)(e+f)etbe(gtbtetf) ° 7 

This gives a quadratic equation for the determination of x, 
which, however, it is unnecessary to effect. By eliminating 

ax °° from (1), we have 

ge ae) Se (3) 
~ (f+e\b+gatbe(ftetbtgy * *° 

We have to make Ga maximum with respect to b and ¢; and 

G 

therefore we must have - =0 and 4 =(, Thus we have 

the following conditions :— 

ge f+e)—Pe=b(f+c)(b +9) 

. ay tot eee 
Se(b+g)~be'?=c(f+e)(b +), 

The only difficulty now lies with the complex function «. 

It would be most natural to obtain a, oe and os as functions 

of b,c, f, g, and J, and then find the values of band ec, in terms 
of the constants 7, g, and 1, which make Ga maximum. But 
it will be found impossible to obtain an explicit solution in this 
manner, owing to the high degree of the final equations, How- 
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ever, a simple solution may be obtained in terms of /,; g, and, 
the external resistance. Thus, differentiating (2) with respect 

to 6 and then solving for = we obtain 

AP iokss: {goletf) + be(et+g)}? + ce(be= fy)? : (5) 
db \x(g+b)(c+/) t+ be(g+b+e+f)? +be(be—fgy ; : 

and since the right-hand side of (2) is unaltered by inter-. 

changing f and g, and } and ¢, we can find = by making these 

changes in (5). Thus : eve 

dae | Veg +0) + bcd +f)}? + ba(be—fg)” : (6) 

de jagtbjetf)+begtb+etf)? +be(be—foy ..> %. 

Equations (4), (5), and (6) must now be manipulated to 
obtain 6 and ¢ in terms of f,g, and x After going through 
the usual algebraical drudgery, which it is unnecessary to give 
here, we obtain 

b= J Ee | Ai J Zh a+9) 
v (7) 

whence ‘sh 

a= vig 3 
It will be found that these values of a, 6, and ¢ make the 

received current a maximum with any given battery, receiving 
instrument, and line. The strength of the received current is 
then 

[ye 
et ftg+ Mgt (Natt Veg (4/ a vans 

or, which is the same, 

re i ig ue, 
ardtersrgterby/L tea /2 

- It will be observed that in the above solution (7) one of the 
resistances (a) is independent of x, and is the same for all lines 
with the same receiving instrument and battery. Since ba- 
lance is always obtained in practice by adjusting one. of the 
resistances, say ¢, it follows that only the other two, a and b, 
need be calculated. ‘This is readily done fora; but for 0 it is 
more difficult, since ade ba simply expressed in terms of € baths 9 | 
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f, 9g, md 1, the equation to determine it being of the sixth” 
degree, viz. 

fea (a? —S9) $2 Vaf'+ 2 Ving + V(x +f (2+ 95 7 

(Ftgtet vig) v(etfyaetg)t Qe+f+gy vat Veg) 
This theoretical difficulty, however, is of no practical im- 

portance, since the value of w can be determined as closely as 

necessary in the very act of adjusting the instruments for du- 
plex working for the first time. For long lines, « may be 

considered equal to 1+ Vfg. It is actually rather greater. 
The next thing to be considered is to what extent this ar- 

rangement is liable to disturbance from variations in the resist- 

ance of the line. Now, as I have shown in a former paper 
(Phil. Mag. Feb. 1873), the values of a, b, and ¢, which make 
the most sensitive balance for measuring a resistance # with a 
battery of resistance f and galvanometer of resistance g, are 
precisely the same as those given in equations (7) above as 
giving the maximum current in duplex working. We are 
thus at once led to the conclusion that the arrangement of 
Wheatstone’s bridge for duplex telegraphy which gives the 
maximum received current at both stations, is also the arrange- 
ment which is most easily disturbed by variations in the resist- 
ance of the line. We may show this otherwise. When 
a:b ::c:a, station A, when sending alone, produces no cur- 
rent in his instrument. Let now the external resistance a be 
changed to 2’, then A sending alone will produce a current O; 
in his instrument, of strength 

Hbc(a/ — 2) 
ipsa b(c+x2)+ax(c+a’) 

b(e+a)(e+w) = \f cb +x)(b+a’) \ 
LB) feo) J Ke-+2) +-0(6 sae 

pL be(a’—a) - v 
b(c+x)+a2(e+2’) 

If another arrangement be made in which / and ¢ are altered 
to b/ and c’, and the current be now C,, then C, may be found 
by changing 0 into 0’ and c into c’ in the expression for C,; 

and the ratio Gc. when 2x’ —w is small will express the relative sen- 
ie. 2 

sitiveness of the two arrangements. In the limit, when a’ —«#=0, 
we have 

| be 

2 bc 2 

$O(¢ +a)+gU +a) {iO+ae)+f('+2)} 
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from which we see that the sensitiveness of any exact balance 
to disturbances in the resistance of the line, either in duplex 
working or in testing, is proportional to 7 

: be | “ 
{o(c+2)+9(b4+ «)} {c(b+2) +f(e+«)} ‘ 

and this expression is a maximum when / and c have the values 
given in (7) above. 

Hence it is perfectly hopeless to find any arrangement of 
Wheaistone’s bridge for duplex telegraphy which shall give 
the maximum received current at both stations and at the same 
time be least liable to disturbance. Generally speaking, the 
more sensitive the balance the stronger the received current. 

Since w, the resistance external to one station, includes the 
resistance at the other station, any alteration of adjustment at 
one station will theoretically cause a disturbance in the other 
station’s balance; and it is true that an infinite series of suc- 
cessive adjustments must be made by each station to reobtain 
an exact balance-whenever balance is disturbed. But these 
alterations are so excessively small that practically they have 
no existence. By making bc=/fg and adjusting solely by the 
resistance a, each station’s balance becomes independent of the 
other’s ; but this is introducing a greater difficulty to avoid a 
lesser and inappreciable one, since to keep bc=/g frequent mea- 
surements would have to be made of /, the battery-resistance, a 
variable quantity ; and besides, such an arrangement would not 
give the maximum current, as is evident from equations (7). 

The above investigations apply to any instrument, battery, 
and line, and therefore admit of immediate practical application 
in any particular case. There are, however, two principles 
frequently made use of by theoretical writers on electric cir- 
cuits :—first, that if the space to be filled with wire in a galva- 
nometer or relay is fixed, the greatest strength of signal is ob- 
tained when the wire is of such asize that its resistance equals 
the external resistance; and next, that if the quantity of me- 
tallic surface of a battery is fixed, and also the distance between 
the plates in each cell, to obtain the maximum current the cells 
should be of such a size that the total resistance of the battery 
equals the external resistance. These principles do not often 
admit of practical application in telegraphy ; but we may just 
‘see to what they lead us when we apply them to duplex work- 
ing with the bridge. We shall have the following equations 
to determine 7 and g :— 

a —39(a@+f)+2Njye+g)=0, 
vw —3f(w@+g) +2 Vig(e+f)=0. 
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Hither of these equations by itself can be made use of to de- 
termine gy when / is constant, or f when g is constant. When 
they are combined, we have | 

Now, although this result can be applied to the construction 
of instruments for testing purposes where w is constant, there 
is one insuperable difficulty that prevents its use in duplex 
working ; and that is, « becomes infinite. We can only con- 
clude that the finer the wire of the relay and the greater the 
number of conyolutions, the smaller the cells are made, and the 
greater their number, the greater will be the strength of the 
signals—a fact which might be safely predicted without mathe- 
matical examination. 
A comparison of the strength of the received current in 

ordinary single working and duplex working with the bridge 
will be interesting. In single working the received current is 

Eb 

Figrl) § a 

and in duplex working, when the arrangement is such as to 
give the maximum current, its value is given in equation (8) 
above as 

G= & | Ai at Vag) (Af HE atftgt Nig (vaz'+ Vag) ( a+g 0 Woe 
where is the external resistance, rather greater than 14+ Vg. 
When / is very great. compared with f soe. g, these expressions 
(8) and (9) are nearly equal, the duplex current being a little 
less than the other. (In the extreme case f=0, g=0, they 
are identical.) Numerical comparison, taking the most gene- 
ral values of / and g occurring in practice, will show that the 
duplex current is about one half or one third the strength of 
the current obtained when the same instruments and batteries 
are used for single working; so that in general more than 
double the electromotive force will be required to obtain sig- 
nals of the sume strength in both cases. 

_ The third principal difference between one arrangement of 
the bridge and another, viz. that different amounts of artificial 
capacity are required, is of some importance as regards cables. 
Condensers of large capacity are such cumbrous and expensive 
affairs, that the smaller the artificial capacity can be conve- 
niently made the better. Now c, the required capacity, equals 
zh where J, is the capacity of the line ; consequently, to make 
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¢, as small as possible, c must be as large as possible; and this 
will occasion.a great loss of working current. This, however, 
will be of little consequence with the delicate instruments 
used on cables, if ever duplex telegraphy is successful on them. 

The Differential System. 

_. Any: instrument may be used in the bridge system without 
alterations being made; but in the differential system the 
coils must be differentially wound, or some equivalent device 
employed, so that two currents, one passing through each coil, 
may annul each other’s action on the magnet or cores within 
them. On the other hand, only one balancing resistance is 
required, instead of the three in the bridge system. The fol- 
lowing diagram (fig. 2) is a theoretical view of the differential 

Fig. 2. 

we Station A  tine___ 

pes erm phe pr 

£2 va hte 
system. g,g at station A and 9’, 9’ at B are the coils of the 
receiving instruments, 7 and 7” the batteries, and «, w the 
balancing resistances. We-shall suppose, as is usually the 
ease, that f=/’ and g=g’. .To find the strength of the signals 
each station receives from the other, let both send the same 
current to line; then, from the identity of the arrangement at 

each end, there will be no current in the line, in the right-hand 
‘coil at station A, and in the left-hand coil at B. Therefore, if 
S is the strength of the signal, | | 

_ Km 

| Oe oar ar! ; 8) 
where E is the electromotive force of the battery, m the 
strength of signal produced by the unit current circulating 
through a single coil of the receiving instrument, and # the 

_ external resistance. The value of « is 

oe da oe a=ltgt 
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or 

v=4414+ V4 29)(14 294-47}. 

In single working with the same instruments and batteries 
the strength of the signals is 

2Him 
Foe hve (12) 

when the current passes through both coils in succession. 
When /, the battery resistance, is very small, we see from (10) 
and (12) that the strength of the signals in duplex working is 
nearly one half their strength in single working with the same 
instruments, since « is a little greater than /+g. 

Since there is only one balancing resistance at each station 
in this system, there is only one arrangement possible with a 
given receiving instrument and battery, leaving out minor de- 
tails. We'may, however, inquire what the resistance of the 
instrument should be to obtain the strongest signals on the 
supposition that the space to be filled with wire is fixed. In 
such case m will vary as the square root of g, and 

Soo Evy 
ftgte 

Therefore for 8 to be a maximum, we must have 

frgta=r(1t+ )s 
dg 

and we find from (11) 

de _ (Protas, 
dg (f+g+a)—f- 

g=hi—(e@tf)+ VF+ 207 +4fas . (18) 
is the best resistance for each coil of the receiving instrument. 

When f=0, g= a Now (13) is identical with Weber’s for- 

mula for the resistance of each coil of a differential galvano- 
meter to obtain the maximum sensitiveness at a balance; thus 
again we see, just as in the bridge system, the arrangement in 
which both stations get the strongest signals is also the most 
sensitive balance, and most liable to disturbance from varia- 
tions in the external resistance. 

Weber’s formula (13) admits of considerable simplification 
if we arrange the battery so as to obtain the maximum current, 

therefore 
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by making /= ee We then have 

x 32 
I= > ia 

as the best resistances for each coil and the battery. Now 
although this admits of application in testing with the differ- 
ential galvanometer (when 2 is constant), yet it cannot be 
applied to duplex working, since « becomes infinite, which 
may receive an interpretation similar to that in the correspond- 
ng case of Wheatstone’s bridge. 

t is an interesting practical question whether with a given 
instrument and battery it is possible to obtain stronger signals 
by the bridge than by the differential system. To make the 
comparison fairly, in the former case the arrangement must 
give the maximum current. In the differential system the 
strength of the signal is (10) 

Em 

S+g+H 

and in the bridge system 
2Khm 

Ce == errr! 

> == a= otf a/ u+2g 
f+ret2gt N29 + (Natt Vag (4/ 2HE + ee 

which is obtained from (8) by changing g into 2g and multi- 
plying by 2m. In (10) and (14) w has not the same significa- 
tion; but the difference is not great. Effective comparison 
can easily be made numerically in any particular case. As 
general results, we may say that when f and g are very small 
in comparison with /, the advantage is in favour of the bridge 
system; but when / and g are taken larger, the advantage 
becomes rapidly in favour of the differential system. It may 
also be observed that in the latter the strength of signal is 
always less than one half the strength when the same instru- 
ments are used for single working, whereas in the former 
system the strength of the signal may be, but generally is not, 
more than one half. 

If the practical success of duplex telegraphy were dependent 
on the continuous maintenance of an exact balance at each 
station, then would duplex telegraphy exist only on paper. 
The variations, sometimes large and rapid, which are always 
taking place in the resistance and insulation of overland wires 
would necessitate such frequent changes of the balancing re- 
sistances as to render efficient working the exception rather 
than the rule. But it is found practically that, instead of an 

» (14) 
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exact balance being always-required, the signalling can be — 
continued for great lengths of time without any change of ad- — 
justment; and, moreover, the balancing resistances may some- 
times be altered very considerably without actually interrupt- 
ing the signalling. The actual received current may be con- 
sidered: as the algebraical sum of two parts—one the proper 
received current, the other an interfering current produced by 
inexact balance. In the double-current Morse system in com- 
mon use in England the marks are made by one current (say, 
positive), and the spaces by the negative current. If C is the 
strength of the received current, then the whole range of the 
current is 2C. In the single-current Morse system employed 
on the Continent and elsewhere there is no current during the 
spaces; hence the range of the current in the receiving instru- 
ment is only OC. Therefore an instrument that admits of being 
worked either by single or double currents, as magnetized or 
polarized relays, will give signals twice as strong with double 
currents as with single with the same battery-power. This 
applies both to ordinary single working and to duplex work- 
ing. In the latter there is a further advantage in favour of 
double currents. It is theoretically possible to work duplex 
with double currents when the interfering currents are little 
less strong than the received currents; for as the received 
current is always either +C or —C, the superposition of an 
current of less strength than C will not alter the sign of C, 
whether + or —. On the other hand, in single-current work- 
ing the received current is always either C or.zero. In the 
first case the current C overpowers the tension of a spring or 
other opposing force ; and in the latter the spring is unopposed,’ 
The most rapid signalling is to be obtained when the forces 
moving the armature or tongue of the relay are equal in each 
direction ; and then the retractile force of the spring must be 
equivalent to a reverse current of the strength $C. Therefore 
the interfermg currents in duplex working with single currents 
must never be so great as }C—thus giving an immense advan- 
tage to the double-current system as regards freedom from in- 
terruption by inexact balance or other causes, in addition to 
the advantage before mentioned of giving signals of twice the 
strength. . lt is found by experiment that duplex working 
(Morse) will not be actually interrupted until the interfering 
currents are as much as 4 or 3 the strength of the received 
currents with double currents, and 4 or + with single cur- 
rents—although no hard and fast line can be drawn, owing to 
the very numerous causes in operation. On an overland wire 
worked duplex with differential relays and double currents the 
resistance which gave exact balance was, at one end, 2560 
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ohms, which could be increased to 3860 or diminished to 1760 
ohms without interrupting the working. At the other end the 
balancing resistance could be varied from 3000 to 6000 ohms 
without interfering with rapid signalling. Tlie variation 
allowable above balance is always much greater than below, 
because the interfering current is inversely proportional to-the 
resistance external to the battery, which is increased when the 
balancing resistance is increased. In the above example the 
line was fairly insulated. When the insulation falls, the effect 
is to strengthen the sent and weaken the received currents ; 
consequently the interfering currents beara larger ratio to the 
received currents for a given change of balance ; and the balance 
therefore requires nicer adjustment. The extreme case is 
reached with the very low insulation which prevails in this 
country in continuous wet weather, when not much difference 
can be detected between the resistance of the wire whether it 
is insulated or to earthat one end. Under such circumstances 
a very small change of balance is sufficient to upset the work- 
ing. The ratio of the interfering to the received currents 
may be diminished ad lib. by increasing the resistance of the 
apparatus, or more simply by inserting a constant resistance 
‘in the main circuit. As, however, it is only when the insula- 
tion is very bad and the received current very weak that the 
interfering current due to inexact balance attains such a pro- 
portional strength as to mutilate the signals, the increase in 
the resistance of the apparatus would be an evil rather than a 
benefit, on account of the reduction in the strength of the re- 
ceived signals, already very weak, that would ensue. 
_ The two other systems described in my former paper (Phil. 
Mag. June 1873) are not likely, in accordance with the prin- 
ciple of the survival of the fittest, to come into practical use ; 
and itis therefore unnecessary to enter into details concerning 
them. But this I may observe, that in both of them the ar- 
rangement which produces the strongest signals at both sta- 
tions is also the most sensitive balance. That this should be 
the case in four different systems, renders it probable that it is 
universally true for all duplex systems, in which some kind of 

- balance is concerned. 
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VI. On the Representation of an Uneven Number as a Sum of 
four Squares, and as the Sum of a Square and two Triangular 
Numbers. By J. W. L. Guaisume, JA., PLRS.* 

LS T the end of a paper entitled “ Verification of an Ellip- 
tic Transcendent Identity,” published in the Philoso- 

phical Magazine for June 1874, I have reproduced in an ex- 
anded form a proof (due to Gauss, but the steps of which he 
ea only briefly indicated) of the identity 

(1+ 294+ 29*+ 29° + &e.)*= (1 —2¢ 4 29*—2¢° + Ke.) 

+ (Qgt+4 297 +2974 + ke.) ; 
and it occurred to me subsequently that it would be interesting 
to demonstrate the truth of the identity by showing, directly, 
from arithmetical considerations, the equality of the coefficients 
of like powers of 2 on the two sides of the equation. 

The coefficients of the even powers of « are obviously the 
same ; and the theorem to be proved is that, N being any uneven 
number, the number of representations t of 4N as the sum of 
four uneven squares is equal to twice the number of represen- 
tations of N as the sum of four, or a less number of, uneven 
squares. It is convenient in what follows to have a name for 
a decomposition of a number as a sum of four squares, irre- 
spective of the order in which they are written; and I shall 
call such a decomposition a resolution ; so that a? +0’+¢+4d?, 
a*+c’+b*?+d’, &. are all the same resclution. 

Suppose N=a’?+l’?+c?+d is a resolution of N, then we 
can derive from it two resolutions of 4N into uneven squares, 
viz. 

J. ( at+b+e4+d), or I ( a+b+e—d)’, 

+( a+b—c—d)’, +( at+tb—c+d)’, 
+( a—b—c+d)’, +( a—b+c+d)’, 
+(—a+b—c+d)’, +(—a+b+c+d)’; 

and it is easily seen that no other set of combinations formed 
by addition and subtraction of the elements a, b, c, d will give 
a resolution not included in these two. 

If any one of the elements, say a, =0, then I. and II. be- 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ “In counting the number of compositions by addition of squares, two 

compositions are to be considered as different if, and only if, the same places 
in each are not occupied by the same squares; but in counting the number 
of representations we have to attend also to the signs of the roots of the 
squares. Thus each composition by the addition of four squares, none of 
which is zero, is equivalent to sixteen representations.”—Professor H. J. 
S. Smith, “ Report on the Theory of Numbers,” art. 127 (British Associa- 
tion Report, Birmingham Meeting, 1865, p. 337). 
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come identical ; if also another, 6, =0, the resolution is of the . 
form P?+ P?+ Q’+Q’; if further c=0, the form is 

C+P+0+d. 

Confining our attention first to the case in which no one of 
the quantities a, b, c, d is zero, we see that every resolution of 
N gives rise to two resolutions of 4N :—one of class I., in which 
the largest square is (a+b+c+d)’; and the other formed from 
it by changing the sign of any one letter throughout. Consider 
any two resolutions of N, viz.a?7+0?+¢+d@ande’?+ 0? +7'4+0’; 
they give rise to four resolutions of 4N, viz. two of class I. and 
two of class II. ; and it is easily seen that the two resolutions 
of class I. cannot be identical (and also that those of class II. 
cannot be identical), unless a’, 0’, c’, =e’, B’, y’, & *, which 
is supposed not to be the case. But it requires further exami- 
nation to see that one of the resolutions of class I. cannot be 
equal to one of those of class II. ; viz. we have to show that, if 
a’ + B’+?+ 6" be an uneven number, and if 

(a+6+y—5)’+(at+B—y+6)+(a—B+y+8)’ 
+(—a+6+y+6) 

=(a+b+c+d)’+(a+b—c—d)y+(a—b—c+dy 
| + (-atb—c+d)’, 

term for term, then it follows that «”, 6’, y’, ’=a’, 0’, ¢, a’. 
The conditions give 

a+B+y—o=+( at+b+ec+d), 
a+B—ytéd=+( a+b—c—a), 
a—B+y+d=+( a—b—c+d), 

—atStyt+tdo=+(—atb—et+d); 

and a few moments’ consideration shows that the ambiguities 
on the right-hand side must be all replaced by + or by —, 
or that two must be + and two —. (For, ew. gr., take 
the first three + and the last —, and we have by addition 
a+@B+y+6=2a; that is, an uneven number =2a.) Repla- 
cing all the ambiguities by the same (say the +) sign, the 
equations are 

at+@B+y—6= at+b+c4d, 

atB—ytd= a+b—c—d, 

a—Bty+d= a—b—c+d, 

—at+B+y+d=—a+b—c+d, 

* By a, 02, 2, =a, 6, y?, 8° is meant that the four former squares 
are to be equal to the latter independently of order; for example, a*= 8’, 
B=2?, ?=d°, =" satisfies the equation, 
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so that e=a, B=b, y=d, 6=—c; and, generally, we must 
have a’, B’, y”, =a’, b?, °, d@. The second case in effect 
includes the other (in which the resolutions are of the same 
class) by supposing the sign of 6 changed. 

_ The presence of zero values of a, b, &e. in no way affects the 
argument (except by reducing to equivalence the two classes 
I. and II.) ; so that generally we see that every resolution of 
N gives rise to two resclutions of 4N, unless a zero value occurs, 
when there is but one. It is also evident that the transformed 
resolutions are of the same form as regards equality of squares 
as the original resolutions : viz. if a’, b?, c*, d’ are all different, 
the squares in the transformations are all different; if a?=0’, 
two squares in each of the transformations are equal, and so 
on. This is true also if one of the squares be zero. If two be 
zero, the transformation converts c’ +d” into P?+ P?+ Q? + Q?; 
and if three be equal, into d?+d’ +d’ +d? as before mentioned. 
We have now to show that every resolution of 4N as the 

sum of four uneven squares A’, B*, 0?, D?, may be derived 
from a resolution of N of the form #?+8?+7+& by. a trans- 
formation of class I, or class II. ; that is, that we can always 
find integer values of «, 8, y, 6 that satisfy the system of 
equations 

at+tB+y—o=+A, 

a+B—y+o=+B, 

a—B+y+d=x+0, 
—atB+y+o=+D. 

Taking the positive signs throughout for the first series of 
values, and changing the sign of D for the second, 

a=i( A+B+C—D) or =3( A+B+C+D), 
B=i( A+B-—C+D) , 4( A+B-—C—D), 

y=z( A-B+C+D) , 2 A~—B+C—D), 
§=4(—A+B+C+D) , 3+(-—A+B+C—D); 

and, since D is uneven, one (and only one) of these systems 
gives integer values to «, 8, y, 5. Thus there is no resolution 
of 4N into uneven squares that is not derivable by transforma- 
tion from a resolution of N ; and it only remains to connect the 
representations of N with those of 4N. 

1°, Consider the resolutions in which no one of the squares 
a’, b”, c’, d* is equal to zero; then, since each resolution of N 
gives rise by transformation to resolutions of the same form as 
regards equality of squares, each resolution of both N and 4N 
produces the same number of compositions, and therefore also 
of representations ; so that the number of representations of 
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AN as a sum of uneven squares is. double the number of repre- 
sentations of N. 2°. If one of the squares is zero, no alteration 
is made in the number of compositions ; but each composition 
of N gives rise to 8 representations only instead of 16, and the 
two classes become identical; so that in this case also the num- 
ber of representations of 4N is double the number of repre- 
sentations of N. 3°. If two squares are zero (so that the other 
two must be different), the number of representations pro- 
duced by each resolution of N is 12.4, while the corresponding 
resolution of 4N (being of the form P?+ P?+Q’+ Q’) gives 
rise to 6.16; and, 4°, if N is an uneven square, this resolu- 
tion gives 8 representations, while the corresponding resolu- 
tion d’+d?+d?+d@ of 4N gives 16 representations. Thus, 
universally the number-of representations of 4N as the sum of 
four uneven squares is equal to double the number of repre- 
sentations of N as a sum of four, or a less number of, squares. 

There add an example of the transformation. Take N=117*, 
then 7 ge 

8?+674+474+ 1? gives 4N=19°4+9°+57+1?.. (1) 

=174174+7+3’,. UL) 

9744744249? , 4N=19?4+74748? .. (1) 
=15?4+1174+1V4+1. dL.) 

10°+374+2?+2? , 4N=1774+97+7+7 .. 2.) 
= 13?4-18?4+11?4+37. (IL) 

PEO+es+e 5 4N=217?+574+ V4... (1) 
sa = 137+13?4+97+7, . (IL) 

O+6+64+3? 4, 4N=21?+3?+37+3? .. (1) 
= 1+ 02.9. 8 IL 

10° +4741? . 4, 4N=15?4+18°74+7+5’, 

8? + 7? +2? » AN=17?+418°+3?+1)’, 
a, O 3, AN=1o7 7 18? +o. 

Apart from the verification of the elliptic transcendent iden- 
tity, the connexion between the separate resolutions of N and 
the corresponding resolutions of 4N is interesting. — 

_. I1.. The following investigation relates to the representation 
_of an uneven number as the sum of one square and two trian- 
- gular numbers. | | 

-_ * The number of representations of an uneven number as the sum of 
~-four squares is eight times the sum of its divisors, and 117 is chosen on 
account of the number of its divisors. . 
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Consider the identity (N=) 

0, P-ptl .g-qti 

Tee ek ae 
if pq 3( Sebi pt+q ) 
=( 52) +5 (mt TMD AN 

1 a b+9)(_ p+q ) +3( m+ <> m+ <> +1 

obeis Elen! =f Beh a 
=( 2 cre amas ike OSs 

1 paq—*\(— ie +5(—m+ ne ae m+ 9 P 

and observe that, if p be of the form 4n+3 or 4n, }p.p+1 is 
even, and that, if p be of the form 4n+1 or 4n+ 2, it is uneven. 
Then (N being uneven) if m be uneven, and CT ae 
4p.p+ land 49.q+1 be both even or both uneven, then, accord- 
ing as p and q are both of the same form or of different forms, 
the first or second transformation gives rise to the sum of an 
even square, an even triangular number, and an uneven trian- 
gular number. And, conversely, an even square and two tri- 
angular numbers, one even and one uneven, are transformed 
into an uneven square and two triangular numbers, both even 
or both uneven. ‘This is evident on examining the different 
cases. We thus have the curious theorem that to every re- 
presentation of an uneven number as an even square and two 
triangular numbers, there corresponds a representation as an 
uneven square and two triangular numbers, and vice versé ; 
and we further see that the presence of a zero square corre- 
sponds to a case of equality of the two triangular numbers*. 
If, therefore, all the representations of an uneven number as 
the sum of a square and two triangular numbers be written 
down, in half the number the square is even and in half 
uneven. Stated analytically, the theorem is 

(1429+ 29% 4 &e.)(1+g% +9" + be\(qtg+g% + he.) 
=qtry tg tke)1tg+q?+ ke)? 
+(qt¢tg7th&.)\qt¢Ptg?tke.), 

* Of course 0 is to be treated as a square, and also as an even triangular 
number whose root (calling 2 the root of 3n.n+1) is 0; and the square 
numbers that are also triangular are to be treated both as squares and tri- 
angular numbers. As an example of the theorem, take N=31, and 
254640, 254343, 942141, 1415415 transform into 4+21+4+6, 
0+28+38, 16+ 15+0, 04+21+10 respectively (writing the square first in 
each partitionment). 
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which is readily transformed into 

pete te te ee) 1429 +29* + 29° +29 + ke. 
1—q—q+9q°+q°—Ke. 1-29 + 2q*— 29° + 2g — Ke.’ 

an identity derivable at once from elliptic-function formule. 
The above arithmetical process thus affords a proof of this. 
identity. 

——————— 

VII. On Salt Solutions and Attached Water. 
By FREDERICK GUTHRIE*. 

[Continued from 8. 4. vol. xlix. p. 276. ] 

EET, 

A few special Cryogens and Cryohydrates. 

I HAVE, in the first place, to redeem the promise given in. 
§ 89, and, by discussing the behaviour as cryogens and 

eryohydrates of a few peculiar salts, to complete one part of 
my undertaking. 

§ 105. Chloride of Calcium as a Cryogen. A. Crystallized 
CaCl, + 3 H, O.—The heat liberated when anhydrous CaCl, is 
brought into contact with water interferes with, by diminish- 
ing, the manifestation of cold due to the proper liquefaction of 
the salt and of the ice when the two are brought together. 
Accordingly in experiments with chloride of calcium as a eryo- 
gen which are to serve as a guide to the temperature at which 
the formation of the cryohydrate may be predicted, we may 
conveniently begin with the crystallized salt. A seasonable 
fall of snow last winter enabled me to extend my experiments 
with the chloride of calcium, not only in regard to the relative 
quantity of the two constituents, but to the relative effects of 
snow and pounded ice, and to establish conclusively that the 
two are of quite equal power when used as one element of a 
eryogen. ‘The crystallized CaCl, + 3 H, O was finely powdered 
and placed in weighed quantities on the weighed snow or 
crushed ice in a beaker, the two being stirred continuously 
with the thermometer. Under these conditions the lowest. 
temperature is quickly reached. 

* Communicated to the Physical Society, June 12, 1875, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1876. EK 
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TABLE XIJ.—Column (1) the weight in grammes of the pow- 
dered CaCl, +8 H, O, column (2) the weight in grammes of 
the powdered ice or snow, columns (3) and (4) the respective 
percentages of the two, column (5) the temperature: 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
CaCl,+3H,O,) Snow or ice, ; Per cent., |? Per cent., | Temperature, 

grammes. grammes. Insane. fie >- nt | or ice. | Centigrade. 

: ° 
100 33 snow 75 25 *—2) 
100 50 snow 66°6 33°3 —28 
94 60 ice 61:5 38:5 —33d 

' {73 50 snow 60 40 —32 
75 59 ice 60 40 —32 
50 75 show 40 60 —27 

”, {50 100 snow 33°3 66°6 —24 
50 100 ice 33°3 66-6 —24°5 

From this, especially from the examples marked *, it .ap- 
pears that snow and ice are of equal value as elemetits of cryo- 
gens, and that the greatest cold is obtained on mixing 38°5 
of ice or snow with 61:5 of the crystallized salt. This is the 
ratio between CaCl, 3H, O and 5-74 H, O, or 4(CaCl, 3H, O) 
and 23 H, O or CaCl, and 8°74 H, O. 3 | 

§ 106. B. Anhydrous CaCl, as Cryogen.—Freshly fused 
CaCl; was finely powdered and mixed with finely crushed ice. 

TasLE XIIT.—Columns (1) and (2) show the actual quantities, 
in grammes, taken of CaCl, and ice respectively; columns (3) 
and (4) show the percentages ; column (5) shows the lowest 
temperature reached ; and the numbers in column (6) show 
the temperature to which the mixture rose after all the ice was 
melted in those cases where the proportion of ice was least. 

a) | () | 8 | ® |.@. 1.6 
CaCl, kes CaCl, 16s, rea Rose to 

grammes. grammes.| per cent.) per cent. ize coer 

50 50 | 500 | 500 | 433 | . 
50 75 40-0 60:0 +10 to +18 
50 90 35°7 643 +45 +14 
50 95 34°53. 65°5 +3, +11 
50 100 30'3 66-7 at ie is 
50 125 28:6 714 —10 
33°3 100 25°0 750 —13 
25 100 20-0 80-0 —15 
20 100 16-7 83°3 —145 
16-6 100 14:2 85:8 —12 
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_- Here the lowest temperature is reached at the ratio 1 : 4, or 
about CaCl,+15H,O. We must not attach too much import- 
ance to the numbers of this Table, because, as before remarked, 
the liberation of heat when the anhydrous salt dissolves in, or 
rather combines with water, largely supplies heat for the lique- 
faction of the sclid ice and salt. And accordingly, though the 
heat-quantity concerned may be deduced from knowledge of’ 
the quantity due to such combination and the specific heat of 
the solution and the heat of liquefaction of the ice, yet the tem- 
perature or heat-tension, being a function of the time or rate of 
liquefaction, cannot be so deduced. The caking of the chlo- 
ride is also a source of experimental difficulty. 
~§ 107. Monohydrated Chloride of Calcium as a Cryogen.— 
On baking the terhydrate of chloride of calcium a porous mass 
is left, which is used for the absorption of water in gases. 
This, though called anhydrous in commerce, contains about 
one molecule of water. And the presence of the water is be- 
trayed when the body is used as a cryogen. The chloride, 
finely powdered, was weighed upon snow or ice and stirred 
with the thermometer unceasingly. The higher ratios of frozen 
water were ice, the lower ones were snow ; the two are con- 
nected together at the 50 per cent. ratios, marked x. | 

_ Taste XIV. 

CaCl,+H, O, Snow or ice, | CaCl, H, O, | Snow or ice, | Temperature, 
grammes, grammes. per cent. per cent. Centigrade. 

tS) 

100 33 snow 75 25 + 5 
100 50, 66:7 33'3 —A4 
79 50 60 40 —10 

+50 50 ,, 50 50 —17 
x50 50 ice 50 50 —17 
50 100 = 5; 33'3 66:7 +17 
50 150 _,, 25 75 —16 
50 200 ;; 20 80 —16 
50 300, 14:3 85°7 —16 
50 400 ,; H+] 88-9 —12 
50 600 ,, ri 4 92:3 —10 

The margin of ratio for minimum temperature is consider- 
able. The minimum temperature itself is intermediate between 
the minima for CaCl, and CaCl, + 3 H, O. 

- §108. The Cryohydrate of Chloride of Calcium.—A solution 
of CaCl, 3 H, O, saturated at the temperature of the air (10° C.), 
was cooled to —20° in snow and ice. The mother-liquor was 
then exposed to the carbonic-acid-and-ether cryogen. The 
temperature sank to —37° C. under continual separation of a 
transparent hydrate. At a ° C..an opaque eryohydrate is 

2 
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formed, and the temperature remains constant for a consider- 
able time. The opaque crystals, on being remelted, showed 
the following composition. By a silver-determination 6°6835 
contained 2°3365 of CaCl, This shows 36°45 of CaCl,, and 
exhibits the molecular ratio 

CaCl, + 11°8 Es O. 

Mixed Salts, as Cryogens and Cryohydrates. 

§ 109. Still bearing in mind the problem of sea-water, we 
may next consider the behaviour of mixtures of soluble salts, 
both as eryogens and cryohydrates. Hven regarding salts as 
preserving the individuality of their metallic and non-metallic 
parts when mixed together, there isa variety of recomposition 
possible. Thus taking the typical salts AX and BY, we may 
have A=B or X=Y. No double recomposition is possible 
in either of the latter cases. But there may still be formed 
double salts in which each metal is engaged with both non- 
metallic constituents. J suppose that in the present state of 
chemical knowledge it would be unwise to assert that any 
double salt is impossible, especially after the evidence which 
has been so abundantly given above that the body water is 
virtually pantameric. 

On the other hand, remembering the liberal margin of ratio 
between ice and a salt for the production of the normal or 
maximum cold, we shall get by examining the temperature of 
the cryogen of a mixture of salts and the temperature of their 
common cryohydrate, if they have one, a valuable and indeed 
unique insight into their molecular relation, in the sense of de- 
termining whether double salts or double recomposition ensues. 
At present I have confined my examination to the various cases 
of two salts. Of these a few typical examples are taken; and 
in the first place a pair of salts are examined which differ only 
in their metals. | 

§ 110. Mixed Nitrates of Potassium and Sodium as Cryo- 
hydrate.—tThe salts were just fused, poured on a slab, crushed 
while hot, and bottled. The two salts were weighed in mono- 
molecular ratio; namely, of 

KNO,; there were 33°666 grms. 
NaNO; Jy 28°333 — ,, 

‘These quantities were mixed, completely dissolved in water, 
and allowed to evaporate at 13° C. till crystallization began. 
The mixture was then cooled in an ice-salt cryogen. At about 
+12° to +10° C. transparent crystals resembling KNO, 
began to form, and continued to do so as the temperature fell. 
At about —7° an opaque cryohydrate appeared. This went 
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on till —10° C. was reached, when the whole was pasty. At 
—13° the mass was not yet dry. At —14°°5 it was nearly dry. 
At —16°5 to —17° it became perfectly dry. We find then 
that 

The eryohydrate of KNOs solidifies at — 2-7 
” ” NaNO, ” —17°5 

- ‘ equiy. mixture ,, — 7 to —17°. 

Hence it appears that the presence of the nitrate of sodium 
lowers the temperature at which the cryohydrate of the nitrate 
of potassium is formed, while the temperature of final solidifi- 
cation is virtually as low as when the nitrate of sodium was 
alone present. : 

§ 111. Mixed Nitrates of Potassium and Sodium as Cryo- 
gen.—The powdered nitrates being mixed in the same propor- 
tion as in § 110, namely 11:22 grms. of KNO; and 9:44 orms. 
of NaNOs, and stirred with about 80 grains of crushed ice, gave 
a temperature of —16°°8. This is clearly again due to the 
more powerful cryogen NaNO, which (§ 75) gave —16°5. 

§ 112. Mived Chlorides of Potassium and Sodium as Cryo- 
hydrate and Cryogen—Taking the salts in monomolecular 
ratio, namely of | 

KCl taking 18°625 
NaCl, = > »14:629 

dissolving in water and allowing it to stand until crystalliza- 
tion just began, a solution was obtained which solidified com- 
pletely at —21° C. On mixing the mixture of the same salts 
in the same proportion with crushed ice, the resulting tempe- 
rature was —21°8. The temperatures in both cases are evi- 
dently governed by the action of the NaCl ; for 

The cryohydrate of KCl solidifies at —11-4 
” ” NaCl ” —22 
- He equiv. mixture ,,  —21 

Temperature of KCl ascryogen —10°5 
2 NaCl is —22 
= equiv. mixture ,, —21 

There is so much difficulty attending the accurate separation 
of sodium and potassium that no method of analysis of them 
with which I am acquainted is free from the possible error of 
2 or 3 per cent. upon the quantity. Accordingly, for the 
quantitative study of the mixed cryohydrates or cryohydrate of 

_ the mixed salts, the following two simple ones were chosen. 
§ 113. Mixed Chlorides of Potassium and Ammonium as 

Cryohydrates and Cryogens. 
Of NH, Cl were taken 13°375 grms. 
pe U] s ip 1G5625:,, 
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These were dissolved, mixed, and allowed to evaporate till 
erystallization just began. On cooling, solidification did not 
begin till —16°°5 or —17°. The temperature remained for a 
long time at —17°; and when it had reached —18°8 the 
whole mass was solid. Two analyses of the remelted last crop 
of cryohydrate were made. The solution was weighed into a 
covered Bohemian-glass basin, evaporated at 100° C. to dryness, 
kept in vacuo oyer sulphuric acid, weighed, gently ignited, and 
reweighed, 

-  grms, erm, erm, 
(a) 4:035 of solution gave 0°9505 of total residue and 0°4890 KCl. 
(6) 5817 s 1°3725 r: fs 0:7005 KCl 

So that the percentage compositions were :— 
a. b. Mean. 

KOs 1912 12°04 12°08 

NH,Cl. 11°43 11:55 11:49 
H,O. . %645 76°41 76°48 

The molecular ratios are accordingly 

KCl=0-1608, NH, Cl=0-2148, and H, 0=4:246, 

KCl+ 1:33 NH, Cl+ 26-4 H, 0, 

3KC1+4NH, Cl+ 79-2 H, O. 

Since the water-worth of NH, Cl is 12:4 and that of KCl is 
16°61 (§ 88), we cannot look upon the compound body as a 
mixture of the two eryohydrates ; but we may perhaps regard 
it as consisting of seyen molecules of the cryohydrate of chlo- 
ride of ammonium in which three molecules of ammonium are 
replaced by potassium. 

The possible precision in the analysis of the mixed chlorides 
of potassium and ammonium induced me to extend the exami- 
nation to the intermediate crops of eryohydrates. Accordingly, 
the dry salts being mixed as before in equivalent ratio, dis- 
solved, concentrated and cooled, five successive crops of eryo- 
hydrate were collected as soon as the temperature had sunk to 
—16°°5, the last being the mother-liquor. 

or 

or 

= C a 
; Eh cae hs, (3) (4) (5 (6) 

Solution...... 66090 5°8765 4:0540 68210 64720 5-0750 - 
Total residue .. 1°4810 1:3445 0-9375 1:5720 1:4960 1-2145 
GI i, Saas, ‘7870 06760 04630 0°7815 07410 05890 

Therefore 

una ee : 
KGL) oe oe 41-00 11-50. 11°54... 445... 11-44 7 aie 

vexeer 1050 1157" i158 i0f0 Il-6/ see 
TO cc eee 7760) = 77°23 76°88 = 7696 «76°89 += 7608 
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Hence it appears that the composition of the successive crops 
of cryohydrate is nearly unchanged. The later the crop, the 
poorer is it in water and potassium and the richer in ammo- 
nium. And the increase in the ammonium is greater than the 
decrease in the potassium. The same ratio of the same chlo- 

rides, when used as a cryogen, gave —18°. Accordingly - 

The eryohydrate of KCl solidifies at —11°4. 
ve i NE. Glos 5s —15 
‘ z, equiv, mixture,, —17 

and 
As a cryogen KCl gives —10°5 

i NH, Cl » 16 
% equiv. mixture ,, —18 

§ 114. Mixed Nitrates of Barium and Strontium as Cryo- 
hydrates and Cryogens. | 

7:05 grms. of Sr 2 NOs, 
and ? 

8-70 grms. of Ba2 NO; 

were dissolved, mixed, and allowed to evaporate to incipient 
erystallization. At —1°2 a cryohydrate began to form; and 
the whole was solid at —4°3. Hmployed as a cryogen, the 
same mixture of salts gave —5°8. We have therefore ) 

The eryohydrate of Sr 2NO, solidifies at . —6 2 
Br 2NO, $5 » SOBs 

3? ry ane 

4 i equiv. mixture solidifies at —4°3 
and | 

As a cryogen 8r2.NO; gives. . . —6 
9 Ba2NO, ” very, 7 == 0:9. 

as equiv. mixture gives . —5°8 © 

§ 115. Mixed Chlorides of Barium and Strontium as Cryo- 
hydrates and Cryogens. ae ak 

6:933 grms. of BaCl, 
and | 

5:283 grms. of Sr Cly, 

both salts having been gently ignited, were dissolved, mixed, 
and evaporated to saturation. On cooling, a large quantity of 
transparent salt fell ont above 0°. At about —10° a eryohy- 
drate began to form, and the whole was nearly solid at —13°:5 
to —14°. A small portion, however, remained liquid to 
—18°. 

Mixed with snow, the above salts in the above proportion 
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lowers the temperature to —16°°7. Comparing as before, 

The cryohydrate of Sr Cl, solidifies at . . “aie 
” ” BaCl, ” ee ai, 
us + equiv. mixture solidifies at —18 

and . 
As acryogen, SrCl, gives . . . —17 

. BaCl,  ,, re 
¥s equiy. mixture gives —16°7 

As it is almost impossible to separate barium and strontium 
with very great precision, and as it was highly desirable to 
compare the relative quantities in the cryohydrate in at least 
one other case besides that of § 113, I chose in the right place 
the— 

§ 116. Mixed Sulphates of Sodium and Ammonium as Cryo- 
hydrates and Cryogens. 

6°6 grms. of (NH,). SO, 
and | 

7:1 grms. of Nay SO,’ 

were dissolved, mixed, and allowed to evaporate to saturation. 
On cooling to 0°, acicular crystals were deposited (of sulphate 
of sodium). At —4°5 a cryohydrate began to form; the 
whole was solid and dry at —7°. On analysis, by evaporation 
to dryness and subsequent strong heating, the portion last to 
solidify was found in two specimens to have the following com- 
position :— 

a. b. Mean. 
(NH,).S8O, . 12:23 12-25 12-24 
Na, SO, . e 4°82 4°86 4°84 

Hen. 3 ee 82°89 82°92 

The molecular ratios are accordingly 

Na, SO, fateh re mek te 1 

CN Ee BOy 349 tare he 
a conse dus) ute \0 oe eee 

4 Na, SO, + 11(NH,). SO, + 5Al H, O. 

As (§ 88) the water-worth of Na, SO, is 165°6, and that of 
(NH,). SO, is 10-2, this cryohydrate can neither be regarded § 
as a substitutive cryohydrate like that suggested in § 113 for § 
the cryohydrate of the chlorides of potassium and ammonium, 
nor as a simply additive cryohydrate; for the joint water- 
worth is less than that of the ammonium salt alone. The double 
sulphate of sodium and ammonium is formed; and this has the 
eae water-worth of 135-2 or (taking the higher molecule) 
o ‘ 

or nearly 
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That the two salts are not independent of one another, 
appears from their joint action as a cryogen; for mixed in 
the above equivalent ratio and stirred with snow, they give 
—16°. Comparing the joint with the separate effects, 

The eryohydrate of (NH). SO, solidifies at os 
a 7 ” N 304 : Bi seer Oe 

s ‘ equiv. mixture solidifies at — 7 
and 

As a cryogen, (NH,), SO, gives. —17°5 
” a2 U4 | ints Bras 
He equiv. mixture gives —16 

It is manifest that the doubling of the salt is not taking 
place during the solution of its two constituents when their 
mixture is a cryogen, but that it takes place when from solu- 
tion they unite together in partnership with water as a cryo- 
hydrate. 
< 117. Variation of both Constituents (AX + BY).—The fas- 

einating hypothesis of Berthollet that double decomposition 
always partially ensues when two such salts as AX and BY 
are mixed, even when no removal from the chemical field takes 
place of any of the possible new bodies resulting from the re- 
combination, may be critically approached from the side of the 
eryohydrates with great profit. Let me put the question in 
two concrete forms, and indeed in two of the forms which I 
immediately propose to examine experimentally. 

Is a solution consisting of 

202 grms. of KNO; and 142 grms. of Na, SO, 

dissolved in water, identical with a solution consisting of 

170 grms. of NaNO; and 174 of K, SO, 

dissolved in the same amount of water? _ 
If they are identical, does any one of the salts KNO, 

NaNO;, K, SO,, Na, SO, exist as such in either solution? 
§ 118. Comparison between a mixture of 2NaNO; and 

KS O, and a mixture of 2KNO3 and Nag SO, as Cryohydrates 
and Cryogens. | 

| 33°666 grms. of KNO; 
and | 

23°666 grms. of Na, SO,, 

both anhydrous, were mixed, dissolved, and evaporated to satu-~ 
ration. This gave solution (1). Again, 

28°333 grms. of NaNO, 
and 

| 29 grms. of K, SO, 
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were treated in the same way. This gave solution (2). On 
cooling (1) and (2), they showed the same behaviour throughout 
and solidified to dryness at —5°, And accordingly there is 
so far nothing in their behayiour to disprove their identity. 
But this does not show that partial double decomposition has 
ensued in both cases to produce in each mixture a portion of 
the original synthetical constituents of the other. On the con- 
trary, a comparison of this experiment with those above dis- 
cussed (of the form AX + BX) goes very far to prove, not that 
there are four salts in each of the solutions 1 and 2, but that 
there is none of the original salts in either. For it has ap- 
peared that when AX and BX are mixed in solution, the tem- 
perature of final solidification is in no case sensibly above the 
temperature required for the solidification of that constituent 
whose solidification takes place at the lowest temperature. 
Now, if in solution (1) or (2) there were nitrate of sodium pre- 
sent, whether original or derived, the final solidification would 
not take place above —17° instead of —5° as found. The 
absence of nitrate of sodium argues forcibly for the absence of 
each of the other single salts. The most rational formula for 
such a mixture is the most empirical one possible. As we 
cannot intertwine the symbols into a monogram in three dimen- 
sions, I arrange them alphabetically, and denote either of the 
solutions 1 or 2 by Hon KN, NaOn+105. I suppose the time 
will come when it will be held as illogical to consider that 
KNO, exists in a solution of nitre as it would be to regard a 
circle as a straight line which has been bent round. 

§ 119. The same salts as in § 118 were now taken, but not 
in equivalent quantity ; namely | 

erms. grms. . 
For solution A there were 66 of Na, SO, and 87:72 of KNO,, 

Sse ahaa eg oT ,, K,8O, |, 65° | aime 

The salts, as before, were mixed, dissolved, evaporated to 
saturation, and cooled, ‘The solutions being saturated at + 12° 
were first cooled in ice for an hour. During this, two kinds 
of erystals separated from each in sensible quantity. On further 
cooling, the temperature became and remained constant at 
—5° up to solidification. The last liquid portions of A and B 
having been removed to separate vessels before final solidifica- 
tion, were examined as far as their proportion of sulphuric acid 
is concerned. — . 

The mother-liquor of A showed in 

2°277 grms. 
"4205 grm. of ignited residue, 
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which gave 2510 of BaSQ,, 
showing *0857 or 20:3 per cent. of SQ; in residue. 

The mother-liquor of B showed in 
2°434 orms. 
‘4320 orm. of residue, 

which gave 2a90,>:.. of BaSO, 

- showing ‘082 or 18°8 per cent. of SOs in residue. 
§ 120. Sulphate of Potassium and Choride of Sodium as a 

Cryohydrate-—The behaviour of the mixture of these salts also 
points to the non-existence of either. 

8:6 grms. of K, SQ, 
5:85) 4, Nal 
(=K, 8O,+2 NaCl) 

were dissolved, mixed, concentrated to saturation, and cooled. 
At first ovanular erystals fell out. A cryohydrate began to 
form at —6°. The whole was dry at —12°5, whereas if 
NaCl had been present it would have required. —22°. A 
mixture in the ratio K, SO,+ NaCl behaved in a similar way, 
but was dry at —10° C. 

§ 121. Sulphate of Potassium and Chloride of Ammonium 
as a Cryohydrate.—Similarly to § 120,a mixture in equivalent 
proportions of K, SO, and NH, Cl became quite dry at —12°. 
‘The salt NH, Cl le requires —15°. 

§ 122. In the subjoined Table the results in regard to mix- 
pare: of salts as cryohydrates and cryogens are compared with 
the behaviour of their constituents in each capacity. 

Taste XY. Cryohydrates and Cryogens of saci 
mixtures of two salts. 

| 

Temperature of soli- | Temperature 
dification of each of final solidi- Femperature 

Mixed salts. constituent as fication of | as cryogen of 
| eryohydrate. mixture as mixture, 

eryohydrate. 

(a) () @ @. | @ta | Gan 
(1) K NO, +NaNO,...| — 26 —17°5 — |Z — 168 

KCl ee —114 —22-0 —21 —21°8 
(3) KCl +N | —114 —15°0 —17 —18 
(4) Ba2NO, +8r2NO,.| — 08 — 6-0 — 43 — 58 
(5) BaCl, +S8rCl,...... — 80 —17-0 —18 —167 
(6) Sor lane ac, | —170 — 07 —7F - —16 
(7) 2KN +Na,8O,..| — 26 — 07 — 5 
(8) 2Na NO, eG tea aa — 5 
(?) K, SO, 42NaCl . — 12 —22-0 —125 

This Table furnishes examples of the three typical kinds of 
relationship between the constituent salts and the mixture of 
them ; namely, 
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(a) In (1), (2), (4), (5) there appears to be no relationship 
between the salts. Thermally, the mixture may be considered 
asamean. The salt of lower solidifying temperature prevents 
the solidification of the cryohydrate of its associate. The latter 
in its turn prevents the extreme cold being quite reached 
proper to the former when alone. In these cases the mixture, 
when used asa cryogen, gives a temperature a little above that 
of its more deeply depressive constituent. When jointly forming 
a cryohydrate, the complete solidification takes place at a slightly 
higher temperature than when the more strongly temperature- 
depressing constituent is alone. The variations from this may 
not be beyond the limit of observational error. 

(b) In (8) and (7) double salts must be formed whose eryo- 
hydrates demand a lower temperature for solidification than 
does either of their constituents. 

(c) Finally, in (8) and (9) the temperature of complete 
solidification is far above the solidifying temperature of that 
constituent whose solidifying temperature as a cryohydrate is 
lowest, where again (in 9) probably a double salt is formed, 
having, if our analogy hold, a greater water-worth than NaCl 
and a lesser one than K, SO,. 

Very remarkable is (6). Prone as the sulphates are to form 
double salts, we might indeed expect, as we find, a specific 
temperature for the cryohydrate. The difference of tempera- 
ture of a+b (6) when used as a cryogen (—16°C.) and when 
solidifying as a cryohydrate (—7°), a difference of 9° C., has 
at present its only counterpart in iodide of sodium (§§ 65, 68, 
69), which as a cryogen has the temperature —26°5, as a 
cryohydrate —15°, a difference of 1175. Some chemists may 
not be unprepared for the suggestion that iodide of sodium 
may be in solution a double salt. ‘To a few general considera- 
tions bearing on this and kindred points I may have to return 
subsequently. Meanwhile the general conclusion to be drawn 
from the above experiments is probably this. Nitrates of the 
alkalies and alkaline earths act together, but not in union (no 
double salts); chlorides may act in union with one another or 
with sulphates. Sulphates may act together or with chlorides 
or even with nitrates. The agreement of the composition of 
the several crops of cryohydrates of (3) (§ 113), which points 
to the relation of almost exactly 3KCl1+4NH, Cl, shows that 
in the society of solid water these chlorides have mutual equi- 
valents, which, if not in simple relation to their so-called atomic 
weights, are yet equally definite and constant. 

IT have again to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. R. 
Cowper, who has been good enough to give me great assistance 
in the above experiments. 
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VIII. On the Second Law of Thermodynamics in connexion 
with the Kinetic Theory of Gases. By 8. H. Bursury*. 

iL” a memoir by Boltzmannf is contained an analytical 
proof of the second law of thermodynamics, founded on 

results obtained in the earlier part of the same memoir. The 
writer’s treatment of this part of the subject is not characte- 
rized by his usual lucidity, and has given much trouble to some 
mathematicians. It is worth while to show that the second 
law can be deduced by a simple process from Boltzmann’s 
results. : 
A great number, A, of material particles are moving in a 

closed spherical vessel. Forces of mutual attraction or repul- 
sion act between each pair of particles and between the par- 
ticles and the walls of the vessel. To simplify the case, we 
will suppose that these are the only forces which act on the 
particles. ; 

Boltzmann has shown that the mean kinetic energy is the 
same for every particle. Let T be this mean kinetic energy, and 

let T= Ss The mean kinetic enegy of the system is then es 

Let the positions of the particles at any instant be defined 
by reference to three rectangular axes passing through the 
centre of the vessel, the coordinates of the several particles 

Deing vy, 4,21) ++ + Lys Yay Pde 
Let v be the volume of the vessel. 
The pressure exerted by the system of moving particles on 

any point on the surface of the sphere may vary from instant 
to instant according to the positions which the particles hap- 
pen to have. But if the motion be stationary, this pressure 
must have on the average of any very long time a certain 
mean value P per unit area, which in the absence of im- 
pressed forces will be uniform over the whole surface. 

Then P is the force per unit area which must be exerted on 
the surface of the sphere from without in order to maintain 
equilibrium. 

Let y be the ergal for any given positions of the particles 
_ of all the forces acting on the particles—that is, of all the forces 
which act in any manner on the system, except the external 
force P. 

All those positions of the particles for which the coordinates 
of the first particle are between x, and 2,+dz,, 

y, and y, +dy; 
z, and z,+dz, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
T Sttzungsberichte der Wiener Akad. vol, xiii. 
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of the second particle between a, and a,+dia, 

: Yq and Yo+ dygs 
oR AY ak aes 
b{f Tide 

of the Ath particle between v, and a,+da,, 

y, and y, +dy,, 
zx and aN +dz, 

may, when da,, dy,,...dz, are very small, be considered as 

haying the same value of y for ergal, notwithstanding any va- 
riations of position within those limits. 

Let all such positions be deemed to constitute one configu- 
ration, which we may call configuration M. Then, as Boltz- 
man has shown, the time during which on the average of any 
very long time the system will be within configuration M is 
proportional to ; 

e*xdx, dyj... zy 

Its actual value is therefore 

eXda, Oi), si. QZ) permet at il ee 
Mh) oi. OX da, dy; ..: dz; 

the integration extending over all possible configurations. 
The mean value of any function, f, of the position of the par- 
ticles (which we denote as usual by f) is 

4 ANS e+ Fe dey dy s+ des, 
f= er iss OX day dy, is dey 

and therefore 

lhe ae te a, 
X= CP... eda, dy... dey 

II. Now let the system receive a small accession of heat, 6Q, 
and let Sh, &v be the consequent increments of h and v. We 
may suppose the alteration of volume to be effected by the 
vessel undergoing a uniform ,homogeneous strain, the centre 
remaining fixed. In that case the distance, 7, between any 
two points in it beomes after the alteration 07, where @ is 
a ratio the same for every pair of points, and manifestly 

d=1+ 55 

We further asstime that the external forces are so adjusted 
as to maintain the system im equilibrium in its altered state, 
and that such adjustment takes place without altering x for 
any given ‘configuration, consequently that no change takes 
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place in y except as the equivalent of work done by or against 
the forces on change of position of the particles. Then 6Q 
consists (1) of alteration of kinetic energy—that is, 

BA\ . oN | , alee) Oe Ok? eh 

(2) of alteration dy of x ; (3) of external work done, Pév—that 

is, Ng) | | | oe 
an aS ; 

6Q=— gj2 0b + 8x + Por. 

We may here observe that 
oN 8Q—Pbr=— 2% 

which is an exact differential of a function of two variables, h 
and v. This proposition is proved in a different way by Ran- 
kine (see ‘The Steam-Hngine,’ eighth edition, pp. 304-313). 
Again, beg iE . 

: eee 27h = ee 

and it is required to prove that this expression is an exact dif- 
ferential. ae + 

III. Consider the expression 

log ff. :@x dx, dy,...dz,, 

in which the integration extends over all configurations ; and 
let ; 

log ae .. Xx dz, dy iss de, =. 

Then 6u denotes the whole change which takes place in u con- 
sequent on h becoming h+6h, and v becoming v + 6v; that is, 

du 5, dit s | 
dh dv" ie cai be? 

Now for any given configuration the ergal y is not altered by 
alteration of h, though the comparative frequency of the occur- 
rence .of such configuration is altered ; therefore 

W548) SVN... yet day dys. den. | wh. 

oh + oy, 

2 ce (A) 

oh+ ou= 

Sif aes 6h es dys os deg Pr") 

We have now to find om Be Both in the original and in 

the altered volume the integration is to be extended oye# ail 
‘possible configurations. Now for every configtration M in 
the original volume there is in the altered volume a correspond- 
ing configuration, which we may call M’; and M’ is to be 
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formed from M by altering the distance between each pair of 
points in the ratio 6 : 1—that is, 

, yit5 ps 1. 
If, then, uw, y, d2,, dy,,...dz, be denoted in n the altered volume 
by accented letters, we shall have 7) 

u ‘=log |{J. o ONAL, diy’). . Ges 

= log {@é%' da, dy, ... dz}, 

since every linear element dit, dy), ke. is altered in the ratio @:1. 
In the last expression for w’, y’ is to be treated as a func- 

tion of 2, y;,---2,- Then 

ie Aft. eX dy’ sade 

ie  €Xda, AS « on ERT 

log { oh - &x'da, dy, . a 

MX day dy, «+. dz 

23h log 6h. Wade xe das a id 
MM . @Xd@ dy, « «sen 

ae — ax da, dy, ...dzy 

3 4 

= —h TXbe, 

nat au —u = 
dv 

= —hdv. 
ex da, dy,.. 

in which expression x denotes the mean for all configurations 

of the alteration of y consequent on v becoming v + dv. 
Collecting our results, we obtain 

du du dv Ui 
aot Ip OO =— 0h +r ha dv. « (B) 

IV. The system being in stationary ere must satisfy 
Clausius’s equation 

bu= 

3Pu= a +1535, 

in which P is the force a from without on the surface of 
_the vessel, and 45 SR7 is the mean virial of all the other 
forces acting on the eatin is, of all the forces of which 
the ergal is y. 
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Also in Rr, Ris the repulsive force, » the distance be- 
tween any two particles, or between a particle and a point on 
the surface, and the summation includes every pair of points 
between which any force acts. 

Then =>Rr is a function of position of the particles, having 
a definite value for each configuration, and }+Rr denotes the 
mean value of >> Rr for any long time; and we might therefore 
write | 

JSF dary dy... der 
Now let 

P= lus - ae 

and let 
3X | 

2Pyv= oh? e e 2 . e ° e ~vieaale ° ® ° (1) 

ree. mn yen, OOH x wes ss) 

It follows from (1) that 

hP mae 
v 1 

and 

Also from (2), 

P,=453R-3 

P,S0=4EER— 
=>>RSr. 

ow for each configuration 

>>Rér= —dy= — x dv. 

erefore, taking mean values, 

dv 

herefore 

P,Su=S3Ror = — 1X bu. 

erefore a 

AP, tv=—h qX dy. 
dv 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan. 1876. EK 
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And we have seen that 

Therefore 
RY ape 

AP, dv + hP,dv > ov —h dx bu 3 

v dv 

that is, 

LRRoenes 4% Su. 
v dv 

Substituting in (B), we obtain 

du= —yxdh+hPor, 

or 
APdv=yoh4 bu ; 

and substituting in (A), we obtain 
5Q oh Pra, 2 aes : ahaa! +15 hbx + 3 Xoh + 3 Ou L I 

=84 —rlog i+ sigs gu 
an exact differential. 

The expression —A log h+ = IK + au is what Rankine de- 

notes by ¢ in his equation 

JdQ=Td¢. 
The value which we have obtained for ¢ is the same as that 

obtained by Boltzmann in the memoir above referred to. But 
his expression for 6Q is 

> SAE ee 
OR (VV... exday dy. » o Ay 

S VV... Syeda, dy... . dz, 
is \\\.. ex day dy, . ‘hye ¢ 

which is not easily to be reconciled with the expression we 
have used. 

V. We have assumed hitherto that no alteration takes place in 
x except as the equivalent of work done by or against the forces. 
It is, however, conceivable that a change should take place in 
x for one and the same configuration, especially if, in the ad- 
justment of external pressure to maintain equilibrium, new 
forces be brought into play. Boltzmann appears to contemplate 
this case. We proceed to show that, provided x be for each 
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configuration a function of h and v, the function 2 is still an 

exact differential. 

Rey on 2X 5p 4. WX Sy b th Iteration i ic] 2 Ah dy be the new alteration in y, which 

is not the equivalent of work done, and let 8, be the mean ~ 
value of dy. 

Then, as the alteration is supposed to take place without ex- 
‘pense to 6Q,, 6,4 must be subtracted from the whole change 
of the ergal in the expression for 6Q. The equation (A) then 
‘becomes ae vik ta 

6Q on 9 2 

Se oe Sem 
Under the circumstances (B) becomes 

= bv d d. Us j Sey Srey pede Aled, Seay 12) 4 CoN u x. A+ ‘5 h Hi dvu—h ah oh—h ae ov 

dv 

VU 

Pee ohDS. nsy— : 

= a —h X 80 13H 

and by substitution we obtain, as before, 
30 ee, se { —rlog h+ 5 hg+ ze} i. 

IX. On the Production of Spectra by the Oxyhydrogen Flame. 
By Tasker H. Marvin, Brooklyn, N.Y.* 

TX or seven months since, in using the lime-light for spee- 
troscopic work, I had the good fortune to discover a 

method by which bright-line spectra, without an accompanying 
continuous spectrum, could be produced at will by means of 
the oxyhydrogen flame. ) 

I had been engaged in examining the spectrum of calcium 
superimposed upon the continuous spectrum, which is easily 
seen by bringing the collimator of a compound spectroscope 
to bear laterally upon the incandescent point of the line. I 
‘found that I could bring out all the bands of calcium and the 
. sodium line doubled sharply and brightly, notwithstanding the 
_brightness of the continuous spectrum. When, however, the - 
proportions of hydrogen and oxygen were so adjusted that 
there was no excess of the latter, the bright lines of calcium 
and sodium disappeared and the continuous spectrum alone 
remained. The chemical reaction then seemed evident; the 

* ae by the Author. 
2 
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excess of hydrogen at the high temperature of the flame seemed 
to reduce the oxide of calcium, and an atmosphere of vapour 
of metallic calcium partially enveloped the cylinder, and hence 
the double spectrum. 

Following the suggestion, I soon found a simple way to 
eliminate entirely the continuous spectrum, leaving the other 
remarkably bright, sharp, and persistent. 1 accomplished this 
by taking the light from a point above or quite outside of the 
incandescent point of lime. After various experiments, the 
method adopted for producing these results most satisfactorily 
was to prepare artificial cylinders perforated centrally, the 
opening being } inch in diameter ; this was slipped on the jet, 
which was a double one, the two jets of gas playing upon oppo- 
site sides of the inner surface of the hollow cylinder. This 
threw a flame directly upwards, from which the spectrum was 
obtained. 

The incandescent points being within the cylinder, no con- 
tinuous spectrum was possible; and the results produced by 
this device were in the highest degree satisfactory. 

It was evident, if lime could thus be reduced and the 
metal volatilized, that other oxides could be similarly treated ; 
I therefore had hollow cylinders of strontia prepared, from which 
I obtained the strontia spectrum with far greater brightness 
and persistency than is possible by ordinary means. Indeed, so 
far as my experiments have gone, I see no reason why this 
method is not applicable to most of the metallic oxides. In 
experimenting, however, with an easily fusible oxide, like that 
of copper, I have found it necessary to combine it with some 
very refractory substance, like alumina, in order to prevent 
fusion. 

In applying this method to the projection of spectra, the 
results were very satisfactory, and they warrant the expecta- 
tion that the projection of most spectra may be effected in this 
way. My experiments in this direction haye been limited for 
want of time. 

An attempt to photograph the lines projected to a distance 
of 2 or 3 feet was sufficiently successful to satisfy me of the 
practicability of the operation. 

I should say that having called the attention of my friend 
Professor A. K. Eaton to these facts, he has willingly lent his 
aid in the prosecution of these experiments, particularly in the 
line of projection. 

Hoboken, New Jersey, Dec, 16, 1875, 
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X. On a new fundamental Law of Electrodynamics. 

By Professor R. CLaustus *. 

be order to explain electrodynamic phenomena, W. Weber, 
as is well known, advanced a law on the force exerted on 

each other by two moving particles of electricity. Let e and 
é’ be the two particles, each of which may be either positive or 
negative, and let r be their distance from eaeh other, which is 
to be regarded as a function of the time ¢; according to Weber 
these particles exert a repulsion upon one another which is re- 
presented by the formula 

ee! [1 1 ae i 
foe ae a +e dey 

in which ¢ is a constant. 
Against this formula objections have been raised by Helm- 

holtz ; and from reasons quite independent of Helmholtz’s, the 
conviction has forced itself upon me that it does not correspond 
to the reality. On the other hand, my considerations have led 
me to another dynamic law, which I take leave to communi- 
cate provisionally, reserving for a subsequent occasion the 
complete exposition of the reasons which have induced me to 
advance it. Two remarks only, serving for elucidation, I must 
premise before introducing the formule. 

Jf we start from the conception that the electrodynamic 
action upon each other of two moving particles of electricity 
takes place through an intervening substance, we need not 
assume that it is dependent only on the relative motion of the 
particles, but we can also ascribe an influence upon it to the 
absolute motions of the two individual particles. If, for in- 

_ stance, two electric particles are moving in parallel directions 
with equal velocity, and consequently are, relatively to one 
another, at rest, they may yet exert a reciprocal electrodynamic 
action ; for to the medium existing between them they behave 
differently from particles actually at rest. Further, with this 

conception, we need not assume that the direction of the 
electrodynamic force coincides with the line connecting the 
two particles, but may also admit forces from other directions 
as possible. | 

Let, now, 2, y, z and w’,y’, 2’ be the rectangular coordinates 
of the two electric particles e and e’ (concentrated in points) at 
the time ¢; and for the relative coordinates of the particle e to 
the particle ¢’ let us introduce the following symbols— 

E=xr—wa', n=y—y’, $=2—2". 
* Translated from a separate impression communicated by the Author, 

having been read before the Niederrheinische Gesellschaft fur Natur- und 
Heilkunde, December 6th, 1875, 
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Call the distance between the two particles 7, Further, let ds 

and ds! be two path-elements simultaneously passed through 

by the particles, ¢ the angle between them, and v and v’ the 

velocities. If then the components (falling in the coordinate- 

directions) of the total electrostatic and electrodynamic force 

suffered by the particle ¢ from the particle ¢’ are represented 

by Xee’, Yee’, and Zee’, the following equations, written first 

in the most general form, hold good, in which & is a positive 

constant referred to the quantitative ratio between the electro- 

dynamic and electrostatic portions of the force, and 2 another 

constant, of which we shall speak further on :— | 

pé 
E ‘ , d ea x= 5 —1(5 cose-+n ve tha, aoe 

er (id 7] we j r / 1an\, 

Reh a iano Y / = i) ' 
Z=*, —K(% coset+n——” ov the =) ; 

From these equations all the forces and induction-actions 

exerted on one another by galvanic currents can be deduced. 

The three components of the force exerted on a current- 

element ds by a current-element ds’ are represented generally 

by the following expressions— 

: - pe 
ie E dy dé . drdé& ? ) / AE) Se a pl 

ont dee ( pe O08 oir ds'ds ‘ ds'ds! a ds’)? . 

! i 1 gu 
if da ds! (— J cose BM OO ) 

foienst gt MOREE ds'ds 'dsds' “dsds')’ 

ci! ds ds! (— ali ae ;) 
" ds' ds ds ds’) dsas’ 

in which 7 and 7 signify current-intensities, and ¢ is a positive 
constant dependent on the constant # and also on the unit 
selected for the measure of the current-intensity. 

The question now is, what value is to be given to the con- 
stant n? Ifthe value 1 be chosen, the preceding expressions 
will represent the components of the same force that was de-+ 
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duced hy Ampére, namely an attraction of the strength 
| | 

COS € - itd a(S + 
ds n 

This Ampérian formula, however, cannot be proved by ex~ 
periment for two single elements of current, but the experi- 
mental proof always refers to cases in which at least one of thé 
eurrents is closed. Hence other forces may be regarded as 
admissible between two current-elements, if, for the case in 
which one current is closed, they only give ‘the same result 
that was given by Ampeére’s calculation. Such forces are ob- 
tained when various values are given to the constant n in the 
above expressions; for the term affected by the factor 1, occur- 
ring in each of the three expressions, which is a differential 
coefficient of the second order according to sand s’, becomes in 
the integration over a closed current zero, and consequently 
cannot have any influence on the force which a closed current 
exerts on a current-element. 

Hence, if we admit as certain only that which has been con- 
firmed by experiment, we can provisionally consider n a con- 
stant yet to be determined. Theoretically, however, that value 
is the most probable which makes the fandamental equations 
simplest, viz. the value 0, by which Vets ae are trans- 
formed into 

X= Pc Ether —kvv! cos e) th “ie HA 

gue —kvv' cose) +k = a 5 (- As 

i= os we tae - ko! cose) the oh 2 a), 
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ROYAL SOCIETY. 

June 17, 1875.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in 
the Chair. 

HE following Papers were read :— 
“On a new Form of Dynamo-Magneto-Electric Machine.” 

By 8S. C. Tisley.: 
In the first machines constructed by Siemens and Wheiatatete in 
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1867 (see Royal Society’s Transactions) the power of augmenting 
the magnetism by successive currents, developed from the original 
residual magnetism contained in the iron, was fully demonstrated, 
and it was shown that the power of the machine could thereby 
be developed to a great extent; but the only means for obtaining 
external work was by the insertion in the circuit of a magnet or 
coil so that the secondary discharge could be utilized. Sir Charles 
Wheatstone also showed that a great part of the current could 
be shunted through a platinum wire, care being taken that the 
resistance of the platinum wire was sufficient to compel a large 
part of the current to pass round the electromagnet. | 

In the same year the writer designed a machine which was made 
by Mr. Ladd, and described by him in a paper read before this 
Society (see Transactions), the principle of which was that two 
separate armatures being introduced, one was employed for mag- 
netizing the machine, the other being used for external work. 
This machine gave a good electric light &c., and was shown in 
the Exhibition of Paris, 1867, when a silver medal was awarded 
for it. 

To simplify this machine, the author of this paper afterwards 
placed the two armatures in the same groove between the poles. 
of the electromagnet, bolting the two together at right angles to” 
each other, so that they came under the influence of the magnetism 
alternately ; by this method one pair of bearings was sufficient 
instead of two, and the machine altogether was much simplified. 

The machine now about to be described is a still further modifi- 
cation, in which the greatest amount of simplicity and effective 
power are combined. 

The apparatus consists essentially of an electromagnet with 
shoes, forming a groove in which a Siemens’s armature is made to 
revolve: this is much the same as_ the original machines made by 
Siemens and Wheatstone ; but the difference occurs in the break or 
commutator; here there are two springs or rubbers employed in 
taking the current off from the commutator. The commutator con- 
sists of three rings : one of these rings is complete for three quarters 
of the circle, the other quarter being cut away ; another ring is cut 
away three quarters, leaving the one quarter ; and in between these 
two rings is a third ring, insulated and connected with the insu- 
lated end of the wire wound round the armature; on this centre 
ring are projecting pieces, one a quarter of a circle and the other 
three quarters, so arranged as to complete the two outer circles. 
The rubber spring which comes into contact with the quarter of 
the middle circle is connected with the electromagnet of the machine, 
and the armature is so arranged that at the time of contact the 
best magnetizing current is developed. The other spring rubber 
is in connexion with the wire on the armature during the other 
three quarters of its revolution; and this is connected with any 
external piece of apparatus required to be worked. 
By this arrangement, the alternate currents being utilized, they 

are all in the same direction; and by the length of contact the 
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whole of the current is obtained in the best condition for heating 
wires, decomposing water, giving an electric light, and other usual 
experiments. = 
_ At present a model machine has been constructed on this prin- 
ciple, the armature of which measures 5 inches long by 2 inches 
diameter, on which is wound about 50 feet of cotton-covered copper 
wire, no. 16, B. W.G. The magnet has about 300 feet of covered 
copper wire, no. 14, B. W. G.: the whole instrument, without 
the driving-gear, weighs 26 lbs.; with this apparatus 8 inches of 
platinum wire, :005, can be made red-hot, water is rapidly decom- 
posed, &c. 

The armature is constructed specially to prevent the accumulation 
of heat to which every class of dynamo-magneto-electric machine is 
liable. Itis made in two halves, a groove of a zigzag form being 
cast in each half, so that when the two are screwed together a 
continuous channel is maintained through the bearings for a cur- 
rent of cold water to pass during the whole time the machine is at 
work. 

The advantages suggested by these arrangements are their ex- 
treme simplicity, the few number of parts, only one armature and 
one wire being used. 

This principle of the alternate current being utilized is also 
applicable to machines constructed on the multiple armature prin- 
ciple; and the economy thereby resulting would prove of great 
advantage, as the power of the machine could be varied by throwing 
into the electromagnets either every other current, or every fourth, 
sixth, or eighth current, according to the strength required in the 
machine, the whole of the other currents being utilized for electric 
light or otherwise. 

“ On the Determination of Verdet’s Constant in Absolute Units.” 
By J. E. H. Gordon, B.A., Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge*. 

In the year 1845 Faraday discovered that certain media possess 
the property of rotating the plane of polarization of light passing 
through them when a magnetic force acts on them. About the 
year 1853 M. Verdet found that with the same magnet and medium 
the rotation is directly proportional to the strength of the magnet 
—that is, that the ratio between the amount of rotation and the 
intensity of the magnetic field is constant. 

The object of this. investigation is to measure this constant in 
absolute units for a standard substance. Distilled water was used, 
and the magnetic force was produced by means of an electric 
current in a helix, as the magnetism of iron magnets is an unde- 
termined function of the shape and nature of the iron core. 

_ The strength of the helix was determined by comparing the 
magnetic force at a series of seven equidistant points along its 

* The whole of this work has been done under Prof. Clerk Maxwell’s super- 
intendence. He suggested the method and nearly all the details; and any 
merit which the investigation may have belongs to him. He is, however, in no 
way responsible for any errors there.may be in the numerical results. 
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axis in terms of that at the centre of the great dynamometer of 
the British Association, whose power is known in absolute measure. 

The intensities were compared by varying currents sent opposite 
ways through each, till the action on a small magnet at their 
common centre was nil. 

The intensity at each of a series of points being known fora given 
current, the difference of magnetic potential at the two ends for 
that current was obtained by integrating with respect to the length 
between limits corresponding to the end of the helix. 

For this Weddle’s rule was used, viz. 
A ; 

u,dv= i h {u,+u,+u,+U,+5(u,+u,) + Gu, }, 

0 

where 6” 1s the length of the helix and u, the magnetic intensity 
at any point. 

The difference of magnetic potential at the ends for a certain 
current being known, the strength, N, of the helix (which is the 
ratio of this difference to the current, or the difference of mag- 
netic potential which would be due to a unit current) is known, and 
is a nwinber, because current and magnetic potential are of the same 
dimensions. 

In the helix used, which was about 26°34 centims. in length 
and 13 centims. in diameter, we had 

N=10752. 

The absolute value of the degrees of a tangent galvanometer 
was also determined by placing it under the dynamometer. , 

To determine the rotation of the plane of polarization, a Nicol’s 
prism, set in a circle, was used, and the light was polarized by 
means of a prism invented by Professor Jellett, and described by 
him in vol. xxy. of the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. 

It was constructed of Iceland spar, and its field of vision con- 
sisted. of a circle divided by a line, the light of one half of which 
was polarized in a certain plane, and the lightof the other half in a 
plane inclined at about 2° to that of the first. The intermediate 
position of the Nicol, when the whole field was equally dark, 
could be determined with some accuracy. 

The water was contained in a tube with glass ends, of the same 
length as the helix, and placed with it. The polarized ray was 
sent through it, and a current, whose intensity, C, was measured 
by the tangent galvanometer included in the circuit, was sent 
through the helix first in one direction and then in the other, and 
the plane of polarization observed. Half the difference of the 
readings was the rotation produced by the current. 

If we call-@ this rotation expressed in circular measure, and 
define Verdet’s constant as the rotation which a unit current in 
a unit coil could produce in unit of length of distilled water, we 
have 

6 

NC 
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The result of the series of experiments made was to obtain for 
w the value 

w = (10-7) 4-49 centimetre-gramme-seconds. 
Its dimensions obviously are the reciprocal of those of current, 

VIZ. . 
[o]=(U-?M-?T). 

If we put our result in a slightly different form we may say that, 
If plane polarized light passes through distilled water, and the 

magnetic potential of the water at any two points in the path of 
the ray differs by unity, then the plane of polarization. will be 
rotated between those points 43 ten-millionths of a unit of circular 
measure. | 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 
April 30, 1875. 

* On Rolling-Friction.” By Professor Osborne Reynolds. 
The motion of a roller or wheel on a surface is always attended 

with resistance. Coulomb made some experiments with wooden 
rollers on a wooden plane, from which he deduced two laws, viz. 
that the resistance is proportional to the weight of the roller, and 
inversely proportional to its diameter. These laws have since been 
found to apply to other substances, a different coefficient being used 
in each case. Beyond this, however, nothing appears hitherto to 
have been ascertained as regards the nature of this resistance to 
rolling. The source from which it springs does not appear to have 
been made the subject of investigation. 

Some time ago it occurred to the author that it was probable 
that the deformation of the surface of the roller and of the plane, 
which must take place at the pomt of contact, would affect the 
distance which the roller would advance in turning through a 
certain angle*. The pressure of the roller on the plane causes ‘a 
certain temporary indentation and lateral extension in the latter, 
so that in passing from one point to another the roller does in 
truth pass over a greater extent of surface than the distance between 
these pomts. A simple experiment was sufficient to verify the 
truth of this conclusion. An iron roller18 inches in circumference 
was found to roll through something like ? inch less than a yard 
in two complete revolutions when rolling on a plate of india-rubber. 
“The softness of the india-rubber suffered the roller to indent it 
considerably ; and hence it might be expected that the effect would 
be much more apparent than when the roller was rolling on. iron 
or any hard material. At the same time there is doubtless a certain 
amount of indentation in this latter case; and this will probably 
cause a similar alteration in the distance rolled through, although 
too small to allow its beg measured. 

This falling off from what may be called the geometrical distance, 
suggested an explanation of the resistance to rolling, namely, that 
the extension of the surface or surfaces at the poimt of contact 

. * The Engineer, 27th Nov., 1874. 
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causes the one surface to slide over the other; and this sliding is 
accomplished against friction. In this way we should expect to 
find the resistance to rolling greatest under those circumstances in 
which the sliding is greatest, 7. ¢. where the indentation is greatest ; 
and so far it is in accordance with Coulomb’s laws. In the case 
of india-rubber, we find the slipping is very large ; and hence we 
should expect the resistance to rolling to be large also; and ac- 
cordingly we find it so, for it is more than ten times as great as 
when the roller is on an iron plane. ‘This very great resistance 
which india-rubber causes to rolling appears not to have previously 
caught attention; and yet it is the natural explanation of the 
invariable failure which has attended the numerous endeavours 
which have been made to use this material for the tires of wheels. 

This idea, that the resistance to rolling is due to the friction 
between the surfaces sliding at the point of contact, naturally leads 
to the conclusion that it must depend on the coefficient of friction 
between these surfaces, and that we might expect to diminish the 
resistance by using oil or any other means of reducing the coefficient 
of friction. This was the author’s first impression. Experiments, 
however, showed that the effect of oiling the surface, although it 
did generally reduce the resistance, was very small ; and sometimes 
it appeared to act in the reverse manner, and increase the resistance. 
This conclusion or surmise was therefore wrong; and the cause of 
the error was not far to seek. It consisted in having overlooked 

_ the fact that friction not only opposes the sliding of the one surface 
over the other, but also prevents it to a considerable extent, and 
thus modifies the deformation which would otherwise take place ; 
so that any diminution in the coefficient of friction is attended 
with an increase in the extent of slipping, which tends to balance 
the advantage gained by the reduced coefficient. 

The truth of this view derives independent support from a cir- 
cumstance remotely connected with rolling-friction, of which it 
furnishes an explanation. When the roller rests on a horizontal 
surface and is very slightly disturbed, it does not move off, but 
oscillates backwards and forwards. This happens on all kinds of 
elastic surfaces ; on soft india-rubber the oscillations are both large 
and continue “o: some time. Now if the deformation in the surface 
of the ruo e: were complete, there would be no tendency to bring 
the roller back ; but since, owing to friction, the india-rubber, under 
the advancing side of the roller, is prevented from extending while 
that under the other side is prevented from contracting, there will 
exist a state of constraint from which the surface is endeavouring 
to free itself by forcing the roller back. 

Besides the relative softness of the materials, the curvature of 
the roller will affect the lateral extension both of the roller and 
the plare at the pomt of contact, so that if the roller and the plane 
were of the same material there would still be slipping. This 
would not be the case, however, between two wheels of the same 
diameter and material rolling in contact. 

Such is a short sketch of the subject of the paper, a considerable 
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part of which is devoted to the examination and illustration of 
the exact manner in which the deformation at the point of contact 
occurs, and the influence of friction upon it. The latter part of 
the paper contains an account of numerous experiments, and their 
results, which were undertaken as part of this investigation. 

The first series of experiments relate to the resistance which an 
iron roller experiences on surfaces of different hardness. Cast iron, 
glass, brass, boxwood, and india-rubber were tried. Extreme care 

~ was taken to make the roller and the surfaces true ; and this was so 
far successful that on cast iron the roller would roll in either direc- 
tion when the surface had an inclination of one in five thousand, 
or, roughly, a foot in a mile. Comparing the different surfaces, we 
see that the resistance increases with the softness, although appa- 
rently not in the simple proportion; on boxwood the resistance is 
nearly double as great as:on the harder surfaces, and on india- 
rubber from six to ten times as great. 

The second series of experiments were to ascertain the actual 
extent of slipping on india-rubber, both with a cast-iron roller and 
also with an india-rubber tire glued on to the roller, and rolled on 
hard surfaces and on plates of india-rubber of different thicknesses. 

These experiments bear out the arguments expressed in the first 
part of the paper; in fact the arguments were based on the ex- 
periments. ‘There is no intention to imply that the whole of the 
resistance to rolling is in all cases due to the causes already men- 
tioned. Under ordinary circumstances the irregularities of the 
surfaces and the crushing of the material beneath the roller are 
the chief causes. And, besides these, two other causes are discussed 
in the paper as having been brought to light by the experiment, 
viz. the communication of heat between the compressed material and 
that which surrounds it, which prevents the material immediately 
expanding to the same volume as it previously occupied, and the 
viscosity of the material, which also renders it slow to expand. 
Both these causes are, however, rather connected with the effect 
of the speed of the roller on the resistance than with the residual 
resistance, which, so far as the surfaces are perfectly true and per- 
fectly hard, appears to be due to the friction which accompanies 
the deformation, and is hence called rolling-friction. 

No attempt has yet been made to investigate the laws of rolling- 
friction, although the author hopes to continue the investigation in 
this direction as soon as he has obtained the necessary apparatus. 

At the end of the paper attention is called to certain phenomena 
connected with railway-wheels, which it is thought now, for the 
first time, receive an explanation. Thus the surprising superiority 
of steel rails over iron in point of durability is explained as being 
due as much to the fact that their hardness prevents the wearing- 
action, z. ¢. the slipping, as that it enables them beiter to withstand 
‘the wear. Also the slipping beneath the wheel explains the wear 
of the rails in places where brake are not applied ; and the severe 
lateral extension beneath the wheel is thought to explain the scaling 
of wrought-iron rails. 
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“Preliminary Notice of further Researches on the Physical Pro- 
perties of Matter in the Liquid and Gaseous States under varied 
conditions of Pressure and Temperature.” By Dr. Andrews, F.R.S. 

The investigation to which this note refers has occupied me, with 
little intermission, since my former communication in 1869 to the 
Society, “On the Continuity of the Liquid and Gaseous States of 
Matter.” It was undertaken chiefly to ascertain the modifications 
which the three. great laws discovered respectively by Boyle, Gay- 
Lussac, and Dalton undergo when matter in the gaseous state is 
placed under physical-conditions differing greatly from any hitherto 
within the reach of observation. It embraces a large number of 
experiments of precision performed at different temperatures and 
at pressures ranging from twelve to nearly three hundred atmo- 
spheres. ‘The apparatus employed is, in all its essential parts, 
similar to that described in the paper referred to; and so perfectly 
did it act that the readings. of the cathetometer, at the highest 
pressures and temperatures employed, were made with the same 
ease and accuracy as if the object of the experiment had been 
merely to determine the tension of aqueous vapour in a barometer- 
tube. In using it the chief improvement I have made is in the 
method of ascertaining the original volumes of the gases before 
compression, which can now be known with much less labour 
and greater accuracy than by the method I formerly. deseribed. 
The lower ends of the glass tubes containing the gases dip 
into small mercurial reservoirs formed of thin glass tubes, which 
rest on ledges within the apparatus. This arrangement has pre- 
vented many failures in screwing up the apparatus, and has given 
more precision to the measurements. A great improvement has 
also been made in the method of preparing the leather-washers 
used in the packing for the fine screws, by means of which the 
pressure is obtained. Jt consists in saturating the leather with 
grease by heating it im vacuo under melted lard. In this way the 
air enclosed within the pores of the leather is removed without 
the use of water, and a packing is obtained so perfect that it 
appears, as far as my experience goes, never to fail, provided it 
is used in a vessel filled with water. It is remarkable, however, 
that the same. packing, when an apparatus specially constructed 
for the purpose of forged iron was filled with mercury, always 
yielded, even at a pressure of 40 atmospheres, in the course of a 
few days. 

It is with regret that I am still obliged to give the pressures in 
atmospheres as indicated by an air- or hydrogen-manometer, with- 
out attempting for the present to apply the corrections required 
.to reduce them to true pressures. The only satisfactory method 
of obtaining these corrections would be to compare the indications 
of the manometer with those of a column of mercury of the requi- 
site length; and this method, as is known, was employed by 
‘Arago and Dulong, and afterwards in his classical researches 
by Regnault, for pressures reaching nearly to 30 atmospheres. 
For this moderate pressure a column of mereury about 23 metres, 
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or 75 feet, in length had to be employed. or pressures cor- 
responding to 500 atmospheres, at which I have no difficulty in 
working with my apparatus, a mercurial column of the enormous 
height of 380 metres, or 1250 feet, would be required. Although 
the mechanical difficulties in the construction of a long tube for 
this purpose are perhaps not insuperable, it could only be mounted 
in front of some rare mountain escarpment, where it would be 
practically impossible to conduct a long series of delicate experi- 
ments. About three years ago I had the honour of submitting 
to the Council of the Society : a proposal for constructing an:.ap- 
paratus which would have enabled any pressure to be measured 
by the successive additions of the pressure of a column of mer- 
cury of a fixed length; and working drawings of the apparatus 
were prepared by Mr. J. Cumine, whose services I am glad to 
have again this opportunity of acknowledging. An unexpected 
difficulty, however, arose in consequence of the packing of the 
screws (as IL have already stated). not holding when the leather 
was in contact with mercury instead of water, and-the apparatus 
was not constructed. For two years the problem appeared, if 
not theoretically, to be practically. impossible of solution; but I 
am glad now to be able to announce to the Society that another 
method, simpler in principle and free from the objections to 
which I have referred, has lately suggested itself to me, by 
means of which it will, I fully expect, be possible to determine 
the rate of compressibility of hydrogen or other gas by direct 
reference to the weight of a liquid column, or rather of a number 
of liquid columns, up to pressures of 500 or even 1000 atmo- 
spheres: For the present it must be understood that, in stating 
the following results, the pressures in atmospheres are deduced 
from the apparent compressibility, in some cases of air, in others 
of hydrogen gas, contained in capillary glass tubes. 

In this notice I will only refer to the results of | experiments 
upon carbonic acid gas when alone or when mixed with nitrogen. 
It is with carbonic acid, indeed, that I have hitherto chiefly 
worked, as it is singularly well adapted for experiment ; and the 
properties it exhibits will doubtless, m their main features, be 
found to represent those of other gaseous bodies at corresponding 
temperatures below and above their critical points. 

Inquefaction of Carbonic Acid Gas.—The following results have 
been obtained from a number of very careful experiments, and 
give, itis believed, the pressures, as measured by an air-manometer, 
at which carbonic acid liquefies for the temperatures stated :— 

Temperatures in Pressure in 
Centigrade degrees, atmospheres. 

Ri: treat Tele aka eraes. 2 30°04 
PAST Sa PO Di we 40°44 
Bio 20" nt oe iene’ 47:04 

. E24 a Boe A 53°77 

ZOOM 138 AER 61°13 
PERONEAL Bite es 65°78 
SO Le BES, 70°39 
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I have been gratified to find that the two results (for 13°-09 
and 21°46) recorded in my former paper are in close agreement 
with these later experiments. On the other hand, the pressures 
Ihave found are lower than those given by Regnault as the result 
of his elaborate investigation (Mémoires de l'Académie des Sci- 
ences, vol. xxvi. p. 618). The method employed by that distin- 
guished physicist was not, however, fitted to give accurately the 
pressures at which carbonic acid gas liquefies. It gave, indeed, the 
pressures exercised by the liquid when contained in large quantity 
in a Thilorier’s reservoir; but these pressures are always con- 
siderably in excess of the true pressures in consequence of the 
unavoidable presence of a small quantity of compressed air, although 
the greatest precautions may have been taken in filling the appa- 
ratus. Even =}, part of air will exercise a serious disturbing 
influence when the reservoir contains a notable quantity of liquid. 

Law of Boyle—The large deviations in the case of carbonic 
acid at high pressures from this law appeared distinctly from 
several of the results given in my former paper. I have now 
finished a long series of experiments on its compressibility at the 
respective temperatures of 6°7, 63°°7, and 100° Centigrade. The 
two latter temperatures were obtained by passing the vapours 
of pyroxylic spirit (methyl alcohol) and of water into the rect- 
angular case with plate-glass sides in which the tube containing 
the carbonic acid is placed. The temperature of the vapour of 
the pyroxylic spirit was observed by an accurate thermometer, 
whose indications were corrected for the unequal expansion of the 
mercury ; while that of the vapour of water was deduced from 
the pressure as given by the height of the barometer and a 
water-gauge attached to the apparatus. At the lower tempera- 
ture (6°°7) the range of pressure which could be applied was 
limited by the occurrence of liquefaction; but at the higher tem- 
peratures, which were considerably above the critical point of 
carbonic acid, there was no limit of this kind, and the pressures 
were carried as far as 223 atmospheres. I have only given a few 
of the results; but they will be sufficient to show the general 
effects of the pressure. In the following Tables p designates the 
pressure in atmospheres as given by the air-manometer, ¢’ the 
temperature of the carbonic acid, e the ratio of the volume of the 
carbonic acid under one atmosphere and at the temperature ¢’ to 
its volume under the pressure p’ and at the same temperature, and 
@ the volume to which one volume of carbonic acid gas measured at 
0° and 760 millimetres is reduced at the pressure p and tempera- 
ture 7’. 
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“ Carbonic Acid at 63°7. 

16-96 68-97 mes 0-06931 
54-33 63:57 seuG 0-01871 

106-88 63°75 a 0-00665 
145°54 63°70 — 0-00378 
222-92 63-82 aS 0-00277 

Carbonic Acid at 100°. 

1680 100-38 a 0-07914 

53°81 100-33 e - 0:02278 
105-69 100-37 — 0-01001 
145-44 99-46 Fp 0-00625 
293-57 99-44 sans 0-00359 

deduced from the behaviour of carbonic acid at 48°, viz. that while 
the curve representing its volume under different pressures ap- 
proximates more nearly to that of a perfect gas as the temperature 
is higher, the contraction is nevertheless greater than it would be 
if the law of Boyle held good, at least for any temperature at 
which experiments have yet been made. From the foregomg 
experiments it appears that at 63°°7 carbonic acid gas, under a 
pressure of 223 atmospheres, is reduced to =1, of its volume under 
one atmosphere, or to less than one half the volume it ought to 
occupy if it were a perfect gas and contracted in conformity with 
Boyle’s law. Evenat 100° the contraction under the same pressure 
amounts to 4, part of the whole. From these observations we 
may infer by analogy that the critical points of the greater number 

of the gases not hitherto liquefied are probably far below the lowest 
temperatures hitherto attained, and that they are not likely to be 

hil Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan. 1876, G 
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seen, either as liquids or solids, till much lower temperatures even 
than those produced by liquid nitrous oxide are reached. 
Law of Gay-Lussac.—That the law of Gay-Lussac in the case 

of the so-called permanent gases, or in general terms of gases 
greatly above their critical points, holds good at least at ordimary 
pressures, within the limits of experimental error, is highly probable 
from the experiments of Regnault ; but the results I have obtained 
with carbonic acid will show that this law, like that of Boyle, is 
true only in certain limiting conditions of gaseous matter, and 
that it wholly fails in others. It will be shown that not only does 
the coefficient of expansion change rapidly with the pressure, but 
that, the pressure or volume remaining constant, the coefficient changes 
with the temperature. The latter result was first obtained from 
a set of preliminary experiments, in which the expansion of carbonic 
acid under a pressure of 17 atmospheres was observed at 4°, 20°, 
and 54°; and it has since been fully confirmed by a large number 
of experiments made at different pressures and well-defined tem~ 
peratures. These experiments were conducted by the two methods 
commonly known as the method of constant pressure and the 
method of constant volume. ‘The two methods, except in the 
limiting conditions, do not give the same values for the coefficient 
of expansion ; but they agree in this respect, that at high pressures 
the value of that coefficient changes with the temperature. While 
I have confined this statement to the actual results of experiment, 
I have no doubt that future observations will discover, in the case, 
at least, of such gases as carbonic acid, a similar but smaller change 
in the value of the coefficient for heat at low pressures. The 
numerous experiments I have made on this subject will shortly be 
communicated in detail to the Society ; and for the present I will 
only give the following results :— } 
Expansion of Heat of Carbonic Acid Gas under high pressures. 

Vol. CO, at0°& Vol. CO, at 6°05 
Pressure. = 760 millims.=1.  & 22:26 at.=1. Temperature. 

at. 

99-96 2). 6908994" ..°. 10000... ¢ ae 
99-96 .... 005183 .... 13175 .... 63794. (A) 
99-96 .... 0:05909 .... 1:5020 .... 10010 

Pressure, Mh wimg le BLOG SL] Tomperature, 
at. . 

51-06 ys." 002589) gees £10000 |) iv. ao Be 
31:06 .... 0:08600 .... 13905 .... 63834. (B) 
STG, OS) OO4NEOd a 71-6068, ere Gb 

promis, YOLOOsstO° VEL CO, 6°01 peta 
ati 

40-061 cane AAOETMA’ jcotine (LcOQdOnd padi uaaeud 
40-06. si) tea an OQ Tn de. 6 uteEhte te eee (C) 
AD-OGi« gytice MOB EG eiciia-s. fc dRAd Be chet oon 
Taking as unit 1 vol. of carbonic acid at 6°05 and 22:26 atmo- 

spheres, we obtain from series A the following values for the 
coefiicient of heat for different ranges of temperature :— 
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%=0°005499 from 6°05 to 63°79. 
a=0°005081 from 63°79 to 100° 1. 

From series B, with the corresponding unit volume at 6°62 and 
31°06 atmospheres, we find :— 

a=0°006826 from 6°62 to 63°83. 
| a=0°005876 from 63°83 to 100°64., 

And in like manner from series C with the unit volume at 
6°01 and 40°06 atmospheres :— 

a=0°009481 from 6°01 to 63°64, 
a=0:007194 from 63°64 to 100°60. 

The coefficient of carbonic acid under one atmosphere referred 
to a unit volume at 6° is 4 —(9-993629. 

From these experiments it appears that the coefficient of ex- 
pansion increases rapidly with the pressure. Between the tem- 
peratures of 6° and 64° it is once and a half as great under 22 
atmospheres, and more than two and a half times as great under 
40 atmospheres, as at the pressure of 1 atmosphere. Still more 
important is the change in the value of the coefficient at different 
parts of the thermometric scale, the pressure remaining the same. 
An inspection of the figures will also show that this change of value 
at different temperatures increases with the pressure. 

Another interesting question, and one of great importance in 
reference to the laws of molecular action, is the relation between 
the elastic forces of a gas at different temperatures while the volume 
remains constant. The experiments which I have made in this part 
of the inquiry are only preliminary, and were performed not with 
pure carbonic acid, but with a mixture of about 11 volumes of car- 
bonie acid and 1 hee of air. It will be convenient, for the sake of 
comparison, to calculate, as is usually done, the values of « from these 
experiments ; but it must be remembered that a here represents no 
longer a coefiicient of volume, but a coefficient of elastic force. 

Elastic force of a mixture of 11 vol. CO, and 1 vol. air heated 
under a constant volume to different temperatures. 

Vol. CO,. Temperature. Elastic Force. 
- at. 

366°1 hoe 13°70 shied and 22°90 
366°2 na 40°63 OG 25:'744. . (A) 
366°2 Bion OeeTsS Gh. 31°65 
2568 pe: 13°70 Pa? 31°18 
256°8 tal 40:66 Pree 35°44}, ., (B) 
256°8 99°75 44-29 

From series AY we deduce for a ae at 13°-70 and 22°90 atmo- 
spheres:—  a«=0°004604 from 13°70 to 40°63. 

a= 0004367 from 40°63 to 99°73. 
And from series B:— 

a=0:005067 from 13°-70 to 40°66. 
a=0-004804 from 40°66 to 99°75. 

The coefficient at 13°70 and 1 atmosphere is #=0:003518. 
It is clear that the changes in the values of «, calculated from 

the elastic forces under a constant volume, are in the same direction 
as those already deduced from the expansion of the gas under a 
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constant pressure. The value of « increases with the pressure > 

and it is greater at lower than at higher temperatures. But a 

remarkable relation exists between the coefficients in the present 

ease which does not exist between the coefficients obtained from 

the expansion of the gas. The values of «@, deduced for the same 

range of temperature from the elastic forces at different pressures, 

are directly proportional to one another. We have, in short, 

0:004367 __p. 0:04804_. 
+ gudgod 09485: TOs0GF ssl. 

How far this relation will be found to exist under other condi- 

tions of temperature and pressure will appear when experiments 

now in progress are brought to a conclusion. 

Law of Dalton.—This law, as originally enunciated by its author, 

is, that the particles of one gas possess no repulsive or attractive 

power with regard to the particles of another. “ Oxygen gas,” 

he states, “ azotic gas, hydrogenous gas, carbonic acid gas, aqueous 

vapour, and probably several other elastic fluids may exist in com- 

pany under any pressure and at any temperature without any regard 

to their specific gravities, and without any pressure upon one 

another.” The experiments which I have made on mixtures of 

carbonic acid and nitrogen have occupied a larger portion of time 

than all I have yet referred to. They have been carried to the 

great pressure of 283-9 atmospheres, as measured in glass tubes 

by a hydrogen manometer, at which pressure a mixture of 3 volumes 

carbonic acid and 4 volumes nitrogen was reduced at 7°6 to gt¢ 

of its volume without liquefaction of the carbonic acid. As this 

note has already extended to an unusual length, I will not now 

attempt to give an analysis of these experiments, but shall briefly 

state their general results. The most important of these results 

is the lowering of the critical point by admixture with a non- 

condensable gas. ‘Thus in the mixture mentioned above of carbonic 

acid and nitrogen, no liquid was formed at any pressure till the 

temperature was reduced below —20°C. Even the addition of 

only 1, of its volume of air or nitrogen to carbonic acid gas will 

lower the critical point several degrees. Finally, these experi- 

ments leave no doubt that the law of Dalton entirely fails under 

high pressures, where one of the gases is at a temperature not 

greatly above its critical point. The anomalies observed in the 

tension of the vapour of water when alone and when mixed with 

air find their real explanation in the fact that the law of Dalton is 

only approximately true in the case of mixtures of air and aqueous 

vapour at the ordinary pressure and temperature of the atmo- 

sphere, and do not depend, as has been alleged, on any disturbing 

influence produced by a hygroscopic action of the sides of the 

containing vessel. The law of Dalton, in short, like the laws of 

Boyle and Gay-Lussac, only holds good in the case of gaseous 

bodies which are at feeble pressures and at temperatures greatly 

above their critical points. Under other conditions these laws 

are interfered with; and in certain conditions (such as some of 

those described in this note) the interfering causes become so 
powerful as practically to efface them. 
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XII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETISM IN CIRCULAR OR ELLIPTIC 

PLATES OF STEEL. BY H. DUTER. 

ss object of the following experiments was to ascertain the in- 
fluence of the shape on the distribution of free magnetism in steel 

magnets. My examinations were effected upon plates of a circular 
or elliptic form, all cut out of the same steel and possessing the 
same temper, their thickness being one millimetre. The longest 
radii of the circles and longest axes of the ellipses are 15 centims. 
Magnetization was obtained by means of a very flat induction-coil 
formed by 400 metres of copper wire of 2 millims. diameter, 
through which passes the current of ten good Buusen elements. 
The method which I employed was that of M. Jamin; it is the only 

one which permits one to study any point one wishes of a magnet, by 
measuring in each point the separating-force of a very small contact 
of soft iron. To assure the complete success of the method in the 
case under cons‘deration, two precautions are indispensable :-— 

In the first place, the magnet must have a perfectly polished 
and clean surface ; the slightest trace of contamination tarnishing 
the magnet affects in a most irregular fashion the force which 
determines the separation. Further, every shock of the magret 
must be avoided, even that of the little pulling-stud, which, if it 
falls suddenly on a point in the magnet, permanently alters the 
tension existing in that point. 

The results I have obtained may be briefly stated thus :— 
1. The total quantities of free magnetism spread over circles or 

ellipses are proportional to the surfaces. 
2. This magnetism may be regarded as distributed over threads 

which affect the form of hyperbolas; the non-transverse axes of 
the hyperbolas are the axes of symmetry of the magnets, perpen- 
dicular to the neutral line. The transverse axes are directed along 
the neutra! line ; but their lengths vary from one thread to another. 

On each of these threads, the law of distribution of the free 
magnetism is given by the formula 

I=A(a*—a-"); 

Tis the magnetic tension at the points under consideration ; his the 
rectified length of the arc of an hyperbola defined as I have said 
above, in which the point in question is situated ; this length is 
reckoned from the middle zone. A and «@ vary from one thread 
to another, according to the two following laws :— 

3. The tensions I, at the extremity of each hyperbolic thread are 
given by the formula 

t os are tan SS or A (a4—a-h)= om are tan fs . 

h, is the length of the hyperbola, reckoned from the middle zone 
to its extremity ; Lis the tension at the extremity of a thread of 
infinite length ; & is another coefficient, which in the circles abso- 
lutely depends only on the nature of the temper of the steel ; in the 
ellipses also it remains a constant number, proyided the transverse 
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dimensions are not too small when compared with the axial dimen- 
sions. 

4, The total quantities of magnetism spread over each hyperbolic 
thread are proportional to the squares of the tensions I, existing at 
the extremity of each of these threads—which leads to the formula 

(am +a-h)—2=A? (di—a-h)’, 

Since finishing the investigation of which the above is a sum- 
mary, I have undertaken some researches on magnets of very 
diverse forms; andI have found that the form of the threads in 
which the law I=A (a*—a-") is maintained changes with the 
bounding curve of the magnets. 

It is precisely in the investigation of these lines (which I call 
homomagnetic lines, and which, in the case of circles and ellipses, - 
are hyperbolas) that the explanation is to be found of those still 
little-studied phenomena of distribution named influence of the 
margins or the angles.—Comptes Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, 
yol. Ixxxi. pp. 1099, 1100. 

NOTE ON THE TEMPERATURE OF THE UPPER STRATA OF THE 

ATMOSPHERE. BY D. MENDELEEF. 

A great number of atmospheric phenomena depend chiefly on 
the difference of temperature of the strata of the air; and so the 
quest of the theoretic and empirical laws of the variations of tem- 
perature with altitude has for a long time attracted the attention of 
several savants. Nevertheless even the theory of this question is 
still very imperfect. 

The theory of the variation of temperature in the atmospheric 
strata rests on the supposition that the upper strata receive heat 
only from the lowest stratum, which is heated by the earth; the 
upper ones, therefore, would be cooled in dilating in consequence of 
diminution of pressure. Such a supposition contains implicitly 
this other, that air is diathermanous. For this case Poisson has 
demonstrated, between the final temperatures ¢, and ¢, when the 
pressure yaries from H, to H,*, the relation 

1+at, /H,\=! 
Coe 

in which £ is the ratio of two specific heats, 1-41. This formula, 
resting on the mechanical theory of heat, and agreeing with expe- 
riment, should, if the preceding hypothesis were accurate, be appli- 
cable to the determination of the temperatures ¢, of the strata of 

* At first sight one might think that, in calculating the temperature of 
the upper strata, we ought to take into account not merely the heat ex- 
pended for the dilatation due to the diminution of the pressure, but also 
that which is equivalent to the work of raising: the lowering of tempe- 
rature would thus be doubled. This would be an error; for at the same 
time that a certain mass of airrises, another mass, equal to it, descends ; 
otherwise equilibrium of the air would not take place: this is especially 
apparent when we consider, as we do now-a-days, the molecules of gases 
to possess a proper motion, the cause of diffusion &c. 
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the atmosphere when ¢,, H,, and H, are-given. Now it conducts 
to temperatures too low. Thus, taking H,=750 millims. and 

H=+15°, Por en 550 450 millims. 
We find 4=+3°3 —9°8 —24%8, 

while Mr. Glaisher’s observations (Reports of the British Associa- 
tion, 1862-1864) have given, for the same initial temperature and 
the same pressures :— 
During the ascent of September 5, 1862 ...... 48:2 41:4 snasfsiih 
Means of several balloon { with a clear sky ....+5°6 —1:3 —7°6 

observations........ » Cloudy sky ..+7:0 +0°2 —6-2 
Observations on mountains have led to similar results. M. 

Plantamour gives for Geneva the annual means ¢, = 9°21, H,=726°6 
millims.; for St. Bernard, where H,=563-9, the annual tempera- 
ture t,, calculated by aid of the relation (1), would be —10°:8, while 
the observed temperature is —1°76. Formula (1), combined with 
the hypsometric formula, leads to the conclusion that, whatever H, 
and ¢, may be, a fall of 1 degree in the temperature will correspond 

) 
to an elevation z of 101:2 métres*; that is to say, = =—101°2 

métres ; and yet, in the Alps, the temperature only falls 1 degree 
for an elevation of 150 métres in summer, and of 300 métres in 
winter. Humboldt, Boussingault, and others have found that, in 
the tropics, an elevation of 180-250 métres corresponds to a fall of 
1° temperature. 

Nevertheless it is beyond question that = is a function of the 

initial temperature and pressure, but nota constant as indicated by 
formula (1). 

The results to which this formula leads being very different 
from those given by observation, recourse is had in practice, and 
especially for the calculation of atmospheric refractions, to various 
interpolation formule with one or more constants, calculated from 
observations made in the higher strata (Laplace, Ivory, Kimtz, 
Bauerfeind, Kowalsky, &c.). On the other hand, the cause of the 
difference between the temperatures calculated by the relation (1) 
and the observed temperatures has been supposed to be found in 
the more perfect transparency of the upper strata, in the absorp- 
tion of a portion of the heat of the sun by the atmosphere, &c. These 
hypotheses are gratuitous ; their results cannot be submitted to cal- 
culation ; and, besides, they are not required. 

On comparing the data of the observations with those of formula 
(1), it is seen that there exists a source of heat in the upper strata of 
the atmosphere; for the observed are constantly higher than the 
calculated temperatures. This source is doubtless to be found in 
the aqueous vapour of the atmosphere. Two arguments in favour 

* Formula (1) gives 0H = z - at; the differential equation 
1+at 0-291 Ebates 

which conducts to the hypsometric formula is o4=~— ~,~—— 
22 7998« bck as eae lat. 45°, whence at Saat —101-2, the quantity « being the height * 

expressed in métres, 
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of this assertion will be developed in a second Note.—Oomptes Rendus 
de VAcadémie des Sciences, yol. 1xxxi, pp. 1094-1096, 

ON THE ACTION OF FLAMES IN PRESENCE OF ELECTRIFIED 

BODIES. BY M. DOULIOT. 

A flame in communication with the earth discharges an electrified 
conductor, placed near it; and if the flame is insulated, the dis- 
charge still takes" place. In the first case the electricity of the 
conductor flows into the earth; but there is occasion for inyesti- 
gating what becomes of it inthe second. It is with this view that 
the following experiments were undertaken. 

1. A lighted taper, insulated, is placed at an equal distance from 
two electroscopes with gold leaves of equal dimensions, the knobs 
of the electroscopes and the flame forming a triangle of about 
20 centims. length of side. If we bring an electrified body between 
the flame and one of the electroscopes, or into the interior of the 
triangle formed by these three bodies, the electroscopes are affected 
in the usual manner, and the gold leaves fall again as the body 
brought near loses its electricity. But if we place the electrified 
body in the prolongation of the line from one of the electroscopes 
to the flame, we see this electroscope become charged with elec- 
tricity of the same kind as that lost by the electrified body; the 
other electroscope, although nearer to it, is merely influenced. The 
former retains its charge; the latter reverts to the natural state 
when the electrified body has discharged itself or is taken away. 

2. The insulated flame is placed between a badly conducting 
screen and the knob of an electroscope, at about 15 centims. dis- 
tance from each. Let us bring behind the screen a body charged 
with positive electricity ; the gold leaves of the electroscope diverge 
instantly. We remove together both the screen and the electrified 
body; the electroscope remains electrified, and its electricity is 
positive. Nevertheless the electrified body has not been discharged ; 
we can assure ourselves that it is still electrified positively ; but 
we find also that the screen is charged with negative electricity on 
the face which was towards the flame and the electroscope. 

If, instead of removing together the electrified body and the 
screen, we slowly take away the electrified body alone, we see the 
gold leaves, which received a charge of positive electricity at the 
instant when this body was brought near them, fall again, come 
into contact, then separate afresh ; if we then withdraw the screen, 
we find that the electroscope remains electrified, that it contains 
negative electricity, and that the screen has reverted to its primitive 
state. 

It would be difficult to explain all these facts by admitting that 
the flame and the bodies produced by it establish more or less 
perfect communication between the bodies which surround it. 
But it is to be remarked that these phenomena are, in all points, 
those which might be foreseen if for the flame we substituted an 
insulated conductor armed with points in all directions. — Comptes 
Rendus de Académie des Sciences, vol, lxxxi, p. 1208, | 
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XIII. Experimental Proof that the Resistance to Galvanic 
Conduction is dependent on the Motion of the Conductor. By 
K. EDLUND *. : | 

J 

7% my memoir entitled ‘‘ Théorie des Phénoménes Elec- 
Z triques’’t [have endeavoured to prove, in the theoretical 
way, that the resistance to galvanic conduction must be pro- 
portional to the intensity of the current. This conclusion from 
theory contradicts the view, hitherto generally received, that 
the resistance to conduction is independent of the current- 
intensity. Nevertheless, on a closer investigation of the rela- 
tions, we discover that the experiments which have been insti- 
tuted do not by any means justify such an assumption ; for I 
have shown, in the memoir just mentioned, that the various 
methods hitherto employed for measuring the resistance leave 
it in reality quite undecided whether the resistanee is or is not 
dependent on the intensity of the current{. I have therefore 
instituted the following experiments for the purpose of solving 
the question experimentally. 

If i signifies the current-intensity, a the cross section of the 
conductor, 6 the mass of free zether in the unit of volume of 
the conductor (which mass, when a galvanic current is in ques- 
tion, may be regarded as invariable), and h the velocity of the 

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author, 
from Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. clyi. pp. 251-278. 
+ K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademiens Handlingar. Stockholm: Nor- 

stedt et Séner. Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus. 
t Op. cit. p. 25. ; 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1876. H 
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ether, we have by the theory i=éah. Thus the current- 
intensity is measured by the mass of zther which flows through 
the cross section of the conductor in the unit of time: this I 
have called the mechanical measure of the intensity*. If 79 
denotes the resistance of the unit of length of the conductor 
when a current of unit intensity flows through it, then is 79 
the resistance in the usual sight¥bation of the term ; and this 
resistance, in order to distinguish it from those which take 
place with other current-intensities, I have named the principal 
resistance to conduction f. Consequently, if r denotes the re- 
sistance with the current-intensity 7, we have, according to the 
theory, 7=7»i, or, eliminating i, r=7)dah. 

Theoretically, therefore, the resistance 7 is proportional to - 
the relative velocity between the zther molecules and the mo- 
lecules of the conductor. If, then, the conductor receive a 
velocity /, in the same direction in which the ether flows, the 
resistance 7 will be diminished ; for it will become 

r=roa(h—h,). 

If, on the contrary, we impart to the conductor the same velo- 
city hy, but in the opposite direction, the resistance is aug- 
mented and we get 

r=rda(h+ h,). 

After the current-intensity has become constant, the electro- 
motive force of the series must, according to the theory, be 
equal to the sum of all the resistances. If, then, the electro- 
motive force and the principal resistance of the battery be de- 
noted respectively by E and Ro, and if rp signifies the principal 
resistance in the conductor which connects the poles of the 
battery, and 7 the intensity of the current, then is H= Ryi+ ry, 
whence “ 

~ Rot+7 
If now to the conductor whose principal resistance is 7 a 

velocity +A is imparted, then, in accordance with what 
was sald above, if 7, signifies the current-intensity, it makes 

H= Rott +70(4 + Sah), 

a 

whence 
» H+ bah, 

Tat .Upahag en 

Consequently the difference of the two currents becomes 

Samiti Fr deh, 4 
t— y= fideo Bis vety Me” peter ae (1) 

* Théorie des Phénoménes Electriques, p. 10. t Ibid. p. 24. 
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_ Therefore the change produced in the current-intensity by 
putting the conductor in motion is proportional to the velocity 
h, and the cross section a of the conductor. When the resist- 
ance Ry is so inconsiderable that it may be neglected in 
comparison with 7, the alteration of the current-intensity is 
independent of the resistance. 

At the first glance it might be supposed that the velocity hy 
which with accessible means can be imparted to the conductor 
would be so slight, in comparison with the velocity h of the 
ether, that the alteration in question (of the current-intensity ) 
could not be observed even with the most delicate galvano- 
meter. The explanation, however, given in the above-men- 
tioned memoir (p. 56), of Quincke’s diaphragm-currents, inti- 
mates that the observations must be practicable ; and on this 
account I resolved to test the theoretical result by experiment. 

II. 

Special mechanical arrangements would be required if we 
would give to solid conductors the velocity necessary for these 
experiments. I therefore employed liquids, which can with 
facility be set in motion of sufficiently great velocity. But 
here two inconveniences appear, the injurious effects of which 
must be carefully avoided: one of them is the polarization of 
the’ plates by which the current is conducted into and out of 
the liquid ; the other consists in the difficulty of making the 
two plates galvanically so nearly equal to each other that a 
feeble current shall not be produced by the inequality as soon 
as they are placed in the liquid. Yet neither the polarization 
of the plates nor their inequality in a galvanic point of view 
would injuriously affect the experiments, if these two conditions 
did not vary as soon as the liquid is put in motion. But it 
appears that such variation really takes place ; and therefore 
the experiments cannot be made by simply sending a galvanic 
eurrent through the liquid and measuring the intensity, first 
while the liquid is at rest, and again after it has been set in 

- motion ; for, as both the polarization and the galvanic quality 
of the plates are altered by the motion of the liquid, the ob- 
served difference in the current-intensity may just as well be 
attributed to this alteration as to a change in the resistance of 
the liquid. 

After putting to the test of practice some proposed methods 
of observation which need not be here discussed, and finding 
them not advantageous, I finally adopted the following, which 
gave good results. (See fig. 1.) 

ab is a cylindrical glass tube of uniform diameter and fur- 
nished with three side-tubes c, d, and e; the distances between. 
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c and d and between d and ¢ are as nearly as possible equal. 
In each of these side-tubes a gold wire is fixed by means of a 

Fig. 1. 

cork and sealing-wax, terminated by a gold disk. On each 
end of the glass tube a metal cap with a screw-thread is fas- 
tened, by which the glass tube canbe screwed on to the copper 
tube through which the liquid to be investigated flows into the 
glass tube. G represents the magnetometer used in the expe- 
riments, the almost perfectly astatic needle-system of which is 
suspended by a fine silver wire. The position of equilibrium 
of the needle-system is almost entirely independent of the va- 
riations of the earth’s magnetic declination-plane, because it is 
all but exclusively determined by the torsion of the wire. The 
oscillation-period of the system amounts to about 28 seconds. 
By a thick copper sheath, which envelops one of the needles, 
so powerful a damping is produced that the system takes its 
position of equilibrium after a few oscillations. The reading- 
off is effected in the usual manner, by aid of telescope and 
scale. Although the magnetometer might possibly have been 
made more delicate by another arrangement, it possesses the 
great advantage of an almost invariable position of equilibrium 
-—a circumstance of great value. In the experiments two of 
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the positions of the wire of the magnetometer were made use 
of, in which the resistance and the number of the turns were 
equal. In the one position the ends of the wire are connected 
with the binding-screws / and g, and in the other with hand n. 
At K an electromotor is inserted, one pole of which is connected 
with g and hf, and the other with the gold wire in the middle 
side-tube d. The gold wires of the outer side-tubes ¢ and e 
are united by means of a conducting-wire with f and n. 

If the glass tube is filled with liquid, and this is at rest, the 
current from the electromotor divides itself between the two 
conductions, and these two portions of the current go through 
the turns of the magnetometer in opposite directions. The 
resistances of the two conductions are as equal as possible ; and 
the polarization in the one must be just in the same proportion 
equal to that in the other, because the polarization of the gold 
disk in the middle side-tube exerts the same action upon both 
portions of the current, and the polarization of the two outer 
polar disks must be of the same nature and amount. Both 
portions must therefore be nearly the same in quantity, and 
the sum of their actions on the magnetometer become nearly 
equal to zero. The experiments also showed that the position 
of equilibrium of the needle-system differed by only a few 
scale-divisions from that occupied by the system when no cur- 
rent was passing through the windings of the magnetometer. 

If, for instance, the liquid is moving from a to 8, one portion 
of the galvanic current goes in the same direction as the flow- 
ing liquid, but the other portion goes in the opposite direction 
against the liquid stream. If the positive pole of the electro- 
motor is connected with the gold disk in the middle side-tube, 
the stream of liquid and the portion de of the galvanic current 
go in the same direction, but the portion ed in the reverse di- 
rection to that of the liquid; but if the negative pole of the 
series is connected with the same gold disk, the conditions are 
reversed. Now, if the resistance is dependent on the motion of the 
liquid (as the theory requires), the two portions of the current 
become unequal, and consequently the needle of the magneto- 
meter must make a deflection, the direction of which can easily 
be determined beforehand. But there is another reason that 
the needle of the magnetometer may alter its position of equi- 
librium : as soon as the liquid is put in motion the polarization 
of the three gold ‘disks is changed. Yet the change in the 
polarization of the middle plate has no influence upon the rela- 
tive intensity of the two parts of the current, because this plate 
is common to both, and a change in the polarization must act 
with equal effect on both currents ; it therefore cannot occasion 
a deflection of the needle. The outer plates do not behave in 
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the same manner. Although we try as much as possible to 
give them the same magnitude, form, and position, yet a 
slight difference in this respect may be present ; and in con- 
sequence of it the variation in polarization effected by the flow 
of the liquid may be a little greater in one plate than in the 
other. Under all circumstances a difference between the two 
plates is present, consisting in the fact that during the flow of 
the liquid the upper disk is exposed to a greater pressure than 
the lower one ; it is therefore possible that this may cause the 
needle to make a slight deflection. The deflection which 
results from variation of polarization, however, we can make 
as small as we please, by selecting for the experiments liquids 
the resistance of which is sufficiently great. Moreover it results 
from the experiments which have been made, that the direction 
of the deflection is determined exclusively by this—that the 
resistance of the liquid becomes less if it flows in the same di- 
rection as the galvanic current, but greater if the directions 
are opposite. 

The form of the experiments was as follows :—When the 
positive pole of the electromotor was connected with the gold 
disk in the middle side-tube, as soon as the liquid was set mo- 
ving from a to b I obtained a deflection which indicated that 
the part of the current passing through the liquid column de 
(therefore the portion that had the same direction as the flow 
of the liquid) possessed a greater intensity than the other. 
Now the cause of this might either be that the resistance in the 
column de became less, and in column cd greater, than when 
the liquid was at rest, or possibly that by the motion of the 
liquid the polarization of the polar disk e was rendered feebley 
than that of the disk ¢«. Ifthe change produced in the polari- 
zation of the one disk by the motion of the liquid actually dif- 
fered from that produced in the polarization of the other, this 
must have depended on the disks in the side-tubes ¢ and e dif- 
fering somewhat in size, form, and position, or else it was 
because the one was exposed to a greater pressure than the 
other. Therefore it cannot be with safety concluded from a 
single experiment that the resistance to conduction is depen- 
dent on the motion of the liquid. Thereupon the glass tube 
was inverted, so that the liquid flowed from b to a, while all 
the other conditions remained unchanged. The direction of the 
deflection obtained was the opposite of the previous one, from 
which it follows that the part of the current which passed 
through the column of liquid from d to ¢ (and consequently 
had the same direction as the liquid stream) was more intense 
than the other. From these two experiments it follows that 
the difference in form, size, and position that may haye existed 
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between the two outer disks, and the alteration of polarization 
_thereon depending, had no effect on the direction of the deflec- 
tion. If, as in the first experiment, the liquid moved from a 

to b, and the negative instead of the positive pole of the elec- 
tromotor was connected with the disk in the middle side-tube, 
the deflection obtained indicated that the part of the current 
which passed through the liquid column cd (and therefore had 
the same direction as the flow of the liquid) possessed a greater 
intensity than the other. In the first two experiments, there- 
fore, the more powerful part of the galvanic current went be- 
tween the middle polar disk and that one of the two outer disks 

_ which was exposed to the less pressure from the flowing liquid ; 
but in the last experiment the more powerful current passed 
between the middle disk and that one of the two outer disks 
which received the greater pressure. The difference in the 
pressures to which the outer disks were exposed during the flow 
of the liquid cannot, then, have exerted any influence on the 
direction of the deflection. On the other hand, it appeared in 
all the experiments that that part of the current which had the 
same direction as the flow of the liquid was always the intenser ; 
and for this result no other reason can be given than that the 
galvanic resistance becomes less when the current moves in the 
same direction as the liquid, and greater when the directions 
are opposite. ; 

In order that the deflections may turn out regular, the liquid 
employed must exert a great resistance. The importance, 
in this respect, of the resistance will be seen from the follow- 
ing calculation. 

‘We will denote by 7 the sum of the principal resistances in 
the liquid column ed, in the conducting-wire cf, and in one 

- position of the wire of the magnetometer, and, in a correspond- 
ing manner, by 7+, the sum of the resistances in the liquid 
column de, in the conducting-wire en, and in the other posi- 
tion of the magnetometer-wire. Because these sums have 
been made as nearly as possible equal to one another, p must 

_ be a very small quantity. If we now assume that the negative 
pole of the electromotor is connected with the gold’ disk in the 
middle side-tube, and that the liquid employed is water, this 
disk covers itself with hydrogen, the electromotive force of 
whose polarization may be called w. The two outer disks, on 
the contrary, become coated with oxygen ; and the electromo- 
tive force of its polarization in the side-tube ¢ we will denote 
by s, and in the side-tube e by s+o. As the polarization is 
all but perfectly equal in both these disks, the value of o must 
be inconsiderable. Let i denote that part of the current which 
flows through the liquid column ed, and % that part which 
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flows through de. The electromotive force of the electromotor 
we will name E ; the principal resistance of it, R.; and the in- 
tensity of the undivided current, J. We have then, by Kirch- 

hoff’s laws for the division of the current between several 
conductors, 

E—(w+s)=RJ +77, 

E—(w+st+o)=RJ+i(r+p), 
and 

J=i+%. 

From this we get 
; — Er—Ro—r(wtste) (2) 
~~ " 2Rr+7?+Rp+rp > teat 

and 

_ E(r-+p)+Ro—(r+p)(wts) , i= A aa OB eh OE 
2Rr+7°+Rp+rp 

and consequently 
Bid _ Hp +2Reo+ro—pw—ps (4) 

, 2Rr++Rp+rp °° © 

The difference i—7, determines the position of equilibrium 
of the magnetometer-needle when the liquid is at rest. But 
when the liquid is set in motion, s is changed into s+ 8, s+o 
intoss+o+,, and w into w+. Denoting the parts of the 
current which flow through the liquid columns cd and de re- 
spectively by z,, and i,,,, we obtain in the same manner 

_ Er+R6—Ro—RB,—r(wt+r+s+e+8) 
"se 2Rr+7?+Rp+rp Pie 

and 
, —E(@rt+e)+Ro+RB—R6+(r+p)wt+r+st+B) 6 
" 2Rr+7?+Roe+rp » (6) 

whence 1,,—7,,,= 

Kp +2R6,—2R8+2Ro+ro+7r8,—rB—p(w+mar+s+f) 7 
2Rr+7?+Ro+rp hd 

Subtracting the first difference (4) from the last (7), we 
obtain the expression for the deflection which arises solely from 
the fact that the polarization is altered by the motion of the 
liquid. In this way we get 

oe) G27) RE) +18. —8)—pr + p8 
G ty) —C—1) = —  QRr+"4+Rp+rp - (8) 

The value of p, however, is so inconsiderable that p7r, pf, 
Rp, and 7p can be neglected. The deflection wu, which arises 
only from the alteration of the polarization by the motion of 
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the liquid, becomes therefore 

Se eC) 

This deflection is consequently inversely proportional to the 
resistance of the liquid ; while the deflection occasioned by the 
change in the resistance is, according to equation (1), nearly 
independent of the same resistance. If, then, liquids of suffi- 
ciently great: resistance be selected for the experiments, we can 
make the variations in the polarization harmless without thereby 
lessening the deflections produced by the alteration of the re- 
sistance. Moreover it follows from equation (1) that the de- 
flections in question are proportional to the cross section of the 
glass tube and to the velocity of the liquid, but independent of 
the intensity of the galvanic current employed. 

Of the great number of observations conducted in the way 
above described, it may be sufficient for the purpose before us 
to communicate only the following. 

II. 

For the experiments a cylindrical vessel of thick sheet cop- 
per was used, tinned on the inside, and capable of holding 
about 25 litres. The upper end was hemispherical and pro- 
vided with three apertures. In one of them a cock was fixed, 
which was connected with an air-condensing engine by means of 
a leaden pipe. In order to measure the condensation of the air 
produced by the engine, a manometer could be screwed on one 
of the other apertures, which was also made use of for the pur- 
pose of filling a part of the vessel with liquid. In the third 
aperture a copper pipe with a cock was fixed air-tight. That 
part of this pipe which was inside descended perpendicularly 
nearly to the bottom of the vessel ; the part outside was bent 
the form of a semicircle, so that its extremity descended perpen- 
dicularly. To this end of the copper tube the above-described 
glass tube was screwed. The liquid flowing through the glass 
tube was received in a vessel of glass or wood standing on the 
floor of the room. Before each experiment, air was forced 
into the vessel, above the liquid, up to a pressure of two or 
three atmospheres above the pressure of the external air. No 
measures were adopted to keep the pressure constant and in- 
variable ; and on this account the velocity of the liquid grew less 
during the outflow. This inconvenience, however, was of little 
consequence, because in this investigation the question was 
rather to obtain an experimental proof of the dependence of the 
resistance on the motion of the liquid than an accurate deter- 
mination of the laws of that dependence. 
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Experiments with distilled water. 

Series 1.—The glass tube had an internal diameter of 5°5 
millims. ; the distance between the side-tubes was 70, and the 
length of the entire tube was 270 millims. The gold disks 
were drawn so far back in the side-tubes that the distance from 
the inner surface of the glass tube amounted to 1 centim. 
Trial was first made whether a deflection could be obtained 
merely by the motion of the liquid, without inserting an elec- 
tromotor at K. In this the gold disk in the middle side-tube | 
was connected immediately with the binding-screws g and h 
by a simple conducting-wire. As was to be expected, in this 
experiment not a trace of a current was observed. 
A series of two Daniell’s elements was now inserted at K. 

The rest of the conducting-wires were arranged as shown in 
fig. 1. The position of equilibrium occupied by the needle 
when the glass tube was filled with water at rest is denoted by A 
in the following. As soon as the cock was opened and the 
water set in motion, the magnetometer-needle made a deflec- 
tion. The scale-division at which the needle, after a complete 
deflection, began to return, is given by B; and D gives the 
difference between A and B. : 

The negative pole of the electromotor was connected with 
the middle polar disk; the water-flow was from a to b: 

A. B. D. 

617-0 619-0 2-0 
617:0 618°8 1°8 
617-0 619-1 2-2 

Mean .. 2:0 

The deflection shows that the part of the galvanic current 
which passed from ¢ to d (that is, in the same direction as the 
water-flow) was. more powerful than the other. 

The glass tube was now inverted, so that the water flowed 
throughitfrombtoa; every thing beside remained unchanged: 

oe; B. fie 

618-0 616-0 2°0 
618-1 615-9 2°2 
618-0 * 615°9 ref 

Mean . . 2-1 

The deflection (the direction of which was opposite to that 
of the previous one) indicated that the part of the current 
which went from e to d, and therefore had the same direction 
as the water-flow, was the more powerful. j 

The positive pole was connected with the middle disk; the 
water flowed continuously from 6 to a: 
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A. B. D. 
617:°0 615°8 1:2 
617°5 615-0 29 
617°2 614°9 2°3 

Mean 3 20 

The deflection had now the same direction as in the next 
preceding experiment. It thence follows that the part of the 
current which coincided in direction with the water-flow, 
going from d to c, exerted the greatest action. 

The glass tube was then inverted, so that the water flowed 
again from a to Db; all beside unchanged: 

es ey 5; D. 
617°0 619-2 2°2 
617°8 620°4 2°6 
618-0 621:0 3°0 

Mean . . 2°6 

Consequently it was shown here also that the portion of the 
current having the same direction as the water-stream was 
stronger than the other. yeREG 

Series 2.—This was similar to the preceding, but with the 
difference that the disks in the side-tubes were not drawn ‘so 
far back, and so were placed near the inner surface of the glass 
tube. They were more exposed, therefore, than before to the 
mechanical action of the flow of water. 
_ The positive pole of the electromotor connected with the 
middle disk : 

A. B. D. 

628°8 631°8 3°0 
628°8 632-0 3:2 

Mean 2. <3 

The direction of the deflection showed that the current in 
the same direction as the water-flow possessed a greater inten- 
sity than the other. 

.After this the glass tube was inverted, so that the water 
flowed through it in the opposite direction; all beside un- 
changed : 3 

A. B. D. 

628-9 626-0 2°9 
628-7 625-9 2°8 
628-9 620°2 3-7 

Mea Ab si. 

_ The negative pole connected with the middle disk ; all else 
unchanged : 
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A. B. D. 
6313 629-0 2°3 
631°5 629-0 2°5 
631°5 629-0 25 

Mean .. 2°4 

Glass tube inverted ; the rest of the arrangement unchanged : 

A B. D. 
632-0 634-0 2-0 
631-9 634-0 21 
631°9 634°2 2°3 

Mean . . BL 

Consequently this series gives the same result as the first— 
namely, that the resistance to galvanic conduction is diminished 
if the conductor moves in the same direction asthe galvanic 
current, but it is increased if the two go in opposite directions. 

In all these experiments the velocity of the distilled water 
was between 9 and 10°5 métres in a second. 

Experiments with alcohol containing by volume 24 per cent. 
water. 

With this liquid the experiments were conducted in the same 
manner as with the distilled water, and led to the same result; 
it might therefore be superfluous to describe them here. 

Eaperiments with water from the town-supply. 

An experiment was made which showed that the resistance 
of distilled water is about fifty times as great as the water from 
the conduit. A glass tube in all respects like the one before 
described was screwed on to the water-pipe in a vertical posi- 
tion. The connexions between the gold disks in the side-tubes, 
the electromotor, and the magnetometer were arranged in the 
same way as in the. preceding experiments. The only differ- 
ence with the observations was, that, as the supply of liquid 
was unlimited, the constant deflections were observed instead 
of the scale-division at which the magnetometer-needle began 
to return. By special experiments, in which no electromotor 
was inserted between the middle disk and the binding-screws 
g and h, I convinced myself that no galvanic current arose 
from the water out-flow alone. Therefore no extraneous cause . 
of a galvanic current was present to produce a deflection of the 
galvanometer-needle. 

As the water from the conduit was, in comparison with dis- 
tilled water, a good conductor, it was to be expected that the 
polarization of the disks would here exercise a greater influence 
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than in the foregoing experiments ; this results clearly from 
equation (9). On this account, the experiments had to be 
conducted with suitable precautions to prevent the polarization 
from affecting the direction of the deflections. Before each . 
experiment the electric series had to remain a longer time 
closed in order that the disks might be completely polarized. 
During this time the water-cock was several times turned on 
and off. It was only after this had been done that I could 
reckon upon obtaining constant and regular deflections. It 
must, besides, be remarked that the galvanic current employed 
should not be too powerful, because the harmful effect arising 
from the galvanic difference between the disks increases with 
the intensity of the current. In the following experiments 
two Daniell’s elements were employed. Out of the observa- 
tions thus conducted, it will be sufficient to give the two fol- 
lowing series. A, B, and D have the same signification as 
before. 

Series 3.—Here another glass tube was employed ; but the 
distance of the disks from each other and the diameter of the 
tube were about the same as in the first tube. The velocity of 
the water, when the cock was turned full on, amounted to about 
10 métres per second. In reckoning the magnitude of the 
deflections, the mean was taken of two successive positions of 
equilibrium with still water. 

The negative pole of the electromotor was connected with 
the middle disk : 

AY B. D. 

608:0 611:0 2°6 
608°8 611:2 a3 
609-0 610-2 1-2 
609-0 610°5 1°5 
609-0 611:0 2-0 

_ 609-9 Mea (a. 9, \ 4:92 

The positive pole connected with the middle disk, the rest 
unchanged : 

: B. D. 
626°5 628°8 2°3 
626°5 627°5 A 
625:0 628°5 3°0 
626:0 627°5 1:7 
625°5 627°2 1:2 
626-4 Mean . 4, >1:98 

The direction of the deflections indicated in both cases that 
the resistance is diminished when the galvanic current and the 
water-flow coincide in direction. 
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The glass tube was then inverted, so that the water entered 
at the other end of it, every thing else remaining unaltered : 

A, B. D. 

627°3 624°9 9-3 
627:0 624-0 3:0 
627°0 624°4 2°6 
627:0 624-0 2°8 
626°5 624-0 276 

620°7 Mean 2°66 

The negative pole was connected with the middle disk : 

A. B. D. 

606°4 605-0 16 
606°8 603°0 3°9 
607:0 605°4 1:9 
607°5 605-4 1°9 
607:0 604:8 22, 

607-0 Mean 2°30 

In both the last two cases, the deflections were (as they 
should have been) opposite to the preceding ones. 

Series 4.—The disks were drawn so far back in the side- 
tubes that the distance from the inner surface of the glass tube 
amounted to 8 millims. They were thereby less exposed to 
the mechanical action of the stream of water. 

The negative pole was connected with the middle disk : 

A. B. D. 

626-0 623-0 2-0 
624-0 622-6 2°4 
626-0 622:8 2-7 
625-0 622°5 2-0 
624-0 622°5 15 
6240 Mean 9°12 

The glass tube was inverted, so that the water entered at the 
other end ; all beside unchanged : 

A. B. D. 

625°5 629°0 4-0 
624°5 629-0 4:7 
624-0 629-0 4:7 
624°5 628°5 4-0 
624°5 629-0 4:7 
624-0 Mean 4:42 

The positive pole was connected with the middle disk, the 
rest unchanged : 
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A. B. D. 
615-0 617:0 1°6 
615°8 616°2 0°38 
615-0 616-2 1:2 
615-0 616-0 1-0 

615°0 Mean . oo) Esh5 

After this the glass tube was turned back again; all beside 
unaltered. The following observations were made a day sub- 
sequent to the foregoing :— 

A. B. D: 
6124 610°5 2:2 
613-0 610-0 3°0 
613-0 _ 610-0 3-0 
613-0 610-0 2°5 
612°0 610-0 2°2 
612-4 Mean . .' 2°58 

The directions of the deflections in this series were exactly 
the same as in the previous ones, indicating that the resistance 
to conduction is lessened when the conductor moves in the 
same direction as the galvanic current. 

In the experiments here communicated the direction of the 
deflections is exclusively of importance, and too much weight 
must not be attributed to their absolute magnitude ; for the 
latter was altered partly by polarization. After the water is 
set in motion, the two parts into which the galvanic current 
divides are no longer equal: that which goes in the same di- 
rection as the liquid has become greater, while the other is 
diminished by an equal quantity; and therefore currents of 
different intensities pass through the disks in the two outer 
side-tubes. As the polarization, when the currents are as 
feeble as they were in these experiments, increases with the 
current-intensity, the more intense part of the current must be 
somewhat more weakened by the polarization than the other ; 
and since the deflections are proportional to the difference of 
the two current-intensities, they must be smaller than when 
no polarization takes place. On the other hand, the polariza- . 
tion of the middle disk, as already remarked, has no eftect on 
the relative quantity of the two parts of the current. There- 
fore no reliable measure of the change produced in the resist- 
ance of the liquid by its motion can be obtained from the ex- 
periments made; they show only that such a change actually 
takes place, and that it cannot fall below the limit which can 
be calculated from the deflections obtained.. 

As already stated, we get no deflections, unless an electro- 
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motor is inserted between the middle disk and the binding- 
screws g and h; so that the deflections obtained do not derive 
their origin from any sort of diaphragm-currents or from any 
other extraneous cause. The following observation (to which 
I would direct the attention of those who may desire to control 
my experiments) does not contradict this :—If, as soon as a 
series of experiments is concluded, the electromotor be with- 
drawn and instead of it a simple conducting-wire connect the 
middle disk with the binding-screws g and A, and thereupon 
the liquid be set in motion, a deflection will be obtained, and 
this in the same direction as the one a short time before ob- 
tained while the electromotor was in the circuit; and if the 
glass tube be now inverted, we shall have, quite regularly, a 
deflection in the opposite direction. It is easy to perceive 
whence these deflections proceed. When the electromotor was 
inserted the disks in the side-tubes were polarized, and the two 
outer ones received a coating of the same sort of gas. Since 
the disappearance of the polarization is gradual, on this account 
a polarization-current went through each half of the water 
column immediately after the removal of the electromotor ; but 
the current in one half was opposite to that in the other, in the 
same manner as when the electromotor was in the circuit; and 
when the liquid was put in motion, the resistance in one half be- 
came greater, and the other less, than before. Thereby the two 
currents acquired unequal intensity; and in consequence of 
this the magnetometer-needle could not but make a deflection. 

8. 

The result of the above experiments I have endeavoured to 
control by a method of investigation in every respect different 
from that just described ; it was the following :— 

Kohlrausch and Nippoldt* have 'shown that alternating in- 
duction-currents, succeeding each other at sufficiently brief 
intervals, can be advantageously employed for making the re- 
sistance of liquids independent of polarization. When water is 
the electrolytic liquid, only a very thin covering of oxygen can 
form on the one polar disk, and of hydrogen on the other, during 
the short time that the current lasts; and in the next instant 
the directions of the current are reversed, so that the disk 
which just before was receiving hydrogen receives now oxygen, 
and vice versd. If the currents are of equal intensity and 
short duration and follow close upon one another, it is easy to 
see that the polarization produced by them must be reduced to 
a minimum. Indeed the investigations of the above-mentioned 
philosophers showed also that the polarization was without per- 

; * Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxviil. p. 280. . 
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ceptible influence on the accuracy of the measurements of the 
resistance. 
We will imagine that the polar disks in the outer side-tubes 

ec and e (fig. 1) are connected with the windings of the magne- 
tometer in such wise that a galvanic current passes through 
all the windings in the same direction. The middle side-tube 
is closed, and the disk in it does no service in these experi- 
ments. If now an electromotor which emits alternating cur- 
rents of equal intensity and short duration be inserted between 
ec and f, it is evident that the magnetometer-needle must con- 
tinue in its position of equilibrium if the water in the glass 
tube is at rest, because the actions of the currents neutralize 
one another ; but when the water is set in motion, then, because 
this motion alters the resistances, that current which has the 
same direction as the water is augmented, and the other dimi- 
nished, and on this account the needle must make a deflection. 

In the experiments which were made on the present occa- 
sion, induction-currents were not employed, as in Kohlrausch 
and Nippoldt’s investigation, but an arrangement of the follow- 
ing nature. A circular disk of boxwood 75 millims. in dia- 
meter, and 20 millims. in thickness is covered on each side 
with a brass disk. By aid of a winch and cog-wheel the disk 
can be turned on its axis, making five turns during one revo- 
lution of the winch-handle. Fig. 2 represents a portion of the 
circumference of the disk. From the two brass te 
disks A and B little brass plates a, b, c, d, and e = 
stand out, all perfectly equal in width, and situ- { ; 
ated at equal distances one from the other. They 
are let into the wood so that their surface coincides 
with the periphery of the disk. Hvery other of 
these brass plates is in connexion with the brass 
disk A, and every other in connexion with B. The 
number of these plates is 24, of which, therefore, 
12 are in conducting-union with A, and the other 
12 with B. The distance of the plates from one 
another is equal to their width. By a suitable arrangement 
the brass disk A was connected with one pole of an electro- 
motor, and B with the other pole. On the periphery of the 
boxwood disk, two brass springs, tipped with steel, insulated 
from each other, slide in such a way that they are simulta- 
neously in contact with two neighbouring brass plates. At 
the same time, therefore, the one is in contact with the plate a, 
and the other with plate b. One of these brass springs was 
connected with the polar disk in the upper side-tube (fig. 1) ; 
from the disk in the lower side-tube e a conducting-wire went 
to one end of the windings of the magnetometer ; from the 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1876. 
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plane. The deflections became now considerably greater, and, 
besides, corresponded perfectly with those obtained with the 
magnetometer. u 

The two mutually independent methods of investigation have 
thus conducted us to the same result, that foretold by the theory 
—namely, that the resistance to galvanic conduction 1s dimi- 
nished when the conductor and the current move in the same 
direction, but is increased when the directions are opposite. 

I will only mention, in conclusion, that I have tried to em- 
ploy for this investigation a saturated solution of sulphate of 
copper, with copper poles, and a solution of sulphate of zine, 
with amalgamated zinc poles ; but these liquids were quite in- 
applicable, because 1 could never succeed in rendering the 
polar plates galvanically so equal that, when the plates dipped 
into the liquid, a slight current would not arise, which imme- 
diately varied as soon as the liquid was set in motion. Whence 
this originated I cannot say. The sulphate-of-zine solution, 
however, contained some iron. 

XIV. On the Distribution of Energy in a mass of Liquid in a 
state of Steady Motion. By James H. Correrttyt, WA., 
Professor of Applied Mechanics in the Royal Naval College, 
Greenwich”. 

WEEN a liquid is in a state of steady motion, we know 
that the total energy of any given particle and of all 

that follow it in one and the same line of motion is a constant 
quantity ; or, as we may otherwise express it, the total energy 
of each elementary stream is uniformly distributed. I am not, 
however, aware that it has been hitherto noticed that the dis- 
tribution of energy among the several elementary streams, of 
which the whole current is supposed to be made up, depends 
solely on the molecular rotation at each point of the liquid, 
and is uniform when the motion is irrotational. 

For simplicity suppose the motion to be in two dimensions, 
and to take place either in a vertical or horizontal plane. In 
the first case the liquid will be under the action of gravity 
only; and in the second, which will be included in the first, th 
effect of gravity need not be considered. In the figure, le 
AB, CD be consecutive lines of motion, and PQ a norma 
to these lines, and let P and Q be particles moving in thes 
lines.} Then, if A be the total head at Q (thatis, the total energ 
of Q per unit of weight), ‘ 

h= 2+ i + aor 

Wn 27 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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where < is the elevation of Q above some given datum level, 
and w is the weight of a cubic foot of water. Differentiating, 

> 

| padp 

we get ae 
oh Oo 

for the head at P, where 6z, being the elevation of P above Q, 
is given by 

z= PQ.cos ¢, 
where ¢ is the angle PQ makes with the vertical. 

But if we imagine a small cylinder described round P Q.as 
an axis and consider its equilibrium, it is clear that 

ee naar arrva maebig west re 
gp 

where « is the sectional area of the cylinder, and p the radius 
of curvature of the lines of motion at PQ. Combining this 
with the former equation, we get | 

Ye ge eee 
9P g g tp PQ 

Now it is already known that, if through a given particle A 
lines be drawn through B and C, two particles very near to A, 
such that A B and BC are at right angles to each other at the 
instant considered, then the mean angular velocity of these 
lines is the same in whatever direction they be drawn through 
A, and is equal to the angular velocity with which a small 
eylindrical element described round A would rotate if supposed 
suddenly solidified, which mean angular velocity may hence 
conveniently be called the molecular rotation. In the present 

case is the angular velocity of the tangent, that is, of a line 
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. . * év . 

drawn through two consecutive moving particles ; and PQ 's 

the angular velocity reckoned in the same direction of a line 
drawn perpendicular to the tangent through P and Q, two con- 
secutive moving particles. The sum of the two is therefore 
twice the molecular rotation ; and if we call the molecular ro- 
tation «,, we shall have 

a2. yg, . 

Now v. PQ is constant, being the flow in an elementary stream 
of breadth unity; and hence we see that the difference of energy 
between two consecutive elementary streams is proportional to the 
molecular rotation at any point of either. 

An immediate consequence of this is that the molecular ro- 
tation is the same at all points situated in a line of motion, and 
can be determined when the difference of head is known. Thus 
in the well-known trochoidal motion, the difference of head 
between one trochoidal layer and the next consecutive is easily 

seen to be Tbr, where 7 is the length of the tracing-arm, 

and R the radius of the rolling circle. Hence, placing this in 
equation (1), the known value of the molecular rotation is 
more easily determined than in any other way. 

Again, we learn that if the energy of any portion of the 
liquid be initially uniformly distributed, the motion of that 
portion must be irrotational and must always remain so ; and 
thus we have a simple demonstration that the permanent mo- 
tion of a perfect liquid past a solid free from discontinuity of 
curvature and perfectly smooth is necessarily irrotational. This 
demonstration clearly also applies to any case in which a per- 
fectly smooth and fair-formed solid moves with a uniform mo- 
tion of translation through a liquid at rest. 

The peculiar form in which the condition for irrotational 
motion is expressed, namely 

v év 
Ssh ae 

p PQ 
leads to a conclusion of much importance—namely, that by a 
surface of “ fair’ form is to be understood a surface free from 
discontinuity of curvature, and not merely from discontinuity 
of form: thus a circular arc joined to a straight line is not a 
fair form, since the radius of curvature changes abruptly and 
occasions a discontinuity of form in the next consecutive 

=0Q, 
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stream-line. ‘This, of course, is also true when the molecular 
rotation is not zero, but any constant. 
When the motion is not confined to one plane, the energy 

of the fluid will be uniformly distributed in any case in which 
the molecular rotation is zero, or more generally when the axis 
of rotation ofa fluid element is likewise the direction of its 
motion of translation ; but the consideration of this kind of mo- 
tion is postponed for the present. 

XV. The History of Young’s Discovery of his Theory of 
Colours. By Aurrep M. Mayer. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, 

GENTLEMEN, New Jersey, December 13, 1875. 

HAVE the honour to send you for publication in your 
Journal the accompanying paper, entitled “‘ The History 

of Young’s Discovery of his Theory of Colours.’ Disjointed 
extracts from this paper have appeared in English journals; 
and [am therefore desirous that the entire paper should appear 
in your Journal, if you should deem it worthy of that di- 
stinction. 

I remain, Gentlemen, 
Very respectfully yours, 

ALFRED M. Mayer, 

The object of this communication is twofold: I desire first 
to give complete abstracts from the writings of Newton, 
Young, and Wollaston, in order to put the student of science 
in possession of all of the early literature relating to Young’s 
theory of colours ; in the second place, I propose to trace the 
curious-history of the steps by which Young was led to the 
final adoption of what is now known as Young’s theory of 
colour-sensation. In accomplishing the first of these objects, 
I shall at the same time attempt to show, Ist, that Young first 
formed an hypothesis similar to that known as Brewster’s 
(that is, he selected red, yellow, and blue as the three simple 
colour-sensations); 2nd, that he subsequently modified his. 
hypothesis and adopted red, green, and violet as the three ele- 
mentary colour-sensations, showing that up to the date of this 
change of opinion all of his ideas on the subject were hypo- 
thetical, and not based on any observations or experiments of 
his own or of others; 3rd, that this change of opinion as to 
the three elementary colours was made on the basis of a mis- 
conception by Wollaston of the nature of his celebrated obser- 
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vation of the dark lines in the solar spectrum, and also on the 
basis of an erroneous observation made by Young in repeat- 
ing Wollaston’s experiment; 4th, that Young subsequently | 
tested his hypothesis of colour-sensation and found that it was 
in accord with facts reached by experiment, and that these 
experiments then vindicated his hypothesis and raised it to the 
dignity of a theory. 

Before discussing the subject proper of this article, it may 
be well to give the reader a clear conception of Young’s theory 
of colour-sensations, and to show in what high estimation it is 
at present held by men of science. This can best be done by 
the reading of the following short extracts from Helmholtz’s 
‘ Physiological Optics’ and from his ‘ Popular Scientific 
Lectures.’ 

“To speak of three fundamental colours in an objective 
sense would be nonsense; in fact, as long as one refers only 
to purely physical conditions, and while there is no reference 
to the human eye, the properties of compound light depend 
alone on the proportions in which exist lights of different 
wave-lengths. The reduction of light to three fundamental 
colours can never have any thing else than a subjective signi- 
fication ; it consists simply in reducing all colowr-sensations to 
three fundamental sensations. It is in this sense that Young 
understood the problem; and his hypothesis gives, in fact, an 
exceedingly clear and simple explanation and summary of all 
of the phenomena found in the physiological study of colours. 
Young states that— 

““¢], There exist in the eye three kinds of nerve-fibres, 
whose excitation respectively gives the sensation of red, of 
green, and of violet. 

‘“¢ <9, Homogeneous light excites the three kinds of nerve- 
fibres with an intensity which varies with its wave-length.’ 
That which possesses the greatest length of wave excites most 
powerfully the fibres sensitive to red, that which has an ayve- 
rage wave-length excites the nerves sensitive to green, while 
that light formed of the shortest wave acts on the fibres which 
give the violet sensation. Nevertheless we cannot deny, but 
rather should admit for the explanation of numerous pheno- 
mena, that each colour of the spectrum excites all three kinds 
of nerve-fibres, but with different intensities. Imagine the 
colours of the spectrum arranged horizontally, going from 
the red, R, to the violet, V, as shown at the base of fig. 1. The 
three curves will then represent more or less exactly the de- 
grees of irritability of the three kinds of nerve-fibres (1, the 
red; 2, the green; 3, the violet) for the various colours of the 
spectrum. 
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“ Pure red excites strongly the fibres sensitive to red, and 
feebly the two other kinds of fibres ; sensation, red. 

Fig. 1. 

R 0 Y G B Vv 

“Pure yellow excites moderately the fibres sensitive to red 
and to green, feebly those fibres sensitive to violet ; sensation, 
yellow. 

“Pure green excites strongly the fibres sensitive to green, 
feebly those sensitive to red and to violet; sensation, green. 

“ Pure blue excites in a moderate degree those fibres sensi- 
tive to green and to violet, feebly those sensitive to red ; sen- 
sation, blue. 

_ “ Pure violet excites strongly those fibres specially destined 
to receive this sensation, and the other fibres are feebly affected 
by this light ; sensation, violet. 

“The nearly equal excitation of all of the fibres will give 
the sensation of white, or of whitish colours. 

oi iapyils The choice of the three fundamental colours is to 
some extent arbitrary. We can choose at willany three colours 
whose mixture produces white. Young no doubt was guided by 
the consideration that the extreme colours of the spectrum occupied 
the privileged positions*. If we do not choose these colours, 
we must take for one of the colours a purple tint, and the curve 
which responds to it in the figure will have two maxima—one 
in the red, the other in the violet. The hypothesis, without 
being an impossible one, will be more complicated. As far as 
I know of, there exists no means of determining directly the 
fundamental colours but the examination of persons affected 
with colour-blindness. We will subsequently see how far that 
examination confirms the hypothesis of Young, at least so far 
as the red is concerned. 

“.... In general, then, light which consists of undulations 
of different wave-lengths produces different impressions upon 

* The writer has italicized the above for the purpose of a future refer- 
ence to it. 
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our eye, namely those of different colours. But the number of 
hues which we can recognize is much smaller than that of the 
various possible combinations of rays with different wave- 
lengths which external objects can convey to our eyes. The 
retina cannot distinguish between the white which is produced 
by the union of scarlet and bluish-green light, and that which 
is composed of yellowish green and violet, or of yellow and 
ultramarine-blue, or of red, green, and violet, or of all the 
colours of the spectrum united. All these combinations appear 
identically as white; and yet from a physical point of view they 
are very different. In fact the only resemblance between the 
several combinations just mentioned is, that they are indistin- 
guishable to the human eye. For instance, a surface illumi- 
nated with red and bluish-green light would come out black in 
a photograph ; while another lighted with yellowish green and 
violet would appear very bright, although both surfaces alike 
seem to the eye to be simply white. 
eg Other colours also, especially when they are not 

strongly pronounced, may, like pure white light, be composed 
of very different mixtures, and yet appear indistinguishable to 
the eye, while in every other property, physical or chemical, 
they are entirely distinct. 
Be dt The theory of colours, with all these marvellous and 

complicated relations, was a riddle which Goethe in yain 
attempted to solve; nor were we physicists and physiologists 
more successful. J include myself in the number ; for I long 
toiled at the task without getting any nearer my object, until 
I at last discovered that a wonderfully simple solution had been 
discovered at the beginning of this century, and had been in 
print ever since for any one to read who chose. This solution 
was found and published by the same Thomas Young who first 
showed the right method of arriving at the interpretation of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics. He was one of the most acute men 
who ever lived, but had the misfortune to be too far in advance 
of his contemporaries. They looked on him with astonishment, 
but could not follow his bold speculations ; and thus a mass of 
his most important thoughts remained buried and forgotten in 
‘The Transactions of the Royal Society,’ until a later genera- 
tion by slow degrees arrived at the rediscovery of his disco- 
veries, and came to appreciate the force of his argument and 
the accuracy of his conclusions.”’ 

The first publication by Young of his theory of colour ap- 
peared in a Bakerian Lecture, entitled “‘On the Theory of 
Light and Colours,’ which Young read before the Royal 
Society on November 12, 1801. In the opening part of this 
lecture he says :—‘‘ A more extensive examination of Newton’s 
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various writings has shown me that he was in reality the first 
who suggested such a theory [the undulatory theory of light}, 
as I shali endeavour to maintain; that his own opinions varied 
less from this theory than is now almost universally supposed ; 
and that a variety of arguments have been advanced, as if to 
confute him, which may be found in a similar form in his own 
works ; and this by no less a mathematician than Leonard 
Huler, whose system of light, as far as it is worthy of notice, 
either was, or might have been, wholly borrowed from Newton, 
Hooke, Huyghens, and Malebranche. 

“Those who are attached, as they may be with the greatest 
justice, to every doctrine which is stamped with the Newtonian 
approbation, will probably be disposed to bestow on these con- 
siderations so much the more of their attention as they shall 
appear to coincide more nearly with Newton’s opinion. For 
this reason, after having briefly stated each particular position 
of my theory, I shall collect from Newton’s various writings 
such passages as seem to be the most favourable to its admis- 
sion; and although I shall quote some papers which may be 
thought to have been partly retracted at the publication of the 
Optics, yet I shall borrow nothing from them that can be sup- 
posed to militate against his maturer judgment.” 

_ The fact that Young, the founder of the undulatory theory 
of light, in this Bakerian Lecture, in which it has been said 
that he laid the foundations of that doctrine, should set forth 
his views in a series of postulates followed by citations from 
the writings of Newton to give them weight and proof, may 
justly surprise those who have trusted to the second-hand in- 
formation derived from carelessly compiled text-books and 
from hastily prepared popular lectures. But then where 
would be the pugilistic charm of the popular lecturer on the 
undulatory theory of light if Newton, his champion, the vio- 
lent defender of the emanation cause, should decline to enter 
as a contestant ? 

Under the heading of Hypothesis III. of this paper we first 
meet Young’s theory of colour-sensation. 

“ Hypothesis Lil. The Sensation of different Colours depends 
on the different frequency of Vibrations, excited by Light in the 
Retina. 

Passages from Newton. 

“The objector’s hypothesis, as to the fundamental part of 
it, is not against me. That fundamental supposition is, that 
the parts of bodies, when briskly agitated, do excite vibrations 
in the ether, which are propagated every way from those 
bodies in straight lines, and cause a sensation of light, by beat- 
ing and dashing against the bottom of the eye, something after 
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the manner that vibrations in the air cause a sensation of 
sound, by beating against the organs of hearing. Now the 
most free and natural application of this hypothesis to the solu- 
tion of phenomena I take to be this: that the agitated parts 
of bodies, according to their several sizes, figures, and motions, 
do excite vibrations in the ether of various depths or bignesses, 
which being promiscuously propagated through that medium 
to our eyes, effect in us a sensation of light of a white colour ; 
but if by any means those of unequal bigness be separated 
from one another, the largest beget a sensation of a red colour, 
the least or shortest of a deep violet, and the intermediate ones 
of intermediate colours ; much after the manner that bodies, 
according to their several sizes, shapes, and motions, excite 
vibrations in the air, of various bignesses, which, according to 
those bignesses, make several tones in a sound ; that the largest 
vibrations are best able to overcome the resistance of a refract- 
ing superficies, and so break through it with least refraction ; 
whence the vibrations of several bignesses (that is, the rays of 
several colours which are blended together in light) must be 
parted from one another by refraction, and so cause the phe- 
nomena of prisms and other refracting substances ; and that 
it depends upon the thickness of a thin transparent plate or 
bubble whether a vibration shall be reflected at its further 
superficies or transmitted ; so that, according to the number of 
vibrations interceding the two superficies, they may be reflected 
or transmitted for many thicknesses. And since the vibra- 
tions which make blue and violet are supposed shorter than 
those which make red and yellow, they must be reflected at a 
less thickness of the plate ; which is sufficient to explicate all 
the ordinary phenomena of those plates or bubbles, and also of 
all natural bodies whose parts are like so many fragments of 
such plates. These seem to be most plain, genuine, and neces- 
sary conditions of this hypothesis. And they agree so justly 
with my theory, that if the animadversor think fit to apply 
them, he need not, on that account, apprehend a divorce from 
it. But yet, how he will defend it from other difficulties, I 
know not.’’ (Phil. Trans. vol. vii. p. 5088; Abr. I. 145, 
November 1672.) 

“'To explain colours, I suppose that as bodies of various 
sizes, densities, or sensations do, by percussion or other action, 
excite sounds of various tones, and consequently vibrations on 
the air of different bigness, so the rays of light, by impinging 
on the stiff refracting superficies, excite vibrations in the ether 
—of various bigness ; the biggest, strongest, or most potent 
rays the largest vibrations ; and others shorter, according to 
their bigness, strength, or power; and therefore the ends of 
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the capillamenta of the optic nerve, which pave or face the 
retina, being such refracting superficies, when the rays impinge 
upon them, they must there excite these vibrations, which 
vibrations (like those of sound in a trunk or trumpet) will run 
along the aqueous pores or crystalline pith of the capillamenta, 
through the optic nerve into the sensorium ; and there, I sup- 
pose, affect the sense with various colours, according to their 
bigness and mixture ; the biggest with the strongest colours, 
reds and yellows; the least with the weakest, blues and violets ; 
the middle with green; and a confusion of all with white, 
much after the manner that, in the sense of hearing, nature 
makes use of aerial vibrations of several bignesses, to generate 
sounds of divers tones; for the analogy of nature is to be ob- 
served.”’ (Birch, vol. i. p. 262, December 1675.) 

“ Considering the lastingness of the motions excited in the 
bottom of the eye by light, are they not of a vibrating nature ? 
Do not the most refrangible rays excite the shortest vibrations, 
—the least refrangible the largest? May not the harmony and 
discord of colours arise from the proportions of the vibrations 
propagated through the fibres of the optic nerve into the brain, 
as the harmony and discord of sound arise from the propor- 
tions of the vibrations of the air?”’ (Optics, Qu. 16, 13, 14.) 

_ After these quotations from Newton, Young brings out his 
hypothesis of colour-sensations under the following 

“ Scholium. Since, for the reason here assigned by Newton, 
it is probable that the motion of the retina is rather of a vibra- 
tory than of an undulatory nature, the frequency of the vibra- 
tions must be dependent on the constitution of this substance. 
Now, as it is almost impossible to conceive each sensitive point 
of the retina to contain an infinite number of particles, each 
capable of vibrating in perfect unison with every possible un- 
dulation, it becomes necessary to suppose the number limited ; 
for instance, to the three principal colours, red, yellow, and blue, 
of which the undulations are related in magnitude nearly as 
the numbers 8, 7, and 6; and that each of the particles is 
capable of being put in motion, less or more forcibly, by undu- 
lations differing less or more from a perfect unison ; for in- 
stance, the undulations of green light, being nearly in the ratio 
of 64, will affect equally the particles in unison with yellow 
and blue, and produce the same effect as a light composed of 
those two species; and each sensitive filament of the nerve 
may consist of three portions, one for each principal colour.” 

An attentive perusal of the above quotation will show that 
Young’s hypothesis imagines each sensitive point of the retina 
to contain particles capable of vibrating in perfect unison to 
those vibrations causing three principal colours (red, yellow, 
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and blue, in this the first publication of his hypothesis), “and 
that each of the particles is capable of being put in motion, less 
or more forcibly, by undulations differing less or more from a 
perfect unison.”” This would suppose such a triple molecular 
constitution of each nerve-fibril as to cause the three species of 
its constituent molecules (or the atoms forming the molecules) 
to be in tune with the three rates ef vibration corresponding 
respectively to the undulations of the esther causing red, yel- 
low, and blue. He afterwards says, “and each sensitive fila- 
ment of the nerve may consist of three portions, one for each 
principal colour.”” We have here a conception of the mode of 
action of an eetherial vibration on the retinal nerve-fibril which 
has not been described by those who have given accounts of 
Young’s theory of colour-sensation. Before reading the cele- 
brated Bakerian Lecture, the only knowledge I had directly 
obtained of Young’s theory was from the reading of the account 
of it as published in vol. i. page 439 of his ‘ Lectures on Na- 
tural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts,’ London, 1807. 
This account, however, contains no mention of the physiolo- 
gical part of his theory; and last May I published in the Phi- 
losophical Magazine my paper No. 6 of ‘‘ Researches in Acous- 
ties,’ in which (p. 3863) I expressed similar views to those just 
quoted from Young, as follows :— 

“For, has modern histology given us any facts concerning 
the structure of the human retina which point to the establish- 
ment of Young’s hypothesis of three distinct sets of retinal 
nerve terminations? The more we study the minute structure 
of the retinal rods and cones, the further appears to remove an 
understanding of the mode of operation of the sensory appa- 
ratus of the eye. May not research in this direction be guided - 
by the hypothesis that the molecular constitution of the retinal 
rods and cones is such that their molecules are severally tuned 
to the vibrations corresponding to the colours red, green, and 
violet? This would lead us to look for effects of actinism on 
the retina as showing the link existing between the transmit- 
ting and sensory functions of the eye. Donotthe facts of the 
known persistence of chemical action, after it has been once 
initiated, and the time which would be required for the retinal 
molecules to recombine or rearrange themselves after the zethe- 
rial vibrations had ceased, comport with the known durations 
of the residual visual sensations, and with the main facts of 
physiological optics, better than the hypothesis that masses of 
the retinal elements are set in vibration rather than their mo- 
lecules?”’ 

It requires no argument, it is evident, that the statements 
made by Young in the foregoing paper, concerning his colour 
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hypothesis, were entirely hypothetical, not having been based 
on any observation or experiment either of his own or of others. 

The next publication by Young on his theory of colour takes 
place in the following year, and is contained in the following 
short paragraph, incidentally written toward the conclusion of 
a paper read by him before the Royal Society on July 1, 1802, 
and entitled “An account of some cases of the production of 
colours, not hitherto described.” 

“In consequence of Dr. Wollaston’s correction of the de- 
scription of the prismatic spectrum, compared with these obser- 
vations, it becomes necessary to modify the supposition that I 
advanced in the last Bakerian Lecture, respecting the propor- 
tions of the sympathetic fibres of the retina ; substituting red, 
green, and violet for red, yellow, and blue, and the numbers 7, 
6, and 5 for 8, 7, and 6.” 

It thus appears that Young changed his three elementary 
colour-sensations from red, yellow, and blue to red, green, and 
violet, “in consequence of Dr. Wollaston’s correction of the 
description of the prismatic spectrum.” In order to under- 
stand fully the ground for this modification of his hypothesis, 
one will be obliged to read the following abstract from Dr. 
Wollaston’s paper, published in the ‘ Transactions of the Royal 
Society’ for 1802; and we are pleased to detain the reader 
with this paper, because it contains the first publication of the 
observation of those dark lines to which modern spectroscopic 
research has given such important and prominent significance. 

“ T cannot conclude these observations on dispersion-without 
remarking that the colours into which a beam of white light 
is separable by refraction, appear to me to be neither 7, as they 
usually are seen in the rainbow, nor reducible by any means 
(that [ can find) to 3, as some persons have conceived ; but 
that, by employing a very narrow pencil of light, four primary 
divisions of the prismatic spectrum may be seen, with a degree 
of distinctness that, I believe, has not been described nor ob- 
served before. | 

“Tfa beam of daylight be admitted into a dark room by a 
crevice = of an inch broad, and received by the eye at the 
distance of 10 to 12 feet through a prism of flint glass, free 
from veins, held near the eye, the beam is seen to be separated 
into the four following colours only, red, yellowish green, blue, 
and violet, in the proportions represented in fig. 2. 

“The line A that bounds the red side of the spectrum is 
somewhat confused, which seems in part owing to want of 
power in the eye to converge red light. The line B, between 
red and green, in a certain position of the prism, is perfectly 
distinct ; so also are D and H, the two limits of violet. But 
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C, the limit of green and blue, is not so clearly marked as the 
rest ; and there are also, on each side of this limit, other distinct 

Fig. 3. 

dark lines, f and g, either of which, in an imperfect experiment, 
-might be mistaken for the boundary of these colours. 

‘The position of the prism in which the colours are most 
clearly divided is when the incident light makes about equal 
angles with two of its sides. I then found that the spaces A B, 
BC, CD, DE, occupied by them, were nearly as the numbers 
16, 23, 36, 25.” 

In the light of the subsequent careful examinations of the 
spectrum made in 1814-15 by the celebrated optician Fraun- 
hofer of Munich, we can ascertain what Wollaston really saw. 
Wollaston, in short, only observed imperfectly the dark lines of 
the spectrum, now known as Fraunhofer’s lines; but he ima- 
gined he saw a spectrum so pure (that is, formed by such a 
degree of dispersion) that it became divided into four distinet 
and separated “primary divisions.”” He at once inferred, and 
erroneously, that Newton’s analysis of the sun’s light was 
false—that no orange or yellow exists in the spectrum, but be- 
tween the red and the blue there exists only a “ yellowish 
green.” Further on we shall see how Young made a similar 
but even greater error in his description of this observation. I 
imagine that when Wollaston’s sharp eye caught the glimpse of 
the divided spectrum, he naturally thought he saw in those 
divisions uniform colours. It was a natural mistake, and only 
too readily made, by reason of his mind imagining that the 
dark lines were the dividing lines of the pure simple colours of 
the solar spectrum. 

In the figure illustrating Wollaston’s observation, I have 
placed alongside of his lines A, B, 7, 9, D, and E the corre- 
sponding Fraunhofer letters B, D, 6, F, G,H, thus giving 
the reader a clear idea of what Wollaston really saw. Wollas- 
ton’s line “ B, between the red and the green,” and which he 
says “‘in a certain position of the prism is perfectly distinct,” 
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we at once recognize as the dark solar line D, occupying a 
position between the orange and yellow, and well known to be 
caused by the reversal of the bright yellow light of sodium 
vapour. No one, however, could now say, after an exami- 
nation of the spectrum as observed by Wollaston, that the 
line D divides the red from the green. Wollaston also calls 
his D and E lines (the G and H lines of Fraunhofer) “ the 
two limits of the violet ;’ we now know that G is really on the 
indigo, and that H is within the limits of the violet. 

_ Fora more satisfactory comparison of the colours of the 
solar spectrum as observed by Wollaston and Fraunhofer, I 
give below the following Table. Fraunhofer’s results are 
taken from his coloured figure of the spectrum. Both spectra 
are from flint glass, and their lengths are supposed divided 
into 360 equal parts. 

Fraunhofer, Wollaston. 
Red . 42 hokab 076 Red. 
Orange . . . |.27 
Mellow: +. % jo): 20 
(afeen 4.04 a 46 82°8 Yellowish green. 
PMG ys\) «\'0, 48 129°6 Blue.» 
POA O 4 yj jn 40 
Maat. cispo'y LOI 90...» Violet. 

360 360 

Fraunhofer’s observations are irreproachable, and are to this 
day in high esteem for their accuracy. They were made by 
placing the prism in front of a telescope mounted on a divided 
horizontal circle, and viewing a distant slit through the prism 
and telescope. He observed spectra as pure as those given by 
modern spectroscopes of low power. Fraunhofer discerns 
orange and yellow and green where Wollaston only sees yel- 
lowish green. Also Wollaston did not see all of the violet, as 
we might suspect from his having bounded its upper limits by 
the line H. Fraunhofer saw 109 parts of violet, Wollaston 
only 90. 

The above discussion, I think, has clearly shown that Wol- 
Jaston made a false interpretation of his observation in suppo- 
sing that he had discovered a pure spectrum naturally divided 
by dark lines into four simple colours, and that he also erred 
in the relative proportions which he gave to them. Also I 
hhave shown that Young, in finally selecting red, green, and 
violet as the three elementary colour-sensations, was not, as 
Helmholtz states, guided in their choice “ by the consideration 
that the extreme colours of the spectrum occupied the privi- 
Jeged positions,’’ but selected those colours on hearing of Wol- 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1876, K 
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laston’s supposed complete analysis of the sun’s light into red, 
greenish blue, and violet colours separated from each other in 
the spectrum by dark spaces. : 
We hear no more from Young about his theory of colours 

until 1807, when he published the first volume of his celebrated 
work, ‘A Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the 
Mechanical Aris’*. On page 489 e¢ seq. of this work Young 
gives a concise statement of his views on the analysis of the 
sensations of colour, and supports these views with conclusive 
experiments with rotating coloured disks; but, strange to say, 
he omits from this account of his theory all mention of the 
physiological explanation of it which he gave in the Bakerian 
Lecture of 1801. The following extracts from the ‘ Natural 
Philosophy’ give all that it contains on the theory of colours 
The italics are our own. au 

“Tt has generally been supposed, since the time of Newton, 
that when the rays of light are separated as completely as pos- 
sible by means of refraction, they exhibit seven varieties o 
colour related to each other with respect to the extent that 
they occupy in ratios nearly analogous to those of the ascend- 
ing scale of the minor modein music. The observations were, 
however, imperfect, and the analogy was wholly imaginary. 
Dr. Wollaston has determined the division of the coloured 
image or spectrum in a much more accurate manner than had 
been done before. By looking through a prism at a narrow line 
of light, he produces a more effectual separation of the colours 
than can be obtained by the common method of throwing th 
sun’s image on a wall. The spectrum formed in this manne 
consists of four colours only, red, green, blue and violet, which oc 
cupy spaces in the proportion of 16, 23, 36, and 25 respe 
tively, making together 100 for the whole length, the red bein 
nearly one sixth, the green and the violet each about one fourth 
and the blue more than one third of the length. The colour 
differ scarcely at all in quality within their respective limits; bu 
they vary in brightness, the greatest intensity of light being ir 
that part of the green which is nearest the red. A narrow lin 

of yellow is generally visible at the limit of the red and green 
but its breadth scarcely exceeds that of the aperture by whic 
the light is admitted, and Dr. Wollaston attributes it to th 
mixture of the red with the green light. There are also seyera 

_* ©We have heard it remarked,” says Dean Peacock in his‘ Life o 
Young, “that no writer, on any branch of science which the lectures trea 
of, can safely neglect to consult them, so rich is the mine of knowledg 
which they contain; and it is a well-known fact that many importan 
propositions and discoveries have been more or less clearly indicated i 
them, which have only been recognized or pointed out when other phil 
sophers discovered thei independently, or announced them as theix own,’ 
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dark lines crossing the spectrum within the blue portion and _ 
in its neighbourhood, in which the continuity of the lght 
seems to be interrupted. This distribution of the spectrum 
Dr. Wollaston has found to be the same, whatever refracting 
substance may have been employed for its formation ; and: he 
attributes the difference which has sometimes been observed in 
the proportions to accidental variations Fic. 8 | 
of the obliquity of the rays. The an- fue 
gular extent of the spectrum formed by : 
a prism of crown glass is = of the NLOLET 
deviation of the red rays, by a prism —— 
of flint glass =1,”’ (fig. 3)*. 

Fig. 3. “ The spectrum produced by 
looking through a prism at a narrow 
line of light. 

“Tn light produced by the combus- 
tion of terrestrial substances the spec- 
trum is still more interrupted; thus 
the bluish light of the lower part of 
the flame of a candle is separated by | 
refraction into five parcels of various colours; the light of 
burning spirits, which appears perfectly blue, is chiefly com- 
posed of green and violet rays; and the light of a candle 
into which salt is thrown abounds with a pure pole AG 
yellow inclining to green, but not separable by re- Big dso 
fraction. The electric spark furnishes also a light y os 
which is differently divided in different circum- | 
stances. = | 

“Tf the breadth of the aperture viewed through : 
a prism is somewhat increased, the space occupied 
by each variety of light in the spectrum is aug- 

—=|*A narrow 
line of yel- 
low.” 

é : G 
mented in the same proportion, and each portion 
encroaches on the neighbouring colours and is 
mixed with them; so that the red is succeeded by 
orange, yellow, and yellowish green, and the blue * 
is mixed on the one side with the green, and on the 3 
other with the violet; and it is in this state that the 
prismatic spectrum is commonly exhibited. 

Fig. 4. “The appearance of a circular aperture, moderately 
large, viewed through a prism. | : ; 

“ Sir Isaac Newton observed that the effect of white light 

- * Figures 8 and 4 are copied of the exact size of those given by 
Young in the plates appended to his ‘ Natural Philosophy.’ The descrip- 
tions of the figures are those given by Young. The colours in Young’s 
gures we have indicated in type. There are six other figures illustrating 
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on the sense of sight might be imitated by a mixture of colours 
taken from different parts of the spectrum, notwithstanding 
the omission of some of the rays naturally belonging to white 
light. Thus if we intercept one half of each of the four prin- 
cipal portions into which the spectrum is divided, the remaining 
halves will still preserve, when mixed together, the appear- 
ance of whiteness; so that it is probable that the different 
parts of those portions of the spectrum which appear of one 
colour have precisely the same effect on the eye. It is certain 
that the perfect sensations of yellow and of blue are produced 
respectively by mixtures of red and green and of green and 
violet light ; and there is reason to suspect that those sensations 
are always compounded of the separate sensations combined ; at 
least this supposition simplifies the theory of colours; it may 
therefore be adopted with advantage until it be found incon- 
sistent with any of the phenomena; and we may consider white 
light as composed of a mixture of red, green, and violet only, in 
the proportion of about two parts red, four green, and one 
violet, with respect to the quantity or intensity of the sensa- 
tions produced. 

“If we mix together in proper proportions any substances 
exhibiting these colours in their greatest purity and place the 
mixture in a light sufficiently strong, we obtain the appearance 
of perfect whiteness ; but ina fainter light the mixture is grey, 
or of that hue which arises from a combination of white and 
black, black bodies being such as reflect white light, but in a 
very scanty proportion. or the same reason, green and red 
substances mixed together usually make rather a brown than 
a yellow colour, and many yellow colours, when laid on very 
thickly or mixed with black, become brown. ‘The sensations 
of various kinds of light may also be combined in a still more 
satisfactory manner by painting the surface of a circle with 
different colours in any way that may be desired, and causing 
it to revolve with such rapidity that the whole may assume the 
appearance of a single tint, or a combination of tints resulting 
from the mixture of the colours. 

“ From three simple sensations, with their combinations, we 
obtain seven primitive distinctions of colours; butthe different 
proportions in which they may be combined afford a variety o 
tints beyond all calculation. The three simple sensations being 
red, green, and violet, the three binary combinations are 
yellow, consisting of red and green; crimson, of red and 
violet ; and blue, of green and violet; and the seventh in order 
1s white light composed of all three united. But the blue thus 

Young's account ; but we have found it impossible to convey i print clear 
ideas of their tints. 
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produced by combining the whole of the green and violet 
rays is not the blue of the spectrum; for four parts of green 
and one of violet make a blue differing very little from green; 
while the blue of the spectrum appears to contain as much violet 
as green; and it is for this reason that red and blue usually 
make a purple, deriving its hue from the predominance of 
violet. ' 7 

_ “Tt would be possible to exhibit at once to the eye the com- 
binations of any three colours in all imaginable varieties. Two 
of them might be laid down on a revolving surface in the form 
of triangles placed in opposite directions, and the third on 
projections perpendicular to the surface, which, while the eye 
remained at rest in any one point obliquely situated, would 
exhibit more or less of their painted sides as they passed 
through their different angular positions: and the only further 
alteration that could be produced in any of the tints would be 
derived from the different degrees of light only. The same 
effect may also be exhibited by mixing the colours in different 
proportions by means of the pencil, beginning from three equi- 
distant points as the centres of the respective colours.” 

On certain portions of the above extracts, which I have ita- 
licized, I will venture a few observations. In the first passage 
thus indicated, Young says :—‘ The spectrum formed in this 
manner consists of four colours only, red, green, blue, and violet.” 
Young here replaces W ollaston’s ‘yellowish green” by “green;” 
and further on he adds, ‘‘ The colours differ scarcely at all in 
quality within their respective limits ; but they vary in bright- 
ness, the greatest intensity of light being in that part of the 
green which is nearest to the red,” thus confirming our view 
that both Young and Wollaston were of the opinion that, when 
a narrow bright crevice is observed through a prism, the 

spectrum so viewed consists of only four colours, red, green, 
blue, and violet, ‘differing scarcely at all in quality within 
their respective limits ;’’ which limits they supposed naturally 
existed in the dark spaces which, as they imagined, bounded 
these elementary colours. Young, however, somewhat modifies 
this opinion in the next sentence, when he says, “A narrow 
Tine of yellow is generally visible at the limit of the red and 
green ; but its breadth scarcely exceeds that of the aperture by 
which the light is admitted, and Dr. Wollaston attributes it to 
the mixture of the red with the green light.”” It would indeed 
appear from the last portion of this sentence that Young ob- 
tained directly from Wollaston one of the main facts en which 
his theory was founded, namely that yellow can be reproduced 
by the mixture of red and green lights. But Wollaston, in 
his paper of 1802, from which we have cited, makes no such 
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statement as to the composition of yellow light; and it is 
therefore probable that Wollaston communicated orally this 
view of the subject to Young. Hvery student of optics now 
knows that the description already given of Fraunhofer’s ob- 
servation on the colour composition of the spectrum is the cor- 
rect one; yet the errors of observation of Wollaston and of 
Young were errors which led to a great discovery, as we shall 
see on the further examination of the history of this beautiful 
and comprehensive theory of colour. 

Further on in the ‘ Natural Philosophy’ we read that “ the 
sensations of various kinds of light may also be combined in a 
still more satisfactory manner by painting the surface of a 
circle with different colours, in any way that may be desired, 
and causing it to revolve with such rapidity that the whole 
may assume the appearance of a single tint, or of a combina- 
tion of tints, resulting from the mixture of the colours.” These 
experiments were evidently first made by Young, and are fully 
described in the text and perfectly illustrated in the coloured 
disks in the plates of Young’s work. These experiments have 
been carefully repeated by Helmholtz, Maxwell, and others ; 
and of their general accuracy there is no doubt. We can rea- 
dily imagine the delight with which Young must have viewed 
these beautiful experiments, which, however, together with 
other truths unfolded by him, were destined to remain unnoticed 
“until a later generation, by slow degrees, arrived at the dis- 
covery of his discovery.”’ 

It must now recur to the reader to inquire when were made 
these experiments which first confirmed Young’s hypothesis 
and placed it among the best-established truths of optical 
science, and why it was that Young should for so long a time 
have been satisfied with a hypothetical statement of his views 
on the colour-sensations, and should haye deferred to bring 
those views to the test of experiment. For reasons already 
stated, Young, in July 1802, changed his three elementary 
colour-sensations, red, yellow, and blue, to red, green, and vio- 
let. The experiments with the rotating coloured disks were 
first published in 1807. Young printed the syllabus of his 
first course of lectures on January 19, 1802, in a volume of 
250 pages. I have not been able to procure a copy of this 
syllabus ; but evidently it does not contain even the corrected 
statement of his theory of colour ; for that was based on Wol- 
laston’s observations, which appeared subsequently to the 
syllabus, on June 24, 1802*. It is therefore evident that, 

* Professor Tyndall has recently informed me that Youne’s syllabus 
gives red, yellow, and blue as the three elementary colour-sensations, 
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unless Young made the experiments with the rotating coloured 
disks during the latter part of his course of lectures, he must 
have made them during the interval between his retirement 
from the professorship at the Royal Institution and the publi- 
eation of his lectures on Natural Philosophy in 1807. Young 
delivered his first lecture before the Royal Institution on Ja- 
nuary 20, 1802, and was very busy with his lectures until July 
4, 1803, when he retired. I think that we may fix the date of 
these remarkable experiments as somewhere between 1803 and 
1807; and it is highly probable that the theory was never given 
to the publicin a lecture before the Royal Institution, but first 
peesnred in the publication of his Lectures on Natural Philo- 
sophy. 
That Young should have delayed to bring to the test of ex- 

periment a plausible hypothesis, when other men would at once 
have appealed to the instruments in their laboratories, is ex~ 
plained by the fact that Young “at no period of his life was 
fond of repeating experiments or even of originating new ones. 
He considered that, however necessary to the advancement of 
science, they demanded a great sacrifice of time, and that, 
when a fact was once established, that time was better employed 
in considering the purposes to which it might be applied or the 
principles which it might tend to elucidate.” Indeed this 
peculiarity receives abundant confirmation from his own words. 
Thus, in the Bakerian Lecture, already so often referred to, he 
says :—“ Nor is it absolutely necessary in this instance [in 
speaking of the proofs to be adduced in support of the undula- 
tory theory of light] to produce a single new experiment ; for 
of experiments there is already an ample store.” And in a let- 
ter written in November 1827, to his sister-in-law, Mrs. Earle, 
on the respective honours given by Herschel, in his ‘ Optics,’ 
to Young and Fresnel, he says, “ And acute suggestion was 
then, and indeed always, more in the line of my ambition than 
experimental illustration.”” Young carried his opinion of the 
secondary importance of experiments so far as even to object 
to the increase of the fund left by Wollaston to the Royal 
Society to aid experimental inquiries, in these words :—“ For 
my part, it is my pride and pleasure, as far as I am able, to 
supersede the necessity of experiments, and more especially of 
expensive ones.” 
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XVI. Contributions to the Mineralogy of Nova Scotia. By 
Henry How, D.C.L., Professor of Chemistry, University of 

~ King’s College, Windsor, Nova Scotia. 
; (Continued from S. 4. vol. xli. p. 274.] 

VIL. Some Triassic Trap Minerals. 

ENTRALLASSITE—The publication of a letter on 
“Doubtful Minerals” in the ‘ Chemical News’ (vol. xxx. 

p- 165), has recalled my attention to some mineralogical work 
which occupied a good deal of my spare time in former years. 
In that letter, and in others subsequently written to the same 
Journal on the topic indicated, allusion is made to some of 
this work; and I open this communication with an attempt to 
make matters clear so far as this is concerned. 

In 1859 I described (in the ‘ Edinburgh New Philosophical 
Journal,’ vol. x. p. 84) three minerals found in trap of Tri- 
assic age near Black Rock in the Bay of Fundy, which I con- 
sidered new, and which I called cyanolite, cerinite, and cen- 
trallassite: they are among the “ doubtful minerals” of the 
letters above mentioned. I have nothing to add to what was 
originally given with regard to the first two of these; but I 
find, on referring to my notes, that I can contribute something 
more to the history of the third; and while preparing this 
paper, I have found occasion to reclaim a formula assigned to 
a related mineral by its discoverer, the late Professor Anderson, 
of Glasgow. Some notes respecting other trap minerals and 
the rocks in which they occur are added. : 

The three minerals mentioned were found constituting a 
nodule: cyanolite had somewhat the characters of chalcedony ; 
centrallassite was a colourless lamellar mineral in radiated 
spherical concretions, and cerinite a yellowish waxy-looking 
mineral enveloping the others. From the analytical details 
obtained I thought I was justified in giving formule for the 
minerals; and as regards the first two (cerinite contained 
alumina), their relations, as made out, are shown by taking 
the same number of equivalents of lime (the base in each for- 
mula), in this manner (using the notation then in vogue) :— 

Gyrolite, 2CaO 8i0;+ 3 HO, —4Ca0 Si0, +6HO = 3 taken bWice, 6 a ce 
Okenite, 3CaO,48i10,;+6HO,) _ . 

+h its formula p= hCa0, 55 
Centrallassite  . . . . ., =4Ca0,58i0; 3 oie 
Cyanolite 0. ee se ea CRO, ES nee 

I did not fail to state that centrallassite came near gyrolite 
in physical characters and chemical composition. Dana’s cri- 
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tical observation with reference to cyanolite is, “ probably the 
same mineral with centrallassite, impure with much more silica ; 
or it is chalcedony, impure with centrallasite”’ (Mineralogy, 
Supplement to fifth edition, p. 797). This, of course, may be 
the case; but if so, it is curious that the whole of it should 
have the same composition, as my two analyses would seem to 
show. In any case, I have no doubt Dr. Burghardt is incor- 
rect when he says “ cyanolite is simply okenite ’”’ (Chemical 
News, vol. xxx. p. 185). ii 

With regard to centrallassite, it had, in all probability, many 
years before I came to this country attracted the attention of Dr. 
Abraham Gesner, who was one of the earliest collectors of mine- 
rals in this his native province, and was probably more familiar 
with its choice localities for trap species than any one else has 
ever been. My reason for saying this is, that after my paper was 
published I observed in his ‘ Remarks on the Geology and Mine- 
ralogy of Nova Scotia,’ 1836 (p. 202), the following :—“ This 
mineral, called prehnite, found a few miles east of Black Rock, 
occurs in small botryoidal masses, of which none were larger than 
ahen’s egg. It consists of very delicate crystals radiating in 
all directions from the centre. A number of these small cir- 
cular clusters are collected together, each having its fibres pro- 
ceeding from an adjusted centre to the extremity of the group 

_ composed by them; its colour is pale green, supposed to arise 
from the green carbonate of copper also found nearit. Before 
the blowpipe it intumesces and melts to a spongy black enamel, 
It does not gelatinize, and is therefore distinguished from. zeo- 
lite. It appeared in amygdaloid near its junction with super- 
imposed basaltic trap. Locality visited next spring; no more 
mineral found.”’ td 

Now in this extract I see an accurate description of part of 
the nodule described in my paper of 1869. Gesner gave no 
analysis ; but the “intumescence before the blowpipe,” while 
it is a character belonging to prehnite, agrees closely enough 
also with my statement with regard to centrallassite, ‘fuses 
readily, with continued spirting, to an opaque glassy bead.” I 
find, on repeating the experiment, that the spirting is accom- 
panied by intumescence. As respects the green colour, that 
is no doubt accidental; it is frequently seen in minerals pro- 
perly colourless, in these districts ; and it is caused, as Gesner 
supposed, by copper, as | showed in the case of laumonite 
found in the same range of trap at Margaretville (Edin. New 
Phil. Journ. 1858). Again, like centrallassite, his mineral 
did not gelatinize ; and moreover the locality agrees with 
mine, estimated to be some very few miles east of Black Rock, 
as it was between this and Hall’s Harbour, about eight miles 
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distant. Prehnite, I may mention, has never been found, toa 
certainty, in this province, so far as 1 know, 

Some little time after my paper was published I obtained 
from Dr. Webster*, my companion when the nodule was 
found, a small mass of mineral precisely described in the words 
of Dr. Gesner above, only that there was an entire absence of 
colour. It was found detached upon the beach 100 yards or. 
so from the pier at Hall’s Harbour. It was about the size of 
a bantam’s egg, weighed close upon 150 grains, and seemed 
to be uniform, except that there was one very small patch re- 
sembling cerinite; the major part was of high pearly lustre, 
and either transparent or strongly translucent; but a consi- 
derable portion of the surface was opaque. This appearance 
the remains of the specimen in my possession retain to this 
day. As it is sometimes important to record historical details 
in the case of “doubtful minerals,” I may mention that I 
placed about half the piece I received from Dr, Webster in 
the hands of Professor Marsh, of Yale College, who at that 
time was a student there, and used to collect extensively in 
this province during his vacations ; and I remember perfectly 
well his saying that the mineral was unfamiliar to him. An 
analysis was made at the time of portions partly pearly, partly 
opaque ; the sample having been ignited for water, the residue 
was treated with acid, and the resulting “ silica?’ fused with 

«rbonates of sodium and potassium ; alumina and lime 
were separated and added to the quantities in the original 
fluid. The final results on the air-dry mineral were ;— 

Oxygen. 
Tmo oS eo 9 
Alomina Goh. ekg 
Yous... ee 
Winter. “ON ee ees 10°29 
Rated! so eh ee ee 29°18 

100°78 

These numbers, on comparison with the following mean of my 
former analyses and the percentages calculated from the formula 
to which they led, ; 

* A well-known and successful collector, whose fine cabinet now forms 
a prominent feature in the Provincial Museum, Halifax, N.S., by the ge- 
nerosity of his widow. P 
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Centrallassite, 1859. 
ee AaaNGnee en. 

Found, ~- Calculated. 
Fame weil p 20-97 29°20 
slomina. Lt 
Magnesia ~. O16 
| FTES Se AA RG 15 i ky 
ae ee ea oe ae 
Soied st, Oe ous 59°06 

100°07 | 100-00 
establishes beyond a doubt the identity.of the mineral; but 
the recurrence of an almost absolutely similar quantity of water 
is so far counterbalanced by dissimilar amounts of the other 
essential constituents that [ must own my old formula is not 
supported as I should like. Since one of the minerals asso- 
ciated with the specimen first analyzed contained much silica. 
(cyanolite ; it gave 74 per cent.), and was not easily separated ; 
and as itis not present with the mineral whose analysis is now 
published, I think it most probable this last is the more correct. 
The oxygen ratio is seen to be nearly 1: 3: 1 for lime, silica, 
and water : now, taking the accepted constitution of silica and 
the equivalent notation. still most commonly employed in mine- 
ralogical writings, this ratio leads to the formula 

2CaO, 38i0,4+2HO, ~ 
of which the calculated percentages— 

96a0 ° =! BG 34-14 
9HO = 18 10:98 
gai, = 90 54°88 

164 100-00 

agree well enough with the analytical results brought forward, 
allowing for replacements. The ratio for the same constituents 
given by Anderson for gyrolite (“ Description and Analysis of 
Gurolite, a new Mineral Species,” Phil. Mag. Feb. 1851), was 
2:6; 3; and the percentages calculated from the formula he 
gave (changing SiO; to SiQ,), 

2CaO, 38i0,+3 HO, 

Zea, = Ho 32°37 
Pet) gas aL TL Ga 

173 100-00 

agree tolerably well with the numbers found by him, and 
better with those found by myself (“ On Gyrolite occurring 
with Calcite in Apophyllite in Trap of Bay of Fundy,” Edin. 
New Phil. Journ. and Silliman’s Journal, 1861) in the only 
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two recorded analyses of the mineral (in my paper allusion is 
made to the probable replacements), viz. :— 

Gyrolite, 
er 

Anderson. How. , 
Li «: itd! ee 29°95 
Algpaing-.( «i f14ds- 1:24 
Magnesia . O18 © 0:08 
Potassa ..« -none ° 1°60 
Water . . 14°18 15°05 
Silica. . . 50°70 51:90 

99-76 99°35 

I wish to draw attention to this concordance particularly, 
because I find in Dana (Mineralogy, fifth edition, p. 398) the 
formula 

(3 Ca+}H) Si+ H=2Ca0, 38i0, +4 HO 
assigned to gyrolyte: the percentages calculated from this ex- 
pression, 

S105 t= BD) tai w lie AOS 
2CaQ =18:66 . . . 30:76 
1HO=12-:00 . . . 19-78 

99°99 
by no means correspond-with our experimental results. Again, 
I find that Greg and Lettsom (Manual of Mineralogy of Great 
Britain and Ireland, p. 217) give for the same mineral the 
formula 

30a Si+4H=3Ca0 Si0,+4H, 0, 
with the calculated percentages 

SO. ee mato eo 
Ag oa a ae Se OO 
1 Oy Oe ery 8 eo 

100-00 

which agree no better with our experimental numbers than the 
last. Neither of these formule, therefore, has the validity of 
Anderson’s, which it affords me a melancholy pleasure to re- 
affirm on behalf of my lamented friend, under whom I did far 
too much work not to know what delight he took in accuracy, 
both of work and its representation. The water is much tco 
high, the silica and especially the lime are too low, allowing 
for replacements in the latter, in Dana’s formula; while the 
other shows too little water and too much silica. . | 

- Considering that Anderson states (loc. cit.) that. he found 
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his mineral to lose water with great facility, and that the spe- 
cimen I analyzed was partly opaque and had been exposed for 
an unknown length of time, it may seem that I should be led 
to the view that centrallassite is really gyrolite. This is sup- 
ported by the fact of its structure being lamellar. Anderson 
says of gyrolite, “its crystallization in plates and not in needles, 
its high lustre, and the ease with which it loses water ‘distin- 
guish it completely from dysclasite’’ (okenite). To this it may 
be added that while this last mineral gelatinizes readily with 
acid, centrallassite does not ; and though Anderson, curiously 
enough, does not allude to. this important character, and the 
same is true of myself on the occasion above cited, I now find 
that the mineral | then described as gyrolite does not gelati- 
nize, but resembles centrallassite in giving slimy silica. Not- 
withstanding all this, I am still held to claim individuality for 
centrallassite, because I proved in my paper on the three mi- 
nerals, at least. to my own satisfaction, that my mineral does 
not lose water readily. I showed that on taking portions from 
the interior of the mass, some “ without lustre, chalk-white, 
and in which a radiated structure was sometimes, but not inva- 
riably, quite obvious,’ in two cases the percentage of water 
was found to be 12°29 and 12°25, which is a little above the 
average, 11°41, and was supposed to be accounted for by ab- 
sorption of water by the white powdery form, because, as I 
find from my notes, a direct experiment was made with regard 
to the loss and absorption of water. Some fragments, selected 
as being nearly pure centrallassite, were powdered and weighed 
at once, being placed over H, SO,; the loss in forty hours was 
at an end and amounted to 0°53 per cent. ; and on exposure to 
the air for two days the gain by the dried powder was com- 
plete and equalled 0:73 per cent; on redrying over H, SQ,, 
the loss on the original weight was the same as before, and on 
reexposure for two hours only or less the gain was 0°59 per 
cent. 
My opinion, from the whole evidence, is that, from the cor- 

respondence of okenite, gyrolite, and centrallassite in consti- 
tuents, and their approximate quantitative composition, together 
with the occurrence-of a few prismatic needles in tufts along 
with the pearly plates, or in close proximity, noticed by myself 
formerly in the case of the latter mineral (“two very small 
tufts of divergent silky transparent needles seen in the interior 
of the nodule, having the blowpipe characters of the laminz,”’ 
loc. cit.), they are closely related indeed, but the merging of 
one in either of the others as a species is not admissible. 
Taking the formula I now substitute for my old one for cen- 
trallassite, that of Anderson, which I haye shown anew to be 
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established by analyses, for gyrolite, and that in the books, 
which is amply supported by experiment, for okenite, we have, 
when they are written on both systems of notation, the fols 
lowing :— sii ; 

Old notation. New notation 

Okenite . Ca S2+H?/Ca Si,0;,.2H,O= Cad.28i0, 2 HO. 

Centrallassite Ca? Si? + H? | Ca, Sis Og. 2H, O=2 CaO. 3 8i0,.2 Hy 0. 

Gyrolite . Ca? Si3 + H? Ca, Sis OQ, . 3 H, O =a2 CaQ i B SiO, . Be Hs by, 

which show very simple relations. These minerals are all 
somewhat rare natives of trap-rocks ; and the associations of the 
last appear to be much more numerous than those of the others. 
I have shown that besides occurring with the minerals men- 
tioned by Anderson, various well-known zeolites at Skye, it is 
found in this province on the Bay of Fundy associated with 
calcite and apophyllite, and also with Mordenite (“A new 
Mineral from the Trap of Nova Scotia,’ Journal of the Che- 
mical Society, II. vol. ii. p. 100). , 

Stilbite—It is curious that, abundant as stilbite is in this 
region, where it exhibits a large number of crystallized varie- 
ties, some of which are of great beauty, the Nova-Scotian mi- 
neral has not afforded a single analysis to the treatises on mine- 
ralogy. Among the most marked varieties may be specified 
honey-yellow sheaves at Partridge Island, radiated hemispheres 
at Margaretville and Hall’s Harbour, groups of long colourless 
flattened crystals at the latter place, brownish flattened crystals 
attached by edges into groups, of which I have procured 
masses of considerable size from veins some inches thick at 
Morden, and large brown sheaves with contracted bases set 
together obliquely, forming curious specimens, at some of the 
noted localities. * It is also found forming solid homogeneous 
masses of lamellar structure in thin veins. I analyzed such a 
specimen, milk-white, translucent in strong light, retaining 
considerable lustre on cleavage, from the trap on the shores of 
Annapolis County, near Margaretyille or Port George, with 
these results :— 

Found. Calculated. 
Water er 1652 17°) 
Alnwmiia "288 16°50 
Ene pore oy 8:90 
Sos een OT ERG 
pies S'S FSF 57-40 

100-79 100-00 

Ji follows, on comparison with the adjacent calculated per-— 
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centages from the well-established formula, that in this case 
there is no variation from the normal composition, except what 
is frequent in the species, a replacement of lime by soda. 

Spherostilbite—Among the forms of stilbite occurring here 
are to be observed crystalline incrustations on various mine- 
rals ; calcite and apophyllite, for example, and crystals of stil- 
bite are sometimes coated with layers of a mineral which seems 
altogether destitute of crystalline structure. Ihave collected, 
near Hall’s Harbour, a number of specimens showing most 
curious concretionary structure. In several of these the ex- 
ternal surfaces are perfectly smooth and rounded; and I should 
have considered them to be spheerostilbite ; only, while agreeing 
in blowpipe characters, and seeming to pass in a suite of spe- 
cimens directly from well-defined stilbite into such forms, they 
refused to gelatinize. But since I found that, according to 

_ Heddle, the gelatinization of sphzerostilbite is in reality due to 
mesolite, and as I can find no appearance of this mineral in 
these specimens, I think they may be fairly placed in this 
subdivision (Dana’s ‘ Mineralogy,’ fifth edition, p. 443). I 

_ have found a more distinctly marked appearance of spheres, 
about the size of small shot, in a travelled specimen at Hants 
Port, at the mouth of the river Avon near Windsor ; the little 
spheres are colourless and behave like those just mentioned ; 
they show no mesolite ; they fill a drusy cavity in crystalline 
trap, no doubt drifted from the south shore of the Bay of 
Fundy. | : : 

Cylindroid of various Minerals jilling a Vapour-tube.— 
Upon one occasion [ found in the trap near Morden, King’s Co., 
a rather curious specimen, looking like a green rod running 
through the rock. There was a considerable length of it ex- 
posed; and I detached a few pieces, of which the longest mea- 
sured several inches. They were quite solid, not round, but 
cylindroidal in form, about 2 inches in diameter. The green 
coating was probably Poonah earth; the interior contained a 
little of the same in patches and minute points throughout ; 
but the great bulk of the mass was a mixture of dissimilar mi- 
nerals, one of which agreed in appearance and leading charac- 
ters with that variety of stilbite of which an analysis is piven 
above, while the most abundant of the others ‘was a fibrous 
mineral, dull and colourless; underlying these was apparently 
mordenite ; there was also a red mineral in small points with 
diverging lines. Analysis of what seemed to be stilbite (1.) 
and of the other part (II.) gave these results— 
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q. II. 

Water . . 15°81 14°34 
Alumina. . 8°72 5:89 
lime <¢ +3 yhS60 11:08 
Potassa 20 SBb 4°71 
Silies 4.4 4°aBae 64°33 

99°95 100°35 

which show that while there is an approach to the composition 
of stilbite, the other minerals are quite different in composition, 
and have introduced a good deal of lime and potash. I con- 
clude that the solid is chiefly made up of stilbite and apophyl- 
lite with green earth. We have here, no doubt, an illustra- 
tion of the action of water in filling cavities formed by the 
passage of vapours in the omen condition of the rock. In 
a very interesting paper on Trap Rocks of the Connecticut 
Valley (Silliman’s Journal, March 1875), analogous effects are 
described by Mr. G. W. Hawes, who says (p. 191), in refer- 
ence to the chemical composition of the rocks and the contents 
of cavities, “‘ That there was such a passage of vapours through 
the molten mass is evident; for the rock of some dykes contains 
long pipestem-like cayities which were made by the ascend- 
ing vapours, and which are generally filled with calcite.” I 
may mention that the contents of cavities mentioned by Mr. 
Hawes as occurring in the Connecticut-yalley trap rocks, bear 
a close resemblance to those I have observed in those of Nova 
Scotia on the Bay of Fundy. In this circumstance we have 
additional evidence as to the fundamental similarity shown by 
Professor Dana to exist between “ the eruptive rocks (or trap) 
of the Triassico-Jurassic areas of the Atlantic border, from 
Nova Scotia to the Carolines, all of which belong to one epoch, 
and are solely varieties of dolerite—rocks made up essentially 
of labradorite and pyroxene with more or less magnetic iron- 
ore in disseminated grains or crystals’’ (Silliman’s Journal, 
August 1873, p. 105). With reference to the last-named con- 
stituent, I offer the following remarks. | 

Magnetite——In various parts of the trap between Blorindon 
and Brier Island veins and pockets of magnetic iron~re exist. 
The ore presents a general similarity of appearance : it is fre- 
quently compact and massive, sometimes crystallized on the 
surfaces when veins are only partially filled; it is generally 
associated with amethystine quartz-crystals (occasionally in 
specimens of very deep colour) or other forms of silica. On 
Digby Neck are several localities, at some of which the ore 
occurs with red hzematite ; altogether these deposits have fur- 
nished a few hundred tons for smelting. I made analyses of 
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two samples from veins in the North Mountain of Annapolis 
Co., known as Romans and Tremain ore, which resembled such 
compact ore as I have seen from other parts of this trap-region, 
with the following results :— 

Romans, Tremain. 

POE aint a . eye ILO 4°94* 
Magnesia and traces 
SNE Tia oe, ap hy LAPT «AB 4- 

Oxygen (by deficiency) 24:94 1 ga.97 25°19 vo 
Metallic rn) gaaa f 922% 65-03 f ae 

100-00 100-00 . 

On calculating the metallic iron to magnetic oxide, there is 
per cent. for Romans 94°36, and for Tremain 89°80, which 
amount agrees so closely with the weight of the iron found 
added to the oxygen by loss in each case as to show that the 
minerals are nearly true magnetic oxide in the ratio of 
FeO : Fe, O;; the replacement by magnesia, so common in the 
species, is unequal. 

Magnetic Hematite—The trap of Digby Neck also affords 
micaceous iron-ore in small crystals disseminated in the rock 
and in cacholong, with agate and quartz, near St Mary’s Bay, 
and at the same place, Johnson’s, hematite in large modified 
erystals in numerous veins, some of which are 5 inches thick. 
A few miles east of this locality hematite is found beautifully 
erystallized in forms apparently showing its derivation from 
magnetite. At both places the crystallized mineral has the 
red streak of hematite, while a good deal, if not all, is more or 
less magnetic to the needle. The experiments of Hausmann, | 
Henrici, H. Rose, and others show that the magnetism of 
hematite does not arise from a mixture of protoxide of iron, 
as is often asserted (for the pure peroxide can acquire mag- 
netism in a high degree), but depends chiefly on the state of 
aggregation, the more crystalline and compact varieties being 
also the more highly magnetic (Nicol’s ‘ Mineralogy,’ p. 398). 

Antimony.—In the course of analysis of trap rock from 
Margaretyille my son and pupil, Mr. H. How, found decided 
traces of antimony; in what form it exists is not made out. 
This metal has not been certainly found, except with galena 
and to a very small amount, in this province; but it exists as 
sulphide in the adjoining province of New Brunswick, but not 
on the bay-shore opposite Margaretville; and it occurs ina 
ae formation very unlike the Triassic trap of Nova 
cotia. 

* With traces of titanium. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1876. L 
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Specific Gravity of some of the Trap Rocks.—In the paper 
by Professor Dana before cited, the specific gravity of one 
variety of trap from this province, taken by myself for his 
purpose of comparison, is given. 1 may conclude with some 
additional examples, taken at about 60° Fahr. 

Spec. gray. 
1, Columnar trap, one weathered surface. West 19.994 

side of Digby, Gut... <,.."% 2 ee 
2. Crystalline trap, massive, above amygdaloid. ) 9.9¢9 

Gulliver’s Hole, Digby Neck . [?), 
3. Crystalline trap, massive, above Be Gat? peas 

not very broken. Point Prim, Digby Gut 
4. Crystalline trap, massive, above amygdaloid, ) — 
newly broken. East of Sandy Cove, Digby -2°915 

INeGE iets Ve ee hg I 
5, Amygdaloid. Hall’s Harbour. . . . . « 2°04@ 
6. sy Peter’s Point, Margaretville . 2°697 
7. * Partridge Island ©. . . . « 2°659 

XVII. Remarks upon Mr. Mallet’s Strictures on the Mathema- 
tical Test applied to his Theory of Volcanic Energy by Mr. 
O. Fisher. By Mr. O. Fisuer, Clk., F.G.S.™ 

Mi R. MALLET’S theory of volcanic energy is essentially 
a question of “ how much?” whichcan only be decided 

by mathematical calculation. He has himself applied the me- 
thod to the problem in his great paper; so that any argument 
against that mode of treatment of the subject lies against him- 
self as well as against me. His general remark respecting 
the applicability of mathematical reasoning seems intended to 
reassure that class whom he describes towards the end of his 
paper as persons upon whom mathematical symbols exercis 
a sort of fascination like that of the serpent’s glance upo 
small birds. He would bid them shake off their fear and b 
free; for he tells them “ mathematical reasoning is an admir 
able and potent instrument for the discovery of truth, whe 
the data upon which it is founded are exact, sufficient, an 
such as are sure to exist in nature. But all its validity de 

- pends upon these data,’’ which we all know are usually un 
attainable. As a contrast to this description, 1 give Thomso 
and Tait’s account of the matter. 

“Until we know thoroughly the nature of matter, and th 
forces which produce its motions, it will be utterly impossibl 
to submit to mathematical reasoning the exact conditions 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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any physical question. It has been long understood, however, 
that an approximate solution of almost any problem in the 
ordinary branches of. natural philosophy may be easily ob- 
tained by a species of abstraction, or rather of limitation of the 
data, such as enables us easily to solve the modified form of 
the question, while we are well assured that the circumstances 
so modified affect the result only in a superficial manner” *. 

This is the method I have taken; and if Mr. Mallet desires 
seriously to impugn my conclusions, he must either show that 
my formule are insufficient to give the full amount of heat 
developable under his theory, or else he must substitute in 
them such admissible values of the quantities involved as will 
support his views better than those that I have taken out of 
his own writings. His “lofty point of thermodynamics,” 
from which he so complacently assails the conclusions of pre- 
vious geologists, will not serve him now; for I occupy a 
station on the same range of heights, and one which com- 
mands his own. If he will do what I have suggested, we 
et know whose house is, what he calls mine, “a house of 
cards.”’ i 

Although Mr. Mallet disclaims attempting a refutation of 
my arguments, he has attacked them in those places where he 
evidently thinks them most assailable. Naturally, “for my 
own purposes’’ (that is, for the purpose of my argument 
—neither an unfair nor unreasonable act) I took his “ small”’ 
(quarto) paper, which I did not represent to be part of ‘his 
original memoir, and used it. It was from this paper, pub- 
lished in the ‘ Transactions,’ that I took those “ peascods ”’ 
and put them into my “ mathematical mill.” They were Mr. 
Mallet’s own “ peascods ;’’ and if he has any “ wheat” in store 
which he holds back from the world, I shall be happy to put 
it also into the mill, and to see what sort of flour it will yield. - 

The quantity which I have represented in my formule 
by p, pw’ is not, as Mr. Mallet supposes, a coefficient of fric- 
tion. True, the letter is commonly used for that purpose ; and 
probably that led Mr. Mallet to suppose that it was so used 
here. But he might have observed that in such a case the 
dimensions of the equation would have been incorrect, and 
we should have had a length equal to an area. Nevertheless 
it is true that » and py’ will depend respectively upon friction 
and adhesion, and increase and decrease with them. Now, if 
any one will take the trouble to look at Mr. Mallet’s paper in 
this Magazine “ On Rock-crushing &c.,” p. 8, he will see it is 
stated that the coefficient of friction has been put as high as 
2 of the pressure ; and “should this coefficient increase pro- 

* Natural ae ea § 438, 
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portionately under the enormous pressures to which a dis- 
continuous mass at several miles depth may be subjected, we 
can readily see that the transformed heat of friction produced 
by internal movements taking place in such materials after 
crushing has occurred, must be the source of a large amount of 
heat over and above that originally due to the crushing itself.” 
It is evident from this passage that Mr. Mallet thought a 
large value for friction was favourable to his theory (as 
developed by Prof. Hilgard); and he afterwards generously 
assumes the smaller value 0:5 for the coefficient. I purposely 
gave him the advantage of the larger estimate. But I am 
quite content that Mr. Mallet should make use of any co- 
efficient of friction which he thinks admissible. 

The following passage strikes me as certainly unfair :— 
“ Somewhat further on we find the author overthrowing, 
in the following sentence, the entire mathematical house of 
cards which he has with so much parade erected. ‘ If, how- 
ever, as is more likely, the crust rests upon a fluid or viscous 
layer, the resistance to lateral motion will be much smaller ; 
but we are not able to guess what it will be, so that we cannot 
a priori assign a value to w.’”> Why did not Mr. Mallet 
quote the sentence which follows and qualifies this ?— But a 
probable estimate [ for «| may be arrived at from the considera- 
tion that a great circle of the sphere cuts on an average at least 
three lines of weakness, as appears upon the inspection of a 
map showing the lines of volcanic action.” In fact my 
formula is general, and can be applied whether there be a 
solid nucleus or a viscous substratum. | 

It is well known that some physicists insist upon a solid 
nucleus ; and no doubt Mr. Mallet would have been quick to 
notice the omission had I not adverted to that case ; but by 
altering the value of u, the formula equally well applies to the 
case of a viscous layer beneath the crust; and I haye so 
applied it, though Mr. Mallet has left it to be inferred that 
this most important case has been overlooked by me. The 
truth is that I have disproved the theory in this case as well 
as in the other, taking the coeflicient of friction as low as 34 ; 
and seeing that Mr. Mallet suggests 4, this value must surely 
be small enough to satisfy him. oe 
Again, referring to my statement that, “if the work of descent 

of the crust be not transformed into the heat of volcanic 
energy, it may be asked, What becomes of it?’ Mr. Mallet 
objects to my reply, that part of it is transformed into heat 
within the nucleus,—and argues that this cannot be, because 
I assume that the nucleus itself is hotter.than the heat of 
vulcanicity. I suppose Mr. Mallet will admit that part of the 
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work of descent of a hammer upon a piece of red-hot iron is 
transformed into heat within the iron, although the iron be 
hotter than the hammer becomes through the work upon it ; 
and in principle the cases do not differ. 

_ There is in Mr. Mallet’s reply one ar gument which, if based 
upon true assumptions, would be of real importance. _ It is as 
follows :—‘ There is nothing to warrant the supposition that a 
crust 400 miles thick, which is the value our author [taking 
it from Mr. Mallet] assumes for ’, would be compressed 
equally throughout its depth or crush simultaneously through- 
out its thickness ; nor can it be assumed that volcanic acti- 
vity is found uniformly diffused throughout the depth of such 
a.crust, but must be supposed (as I have shown in my original 
paper, g 87) to be confined principally to the upper strata 
of the crust, where, as may easily be seen, in an elastic and 
flexible crust local lateral displacements may take place suffi- 
cient to produce crushing and volcanic action without any 
dragging of the crust as a whole over the nucleus.” 

Taking the latter supposition first ; if the lateral displace- 
ments be confined to the upper strata, this merely makes the 
nucleus (for this purpose) larger. And my formula may be 
applied as for a solid earth, introducing such a value of k as 
will correspond to the depth ‘to which, at any place, the move- 
ments are supposed to extend. But it is manifest that no 
greater temperature can be obtained under these circum- 
stances. ‘The case in which a high temperature would really 
be induced would be that wherein the whole pressure was 
sustained upon a small area only ofa vertical section, so that, 
when the rocks gave way, the crushing should be confined to 
that area. But ina body like the earth, which has gone on 
cooling for so long, and whose crust has been so long sub- 
ject to the compressions required by the theory, it is incon- 
ceivable that there should be vast, open, vertical chasms, with 
faces in contact only here and there, or even alternations of 
hard and soft strata, under such conditions as to have the 
supposed effect in localizing the work. It is, however, only on 
the supposition of some such arrangements of the rocks as 
these that there can be any analogy between the localization 
of heat in the crust and the instances adduced by Mr. Mallet 
in a former paper, such as those of the ordinary flint and steel, 
or the cutting of a file by means of a rotating disk of soft iron. 

As a parting compliment to my paper, Mr. Mallet tells his 
readers that my concluding sentences contain a “string of im- 
probable suppositions not containing any thing new.” Mr. 
Scrope, who, ripe in years and honours, has so lately been 
removed from us, took a somewhat different view. To set up 
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his authority upon the main subject in opposition to Mr. Mal- 
let’s would be a begging of the whole question in dispute. But 
it will be admitted that what was novel to him in his favourite 
subject could hardly be otherwise than new. I received a letter 
from him in October last, in which, after expressing his grati- 
fication that the results of my calculations confirmed his long- 
held opinions, he added, “ There is, however, one of the points 
you put forward which never struck me before, but which 
now appears to me most valuable, namely that the enormous 
amount of steam that has escaped from the interior in early 
times as well as down to the present, has been, and is, the 
cause of those subsidences of the crust, to which the basins of 
seas and oceans, and the crumplings of the terrestrial rocks 
are owing, far more than to any general contraction of the 
nucleus by cooling.” 

I would request any person who may happen to read this to 
correct the following error in my former paper (Phil. Mag. 
October 1875) :—At p. 316, line 6, insert &; for “14 mile” 
read ‘533 miles,” and dele the following line. 

XVIII. On the Polarization of Electrodes in Water free from 
Air, By J. A. Firmine, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.CS., Science 
Master in Cheltenham College*. 

N the ‘ Hlectrical News’ for September 2, 1875, I published 
a short paper, previously read at the Meeting of the Bri- 

tish Association at Bristol, entitled “‘'The Decomposition of an 
Hlectrolyte by Magneto-electric Induction.”’ In it experiments 
were described showing that when an electrolyte (viz. dilute 
sulphuric acid) flows in a very strong magnetic field, the elec- 
tromotive force generated by its motion effects the electrolysis 
of the liquid, such electrolysis being held to be proved by the 
subsequent polarization of the electrodes. No actual liberation 
of gases was observed, since the electromotive force brought 
into play was insufficient to effect free decomposition. At the 
time it was read Professor H. A. Rowland raised certain 
doubts as to the correctness of the conclusions drawn; and his 
remarks were published, appended to my paper, in the ‘ Hlec- 
trical News.’ . As these objections would, if correct, have de- 
prived the experiments entirely of any little interest they might 
otherwise have had attaching to them, it was obviously neces- 
sary to examine them carefully. 

Professor Rowland’s remarks amounted practically to saying 
that he thought the electrolyte was not really decomposed, but 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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that the polarization observed was in some way or other due to 
the presence of dissolved air, and that in air-free liquid the 
effect would not have been observed, at any rate with the elec- 
tromotive force (about g}5 of a Daniell’s cell) which came 
into play. 

To meet these doubts two very definite questions have to be 
examined. 

(i) In air-free water, can platinum electrodes be polarized 
by very small electromotive forces to the same degree and with 
the same facility as in ordinary aerated water ? 
Gi) Is this very feeble polarization really a decomposition 

of the electrolyte ? . 
If the following facts are held to give an affirmative answer 

to both the above questions, the objections raised are invalid 
and may be dismissed. 

To test the first point, it was necessary to compare the effect 
of a small known electromotive force acting through platinum 
electrodes, first’ in air free, next in aerated acidulated water, 
under identical conditions. In the former experiments the 
electromotive force was generated in the liquid by its motion ; 
for my present purpose it was sufficient to act on it by an ew- 
ternal electromotive force of measurable amount, since it is 

obvious the results hold good no matter how it is produced. 
The arrangement consisted of the following parts. 

- The decomposing cell or voltameter was a glass tube 30 cen- 
tims. long, 24 centims. wide, stopped at one end by an india- 
rubber stopper, through which passed two platinum wires 
haying welded to them on the interior platinum plates 8 cen- 

tims. long, 2 centims. wide, placed so as to lie against the walls 
of the tube. The other end of the tube was connected by a 
narrow tube with the Sprengel pump. The platinum plates 
having been rendered chemically clean, the tube was three 
parts filled with dilute sulphuric acid, which had been previ- 
ously boiled for six hours so as to expel some of the dissolved 
air. A vacuum was then made in the voltameter; and the ap- 
paratus remained untouched for five days, the pumping being 
carried on at intervals and continued during the experiments. 

To obtain a small electromotive force a well-known method 
was made use of. A Wheatstone’s bridge had its branches 
filled up with previously measured resistances, and the other con- 
nexions made as in the figure (p. 144). Between the points P 
and Qany small difference of potentials can be produced whose 
value is known when the distance xQ of the block from the 
point of equilibrium 2 is known. The galvanometer employed 
was avery sensitive mirror-galvanometer, with short needle 
and a long suspending fibre. The image ofa fine wire across 
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the slit was reflected on to a scale in the usual way, and the 
image viewed through a telescope placed behind the galvano- 

Ss 

. Wheatstone’s bridge. 
Daniell’s cell. 
Tangent-galvanometer, 

- Voltameter. 
. Mirror-galvanoscope. 

DRadHos 
Key. 
Tube to Sprengel pump. 

meter. By this means it was found possible to detect and 
read deflections of the needle amounting only to 7g of a degree 
with great ease. With this delicate arrangement it was a 
matter of great difficulty to get the platinum plates perfectly 
neutral. The last traces of polarization from previous experi- 
ments subsided with extreme slowness. The following opera- 
tions were then performed :— 

(i) The electrodes were made perfectly neutral. 
(ii) The galvanometer excluded from the circuit, and a direct 

current sent through the decomposing-cell for one minute. _ 
(iii) The polarization measured by the swing made by the 

galvanometer-needle when the electrodes were suddenly con- 
nected with it. 

(iv) The swing or excursion made by the needle when the 
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same direct current.was started through the cell and galvano- 
meter in one circuit, previously bringing the platinum plates 
to a neutral condition. 

The first column in the subjoined Table gives the bridge- 
reading, the second the electromotive force which this is equi- 
valent to in absolute units (C.G.S8.), the third the swing of 
the needle with the direct current (charging), fourth the same 
with the polarization current (discharge). 

TABLE I.—Polarization in Acidulated Water free from Air 
and kept in vacuo. 

Excursion of needle in - 

Bridge- Electromotive HST) ORONO 
reading. force. rag 

Direct current. Poe 
current. 

° 12) 

275 12110 4 barely. 4. 
280 18165 4 full. + nearly. 
285 24220 Znearly. 2 full. 
290 30275 2 $ nearly. 
300 42385 1 4 
310 54495 14 4 
320 66605 2 & nearly 
3300 78715 24 g 
340 90825 be ant 
350 102935 3 4 
400 115045 5 1 
450 224035 7 13 

| 500 284585 10 24 

Since a Daniell’s cell is about 100,000,000 units in electro- 
motive force, the above Table shows that, -with the galvano- 
meter employed, the least electromotive force which, acting 
for one minute under these circumstances on platinum plates 
of 16°39 centims. surface, would leave a detectable polarization, 
was about <¢55 of a Daniell’s cell. ! 

The observations having been repeated several times with 
the same results, the dilute acid was then removed, and tho- 
roughly aerated by shaking it up with air under pressure, and 
by bubbling air through it for some time. This aerated water 
was then returned to the voltameter, all other arrangements 
remaining the same, and the same observations repeated in this 
ease as in the last. The results are appended. 
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Tas.E II,—Polarization in Acidulated Water thoroughly well 
aerated. 

Excursion of needle in . 

Bridge- | Electromotive degrees or Sragtions) 
reading. force, 

' Polarization 
Direct current. nual 

275 12110 i barely, 3 
280 18165 4 a 
285 24220 g barely. 
290 30275 Z 
300 42385 1} barely 
310 54495 1} 
320 66605 2° barely. 8 
330 78715 2 # barely. 
340 90825 ee ats 
350 102935 3 Z 
400 115045 5 1 
450 224035 7 13 
500 284585 10 24 

An examination of these two Tables shows that there is very 
little difference between them which cannot properly be ascribed 
to errors in observation. There is no difference in the mini- 
mum electromotive force which could give in each ease a visible 
polarization with the galvanometer employed. But now there 
was one very striking difference between the two sets of expe- 
riments, not shown in the Tables, viz. the time required after 
each experiment for the polarization to subside. In the case 
of the aerated water, the polarization disappears very much 
more quickly when the plates are short, circuited than in the 
case of the air-free water. With this latter it was most trouble- 
some to get rid of the last traces, even with the smallest pola- 
rizing currents. This has been previously noticed and ex- 
plained by Helmholtz*. It is, however, a point not involved 
in our present considerations. 
A consideration of these observations leads apparently to the 

conclusion that the presence of air in the water has no effect in 
creating or assisting the polarization of the electrodes under a 
feeble electromotive force (it is difficult to see any reason 
why it should), although it has a great effect in removing it 
when once formed. The process called by Helmholtz electro- 
lytic convection, and in which dissolved air ‘is essential, is the 
consequence and not the cause of polarization. 

* Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. xlvii. p. 152, Dr. Helmholtz “On Galvanic 
Polarization in Liquids free from Gas.” 
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It is not true that it requires any definite electromotive 
force to begin to polarize electrodes in air-free water ; any elec- 
tromotive force, however small, will do it. Its detection is only 
a question of a sufficiently delicate galvanometer ; and we may | 
therefore say that any electromotive force, however feeble, act- 
ing on platinum electrodes, builds up a corresponding amount 
of ] polarization equally in air-free as in aerated water. But no 
liberation of free gas is possible under these circumstances, 
until the external electromotive force just exceeds the counter- 
electromotive force of the electrodes when polarized to their 
fullest extent. 

With regard to the second question, whether polarization, 
however small, means literal chemical decomposition, I am not 
aware that it has ever been called into questiom. There is 
abundant evidence to show that it is not a mere physical state 
of the chemically unaltered electrolyte, but that there is some- 

‘thing deposited on the electrodes which can only be the pro- 
ducts, primary or secondary, of electrolysis. Although a vol- 
tameter charged by a weak electromotive force resembles very 
closely a condenser, yet there is something very different be- 
tween the state of strain or electrical displacement in a con- 
denser’s dielectric and the electrolyte after having had a current 
passed through it. 

That even very feeble polarization does really in every case 
consist in the deposition of products of an unseen electrolysis 
in or on the electrodes receives support, in addition to many 
other facts, from the following :—Platinum plates were placed 
in the inside of a vertical glass tube, and made to communicate 
with the outside by wires sealed through the glass. The tube 
was so arranged that dilute acid could be made to flow down 
through the tube from a reservoir, without the plates being ever 

| exposed to air. The tube being full of acid, the platinum 
‘plates. were now polarized feebly. If the acid was allowed to 
flow out slowly, so as to gradually replace the liquid which was 
between the plates when polarized by other fresh acid, the 
plates gave, on discharge, a nearly equal current to that which 
they would have given if no replacement had been made ; but 
if the liquid was made to rush down violently and then stopped, 
little or no polarization was found, provided the plates had been 
only slightly polarized. If the plates were defended by strips 
of cloth laid over them, no such removal was effected by the 
liquid rushing down. This all seems to indicate that there is 
something on the plates which can be wiped of’ mechanically. 
This can only be the products of electrolysis. This experiment 
has no analogy in a.condenser. ‘These and many other facts 
seem to point out that polarization is in all cases only unseen 
electrolysis. 
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In conclusion I cannot but think that the objections raised 
to the former experiments were groundless, and that, when it 
is found that a stream of acidulated water flowing down between 
the poles of a magnet polarizes platinum plates placed in it, we 
are entitled to call it chemical decomposition, since it would 
only be necessary to exalt the magnet’s power and increase the 
velocity of flow in order to see, under certain precautions, the 
liberated gases streaming from the plates. 

XIX. Notices respecting New Books. 

An Elementary Treatise on Laplace’s Functions, Lamé’s Functions, 
and Bessel’s Functions. By I. Topuuntrr, M.A., F.RS., Hono- 
rary Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge. Crown 8yo, 
pp- 348. London: Macmillan and Co. 1875. | 

HIS volume is designed as a continuation of the authors’s two: 
previously published volumes on the Differential and Integral 

Calculus respectively. Nearly two thirds of it (and these are the 
parts to which our remarks will be restricted) are deyoted to an 
investigation of the properties of Laplace’s Functions. This sub- 
ject has been hitherto treated, at all events in English books, in 
subordination to their immediate application to physical questions. 
Thus, they have been treated by Pratt and O’Brien with a view to 
their application to Attractions and the Figure of the Earth; by 
Murphy, to the Theory of Electricity; and in the treatise on 
Natural Philosophy by Sir Wiliam Thomson and Professor Tait 
their properties are discussed, under the name of Spherical Har- 
monics, in an appendix to the Kinematical Introduction to that 
work. Mr. Todhunter has made the properties of these functions 
the subject of a substantial treatise, and has thereby done good 
service to the comparatively few students who are likely to make 
acquaintance with a calculus ‘the most singular in its nature and 
the most powerful in its applications that has ever appeared”* ; 
but whose fundamental points are hard to understand, and whose 
applications are not without obscurity. | 

If the distances of two points from the origin of coordinates are 
rand 7’, and if they contain an angle 3, the distance of the points 
from each other is proportional to (1—2acosf+a’)3, where a 
denotes the ratio of r to 7’. We may write this in rather a 
generalized form (1—2ax+a*). If now we denote the reciprocal 
of this expression by U and expand it ina series of ascending 
powers of a, the general term will be P a*, where P, or, as it is 
sometimes convenient to write it P,(#), is a rational and integral 
function of a. To these functions Mr. Todhunter gives the name 
of Legendre’s coefficients, and he deyotes 130 pages to an exposi- 

* Airy, ‘ Figure of the Earth,’ p. 192. 
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tion of their properties. This part of the subject does not present 
any serious difficulty, especially as in it we have to deal with 
functions of but one independent variable. It is easily shown that 
P, satisfies the equation 

ff aay | ee eee i eee (1) 

this equation will have a second solution which can be obtained in 
a finite form, and which Mr. Todhunter calls “a coefficient of the 
second kind.” It is easily shown that any rational function of « 
can be expressed in terms of Legendre’s coefficients. This suggests 
the question, Can any function of # be so expressed? The dis- 
cussion of this question yields the following answer :—If 

F(e)=a,+aP +4,P,4+....... ; 

the constants a,, @,, @,, . . . have determinate values. Next, no 
second form, such as 6,+6,P,+0,P,+ ... can exist. In the 
third place, the expression is "always practicable, provided the 
series, whose general term is 

1 

P,(2) ie Pa(w) f(a)da 

is finite; but whether the series is necessarily finite or not is not 
shown ; ‘and here the discussion comes to an end with this difficulty 
left in it. Further on, however (art. 220), the series is shown to 
be finite, provided « is less than unity. 
‘It is not hard to see why these functions should be thus minutely 

treated. In the first place, they are important for their own sake ; 
in the next, their discussion forms the best possible introduction 
to that of Laplace’ s functions, of which they are a sort of parti- 
cular case. 1f we suppose the position of the points to be expressed 
by means of their polar coordinates (r, 0, ¢) and (7’, 6’, 9’), the 
quantity. denoted by x in the above expression for U becomes 

sin sin@’ cos (¢—¢')+cosé@ cos6', 

and the coefficients of the expansion are no longer functions of a 
single variable w, but of two, viz. 0 and ¢, or it may be 6’ and q¢’, 
and are, in fact, Laplace’ s coeflicients. As is well known, the nth 
of them (say Y, n) satisfies the ee 

i {a- a} tice 

where p stands for cos@. The hin is (1) is strictly analo- 
gous to this equation, and is, indeed, a particular case of it.. In 
this case we shall have numerous solutions, any one being a “‘ La- 
place’s Function of the nth order,” while the particular case which 
gives a coefficient in the expansion of U is a Laplace’s Coefficient 
of the nth order. 

From this account of the matter it will: be seen how the author 
gradually leads the student up to the difficulties of the subject ; 

Qn+1 

2 

.=0, 
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and particularly to what may be regarded as the main difficulty, 
viz. the theorem that “ any function of » and ¢ can be expressed 
in a series of Laplace’s functions’—a theorem of the utmost im- 
portance in mathematical physics, and about which much has been 
written. Mr. Todhunter gives four, and refers to a fifth method 
of proving it. But we infer from his statements about some, and 
from the way in which the other demonstrations are given, that he 
is not satisfied with any of them, and that he regards a proof clear 
of all objection as yet to seek,—an inference strengthened by a 
casual remark on p. 259, viz. “ Admitting that the possibility of 
expansion in a series of Laplace’s functions has been established, 
we may &e.” At all events, this is what he does: he gives a me- 
thod which ‘is in substance frequently repeated in the writings 
of Poisson,” and remarks that though instructive it cannot be 
considered perfectly conclusive; he notices M. Bonnet’s proof, 
and remarks that it seems unsound; he then gives two others, ob- — 
serving of the former that it is doubtful whether it ought to be 
accepted as satisfactory, and leaving the latter without remark. 
He then devotes two chapters to Dirichlet’s proof, the former con- 
taining introductory matter, the latter the proof itself; but he 
produces this proof not, apparently, because he is convinced of its 
cogeney, but because he is “ swayed by the judgment” of certain 
eminent mathematicians. The difficulty is an old one, and seems 
to have been first insisted on by Ivory ; and this, it must be owned, 
is not a very satisfactory way of leaving it; but if there is no one 
decisive proof of the point at issue, no better course lies open either 
to student or author than the one actually adopted. | 
We have not space to notice the contents of the latter part of 

the volume; but we may just mention that it is devoted to two 
subjects, Lamé’s functions and Bessel’s functions. ‘The former are 
a sort of generalization of Laplace’s functions; instead of the 
variables 7, 0, ¢, they involve A, p, v, which are the elliptic coordi- 
nates of a point, t.¢. of a poimt determined by the intersection of 
three surfaces of the second order into whose equations ), p, v 
respectively enter as parameters. The latter belong to an entirely 
independent subject. If we consider the equation 

du, 1 du 
eae 4 dx +(1-5)=0, 

and obtain wu in a series of ascending powers of a, the solution is 
: x 4 , 

Le {1 5Gn 42) T4OntDOntEH } 
Now for C use the reciprocal of 2"[(n+1), and this expression 
becomes what is called a Bessel’s function, n being any-real quan- 
tity algebraically greater than —1, and # any real quantity. 

Though the work is mainly taken up with processes and with 
the properties of the functions under review, yet Mr. Todhunter 
has indicated here and there some of the applications which may 
be made of the formule. Most students will find this very useful : 
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they are apt to regard a book like the present as containing little 
more than a series of manipulations of symbols; and it is greatly 
to their advantage to see the results applied to concrete cases. 
Thus Chap. X. is devoted to the question of approximate quadra- 
ture in the case when it is effected by ordimates at unequal dis- 
tances, so taken as to ensure the best result; at p. 128, there is 
an application of Legendre’s functions to the determination of the 
temperature of a sphere cooling under assigned conditions ; and 
Chap. X XV. is devoted to similar questions of amore general charac- - 

ter. Still, questions of this kind come in only incidentally, and 
the student i is cautioned that for applications he must look elsewhere. 
The author states that his demonstrations have been: carefully 
chosen so as to bring under the attention of students some of the 
most instructive processes of modern analysis; and we may add 
that students may consider themselves fortunate in having a guide 
to these subjects who is not only intimately acquainted with them, 
but willing to expound them in a form well suited to the needs of 
the learner. 

Solid Geometry. By Prrctvat Frost, M.A., formerly Fellow of 
St. John’s College, Mathematical Lecturer at King’s College. 
Vol. I. 8yo, pp. 422. London: Macmillan and Co. 1875. 
This work is the first volume of a second edition of the ‘Treatise 

on Solid Geometry’ published some years ago by Messrs. Frost 
and Wolstenholme. Owing to the removal of the latter gentleman 
from Cambridge, the preparation of the present edition has de- 
volved on Mr. Frost, who has greatly altered the work both in 
form and substance, and has made additions which bring the first 
volume nearly up to the size of the original treatise. The subjectis _ 
one that may be studied either for its own sake by those who are 
interested in pure Geometry, or for its use in physical investiga- 
tion. ‘The student who regards it from the latter point of view 
will find nearly all that he needs in the volume before us, as well as 
something more; thus, he might omit the chapter on quadriplanar | 
and -tetrahedral coordinates, that on the four-point coordinate 
system, and a few connected subjects, which occupy in all about 

- one sixth part of the volume. In the remaining five sixths of the 
~ volume the subjects are much the same as those contained in the 

older books—such as were in use in Cambridge twenty or five-and- 
twenty years ago. Bearing in mind that the volume before us is 
only about half of the whole work, we obtain in some sort a mea- 
sute of the enormous progress made by the science of pure Geo- 
metry within the last three or four decades. 

If we compare what we may call the older part of the volume 
with Leroy’s ‘ Analyse appliquée 4 la Géométrie des trois dimen- 
sions —a work to which the writers of the older Cambridge books 
were under great obligations—we shall find not only a great differ- 
ence in the methods employed, but that incidentally much new 
matter has been introduced. Thus, even in so elementary a part 
of the subject as the chapter on planes, several points come under 
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notice for which we should Jook in vain in the earlier treatise. In 
the advanced parts the additions are still more numerous, as in 
the chapter on tortuous curves, where the subject of their curva- 
ture, their normal and osculating planes, and the connected lines 
and developable surfaces are admirably worked out. Here the 
subjects discussed are perhaps twice as numerous as those in the 
corresponding chapter of the earlier work. A similar remark 
applies to the discussion of surfaces of the second degree, which, 
of course, occupies a large part of the volume. Thus the reduc- 
tion of the general equation of the second degree is not only 
effected by modern methods, but the discussion is very complete, 
while the chapters on confocal surfaces and on the modular and 
umbilical generation of “Conicoids” contain parts of the subject 
which have been worked out only of late years. 

It will be observed that Mr. Frost uses—or, as he puts it, 
persists in using—the word conicoid for the locus of the equation 
of the second degree. We will state his reasons for doing so. 
After objecting to the word quadric for what seems a cogent 
reason, he proceeds thus :— 

“The useful word ‘conic’ being well established, the term 
‘ conicoid ’ seems to suggest all that can be required, when it is em- 
ployed to designate the locus of the equation of the second degree 
in three dimensions, at least so long as the analogous words sphe- 
roid, ellipseid, and hyperboloid are in use; at all events it is not open 
to the great objection of being equally applicable to plane curves, 
as is the term quadric, cubics and quartics being actually so em- 
ployed in Salmon’s ‘ Higher Plane Curves’ (p. viii).” 

The work is designed for the use of students of a high class, 
who wish to obtain a thorough acquaintance with the subject; and 
consequently it presupposes on their part a knowledge of the 
ordinary processes of analysis. Those who come to the study of 
it thus prepared will find few difficulties but such as are inherent 
in a somewhat abstruse subject. The author seems to have done 
all that could be desired in the way of removing the difficulties that 
yield to clear and brief exposition. To each chapter is added a ecol- 
lection of examples and exercises—between four and five hundred 
in all. Examples are very useful in.such a work as the present ; 
but to frame them successfully requires the exercise of mathema- 
tical knowledge and ingenuity of a high order. In the first edition 
these exercises were mainly due to Professor Wolstenholme, whose 
skill in that department of mathematics is well known. In the 
present edition the collection has been enlarged by contributions 
supplied by many Cambridge mathematicians, as well, we presume, 
as by the author himself. | 
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June 17, 1875.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in 
the Chair. 

"PHE following Papers were read :— 
“On the Change produced by Magnetization in the Hlactiiead~ 

Resistance of Iron and Steel.—Preliminary Notice.” Communi- 
cated by Professor W. G. Adams, F.R.S. 

For some time past Mr. Herbert Tomlinson, Demonstrator in the 
Physical Laboratory of King’s College, has been engaged in 
carrying out a series of experiments on this subject, and: also on 
the effect of change of tension on the electrical resistance of steel 
and iron wires. 

In measuring the resistances of the short lengths of the wires 
or rods which were employed, a unit was chosen which was a 
small fraction of the British-Association unit. 

Experiments were made with rods of soft iron about one eighth 
of an inch thick, with soft steel, and also with steel of different 
degrees of hardness. 
With a rod of soft iron about 3 feet long there was an increase 

of resistance of about 1 per cent. on magnetizing with two Grove’s 
eells. The whole resistance of this rod was 32 units. 

_ The experiments were repeated with the rod placed in ice and 
also in water at the ordinary temperature (about 15° C.), and with 
nearly the same change in the resistance of the rod. The change 
in the temperature of the water was found to be about 1° C. during 
the experiment. 

Another rod of soft iron was s employed whose resistance was 50 
units. The magnetizing current was measured by means of a tan- 
gent-galvanometer, and the resistance was measured by means of 
Wheatstone’s bridge. There was found to be an increase in the 
resistance of the rod when it was converted into a magnet by 
sending the magnetizing current through a wire which was coiled 
round it in the form of a spiral. : 

It was found that the electrical resistance was increased when 
any addition was made to the strength of the magnetizing current. 
When the increase in the electrical resistance-was divided by the 
square of the strength of the magnetizing current, a series of 
numbers was obtained which did not differ much from one 
another; the values of these numbers mostly le between 3 and 4. 
When the magnetizing current is considerably increased, the 

ratio of the increase in the resistance to the square of the mag- 
netizing current diminishes rather rapidly. 
A similar series of experiments was made with a thick knitting- 

needle made of soft steel. The resistance of the needle was 29 
units. In this case also the resistance was found to increase when 

Phil Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1876. M 
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the strength of the magnetizing current was increased. On di- 
viding the increase of resistance by the square of the magnetizing 
current, the numbers obtained from a considerable number of ex- 
periments lie between 4-7 and 5°6, showing that the ratio of the 
increase of resistance to the square of the magnetizing current 
is very nearly constant. 
When the magnetizing current is considerably increased, this 

ratio is found to diminish, just as in the case of soft iron. 
Different kinds of hard steel were tried. | 
(1) An ordinary knitting-needle, of which the resistance was 

66°5 units. 
On magnetizing with currents of different strengths, there was 

found to be a diminution in the resistance; and it was also found 
that the diminution of resistance increased when the strength of the 
current was increased. With currents varying from tan 15° to 
tan 54° 30' the diminution amounted to 4°33, 7. e. about 6°5 per 
cent. of the whole resistance. The temperature increased about 2° 
C. during the experiment. 

Dividing the loss of resistance by the square of the mag- 
netizing current, the results of four sets of experiments gave 
the following values :— 

165 . 
(tan 15°)? hd. 
"7525 
a 26, 
(tan 30°) 
2°3225 

fetes SN, 
(tan 45° 30’) ; 

ee. ee, 
(tan 54° 30')? 7 

Four Groye’s cells were employed for the strongest current. 
Two other experiments which had been tried previously gay 

results 2°30 and 2:26 for the ratio of the diminution of resistance 
to the square of the magnetizing current, thus showing that th 
diminution in the resistance is almost exactly proportional to the 
square of the current. 

The diminution in resistance does not take place all at once, 
but gradually, and also ceases gradually when the current is 
stopped. . 

(2) A steel needle was also magnetized longitudinally by placin 
it on a copper strip at right angles to the lines of force of a curren 
across the strip. 

There was found to be diminution of resistance on increasin 
the current. The values obtained from two series of experiment 
were :— 

064 
(tan 8° 30’) 

“192 

(tan 15°) eal st 

= 2-88, 
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With stronger currents this ratio was found to diminish. 
On magnetizing the wires transversely by sending a current in 

the direction of their length, a diminution of resistance was also ob- 
served, which diminution also increased when the strength of the 
current was increased. 
When a current was sent along. the wire itself, on increasing 

the current there was found to be also a diminution of resistance 
in the case of hard steel, and an increase of resistance in the case 
of soft iron and soft steel. 

Thus the effects produced are the same as those due to trans- 
yerse magnetization by a neighbouring current. 

Conclusions to be drawn from the experiments :— 
(1) The effect of passing any current through a bar of hard steel 

is to diminish its resistance, and through a bar of soft iron or soft 
steel is to increase its resistance. 

(2) Whena bar of hard steelis magnetized by sending a current — 
through a coil which encloses it, there is a diminution of. re+ 
sistance which is directly proportional to the square of the me 
etizing current up to a certain limit. 
(3) When soft steel or soft iron is magnetized longitudinally or 

transversely, there is an increase of resistance which is nearly fro 
portional to the square of the magnetizing current. 

«The Action of Light on Selenium.” By Prof. W. G. Adams, 
A., F.RS. 
The paper contains an account of several series of experiments 

made in December and January last on this subject with the 
lew :— 

- (1) To determine whether the change in the electrical resistance 
f£ the selenium is due to radiant heat, light, or chemical action. | - 
(2) 'To measure the amount of the ‘change of resistance due. to 

exposure to light from different sources and through various. ab- 
orbing media. 
(3) To determine whether the action is instantaneous or “pra- 

ual, and, if possible, to measure the rate at which the action takes 
lace. 
The selenium Fevitiod: one of the four resistances in a W heat- 

tone’s bridge ; and its average resistance was about 24 megohms.° 
The two resistances in the bridge, which were kept constant, 
vere 4 and 2000; so that the resistance of the selenium was 500 

es the variable resistance required to balance it. 
Ris taken to represent this resistance required to balance the 
elenium. The box containing the selenium was laid on its side 
nd had a draw-lid, which was kept closed except when exposure 
as made. In front of the draw-lid was a black screen with an 
pening opposite to the selenium 6 centims. by 34 centims., in which, 
r in front of which, various absorbing media could be placed. 
The absorbing media employed were bichromate of potash, sul- 

hate of copper, ruby, orange, green, and blue glasses. Plates of 
ock-salt, alum, mica, and quartz were also employed. 
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With. the lid of the box on, the resistance of the selenium was 
measured, and was found to increase slowly and regularly in con- 
sequence of the heating by the current. In most of the experi- 
ments a battery of 30 Leclanché cells was employed. 

It. was found that the higher the battery-power the less is the 
resistance of the selenium. Experiments with 5, 30, and 35 cells 
gave the following results :— 

Resistance R with 5 cells ........ 5400 ohms. 
Fe yt 2S: yp yn dot a 4400 ,, 
4 $j Bult, onstage ent 5400 _,, 
yy Pate eres ct ee 4600 ,, 

After some hours :— 

Resistance R with 30 ,, .......- 4800 _,, 
“ Pa GE 0 Se 5750 ,, 

This diminution of resistance with increased battery-power may 
be accounted for in part by leakage from the rheocord ; and there 
may be also an opposing electromotive force similar to polarization 
brought into action in the selenium when the current is passing 
which increases with the current. . 

Exposure to light diminishes the resistance of selenium. 
This may be accounted for by either of two hypotheses :-— 
(1) That light acting on the selenium sets up a polarization 

current in it which opposes the battery-current passing through it. 
(2) That light makes the selenium a better conductor of electri 

city by producing a change in its surface similar to the change 
which it produces on the surface of a phosphorescent body, by which 
that body is enabled to give out light after it has been exposed. 

With the same battery-power, an increase in the temperature 
causes an increase in the resistance of the selenium. 

In December, before the extreme cold, the resistance R with 
30 cells was about 5200. Throughout the extreme cold, fron 
December 18 to January 4, the resistance R was about 4400 
This was the value of Rat 1 p.m. on January Ist, a bright cold day 
On January 5 the temperature out of doors changed to 44° F. in 
the shade at 12 o’clock, and the value of R was found to be 5400 
These values were obtained before the box was opened, and were 
the first experiments made on the days named. 
When first exposed after being closed up for some days or ever 

hours, the selenium is more sensitive to light: this sensitiveness 
increases with the time during which the selenium has been kep 
inthe dark; hence the first experiment is generally not compara 
ble with the others. ; 

On exposure to light the resistance is diminished; but on beingiy: 
again eclipsed, the selenium returns in a very few minutes nearly’ 
to its previous resistance. 

The change of resistance produced by exposure to daylight some 
times amounts to one fourth of the whole resistance of the sele 
nium. 

The experiments with various absorbing media seem to shoy 
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that the action through media which absorb all the more chemically 
active rays is very nearly as great as when they are not interposed, 
so that the chemical rays produce very little effect. 

Experiments with the lime light, with rock-salt, alum, and 
quartz, and their combinations, two together, show that the resist- 
ance diminishes at the same rate as the illumination increases. 
This seems to show that the action is almost entirely due to the illu- 
minating power of the light falling on the selenium. . 
Experiments with the electric light, with smoked rock-salt, alum, 

and a solution of iodine in bisulphide of carbon show that the ob- 
scure heat-rays do not act powerfully on the selenium. 

In one series of experiments an attempt was made to separate 
he instantaneous effect from the gradual effect of the light. 
This was done by first balancing the resistance of the selenium 

before exposure by a resistance R of the coils, then diminishing R 
by 300, 400, or 500 ohms, according to the brightness of the 
light, so as to get no sudden deflection when the current is made 
at the first instant of exposure. 

It was difficult to determine beforehand by estimation what 
diminution of R should be made; but after several trials it was 
quite possible to make the sudden deflection very small, either on 
one side of the zero or the other, and to keep the needle near the 
zero by continuing to diminish the value of R as long as the ex- 
posure lasted. 
In this way the effects of exposure in successive equal intervals 

pf time can be measured. 
The light allowed to pass through the coloured glasses and 

other absorbing media was examined by a spectroscope, and it was 
ound that the yellowish-green rays were among the most active 
n altering the electrical state of the selenium. 
A series of experiments was made to determine the effect of hght 

rom different sources. nahh , 
A Bunsen burner was employed, and chloride of barium, chlo- 

ride of strontium, thallium, and sal-ammoniac were introduced into 
he flame. 
The effect with barium seemed to be less than with strontium. 
With sal-ammoniac in the flame the effect was as great as with 

strontium and more lasting. 
With thallium the effect was considerably greater, more gradual, 

as well as far more lasting than with strontium. 
_ The effect on repeating an experiment is very much less than tke 

Beffect of the first exposure with each new source of light. 
Experiments were made with the Bunsen burner alone in its 

Hrdinary state and when it is rendered luminous by stopping the 
ir- holes. 
Exposure to the ordinary Bunsen flame for several seconds only 

aused a slight deflection of about 10 divisions of the scale. 
After this slight diminution of resistance the needle gradually re- 
urned to zero, and was deflected to the other side, as the heat 
radiated from the Bunsen burner was absorbed by the selenium. 

% 
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- On making the flame luminous, the needle was suddenly de- 
flected off the scale with great rapidity. 

With the 10 shunt to the galvanometer there was no deflection 
on exposure to the ordinary Bunsen flame ; but with the luminous 
flame there was a sudden deflection, which increased to 250 divi- 
sions of the scale in a few seconds. 

This corresponded to a change of resistance in R of about 1250 
ohms. 

This experiment was repeated in a slightly different way. The 
selenium was balanced; and before exposure to the Jwminous Bun- 
sen flame, R was diminished by 1000 ohms. On making contact 
and exposing at the same instant, there was a slight deflection, 
showing that the sudden effect was equivalent to rather less than 
1000 ohms ; but in a very few seconds the needle was at rest at 
zero; and to keep the needle at zero the resistance was further 
diminished by 300 ohms. 

The resistance had been diminished by one fourth of its whole 
amount in less than one minute in consequence of the exposure. — 

Exposure to an ordinary wax taper diminished the resistance 
of the selenium by 300,000 ohms, or about one eighth part of its 
whole resistance. 

The illuminating powers of these sources of light were com- 
pared by means of the Bunsen photometer. | 

The light of the ordinary Bunsen flame could scarcely be 
measured, but was somewhere about 5}, part of a candle, and of 
the luminous Bunsen flame about 10 candles, whilst the ight from 
the taper was at its best rather more than one fourth of a candle. 

The heating -effects of these three sources were compared by 
means of the thermo-electric pile and delicate astatic galvano- 
meter. 

At a distance of one foot from the face of the pile the de- 
flection produced by the ordinary Bunsen flame, was 463° and by 
the luminous Bunsen flame was 52°, whilst the taper produced n 
effect which could be measured. 

These experiments clearly show that very little effect is pr 
duced by the radiation of obscure heat, but that the effect is due al 
most entirely, if not entirely, to light. 

As the effects produced were measured in deflections of thi 
needle, some series of experiments were made to determine th 
value in resistances equivalent to the divisions of the scale, fro 
which it appeared that with the 10 shunt to the galvanometer an 
with 30 cells, 20 divisions of the scale were equivalent to 10 
ohms resistance; and without the shunt, 100 divisions of th 
scale were equivalent to from 100 to 110 ohms. 

Experiments were also made to determine whether moonligh 
would produce any change in the electrical resistance of selenium 
The experiment was made at the half-moon, when the moon wa 
high up, so that the light fell obliquely on the window and di 
not shine directly on the selenium. 
On throwing the moonlight on the selenium by means of a plane 
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‘mirror, the needle was at once deflected 20 divisions of the scale ; 
on placing the mirror outside the window so as to send the moon- 
light perpendicularly through the window on the selenium, the 
deflection of the needle was 40 divisions. The window was ‘kept 
closed during these experiments. . | 

On another evening when the moon shone very obliquely on the 
window, and the selenium was exposed on the inside of the 
window directly to the moonlight, the needle was deflected 100 
divisions of the scale, and the deflection increased to 150 divi- 
sions after exposure for about 3 minutes. 

The change in the resistance of the selenium was from 60,000 to 
70,000 ohms. 

These experiments show that the action on the selenium is due 
principally, if not entirely, to radiations belonging to the visible 
part of the spectrum. Light rays of all kinds, particularly the 
greenish yellow, produce an instantaneous effect fcileapad by amore 
or less gradual effect, which continues to increase during exposure 
for several minutes. 

These facts suggest two hypotheses as possible explanations, 
which may help as guides in further experiments, but which 
cannot be accepted as proved without further evidence. 

(1) That the lght falling on the selenium causes an electro- 
motive force in it, which opposes a battery-current passing through 
it, the effect being similar to the effect due to polarization in an 
electrolyte. 

(2) That the light falling on the selenium causes a change on 
its surface akin to the change which it produces on the surface of 
a phosphorescent body, and that in consequence of this change the 
electric current is enabled to pass more readily over the surface of 
the selenium. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

November 3rd, 1875.—John Evans, Esq., V.P.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “On some new Macrurous Crustacea from the Kimmeridge 

Clay of the Sub-Wealden boring, Sussex, and from Boulogne- sur 
Mer.” By Henry Woodward, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. 

2. “On a new Fossil Crab from the Tertiary of New Zealand.’ 
By Henry Woodward, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. 

3. “On a remarkable Fossil Orthopterous Insect from the Coal- 
measures of Britain.” By Henry Woodward, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. 

A, “On the discovery of a Fossil Scorpion in the English Coal- 
measures.” By Henry Woodward, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. 

5. “The Drift of Devon and Cornwall, its origin, Correlation 
with that of the South-east of England, and place in the Glacial 
Series.” By Thomas Belt, Esq., F.G.S. 

The author described the general characters of the drift in the 
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district under consideration, and stated that on the uplands the 
drift consists of undisturbed gravels and travelled boulders, which 
occur only in isolated remnants on the lower ranges, and that in the 
lowlands.and valleys within 100 feet of the present level of the sea 
the gravels are widely spread, and show signs of sudden and tumul- 
tuous action. Between the upland and lowland gravels he considered 
that great denudation had taken place. He maintained that the 
boulders and the materials of the gravels had been distributed by 
floating ice, and that their presence on the summit of Dartmoor 
indicated that the water on which the ice floated must have extended 
up to 1200 feet above the present. sea-level; but he argued that 
this water was not that of the sea, because no old sea-beaches or 
remains of marine organisms are to be found in the region, although 
freshwater shells are preserved. He ascribed these phenomena to 
the presence of a great freshwater lake, produced by the drainage of 
Europe being dammed back by a great glacier flowing from the 
north-west (Greenland) down the present bed of the Atlantic, and 
over the northern parts of the continent. The author discussed — 
the characters of the superficial deposits in the southern and south- 
eastern counties, and indicated the points in which these seemed. 
to bear out his hypothesis. 

The sequence of phenomena assumed by the author is as follows: 
—Accepting Mr. Tylor’s notion that the actual sea-level must haye- 
been lowered during the Glacial period in consequence of the great 
accumulation of water in the form of ice at the poles, he seeks a 
point of departure for the Glacial period in the first evidence of such 
a lowering of the sea-level. The Weybourne sands and the marine 
beds of Portland Bill were deposited when the sea was at about its 
present level; and the Bridlington Crag probably belongs to the same 
period. The fossils found in these deposits show that the waters 
were cold. The first stage of the Glacial period is that of the older 
Forest-beds ; and the immigration of a number of great Mammalia 
and of Paleolithic man, indicates that the sea had retired from the 
British Channel and the German Ocean, leaving these islands con- 
nected with the continent. A great river probably ran southwards 
through the region now submerged. The second stage is marked by 
the continued advance of the ice from the north, the retreat of the 
southern fauna and Paleolithic man, and the arrival of Arctic 
Mammals. The third stage saw the culmination of the Glacial 
period and the greatest extent of the Atlantic glacier, which reached 
to the coast of Europe, blocked up the English Channel, and caused 
the formation of an immense lake of fresh water by damming back 
the drainage of the whole of North-western Europe, as already indi- 
cated. In the fourth stage the Atlantic glacier began to retreat, 
and the sudden breaking away of the barrier of ice that blocked up 
the mouth of the Channel caused the tumultuous discharge of the 
waters of the great lake, by which the spreading,of the lowland 
gravels was effected. To this cause the author attributes the for- 
mation of the Middle Glacial sands and gravels of Norfolk and 
Suffolk. During the fifth stage the ice of the German Ocean con- 
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tinued to retreat; but there was a temporary advance of the Atlantic 
glacier, which again blocked up the Channel, and produced a second 
great lake, which, however, did not attain so great a height as the 
first, and its waters were not discharged in the same tumultuous 
fashion. At this period the Upper Boulder-clay of Norfolk and 
Suffolk was formed; but the author is not convinced that this 
formation is represented south of the Thames, except by the “Trail” 
of the Rev. O. Fisher. In the sixth and last stage the Atlantic ice 
retreated as far as the north of Scotland: but the sea.had not re- 
turned to its former level; the British Isles were connected with 
the continent and with each other. ‘To this the author assigns the 
last great forest period, and the arrival of Neolithic man and the 
associated fauna from the continent. 

- November 17th, 1875.—John Evans, Esq., V.P.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “On a new Modification of Dinosaurian Vertebree.” By Prof. 

Richard Owen, C.B., F.RB.S., F.G.S., &c. | 

2. “On the presence of the Forest-bed Series at Kessingland 
and Pakefield, in Suffolk, and its position beneath the Chillesford 
Clay.” By John Gunn, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

In this paper the author described a section from the cliff at 
Kessingland and Pakefield, from the examination of which he © 
arrived at the conclusion that the Forest-bed series underlies the 
Chillesford Clay and Sands. At the foot of the cliff there is an 
estuarine deposit forming the soil of the Forest-bed, consisting of 
blue clay and gravel, the “Elephant-bed” of the author’s former 
paper. Above this is the Forest-bed, containing large stools and 
stems of trees, but no fossil bones. This is followed by a freshwater 
deposit, consisting of black soil with freshwater shells, corresponding 
to a similar bed at Mundesley and Runton, known as the “ Unio 
bed,” and including the “ Rootlet-bed” of oozy clay, regarded by 
Mr. Prestwich as an indication of the forest. ‘The author considers 
the supposed rootlets to represent brushwood which succeeded the 
true forest. Above this come Fluvio-marine deposits, in which Crag 
shells occur, although but rarely. To this division the author was 
inclined to refer the Norwich Crag, which at Bramerton underlies 
the next division, regarded by the author as the Chillesford Clay 
and Sands. Of the overlying deposits the first is supposed to be the 
“<Pebbly bed” by the author ; it has been regarded as Middle Drift ; 
and the uppermost is Upper Boulder-clay. The paper was illustrated 
by the exhibition of a fine series of bones, chiefly Cervine, from the 
lowest deposit noticed by the author. 

December 1, 187 5,—John Evans, Ksq., V.P.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communication was read :— 
“ On the Granitic, Granitoid, and associated Metamorphic Rocks 
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of the Lake-district.” By J. Clifton Ward, Esq., F.G.8., of the 
Geological Survey of England and Wales*. 

Part I. On the Liquid-cavities in the Quartz-bearing Rocks of the 
Lake-district. 

The object of this paper was to examine into the evidence afforded 
by the liquid-cavities of the granitoid rocks of the Lake-district, 
in reference to the pressure under which these rocks may have 
consolidated. In the first division of the subject the geological re- 
lations of the three granitic centres of the district were considered, 
and it was shown that these seyeral granitic masses probably soli- 
dified at depths varying from 14,000 to 30,000 feet. The most 
probable maximum depth for the Skiddaw granite was stated as 
30,000 feet, the maximum for the Eskdale granite 22,000 feet, 
and for the Shap granite 14,000 feet. These maximum depths were 
arrived at by estimating the greatest thickness of strata that was 
ever, at one time, accumulated above the horizon of the top of the 
Skiddaw slates. 

The mode of microscopic examination, together with a description 
of the precautions taken in measuring the relative sizes of the 
cavities and their contained vacuities, formed the second division of 
the paper. It was stated that all the measurements used in the 
calculations were made from cases in which the vacuity moved freely 
in the liquid of the cavity; and an approximately perfect case for 
measurement was defined to be one in which the outline of the 
liquid-cavity was sharply defined all round in one focus, and in 
which the vacuity moved freely to every part of the cavity without 
going out of focus. 

Then followed the general results of the examination. Restrict- 
ing the measurements to such cases as those above mentioned, the 
results were found to be generally consistent with one another, and 
with those previously obtained by Mr. Sorby in his examination of 
other granitic districts. From the fact that the calculated pressure 
in feet of rock was in all cases greatly in excess of the pressure 
which could have resulted from the thickness of overlying rocks, it 
was inferred as probable that these granitic masses were not directly 
connected with volcanic action, by which the pressure might have 
been relieved, but that the surplus pressure was spent in the work 
of elevation and contortion of the overlying rocks. 

Microscopic, combined with field evidence, was thought to indicate 
that the Shap granite, though mainly formed at a depth similar to 
that at which the Eskdale granite consolidated, was yet itself finally 
consolidated at a much less depth, the mass having eaten its way up- 
wards at a certain point, and, perhaps, representing an unsuccessful 
effort towards the formation of a volcanic centre. _ 

The examination showed that the mean of the pressures under 
which the Lake-district granites probably consolidated was nearly 
the same as the mean which Mr. Sorby arrived at for those of 
Cornwall. In conclusion the author stated that he wished these 

* Parts I. and II, were read at the Meeting of June 23. 
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results to be considered as preliminary only, since the complete in- 
vestigation would necessarily occupy far more time than was at his 
disposal; at the same time he ventured to hope that general accu- 
racy was insured, while pointing to the many little-known causes 
which might affect the conclusions. 

Part II. Qn the Eskdale and Shap Granites, with their associated 
Metamorphic Rocks. las 

The author brought forward evidence in this paper to prove the 
possibility of the formation of granite by the extreme metamorphism 
of volcanic rocks. The passage is shown in the field, and may be 
observed in a complete series of hand specimens. Frequently, 
indeed, the actual junction is well marked; but in other cases the 
transition is gradual; and there occur, at some little distance from - 
the main mass, inlying patches of what may be called bastard 
granite. The microscopic examination proves the passage from a 
distinctly fragmentary ash to a distinctly crystalline rock, and to 
granite itself. Also the chemical composition of the altered rocks 
agrees very closely with that of the granite. 

Both Eskdale and Shap granite were believed to have been formed 
mainly from the rocks of the volcanic series by metamorphism at 
considerable depths; but the granite of Shap was thought to be in 
great measure intrusive amongst those particular beds which are now 
seen around it. A decided increase in the proportion of phosphoric 
acid was noted in the volcanic rocks on approaching the granite, and 
a decrease in carbonie acid. 

Part III. On the Skiddaw Granite and its associated Metamorphic 
| rocks. 

‘The subject was treated under the three heads of (1) Examination 
in the Field, (2) Microscopical examination, (3), Chemical caamination ; 
and the following were the general results arrived at. The meta- 
morphism of the Skiddaw slate extends for many miles around the 
several granitic masses, and commences by the formation of small 
spots which become developed into chiastolite crystals. The chias- 
tolite slate passes into spotted schist, by the great increase of the 
small oblong spots arranged along planes of foliation; and mica ap- 
pears. The spotted schist graduates into mica-schist, which, however, 
often retains to the last faint spots, and occasionally chiastolite 
crystals. The junction between the mica-schist and the granite is 
generally rather abrupt. On the whole, chemical and field evidence 
especially are against regarding the granite now exposed as the 
result of the extreme metamorphism of the Skiddaw slates imme- 
diately around it; but whether it may not have resulted from the 
metamorphism of underlying parts of the same series is an open 
question. The great contortion of the mica-schist around the gra- 
nitic centres may be in part due to the at any rate partially in- 
trusive character of the granite. __ 

In an Appendix abstracts of papers by various authors who have 
written in connexion with the subject were given. — 
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Part IV. On the Quartz Felsite, Syenitic and associated Meta- 
morphic Rocks of the Lake-district. 

This part was treated under the same three heads of Field, Micro- 
scopical, and Chemical evidence as the last. 

The quartz felsite of St. John’s Vale, and the syenitic granite of 
Buttermere and Ennerdale, lie for the most part at the junction of 
the volcanic and Skiddaw series, and seem by their line of strike, 
and by the occasional presence of bands of slate or volcanic rock, 
enclosed within or running through them, to represent the transition 
beds between the two series, metamorphosed in great measure in 
situ. Both microscopic and chemical evidence demonstrate the pos- 
sibility of this process. 

Evidence gathered in the field, and microscopic and chemical 
examination, all seem to suggest that the rocks of Carrock Fell &c. 
represent the base of the volcanic series, consisting largely of con- 
temporaneous traps thrown into a synclinal, the axis of which 
ranges generally east and west, and metamorphosed into rocks of 
greatly varying character, such as spheerolitic felsite, hypersthenite, 
and diorite. 

Although all the various masses treated of were probably 
formed in the main by the metamorphism of beds in situ, it is pro- 
bable that some parts of the resulting magma became occasionally 
intrusive among and absorptive of higher beds. 

In an Appendix notices of papers on these rocks by other authors 
were given. 

Part V. General Summary. 
In this part the leading results of the four preccding divisions of 

this memoir were briefly brought forward, followed by the dis- 
cussion of various considerations relating to metamorphism, under 
the following heads :—(1) Granite at various depths; (2) how far 
granite may be an ultimate universal product of metamorphism ; 
(3) distribution of metamorphism (selective metamorphism) ; (4) 
classes of metamorphism. 

The paper was illustrated by a large geological map of the 
northern part of the Lake-district, by a geological model of tke 
Keswick district, by rock-specimens, and large coloured photographs 
taken from water-colour microscopic drawings made by the author. 

December 15, 1875.—John Evans, Esq., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “ Notes on the Physical Geology of East Anglia during the 

Glacial Period.” By W. H. Penning, Esq., F.G.S. 
The author wished it to be understood that his remarks were 

intended to form a sketch, rather than a detailed account, of the 
subject to which they relate. He intended to explain the origin 
of the so-called ‘‘ middle glacial” gravels and sands, to account for 
their occurrence in certain areas and their non-occurrence in others 
where they might reasonably have been expected, also to briefly 
describe a certain series of gravels of doubtful age and origin in 
the Cambridge valley. . 
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-. A short description of the geology and physical features of the 
district was given, and an inference drawn from the varying faunas 
of the “ Crag” that the land was sinking during that era and until 
after the deposition of the Cromer “ Forest-bed.”” Then Arctic con- 
ditions began to prevail, and the great glacial subsidence com- 
menced ; the “ lower glacial”? beds were formed, and succeeded by a 
large series of false-bedded gravels and sands, with intercalated 
patches of unstratified clay. These deposits run up only to a 
certain level, about 300 feet, never quite reaching the top of the 
Chalk escarpment, where the overlying Boulder-clay is invariably 
found resting on the older rock, without any gravel or sand between. 
The author inferred from this circumstance that after the deposition 
of the “‘ lower” beds, and as submergence went on, the waters of 
the North Sea were again united to those of the Atlantic. A strong 
current was thus set up, which swept down from the north, 
bringing with it the material of which the gravels are composed, and 
which is found to consist of pebbles, all derived from the northern 
and eastern coasts, mixed with flints from the Chalk. The escarp- 
ment of this formation stood at the time above the water; but when 
once sufficiently submerged to admit the water over its lower por- 
tions, the conditions were altered, the current lost its force, and the 
deposition of gravel ceased. An occasional iceberg had dropped its 
load of unstratified clay, which became intercalated with the gravels ; 
but the greater number of such bergs were quickly swept away to 
the south. Now the waters had access to a larger area, the forma- 
tion of gravel was succeeded by that of Boulder-clay, which in the 
author’s opinion is entirely composed of masses of clay enclosing 
boulders, brought down and dropped by icebergs in mass, which 
accounts for its want of stratification. 
_This Boulder-clay rests evenly on, and at the higher level over- 

laps, the “ middle glacial” sands; it then caps the Chalk escarpment, 
and plunges down into the Cambridge valley, even to the present 
level of the sea; but in no instance on or beyond the escarpment 
does any sand or gravel intervene between it and the older geological 
formations, although just over the scarp (on the south side) the 
gravels run up to an elevation of 300 feet. The gravel-forming 
currents were evidently confined to the seaward side of the Chalk 
range, and excluded from the Cambridge valley, which is un-. 
doubtedly pre-glacial, and which formed at the time a large inlet, 
land-locked on every side but one, discharging its. waters through the 
opening now occupied by the estuary of ‘‘ The Wash.” 

In the Cambridge valley there are sheets of rivcr-gravel of recent 
date, some patches of doubtful age, but not traceable under the 
Boulder-clay, and an elongated series of gravels at a level of 20 to 
60 feet above the present level of the Cam. These are in some 
parts distant from the present course of the river, and present a 
striking resemblance to glacial gravels; but as they here and there 
contain recent shells, and taking into consideration their uniformity 
of level, the author concludes that they indicate an ancient course of 
the river Cam, 
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The other conclusions arrived at, after mature consideration of all 
the evidence hitherto obtained, are :—that a gradual passage will be 
found to exist from the base of the Crag up to and through the drift- 
deposits to those of recent date; that in East Anglia we have evi- 
dence of but one, and that a gradual, period of glacial submergence, 
succeeded by a corresponding movement of reelevation; and that 
there are no “ middle glacial” deposits whatever within the area of 
the Cambridge valley. 

2. “Denuding Agencies and Geological Deposition under the 
Flow of Ice and Water, with the Laws which regulate these actions, 
and the special bearing on River-action of observations on the 
Mississippi and other great rivers, and their present and past Mete- 
orological conditions, and similar remarks on Marine Deposits, illus- 
trated by the Irish Sea and the Chesil Beach.” By A. Tylor, Esq., 
F.G.8. | 

The writer adduced evidence by measured sections and drawings 
to show that the Quaternary gravels were deposited rather in a wet 
or pluyial than in a snowy or glacial period. He thought the de- 
nuding action of springs and the alternate action of rain and frost 
had been neglected. He considered Agassiz and other writers had 
overlooked the previous writings of Playfair, to whom he referred. 

The rainfall of Westmoreland, Switzerland, and the Mississippi 
valley were compared in summer and winter, to prove that floods 
were not necessarily greater from land covered with snow than 
from land covered with trees and vegetation when height above the 
sea and local circumstances were taken into consideration. Mr. 
Dana’s “ Great Glacier,” whose melting was to supply a Quaternary 
river Mississippi 50 miles wide, would require a supply equal to 
625 times the present rainfall to fill it. 

The melting of snow was assumed to be of such proportions by 
modern writers as to equal the débacles of older geologists. 

The high Swiss mountains pointed to a greater diminution of snow 
on high ground in the Glacial period; and he believed the clouds 
then discharged near the sea-level, so that the mass of snow and ice 
was at low levels. 

It appears that in Greenland in the 80th parallel, according to 
Nordenskiold, near the sea in summer there is no snow on the 
ground 1000 or 1500 feet above the sea. Open water at the poles 
must depend upon the abstraction of the vapour from the atmosphere 
at lower latitudes; and probably in the Glacial period the ice- cap 
was thickest at the 70th parallel of latitude. 

Mr. Tylor thought the theories of former depressions of the land, 
as in the Mississippi valley, should be tested by examination for 
flexures. He had found (in 1868) that flexures, and not fractures, 
had yery much affected the course of the Wealden denudation in 
the Quaternary period. 

The laws of river-motion are very simple and precise; and as 
depressions and upheavals are always unequal, any great movements 
in the Quaternary period would affect the courses of rivers, and be 
traceable in their deposits. 
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The author had measured the remaniés valley gravels of Coalbrook 
Dale, which were associated with marine shells 200 feet above the 
sea, and compared their contour with ordinary valley gravels and 
with marine beaches, to ascertain under what probable conditions 
the sea had risen up the Severn valley without leaving any traces 
of cliffs or marine denudation except between Bridgnorth and Coal- 
brook Dale. The diamond gravel-deposits in Africa have a similar 
contour to those of Coalbrook Dale. 

The position of the Moel-Tryfaen beds was first described = 
Trimmer in 1831. Trimmer, an excellent geologist, observed the 
scratches on the rocks covered by the gravel with marine remains, 
and noticed their ice-origin, but did not draw, unfortunately, the 
natural inference that there must have been a Glacial period in 
Wales. This great discovery or invention was left to eee to 
propose in 1837. 

The glacier-eroded lakes, much lower than Moel Tyme) and 
close to it, are free from marine remains ; therefore it seems difficult 
to suppose a depression of 1300 feet and immersion in the sea of 
Tryfaen, and subsequent elevation, could have taken place without 
haying left any marks on the land except at one spot. i 

The measured section of the Chesil Beach shows its close approxi- 
mation to a binomial curve; and the regularity of beaches and 
littoral zones along the Channel teach us what are the gh con- 
sequences of land being immersed under the sea. 

Maz.» Tylor produced plans and sections showing how he tide 
actually affects the sea-bottom, and described the gorge below 50 
fathoms in the Irish Sea. 

He treated the tide as caused by the alternate and opposite slow 
movement of the deep and great mass of the Atlantic, giving motion 
to the water at the coast almost simultaneously as if the whole 
water moved as one mass over an area of thousands of square 
miles. The velocity of the tide of one tenth of a mile per hour 
in the deep sea, produced by the composition of forces a tide of a. 
velocity of three or four miles an hour on the coast. High and 
low water at different ports are the direct consequences of local 
currents in shallow water, set in motion by the greater mass of 
deep water. There are points in the English Channel where within 
a few miles there is a difference of six hours in high water. He 

“objected to the theory of a tidal wave travelling in one direction, 
and moving faster in deep water than in shallow, because the tide 
really travels quicker in shallow water, as his plans show. 

In support of this he showed the chart of the Channel, and that 
the tide turned in the Irish Sea at all points, deep or shallow, 
almost simultaneously and synchronously with the slow tidal move- 
ment in the Atlantic. He found that in a large area of sea of 
120,000 square miles, where the water averaged 67 fathoms (off the 
Scilly Islands) the velocity of the tide was only one mile per hour; 
but in the shallows near the Channel Islands, where the depth was 
on an average 12 fathoms, by the composition of forces the velocity 
of the tide increased to 6 miles an hour. If the tide were the con- 
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sequence of a tidal wave bringing high water, the tidal conditions 
of the Irish Sea would be very different from what they are de- 
scribed to be. 

He did not find any evidence of a plane of denudation on any 
sea-coast, but, on the contrary, deep gorges and curved surfaces, 
depth varying with width, &c. 

The nearest approach to a plane surface was in the estuary of the 
La Plata; but that flatness appeared more the consequence of depo- 
sition than denudation. 

The great cuts or indentations out of coast lines where rivers 
discharge into the ocean, when compared with the absence of 
indentations in areas where there are no great rivers, but where 
the rocks are equally hard, showed that such denudation de- 
pended upon the alternate and opposite action of rivers and the tide. 
He referred to the removal of the bar of the Danube, and to the 
great laws which regulate the flow of water, which he illustrated by 
diagrams. | 

Hydraulics and meteorology must be studied in connexion with 
the lines of denudation and deposition; and however difficult and 
inconvenient these subjects might be, no results would be reliable 
unless all the physical circumstances were taken into account. 

January 5, 1876.—John Evans, Esq., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. ‘ Historical and personal Evidences of Subsidence beneath the 

Sea, mainly if not entirely in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen- 
turies, of several tracts of Land which formerly constituted parts of 
the Isle of Jersey.” By R. A. Peacock, Esq., C.E., F.G.S. 

In this paper the author brings forward a great number of details, 
derived in part from personal observations and in part from ancient 
documents, to prove that a considerable submergence of land has 
taken place round the island of Jersey within comparatively recent 
times. He referred principally to the existence of a submerged 
forest in the Bay of St. Ouen, evidenced by the existence of stumps 
of trees in the sea-bottom there, and by the traditional fact that up 
to quite a late period fees were paid for privileges connected with 
the forest of St. Ouen, although the forest itself had long previously 
disappeared beneath the sea. From the evidence it would appear 
that the submergence took place at the end of the fourteenth or the 
beginning of the fifteenth century. The author also noticed the 
occurrence of peat and submarine trees in the little bay of Greve de 
Lecq on the north side of Jersey, and especially referred to the 
evidence afforded by the Ecrehous rocks and Maitre Isle, there 
having been in the latter a priory or chapel, supported by rents 
derived from the parish of Ecrehous, which is now represented only 
by a small islet, with the ruins of an ecclesiastical building upon it, 
and a range of rocks protruding but little above the sea. 
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2. “ The Physical Conditions under which the Upper Silurian 
and succeeding Paleozoic Rocks were probably deposited over. the 
Northern Hemisphere.” By Henry Hicks, Esq., F.G.S. 

In this paper the author, after pointing out the lines of de- 
pression explained in his former paper to the Society, now further 
elaborated the views then propounded by him by carrying his 
examination into the higher Paleozoic series and into more exten- 
Sive areas. Beginning at the top of the Lower Silurian, where he 
first recognizes any evidence of a break in the Paleozoic rocks, he 
proceeded to show that this break was restricted to very limited 
areas, and almost entirely confined to the parts which had been first 
submerged, and where the greatest thickness of sediment had accu- 
mulated on both sides of the Atlantic, and hence where the pre- 
Cambrian crust had become thinnest. On the European side this 
break occurred where volcanic action had taken place, and has 
doubtless to be attributed to the combined action of upheaval of 
portions of the crust and the heaping up of volcanic material, the 
latter in some cases forming volcanic islets of considerable extent. 
He strongly objected to look upon these breaks, even in the British 

area, where they are most marked, as evidence of a want of con- 
tinuity over other and far greater areas, or to admit that, even where 
there was conformity in the rocks at this pomt, “ great in- 
tervals of time are indicated unrepresented by stratified formations.” 
The conformity found in extensive and widely separated areas is 
proof also that a gradual contraction took place of an enormous 
portion of the crust in the northern hemisphere in Paleozoic times ; 
and the breaks at the close of the Lower Silurian and in the De- 
vonian are not indications of an arrest in the general subsidence. 
After indicating the changes which must have taken place in the 
climate from this gradual spreading of the water, and the evidence to 
be derived from the consideration of the deposits and the faunas, 
the author drew the following general conclusions :— 

1. That the condition of the northern hemisphere at the beginning 
of Paleozoic time was that of immense continents in the higher 
latitudes, traversed by mountainous ranges of great height, but with 
a general inclination of the surface, on the one side (European) to 
the south-west and south, and on the other side (American) to the 
south-east and south. 

2. That these continents were probably eovered, at least in their 
higher parts, with ice and snow; and that much loose material had 
consequently accumulated over the plains and deeper parts, ready to 
e denuded off as each part became submerged. This would account 
or the enormous thickness of conglomerates, with boulders, grits, 
nd sandstones, found in the early Cambrian rocks, and also to a 
ertain extent for their barrenness in organic remains, 
8. That the depression over the European and American areas 
as general from at least the latitude of 30° northwards; that the 
arts bordering the Atlantic were the first to become submerged ; 
he lower latitudes also before the higher. 

@ 4. That the depression could not have been less altogether, for 
he whole of the Paleozoic, than 50,000 feet; and that conform- 
Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol, 1. No. 2. Feb, 1876. 
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able sediments to that extent are found over those parts of the areas 
first submerged and which remained undisturbed. That volcanic 
action was chiefly confined to parts of the regions which became 
first submerged; that the immediate cause of these outbursts was 
the weakness of the pre-Cambrian crust at those parts, from the 
great depression that had taken place, it being too thin there 
to resist the pressure from within, and to bear the weight of the 
superincumbent mass of soft sediment. 

5. That the seat of volcanic action at this time was at a depth of 
probably not less than 25 miles, as sediments which were depressed 
to a depth of from 9 to 10 miles do not indicate that they had been 
subjected to the effect of any great amount of heat, and are free 
from metamorphosis. 

6. That the climate at the early part of Paleozoic time was one 
of very considerable, if not extreme cold, and that it became gra- 
dually milder after each period of depression. That towards the 
close of the Paleozoic, in consequence of the elevation of very large 
areas, and to a great height, the climate became again more rigo- 
rous in character. 

7. That the various changes which took place over the northern 
latitudes during Laurentian and Paleozoic times allowed marine 
and land life to develop and progress in those areas at interrupted 
periods only ; consequently most of the progressive changes in the 
life had to take place in more equatorial areas, where the sea-bottom 
was less disturbed, and where the temperature was more equable. 
Any imperfection therefore in the Paleontological record belonging 
to these early times should be attributed to these and like circum- 
stances ; for wherever an approach to a complete record of any part 
of the chain is preserved to us, the evidence points unmistakably to 
an order of development, through a process of evolution from lower 
to higher grades of life. 

XXI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

RECOMPOSITION OF THE COMPONENT COLOURS OF WHITE LIGHT. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal, 
University College, Toronto, 

GENTLEMEN, January 13, 1876. 
_ following experiment to illustrate the recomposition of the 

component colours. of white light was devised by me about a 
year ago; and as I have looked in vain for it in the scientific 
periodicals and works on experimental physics with which I am 
acquainted, I have thought it might be useful to some of your 
readers. 

The spectrum of the light of the sun or of the electric lamp is 
formed in the usual way, the slit being vertical ; and the spectrum 
is projected on to the screen by means of a small plane mirror 
placed close to the prism. If this mirror be capable of vibrating 
through asmall angle around a vertical axis, the vibrating spectrum 
on the screen will give rise to a horizontal band of white light with 
red and blue ends. 

The advantages of this method over that of the vibrating prism 
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are so obvious that it will be surprising if it has not already oc- 
curred to some one. Not only are the results better, but the expe- 
riment is more easily performed. or the purpose I have employed 
the vibrating prism manufactured by Mr. Ladd of London, to one 
face of which I have affixed a small plane mirror. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours faithfully, 

J. LoupDoN, 
Prof. Math. & Nat. Phil., 

Unw. Coll. Toronto. 

ON THE TRANSPARENCE OF FLAMES AND OF THE ATMOSPHERE, 
AND ON THE VISIBILITY OF SCINTILLATING SIGNAL-LIGHTS. 
MEMOIRS BY E. ALLARD. (ABSTRACT BY THE AUTHOR.) 

I have the honour to present to the Academy several memoirs 
relative to some experimental and theoretic researches which I 
have been led to make in the exercise of my functions at the Dépat 
Central des Phares. 

The first memoir is concerning the transparence of flames. The 
burners of the lamps employed in the light-house service have 
diameters increasing from 3 up to 13 centims., and carry from one 
to six concentric wicks. By measuring the luminous intensities 
of the flames produced by them, it is ascertained that these inten- 
‘sities augment a little less rapidly than the consumption of oil ; 
and if compared with the dimensions of the flames, the intensity 
per square centimetre of apparent surface is found to go on aug- 
menting, whilst, on the contrary, the intensity per cubic centi— 
metre of volume diminishes in proportion as the diameter becomes 
greater. These results can only be explained by admitting that 
the transparence of the flame is not absolute. I have sought to 
determine the coefficient of this transparence by three series. of 
experiments :—first by measuring the intensity of different flames 
with flat wick, seen in front or sideways; then by means of a 
catadioptric reflector, which sends back towards its focus the rays 
which it receives, and thus obliges them to pass through the flame ; 
and, lastly, by measuring the intensity of an electric light through 
a flame of large diameter. I have been led to adopt 0-80 as the 
mean value of the coefficient, referred to the centimetre of thickness 
traversed. 

After establishing the theoretic formule giving the effective 
intensity of a flame as a function of its volume and its coefficient 
of transparency, I perceived that, to account for the observed 
intensities, it was necessary, with a coefficient of 0°80, to attribute 
to the flames mean specific intensities increasing a little with 
the diameter. Multiplying these specific intensities each by the 
volume of its flame, I find that the total quantity of light produced 
(or the absolute intensity) increases much more quickly than the 
weight of oil consumed; but, as the quantity of light absorbed by 
the passage of the ray through the flame increases in a still greater 
proportion, the difference between these two quantities (or the 
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effective intensity) follows a law of increase a little less rapid thar 
the consumption of oil, as indicated by experiment. 

The second memoir relates to the nocturnal transparence of thi 
atmosphere. The observations made by the lighthouse-keepers on 
the visibility of the neighbouring lights consist in noting, three 
times each night, whether each of those lights can or cannot be 
perceived; so that at the end of a certain number of years it is 
known how many times per cent. each of the lightsis visible. On 
the other hand, the equation of the luminous ranges, and the graphic 
Table which I have constructed for its ready solution in all cases, 
make known, for each of the lights observed, what is the lowest 
state of transparence at which it ceases to be seen from the place 
of observation. The information supplied by the keepers makes 
known, therefore, during what fraction » of the total duration of 
the nights the transparence of the air remains above a certain 
value represented by a coefficient a; and as we have a series of 
corresponding values of 7 and a, we can, by constructing the points 
which have these values for coordinates, determine a more or less 
regular curve. This curve generally permits us to determine the 
degree of transparence above which the atmosphere is maintained 
during a given fraction of the year. It is found, for example, 
that during half the year the transparence-coeflicient remains above 
0-910 per kilometre on the Ocean, and above 0-932 on the Mediter- 
ranean. Similar curves constructed for different sections of the 
coast, and for the four seasons of the year, enable us to account for 
the variations undergone by the transparence of the atmosphere. 

Lastly, in a third memoir, I examine the impressions produced 
on the visual organ by the scintillating lights obtained by the 
more or less rapid rotation of a system of lenses with explosions. 
Experiment shows that, if a luminous discharge is caused to pass 
before the eye, the impression experienced goes on diminishing in 
proportion as the velocity is augmented. If a series of discharges, 
succeeding one another at equal intervals, passes, with low velo- 
cities each discharge produces nearly the same effect as if it were 
isolated ; then, when the velocity increases, the impression, while 
diminishing in intensity, is prolonged until the commencement of 
that produced by the following burst, so that one has the sensation 
of a light agitated with a more or less rapid trembling. If the 
velocity be further augmented, the trembling tends to disappear, 
and at last there is the sensation of a continuous light which 
possesses nearly the intensity of that which would be got by spread- 
ing uniformly round the horizon the quantity of light contained in 
the explosions. 

These are the facts of which I have sought the theoretic expla- 
nation. I first admitted that, when a luminous source acting on 
the eye vanishes suddenly, the impression grows weaker with a 
velocity at each instant proportional to the value of the impression, 
according to the law given by Newton for cooling. From this we 
can easily deduce the value of the impression experienced by the 
eye when submitted to the action of a light variable with time ; in 
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fact, it suffices to calculate the value, at a fixed instant, of each of 
the preceding impressions, and to add the results. Formule are 
thus obtained the discussion of which conducts to the same con- 
sequences as observation of the facts. [have nevertheless marked 
a difference: it is that the fixed light, of which we have the sensa- 
tion when the velocity is very great, has in practice an intensity 
one or two tenths below that given by the formula. This depends, 
doubtless, on the circumstance that, in establishing the formula, 
account has been taken of all the impressions, even of those which 
have become too feeble isolatedly to produce a sensation, thus ad- 
mitting that these impressions, though insensible by themselves, 
may accumulate so as to become sensible by their sum. Experi- 
ence seems to indicate that it is not quite so; and if the results 
given by it could be sufficiently precise, there would hence, per- 
haps, result a means of determining in every case the time during 
which the impression on the retina remains sensible-——Comptes 

_ Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, Dec. 6, 1875, pp. 1096-1098. 

ON SOME PROPERTIES OF GALLIUM. 

BY LECOQ DE BOISBAUDRAN. 

After some trials which the scarcity of material rendered long 
and laborious, I prepared some salts of gallium sufficiently pure to 
give in the spectroscope, besides a magnificent spectrum of gallium, 

‘ only a feeble trace of the zinc lines Zn @ 144-62 and Zn y 150-05. 
_ Such a proportion of zinc is far below the limit of sensibility with 
the ordinary reagents. 

In examining the properties of the pure salts of gallium, I have 
noted certain divergences from what is presented when the gallium 
is mixed with much zinc. In the main, this is not surprising; but 
it will demand fresh researches, with which I shall occupy myself 
as soon as I have renewed my store of gallium, which is exhausted 
by the following essays and what I send to-day. 

Here is first the continuation of the facts observed in mixtures 
of gallium and zinc :— 

(18)*. Ferrocyanide of potassium appears to behave with gallium 
as with zme. To a dilute solution of chlorides of zine and gallium 
x45 of its volume of concentrated HCl was added, then a slight 
excess of yellow prussiate; lastly, to the liquor was added four 
times its volume of water. ‘The whole of the gallium and all the 
zinc were precipitated. ‘The ferrocyanides were washed with pretty 
strong HCl, and then decomposed by sulphydrate of ammonia. 
The chlorhydric solution of the sulphides gave the lines of Zn and 
Ga brilliantly. | 

(19) A plate of cadmium does not precipitate any thing from a 
solution of chlorides of zinc and gallium, even after ebullition. 

(20) With fractional precipitation by carbonate of soda, with 
boiling, of a ZnCl, contaiming gallium, the latter metal is concen- 
trated in the first portions thrown down. ‘The separation is so 

* See Phil, Mag. [IV.] vol. l. p. 414. 
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clean that one of the precipitates may give the lines of gallium 
brighter than those of zinc, while the following one shows a feeble 
image of the line Gaa@417 and a bright spectrum of zinc. 

(21) If acetic acid be added to an ammoniacal solution of sul- 
phates or chlorides of gallium and zinc, almost the whole of the gal- 
lium separates in the form of a gelatinous flocculent white precipi- 
tate, which is not redissolved by boiling with a considerable excess 
of C, H, O.. 

I now examine certain reactions of pure salts of gallium. 
1. The electric spectrum of slightly concentrated chloride of gal- 

lium is very brilliant. The line 417 is much brighter than the line 
404. Ihave not observed any other line attributable to gallium ; 
there is certainly not any of notable intensity, at least under the 
physical conditions of my operations. The colour of the spark 
bursting on chloride of gallium is a beautiful light violet. 

2. In the gas-flame I obtained only the line Gaa417; and it 
was very faint and fugitive, even with a salt that gave a brilhant 
electric spectrum. 

3. The chloride and the sulphate of gallium are precipitated by 
NH, ; but the precipitate is in great part redissolved in an excess 
of NH,. Taking up by HCl the portion not dissolved by NH,, 
and recommencing the operation, all the gallium is promptly ob- 
tained as ammoniacal solution. 

4. An ammoniacal solution of sulphate or chloride of gallium is 
precipitated, with or without heating, by an excess of acetic acid 
(specimen 2). That precipitation may cease, the liquor must be 
extremely dilute. 

5. The chloride and sulphate of gallium are not precipitated in 
the cold by acid acetate of ammonia; but the reaction takes place 
on heating. 

6. Sulphate of gallium, evaporated and dried till the white sul- 
phuric vapours nearly cease to be evolved, does not lose its solubility 
in water. 

7. Sulphate of gallium is soluble in alcohol of 60 per cent. 
8. I have obtained a salt which I confidently believe to be am- 

monio-gallic alum*. For want of a sufficient quantity, I have not 
been able to analyze it, nor to measure the angles; but its charac- 
ters appear sufficiently well marked to convince me, reserving ulte- 
rior verification. The following facts refer to the small crystals of 
specimen 3. | 

9. Gallium-alum is soluble in cold water; but if it be heated, 
the salt is decomposed and the liquor becomes very thick. 

10. This alum is not decomposed by hot water with the addition 
of acetic acid. 

11. The alum readily crystallizes in cubes and octahedrons, pre- ~ 
senting exactly the aspect of common alum; its solution, too, eva- 
porated under the microscope, pursues the characteristic course 
of the known alums. 

: < There cannot have been present any other alkali than NH, and traces 
of Na. 
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12. The crystals of gallium-alum do not act on polarized light 
(between two Nicols at extinction). 

13. A small crystal of gallium-alum was kept some time under 
water, and then removed into a slightly supersaturated solution of 
alumino-ammoniacal alum ; it immediately began to grow, and de- 
termined the crystallization of the liquor. 

14, With ammonia in excess, gallium-alum behaves like the other 
salts of this metal: a portion of the oxide is precipitated ; the other 
part remains in solution. . 

15. The very acid solution of Ga, Cl, is precipitated by the yel- 
low prussiate (specimen 4). 

16. The ammoniacal solution of sulphate of gallium is decom- 
posed by the voltaic current. Metallic gallium is deposited on 
the platinum plate which serves as negative electrode. The posi- 
tive electrode becomes covered at the same time with a whitish 
coating, consisting of a pellicle which is easily detached from the 
platinum and is insoluble in a large excess of NH, (specimen 5). 
In a first operation 1:6 milligramme was deposited in 4 hours 30 
minutes ona platinum plate of about 185 square millims. superficies. 
The surface of the positive electrode was 877 square millims. The 
pile was composed of five bichromate couples (zines 17 x 10 centims.) 
coupled in tension. The sample which L have the honour to offer to 
the Academy (No. 1) weighs 3°4 milligrammes : it was deposited in 5 
hours 40 minutes, on a surface of 123 or 124 square millims.; the 
positive electrode had a surface of 877 square millims.; the current 
was supplied by ten bichromate elements (zincs 17 x 10 centims.) 
coupled in tension. 

17. Electro-deposited gallium forms a very adhesive layer. It is 
hard. It cannot be very well polished by rubbing it with an agate 
burnisher ; a better polish is obtained by forcible compression under 
the burnisher: these two operations were performed on two faces 
of specimen 1. By the latter method the metal acquires a brilliant 
lustre, and appeared to me rather whiter than platinum. When 
the electric current is suitably regulated, as well as the relative 
dimensions of the electrodes, the gallium presents a fine frosted 
surface of silvery whiteness, finely granulated, and strewed with 
brilliant points, which the microscope shows to be crystals. 

18. Deposited on platinum, gallium does not oxidize notably 
during the washing with cold or boiling water*, nor when dried at 
nearly 200° in free air. It decomposes water acidulated with HCl 
cold, and more rapidly when heated, with brisk liberation of hy- 
drogen. 

The salts of gallium which have hitherto served for my researches 
were derived from the blende of Pierrefit, of which a copious supply 
was obligingly sent me by M. Malgor, Engineer of the Mine; but 
T have ascertained the presence of the new metal in other ores of 
zine, especially in a transparent blende from Santander, given me 
by M. Friedel. I believe that gallium will be met with in all the 

* The polished surface, however, is a little dulled after several days, 
doubtless in consequence of a slight superficial oxidation. 
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blendes ; I hope it will not be long ere I possess more ample infor- 
mation on this point. 

The gallium which I extracted from the blendes came really from 
those minerals, and not from the metallic zinc (Vieille-Montagne) 
employed for the precipitations; for I have obtained no traces of 
gallium with quantities of this zinc greater than what would have been 
necessary of blende to get a very pure spectral reaction of gallium. 
My last investigations have confirmed the scarcity of gallium in 

blende. The extreme delicacy of the spectral reaction had even 
caused me to estimate too high the quantities obtained. I do not 
think I exaggerate in saying that, at the time of my first observa- 
tion, I possessed at most +}> of a milligramme of the new substance 
dissolved in a very little drop of liquid. I may remark that spectral 
examination of so minute a quantity would have been impossible 
before the considerable reduction which I made in the dimensions 
of the apparatus for obtaining electrical spectra, and without the 
employment (which I adopted) of very small sparks. 

If, as I suppose, there is no error concerning the nature of my 
gallium-alum, the existence of this salt fixes the atomicity of the 
new element, and assigns to its oxide the same chemical function as 
that of alumina. The oxide of gallium will therefore be written 
Ga, O,.—Comptes Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, Dec. 6, 1875, 
pp. 1100-1104. 
-ON THE SPECTRUM OF GALLIUM. BY LECOQ DE BOISBAUDRAN. 

Ihave again measured the wave-lengths of the lines of gallium 
under conditions of accuracy which the feeble brightness of the 
spectrum obtained did not permit me to realize at the time of my 
first determination* ; and I have found precisely the same number 
for the principal line, while the less brilliant one is a little less re- 
frangible than I at first estimated it. 

With the chloride of gallium, considerably more concentrated f, 
which I have recently submitted to the action of the electric spark, 
J have observed no other lines than the two following; if, then, 
others should be found with highly concentrated solutions, they can 
only be faint. 

Position on 
micrometer. r. Narrow, strong. Notably brighter in a 
a 193°72 417-0 spark of medium length than in a very 

short spark. 
Narrow, well marked, but much fainter 

than @ 193-72. Notably brighter with 
a medium spark than with a very short 
one. 

The line a 417-0 is characteristic of gallium ; this is a very delicate 
reaction.— Comptes Rendus de? Acad. des Sci. Jan. 10, 1876, p. 168. 

* Comptes Rendus, vol. lxxxvi. p. 494, Sept. 20,1875; Phil. Mag. [IV.] 
vol. 1. p. 415. ; 

+ The relative intensities indicated in the description of the lines refer 
to the mean state of concentration of the solution now employed. 

{ The line GaB is much more difficult to measure than Ga«; I never- 
theless do not think that the error of A much exceeds 0°1. 

6B 20890t 403-1 
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XXII. On Crookes’s Radiometer. By G. JoHNSTONE STONEY, 
M.A., F.RS., Secretary to the Queen’s University in Ireland. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
Hampstead, February 19, 1876. 

GENTLEMEN, 
A® Mr. Crookes’s Radiometer is at present deservedly at- 

-*. tracting a large share of attention, it will probably not 
be without interest to many of your readers, and may perhaps 
dispel some illusions, to point out that the excess of pressure 
which he has observed is within the limits of what may be 
accounted for by the known properties of the material agents 
that are present. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours faithfully, 

G. JOHNSTONE STONEY. 

1. The Radiometer, as I have seen it in Mr. Apps’s shop, 
consists of four vanes supported at the ends of slender plati- 
num arms, and movable in a horizontal circle on a cap rest- 
ing on a steel point at the centre. I was informed that each 
vane consists of three folds of thin platinum foil. The faces 
of the vanes are presented horizontally, and are each about 
two square centimetres in area. One face of each vane is 
blackened. The whole is mounted within a small glass cham- 
ber, some six or seven centimetres across, which I was told 
had been exhausted by the prolonged action of a Sprengel 
pump. | 

2. When this apparatus is exposed to light falling horizon- 
Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 8. March 1876. O 
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tally upon it, the vanes move in the direction which indicates 
an excess of pressure on the blackened sides. Mr. Crookes 
has measured this excess of pressure ; and its amount, when 
the light of a standard candle six inches distant was allowed 
to fall on blackened pith, is stated to have been 0°001772 of a 
grain upon a surface of two square inches (see an article on 
“ Weighing” a Beam of Light, in ‘ Hngineering’ of the 18th 
February, 1876). This is a pressure of somewhat less than 
the hundredth of a milligramme on each square centimetre. 
It is the object of the present communication to show that an 
excess of pressure of about this amount will arise under the 
operation of known laws. 

3. When a chamber of such a size as to hold the foregoing 
apparatus is exposed to the prolonged action of a good Spren- 
gel pump, say for 18 or 24 hours, it is not likely that the 
outstanding pressure has been reduced lower than about the 
tenth of a millimetre of mercury ; and as it is not likely that 
any practicable prolongation of the action of the pump would 
carry the exhaustion much further, I will assume that the 
pressure within the chamber is 0°1 ofa millim.* This outstand- 
ing pressure is caused in part by atmospheric air, and in part 
by the vapours of mercury and of hydrocarbons, to which 
should perhaps be added vapours of platinum, glass, and 
other substances. But it will simplify our investigation, and 
not materially affect our results, to treat it as consisting en- 
tirely of atmospheric air. 

4. Upon the blackened surface of the vane fell those radia- 
tions from the candle which are capable of passing through 
glass. These will have a heating-power not very far from 
that which Draper’s law assigns, according to which the heat 
that accompanies daylight is proportional to w,, wz, w, and 
w, being the wave-lengths of the longest and shortest undula- 
tions for which the glass is transparent. These will heat the 
blackened disk in a considerable degree, but not the transpa- 
rent glass. J shall assume that the disk is heated one tenth 
of a degree Centigrade more than the glass. The disk in 
turn will warm a layer of the air in contact with it. Through- 
out the thickness of a layer of this kind, if not interfered with, 

* I cannot refrain from observing here how entirely remote such a 
chamber is from being empty. It follows from what we know of the 
number of molecules in gases at ordinary pressures, that the number re- 
maining in this so-called vacuum will be somewhere about a unit-four- 
teen, 2 e. one hundred millions of millions in every cubic millimetre 
(see Prof. J. Loschmidt, “Zur Grodsse der Luftmoleciile,” Academy of 
Vienna, Oct. 12, 1865; G. Johnstone Stoney on the Internal Motions of 
Gases, Phil. Mag., Aug. 1868; Sir William Thomson on the Size of 
Atoms, Nature, March 31, 1870). 
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the temperature varies gradually, having on one side the tem- 
perature of the surrounding air, and on the other the tempera- 
ture of the disk. 

5. If the chamber enclosing the apparatus contained air 
at atmospheric pressure and temperature, this layer would be 
thin. It would consist of air which has been expanded by the 
warmth of the disk, while the air in the rest of the chamber 
would by this expansion be in a trifling degree compressed. 
In other words, the molecules whose activity has been in- 
creased by contact with the heated disk would, in their en- 
counters with other molecules, keep back some of them, and 
in this way reduce the number of molecules striking the heated 
disk, while this process would slightly crowd molecules into 
the rest of the chamber, and thus increase the number coming 
into collision with unheated surfaces. In this way the pres- 
sure everywhere is in a small degree raised, but everything is 
adjusted so that there is no excess of pressure anywhere; and 
this adjustment takes place in an exceedingly short period of 
time, so short that no sensible motion of the disk can establish 
itself while it is being effected. In fact the number of molecules 
per cubic millimetre in atmospheric air is known to be about a 
unit-eighteen*; the molecules are dashing about with velocities 
of which the average is about 500 metres per second; each 
meets with about 1000 millions of encounters with others in 
every second ; and the adjustment accordingly takes place with 
what is promptitude as compared with visible motions (see 
paper on the Internal Motions of Gases, in the Philosophical 
Magazine of August 1868). 

6. It is necessary for our purpose to form some estimate 
of the thickness of the layer of warmed air. In the absence 
of direct experiments {, I will assume that this layer of gra- 
duated temperature would in ordinary air be one fourth- 
metre thick (about as thick as a sheet of paper) if the disk 
were 20° Centigrade hotter than the air. This seems a very 
moderate estimate, judging from the copiousness of the con- 
vection currents which would quickly establish themselves if 
there were such a difference of temperature. And from this 
assumption it follows that if the temperature of the disk had 
been raised 0:1 of a degree before the chamber was exhausted, 
which I have assumed to be about the elevation of tempera- 
ture that actually takes place in the radiometer, the thickness 
of the warmed layer of air would have been half a sixth-metre. 
This isa very small thickness. It is about the wave-length 

* That is, a million of millions of millions. 
+ It will appear from the sequel that the Radiometer may be made the 

means of determining by experiment the thickness of this layer. 
O 
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of light of mean refrangibility, and about one sixteenth of 
the diameter of the disks which float in human blood. Let us 
suppose, then, that a layer of this thickness is heated, irre- 
spective of convection, when ordinary air is inside the ap- 
paratus. 

7. On the foregoing assumptions, we can compute what the 
state of things will be when the chamber is exhausted. When 
the pressure is made to vary, it appears from the doctrine of 
probabilities that the value of X (using 2 to designate the length 
of the average excursion of a molecule, z.e. the distance a 
molecule on the average travels in the intervals between two 
of its encounters with other molecules) will vary inversely as 
63, 6 being the density. Now the thickness of the layer of 
graduated temperature depends on 2d, and will vary in the 
same ratio as it. We have supposed the density in our 

Z vacuum-chamber to be 53, of an atmosphere ; it will follow 

that the thickness of the heated layer in this attenuated 
medium would be 10,000* times what it is in ordinary air, 
and would therefore become half a sixth-metre x 10,000%, which 
is more than a decimetre. It therefore reaches quite to the 
walls of our little vacuum-chamber ; and this very materially 
alters the state of affairs. 

8. In fact we have on one side glass at a temperature of, 
suppose, 15°, on the other a disk at a temperature of 151, 
and between them a space which is only a part of what 
would be required to establish a complete gradient of tem- 
perature in the intervening air. This is equivalent to saying 
that some of the additional momentum communicated to 
molecules of air by the heated disk, instead of expending 
itself in interaerial collisions and thus increasing the general 
temperature and pressure of the air, makes its way across the 
intervening stratum to the opposite walls of glass, where it 
occasions an increased pressure against them, of which the re- 
sultant is directed perpendicularly from the disk. The mo- 
mentum of the accelerated molecules which reach the glass 
falls after the contact of the molecules with the glass to the 
feebler type corresponding to its lower temperature ; and it is 
chiefly momentum of this feebler type whish makes its way 
to regions behind the disk. An excess of force equal and 
opposite to that on the glass acts against the front of the disk, 
and is sufficient to account for the phenomena which Mr. 
Crookes has investigated*. For its amount may be approx- 
imated to as follows. 

* This little heat-engine may be otherwise described as follows :— 
There is active motion of the molecules of air in all parts of the chamber ; 
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9. Instead of the actual condition of the molecules which 
come into collision with the heated disk, we may substitute 
one more convenient for calculatiou. The resulting pressure 
will be the same as if some moderate proportion of the mole- 
cules, say one third of them, had reached it with velocities 
corresponding to the temperature 15° 1, while the remaining 
two thirds reached it with velocities corresponding to 15°. We 
may further regard the increased pressure on the disk caused 
by the former class of molecules as equal in amount to the 
portion which is compensated by the slight reductions of 
density in the neighbourhood of the disk, and by the slightly 
increased temperature and density elsewhere, which are due 
to the existence of a portion of the gradient. Under this 
hypothesis the effect of these molecules may be left out 
of account. There would, however, remain the augmented 
pressure arising from the other two thirds of the molecules, 
uncompensated so far as regions behind the disk are con- 
cerned ; and it is the amount of this pressure which we have 
now to estimate. The molecules in question reach the disk, 
according to the hypothesis, with velocities corresponding to 
15°, and are thrown off from it with velocities corresponding 
to 15°1. It is easy to see that the augmentation of pressure 
which they will produce upon the disk, will be half what 
would arise if they had reached the disk as well as left it with 
velocities corresponding to the higher temperature. This 
latter can be calculated by Boyle and Mariotte’s law. It is 

341 7 0:000,023 of 

a gramme per square centimetre. The uncompensated excess 
of pressure on the disk will, upon the assumptions we have 
made, be half of this, or 0-000,011,5 of a gramme per square 
centimetre, the amount as determined experimentally by Mr. 
Crookes being 0-000,01. Accordingly an elevation of the 
temperature of the blackened face of the disk to the extent of 
about one tenth of a degree above the temperature of the glass 
and the back of the disk, is enough to account for the observed 
pressure. 

two thirds of a decigramme x 

but it is more active in front of the disk than behind, and causes increased 
ressure there, because the addition made to the motions by the heated disk 
as a direction as well as a quantity ; and it hasa direction, because cool, z.e. 

slow-moving, molecules can crowd up to the disk and are thrown off by it 
with their velocities increased. This does not happen if what I have 

called the gradient is complete. In that case the swift molecules within 
the limits of the gradient are sufficiently numerous to be able to keep 
back the slower-moving molecules beyond; accordingly the molecules 
that reach the disk have as high velocities before as after their contact 
with it; there is therefore no resultant in any direction of their mo- 
mentum. In nearly perfect gases this state of things is nearly realized ; 
and accordingly such gases do not conduct heat. 
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XXIII. On a controverted Point in Laplace’s Theory of the 
Tides. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
.U.S. Coast Survey Office, Washington, 

GENTLEMEN, November 17, 1875. 
S I have been introduced, and very properly, by Sir 

William Thomson in his two recent tidal papers in the 
September and October Numbers of the Philosophical Maga- 
zine as an indorser and adopter of certain views and results 
of Sir G. B. Airy contained in his ‘ Tides and Waves,’ which 
Sir William Thomson controverts, I beg leave to occupy a 
few pages of your Magazine on the subject. . 

The principal point in the fist paper referred to is a defence 
of Laplace’s method of determining the constant A® in his 
result, corresponding to K, in Airy’s presentation of it, as 
quoted by Sir William Thomson in ¢ 6—a method which has 
been called in question by Airy, but which in this paper is 
characterized as “ Laplace’s brilliant invention.” 

With regard to Laplace’s extension of a general formula, 
which shows the relations between the constants, only follow- 
ing K, back soas to make it give the relation between K, and 
K,, where no such relation is found by equating the coeffi- 
cients of like powers of z, thus making it determine Ky, it is 
not necessary to add any thing to what has been stated by 
Airy on page 278 of the Philosophical Magazine. The only 
aroument which Sir William Thomson advances in support of 
this process of Laplace’s is, that it is necessary to make 
the meridional displacement of the water zero at the equa- 
tor. His reasoning in § 7, from which he infers that Laplace’s 
constant satisfies this condition, is based upon the final ratio 
between the constants, expressed by 

Kyz+2= (1 it 2) Kok. 

But this ratio is entirely independent of K,; and whatever 
value K, may have, equation (6) gives this same relation 
between the constants, where & is so great that the term con- 
taining k? in the denominator can be neglected. By Sir 
William Thomson’s reasoning, therefore, the condition that 
the meridional component of motion must vanish at the equator 
is sacisfied with any value of K, whatever ; and hence this con- 
dition does not determine it. 
A more direct and much more satisfactory method of pro- 

ceeding in this case would be to substitute the expression of a*, 
: * Misprinted w in the equation. 
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equation (3), in the expression of uw, equation (10) in Sir 
William Thomson’s paper; and then by putting u=0 we 
should have an equation which must be satisfied where 
cos 6=0, in order to satisfy the condition above. Now it is 
readily seen from mere inspection that equation (10) with 
u=0 is satisfied at the equator by any expression of a in 
which the terms contain a factor which is any power whatever 
of y= sin @, @ being the polar distance ; and hence the expres- 
sion of a in equation (3) satisfies it, not only with Laplace’s 
value of K,, but with any assumed value of K, whatever. The 
condition, therefore, that the meridional component of motion 
must vanish at the equator does not determine K,, and the 
argument in favour of Laplace’s process entirely fails. 

At the close of § 9 Sir William Thomson makes an im- 
portant remark in italics, the truth of which must be conceded ; 
and it therefore renders erroneous certain views entertained 
by Airy and adopted by myself in the case of no friction with 
regard to the indeterminate character of the problem ; for it 
furnishes a condition for determining K, in all cases except 
that of the critical depths of the sea which make the period of 
the free tidal wave coincide exactly with that of the forced 
wave. The expression of a, equation (3), is composed of two 
parts, one depending upon and vanishing with the tidal force, 
and the other depending upon Ky, which is arbitrary and 
cannot be determined from any condition contained within 
the differential equation solved, but must, as is the case with 
all such arbitrary constants, if determined at all, be determined 
by some external condition not contained in it. In order to 
determine K,, therefore, we must know what the value of a is 
when the force vanishes ; and then, putting this value for a in . 
equation (3), we have an equation for determining Ky, since 
all the terms then in the second member of the equation de- 
pending upon the force vanish, and the others are all known 
functions of K, by reason of the relations of equation (6). 
Now, if we can have no semidiurnal free tidal wave except in 
the case of the critical depth of the sea just referred to, or if 
in this latter case such tides are destroyed by friction, we evi- 
dently have a=0 when the force vanishes ; and with a=0 the 
equation can be satisfied only with K,=0. In the case of 
the critical depth, however, where there is no friction, a 
becomes arbitrary, as the amplitudes of all free tidal waves 
are ; and then K, becomes likewise arbitrary. Hence we have 
K,=0 for all cases except that for the critical value of the 
depth. This is the value which I have maintained K, should 
have in the case of nature, in which free oscillations are de- 
stroyed by friction (Tidal Researches, § 159); but if in the 
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case of no friction there can be no semidiurnal tide except for 
the critical depth (for we are not considering any other), then 
we must still have K,=0 in my expression of a, and instead 
of confining the expression with this value of K, to cases only 
when there is friction, it must be extended to all cases except 
that in which the sea has the critical depth referred to and is 
without friction, in which case K, is arbitrary. Sir William 
Thomson, therefore, while defending Laplace’s process of de- 
termining this constant, has furnished us a condition for deter- 
mining it, which shows that we must either have K,=0 or 
arbitrary, and not equal to the value given by Laplace’s 
process. 

For the same reasons as in the preceding case, the similar 
arbitrary constant A, in the expression of a’ which I have ob- 
tained in the solution of the equations for the diurnal tides 
(Tidal Researches, eq. 297), must be made zero in all cases, 
except that of the critical depth where there is no friction, in 
which case alone it becomes arbitrary. Hence my tidal ex- 
pression in this case, as in the case of semidiurnal tides, with 
A,=0, only needs to be extended so as to embrace all cases 
without friction, except that for the critical depth. With 
A,=0, the expression a’ does not make the diurnal tide vanish 
in all parts of the earth as Laplace’s result does, and the ex-_ 
pressions for the motions of the sea do not make them infinite 
in the case in which the rotatory motion of the earth vanishes. 

It seems at first view plausible that the expression of @ in 
the semidiurnal tide should be general, including both the 
free and the forced tidal waves, so that when we put the terms 
in the expression depending upon the tidal forces equal to 
zero the remaining part of the expression should represent 
arbitrary free oscillations; and this would be true if in satis- 
fying the original differential equations there were not an as- 
sumption made which does not hold for the free waves. In 
satisfying the equations, it is assumed that they are satisfied 
with an oscillation which has a period which is the same as 
that of the forces ; and this is certainly true of the forced tidal 
wave, but not generally true for the free tidal wave; for if we 
were to commence solving the original tidal equations for the 
case of no disturbing force of moon or sun, it would certainly 
be begging the question mostly to assume that they must give 
semidiurnal oscillations. The expression of a, therefore, with 
the arbitrary K, cannot be extended so as to embrace the free 
oscillations, except for the case of the critical depth where 
there is no friction; for where an assumption is made in the 
solution, the results obtained from that solution cannot be ex- 
tended so as to include cases in which the assumption cannot 
be shown to hold. 
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The great improbability of some of Laplace’s results obtained 
with his value of K, may be seen by comparing his tide with 
that of canals extending east and west around the globe. With. 
a depth of sea of about 5°5 miles, Laplace gets, with the moon 
and sun in conjunction on the equator, a direct tide with a 
range at the equator of 36 feet. Ifwe now suppose the whole 
globe to be divided into canals extending east and west around 
the earth, say, one or two degrees in width, so that the oscil- 
lations in the canals would be entirely independent of one 
another, we know that with a depth of 5:5 miles all the canals 
between the latitudes of about 60° north and south would have 
inverted instead of direct tides, with a range at the equator 
less than 6 feet instead of 36 feet, and those only between 
those parallels and the poles would have direct tides. Hence 
the tides in the canals are inverted over the whole globe ex- 
cept comparatively small areas between the parallels and 
the poles. If we now suppose the partitions between the 
.canals to be removed, the conditions, of course, would be 
somewhat changed, and there would be north and south 
motions of the water also besides the principal east and west 
component; but still it is very improbable that the effects of 
these small polar seas with direct tides by means of any inter- 
changing motion of the water between the different latitudes, 
would reverse the inverted tides over the whole remaining part 
of the globe, and cause them to be direct tides with a range 
at the equator of 36 feet, as given in Laplace’s results. 

With K,=0 I have obtained in this case (Tidal Researches, 
§ 160) a tide witha range at the equator of only about 4 feet, 
the tide being an inverted one, as in the case of the canals, 
over the greater part of the globe, and having somewhat the 
same range, instead of a tide completely reversed and with a 
range at the equator of 36 feet, as given by Laplace’s value of 
that constant. 

Again, Laplace’s values of K, make the tide at the equator, 
as the depth is increased, change from an inverted to a direct 
tide with a depth somewhere between 1:4 and 5:5 miles, say 
3°5 miles, as may be seen from Laplace’s results for different 
depths as given by Sir William Thomson (§ 15). But in 
the case of the canals this change from inverted to direct tides 
occurs at the equator with a depth of 14 miles; and with a 
depth of 10°5 miles they are still inverted as far as the parallels 
of 30°. 

With K,=0 my expression of a gives for the depth of 11 
miles a very small tide at the equator with a range of only 1:2 
foot, the tide being still inverted as in the canals. Hence 
with a small increase of depth, say, with a depth of 12 miles, 
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K,=0 would give direct instead of inverted tides at the equa- 
tor. With this depth we should have in the case of the canals 
the tides inverted between the parallels of 22°, and all between 
these parallels and the poles would be direct ones. If we 
now suppose the partitions between the canals to be removed, 
it is reasonable to suppose that the predominating direct tides 
over the greater part of the globe, by means of the interchang- 
ing motions between the different latitudes, would reverse the 
tides at the equator, and hence that this reversal would occur 
with about this depth of the sea, as my tidal expression with 
K,=0 gives it, and not at a depth of about 3°5 miles, as given 
by Laplace’s values of Ky. 

Of course this comparison of the results obtained with 
Laplace’s value of K, and with K,=0 with those given by 
the canals does not amount to a demonstration ; but it makes 
the results obtained with K,=0 so probable and those obtained 
with Laplace’s values so extremely improbable, that we should 
hesitate in accepting the latter without a very critical exami- 
nation of all the principles and processes upon which they are 
based. 
We now come to Sir William Thomson’s second paper, in 

the October Number of the Philosophical Magazine, p. 279. 
In this, it is seen, he adds a constant By to the expression of 
a’, as assumed by Airy and adopted by myself; and the expres- 
sion thus becomes 

a’ =By)+ Bow? + Byy*+... 

This constant is properly added and supplies a deficiency in 
the expression as first assumed by Airy, it being one of the 
two implied arbitrary constants in the solution of a differen- 
tial equation of the second degree, which, it will be shown, 
cannot in this case vanish. Jetaining this constant and car- 
rying out the solution as usual by determining the other con- 
stants by means of the equations (5) and (6) given by Sir 
William Thomson, we get 

i), 

B, =l(B,+H), 

B, =3/B,, 

B, =3/B,+7o"(B,+ H), 

By =3/B, + ré5/B,+ 30(B, +H), 

With these values of these constants the expression of a’ 
contains the arbitrary constant By, which remains to be yet 
determined. But this constant cannot be determined by any 
condition obtained from within the differential equation itself, 
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as Sir William Thomson endeavours to do; for this equation 
is completely satisfied by the preceding expression of a with 
any value of By whatever; but it must be determined by some - 
condition outside of it ; and this condition is that the volume 
of the sea must be constant, or, in other words, that the mean 
depth of the sea must remain the same. This condition is 
already satisfied for the equilibrium part of this tide repre- 
sented by H(1—3y’) ; and it now only remains to satisfy it 
with regard to the small part represented by a’. This condi- 
tion, therefore, will be satisfied with the value of By which 
satisfies the equation 

fa’ do=0, 

in which o represents the surface of the globe, and in which 
the integration must be extended over the whole hemisphere, 
that is, from w=0 to w=1. 

Regarding o as a function of yw, we have do equal to du 
multiplied into a constant ; and hence, instead of the preceding 
equation, we have 

fal aje—0. 

The integration of the first member of this equation, with 
the preceding expression of a’ substituted, gives an expression 
readily deducible from that of a’ by. increasing the exponents 
and subscript members of the constants by unity, and dividing 
the expressions of the constant by the exponents so increased ; 
so that it is not necessary here to give the expression. The 
value of By) which makes this expression equal to zero is the 
value which satisfies the preceding condition, and the value 
which B, must have in the preceding expression of a’. 
With the value of B, thus determined, the value of mu in the 
preceding expression of a’ which makes it zero is the cosine of 
the latitude of the node of the tide, so far as it is represented 
by a. 
The other of the two arbitrary constants referred to must 

be zero to satisfy the condition that the meridional component 
of motion must vanish at the equator, as is readily seen from 

an inspection of equation (2), since by equation (9) ia 

in equation (2) must vanish at the equator. 
| Wiu1AM FERREL. 
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XXIV. On the Magnetism of Steel Bars. By Dr. Cart 
Fromme, Instructor in Physics at the University of Gottingen*. 

eS 4 dees present memoir was suggested by a prize-theme 
set by the Philosophie Faculty at Gottingen in the 

summer of 1873, which demanded “a closer investigation of 
the temporary portion of the magnetism of a steel bar with 
various intensities of the permanent part, and under the action 
of various separating forces.” This problem touches a still 
rather obscure department of physics. 

The magnetization-relations of soft iron have, in the last 
three decades, been so profoundly investigated by numerous 
observers, that, it might be thought, much more than a finish- 
ing-off of the building can hardly remain for the next period. 
But if we consider how long it took to attain clearness in 
regard to soft iron, so easy to manage in comparison with 
steel, it cannot be surprising that the researches hitherto car- 
ried on concerning the latter are far from having brought the 
desirable, or even the attainable perspicuity in the comprehen- 
sion of its magnetization. 

The causes of the difficulties presented by steel to the explo- 
ration of its magnetic properties are, as is well known, the fol- 
lowing. In the first place, there is the residual magnetism 
which appears after the action of the magnetizing force f. 
Again, the individual varieties of steel behave very dissimi- 
larly ; and this gives rise to a further complication. Besides, 
steel can be used in the soft, in the hardened state, and hard- 
ened in different degrees; and accordingly the same sort can 
be subjected to examination under different conditions. 

An examination of the magnetic differences resulting from 
the specific nature of the various kinds of steel could, in our 
ignorance of the molecular constitution of steel, afford us little 
enlightenment; and, moreover, on this point there exist a 
whole series of works, to add to which would appear, for the 
present, hardly advisable. With respect to the influence of 
hardening, I have, at least so far, disregarded it. 

Finally, the complication resulting from the appearance of 
residual magnetism I have endeavoured to reduce to its least 
measure, by employing only such magnetizing forces as tended 
to preserve the polarity produced by the permanent magnetism 
once present. 

I have therefore at present worked under the simplest condi- 

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author, 
from Poggendorff’s Annalen, Erginzungsband vii. pp. 39 : 
t On this vide Wiedemann, Galvanismus, vol. ii. § 314, IV. (2nd ed.). 
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tions, by subjecting unhardened steel bars to magnetizing 
forces acting always in the same direction. 

§ 2. Having regard to the reasons above touched upon, I 
selected only two sorts of steel, differing in specific gravity 
and possessing great homogeneity. Of each sort five pieces 
were cut; and since the theory developed by Neumann and 
Kirchhoff, of the magnetization of an ellipsoid of rotation, had 
been verified for soft iron, they were brought into the form of 
an elongated ellipsoid of rotation. 

In Table I. are collected :—the semi- major and minor axes 
a and 6 of the ellipsoids; the constants C, determined by the 
equation 

the specific gravities s; the volumes v; and the absolute 
weights m,—first, as the bars came fresh from the workshop of 

TABLE I. 

a. b. C. 

millim. | millim. | millim. | millim. 
| ee |e 40:025 | 40:015 | 12°685 | 12-739 | 1-28361 | 1-29081 

2 55°355 | 55°305 | 12-505 | 12-500 | 0-82805 | 0-82876 
3. 70:165 | 70-107 | 12°840 | 12-865 | 0-61995 | 0-62239 
4. 89-990 | 89-863 | 12-645 | 12-650 | 0-42521 | 0-42565 
5. | 100-403 | 100-395 | 10-187 | 10°188 | 0-:26063 | 0-26069 

if en 40:595 | 40°600 | 12:°449 | 12-441 | 1-23199| 1-:23081 
2. 55°423 | 55°412 | 12-599 | 12-592 | 0-83506| 0°83462 
a4 70°353 | 70°:295 | 12-410 | 12°395 | 0-58875 | 0-58842 
4, 90-245 | 90:270 | 12-628 | 12:597 | 0:42189)| 0-42025 
is 99-895 | 99:940 | 10°:248 | 10:178 | 0-26506| 0-26221 

8. V. M. 

cub. cub. aa ae 
centim. | centim. milligr. | milligr. 

I. 1. | 7:82366; 7°82059| 26780 | 26756 | 209519 | 209258 
2. | 782737 | 7:82123| 35666 | 35634 | 279169 | 278700 
3. | 7°81957| 7°82195| 48176 | 48106 | 376712 | 376283 
4, | 7°82397| 7°82274| 62661 62598 | 490258 | 489689 
5. | 7°82184) 7°82148| 47438 | 47374 | 371052 | 370532 

Il. 1. | 7°83577 | 7°83384| 25865 25817 | 202674 | 202248 
2. | 7:83514| 7-83221| 36961 36901 | 289596 | 289019 
3. | 7:83353 | 7°83240| 47007 | 46786 | 368235 | 366449 
4. | 7°835384| 7°83366 | 62842 62567 | 492385 | 490125 
5. | 7°83426| 7°83116| 47363 | 47144 | 871050 | 369195 
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the mechanician Apel, and, secondly, after being subsequently 
freed from their residual magnetism by incandescence. 

The axes were measured by the comparator, the volumes 
determined by weighing in water. A comparison of the volumes 
so obtained with those calculated from the lengths of the axes 
showed a very good agreement of the corresponding values as 
a proof of the accurate manufacture of the ellipsoid. 

As the greatest difference of the specific grayities in sort I. 
amounted to 0:0078 and 0:0022 respectively, and in sort II. 
to 0:0022 and 0:0027 respectively, the homogeneousness is so 
great that we may beforehand regard as possible the compara- 
bility of the results obtained with the individual bars of one 
sort. | 

§ 3. Weber’s theory of magnetization, having for its basis 
the notion of rotatable molecular magnets, refers, as is well 
known, only to soft iron; in order to find its application to 
steel also, it needs a modification which shall take into account 
the phenomenon of residual magnetism. 

Such a modification Maxwell* believes he has discovered in 
the assumption that the molecular magnets, if rotated less than 
a definite angle 8, from their position of equilibrium by a mag- 
netizing force, return to it again after the action of the force 
has ceased, but that if the angle of rotation @ is greater than 
B,, they receive a permanent deviation amounting to an angle 

No. experimental confirmation of this theory has, to my 
knowledge, followed; probably none has been attempted. 
Rowland, in his paper “ On Magnetic Permeability” &e. (Phil. 
Mag. 1873, vol. xlvi. p. 155), merely says that his Tables seem 
to prove that, with weak magnetizing forces, nearly or quite 
all the magnetism of a bar is temporary. 
Now we have in the two components of the earth’s magne- 

tism very weak magnetizing forces, which, if Maxwell’s theory 
has any significance, must satisfy the requirement of producing 
no residual magnetism ; and as for the investigation of the 
magnetisms excited by the terrestrial force we are in possession 
of a very delicate method, proposed and employed by Weber f, 
and first applied more extensively by Riecke ¢ to the investi- 
gation of the magnetization-relations of soft iron, I have com- 

* Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii. p. 79. 
+ In the sixth volume of the Abhandl. d. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. in 

Gottingen, “ Bestimmung der rechtwinkligen Componenten der erdmag- 
netischen Kraft in Gottingen in dem Zeitraum von 1834-1853.” 

t “Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Magnetisirung des. weichen Lisens,” 
Pogg. Ann. vol. cxlix. 
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menced my experiments by submitting according to this me- 
thod the ellipsoids to the action of the two components of the 
terrestrial magnetic force. 

In reality, between the permanent magnetisms ascertained 
before and after a series of observations no relation was shown 
which could permit any conclusion to be drawn of any altera- 
tion produced by the earth’s magnetic force. 

I will only sketch the method very generally; a detailed 
description, with development of the formule, will be found in 
the above-mentioned treatise by Riecke. 
A helix is required, and connected with this a galvanometer 

the astatic pair of needles of which have the longest possible 
oscillation-period. The helix can be rotated about an axis per- 
pendicular to its geometrical axis, and is placed with its axis 
of rotation in the plane of the magnetic meridian and horizontal — 
or vertical when the vertical or horizontal component is made 
use of. If the helix (the surface of the coils of which should 
at first be perpendicular to the inducing component) is turned 
quickly through 180°, a current is induced in it, which ex- 
presses itself in the deflection of the needle of the galvanometer. 
If by the multiplication method the deflection be strengthened, 
the sine of half the resulting deflection-angle will be a measure 
for the intensity of the inducing current. 

If now we fix an ellipsoid, with its principal axis coinciding 
with the axis of the helix, in the centre of the latter, and again 
rotate it 180°, to the current induced by the direct action of 
the terrestrial force a second will now be added, arising from 
the circumstance that the magnetism of position induced by the 

_ terrestrial-magnetic component has reversed its relative posi- 
tion to the ends of the helix. 

Since this does not hold good of the permanent magnetism, 
if any, present, the latter remains perfectly inactive. In order 
to obtain only the current induced by the reversal of the tem- 
porary magnetic moment, it is therefore necessary to operate 
once with the helix alone and then with the helix and inserted 
ellipsoid. 

Let J and idenote respectively the currents which are ex- 
cited mediately by the reversal of the magnetic moment, and 
by direct induction, and @ and 6 the angles of deflection of the 
needle of the galvanometer ; then we have the relation 

J:i= sin5 _ sing : sin. 

Now 

imo. x, 
Ww 
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where ¢ is the constant of induction, w the resistance of the 
circuit, F the surface enclosed by the coils of the helix, X the 
inducing component; and 

J=8r-§.M, 

‘S being a constant determined by the dimensions of the helix 
and ellipsoid, and M the magnetic moment of the ellipsoid in 
the direction of its principal axis. 

By inserting these values of J and 7 in the first equation, 
we get 

M=GaX, 

tae gr oad sing — sin5 F 

serene 2 sath aged 
os 

Neumann’s formula, 
x 

M=k.v . are 

in which v is the volume of the ellipsoid, and C the previously 
mentioned constant dependent on the eccentricity, serves for 
the calculation of the magnetization-function k ; 

pe ee 
v+GC 

In conclusion, the argument is 

xX 

pees) 
§ 4. The inductor consisted of a brass tube 547 millims. 

long, and 43:5 in diameter, on which four layers of insulated 
copper wire were wound; the surface enclosed by the wind- 
ings was 

F=17385000 squ. millims. 

The values of the quantity S for the five ellipsoids lie between 
1:4537 and 1:4533. The amount of the components of the 
earth’s magnetic force is taken from Kohlrausch’s variation- 
formula*, according to which they are found to be, for the 
middle of February 1874, 

V=4:314, 

* Nachrichten von der Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. zu Gott. 1868, p 159. 
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With these data G, and from it & and K, can be calculated 
as soon as the angles « and 6 are ascertained by observation. 

On every occasion three series of observations were made 
for this purpose, as before and after each observation with the 
ellipsoid inserted the angle @, corresponding to the direct in- 
duction-current, was found by turning the helix alone. Hach 
of the three series consisted of two sets of twelve return-points 
of the galvanometer-needle, half belonging to one, and half to 
the other extremity of the multiplication-arc. The return- 
points were taken successively in threes; and from the eight 
resulting triples the multiplication-deflection was calculated on 
the scale. © 

As an example, I give in extenso the notes of one observa- 
tion :— 
‘Monday, March 2, 1874, evening. Temperature 7° C. 

Ellipsoid I. 5. Inducing force the horizontal component. 

Helix. 
a. b. a. b. 

784-3 740°3 785°3 741:0 
784°6 740°6 785°0 740°8 
784:9 740°8 785°3 741°0 
784:9 740°7 7o0° kL 741:0 
785:°0 740°8 785°0 741:0 
785°0 741°0 785°0 7411 

a—b. a—b. 
44°15 44-15 
44-2 44-4 
44-25 44-05 
44°] 44-0 

44-175 44-15 

n= 2" = 99-0813, 
2 

Helix plus Ellipsoid. 

a a’ b nes 
711°6 814°9 711:0 814°6 
ir-2 814:°8 710°8 §14°5 
LO 814°7 710°5 814-2 
710°9 814°7 F102 813°8 
a LOr? 814°8 71071 813°8 
711:0 814°8 it bOr1 813°8 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 8. March 1876. Pr 
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a’—U'. a’ —d', 

103°5 103°7 

103°75 103°85 

103°9 103°65 

103°8 103°7 

103°7375 103°725 
wolf 

v= =51°8656. 
2 

Feliz. 
b. al. b, a. 

739°0 783°2 “%39°9 783°0 

409°3 783°0 (39:7 182°7 

7T39°1 783°3 738°5 782°5 

738°9 783°0 738°7 782°6 

7391 783'0 738°4 782°4 

738°9 782°8 738°4 782°4 

a—b, a—b, 

44°05 A442 
44°05 44°] 

44:0) 44°05 

44:() 44-0) 

y ee OP AF 44-0875 

a—b 
n= 5} == 22 O26 8. 

In the mean, n=22°0547. 
Since the distance from mirror to scale was 

7 =3917:006 scale-divisions, 

the angle could be calculated by the formula 

Hence 

11 a 
sin 5 mF E("- 32 2p 

sin 5 =0-00390877, 

ing = 000166222, 

sin® — sin” =0-00224655. 2 2 

G=130218, 
k =9-6467, 
K =0°53107. 
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The close accordance between the values of a—6 is not pecu- 
liar to this example; it appeared strikingly in almost all the 
observations.. At the same time, however, we see how enor- 
mously small are the angles « and 8, even with so delicate a 
galvanometer as was that made use of; at the commencement 
it had an oscillation-period of nearly 37 seconds (later some- 
what less). 

The difficulty of the observation is increased when ellipsoids 
of less eccentricity (as Nos. 1 and 2) are employed. Under 
the action of the horizontal component the difference of m and 
n’ amounted with No. 1 to not quite five, and with No. 2 to 
nine scale-divisions. 

During the four weeks which the observations occupied, the 
temperature of the apartment only varied hetween 2°5 and 8 
degrees Centigrade, a variation which, it is self-evident, did 
not affect the observations. | 

After two pairs of values of & and K were for the first time 
found for each of the ellipsoids by means of the vertical compo- 
nents, when the horizontal components had just begun to act 
upon ellipsoids I. 4 and I. 5 the inductor had to undergo repair. 
When the injury (produced by the insulation being damaged) 
was repaired, the observations were continued, each of the 
ellipsoids being now subjected twice to the horizontal and then 
once more to the vertical component. 

The values of G, k, and K are put together in Table II. ; 
but the values obtained before the repair are distinguished 
rom the rest by prefixing an asterisk (*). | 
_§ 5. We will at present consider only the values of k 
nd K obtained after the inductor was repaired. ‘The follow- 
ng are the means :— 

Vertical Component. Horizontal Component. 

00610 

b it- 

Bets 15°9974 0-2003 23°5034 
Zz A1°8461 0°3991 18:0285 0-1062 
3. 10°4328 O-5777 12-6030 0:2121 
4, 9°8564 0°38311 11°4105 0°3189 
4) 86826 1°3222 9°6467 0°5311 

m1. 61380 0°5039 11°8347 UES 
2. 6°3318 0-6890 T7361 0-2511 
3. 9°9333 0-9601 64746 0°3879 
A. 64917 11539 69191 0°4762 
ay SOL Le 1°6867 29691 0°7228 
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TABLE II. 

Vertical Component. “3 

: Date of | ies at], don 4 
Ellip- {Se K Ellip- 
soid. ata bp. rab ques h 2 soid. ion. 

L. 1. |*Feb, 11. | 2056052-8676 0-06265 | I. 1. 
March a. 19894, 15°9974 0-20034 

2. |*Feb. ll. 40080. 16:1767 0:29970 | re 
March 2. | 39108)11°9152 |0:39702 

March 6. “gage 1:7770 0-40124 

3. |*Feb. 12. 69133)13:0048 |0°47583 3. 
March 2. | 67269)10°3936 |0-57958 
March 6. | 67336)10°4720 '0-57583 

4. |\*Feb. 12. |121205/10°8965 \0- 470583 4. 

Mareh 5. |118976) 9: 8564 |0: 83108 

5. |*Feb. 12. (128615) 9°2420 |1-26561 5. 
March 5. {126230} 86826 |1-32220 

II. 1, |*Feb. 17. 19478 10-4216 \0-31173) IT. 1. 
March 11.| 18487) 6°1368 \0-59396 

Mareh 12.| 18543] 6°13938 |0:50379 

2.\*Feb. 17. 38388! 7°8257 |0:57256 2: 

March 11].| 37648) 6°8163 |0-64467 
March 12.| 36738) 5°8473 |0-73335 

3. |*Feb. 17. 63603) 6°6521 |0°87750 3. 

March 11.| 63073) 5:9333 |0-96014 

4, |*Feb. 13. |110936) 6°9167 |1-07686 4, 
*Reb. 18. 109107} 6°49038 |1-15408) 

March 11. |109113) 6:4917 |1:15390 

5.|*Feb. 13. |109893| 6-0267|1-62438| 5. 
*Reb. 18. (110178) 6°0674 |1°65407 
March 11. |108827| 5°8772 |1:68666) 

It results from the two values corresponding to each ellip- 
soid, that k diminishes with increase of the magnetizing force, 
or that the latter increases faster than the magnetic moment. 

The same follows if the ellipsoids of one sort are regarded 
as comparable, from the two series of values of sort I. obtained 
by the vertical and horizontal components, not so well (on 
account of II. 4) from the second series of values of sort II., 
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Horizontal Component. 

Date of 
observa- 
tion. 

Feb. 25. 
March 2. 

Feb. 26. 
March 2. 

Feb. 26. 
March 2. 

*Feb. 19. 
March 2. 

*Feb. 19. 
March 2. 

Feb. 26. 
March 1, 

Feb, 26. 
March 1. 

Feb. 27. 
March 1. 

Feb. 27. 
March I. 

Feb. 27. 
March 1, 

but not from the first series of the latter. 
The course of the magnetization-function k under the action 

of feeble forces which leave no residual magnetism behind, can 
therefore be represented as follows :— 

Starting from a large initial value, k diminishes as the mag- 
netizing force increases, at first quickly, then more slowly, and 
very soon reaches a minimum, the coming-in of which is depen- 

20272 26: 7246 |0°05286 
20091 20-2821 |0-06904 

40202,16-9155 |0°1243 
405 16)19-1414 |0-08798 

68522) 12-0320 |0-22062 
69232)13°1742 |0:20358 

117364) 9°2002 |0:37994 
122182|11°4105 |0:3189 

124688) 8:3458 |0°58778 
130219) 9°64 67/0-5310 

19691)12-2567 |0°1158% 
19601/11°4126 |0°1239:2 

38665 
37950 

82729 |0°2359 
7°1993 |0°2661 

63397 
63100 

110845 
111046 

6:5477 |0°38443 
64014 |0°3913¢ 

6°8945 |0°-47748 
69437 |0°4750( 

109223 
109747 

59322 |0°7255: 
60060 0°7200 
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dent on the specific nature of the steel: the harder the steel, the 
smaller the value of the force at which the minimum enters. 

Thus, with the harder sort under the action of the vertical © 
component the minimum appears to be reached, or even to be 
already passed. 

Fence differently elongated ellipsoids of the same sort of steel, 
under a constant external magnetizing force, recewe different 
values, which arrange themselves in a series descending as the 
eccentricity mcreases—that is, as the force acting on each par- 
ticle increases. 

With an increasing force, however, these deviating values con- 
verge to a common minimal boundary value. 

If all the vaiues of & obtained with sort I. be arranged in a 
Series increasing in the arguments K, to the series with in- 
creasing K a series with regularly diminishing & corresponds, 
provided only that we take the two means indicated :— 

k. K. 

23-5034 0-0610 
180285 0-1062 
15-9974 0-2003 
12-6030 0-219 
114105 144. 0°3189 7... Fhe OES es oceans bo 3590 
9:6467 V4. 033112. Ba on i 10-0398: Geer, fo 5544 
9-85 64 0-831 
8:6826 13229 

It hence follows that throughout its various pieces sort I. 
possesses the same magnetization-function (for the extent of 
the forces employed and for the permanent magnetism, equal 
to zero), since with various ellipsoids the same & appertains 
to an equal argument K. 

Accordingly Neumann and Kirchhoff’s developments have 
validity in the present case, as for soft won, so also for steel. 

For sort Il. a series so regular cannot be constructed, pro- 
bably for two reasons :—first, because this sort was less homo- 
geneous; secondly, and chiefly, because the values of k are 
near the minimum, where the differences of the values and the 
variability of each value with increasing force are too small. 

Lastly, as regards the values obtained before the repair, the 
first glance shows that they differ in two points from those we 
have just considered :—(1) The values of k obtained with the 
vertical component are greater than the foregoing, while the 
two corresponding to the horizontal component are smaller. 
(2) The divergences between the values for the ellipsoids of 
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one sort are greater: thus the difference from I. 1 to L. 5 is 
43°6 against 7:3; that from [1.1 to IL. 5 is 4:35; while after 
this such a regular divergence can no longer be shown, the 
values of & follow pell-mell, and will not, even in the loosest 
fashion, arrange themselves in a series. 

If, however, on this we shall build no conclusions, since 
much can be urged against the comparability of the series of 
yalues on both sides, still thus much can be said—that, accord- 
ing to what has been above maintained, an augmentation of 
the vertical and a diminution of the horizontal component 
would have produced the deviations observed in the second 
series of values. 

By putting the series of values obtained with I. into a sys- 
tem of coordinates, taking K as abscissa, & as ordinate, we get 
a very regular curve, whether we make use of the individual 
values or the means. The two curves corresponding to the 
vertical and the horizontal component respectively run very 
fairly parallel. The curves of II. proceed exactly like those 
of I., if we merely exclude the first two of II. 4. 

§ 6. After finishing the observations with the earth-induc- 
tor, the attempt was made to test Maxwell’s theory by gradu- 
ally raising the magnetizing force (a constant galvanic cur- 
rent), commencing from a very small initial value, and thus 
endeavouring to ascertain the value at which, according to 
Maxwell, residual magnetism first makes its appearance. 

The ellipsoids were fixed in the axis of a helix which, in 
respect of its length and diameter, satisfied the conditions of a 
constant magnetizing force on all points of the steel body. 
The helix was set up perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, 
to the north of a magnetometer suspended by a cocoon-thread, 
the magnetometer consisting of a magnetized steel ring with 
a mirror. The deflecting action of the magnetizing helix on 
the magnetometer was eliminated by a compensation-helix 
placed southward of it. The current-circuit consisted, further, 
of a tangent-compass with two windings and a mirror for 
reading-off (described by Kohlrausch, Pogg. Ann. vol. exxxviil. 
in communicating a measurement with the bifilar galvano- 
meter), and a mercury commutator for changing the current 
_at the same time in the helices and the compass. 

I moreover remark that by a suitable construction of the 
apparatus any influence of the current in the helices, and of 
the magnetized steel body, upon the needle of the tangent- 
compass was almost entirely avoided. When such took place 
with the employment of more powerful currents, it never 
exceeded at the utmost a deflection of the needle one scale- 
division, and then was always ascertained by special trials. In 
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the experiments now to be described a correction was never 
necessary. 

The distance from the compass to the scale amounted to 
1350°58, that of the magnetometer from the scale 1303°96 of 
the scale-divisions. ~~ 

__ The magnetizing helix, in all these experiments, which had 
the special purpose above stated, stood at the same distance of 
200°11 millims. from the magnetometer. The constant dis- 
tance was necessary on account of the minute quantities to 
be measured, and the small distance because the deflection of 
the magnetometer was otherwise too insignificant. 

Here, however, when I was not satisfied with comparative 
measurements of the residual moments expressed in scale-divi- 
sions, but wished also to make observations of the temporary. 
moments, and to apply them to quantitative measurements for 
the calculation of the magnetization-function, the difficulty 
arose that the distances of the poles of the ellipsoids entered 
into the reckoning with, in part, a very great relative value 
to the distance 200°11 millims. 

Now Riecke*, from the theoretical point of view, has deve- 
-loped an expression for the polar distance of uniformly mag- 
netized bodies; and he found it particularly simple in the case 
of the magnet having the form of a solid of rotation, == 

If we assume that the fifth power of the half-length of the 
magnet may be neglected against the fifth power of the dis- 
_tance of the point affected, then the polar distance of an elon- 
gated ellipsoid of rotation whose rotation-axis a coincides with 
its magnetic axis, if 6 denotes the minor axis, is | 

in L= Vi@—). 
A trial of this formula by studying the deflections of the 
_galvanometer-needle with different distances of the ellipsoid 
(which possessed a certain amount of permanent magnetism), 
showed a fair accordance of the magnetic moments calculated 
from it with the aid of the polar-distance formula. Hence 
_Riecke’s formula was afterwards always made use of without 
hesitation. 
_ The ellipsoid was. always inserted in the helix or taken out 
‘of it with a closed current, in order to exclude as much as 
‘possible the production of induction-currents. 
_. Table ILI. (pp. 200, 201) gives the temporary moments TM, 
‘the current-intensity 7, the external magnetizing force X, and 
‘(as far as it was possible to calculate them) the magnetization- 
‘function & and its argument K ; also, expressed in scale-divi- 

'  Nachr.ton d. Gesellsch. ad: Wissensch, 2 Gottingen, 1872, No. 125 Poss. 
Ann. vol. cxlix. 
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sions, the original magnetism UM, and the residual magnetism 
RM. 

TABLE III. 

T™., i. x k. K UM. | RM. 

Ri. 249660 | 07668 | 13-284 | 7-074 | 1-318 10 1-0 
294350 | 0:9019 | 15°625 | 7:249 | 1/516 10 1:05 
388120 | 1-175 20°35 8-293 | 1-748 1:0 1:05 
441880 | 1:332 23-08 8-645 | 1:908 10 1:25 
600743 | 1-810 31°35 8-770 | 2557 1-05 13 
668050 | 2:015 34:90 8653 | 2-882 115 1:25 

I. 2, 58720 | 00995 | 1:7286| ...... | cecees 0°75 0°75 
88998 | 0:1373 | 2:3806| ...... eet: 05 05 

530875 | 0:7931 | 1374 | 1053 1:414 05 0-7 
766030 | 1:129 | 19:56 | 12°13 1:770 | 05 08 
956700 | 1:420 | 24:60 | 11-24 2:386 0-7 1:0 
1035500 | 1536 | 26-61 | 11-307 | 2-568 10 1-2 

“we 109420 | 01004 | 1-739 | 6-863 | 03309] 21 2:0 
153300 | 0-1392 | 2-411 | 7:255 | 0:4385| 1:95 21 
247440 | 0:2195 | 3803 | 8303 | 06186) 1:95 1:9 
904100 | 0-789 | 13-67 9219 | 2-036 1°85 25 
972900 | 0°8448 | 14-636 | 9-544 | 2-116 2'1 2°45 

1230200 | 1075 | 18-62 9-154 | 2-79 21 25 
1523250 | 1322 | 22-897 | 9-595 | 3-296 25 31 

I. 4. 182767 | 0-:0999 | 1:7318| 5-939 | 0:4911| 0-9 0-9 
257900 | 01352 | 2342 | 6956 | 05917} 0-9 0-95 
432200 | 0:2231 | 3865 | 7-402 | 0:9320| 0-75 0-9 
628500 | 0:3141 | 5-441 | 8527 | 1-180 0:75 1-0 
730750 | 0:3614 | 6261 | 8-959 | 1:306 0-9 0:85 
1154840 | 0:5719 | 9-969 | 8-889 | 2-073 0-9 11 
1293200 | 0-6406 | 11:008 | 8-888 | 2-322 0-9 1:2 
1392000 | 0-6932 | 12-01 8-666 | 2563 1-05 1:3 
1594740 | 0-781 | 13-223 | 9-392 | 2-710 115 1-4 
1848000 | 0-905 | 15°68 9-395 | 3139 1-4 1:75 

1.5. | 210886 | 00964 | 1:670 | 8695 | 05113} 11:05 | 10-85 
288800 | 0-1370 | 2:373 | 7-745 | 0-786 | 11-0 10°85 
320250 | 01521 | 2-636 | 7-706 | 0-8762| 10°85 | 11-0 
472256 | 0:2285 | 3872 | 7-791 | 1:277 | 1115 | 11-2 
668500 | 03087 | 5349 | 8-408 | 1676 | 111 113 
789200 | 0:3645 | 6315 | 8-408 | 1-979 | 11°05 | 11-15 
947901 | 0-4457 | 7-722 | 7-949 | 2514 | 11°35 | 11-23 
1226500 | 0:5697 | 9:87 8-253 | 3131 | 11:15 | 11-65 
1386560 | 0-6423 | 11-13 8328 | 3509 | 113 11-7 

II. 1. | 138900 | 0-4412 | 7-644 | 4-089 | 1-266 05 05 
179100 | 05724 | 9-916 | 4-998 | 1-386 0-4 05 
218825 | 06942 | 12-03 5-277 | 1:603 0°25 0°45 
252470 | 0:7957 | 13°79 5-542 | 1-761 0-2 0-5 
280600 | 08979 | 15:555 | 4:953 | 2-19 0°45 0°55 
331860 | 1-04 18-03 5-78 2-22 0°45 05 
371200 | 1:17 20°27 5557 2°583 0°55 0°65 
422930 | 1:331 23°06 5°608 2:915 0°65 0:7 
490050 | 1535 | 26:59 5°83 3°25 05 0°75 

| 
I ee 
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TasBLE III. (continued). 

TM. Z. x. re K. | UM. | RM. 

me 2) 63010 | 01018}: 1785 |) SE 49 4-95 
Bood50 | O-1495) 2466. |), So.  lneeees 48 4-85 

269400 | 0-4452 | 7-714 | 448 | 1-627 | 4:8 5-05 
363200 | 05728 | 9-994 | 5-72 | 1718 | 495 | 51 
398300 | 0-62 | 10-742 | 6181 | 1-743 | 5-0 5:25 
453540 | 0-7124 | 12:342 | 5-857 | 2095 | 535 | 5:55 
581800 | 0-8988 | 15:57. | 6-488 | 2-496 | 525 | 5-45 
708100 | 1094 | 1895 | 6494 | 2:95 | 5:35 | 62 

me) 9g770 | 0-0999 | 1-731 |... | oc 2:35 | 2-35 
142920 | 01401 | 2-497 | 4-773 | 0-637 | 2:15 | 2-25 
929010 | 0-2204 | 3818 | 5-128 | 0-934 | 2-1 22 
460300 | 04452 7714 5025 1-949 2°35 2°35 
601100 | 0°5719 9-909 5°372 2°38 2°25 30 
661600 | 0°6241 | 10°81 5°571 2°526 2:25 2°75 

Il. 4. | 166360 | 0-0999 1-731 4-308 0°6144| 2:15 2:25 
219200 | 0:1379 2°388 3°805 09166; 2°15 2:2 
420900 | 0:2226 3°857 6-497 1:03] 2°45 2:35 
673500 | 03618 6:268 6136 1-746 2°65 2°65 
819500 | 0:4485 7683 5978 2-381 27 3°0 

10563800 | 0°5715 9-901 5982 3537 2°65 34 

II. 5. | 178900 | 0-1 1:724 5:229 0°723 0°95 0-8 
247120 |.0-1383 2°396 5°15 1-013 0°85 0:8 
273930 | 0:°153 2°651 5173 1118 0-8 0°75 
398010 | 0°2226 3°857 5°158 1°63 13 1:0 
564000 | 0:3078 5333 5471 2177 0°85 1:05 
647100 | 0-3542 6°136 5431 2-515 1:25 16 
766500 | 0-4194 7:265 5°439 2-976 Ue 2°25 
825300 | 0:-4448 7706 5°642 3161 18 2:25 
975900 | 0:5345 9:26 5°425 3°79 2:0 3] 

_ § 7. Before we draw the conclusions to be deduced from 
this Table, we will again lay before us the alternatives which 
are here to be decided. There are two cases possible; either 
the residual magnetism converges simultaneously with the 
magnetizing force towards zero, or else the residual magnetism 
reaches zero already for a finite value of the force. 
Now the Table shows that, at least with the more-elongated 

ellipsoids, a value of the magnetizing force can be approxi- 
mately fixed, at which the increment of the magnetism already 
present (UM) first exceeds the errors of observation. Resi- 
dual magnetism is first demonstrable for the following values 
_of the argument K and current-intensity 7:— 

K, te K, te 

Teck, LM . 
oh ee 1 2c 20 0-7 
Balk 20) 0°8 Dei v2 05 
Ais | Ded 0°6 ey ok 0-4 
Be -2°8 0O°5 bye 2 0°3 

Mean 2s 2°35 ONS 
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The harder the steel, the feebler is the magnetizing force at 
which residual magnetism enters. ae eeiiica2 

This result was to be expected beforehand, according to the 
representation which the theory of rotatable molecular mag- 
nets gives of the process of magnetization. 
The molecular forces oppose the placing of the molecules 
in positions of magnetic equilibrium wher the molecules 
are acted on by magnetizing forces; but, inasmuch as the 
have themselves undergone a change by the rotation of the 
molecules, they also resist the rotation of the latter back to 
their unmagnetic positions, and keep them fixed in certain 
magnetic ones after the force has ceased to operate. Now, as 
the molecular forces are more intense in the harder sort of © 
steel than in the softer, the temporary magnetization turns out 
less in the former; and, on the contrary, the residual mag- 
netism is greater, because the molecular forces are more altered ~ 
on the rotation of the molecules. ; 

That with the more-elongated ellipsoids residual magnetism 
commences earlier than with the less-elongated ones receives 
its explanation from this—that in the former, with an equal 
external magnetizing force, the sum of the forces acting on 
each molecular magnet is greater. The greater the longitu- 
dinal dimension of a body in comparison with its transverse 
dimension, the more of that part of the reciprocal action of 
the molecular magnets which is opposed to the external mag- 
netizing force vanishes, while at the same time that which 

- supports it and acts in the same direction is increased. : 
On the other hand, between the values of the argument K 

no definite relation appears to subsist. We may infer that 
residual magnetism enters at the same value of the argument 
K of the magnetization-function in differently elongated ellip- 
soids, at least of the same sort of steel. Only I. 5 shows a 
considerably greater value of the argument; on this see § 9. 

Since, however, in such investigations a limit is always 
reached at which a normal variability of the quantities to be 
measured becomes quite concealed by the unavoidable errors 
of observation, the proposition, that the limit of the residual 
‘magnetism corresponds to a finite value of the magnetizing 
force, must be qualified by adding that, with further refine- 
ment of our means of observation, this limit will be removed 
more and more towards zero, and perhaps at length vanish 
entirely. With this qualification, the results obtained may 
serve as an experimental confirmation of Maxwell’s theory of 
residual magnetism. Meanwhile I will just mention here that 
the theory obtains another important argument in its favour 
through the results of experiments to be hereafter communi- 
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cated, so that the correctness of its hypotheses has become 
almost a certainty. But on the ground of these experiments 
Talso remark beforehand that then only can we properly speak 
of a limit of the residual magnetism, when we presuppose the 
steel freshly annealed and perfectly unmagnetic. A body even 
only a little permanently magnetic shows another limit of the 
residual magnetism, varying according to the amount of it. 
A perfectly unmagnetic piece of steel, however, belongs to the 
order of ideal notions; and therefore it will be impossible to 
po Maxwell’s assumption by actual experiment (see 
§ 9). 

I refrain from discussing the values of k, because I hold 
them for the most part to possess too little accuracy to deduce 
conclusions from them, or even to compare them with those 
ascertained by means of the earth-inductor. 

Thinking that the magnetic state of the ellipsoids could only 
’ have been very little altered by the forces hitherto applied, I 
now subjected the pieces of sort I. once more to induction by 
the vertical component of the earth’s magnetism. As a proof 
of the correctness of this assumption, the following values of & 
were obtained, which do not sensibly differ from those given 
in Table I. :— | . 

Tock, :hea02 
1 2e- cbs OG 

3d. 10°702 
4. 10:004 
Delia o 900 

§ 8. The ellipsoids were now subjected successively to in- 
| creasing forces magnetizing always in the same direction, 
which continually raised the residual moment to greater values. 

Wiedemann™* has already remarked that, when a steel bar 
is for the first time magnetized by galvanic currents, the tem- 
porary moments generated in it during the action of the cur- 
rents increase at first more quickly than the intensity of the 
currents, and only later commence to approach a maximum. 
This behaviour should also take place after repeated magne- 
tizations and demagnetizations of the bars on again magnetizing 
them. 

Now the experiments show that no change in this behaviour 
occurs even when the bar is not cleared of its residual mag- 
netism after every observation, but this is continually aug- 
mented by ascending forces. Let a series of experiments with 
ellipsoid IT. 4 serve for an example. X denotes the magneti- 
zing force of the helix, TM the temporary moment, RM the 
total moment remaining after the cessation of the action, con- 

* Galvanismus, 2nd ed. vol, i. p. 350, 
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sequently the initial moment (UM) increased by that gene- 
rated by the force. 

: T™ RM | us RM 
13°32 103600 46°7 
22°82 108800 41:0 
71°31 107800 23°8 
94°65 108700 Lie 

bi bs a 109100 1s3 

While, therefore, the temporary moments increase more 
quickly than the magnetizing forces, the residual again in- 
crease more quickly than the temporary. Hence it follows 
also that the residual moments increase more rapidly than the 
magnetizing forces, and according to the product of the ratios 
TM RM 

and = 
xX TM 

If we now collect all the results relating to the temporary 
magnetism of steel, we find that it increases at first more slowly, 
then more quickly, and finally (as other observers have already 
found) again more slowly than does the magnetizing force ; 
consequently a graphic representation of the dependence of 
the temporary magnetism on the magnetizing force must give 
a curve of the following; form :— 

0) x 

The two ordinates drawn correspond to the two turning- 
points of the magnetization. 

[To be continued. | 
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XXYV. On the Formulation of the Parafins and ther Deriwa- 
tives. By WiuiiaM Opuine, IB., F.RS.* 

SERIES of hydrocarbons, of composition and unit- 
weight expressible by the formule CHy,, C,H, C;Hg, 

C,Hy, C;H,:, &c. respectively, constitutes the series of the 
parafins (H. Watts). The first member of the series, CH, or 
H,C, is familiarly known as marsh-gas; and the series itself 
is sometimes spoken of as the marsh-gas series. 

Hach successive member of the series differs in composition 
from the immediately preceding member by’an increment of 
carbo-hydrogen, CH,; and as, in the unit-weight of every 
member of the series, the number of proportions of hydro- 
gen exceeds by two proportions twice the number of pro- 
portions of carbon, the series itself, as well as each member of 
it, is expressible by the general formula C, Hon+.. 

Excluding the earlier terms, the members of the paraffin 
series are noteworthy for the number of their isomeric modifi- 
cations. Thus there are two known paraffins expressible by 
the formula C,Hj, three by the formula C;H,,, four or five by 
the formula C,Hy. or Hy.C,, &e. 

The paraffins are met with principally as products of destruc- 
tive distillation, but are obtainable also by various definite 
reactions. And, in particular, a large number of them have 
been produced, directly or indirectly, by the coalescence of two 
or more marsh-gas residues, as set forth below. 

From a study of the modes of formation and transformation 
of certain members of the paraffin series, it results that every 
paraffin may be regarded as producible by the coalescence of 
two or more marsh-gas residues, in such a way that each par- 
ticular residue coalesces with as many other residues as it is 
itself deficient in the full number of proportions of hydrogen 
proper to marsh-gas, H,C or CH. 

Thus, of the four residues, methyl, H3;C or CH;, methylene, 
H,C or CH, formyl, HC or CH, and carbon, OC, the residue 
methyl coalesces with one other residue only, whether tri-, di-, 
mono-, or anhydric; while the residue methylene coalesces 
with two, the residue formyl with three, and the residue carbon 
with four other residues, whether alike or different, and whether 
anhydric, monohydric, or polyhydric respectively. 

The notion of these various ways of coalescence is expressed 
in the following fully developed formulee for some of the pa- 
raffins,—coalescence of the different residues being implied by 
the lateral contiguity of their respective symbols :— 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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H,O.CH, = GH,  H,C.H,C.0H, or H.C Gy’ = GyHs 
CH, OH,.CH, Gaara 

HC CH, =C,Hyo HC~ CH, =C;Hy, C CH, =C,H, 
C CH; CH, 

H;C.H,C.H,C.H,C.H,C.H,C.CH; = OnE 

With the increase in the number of marsh-gas residues 
coalescing to furnish a paraffin, the modes of their conceivable 
arran ement, subject to the above-mentioned condition, become 
almost infinitely various. In all paraffins at present known, 
however, the modes of arrangement are reducible to four (Schor- 
lemmer) ; ; and the par: affins are accordingly divisible into four 
subclasses, ni ime ny —a dimethyl subclass, typified by the hydro- 

carbon H,C oH CH, or H,C(CH;), ; a trimethy] subclass, typified 

3 

CH; 
by the hydrocarbon Ho} Out or HC(CH;s)3; a tetrammaclil 

CH 
CH, 

subclass, typified by the hydrocarbon C ane or C(CH,),; and 
3 

CH; 
another ape subclass, typified by the hydrocarbon 

_ He CH HG } Ho. OH {cue OH, , i 3)2 
" HC (Cis: 

the da hyphen or line eh in this last formula ser- 
ving to indicate the coalescence of the two formyl residues 
written one under the other. 

Variously constituted penta-, hexa-, and yet more highly 
methylated paraffins are readily conceivable, but have not actu- 
ally been met with. Moreover the known members of the 
two tetramethylated subclasses are but few and comparatively 
unimportant. 

The dimethylated and trimethylated paraffins haye been dis- 
tinguished for some time past as normal and isoparaffins respec- 
tively ; and it being useful to have distinctive names for the 
other two subclasses, the subclass typified by the hydrocarbon 
C(CH;), may be conveniently designated as that of neo- or 
latest paraffins, and the subclass typified by the hydrocarbon 
HC(CHs), 

l 
HC(CH;), 
gesting by its sound a special connexion between this and the 

as that of mesoparaffins,—the prefix meso- sug- 
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iso-subclass, and by its meaning the intermediate nature of this 
subclass, as associated with that of the isoparaffins in being 
formylic, and with that of the neoparafiins in being tetrame- 
thylic. Taking then the Greek letters o, v,and » as indices of - 
the iso-, neo-,and meso-subclasses, the four best-known hexanes, 
for instance, may be expressed by the following condensed 
formulze respectively :— 

C,H, (OATS th OAs ie f Cas 

Hexane. Isohexane. Neohexane. Mesohexane. 

CH,.CH,.CH,.CH CH,.CH,.CH, - CH,.CH -{ CH. 
B01 Gar Me HC. OH 0 or LCE 01 on" 

CH, HC CH, 
CH, | CH, 

In the majority of cases, the grouped marsh-gas residues 
CH,.CH;, CH,.CH,.CH;, CH,.CH,.CH,.CHs, and their homo- 
logues, or ethyl, propyl, butyl, &ec., are preferably represented. 
by the familiar condensed expressions C,H;, C3;H,, C,H,, &c. ; 
and employing these expressions, the several normal, iso- and 
neoparatiins: will appear as di-, tri-, and tetra-derivatives 
respectively of methane or marsh-gas, and the several meso- 
paraffins as tetra-derivatives of ethane, propane, and the suc- 
ceeding homologues of marsh-gas, as exemplified in the fol- _ 
lowing Table (p. 208)! of formule: for the 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, and 
7-carbon parafiins. | 

With regard to the setting out of the formule of the normal 
parafiins, it is to be observed that the formula given for pen- 

tane, for instance, H,C{ poo or propyl-methyl methane, is 
3 

only one condensed form of the expression 

H30.H,C.H,C.H,€.CHs, 

and that, so far as the nature of the paraffin is concerned, other 
_ condensed forms of the expression, as H3;C.C,H, or-butyl-. 

methane, H;C,.C;H, or propyl-ethane, H+ oa or di- 
: gits 

ethyl-methane, and HC} ce or dimethyl-propane, are just 

as correct, and are each of them, in view of certain reactions 
and relations, even more convenient. But upon the whole, the | 

mode of setting out the formule of the normal paraffins made 
use of in the Table appears to be most generally advantageous, 

from its best illustrating the relationship of the normal to the 
iso- and neoparaffins, and more particularly, as will hereafter 
- be seen, from its best illustrating the relationship of the normal 
_ paraffins both to their derived ketones and secondary alcohols, 
and also to their associated olefins. This mode of expression, 
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PARAFFINS. 

Propane, O;H3. 
Dimethyl methane. 
=. CH, H,C { On 

Butanes, 

Ethyl-methyl methane. 
IL 04 OH i... Bees 

Propyl-methyl methane. 
C,H, 3B.P. 38° 

H.C {'H: 

Batyl-methyl methane. 

Oo. 3.2.70" 
HO og 

ISOPARAFFINS. 

CH yo. 

Trimethyl metkane. 
CH, B.P. —15° 

HC 4 CH, 
CH, 

Pentanes, C; Hy». 

Ethyl-dimethyl methane. 
‘C,H; ~ B.P. 30° 

HC | 
3 
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NEOPARAFFINS. 

Tetramethyl methane. 
CH, 

o| 

Flexanes, Cg Hy4. 

Propyl-dimethyl methane. 

Ot, 
C,H, BP. 62° 

CH, 

Diethyl-methyl methane. 
C,H, BP.? 

HC } C,H, 
CH, 

Ethyl-trimethyl me- 

B.P. 9%5 

thane. 

C,H, 

Pentyl-methyl methane. 

C,H, B.P. 99° HC { Ge 

Heptanes, C7; Hy, 

Butyl-dimethyl methane. 

3 

C,H, BP.91° 
CH 
OH, 

Propyl-eth-meth-methane. 
.H, BP.? 

HC , C,H; 
CH; 

Triethyl methane. 
CH, B.P.96° 

HC OH, 
5 

Propy!]-trimeth-me- 
thane. 

0,H 
oJ CH; 

OH 
CH 

2 

OH, 
C) CH, 

CH, 

H 
Hi, 

H 

B.P. 45° 

BPs 

MESOPARAFH 

Tetramethyl 4 

Ethyl-trimeth 

Goll, B 

Diethyl-dimethyl methane. a On. 
BP, 36° mol oH 
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however, must not be taken to imply that in the normal paraf- 
fins one proportion of methyl] stands in a different relation to ~ 
the other proportion, or any one proportion of methylene in a 
different relation to the remaining proportions. 

By the direct or indirect replacement in any paraffin, of one 
proportion of hydrogen by a proportion of chlorine or other 
radical, simple or compound, a great variety of mono-deriva- 
tives of each of the several parafiins is obtainable. Represent- 
ing the proportion of radical introduced in the place of one 
proportion of hydrogen by the letter X, the mono-derivatives 
of propane, for instance, will be expressible by the formula 
C3H,X, those of butane and isobutane by the formule 

C,H,X and C,H5X respectively; those of pentane, isopen- 
tane, and neopentane by the formule C;H,,X, C;Hi,X, and 
C;Hi,X respectively, and so forth; the residues C3;H,, C,H, 
C,H3, C;Hu, CsHi, C,H, &c. constituting the paraffin- 
or alcohol- monad radicals propyl, butyl, isobutyl, pentyl, iso- 
pentyl or amyl, and neopentyl, &e. 

But it is found that in any single parafiin, the replacement 
of one proportion of hydrogen by one proportion of some par- 
ticular radical—chlorine, Cl, or hydroxyl, OH, for instance— 
ives rise to the production of at least two distinct isomers. 
And a study of the formative and transformative reactions 
of these isomers leads to the conclusion that the difference be- 
tween them depends upon whether they result from a substi- 
tution of the introduced radical for the hydrogen of amethy] or of » 

a methylene residue (in butane for instance, H,C on 

or for the hydrogen of a methyl or of a formyl] residue (in iso- 
butane for instance, HC (CH3);). 

The paraffin radicals resulting in this way from the intro- 
duction of a foreign radical in the place of the hydrogen of a 
methyl- or of a methylen- or of a formyl- residue in the original 
paraffin, are spoken of as primary, secondary, and tertiary 
radicals respectively. To the root-names of the secondary and 
tertiary radicals, moreover, it is convenient to add some di- 
stinctive prefix ; and the prefix “iso”’ has been very generally 
made use of, not only in the case of the primary radicals of 
isoparaffins, but also in the case of the secondary and tertiary 
radicals generally, though necessarily with much resulting 
confusion. Occasionally, however, the prefix ‘“ pseudo’’ has 
been applied in the case of the secondary radicals—a practice 
it seems desirable to employ more systematically ; and, taking 
the Greek letter 7 for the index (yf being reserved for the 
rarer case of the secondary radicals of the isoparaffins), the 
pint. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 3. March 1876. 
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secondary radicals pertaining to propane and butane, for in 
stance, will be named and formulated as follows :— 

Pseudopropyl. Pseudobutyl. 

O,H? or -HC oH O,H% or -HO ont 

Similarly in the case of the tertiary radicals, the prefix 
“kata”? and the index letter « may well be resorted to,—the 
latter recalling to memory that in these radicals the carbon 
(x) of the characteristic marsh-gas residue alone remains un- 
replaced. The tertiary 4-carbon radical, for instance, will be 
formulated as C,Hj or —C(CH3;) 3, and be spoken of as kata- 
butyl. The following Table of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-carbon radicals, 
primary, secondary, and tertiary, is drawn up in accordance 
with these suggestions. 

PARAFFINS. PRIMARY RADICALS. PsrEupo-RApIcAts. Kata-RA 

ge ap Propyl. Pseudopropyl. 

04 oH? HC { OH" xHO{ Gy" 2’ | OH, 2” | OH, OH, 

oan Butyl. Pseudobutyl. 
O,H,X C,H 1,0 { Oe H,04 Oi" xHo{ OH 

es Tsobutyl. Katabutyl. 
CH,X CH 

HO CH, HO CH, XO {cH 
CH, OH, OH, 

pet Pentyl. Pseudopentyls. 
: O,H,X O,H. H0{ Oy H,C{ On xHO{ CH 

C,H | xHO{ 64H" 

Isopentane. Isopentyls. Pseudisopentyl. Katapen 
ae OAH C,H,x CHX.CH, C,H; 

3 HO; OH, HO; CH; XO OH; 
CH, C H, CH; C H; 

C.H, 
HC, O08, 

C HX 

Neopentane. Neopentyl 

3 2 lie le 
CH, CH, 
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~ The compounds resulting from the paraffins through the 
substitution, for one proportion of hydrogen in the paraffin, of 
one proportion of hydroxyl (that is, of oxygen half-saturated 
by hydrogen) constitute the parafin alcohols, hydrates, or car-. 
binols, C, H..:,OH. Unlike the paraffins, the alcohols are 
readily s susceptible of oxidation, and, according to their several 
natures, are found to undergo oxidation in three different 
fashions. Treated with oxidizing agents, the alcohols of one 
deseription first lose two proportions of hydrogen, H., to 
furnish a compound of well-characterized properties known 
‘as an aldehyde,—+this aldehyde then acquiring one proportion 

_ of oxygen, O, to furnish an acid, and this acid further under- 
going a disruptive oxidation only. Alcohols of this descrip- 
tion, or alcohols proper, are found to result from the replace- 
ment of the hydrogen of a methyl] residue of the original pa- 
‘oe by hydroxyl, and are known therefore as primary alco- 
ols :— 
ns = of C HOH Jo? Eee ae = 0 

: ¢C HO” (OHYO” SE BC{Gn.  8.c{ oO 
ria: Lob lsh ae mre = 

3 . f CHS. : ; 1 ) ‘O” 

CL, B{cw, Bc, BL CE. 
Alcohols of another description, when treated with the same 

oxi g agents, first lose two proportions of hydrogen, Ha, 
to furnish a > compound of well-characterized properties known 
as a ketone, this ketone further undergoing a disruptive oxi- 
dation only. Alcohols of this description are found to result 
from the replacement of the hydrogen of a methylene residue 
of the original parafiin by hydroxyl, and belong therefore io 
the class of secondary or pseudo-alcohols. 

Paraffin. nt ¥ OE: CH, 

CH. 7 = fy ’ = HC} CH. HO.HC) GH. 0"C) GH. 

Alcohols of yet a third description, when treated with the 
same oxidizing agents, yield neither the succession of aldehyd 
and acid nor yet a ketone, but suffer a disruptive oxidation 
only. Alcohols of this description, i in some respecis allied to 
the phenols, are found to result from the replacement of the 
hydrogen of a formyl residue of the original parafiin by hy- 
droxyl, and are known, therefore, as tertiary alcohols :-— 

Paraffin, HC(CH;);: Tertiary alcohol, HO.C(CH3);. 

The only system of nomenclature for the alcohols at present 
much in use is that devised by Kolbe. The basis of this sys- 

Q2 
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tem consists in specializing by the name of carbinol that par- 
ticular marsh-gas residue, whether mono-, di-, or trihydric in 
which a replacement of hydrogen by hydroxyl has been 
effected, and in naming therenath the associated hydrocarbon 
residue or residues of the original paraffin. In this way the 
primary, secondary, and tertiary 5-carbon alcohols, for in- 
stance, are designated by Kolbe as follows, his mode of for- 
mulating them, however, being different from that employed 
elow :— 

Butyl-carbinol. eR gic: Se Te ee 

3th; gits (HO)H,0.C,H, HO.HC{ CH HO.c{ (GH), 

It was pointed out, when speaking of the paraffins, that the 
° n . C H e 2 giz expression for normal pentane, for instance, H,C CH, s 

equally with other expressions, including H;C.C,Hs, merely 
a condensation of the expression 

H3C.CH,.CH,.CH,.C H3. 

Now it is obviously from the expression H;0.C,H, for the 
paraffin that the above expression (HO)H,C.C,H, for the 
primary alcohol is derived ; and this mode of formulation may 
often be resorted to with advantage in the case of primary 
alcohols, from its bringing out so well the relationship between 
them and the secondary and tertiary alcohols, as shown in the 
above examples—and also the relationship to one another of 
the cyanide, acid, and alcohol, as shown below :— | 

Butyl-cyanide. Butyl-oxatyl. Butyl-carbinol. 

NC.C,H, HO,C.C,H,  (HO)H,C.0,Hy. 
On the other hand, it fails to indicate the derivation of the 

secondary alcohol from the normal paraffin, and that of the 
tertiary alcohol from the isoparaffin, as illustrated by formule 
of the description thought to be, on the whole, most advanta- 
geous :— pe 
Normal He migra oe Secondary alcohol. 

3 . CH HO! GH” «= -HOL GEE HO.HCS Gy". 
Isoparaffin. Isoprimary alcohol. Tertiary alcohol. 

CH. C,H,.OH C,H; 

HC< OC H; HC< C Hy; HO.C< C Hs. 
C.H, CH, CH, 

Tt is further to be remarked that the several expres- 

sions (HO)H,0.C,H, and H,0.0,H,(OH), H,c{ oie 
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HC{ ag and H,C nee for the normal pri- 

mary alcohol are really identical, being but different condensa- 
tions of the one formula, CH,(OH).CH;.CH,.CH,.CHs;, but 

that the expressions HO.HCY 6H and HOY GA’ 

for the normal secondary alcohol, and the expressions 

C,H,.OH C,H; 
He} ¢ Hi; and He} ¢ Hy 

C H; 
for the isoprimary alcohol are radically different, and appli- 
cable in each case to a different compound. 

Taking the precaution to express in all cases the hydroxylated 
marsh-gas residue as a separate constituent of the alcohol, 
Kolbe’s system of nomenclature is quite in accordance with 
the system of formulation for the paraffins and paraffin radicals 
previously explained and exemplified. It seems preferable, 
however, to restrict the application of the term carbinol in 
great measure to the tertiary alcohols, to accord the term 
pseudo-alcohol or pseudol to the secondary alcohols, and to 
employ the term alcohol specifically to designate the alcohols 
proper or primary alcohols, which, looked upon as hydrocar- 
bon derivatives of the type XCH,(OH), may also be called 
methols. 

ALCOHOLS PROPER, OR PRIMARY ALCOHOLS. 

ropyl alcohol, or Ethyl methol, or carbinol, H;C,.CH,OH. B.P. 97°. 

C,H CH,OH “tO HC! og 

Butyl alcohol, or Propyl methol, H;C;.CH,OH. B.P. 116. 

Cage Lo H.C { no) ae { tae 

sobutyl alcohol, or Pseudopropyl methol, H,C3.CH,OH. B.P. 109°. 

CH,OH CH 19 He Jou 
| CH; 

Pentyl alcohol, or Butyl methol, HyC,CH,OH. B.P. 137°. 

} H,OH C,H,.CH,0H Osan G0) HC Cu bee H,C{ iL “aioe 
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Isopentyl, i.e. Amy! alcohol, or Isobutyl methol, HyC{.CH,OH. B.P. 18 

ike C,H,OH CH,.CH,OH 
a fO HC CH or HC CH 3 

CH; Hs; 

B Isopentyl alcohol, or Pseudobutyl methol, HyO{.CH,OH.  B.P. 

oB C H cmt nol SE 
CH, 

Neopentyl alcohol, or Katabutyl methol, HyC4.CH,OH. B.P.? 

CH,OH 
GHilo — ¢ CH, 

ee 

PsEUDO-ALCOHOLS, PsEUDOLS, oR SECONDARY ALCOHOLS. 

Pseudopropy! alcohol,or Dimethyl carbinol or pseudol. B.P. 83°. 

“Hi ko HOHCY GH 

Pseudobutyl alcohol, or Ethyl-methyl pseudol. B.P. 99°. 

C,H; O,.H yO HOHCY Gp! 

Pseudopentyl alcohol, or Propyl-methyl pseudol. B.P. 118°. 

Osetn lo HO.HC { OH 

8B Pseudopentyl alcohol, or Di-ethyl pseudol. B.P.? 

CHT C,H y }O | HO.HOY He 

Pseudisopentyl alcohol, or Pseudopropyl-methyl pseudol, B. P.104 

CH(OH).CH, 
Sep VHO. Hof OH. oe Ho} cH 

3 
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CARBOLS, CARBINOLS Proper, or TeRTIARY ALCOHOLS. 

Tertiary Butyl alcohol, or Trimethyl carbinol, B.P. 82°. 

I CH 
Me LO Hoc} or 

CH; 

Tertiary Pentyl alcohol, or Ethyl-dimethyl carbinol. B.P. 98°5. 

" CH 
we Lo H0.04 CH, 

Cire 

In the above Tables the first column shows the condensed 
formule of the several 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-carbon alcohols as 
water-type derivatives, and the second column their formulze 
as paraffin derivatives. In the third column, a few of these 
last formule are set out in a slightly more elaborated form ; 
and those of the primary alcohols thereby adapted to Kolbe’s 
system of names, which, however, appear of less advantage as 
applied to this class of primary than as applied to either of 
the other two classes of alcohols. 

The system of alcohol notation employed in these Tables has 
the advantage of manifesting clearly the relationship of the 
paraffin alcohols in general to their associated paraffins and to 
the olefins and olefin alcohols, also the relationship of the 
primary alcohols to their associated aldehyds and fatty acids, 
and of the secondary alcohols to their associated ketones, and, 
lastly, the relationship of the alcohols in general to their asso- 
ciated glycols, glycerines, and erythrites, &c. Its adaptability 
to the fatty acids corresponding to the several primary alco- 
hols, whether derived from normal, iso-, or neoparaftins, &c., 
is illustrated below. The three recognized 5-carbon acids, 
for instance, may be designated and formulated as follows, 
the normal acid being further capable of formulation as 

HC} co and H,C, Ce &c. 

Pentoic or Methyl-butyric Acid. 
C,H,.CO,H 

C5 Hy 02 C,(CH;)H..0,H H.C CH, i 

Lsopentoic, or Valeric, or Dimethyl-propionic Acid. 
CH,.CO,H 

C,H2,02 C;(CH;).H;.0.H HC (CH;)s Z ° 

Neopentoic or Trimethyl-acetic Acid.. 
| CO,H 

C3Hi002 C,(CH;)3.02H v { (CH,)s 
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As regards the choice of distinctive names, indicative of 
the modes of origin and transformation of the different iso- 
meric acids, those chemists who employ Kolbe’s system of 
nomenclature in the case of the primary alcohols will naturally 
prefer to use some corresponding terms for their associated 
acids, and, calling the alcohol butyl-carbinol or -methol, for 
instance, would eall the associated acid butyl-oxatyl or deri- 
yatively as butyl-formice acid, thus : 

Butyl Tsobutyl Katabutyl 7 
-carbinols . (HO)H,C.C,H, (HO)H,C.C,H%  (HO)H,C.C,Hs 
-formic acids HO,C.C,H, HO,.C.C,H7 HO,C.C,H 

Other chemists, again, paying special regard to the consti- 
tuent residues of the different acids, will prefer to designate 
the three 5-carbon acids, for instance, as ethyl-propionic, 
pseudopropyl-acetic, and katabutyl-formic acids respectively. 
Altogether, however, the names which call to mind that the 
normal, iso-, and neo-acids are mono-, di-, and trimethyl &c. 
derivatives would seem to be most advantageous. The rela- 
tionship to one another of the different seriations of names is 
shown below :— 

Normal, Iso-, and Neo-pentoic Acids, C; Hy Oo. 

Nor. Methyl-butyric. Ethyl-propionic Propyl-acetic Butyl-formic 
Iso- Dimethyl-propionic. Pseudoprop-acetie Lsobutyl-formie 
Neo- Trimethyl-acetic. | Katabutyl-fo 

The simplest term of the iso-series is derivable from the 
secondary alcohol or pseudol of the next preceding lower 
carbon group, and the simplest term of the neo-series from 
the tertiary alcohol or carbinol of its next preceding lower 
carbon group,—in each case by an indirect substitution of 
oxatyl for hydroxyl, thus :— 

Normal Propionic or Methyl-acetic Acid. 

H,C{ Gy? or HO,C.H,C.CH, from (HO)H,0.CH,. 

Teobnigrinvon, assent ase 
no{ (Chi), or HO,C.HO(CH,)» from (HO)HO(CH,)s. 

Neopentoic or Trimethyl-acetic Acid. 

cf (Ott), or HO,0.C(CH,); from (HO)C(CH,)». 
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Where, however, as in the case of the more complex suc- 
ceeding terms, isomerism does or may occur among iso-acids 
with one another, and among neo-acids with one another, these 
relations of derivation are confined to certain isomeric forms 
only, as instanced in the case of the four acknowledged forms 
of isocaproic acid, the first two forms only being derivable as 
above from the two 5-carbon pseudols each to each, and the 
last two deriving from the two 5-carbon iso-primary alcohols 
each to each, by the substitution, as before, of oxatyl for hy- 
droxyl, thus :— 

_ Propyl-methyl-acetice Acid. 

CO,H OH A 
EeeMC” from HO2 CH or HO.HC{ ong 

CH CH 3 3 3 

—  —— Diethyl-acetie Acid. : 

CO,H OH { C,H; HOY (CH;)» from HO (C,H;)s or HO.HC C,H," 

Ethyl-methyl-propionic Acid. 

C H,.CO,H C H,.OH 
: HC One from He} C. ° 

C 3 3 

Dimethyl-butyric Acid. 

C,H,.CO,H / {én 
HOS (an, from HC (CH;). * 

Similarly, as regards the derivation of the succeeding from 
the preceding alcohols by indirect exchange of CH,(OH) for 
OH, it may be noticed in the Table of alcohols proper that 
while the first isoalcohol or isobutyl alcohol is derivable, as 
above, from the pseudopropylic or first secondary alcohol, but 
one of the two conceivable isopentyl alcohols would be deri- 
vable in this way from pseudobutyl alcohol, the other being 
derived instead from primary isobutyl alcohol. 
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XXVI. On the Bearing of the Fundamental Law of Electrody- 
namics toward the Principle of the Conservation of Energy, 
and ona further Simplification of the former. By Professor 
R. CLAvsius *. 

HE new fundamental law of electrodynamics recentl 
communicated by me f presents, in relation to its admissi- 

bility and the still existing possibility of a simplification, occa- 
sion for some very essential considerations, which I take leave 
likewise to communicate. 

Let two particles of electricity in motion, e and é, have at 
the time ¢ the rectangular coordinates wz, y, z and 2’, y’, 2’, and 
for abbreviation put €=a—2’, n=y—y’, F=2—2’. Further, 
let » denote the distance of the two particles one from the other, 
ds and ds’ two path-elements simultaneously traversed by them, 
e the angle between these, and vand v’ the velocities. If then 
the components, in the coordinate-directions, of the force which 
the particle e’ exerts upon the particle e is represented by 
Xee’, Yee’, Zee’, equations are valid to which in my previous 
communication I gave the more general form 

E E . d (1d& 
— a say! X= 5 i( 7 COSE+N ; ~) ve +h&( =), 

d’ - 
CRA 8 Ned tee a T= 3 (3 cosetn 7) vv the G a) 

g ‘4 pe d ld rag oes AD ? \ on! Bh ee L= 2; ( 5 cose-+n Jw tha (sa , 

where & is the constant which refers to the quantitative ratio 
between the electrodynamic and the electrostatic force, and n 
denotes a constant provisionally left undetermined. | 

The question now arises, whether the law of force expressed 
by these equations is compatible with the principle of the Con- 
servation of Hnergy. 

If the electrodynamic action on each other of the two par- 
ticles is effected through a material medium existing between 
them, it is not absolutely necessary that the forces to which 
the two individual particles are subjected shall by themselves 

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author, 
having been laid before the Niederrheinische Gesellschaft fir Natur- und 
Heilkunde on the the 7th Feb. 1876. 
T Phil, Mag. January 1876, pp. 69-71. 
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alone satisfy that principle, since the material medium also 
takes part in the action. For the actions exerted upon one 
another by closed galvanic currents, however, we may, in ac- 
cordance with their known laws, expect to find that principle 
satisfied even without taking account of the presence of a ma- 
terial substance between them. 
_If now the above expressions of X, Y, and Z be multiplied 

successively by = and = , and likewise the expressions 

which are formed in a corresponding manner for the compo- 
nents X’, Y’, and Z! of the forces acting on the particle e be 

/ / / 

multiplied by ~ a and “ , and then the whole be added 

and the total multiplied by the product ee’ and the time-element 
dt, we shall obtain the expression of the work done during this 
time-element by the two forces. This expression, if for the 
present the terms affected by the factor n be omitted, can be 
brought into the following form, 

/ / 
—d — [1—k(v? + v? — wv’ cos €) |] — : — d(v? +"). 

The first term in this is a complete differential, thus corre- 
sponding with the principle of the Conservation of Energy, 
while the second term does not fulfil this condition. 

- But let us now consider two galvanic current-elements, which 
may move in any way whatever and can be variable in their 
intensity, we have then to admit that in each of these elements 
an equal quantity of positive and negative electricity is present. 
Let us denote these quantities by +e, —e, +e’, —e’, and com- 
bine +e with +e, +e with —¢, —ewith +e’, and —e with 
—e; we have then for each of these four combinations to con- 
struct an expression of the foregoing form, and to add up the 
four expressions. Thereby we obtain from the last term (which 
by taking away the brackets divides into two), in the whole, 
eight terms, each two of which are equal and opposite, so that 
collectively they annul one another. The sum then consists 
therefore of only the four terms corresponding to the first term 
of the foregoing expression, which, as before said, satisfies the 
principle of the Conservation of Energy. 

In regard to the terms affected by the factor n, above omitted, 
these likewise, in the expression of the work which refers 
to two single current-elements, are in part eliminated; and 
those that remain become nil by integration with respect to 
closed currents. 

Accordingly the above equations are, as required by the 
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facts established by experiment, in harmony with the prin- 
ciple of the Conservation of Energy. 

I have already, in my previous communication, said that it 
is theoretically most probable that the value of the constant n 
is zero. Thereby the terms affected by the factor n fall away 
of themselves; and consequently the principle of the Conser- 
vation of Energy is fulfilled not merely for closed currents, 
but also for the single elements of them. 

Besides this simplification, however, a second can now be 
introduced, which likewise refers only to a constituent of 
the formulz not affecting the actions of a closed galvanic 
current. 

I have, in deriving the above equations, already deviated in 
some essential points from the views hitherto held. I haye, 
namely, taken into consideration not merely the relative 
motion of the two particles of electricity, but also their abso- 
lute motions; and for the electrodynamic forces exerted by 
the particles on one another I have neglected the assumption 
that their direction must fall in the line joining the particles. 
On the other hand, I have held fast to the hypothesis that the 
two forces are equal and opposed to one another. Nevertheless 
even this hypothesis is not necessary for forces such as the 
electrodynamic ; if we drop it also, we can give to the funda- 
mental equations the following form :— 

1 
d- 

sot ut apie aeatuly, Sof ae —— =, (1 k vv’ cos €) ka (- i)? 

a d (1 dy Y=— 7 (kev cose) hk  (- 

1 
r a {1 az 

L= ce (1— kev’ cos €) he ae 

The force acting on the particle e, determined by these 
equations, and the corresponding force acting on the particle 
¢ satisfy by themselves alone the principle of the Conservation 
of Energy; for the work done by them during an element of 
time is represented by the following complete differential, 

—d 
/ 

= (1+kvv’ cose). 

By employing a method introduced by Lagrange on another 
occasion, the individual force-components can also be expressed 
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more simply. If, namely, we put 

(G dt dé dt dt: dé 7? 

and regard U as a function of the six coordinates w, y, z, 2’, 
y’, 2’, and V as a function of these six coordinates and their 
differential-coefficients according to ¢, we can write 

) d(V—U) d/dv 
<= a ° 

SAO Ge ail ) 

yi 

and in just the same manner can the other five force-compo- 
nents be derived from the two functions U and V by differen- 

tiation. ; | 

For the components of the force which is exerted upon a 
galvanic current-element ds by a current-element ds’ we get 
from the simplified form of the fundamental equations the fol- 
lowing expressions :— 

a : d a! 
civ’ ds ds! = cos e— = =); 

see 
cit! ds a= cos €— aa 3 

as a . 
cii dsdv(* cose = 5) 

XXVIII. On the Relative Values of the Pieces in Chess. By 
H. M. Tavtor, IZA., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, 
Cambridge*. 

“he object of this paper is to ascertain the relative values 
of the pieces on a chessboard. If a piece be placed on 

a square of a chessboard, the number of squares it commands 
depends in general on its position. If we calculate the aye- 
rage number of squares which any particular piece commands 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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when placed in succession on every square of the board, it 
seems fair to assume that this gives a not very inexact measure 
of the value of the piece. 

For special reasons the above problem is stated in the fol- 
lowing manner :—“ A king and a piece of different colours are 
placed at random on two squares of a chessboard of n” squares : 
it is required to find the chance that the king is in check.” 

The ordinary chessboard has an even number of squares ; 
and as some of the results take different forms for odd and 
even values of n, the results are given merely for even values 
of nyand the results for the ordinary chessboard of 64 squares 
deduced from them. 

As the relative values of the knight and bishop on the ordi- 
nary chessboard on this hypothesis came out in a ratio very dif- 
ferent from the ratio that is ordinarily received by chess-players, 
it occurred to the author to investigate the chance that when 
a king and a piece of different colours were placed at random 
on two squares of a board, the king would be in check but 
unable to take the piece. This check is called safe check in 
contradistinction to a mere check, which may be safe or unsafe 
and which is called simple check. 

Simple check from one rook. 

A rook in any position checks 2(n—1) squares. The king 
can be placed on n?—1 for any given position of the rook. 
The chance of check, therefore, is 

r. Chae BN a2 
w—1l n+l 

If n=8, 
the chance = 2. 

Safe check from one rook. 

If the rook be on a corner square, it could be taken by a 
king in check on two squares, and so on. - The number of safe 
checks by a rook on the different squares is given by the fol- 
lollowing scheme :— 
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; Number of 

fo bends eee 
Ios canense 2n—4 4 
epee on—5 A(n—2) 
Gh i vensiens 2n—6 no 

The chance 

_ 4(2n—4) +4(n—2)(2n—5) + (n—2)?(2n—6) _ 2(n—2) 
i v(n?—1) - ~ n(n+1) 
When n=8, 3 

the chance = i. 

Simple check with one knight. 

The number of squares attacked by a knight placed on any 
square of a chessboard is given by the following scheme :— 

Cc C 

d d 

é é 

é é 

Number of Number of Ae 
such positions 

pores of Imight. 
2 4 

3 8 

6 A(n—4 
8 (n—4)? 

The chance of check 

2.44+3.84+4.4(n—3)4+6. A(n—4) +8(n—4)? _ 8(n—2) 

n(n —1) v(n+1) 
Een=8, 

chance = 75. 

For a knight all checks are safe checks. 

Simple check with one bishop. 

We will at first assume that a bishop can be put on either a 
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white or a black square. The number of squares attacked by 
a bishop on any square of the chessboard is given by the fol- 
lowing scheme :— 

Number of such 
Bishop on fon eae ap oe of 

GW iad te n—1 A(n—1 
2 eae n+1 A(n—3 
“a ge gi bee a n+3 4(n—5 
_ ae er rs n+5 4(n—7 

If n be even, we have 5 lines of this scheme all obeying the 

n—Il 

2 

for the middle square of the board for which the number of 
checks =2(n—1). 
Now m terms of the series 

(n—1)(n—1) + (n+1)(n—3) + (n+ 3)(n—5) + Ke. 
=n? —2n+1+7n?—2n—1.38+n?—2n—3.54+ Ke. 

+n? —2n—(2m—3)(2m—1) 
=m(?—2n)+1—-(1.384+38.545.74... 

+ (2m—3)(2m—1) 
sxe? —2n). 4.1 Ce +1)+ 3 

same law ; if n be odd, we have such lines, and another 

Put m= 5, then the numerator of the chance-fraction 

= 415 (oP —2n) +1—1(n—3)(n—1)(n+ 1-3} 

2n 
= ay (n—1)(2n—1). 
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ator of the chance-fraction Put m= ~ 

ve? mh i oe — yh 420-1) 

= *(n—1)2n—)). 

The chance, therefore, for both odd and even values of 

Nr ‘ 25 (m—1)(Qn—-1) 9 . 5,7 
Sa 9 NR Cae 

i 2=8, a 
the chance = 2." 

If the bishop be restricted to squares of one and the same colour,’ 
white or black, then if m be even the numerator and the deno- 
minator of the chance-fraction are both halved, and the chance 
is the same asbefore. If mn be odd, we have two cases to con-= 
sider. If we take the squares of the same colour as the centre 

—1 

a 

7 e . e e Tr 

square, the numerator of the chance-fraction is twice 

terms of the series 
(n—1)(n—1) + (n+1)(n—3) + (n+3)(n—5) + &e. 

increased by 2(n— we 

If we take the squares - the other Diath the numerator of 
1 e 

terms of the above series the chance-fraction is twice the oe 

eo — 1)(n+ 1)(Qn—3) 
3 

Now, when. a bishop occupies one square, the king can be 
placed on any one of n?—1 squares. Therefore the chance of 
check when the bishop is restricted to squares of the same 
colour as the middle one 

n—Il 2 —g— (20 Pete = 9722438 

= ti (1) 3 i De +1) 

When the bishop is settle to squares of the other cdluats 
the chance of check 

(n—1)(n+1)(2n—38) 

|_— EE ee 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 8. March 1876. i 
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Safe check with one bishop. 

This is best found by finding the number of unsafe checks. 
It will be seen that if the bishop be on a corner square, there 
is one unsafe check ; for any other outside square there are 
two unsafe checks ; and for any other square there are four. 
The whole number therefore of unsafe checks 

=4+4+4(n—2).24+(n—2)?.4=4(n?—4n+442n—441) 
=4(n—1)?. 

Therefore the numerator of the chance-fraction 

=F (»—1)@n—1) An 1) =3(n—1)(n—2)(2n—8), 
and the chance of safe check 

i 3(n—1)(n—2)(2n—3) ER 2 (n—2)(2n—3) 

Stee n(n? —1) 3 n’(n+1) 

the chance = +13. 

These results will be the same fora bishop restricted to squares 
of the same colour on a board of an even number of squares. 

Simple check with one queen. 

The queen on any square of a chessboard checks all the 
squares that a bishop on the same square would, as well as all 
the squares that a rook on the same square would. The nume- 
rator of the chance-fraction, therefore, will be the sum of the 
numerators for the cases of the rook and the unrestricted bishop. 
The chance, therefore, for the queen is the sum of the chances 
for the bishop and rook 
2 <n 2... 2 @r—1)+3n _ 2 oe 
~ 3'n(n+1) ntl ntl’ 3n ~ 8’ n(n+1) 

if 2==3; 
the chance =33. 

Safe check with one queen. 
The number of unsafe checks with one queen is seen thus : 

if the queen be on a corner square, there are 3 unsafe checks, 
if on any other outside square there are 5, and if on any other 
square there are 8 unsafe checks. The total number of unsafe 
checks, therefore, is 

4.3+4(n—2).54+(n—2)?. 8=4(n—1)(2n—1). 
The numerator of the chance-fraction, therefore, is 

n(n—1)(2n—1) +n’. 2(n—1)—4(2n—1)(n—1) 
_ 2(n—1)(5n—3)(n—2) Raa ma. 
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Therefore the chance 
_ #(n—2)(n—1)(5n—3) _ 2 (n—2)(5n—3) 

i ai... eR). 
lfn=8, the chance =,3,5. 

Simple check with two bishops. 
We will assume that n is an even number, and that one 

bishop (A) is restricted to white squares, and the other (B) to 
black squares. The number of squares checked by the two 
bishops for all different positions of B when A is on a parti- 
cular square is obtained from the following scheme :— 

nA 
ae 
AY » IR 

a 
-E 

A on a square on the (5—-7)th row from the outside. 

EE SSS 

Number of Number of Number of squares 
such squares. B on such poe Creed A 

2(2r—1) a oe 3n—2r—2 
b 2(n—3 3n—2r 
c ata} 3n—2r+2 
d 2(n—7) dn—2r+4 

The total number of checks for all positions of B while A 
emains fixed 
=2(n—1)(38n—2r—2) + 2(n—3)(8n—2r) 

+ 2(n—5)(8n—2r + 2) + 2(n— lead read +4)+ &e. to 

~ terms - 
2 

i op e054) 
+ 2(n—3)((2n—2r—3) +n+3) 

+ 2(n—5)((2n—2r—3) +n+5) + &c. to - terms, 

2 Dee 
=2 a (2n—2r—3) +2(5 pra ay 

= — rn? + & (10n?—9n + 2). 

R2 
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This result must be multiplied by 2(27 —1), the number of the 

positions of A on the gre row, and the product summed for 

values of » between 1 and 3° The numerator of the chance- 

fraction, therefore, 

v7) ar _s’ = (4r—2)( mr? ff n(10n? Fa ) 

Tr 

= —4n?, Xr? + : =: (10n? —9n + 2) + 2n? } =r — : . 3 (10n?— 

n(n 1) 1 n(n 

SG +He+D 3641) an, = An’ + + ——.(F (10n —In+2) +2: 

n . 
_ G (LOn —9In+2) 

nm 
= — (4n?—6n+ 2). 

6 

The chance, therefore, 

ia —6n+2) 

(22) 7 

_4.(n (Qn 
3 n(n? —2 

lf n=8& a ) 
the chance = 1,37. 

Simple check from two rooks. 

We will call the rooks A and B. A can be placed on n’? 
squares, B on n?—1 squares for each position of A, and the 
king on n?—2 squares for each position of A and B. IFA 
and B defend each other, they check altogether 3n—4 squares, 
and there are 2n—2 squares on which B will defend A on a 
given square. If B does not defend A, they check 4n—6 
squares, and there are (n—1)? squares on which B will not de- 
fend A on a given square. The chance of the king being in 
esr 

3n— BARA! aes Fe? (ane Ble 2(2n?—2n—1) 

n(n? —1)(n?—2 n+1 — eae “(n'— 1) (ni —2) (at I@?—2)' 

the chance = 27, 
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Chance of the king being in check. 
For ordinary 
chessboard 

For chessboards of n? squares (# even). of 64 squares. 
pa /\ NE ean BF — ——A 

: See Safe. i Seals Safe. 

Baichi....... _8(n—2) 8(n—2) | od le 
n(n+1) n(n+1) 1 tn 12 

. 5 tc ha i Ae | pei 
ESHOP. 00 B n(nt1) 2B n(n+1) 36 | 144 

2 2(n—2) 2 Le 
Baele. cs. aed n(n+1) 9 6 

2 Sn—1 2 (n=2)(Gn—3)| 13 | 37 
(Jueen. ...... B’n(nt1) B (n+ 1) 36 | 144 

4 (n—1)(2n—1) 35 
Two bishops. 5" mre 2) [94 

2(2n?—2n—1) a7 

C© Oo 
Two rooks... (n+ 1) —2) 

We may conclude by remarking that the relative values of 
the knight, bishop, rook, and queen are, according as we mea- 
sure them by the chance of simple check or of sate check, on 
the ordinary chessboard in the ratio of 3, 5, 8, 13, or 12, 13, 
24, 37 respectively ; while the values of the pieces in the 
same order, as given by Staunton in the ‘ Chess-Player’s 
Handbook,’ are 3:05, 3°50, 5°48, and 9-94, the value of the 
pawn being taken as unity. 

N.B.—The value of a pawn depends so much on the fact 
that it is possible to convert it into a queen, that this method 
does not appear applicable to it. 

XXVIII. On a new Form of Wave-apparatus suitable for the 
Eecture-room. By ©. J. Woopwarp, B.Sc.* 

(ee apparatus about to be described illustrates the motion 
of the air-particles when a sound-wave is propagated, 

and also the motion of the ether molecules in a wave of plane- 
polarized light. 
Wave motion consists in the repetition by a number of par- 

ticles of some prescribed motion which is given to the first of 
the particles and taken up successively by the others, a certain 

* Communicated by the Physical Society. 
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interval elapsing between the successive motions. If, for ex- 
ample, we have a number of pendulums of equal length hang- 
ing from a beam, but their lower ends supported so that they 
are out of the vertical, we shall find on releasing one of them, 
say the left-hand end one, it will commence swinging to and 
fro; by the time the first pendulum has gone over one fourth 
of its path release the second, and then after equal intervals 
the third, fourth, &c., and a wave motion will be produced. If 
each pendulum was drawn aside in a line at right angles to the 
beam from which they are suspended, a wave corresponding to 
a ray of polarized light will be produced; but if each had 
been drawn aside in the same plane as that of the beam, a 
wave corresponding to that ofa ray of sound would be obtained. 
We require, then, in order to illustrate these waves, merely a 
row of pendulums and some arrangement for releasing them 
in succession. 

The apparatus I have used is represented in the figure. A, A 

Plane wave produced by placing the pendulums in the compartments 
of the box C and releasing them in succession by lowering the box. In 
the figure the last ball is about leaving the box. 
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are two uprights about 10 feet high, with a crosspiece B fast- 
ened firmly to them. At intervals of 3 inches along this cross- 
piece are inserted violin-pegs, each peg carrying a light string 
with a heavy ball of 1 inch diameter attached. Before fastening 
the strings to the violin-pegs, each string is passed through a 
small hole in the projecting base of the crosspiece, so that the 
length of the pendulum is determined by the distance of the 
ball from the base of the crosspiece. C is a light wooden box 
deeper at one end than at the other, with a number of compart- 
ments corresponding to the number of pendulums. The box 
C is attached at the ends to two radial arms, one of which, D, 
is seen in the figure. Cords are also attached to C running 
over pulleys, by which the box C may be raised and lowered. 
These cords would confuse the figure if introduced ; and their 
action can be easily realized. 

Suppose it be wished to illustrate a plane wave. The box 
C is raised, and the pedulums are placed one in each compart- 
ment so that they are all drawn on one side. By means of the 
cords the box C is gently lowered, when the pendulums are 
successively released and the wave formed. 

To illustrate the sound-wave, the box C is removed from the 
radial arms and is hung vertically underneath the crosspiece 
B; one or two of the pendulums (to the left, say) are removed, 
and the others placed in the compartments as before ; only now 
each pendulum, instead of being drawn from under the cross- 
piece, lies still underneath, but to the left of the vertical line let 
fall from each point of support. On now allowing the box to 
fall slowly, the pendulums are released successively and a wave 
of condensation and rarefaction is formed. 
_In conclusion I should acknowledge the assistance of Mr. H. 

F. Marshall, of Birmingham, who has rendered great service in 
simplifying the mechanical arrangements of the apparatus. 

Birmingham and Midland Institute, 
January 1876. 

XXIX. Notices respecting New Books. 

Théorie des Formes Binaires par le Chev. F. Fad DE Bruno, Docteur 
és Sciences de VUnwersité de Paris, Professeur a VUniwersité de 
Turin. Turin; Libraire Brero, 1876 (8vo, pp. 320, with Appen- 
dices), 
HIS work contains the substance of the author’s lectures deli- 

vered at the University of Turin, and is designed to put 
within the reach of students a knowledge of the Modern Higher 
Algebra, or the Algebra of Linear Transformations. It has so far 
the same aim as Dr. Salmon’s ‘ Lessons introductory to the Modern 
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Higher Algebra ;” the work before us, however, discusses the pre¢ 
perties of binary forms only, 7. ¢. the properties of homogeneou- 
functions of two variables v and y, and does not enter upon th, 
more general question of functions of three or more variables 
After four preliminary chapters on the Symmetrical Functions o1 
the Roots of Equations, on Resultants (7. e. Eliminants, the result 
of eliminating w between two equations), on Discriminants, and 
on Canonical Forms, the author discusses the properties of Inva- 
riants and Covariants, which are the main subject of his work. If 
we take the form 

a+ 2a oy tay, ~ Se 

and subject it to linear transformation by substituting pX+qY 
for xv, and p'X+q'Y for y, it becomes 

A X?+2A, XY+A,Y?; 
we shall now find that 

A,A,—A/= (pq = P'F) (4% —4,") ; 

so that the function a,a,—a,’ of the coefficients of (1) undergoes 
no change in the transformation beyond being multiplied by the 
square of the determinant of the transformation, viz. (pq'—p'q)’s 
consequently the function a,a,—a,* of the coefficients of (1) is 
called an invariant of that form. If we take cubic, quartic, or 
other forms, functions of their coefficients can be found which hay 
the same property of invariancy. 
When forms of higher degrees than the third are considered, i 

is found that they have several invariants, which in terms of th 
coefficients of the form are long expressions. In fact the invarian 
‘(¢) of the rth degree of a binary form of the th degree can be ex 
pressed as the sum of all products of powers of the coefficients suc 
as 

Cay art. 6. an”, 
where 

* O.m,+1.m,+. FNM, =3Nr, 

and 
MAM, + ++ Mn=r : 

the indices and suffixes must be taken to satisfy these equations i 
every possible way ; and then the constants (C) can be determine 
by the relation _ 

a, ap 49q, 1 +... + Nd} uk =, 
da, da, da, 

It is plain from this statement that, if r and ” are moderatel 
large numbers, the invariant will consist of a large number o 
terms. Thus in the case of the quintic form (n=5) the invarian 
‘of the fourth degree (r=4) consists of the sum of twelve terms 
while the invariant of the 18th degree (n=5, r=18) consists of 84 
terms. 

_ It may be inferred from this that the subject branches rapid]; 
out into a variety of complicated developments. Thus we see tha 
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gy giving different values to r different invariants can be obtained 
e or a given form; and then the questions arise, are they indepen- 
dent of each other? if not, which are the fundamental invariants, 
yond in what way are the others derived from them? 4, g. in the 
-ease of the quintic form (n=5) there are four fundamental inva- 
riants, from which the others can be deduced by a comparatively 
simple process ; the four, however, are not independent of each 
other, for it is found that the square of the invariant of the 18th 
degree can be expressed in terms of those of the 4th, 8th, and 
12th degrees. 
An enormous extension of the subject is due to the fact that 

when a form (@) is given, itis possible to assign a second form (W) 
whose coefficients are connected with those of the given form in 
such a manner that, when both undergo linear transformation, the 
same relation exists between the coefficients of the transformed 
functions as between the coefficients of the functions in their ori- 
ginal shape; ¢ and w are called covariants. in the work before 
us the subject of Covariants occupies more than twice the space de- 
voted to Invariants, though the limitation to Binary forms is 
strictly observed. 

Tt is this limitation which will render the work of great value to 
students, as it enables the author to give a complete exposition of 
the elements of the subject. To use his own words :—“ There is 
nothing better for the studious reader who wishes to make progress 

, than to have recourse to the original memoirs themselves ; and this 
he will be able to do with safety and advantage when he has 
thoroughly learned all that [have expounded im the present work ” 
(p- vi). Within the assigned limits the subject is worked out with 
‘great completeness: thus, not only are the properties of Symmetrical 
Functions of the Roots of Equations demonstrated and the means 
by which their calculation can be expedited explained, but in an 
Appendix the results of the actual calculation up to the eleventh 
degree are given. In a second Appendix are given the invariants 
of forms up to the fifth degree, expressed both as functions of the 
coefficients and as functions of the roots, and in an abridged shape 
those of forms of the sixth degree. In the same Appendix the 
covariants are given of forms from the third up to the sixth degree. 
It would seem that M. de Bruno has performed all the needful 
calculations himself, though some at least of the results had been 
published without his being aware of it at the time his calculations 
were made. In short no pains have been spared to render the work 
as complete as possible ; and, indeed, it appears from an incidental 
remark (p. vi) that the author must have had the work on hand for 
something like twenty years. 

The notation employed is of necessity complicated; and this, 
while it makes misprints misleading to the reader, makes them also 
hard to avoid. Though the book is printed in a good type and has 
altogether a good appearance, we cannot help fearing that a minute 
examination would yield a large crop of errata; at all events we 
‘have come across several which are not noticed in the list at the 
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end of the volume; on pp. 52, 53 there are certainly five misprints 
as well as one or two other points that apparently need alteration 

M. de Bruno in many places gives notices of the history of th 
subject; and this renders a mistake in the very first page off 
the Preface matter for regret. The passage runs as follows :— 
“La Théorie des Invariants....doit son origine 4 un excellent” 
mémoire de Boole sur les Transformations linéaires inséré dans le 
Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, 1847.” The article 
in question consists of two parts, both in the third volume of the 
‘Cambridge Mathematical Journal ;’ and the first part was pub- 
lished in November 1841. The ‘Cambridge and Dublin Journal’ 
was a second series of the Cambridge Journal. There were four 
volumes of the latter published. The twofold mistake in the date 
and the name of the Journal has the effect of quite misrepresenting 
the history of the origin of the subject, though it can only be due 
to an oversight, as the means of correcting it are to be found 
within the volume itself, 

XXX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 159.1 

March 11, 1875.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in 
the Chair. 

(THE following paper was read :— 
“On the Absorption-Spectra of Metals volatilized. by the 

Oxyhydrogen Flame.” By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., and W. 
Chandler Roberts, Chemist of the Mint. 

The researches which have recently been published on the ab- 
sorption-spectra of various metals, first by Roscoe and Schuster 
and subsequently by one of us*, establish beyond all question the 
facts that— 

__ I. In addition to the well-known line-spectra, channelled-space 
spectra are produced by the vapours of certain metals; and, 

II. Such spectra are produced by vapours which are competent 
to give at other times, not only line-spectra, but continuous spectra 
‘in the blue, or blue and red. 

As the temperature employed for the volatilization of the metals 
in the experiments to which we have referred did not exceed bright 
redness, or that at which cast iron readily melts, the range of metals 
examined was necessarily limited. We have therefore considered it 
desirable to extend these observations to the less fusible metals, 
as well as to ascertain whether the spectra of those which were 
volatilized at the lower temperature would be modified by the ap- 
plication of a greater degree of heat. For this purpose we ‘have em- 
ployed the flame of an oxyhydrogen blowpipe. This instrument 

* Proe, Roy. Soe. vol. xxii. pp. 362 and 371 respectively. 
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devised by Sainte-Claire Deville and Debray*, renders it possible 
to attain high temperatures with great facility, and Stas has already 
employed their method in the distillation of silverf. The lime still 
arranged by him has been modified in that about to be described, 

_ in order that the metallic vapour might be conducted into a lime 
tube or tunnei heated to whiteness, so placed that a beam from an 
electric lamp couid readily traverse it. 

Description of the Apparatus and method of Manipulation. 

The apparatus employed is shown in the figure, in which A 
is the block of lime ¢ divided horizontally by a plane through the 
axis of the tube (B B’), this tube being 16 centims. long and 30 
millims. diameter. The receptacle (C) communicates with the 
centre of BB’ and is open at the upper surface of the lime block, 
in order to admit of the introduction of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe 
(D), which is provided with a thick nozzle of platinum 20 millims. 
in diameter. ‘The ends of the tunnel in the lime were closed by 
glass plates held on by a suitable clip. Small lateral orifices were © 
cut in the lime for the insertion of tobacco-pipe stems, through 
which a stream of hydrogen could be passed into the tube and 
receptacle. 

An electric lamp (F), in connexion with a 30-cell Bunsen’s 

me £27, 2S a 
eae eth 

ol 

* Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, tom. lvi. p. 413. 
t Stas, ‘Sur les lois des proportions Chimiques,’ p. 56. 
t We are indebted to the well-known metallurgist, Mr. J. S. Sellon, of the 

firm of Johnson and Matthey, for a pure variety of limestone from which the 
blocks were prepared, and it answered its purpose admirably. 
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battery, was placed opposite one end of the tube, and a spectro- 
scope (G) opposite the other. This last instrument was by Desaga, 
of Heidelberg, and its single prism, the angle of which was 60°, 
was capable of distinctly separating the D lines, at the same time 
that it enabled us to see the whole spectrum in a single field of 
view, an essential point in such inquiries. The magnifying-power 
of the telescope was 7°5 linear. 

Some preliminary experiments indicated the advisability of in- 
creasing the length of the column of vapour. ‘Vo effect this, a tube 
30 centims. long was made in a fresh block of lime, the cavity 
being arranged as before; in each end a short accurately fitting 
iron tube, luted with a mixture of graphite and fireclay, was in- 
serted; and the total length of the column thus became 60 centims. 

The lime block (C) with its fittings was then placed in the 
charcoal-furnace (E), by means of which the whole could be raised 
to a high temperature. As soon as the block was heated to bright 
redness, the metal, the vapour of which was to be examined, was 
introduced into the cavity (C), and the flame of the oxyhydrogen 
blowpipe (D) was allowed to play on its upper surface, care being 
taken to employ an excess of hydrogen. In almost every case the 
metal experimented on was rapidly volatilized (the exceptions being 
gold and palladium). ‘The central portion of the lime block was 
raised to a white heat by the action of the blowpipe. As the glass 
plates rapidly became clouded by the condensation of the metallic » 
vapours, it was necessary to adopt an arrangement by which they 
could be easily replaced. We may state that, among the pre- 

~ cautions which we adopted in order to assure ourselves that oxides 
were not present to disturb the accuracy of the results, one of the 
glass plates was removed at the conclusion of each experiment, 
and the presence of an excess of hydrogen conclusively proved by 
igniting it at the open end. 
We were enabled at any time, by modifying the conditions of the 

gas-supply, to introduce the spectrum of the oxyhydrogen flame. 
Jt may further be stated that, with few exceptions, the metals were 
previously melted in a stream of hydrogen and enclosed, until ex- 
perimented on, in sealed glass tubes. We ascertained that the 
effect of oxides, and of the metallic rain due to condensation, was 
to produce a general absorption obviously different from the special 
effects of absorption which we now proceed to record. 

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

Silver.—Fifty grammes of pure metal were placed in the cavity 
(C); and this amount produced a continuous supply of vapour for 
about 10 minutes. 

With the smaller thickness given by the first lime block, and 
with a less powerful blast, the spectrum of silver consisted of an 
absorption in the blue which at times extended almost to the green. 

With the elongated tube and a stronger blast an exquisite chan- 
nelled-space absorption was observed, the channels being far enough 

Pe os _—— 
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apart to render them very conspicuous in the field of view; at 
the same time there was continuous absorption in the blue. It 
was specially observed that there was no absorption in the red. 

It may be interesting to note that the vapour of silver when con- 
densed into fine particles, escaping into an atmosphere of hydrogen, 
is blue by reflected light. 

Copper.—With the greatest thickness only a continuous ab- 
sorption in the blue could be obtamed. 

Sodium.—Only the dark D line was observed, no traces of 
channelled-space absorption being visible. 
Calcium.—We operated upon a small piece of metal prepared 

by the late Dr. Matthiessen, but no resuls was obtained. 
Alunvinium.—W hen the temperature was so high that the spec- 

trum of the flame was visible, an absorption was suspected im the 
violet ; and the Ups did not change on one glass end being 
removed. 

Zinec.—Many experiments were made on this metal: but there 
are several pomts connected with it which require further inves- 
tigation, and we therefore reserve our remarks on the spectrum 
of zinc for a future occasion. 

Cadmiuwm.—Under both conditions of thickness the vapour of 
cadmium gave, in the blue only, an absorption which was very 
decided ; an absorption in the red was also noticed which had not 
been observed in previous experiments when a low temperature was 
employed. 
Manganese.—A small quantity of this metal was prepared with 

great care by Mr. Bayly, one of the assistant assayers, and it gave 
a distinct absorption in the red and blue, with evidences of a 
channelled-space spectrum. In a repetition of the experiment a 
more distinct channelled-space spectrum was observed. 

Iron.—The metal employed had been obtained by lectin depo. 
sition in the manner suggested by Mr. Jacobi. Its vapour gave a 
slight continuous absorption in the blue. 

Cobali also gave a slight continuous absorption in the blue, but 
less than in the case of iron. 

Nickel.—This metal behaved in the same manner as cobalt, the 
absorption being about equal in amount. 

Chromium.—The amount of metal volatilized was very small, but 
a fine channelled-space spectrum was observed. 

Tin.—This metal caused a considerable absorption in the blue, 
but less in the red, no traces of a channelled-space spectrum being 
visible. 

Antimony.—In results already published it is stated that at the 
low temperature antimony gives a channelled-space spectrum. In 
the present experiments we observed merely absorption in the blue ; 
and this is the only case in which the effects at a high temperature 
were inferior to those at a low temperature. As the purity of the 
metal first employed may be doubted, little reliance can be plac ed 
-on these exceptional results. 

— Bismuth.— With the greatest thickness the absorption of Bente 
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is strikingly similar to that of iodine at a dull red heat. We have 
first a bank of continuous absorption in the blue with a sharp 
boundary on the less refrangible side, and then a channelled-space 
absorption throughout the entire green part of the spectrum reach- 
ing to D. 
ed. This metal at first caused an absorption at both ends of 

the spectrum ; shortly afterwards the whole spectrum was extin- 
guished. As this is a readily oxidizable metal, special care was 
taken to prove that a large excess of hydrogen was present. 

Thallium.—We are indebted to Mr. Crookes for a generous 
supply of this metal. The characteristic green line of thallium was 
observed bright, the light of the are not being reversed ; and it may 
be interesting to note that the vapour of this metal was incan- 
descent five minutes after the withdrawal of the flame. 

Gold.—A. distinct absorption in the blue and red was observed, 
but there were certainly no traces of a channelled-space spectrum. 
The spectral lines due to the oxyhydrogen flame were very con- 
spicuous. It may be noted that the amount of gold volatilized was 
only 0°01 oz.; but this quantity of metal was sufficient to produce 
an abundant supply of vapour. 

Palladium.—This metal caused a distinct absorption in the blue, 
but no effect was noticed at the red end of the spectrum. There 
was no channelled-space spectrum, and the lines caused by the 
oxyhydrogen flame were barely visible. 

Selenium.—With the greatest thickness employed a channelled- 
space spectrum was given by selenium. 

Iodine.—It will be remembered that, according to the results 
already published by one of us, iodine vapour exhibits, at a low tem- 
perature, a channelled-space spectrum, and a bank of absorption 
in the violet. These later experiments showed that, at the more 
elevated temperature, this bank was broken up and disappeared, 
leaving a continuous channelled-space spectrum. 

These experiments, made at the Royal Mint, were often prolonged 
for many hours consecutively. They involved much furnace-work 
of a peculiarly trying nature; and we have much pleasure in 
acknowledging the assistance we received from Mr. Edward Rigg, 
one of the assistant assayers, who conducted many of the tedious 
manipulations with great skill and patience. We should also 
mention that the care exercised by Joseph Groves, senior fireman, 
in the preparation of the furnace and the lime-moulds, contributed 
in no small measure to the success of the experiments. 

It appears to us that these experiments, conducted at the high 
temperature of the oxyhydrogen flame, go far to support the con- 
clusions which were drawn from the experiments at a lower tempe- 
rature. First, in passing from the liquid to the most perfect gaseous 
state, vapours are composed of molecules of different orders of 
complexity ; ; and second, this complexity is diminished by the 
dissociating action of heat, each molecular simplification being 
marked by a distinctive spectrum. ‘There is also an intimate con- 
nexion between the facility with which the final stage is reached, 
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the group to which the element belongs, and the place which it 
occupies in the solar atmosphere. 

April 8.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in the Chair. 

The following paper was read :— 
“Experiments to ascertain the Cause of Stratification in Elec- 

trical Discharges i vacuo.” By Warren De La Rue, Hugo W. 
Miller, and William Spottiswoode. 

Some results obtained in working with a chloride-of-silver battery 
of 1080 cells in connexion with vacuum-tubes appear to be of 
sufficient interest to induce us to communicate them to the Society, 
in anticipation of the more detailed account of an investigation 
which is now being prosecuted, and which it is intended to con- 
tinue, shortly, with a battery of 5000 cells, and possibly with a far 
greater number. 

The battery used up till now consists of 1080 cells, each being 
formed of a glass tube 6 inches (15-23 centims.) long and 2? of an 
inch (1-9 centim.) internal diameter ; these are closed with a vulca- 
nized rubber stopper (cork), perforated eccentrically to permit the 
insertion of a zinc rod, carefully amalgamated, 3, (0°48 centim.) of 
an inch in diameter and 4°5 inches (11°43 centims.)long. The other 
element consists of a flattened silver wire passing by the side of 
the cork to the bottom of the tube and covered, at the upper part 
above the chloride of silver and until it passes the stopper, with 
thin sheet gutta percha for insulation, and to protect it from the 
action of the sulphur in the vulcanized corks; these wires are ;4 
of an inch (0°16 centim.) broad and 8 inches (20°32 centims.) long. 
In the bottom of the tube is placed 225-25 grains (14°59 grms.) 
chloride of silver in powder ; this constitutes the electrolyte: above 
the chloride of silver is poured a solution of common salt containing 
25 grammes chloride of sodium to 1 litre (1752 grains to 1 gallon) 
of water, to within about 1 inch (2°54 centims.) of the cork. 
The connexion between adjoining cells is made by passing a short 
piece of india-rubber tube over the zinc rod of one cell, and drawing 
the silver wire of the next cell through it so as to press against 
the zinc. The closing of the cells by means of a cork prevents the 
evaporation of water, and not only avoids this serious inconveni- 
ence, but also contributes to the effectiveness of the insulation. 

The tubes are grouped in twenties in a sort of test-tube rack, 
having four short ebonite feet, and the whole placed in a cabinet 
2 ft. 7 in. (78°74 centims.) high, 2 ft.’7in. wide, and 2 ft. 7 in. deep, 
the top being covered with ebonite to facilitate working with the 
apparatus, which is thus placed on it as an insulated table. 

The electromotive force of the battery, as compared with a 
Daniell’s (gravity) battery, was found to be as 1:03 to 1*, its in- 
ternal resistance 70 ohms per cell, and it evolved 0-214 cub. centim. 
(00131 cub. inches) mixed gas per minute when passed through a 
mixture of 1 volume of sulphuric acid and 8 volumes of water in a 

* Compared with a Daniell’s battery, in which the zinc is immersed in dilute 
sulphuric acid in a porous cell, its electromotive force is about 3 per cent. less 
than the Daniell. 
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voltameter having a resistance of 11 ohms. The striking-distance 
of 1080 elements between copper wire terminals, one turned to a 
point, the other to a flat surface, in air is 54, inch (0:096 millim.) 
to =4; inch (0°1 millim.). The greatest distance through which 
the battery-current would pass continuously i vacuo was 12 inches 
(30°48 centims.) between the terminals in a carbonic acid residual 
vacuum. This battery has beon working since the early part of - 
November 1874, with, practically, a constant electromotive force. 

Besides 2000 more cells like those just described, we are putting 
together 2000 cells, with the chloride of silver in the form of 
rods, which are cast on the flattened silver wires, as in a battery - 
described by De La Rue and Miiller*, but in other respects 
similar to the battery above described, the glass tubes being, how- 
ever, somewhat larger in diameter; the rods of chloride of silver 
are enclosed in tubes open at the top and bottom, and formed of 
vegetable parchment, the object of these vegetable-parchment cases 
being to prevent contact between the zine and chloride-of-silver rods. 
The internal resistance of batteries so constructed is only from 2 
to 3 ohms per cell, according to the distance of the zine and chloride- 
of-silver rods, and they evolve from 38 to 4°5 cub. centims. (0°18 to 
0-27 cub. inch) per minute, in a voltameter having a resistance of 
11 ohms. Their action is remarkably constant. 

For the experiments detailed below, vacuum-tubes were generally 
used of about 13 to 2 inches (3°8 to 5 centims.)in diameter, and from 
6 to 8inches (15°24 to 20°32 centims.) long ; also prolate spheroidal 
vessels 6 inches by 3 inches (15°24 by 7°62 centims.). The termi- 
nals are of various forms, and from 4 inches to 6 inches (10°16 to 
15-24 centims.) apart, and made of aluminium and occasionally of 
magnesium and of palladium, the latter showing some curious phe- 
nomena with a hydrogen residual vacuum, which will be deseribed 
in a future paper. A tube which has given the most striking results 
is 8 inches (20°32 centims.) long,and has a series of six aluminium 
rings varying in diameter from 3 of an inch to about 17 of an inch 
(0°95 to 3:17 centims.), the thickness of the wire being about => 
(0°16 centim.) of an inch; the rings are a little more than 1 inch 
(2°54 centims.) apart; and connecting wires of platinum pass 
through the tube from each ring and permit of the length and other 
conditions of the discharge being varied. 

At times the terminals of the battery were placed in connexion 
with accumulators of different kinds—for instance, two spheres of 
18 inches (45°72 centims.) in diameter, presenting each a superficies 
of 7:07 square feet (65°68 square decims.), and cylinders of paper 
covered with tinfoil, each having a surface of 16 square feet (148-64 
square decims.); the globe and cylinders were in all cases carefully 
insulated. Other accumulators were composed of coils of two | 
copper wires >, of an inch (0:16 centim.) in diameter, covered with 
gutta percha, in two folds, =, of an inch (0°08 centim.) thick. 
One coil contains two wires, A.A’ and B B' (fig. 1), coiled side by 

*. Journal-of the Chem. Soc., 2nd series, vol. vi. p. 488; Comptes Rendus, 
1886, p. 794. i ae 
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side, each being 174 yards (159 metres) long, another with two 
ae each 350 yards (820 metres) long; of the latter we have two 
coils 

Hig. 1. 

OOTY 
In addition to these accumulators we have several others formed 

of alternate plates of tinfoil and insulating material, such as paper 
saturated with paraffine, and also sheets of vulcanite. These are 
of various capacities and contain from 5 to several hundred square 
feet. The largest has a capacity of 47:5 microfarads; when it is 
discharged it gives a very bright short spark, accompanied by a 
loud snap; the charge deflagrates 8 inches (20°32 centims.) of 
platinum wire, ‘005 inch (0°127 millim.) in diameter, when it is 
caused to passed through it. Hach accumulator gives different 
results ; but for the present we shall confine ourseives to a descrip- 
tion of the experiments made with the coil-accumulators. 
When the terminals of the battery are connected with the wires 

of a vacuum-tube which permits of the passage of the current, 
the wires (especially that connected with the zinc end) become sur- 
rounded with a soft nebulous light, in which several concentric 
layers of different degrees of brilliancy are seen ; in most cases there 
is either no indication of stratification, or only a feeble ill-defined 
tendency to stratification : the tubes selected for these experiments 
were those in which the stratification did not appear at all. 
When the battery, already in connexion with the vacuum-tube, 

was also joined, as in fig. 2,on to one or more coil-condensers 
(coupled to introduce a oreater length of wire) in the following 
manner, then immediately well-defined stratifications appeared in 
the vacuum-tube. 

NANA 
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Phal. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 3. March 1876. S 
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SZ represents the battery, V the vacuum-tube, © the coil-conden- 
ser; one terminal is connected with the end A of the wire A A’, and 
the other terminal with the end B of the second wire B B’; connexions 
are also led to the wires of the vacuum-tube. The ends A’ and B’ 
are left free; and it is clear that the coil forms a sort of Leyden 
jar when thus used: an interval, however short it may be, must 
elapse in accumulating a charge which at intervals discharges itself 
and causes a greater flow in the yacuum-tube in addition to that 
which passes continuously. It may be stated that the capacity of the 
accumulator has to be carefully adjusted to prevent any cessation 
of the current, to avoid, in fact, a snapping discharge at distant 
intervals. The periodic overflows, so to speak, which increase the 
current from time to time, would seem to have a tendency to cause 
an interference of the current-wayes, and to produce nodes of 
greater resistance in the medium, as evinced by the stratification 
which becomes apparent. ‘To the eye no pulsation in the current 
is apparent; and in order to convince ourselves whether or not 
there was really any fluctuation in the current when the apparatus 
was thus coupled up with the battery, we made several experi- 
ments, and ultimately hit upon the following arrangement (fig. 3):— 

Fig. 3, 
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The primary wire p p’ ofa small induction-coil, both with and 
without the iron core, was introduced into the circuit as well as the 
vacuum-tube V ; to the secondary wire ss’ of the induction-coil was 
connected a second vacuum-tube, V*. Under these circumstances 
there was no change in the appearance of the discharge in V, 
in consequence of the introduction of the induction-coil, the termi- 
nals being still surrounded by the soft nebulous light before spoken 
of: no luminosity appeared in the second vacuum-tube V* in con- 
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nexion with the secondary wire of the induction-coil, except on 
making and breaking the connexion with the battery. At other 
times there was evidently no fluctuation in the continuous dis- 
charge, no periodic increase or diminution of flow, and conse- 
quently no induced current in the secondary wire ss’ of the in- 
duction-coil. 

In the second experiment wires were also led from the terminals 
of the battery (all other things remaining as before) to the coil- 
accumulator as in fig. 4; then immediately the discharge in V 
became stratified and the secondary vacuum-tube V? lighted up, 
clearly showing that under these circumstances a fluctuation in the 
discharge really occurs on the appearance of stratification. 

The briliancy of the discharge in V’ (the induced current passes 
through complicated vacuum-tubes through which the primary 
current cannot pass) depends greatly on the quality and quantity 
of the discharge in the primary vacuum-tube V. Under some cir- 
cumstances the secondary discharge is extremely feeble, and the 

‘illumination in V’ barely visible; under others it is very brilliant. 
Preparations are being made to render evident induced currents 

in the secondary wire of the coil too feeble to produce any illumina- 
tion. Pending the further development of our investigation, we 
have ventured to give an account of our progress in elucidating 
some points in the theory of the vacuum-discharge, without any 
wish to ascribe to our results more weight than they deserve. 

Fig. 4. 
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Batteries of this description may be had from Messrs. Tisley 
and Spiller, Brompton Road. Their cost, in large numbers, is 
about one shilling per cell, exclusive of the charge of chloride of 
silver, which costs about two shillings per cell. The latter, either 
in the form of powder or of rods cast upon flattened silver wire, 
may be obtained from Messrs. Johnson and Matthey, Hatton 
Garden. When the battery is exhausted the reduced silver may be 
readily reconverted into chloride, with scarcely any loss. 

April 22.—John Evans, Esq., Vice-President in the Chair. 

The following Papers were read :— 
“On the Action of Heat on the Absorption-Spectra and Chemi- 

cal Constitution of Saline Solutions.” By Walter Noel Hartley, 
E.C.S. 

The effects of heat on absorption-spectra were recorded in the 
preliminary notice of this paper, published in the ‘ Proceedings of 
the Royal Society’ for 1874 (vol. xxi. p. 241). 

The contents of the present communication consist of :—1st, his- 
torical notes ; 2nd, method of working ; 3rd, the spectrum-measure- 
ments of different solutions ; 4th, conclusions as to the effect of 
heat on coloured liquids, and the following deductions as to the 
constitution of salts when dissolved in water :— 

I. When a simple metallic salt is dissolved in water, it is not de- 
composed in such a way that an oxide and an acid is produced, nor 
does a compound of the metallic oxide with the acid result. 

II. When a metallic salt is dissolved in water to form a saturated 
solution, it does not necessarily attain its maximum state ofhydration. 

IIT. When a simple hydrated metallic salt is dissolved in water 
to form a saturated solution, the crystalline molecule remains 
chemically intact, except in the case of certain compounds which 
readily part with their water of crystallization, when dehydration 
takes place to form a molecule of greater stability ; or, in other 
words, solution facilitates chemical change in this as in most other 
cases. 

IV. When a simple salt assumes one or more definite states of 
hydration at different temperatures below 100° C., the hydrated 
compounds A and B will be successively produced in the liquid 
state if a saturated solution of the original salt be heated to 100° 
C.; or, in other words, the chemical constitution of the liquid is 
altered so that, as higher temperatures are attained, it becomes a 
solution of substance A or of substance B, at intermediate tem- 
peratures mixtures of these. 

V. The action of heat on the violet hydrated compounds o 
chromium is not simply a dissociation of water-molecules or of acid 
from base, but a true decomposition, resulting in the production o 
a different class of salts with different generic properties. 
Many new salts were prepared for this work, and others were ex 

amined with greater care than had previously been bestowed o 
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them; from these substances, indeed, the most important part of 
the results were derived. 

“On Attraction and Repulsion resulting from Radiation.”—-Part 
WH. By William Crookes, F.R.S. &e. . 

This is the second part of a paper which the author sent to the 
Royal Society in August 1873. The author commences by de- 
scribing improvements which he has made in the Sprengel pump, 
and in various accessories which are necessary when working at 
the highest rarefactions. 7 

Continuing the description of apparatus, the author describes dif- 
ferent new forms which enable the phenomena of repulsion by ra- 
diation to be observed and illustrated. A bulb 3 inches in diameter 
is blown at the end of a glass tube 18 inches long. In this bulb a 
fine glass stem, with a sphere or disk of pith &c. at each end, is 
suspended by means of a cocoon-fibre. The whole is attached to 
the Sprengel pump in such a way thatit can be perfectly exhausted 
and then thermetically sealed. Besides pith, the terminals may be 
made of cork, ivory, metal, or other substance. During exhaustion 
several precautions have to be taken, which are fully entered into 
in the paper. ‘To get the greatest delicacy in an apparatus of this 
kind, there is required large surface with a minimum of weight. 
An apparatus constructed with the proper precautions is so sensi- 
tive to heat, that a touch with the finger on a part of the globe 
near one extremity of the pith will drive the index round over 90°, 
whilst it follows a piece of ice as a needle followsa magnet. With 
a large bulb, very well exhausted and containing a suspended bar of 
pith, a somewhat striking effect is produced when a lighted candle 
is placed about 2 inches from the globe. The pith bar commences to 
oscillate to and fro, the swing gradually increasing in amplitude 
until the dead centre is passed over, when several complete 
revolutions are made. The torsion of the suspending fibre now 
offers resistance to the revolutions, and the bar commences to turn 
in the opposite direction. This movement is kept up with great 
energy and regularity as long as the candle burns. 

The author discusses the action of ice, or a cold substance, on 
the suspended index. Cold being simply negative heat, it is not 
at first sight obvious how it can produce the opposite effect to 
heat. The author, however, explains this by the law of exchanges, 
and shows that attraction by a cold body is really repulsion by 
radiation falling on the opposite side. According to the same 
law, it is not difficult to foresee what will be the action of 
two bodies, each free to move, if they are brought near to one 
another in space, and if they differ in temperature either from 
each other or from the limiting walls of the space. The author 
gives four typical cases, with experiments, which prove his reason- 
ing to be correct. 

Experiments are described with the object of ascertaming whether 
the attraction by heat, which, commencing at the neutral point, 
Increases with the density of the enclosed air, will be continued in 
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the same ratio if the apparatus is filled with air above the atmo- 
spheric pressure. ‘This is found to be the case. 

Various experiments are described with bulb-apparatus, in which 
the bulb is surrounded with a shell containing various adiathermous 
liquids and also with a shell of vacuum. In all cases radiation. 
passed through, producing the normal action of attraction in air. 
and repulsion in a vacuum. 

The author next describes a form of apparatus by which mea- 
surable results are attainable. It consists of a long glass tube, 
with a wider piece at the end. In it is suspended a lump of mag- 
nesium by a very fine platinum wire, the distance between the point 
of suspension and the centre of gravity of the magnesium bob 
being 39°14 inches. Near the’magnesium is a platinum spiral, 
capable of being ignited by a voltaic battery. Observations of 
the movement of the pendulum are made with a telescope with 
micrometer eyepiece. With this apparatus a large series of experi- 
ments are described, starting from air of normal density, and 
working at intermediate pressures up to the best attainable vacuum. 
The results are given in two tables. ny 

With this apparatus it was found that a candle-flame brought 
within a few inches of the magnesium weight, or its image focused 
on the weight and alternately obscured and exposed by a piece of 
eard at intervals of one second, will soon set the pendulum in vi- 
bration when the vacuum is very good. A ray of sunlight allowed 
to fall once on the pendulum will immediately set it swinging. 

The form of apparatus is next described which the author has 
finally adopted, as combining the greatest delicacy with facility 
of obtaining accurate observations, and therefore of getting 
quantitative as well as qualitative results. It consists of a glass 
apparatus in the shape of an inverted T, and containing a hori- 
zontal glass beam suspended by a very fine glass thread. At the 
extremities of the beam are attached the substances to be experi- 
mented on, and at the centre of the beam is a small mirror from 
which a ray of light is reflected on to a graduated scale. The ad- 
vantage which a glass thread possesses over a cocoon-fibre is that 
the index always comes accurately back to zero. In order to 
keep the luminous index at zero, except when experiments are being 
tried, extreme precautions must be taken to keep all extraneous 
radiation from acting on the torsion-balance. The whole apparatus 
is closely packed all round with a layer of cotton-wool about 6 
inches thick ; and outside this is arranged a double row of Win- 
chester quart bottles filled with water, spaces only being left for 
the radiation to fall on the balance and for the index ray of light 
to get to the mirror. 

However much the results may vary when the vacuum is im- 
perfect, with an apparatus of this kind they always agree among 
themselves when the residual gas is reduced to the minimum pos- 
sible; and itis of no consequence what this residual gas is. Thus, 
starting with the apparatus full of various vapours and gases, such 
as air, carbonic acid, water, iodine, hydrogen, ammonia, &c., at the 
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highest rarefaction, there is not found any difference in the results 
which can betraced tothe residual gas. A hydrogen-vacuum appears 
the same as a water- or an iodine-vacuum. | | 

With this apparatus the effect of exposing a torsion-balance to a 
continuous radiation is described, and the results are shown graphi- 
cally. The effect of a short (11:3 seconds) exposure to radiation 
is next described, and the results are given in the form of a Table. 
In another Table is given the results of experiments in which a - 

constant source of radiation was allowed to act upon one end of the 
torsion-beam ata distance of 140 or 280 millims., various substances 
being interposed. The sensitiveness of this apparatus to heat-rays 
appears to be greater than that of an ordinary thermo-multiplier. 
Thus the obscure heat-rays from copper at 100°, passing through 
glass, produce a deflection on the scale of 3°25, whilst’ under the 
same circumstances no currentis detected inthe thermo-pile. The 
following substances are used as screens, and the deflections pro- 
duced (when the source of radiation is magnesium wire, a standard 
candle, copper at 400°, and copper at 100°) are tabulated :— 

Rock-salt, 20-millims. thick; rock-crystal, 42 millims. thick ; 
dark smoky talc; plate glass of various thicknesses, both white and 
green; a giass cell containing 8 millims. of water; a plate of alum 
5 millims. thick; calc-spar, 27 millims. thick ; ammonio-sulphate of 
copper, opaque to rays below F'; ditto, opaque to rays below G. 

The author considers that these experiments show that the re- 
pulsion is not entirely due to the rays usually called heat, 2. e. to 
the extreme and ultra red of the spectrum. Experiments have 
been tried with the electric and the solar spectrum formed with a 
quartz train, which prove the action to be also exerted by the lumi- 
nous and ultra violet rays. Some numerical data have been obtained ; 
but unfavourable weather has prevented many observations being 
made with the solar spectrum. 

The barometric position of the neutral point dividing attraction 
from repulsion is next discussed. The position of this point varies 
with the density of the substance on which radiation falls, the ratio 
of its mass to its surface, its radiating and conducting-power for 
heat, the physical condition of its surface, the kind of gas filling 
the apparatus, the intensity of radiation, and the temperature of 
the surrounding atmosphere. The author is inclined to believe that 
the true action of radiation is repulsion at any pressure, and that 
the attraction observed when the rarefaction is below the neutral 
point is caused by some modifying circumstances connected with 
the surrounding gas, but not being of the nature of air-currents. 

The neutral point for a thin surface of pith bemg low, and that 
for a moderately thick piece of platinum being high, it follows that 
at a rarefaction intermediate between these two points pith will 
be repelled, and that platinum wili be attracted by the same 
beam of radiation. This is proved experimentally ; and an app:-- 
ratus. showing. simultaneous attraction and repulsion by the same 
ray of light is described and illustrated in the paper. 
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_ The paper concludes with a discussion of the various theories 
which have been adduced in explanation of these phenomena. The 
air-current and electrical theory are considered to have been 
abundantly disproved. The following experiment is given by the 
author to show that Prof. Osborne Reynolds’s hypothesis of the 
movements due to evaporation and condensation at the surface 
will not account for all the facts of the case, and that therefore he 
has not hit upon the true explanation. A thick and strong bulb 
was blown at the end of a piece of very difficultly fusible green - 
glass, specially made for steam-boiler gauges. In it was supported 
a thin bar of aluminium at the end of a long platinum wire. The 
upper end of the wire was passed through the top of the tube and 
well sealed in, for electrical purposes. The apparatus was sealed by 
fusion to the Sprengel pump, and exhaustion was kept going on for 
two days, until an induction-spark refused to pass across the vacuum. 
During this time the bulb and its contents were several times raised 
to a dull red heat. At the end of two days’ exhaustion the tube 
was found to behave in the same manner as, but in a stronger degree 
than, it would in a less perfectly exhausted apparatus, viz. it was 
repelled by heat of low intensity and attracted by cold. A similar 
experiment was next tried, only water was placed in the bulb be- 
fore exhaustion. The water was then boiled away im vacuo, and 
the exhaustion continued, with frequent heating of the apparatus 
to dull redness, for about 48 hours. At the end of this time 
the bar of aluminium was found to behave exactly the same 
as the one in the former experiment, being repelled by radiation. 

It is impossible to conceive that in these experiments sufficient 
condensable gas or vapour was present to produce the effects Prof. 
Osborne Reynolds ascribes to it. After the repeated heating to 
redness at the highest attainable exhaustion, it is impossible that 
sufficient vapour or gas should condense on the movable index to 
be instantly driven off by the warmth of the finger with recoil 
enough to drive backwards a heavy piece of metal. 

While objecting to the theories already advanced as not ac- 
counting for all the facts of the case, the author confesses that he 
is not as yet prepared with one to put in their place. He wishes 
to avoid giving any theory on the subject until a sufficient number 
of facts have been accumulated. The facts will then tell their own 
tale. The conditions under which they invariably occur will give 
the laws, and the theory will follow without much difficulty. 

Supplement. Received April 20, 1875. 

Since the experiments mentioned in the foregoing Abstract were 
concluded, the author has examined more fully the action of radi- 
ation on black and white surfaces. At the highest exhaustion 
heat appears to act almost equally on white and on lampblacked 
pith, repelling them in about the same degree. 

The action of the luminous rays, however, is different. These 
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repel the black surface more energetically than they do the white 
surface, . Taking advantage of this fact, the author has constructed 
an instrument which he calls a radiometer. This consists of four 
arms, suspended on a steel point resting on a cup, so that it is 
capable of revolving horizontally. To the extremity of each arm 
is fastened a thin disk of pith, lampblacked on one side, the black 
surfaces facing the same way. The whole is enclosed in a glass 
globe, which is then exhausted to the highest attainable point and 
hermetically sealed. 

The author finds that this instrument revolves under the influence 
of radiation, the rapidity of revolution beg in proportion to the 
intensity of the incident rays. 

Several radiometers, of various constructions as regards details, 
but all depending on the above-named discovery, were exhibited by 
the author at the Soirée of the Royal Society on the 7th inst., and nu- 
merous experiments were shown with them. The following Table, 
which gives the result of some experiments tried with one of the 
first-made radiometers (and therefore not so sensitive as more recent 
instruments), is copied from a card which was distributed during 
the evening :— 

“Time required for One Revolution. 

* Source of radiation. . Time in seconds. 
se iteandle, 20-inches off) v6 sca ew ule ees 182 
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BD. 4 5 ge Os eed Gh utore 1:6 
1 candle, 5 3 behind green glass.. 40 
ee 5 i » blue wchitve ri Rao 

is 5 4 3 purple. 551) ./-n28 
:, 9) 5 iit Orange diy) rap 2G 
4; 5 nt nei yellow visitas «2 
o 5 ss spuelight ret 5 5b 20 

Diffused daylight; dull’ i... 65.5 gare ebay vin PO 
=~ Briehb), se idseeas -crsalésre 1-7 

Full’ sunshine, ROLAM. . jntniteed bee ewet os 0°3 
¥ 35 DPN. Aaltted warintdl Sue's 0-252 

These experiments are not mentioned in the paper of which the 
above is an abstract, as it is intended to make the radiometer the 
subject of a future communication to the Society. 
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—XXXI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE ATTRACTION AND REPULSION EXERTED BY THE LUMI- ~ 

NOUS AND THE CALORIFIC RAYS: By DR. F. NEESEN*, © AND 
ON CROOKES’S RADIOMETER : BY M. POGGENDORFFT. 

R, CROOKES’S remarkable experiments relating to the pheno- 
mena of attraction and repulsion which, he says, result from 

calorific and luminous radiations, could not fail to fix the attention 
of physicists ; yet the explanation which he gives of them must of 
necessity call forth numerous objections. It is, in fact, difficult to — 
attribute to radiation the power to produce mechanical effects by 
acting through a vacuum—that is, with no other intermedium than 
the ether or extremely rarefied particles. 

On the other hand, the high degree of rarefaction of the medium 
in which Mr. Crookes effected his experiments seems at first view 
to exclude the possibility of explaining the facts by merely the 
action of currents resulting from the inequalities of temperature of 
that medium, and especially the continuous rotation which he 
obtains in his radiometer. 

Nevertheless the more recent researches of Dr. Neesen seem to 
prove that it is indeed currents of this nature that play the principal 
part in the phenomena in question. 

M. Neesen used an apparatus which, it is true, does not permit 
the realization of so perfect a vacuum as that in which Mr. 
Crookes’s pendulums or radiometer move, but which has the ad- 
vantage of permitting the light or heat to be made to act ina 
perfectly determinate direction, and upon an equally determinate 
part of the suspended body. 

This apparatus consists of a tin box, one of the sides of which 
has an opening fitted with a parallel-faced glass plate, giving pas- 
sage to the calorific or luminous rays. The pendulum is fastened 
to the top of the box by means of a movable frame, so that it can 
be brought near to the glass plate or to the opposite side. It con- 
sists of a cocoon-thread to which is attached a piece of pasteboard 
or of wood covered with paper, carrying in its centre a small plane 
mirror, the deflections of which, observed at a distance with the 
cathetometer, measure the torsion of the thread. Finally, the 
light and heat are derived from a petroleum-lamp, the rays from 
which can be projected at will upon one of the sides of the pen- 
dulum, sometimes directly, sometimes concentrated by means of 
a lens. 

Keeping at first the air. contained in the box at the atmospherie 
pressure, the author satisfied himself that the radiation from the 
lamp really determines in it currents of transport. This appears 
clearly from the fact that the action of the lamp is different ac- 
cording as the pendulum is nearer to or further from the glass. 
By varying this distance it is ascertained that the deflection showa 
by the mirror is almost none when the pendulum is close to-the 

* Poge, Ann, September 1875. + Ibid, November 1875, 

=. since, 
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hinder side of the box, or, on the contrary, in the immediate 
vicinity of the glass ; while it attains its maximum when the pen- 
dulum is nearly in the centre of the box, at an equal distance from» 
its two opposite sides. . 

The thickness of the stratum of air between the pendulum and 
the sides of the box exerts, therefore, a great influence on the 
amplitude of the deflection, as it ought if this is due to the afflux 
of the air toward the warmer region of the interior atmosphere. 
By causing the rays to act alternately on the two sides of the pen- 
dulum, we can moreover ascertain that the deflection of the mirror 
certainly takes place always in the direction in which the colder 
air, situated behind the pendulum, goes to replace that which re- 
ceives directly the radiations of the lamp. 

But the heat from this has not only the effect of heating the 
air which it traverses, but the side of the pendulum which receives 
the rays is also not slow to be itself affected by its influence. Its 
temperature soon rises above that of the surrounding air; and a 
second set of currents are produced, going from the glass to the 
mirror and tending to turn it in the opposite direction to the former 
ones, which are directed from the posterior side of the box toward - 
the glass plate. 

The.result is that the deflection due to the first currents dimi- 
nishes, and finally changes its direction: this always takes place 
when the rays from the lamp fall directly on one of the sides of the 
pendulum to the right or the left of the mirror. But it is easy to 
prevent this diminution and inversion by concentrating the lumi- 
nous rays by a lens on one of the sides of the pendulum, while the 
lamp heats directly the air situated on the other side. 

In this case the currents of the second set evidently tend to 
turn the pendulum in the same direction as those produced by the 
direct heating of the air; and there ensues an increase instead of a 
diminution of the deflection. : 

The amplitude of the deflection of the mirror depends also no- 
tably on the angle at which it receives the rays—which is readily 
accounted for, since the intensity of the thermic action is itself in 
correspondence with the direction of those rays. | 

In fine, it is intelligible that the heating of the air must diminish 
with its density, while that of the pendulum must become more 
rapid and more intense in proportion as the air contained in the 
box is rarefied. Moreover Dr. Neesen has established that the 
deflection corresponding to the first set of currents diminishes in 
proportion as vacuum is produced in the apparatus, and is at last 
entirely supplanted by the opposite deflection resulting from the 
heating of the pendulum by the radiation from the lamp. Thus, 
according to him, is to be explained the fact observed by Mr.. 
Crookes, from which he inferred that the action of heat on the 
pendulum is attractive in air, while it is repellent im vacuo. 

Certainly Dr. Neesen’s experiments tend to a rational explana- 
tion of the phenomena discovered by Mr. Crookes; nevertheless 
they cannot be considered altogether conclusive, since they were 
not performed in a medium reaching an extreme degree of rare- 
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faction, in which, perhaps, it would not be legitimate to admit the 
production of currents possessing sufficient energy to carry with 
them the relatively considerable mass of the pendulum. 

It is, besides, very possible that these phenomena are actually 
due to currents as long as the rarefaction of the air contained in the 
apparatus does not exceed a certain degree; but it may also very 
well be thata totally different cause intervenes when the exhaustion 
is more complete. That cause, still obscure, may perhaps be the 
one suggested at first by Mr. Reynolds very shortly after Mr. 
Crookes’s publication *. 

Mr. Reynolds bases his interpretation on a consequence of the 
mechanical theory of gases. He remarks that the heating of 
gaseous particles which strike a surface hotter than themselves, 
and consequently the augmentation of their velocity, must be fol- 
lowed by a reaction in a direction opposite to that of the rays 
which act upon that surface, since the particles rebound with a 
greater velocity than that which they possessed before the impact. 
As, on the other hand, thermic radiation as well as the mobility of 
the particles must augment with the degree of rarefaction of the 
gas, this effect of reaction, he thinks, may still possess sufficient 
energy in the most highly rarefied media, where mere currents 
would have become too feeble. 

Nevertheless M. Poggendorff, who has also occupied himself 
with this delicate subject, ranges himself rather on the side of the 
interpretation given by Dr. Neesen. Itis true he does not regard 
the phenomenon as completely elucidated; but he is convinced 
that the motions, whether of the pendulum or of Crookes’s radio- 
meter, would certainly not take place in a perfect vacuum. 

Using a radiometer constructed by Dr. Geissler, of Bonn, on 
the model of those employed by Mr. Crookes, M. Poggendorff has. 
proved the perfect accuracy of the facts observed by the latter ; he 
has even seen the vane of the radiometer put in motion merely 
by the influence of daylight from a sky covered with clouds. On 
the other hand, he has proved that the apparatus absolutely ceases 
to turn when the luminous rays which reach it haye passed through 
a thickness of 20 millims. of water. 

He notices also another fact, not less important. It is known 
that, in Mr. Crookes’s experiments, the rotation of the vane does 
not take place when it is acted on by the obscure thermic radiation 
resulting from direct heating of the glass balloon which contains 
it. Now M. Poggendorff has obtained all the usual rotation effects 
by projecting upon his radiometer the rays from a wax taper after 
they have traversed a plate of black glass which is made use of in 
polarization-experiments, and which owes its opacity to the pre- 
sence of a certain quantity of sulphur. Mr. Crookes, as well as 
Messrs. Tait and Dewar, had already proved that it is the same 
with the obscure radiation emanating from sulphiodide of carbon. 

In brief, the phenomena discovered by Mr. Crookes are not yet 
completely explained; but it is probable that they are in great 

* See Reynolds, “On the Forces caused by Evaporation from and Con- 
densation at a Surface,” Proc, Roy. Soc. June 1874, p. 406. 
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part due to the action of currents, and perhaps also to the reaction 
of gas-particles in highly rarefied media. In any case they are 
real facts, since they have been verified by several experimenters ; 
and they appear to have led to the realization of an apparatus in 
some sort thermometric, endowed with extraordinary sensitiveness 
in regard to radiant heat.—Bibliothéque Universelle, Archives des 
Sciences Phys. et Nat. Jan. 15, 1876, pp. 84-88. 

ON THE ACTION OF HEAT IN MAGNETIZATION. BY L. FAVE. 

It has long been known that the magnetic state of a steel bar 
changes with the temperature. Coulomb, Kupffer, and other physi- 
cists have studied the very complex laws of the diminution of 
magnetic ‘intensity ; and the most marked consequence resulting 
from their experiments is, that by raising the temperature of steel 
to a certain point we cause it to lose definitively the magnetism it 
has received. 

M. Jamin has recently demonstrated * that steel is capable of 
receiving considerable magnetization at a temperature at which it 
loses almost entirely that which it received when cold, while the 
magnetism of a bar magnetized when hot diminishes very rapidly, 
and in a very short time almost completely disappears. 
We have investigated the variations of magnetic intensity by the 

method of Van Rees, which permits a speedy determination of the 
total quantity of free magnetism in a bar. . 

If a helix, formed of a few turns of copper wire wound round 
the bar, be slid quickly from the middle to a distance at which its 
influence is no longer sensible, the initial deflection of the galva- 
nometer-needle, produced by the very feeble induced current re- 
sulting from the movement, measures sensibly the total quantity 
of free magnetism of the bar. Weare assured that the earth’s 
action is not sufficient to give an induced current that could disturb 
the result. 
We operated on bars previously annealed, and cooled slowly, so 

that we could regard the changes of state as absolutely temporary, 
and the variations of temper did not complicate the phenomenon. 

The bar to be examined is suspended horizontally to a copper 
rod, above a tube pierced with a series of apertures forming gas- 
jets close enough to heat the bar in a manner sensibly uniform 
throughout its length. This arrangement permits the magnetizing- 
coil to be introduced without the bar ceasing, even when inside, to 
be under the action of the source of heat—an important condition 
for following from its commencement the phenomenon of loss. The 
current from a pile of ten Bunsen elements is caused to pass round 
the bar; then the coil is withdrawn; the helix of copper wire, 
protected by a non-conducting envelope, is afterwards introduced 
as far as the middle of the bar, and then suddenly withdrawn ; the 
initial deflection of the needle of a mirror-galvanometer produced 

. by this last movement is measured. The temperature of the bar 
was given approximately by a thermoelectric couple. 

* Comptes Rendus, December 22, 1873. 
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We thus observed that the quantity of residual magnetism slowly 
diminishes as the temperature of magnetization is increased; it is 
still considerable at incipient redness, but becomes insensible at a 
cherry-red heat. 

The magnetism, which is rapidly lost if the bar is allowed to 
cool, is preserved at any temperature if the same calorific state is 
maintained—if not indefinitely, at least during a time so long that 
the very slow enfeeblement observed can be attributed to oscillations 
of temperature resulting from the difficulty of keeping a very high 
temperature perfectly constant. An augmentation or a diminu- 
tion of temperature is accompanied by a loss of magnetism, which 
therefore does not depend on the temperature at which the bar was 
magnetized, but is a correlative phenomenon of the thermal state. 
The quantity of magnetism at a determinate temperature depends 
on the nature of the steel, the temperature of magnetization, and 
changes of state subsequently undergone. 
When the bar is heating, the magnetism diminishes according 

to a law which depends on the .composition of the steel, but in a 
pretty regular fashion ; when it is cooling, the law of the loss of 
magnetism is very different from that of the loss of heat. The 
temperature diminishes, as we know, at first rapidly, then less and 
less quickly, and can be represented approximately by Newton’s 
formula, 

ae 

The magnetic loss is, on the contrary, very slow at the com- 
mencement, then augments very rapidly, to resume afterwards a 
decreasing value. The annexed Table gives the quantity of mag- 
netism, measured from minute to minute, in a bar magnetized at 
about 350° C. :— 
Times ..-seeeee O01. 2 8 °4. 5) 6 4 
Quantities of } 29 299 288 287 27 19 12 8 65 5 4 15 

magnetism 
Temperatures 350° 200° 100° 12° 

We see that it remains nearly constant during three minutes, 
then loses in four minutes two thirds of its value, lastly diminishes 
less and less quickly, and when the bar has arrived at the ordinary 
temperature has only 3, of its initial value. 
When we vary the temperature of magnetization, the time during 

which the loss remains very slight goes on increasing as the initial 
temperature is raised, although the cooling is more and more 
rapid. Besides, the time is independent of that during which 
the magnetism has been kept constant by maintaining the tempe- 
rature. 
When a bar which was magnetized when hot has been allowed 

to cool and is again heated, we observe that the quantity of magne- 
tism increases and may attain to three times the value which it had 
preserved, remaining nevertheless below that possessed by it at the 
time of its magnetization. This is similar to M. Wiedmann’s 
observation concerning the magnetic moment of bars magnetized 
at 100°. 

But in following the quantity of magnetism during the heating 
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of the bar, it is seen to pass through a maximum, of which the 
temperature varies with the nature of the steel, but is always below 
the temperature of magnetization ; if the heating i is. continued, the 
magnetism definitively vanishes. On leaving the temperature 
below that corresponding to the maximum, and letting the bar cool 
and then reheating it, the second maximum is found to be below 
the first, and soon. This property belongs solely to magnetism 

: received at a high temperature and lost in consequence of cooling. 
When a bar. which has received partial magnetization by contact 
with a magnet; or conserved after heating, is heated, the magnet- 
ism is seen to diminish more or less rapidly, but without there 
being any augmentation. 
We have studied bars of divers compositions and different sec- 

tions. Varying also the manner of heating, the quantities of 
magnetism conserved at the same temperatures have shown them- 
selves to be different; but we have constantly observed these three 
phenomena :— 

(1) The conservation of the magnetism at any temperature 
when that temperature is maintained constant ; 

(2) The diminution, at first slow, of the magnetism, becoming 
very rapid after a time variable with the temperature of magneti- 
zation ; 

(3) The augmentation of the quantity of magnetism remaining 
after cooling when the magnet is reheated. 

The operations were performed in the laboratory of the Sor- 
bonne.—Compies Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, Jan. 24, 1876, 
yol. lxxxii. pp. 276-278. 

ON THE PHENOMENA OF INDUCTION. BY M. MOUTON. 

The experiments which have been made and the theories formed 
in regard to induction-phenomena have generally referred to an 
induced wire included in a circuit; the electricity set in motion 
passed from one extremity to the other, either through the wire 
of a galvanometer or a magnetizing spiral, or through the air under 
the complex form of the spark. But we may ask, into what rela- 
tive electric condition does the phenomenon of induction bring the 
two extremities of the wire of an induction-coil when no metallic 
communication is established between them, and when they are 
kept at too great a distance for the spark to clear it ? 

For the purpose of solving this problem, I made use of a Thom- 
son’s dial electrometer of large size; the needle was maintained 
charged by its communication with one of the poles of an open 
pile ; and the two pairs of dials were, at a suitable time, connected 
with the ends of the wire by the intermedium of a condenser with 

a stratum of air. If, limiting ourselves to the case of the rupture 
of the inducing current, we suppose a commutator putting, at. the 
same time that it produces that rupture, the ends of the mduced 
wire. in communication with the dials of the electrometer, the fol- 
lowing is what will be observed. 3 
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If the duration of the communication, commencing with the 
breaking of the current, exceeds a time which I have not tried to 
estimate rigorously, but which is not much less than -001 of a 
second, the “condenser does not become charged, and the needle of 
the electrometer remains at rest. 

If the duration of this communication is reduced to much less 
than s;hoy of a second, we find charges absolutely different ac- 
cording to the instant at which this rapid contact is produced ; and 
we can thus study, from less than zo}55 to gytyq OF a second, the 
difference of potential presented by the extremities of the induced 
wire. 

The following is then the succession of the phenomena which I 
have observed :— 

Take the times for abscisse, the origin being at the metallic 
rupture of the inducing current, and the differences of potential 
(or, what comes to the same thing, the deflections of the needle) 
for ordinates. 

At the time zero the difference of potential is nal; it then in- 
creases regularly, and at about;5}yy of a second reaches a maxi- 
mum which can be kept to a remarkable degree constant; it 
afterwards decreases regularly, again becoming xd. But the phe- 
nomenon does not end there. If the examination be continued, 
the difference of potential changes sign, the positive extremity 
becomes negative, and vice versd; there is a new maximum reached 
in the opposite direction, then a return to zero, then another 
change of sign, &c. I have counted in this way as many as 30 
oscillations. ‘The first ocillations have always seemed to me longer 
and more intense; they appear to tend rapidly towards isochronism. 
I beg, however, permission to reserve this question of the duration 
of the oscillations, which a special commutator, I hope, will soon 
enable me to determine. 

In regard to the intensities the results are very clear. I will 
give an instance :— 

The inducing current being supplied by a single Daniell element 
with water and sulphate of copper, the inducing bobbin haying 
only one thickness of wire, and the induced bobbin 10,000 turns of 
wire 4 millim. in diameter, the first and second maxima reached a 
difference of potential equivalent to 80 Daniell elements, betrayed 
by a deflection of 350 divisions by the needle of the electrometer, 
which I was obliged purposely to render less sensitive. The 20th 
maximum reached 160 divisions. 

The oscillatory phenomenon was first described by M. Blaserna ; 
it was measured more carefully, but still only with respect to its 
duration, by M. Bernstein,—both of these physicists sending the 
induced ctcrent for only a very brief period into a galvanometer. 

I study the phenomenon in its entirety, froma purely static point 
of view, without disturbing it ; and I get a constancy and intensity 
of effect which permit me to trace, point by point, the curve which 
represents it.—Comptes Rendus de UVAcadémie des Sciences, vol. 
lxxxii. pp. 84-86. 
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XXXII. On Waves. By Lorp Raytzicu, V.A., F.R.S.* 
| ae theory of waves ina uniform canal of rectangular sec- 

tion, in the case when the length of the wave is great in 
comparison with the depth of the canal, and when the maxi- 
mum height of the wave is small in comparison with the same 
quantity, was given long ago by Lagrange, and is now well 
known. A wave of any form, subject to the above conditions, 
is propagated unchanged, and with the velocity which would 
be acquired by a heavy body in falling through half the depth 
of the canal. The velocity of propagation here referred to is 
of course relative to the undisturbed water. If we attribute 
to the water in the canal a velocity equal and opposite to that 
of the wave, the wave-form, having the same relative velocity 
as before, is now fixed in space, and the problem becomes one 
of steady motion. It is under this aspect that I propose at 
present to consider the question ; and we will therefore suppose 
that water is flowing along a tube, whose section undergoes a 
temporary and gradual alteration in consequence of a change 
in the vertical dimension of the tube. The principal question 
will be how far the pressure at the upper surface can be made 
constant by a suitable adjustment of the velocity of flow to the 
force of gravity. 

That the two causes which tend to produce variation of pres- 
sure at the upper surface act in opposition to each other is at 
once evident. If there were no gravity, the pressure would 
vary on account of the alteration in the velocity of the fluid. 
Since there must be the same total flow across all sections of 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1876. 3 
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the pipe, the fluid which approaches an enlargement must lose 
velocity, and the change of momentum involves an augmented 
pressure. On this account, therefore, there is an increased — 
pressure at a place of enlargement and a diminished pressure 
ata contraction. On the other hand the effect of gravity is in 
the opposite direction, tending to produce a loss of pressure at 
the upper surface where that surface is high, and a gain of 
pressure where the surface is low. This effect of gravity is 
independent of the velocity; but the changes of pressure due to 
acceleration and retardation depend on the velocity of flow, 
and we can therefore readily understand that, with a certain 
definite velocity of flow, compensation may take place, at least 
approximately. When this happens, the condition of a free 
surface is satisfied, the constraint may be removed, and we are 
left with a stationary wave-form. | 

In the theory of long waves it is assumed that the length is 
so great in proportion to the depth of the water, that the velo- 
city in a vertical direction can be neglected, and that the hori- 
zontal velocity is uniform across each section of the canal. 
This, it should be observed, is perfectly distinct from any sup- 
position as to the height of the wave. If / be the undisturbed 
depth, and A the elevation of the water at any point of the 
waye, u,, wu the velocities corresponding to /, 1+h respectively, 
we have, by the condition of continuity, 

lu 

so that 
o 2th+h? 
° (¢+h)y 

By the principles of hydrodynamics, the increase of pressure 
due to retardation will be 

u—u =U 

P (,,2__12)— PM 2lh+h? 
a Ri ge Du (i+hy 

On the other hand, the loss of pressure due to height will be 
gph; and therefore the total gain of pressure over the undis- 
turbed parts is 

l h 

gi hea 

| or — gp }h. 
(147) 

If now the ratio h:l be very small, the coefficient of h becomes 

o(*? —9), 
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and we conclude that the condition of a free surface is satisfied 
provided w2=gl. This determines the rate of flow in order 
that a stationary wave may be possible, and gives of course at 
the same time the velocity of a wave in still water. 

If we suppose the condition u2=gl satisfied, the change of 
pressure is, to a second approximation, 

14 h 

21 3 gph’ 

(1+7) 
which shows that the pressure is defective at all parts of the 
wave where / differs from zero. Unless, therefore, h? can be 
neglected, it is impossible to satisfy the condition of a free sur- 
face for a stationary long wavye—which is the same as saying 
that it is impossible fora long wave of finite height to be pro- 
pagated in still water without change of type. If, however, h 
be everywhere positive, a better result can be obtained with 
an increased value of u,; and if h be everywhere negative, 
with a diminished value. We infer that a positive wave moves 
with a somewhat higher, and a negative wave with a somewhat 
lower velocity than that due to half the undisturbed depth. 

Although a constant gravity is not adequate to compensate 
the changes of pressure due to acceleration and retardation in 
a long wave of finite height, it is evident that complete com- 
pensation is attainable if gravity be a function of height; and 
it is worth while to inquire what the law of force must be in 
order that long waves of unlimited height may travel with type 
unchanged. If / be the force at height h, the condition of con- 
stant pressure is 

be) 1— aie b= ak ZN CET ae ae ae 

2 

f=- 3 Say =a Ss 2 dn nee 9 CLAY’ 

whence 

which shows that the force must vary inversely as the cube of 
the distance from the bottom of the canal. Under this law the 
waves may be of any height, and they will be propagated un- 
changed with the velocity V/l, where / is the force at the wn- 
disturbed level. 

The same line of thought may be applied to the case of a 
long wave in a canal whose section is uniform but otherwise 
arbitrary. Let A be the area of the section below the undis- 

T2 
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turbed level, 6 the breadth at that level. Then, as before, 

(A+ bh)u=Au, 

if h be small; whence 
a hae Meee 
Uu—-U= wa 

Now by dynamics 
u2—w? =2gh 

if the upper surface be free ; and thus 

ur=gA—b, 

which gives the velocity of propagation. In the case of a 
rectangular section we have the same result as before, since 
A= Dl. 

The energy of a long wave is half potential and half kinetic. 
If we suppose that initially the surface is displaced, but that 
the particles have no velocity, we shall evidently obtain (as in 
the case of sound) two equal waves travelling in opposite direc- 
tions, whose total energies are equal, and together make up 
the potential energy of the original displacement. Now the 
elevation of the derived waves must be half of that of the ori- 
ginal displacement, and accordingly the potential energies less 
in the ratio of 4:1. Since therefore the potential energy of — 
each derived wave is one quarter, and the total energy one 
half of that of the original displacement, it follows that in the 
derived wave the potential and kinetic energies are equal. 
We may now investigate the effect on a long wave of a gra- 

dual alteration in the breadth of the canal and the area of the 
section. The potential energy of the wave varies directly as 
the length, breadth, and square of the height; and, by what has 
been proved above, the same is true of the total energy. Now 
the length of the wave in various parts of the canal is obvi- 

ously proportional to the velocity of propagation, viz. / = 

and we may therefore write 

B« ay. > . (height)?. 0. 

But when the alteration in the canal is very gradual, there is 
no sensible reflection and the energy of the wave continues 
constant; so that 

height a A~*b-?. 

In the case of a rectangular section, 

height a J~#b7?. 
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These results are due to Green, Kelland, and Airy*. The 
same method may be even more easily applied to the sound- 
wave moving in a pipe of gradually varying section. ' 

The theory of long waves may be applied in many cases to 
ascertain the effect on a stream of a contraction or enlarge- 
ment of its channel. If the section of the channel up to the 
natural level of the stream be altered from A, to A, the equa- 
tion of continuity gives 

(A+ bh)u=Aj%,, 

where b, the breadth at the surface of the water, is supposed 
not to vary with height. The condition of a free surface is 

A2 

Wawa} 1— (K+ bhy : = 2gil, 

Be a ype 
(AtbAP mG’ 

which shows that h can never exceed the height due to the 
velocity u,, as is indeed otherwise obvious. 

If the variations in A and } are small as well as gradual, 
and if we put A=A,+ 6A, we find 

or 

‘ 0 

When the velocity u, is less than that of a free wave, gA, > bu2, 
and f has the same sign as 6A; viz. a contraction of the chan- 
nel produces a depression of the surface, and an enlargement an 
elevation. But if the velocity of the stream exceed that of a 
free wave, these effects are reversed, and an enlargement and 
contraction of the section entail respectively a depression and 
an elevation of the surface. 

If the velocity of the stream is nearly the same as that of a 
free wave, a state of things is approached in which a wave can 
sustain itself in a stationary position without requiring a varia- 
tion in the channel; and then the effects of such a variation are 
naturally much intensified. — . 
We must not forget that these calculations proceed on the 

supposition that a steady motion is possible. It would appear 
that the motion thus obtained is unstable in the case where the 
velocity of the stream exceeds that of a free wave. If we sup- 
pose the upper surface to consist of a movable envelope, it 
would indeed be in equilibrium when disposed according to the 
law above investigated; but if a displacement be made and 
steady motion be conceived to be reestablished, the pressure of 

* Stokes, Brit.-Assoc. Report on Hydrodynamics, 1846. 

Sd 
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the fluid will be less than before if the displacement be down- 
wards, but will be increased if the displacement be upwards ; 
so that the forces brought to bear on the envelope are in both 
eases in the direction of displacement. The expression for the 
variation of pressure at the envelope is 

hie oA (“@ 
a =e A + ¥ -4) A. 

The Solitary Wave. 

This is the name given by Mr. Scott Russell to a peculiar 
waye described by him in the British-Association Report for 
1844. Since its length is about six or eight times the depth of 
the canal, this wave is, to a rough approximation, included 
under the theory of long waves; but there are several circum- 
stances observed by Mr. Russell which indicate that it has 
a character distinct from that of other long waves. Among 
these may be mentioned the very different behaviour of solitary 
wayes according as they are positive or negative, viz. accord- 
ing as they consist of an elevation or a depression from the 

. undisturbed level. In the former case the wave has a remark- 
able permanence, being propagated to great distances without 
much loss; but a negative wave is soon broken up and dissi- 
pated. 

Airy, in his treatise on Tides and Wayes, still probably the 
best authority on the subject, appears not to recognize any 
thing distinctive in the solitary wave. He says :—‘ We are 
not disposed to recognize this wave as deserving the epithets 
‘great’ or ‘ primary,’....and we conceive that ever since it 
was known that the theory of shallow waves of great length 

TX yO de 9" qqes +++ the theory o 

the solitary wave has been perfectly well known.” And again, 
“Some experiments were made by Mr. Russell on what he calls 
a negative waye—that is, a wave which is in reality a progres- 
sive hollow or depression. But (we know not why) he appears 
not to have been satisfied with these experiments, and has 
omitted them in his abstract. All the theories of our [Vth 
Section, without exception, apply to these as well as to positive 
waves, the sign of the coefficient only being changed.” 
On the other hand, Professor Stokes says* :—“ It is the opinion 

of Mr. Russell that the solitary wave is a phenomenon sui 
generis, in no wise deriving its character from the circumstances 
of the generation of the wave. His experiments seem to ren- 

was contained in the equation 

* British-Association Report. 
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der this conclusion probable. Should it be correct, the analy- 
tical character of the solitary wave remains to be discovered.” 
The theory of the solitary wave has been considered by Harn- 

shaw (Camb. Trans. vol. viii.), who, distrusting what he calls 
analytical approximations, bases his calculation on a supposed 

result of experiment, namely that the horizontal velocity is uni- 
form over each section. This,as we have seen, is the fundamental 
assumption in the theory of long waves; but when the length 
of the wave is moderate, such a state of things is impossible in 
a frictionless fluid which has been once at rest; for it involves 
molecular rotation. In fact if there be a velocity-potential, 
the horizontal velocity ~ satisfies Laplace’s equation 

du du 

dat + dye = 
and therefore cannot be a function of # without being also a 
function of y. The motion investigated by Harnshaw has 
therefore molecular rotation; and the rotation remains con- 
stant foreach particle; otherwise the equations of fluid motion 
would not be satisfied. This is the explanation of the difficulty 
with which Harnshaw meets,—that while the necessary condi- 
tions are satisfied in the wave itself, there is discontinuity in 
passing from the wave to the undisturbed water. The discon- 
tinuity arises from the fact that, as there is no rotation outside 
the wave, it is necessary to suppose finite rotations imparted to 
the particles as the wave reaches and leaves them. It is evi- 
dent that, except in the case of very long waves, w must be 
treated as a function of y as well as of a. 

In considering the theory of long waves (reduced to rest by 
imparting an opposite motion to the water), we saw that it was 
impossible to satisfy the condition of a free surface if the height 
of the wave were finite. Itoccurred to me to inquire whether 
there might not be compensation in certain cases between the 
variation of pressure at the upper surface due to a finiteness of 
height, and the variation due to a departure from the law of 
uniform horizontal velocity proper to very long waves. It was 
conceivable that the surface-condition in the case of a wave of 
given finite height might be better satisfied by a moderate than 
by a very great wave-length. In this way I have obtained 
what seems to be a perfectly satisfactory approximate theory 
of the solitary wave. 

If wu and v be the horizontal and vertical velocities in a 
stream moving in two dimensions without molecular rotation, 
and ¢, the potential and stream functions, we have 
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dd dy 

oat ape (A) 
dp _ _a -¢=--% 

Hence, if the bottom of the canal be taken for axis of 2, we may 
take for w and v, since they ces mene s equation, 

ac ieee ae ce 
—v=sin(y* )x)= yf! — mre Med a te 

where /() is the slowly ores value of w at the bottom 
when y=0, and accents indicate differentiation with respect 
to z. The corresponding expression ie vr is 

3 

yeu 3 of" 
This equation applies to the upper boundary, if we understand 
by y the there constant value of the stream-function, and gives 
us a relation between the ordinate of the boundary and the 
function /. 

If p be the pressure at the upper surface, we have 

ae, 

—22—* =2gy+twu?+v’, 

where C is some constant. We will write for brevity, 

wAYmo—2gy5 2. 4s 

and the object of the investigation is to examine how far it ; 
possible to make aw constant by varying the form of y as 
function of «. Since w?+v?=(1+y”)uv2, our equation Bie HS 

OW Mime u= ere ey 
i 1 +7” 

or, on substituting for w its value, | 
3 5 > Sa 

aed 2 v— de 4 | OY ae 
ie pane Dir ie hia a ey \/ Tty” 

Between this equation and (C), fmay be eliminated by succes- 
sive approximation ; and we obtain as the relation between y 
and a, 

¥{1-$0) -BQ-~ Je ® 
In this investigation y is regarded as a function of «, which 

7 
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varies slowly, or (as we may put it) a function of wx, where w 
is a small quantity. If we agree to neglect the fourth power 
of w, the third and following terms on the left-hand side of (E) 
may "be omitted, and we obtain 

2 dy 
vy T+y?—sy as \ my —29y/, 

or 

1 
Wey 1H 5y2 + 530" | Say —29/, ernpccit CE) 

by which the value of w is determined approximately in terms 
of the form of the upper surface. If we suppose w constant 
and integrate (I*) on that hypothesis, we shall obtain a form 
of upper surface for which the pressure varies very slightly, 
provided of course that the solution so obtained satisfies the 
suppositions on which the differential equation (I*) is founded. 

To integrate (EF) we may write it in the form 

wy 14 gy 4 OD * any? —249/, 

ou 

or 

= ay » (ays —2gy8—y-B), 
which ow a complete differential when multiplied by 

2 a dx. Thus we find 

i ie is 
gy =Cy ue rm +1, 

C being the constant of integration. Suppose now that in the 
undisturbed parts of the canal the depth is / and the velocity 
aw, Then 

au? + 2ql, 
and 

1 
=| URE CRG 

0 

Substituting these, we get 

yl! u?+2gl 
4 =1+Cy+ ae ae an PPO) 

Up 

In this equation g and / are given, while u, and C are at our 
disposal ; and thus the cubic expression on ” the right may be 
made to vanish for y=land y=l, where /’ is the distance be- 
tween the summit of the wave and the bottom ofthe canal. If 
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we substitute these values of y and eliminate C, we find 

uimagh 3 

as the relation between u, and /’. The constants C and mu 
being now determined so as to make y’ vanish when y=0 and 
when y=’, it will be found that the third root of the cubic is 
also /, so that our equation may be put into the form 

ne 2 y+ Py (y—ly(y—U) =0. ot; Be ot ienn (1) 

From this result it appears that there is only one maximum 
or minimum value of y (besides/); and since y—l’ is neces- 
sarily negative, it follows that the surface-condition cannot be 
satisfied to this order of approximation by a solitary wave of 
depression. Differentiating (1), we get 

y= 3(y—l) {2 +1—3y}, 

SPY, 

which shows that the points of zero curvature occur when y=l 
/ 

and when y= a=! + a —l). Thus the curvature changes 

sign at two thirds of the height of the wave above the undis- 
turbed level, and at these points only. The nature of the wave 
is sufficiently defined by (1); but we may readily integrate 
again, so as to obtain the relation between w and y. Thus, if 
U—l=B, y—l=n, 

PV {28 ‘/e sp 
re= ite ' ———1+492 img Ey } o=a/Piog,{ 2 ae 

the constant being taken so that c=0 when y=. This equa- 
tion gives the height 7 at any point x in terms of one constant, 
viz. the maximum height of the wave. There is therefore (in 
a given canal) only one form of solitary wave of given maxi- 
mum height. On either side the height diminishes without . 
interruption, but does not (according to (J)) absolutely vanish 
at any finite distance. Accordingly there is no definite wave- 
length; but if we inquire what value of w corresponds to a 
given ratio of 7:8, we get | 

SR 
being greatest for the smallest waves. 

Suppose, for example, that we regard the wave as ending 
where the height is-one tenth of the maximum. Then 

l 
vila2ta/ 144 

8 
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The shortest wave-length is when B=/; and then 

20 2h==5'96: 
I 

If B= 5) Dip sie ell 

ao 5? Qe :1=12°6. 

These results are in agreement with Russell’s observations. 
The form of the wave as determined by (J) is shown in the 

figure, half the wave only being drawn :— 

a 
ee eee 

The velocity of propagation is given by (H), which is Scott 
Russell’s formula exactly. In words, the velocity of the wave 
is that due to half the greatest depth of the water. 

Another of Russell’s observations is now readily accounted 
for :—“ It was always found that the wave broke when its ele- 
vation above the general level became equal, or nearly so, to 
the greatest depth. The application of mathematics to this 
circumstance is so difficult, that we confine ourselves to the 
mention of the observed fact’’*. When the wave is treated 
as stationary, it is evident from dynamics that its height can 
never exceed that due to the velocity of the stream in the un- 

2 

disturbed parts; that is, /’—/ is less than 5 But w2=9l’, and 
| 4 

‘therefore l’—/ is less than $1’, or /’—Jis less than 7. When the 
waye is on the point of breaking, the water at the crest is 
moving with the velocity of the wave. 

Periodic Waves in Deep Water. - 

The best known theory of these waves is that of Gerstner, 
Rankine, and Froude, in which the profile is trochoidal. The 
motion of each particle of the fluid is in a circle, which is de- 
seribed with uniform velocity. Ifh, « be the coordinates of 
the centre of one of these circles, measured horizontally and 
downwards respectively, the position of the particle at time ¢ 

* Airy, ‘Tides and Waves,’ art. 401. 
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is given by 

sp Re“ sin (at+ R) 

vio h 
n=K+ Re B cos( at + R): 

It is not difficult to show that the motion represented by 
these equations satisfies the condition of continuity, and is con- 
sistent with the principles of fluid mechanics ; but it involvesa 
molecular rotation, whose amount is 

2k 2k 

ae R+l—e R. 

This molecular rotation, being constant for each particle, is not 
inconsistent with the properties of frictionless fluid when the 
motion is once set up; but it is known that a motion of this 
kind could not be generated from rest in such fluid by any 
natural force. We proceed to consider the theory of periodic 
waves in deep water when there is no molecular rotation. 

As in the case of long waves, the problem may be reduced 
to one of steady motion by attributing to the water a velocity 
equal and opposite to that of the waves. If x be measured 
horizontally and y downwards from the surface, the conditions 
of continuity and of freedom from rotation are satisfied by 

d=cx+ae— sin Ka, } 

pr=cy—ae—"Y COS KX 5 (A) 

where ¢ and are the equipotential and stream functions, ¢ 
the velocity at.a great depth, a a constant depending on the 
amplitude of the waves, and e=27—2, X being the waye- 
length or distance from crest to crest. The motion represented 
by (A) passes into a uniform horizontal flow ata great depth ; 
and we have only to inquire how far the surface-condition of 
constant pressure can be satisfied. 

If U be the resultant velocity at any point, 
5 ; 

1 (=) “ae fe = ¢? + 2exae—"Y cos Ku + Ka e— 24 

da dy 

=¢7 + Qen(cy—p) + are, 

and therefore 

os const. + (g—xe’)y + cxypp—t nae, 2. | (B) 

Hence, when wf is constant and @ is so small that «? can be 
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neglected, » will also be constant, provided that 

afi t 
o=/a 20r ey 

If c has this value, the surface-condition is satisfied approxi- 
mately, and (A) may be understood to represent a train of free 
periodic stationary waves, or, if the motion relatively to deep 
water be considered, a train of periodic waves advancing with- 
out change of type and with a uniform velocity c. 

The profile of the wave is determined by the second of equa- 
tions (A), in which y is made constant. By successive ap- 
proximation we may deduce the value of y in terms of w If 
vr be taken so that the mean value of y is zero, we get 

af. dK Ka? 3 Ke? 
Una (1 -- 3 ) COS Kx — Fz COS 2Ku+ Bae C08 KL, 

which is correct as far as «®. Let 

a 5 Ka? 
a5: as eae )=a; 

p=ca+ca (i= : Wa) e-*Y sin Ka, 

then 

(D) 
wr=cy—ca ae : Xa?) CRY COS: 205 

and for the equation of the surface, 
v2 

B= 7 COS KL — =F 008 2x + ea? COS ON Me ye ou es EU) 

From (B) we may obtain a closer approximation to the 
value of c. Expanding the exponential, we have (approximately) 

P = const. +(g—Ke'+Ka")y+...3 

so that 
Ga epee. + are, 

K K 
or 

P=Z (+e), baa. sal i aluasacve wee ED) 
where k=27r—N. 

Formulz (£) and (F) are given by Professor Stokes in a 
memoir published in the Cambridge Philosophical Transac- 
tions, vol. viii. 

So long as the depth is everywhere sufficiently great in com- 
parison with the length of the waves, uniformity of depth is 
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immaterial. For waves in water of constant finite depth J, the 
expression for yf is 

ay = CY —& COS KX a
 — ey} 

and the velocity c is determined by 

© I 
l —kl 

re! OR i ay: 
Ke - ext 4 ean?) ‘ . . . . (G) 

which passes into (C) when / is considerable in comparison 
with A. When /is small, we get from (G) 

which is the formula proper for long waves. When obtained 
thus, it is applicable in the first instance only to waves of a 
particular type; but the fact that it is independent of « or X 
would lead us to the conclusion that the same formula would 
apply to a long wave of any type. 

In one respect the theory of irrotational waves may be con- 
sidered inferior to that of Rankine, which last is exact, in the 
sense that it is independent of any supposition as to the small- 
ness of the waves. So far as | am aware, writers on this sub- 
ject appear to think that it is only a question of mathematics 
to determine the form of irrotational waves of finite amplitude 
to any degree of approximation. But it seems to me by no 
means certain that any such type exists, capable of propagating 
itself unchanged with uniform velocity. I see no reason wh 
the possibility of such waves in deep water should be taken for 
granted, when we know that in shallow water waves of finite 
height cannot be propagated without undergoing a gradual 
alteration of type. | 

One of the most interesting results of Professor Stokes’s 
theory is the existence of a slow translaticn of the water near 
the surface in the direction of the wave. I propose to show 
that this superficial motion is an immediate consequence of the 
absence of molecular rotation, and that it is independent of the 
condition of constant pressure at the bounding surface. 

Let AB be the surface from crest to hollow, and CDa 
neighbouring stream-line. Draw A’ B’, C’ D’, two stream- 
lines at such a depth that the steady motion of the fluid is uni- 
form, and so as to include a total stream equal to that which 
flows between A Band CD. Then we have to show that a 
particle at A will take longer to reach B, than a particle at A’ 
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takes to arrive at B’. Now if o denotes the small breadth of 
the tube A D at any point, and v the velocity, the total stream 

| 

SF 
was ees 

{ 

is ov and is constant. Denoting it by K, we have 

v=K-o. 

The time ¢ occupied by a particle in removing from A to B is 
therefore 

ds ods 
i={o = Tae area AD~—K. 

And if ¢/ represents the time between A’ and B’, 

t’= area A’D/—K, 

K being the same in both cases, since the total streams are by 
supposition equal. Thus 

t:t’=areaAD:areaA’/D’, © 

and it remains to prove that AD is greater than A’D’. 
If we draw equipotential lines in such a manner that the 

small spaces cut off between them and AB, CD are squares, 
then we know that the same series of equipotential lines will 
divide the space between A’B’, C’D’, into small squares also. 
Now if a line be divided into a given number of parts, the sum 
of the squares of the parts will be a minimum when the parts 
are all equal. Hence the space AD is greater than if the 
squares described on the parts of AB were all equal, and there- 
fore a fortiori greater than the space A’D’, which consists of 
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the sum of the squares of the same number of equal parts of a 
shorter line. 

It follows that when a particle starting from A’ has arrived 
at B’, another particle starting at the same moment from A 
will fall short of B. Thus in a progressive wave the water 
near the surface has on the whole a motion of translation in 
the direction in which the waves advance. 

Oscillations in Cylindrical Vessels. 

If liquid contained in a cylindrical vessel of any section, whose 
homie lines are vertical and whose depth is uniform, be 
disturbed from the position of equilibrium, oscillations will 
ensue in consequence of the tendency of the fluid to recover 
its horizontal boundary. 

Let us consider in the first place the small vibrations in two 
dimensions of a compressible fluid such as air when contained 
within a cylindrical rigid boundary. If «and y be the rectan- 
gular coordinates of any point, and ¢ the velocity potential, it 
is known that ¢ will satisfy over the whole area 

2 

ED ase (st a). 
A CS Rn IE Sak 

a being the velocity of sound ; while round the contour 

ee 
dn 

where = denotes the rate of variation of ¢ in a normal direction. 

Whatever the motion of the air may be, it can be analyzed 
into components of the harmonic type. Suppose that for one 
of these ¢ varies as cos xat; then, from (A), 

a’ a” hes a +2630. nnn 

is an equation which ¢ must satisfy for the component vibra- 
tion in question. The equations (C) and (B) can only be 
satisfied with certain definite values of «; and the functions ¢ 
corresponding to these values are proportional to what may be 
called the normal functions of the air-system. We may denote 
these functions by u,. Any function arbitrary over the area 
can be expanded in a series of the functions u*. 

Returning to the liquid-problem, we see that the elevation 
h of the surface at any point above the undisturbed position 

* See on this subject several papers by the author, especially “ General 
Theorems relating to Vibrations,’ Math. Society, Proceedings, vol. iv. 
No. 63, and Phil. Mag. December 1873. 
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may be expressed by the series 

hte aren! ee 6aG velo (D) 

the quantities a being constants with respect to space, but de- 
pendent upon time. The potential energy of the displacement, 
calculated on the hypothesis of a constant pressure on the surface, 
will clearly be 

V=gp (f-jede - due dy =P \\ ide dy 

= 2) (Sa, te)da dy ="? Sa? (( u2de dy 

by the conjugate property of the functions u. This is the po- 
tential energy. 

The motion of the fluid throughout the interior depends, 
according to a known theorem, only upon the motion of the 
surface ; and the surface normal velocity 

() 

_ dh a = Det, UK. 

If J be the depth, the complete value of ¢ is given by 

ex(@—) 4. e—K(z— 1) 

roa eegaa aed) 5 te (xy). So | Biemaeais (Ff) 

For, in the first place, this value of @ satisfies Laplace’s 
equation, inasmuch as each term wu, satisfies the equation 

Cu Cu 
Ie? die aye +Ku=0; 

Secondly, (I) satisfies the condition imposed by the rigid 

cylindrical boundary, since —* =); 
dn 

Thirdly, (F) makes “Po when z=1; 

And fourthly, when z=0, — = =h. 

The kinetic energy T may now be readily calculated : 

ne SAUL { C2) (y+ 2) Jere 
=6{\ of a8, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1876. U 
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by Green’s theorem, dS denoting an element of the surface 

bounding the mass, and “ the rate of variation of ¢ in a nor- 

mal direction outwards. ae surface 8 consists of three parts— 
the bottom of the vessel, the cylindrical side of the vessel, and 
the upper surface of the fluid. Over the first two of these, 

wa =(), and thus 
dn 

oy} al ( dg sf T All db -P oie. dy. 

Now when z=0, 

KL d= >- oe ens 

a? = — De, Wes 

T= $3e z pasa ea (fe dx dy, «a 

the product of any two functions u,, u vanishing when inte- 
grated over the area. 

We have now to calculate the work done by impressed forces 
corresponding to the displacement represented by éa,. It must 
be remembered that these forces are limited to such as have a 
potential. Let dp denote the variable part of the pressure at- 
the surface, supposed to remain in its position of rest, whether 
applied directly or due to impressed body-forces, then 

so that 

work done on system = — ANY dp oh da dy. 

If 6p be expanded in the series, 

dp=>6.u( zy), 

work == — in) ZB Up. VOe,u, . dx dy 

= — 2G, ba, iN) u2du dy. 

We can now form the Eo of motion in terms of the 
generalized coordinates a,. By Lagrange’s method, 

et 4 e—xl Be 

+90, ——=". . 0 
re WEARS eaKl 

K é Pp 

is the equation determining the variation of the coordinate a,, 
where 

i.= iN dp u, dx dy= NY u,dx dy. 

When the oscillations are free, 8,=0. Ifthe period be 7,, and 
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the corresponding period for the air-vibration 7',, 

Ay ee ext. g—«l 

et NS ame RCM Asia! 15) 

T = 20 Ka. 

If 0’ be the wave-length of plane aerial vibrations having the 
period 7’, 

w= Qa. 

If «l be very small, the ratio of periodic times is 

Ret thas Nal. oes dene skp 

and is independent of «. Hence the two problems of the vibra-= 
tions of air and liquid are mathematically analogous whatever 
the initial circumstances may be; so that if the condensation 
in the first follows the same law initially as the elevation in 
the second, the PEER TOU ge will be preserved throughout 
the subsequent motion, if @?=gl. The initial circumstances, 
however, must be such as not to give prominence to the higher 
components, for which xl would no longer be small. 
When «i is not negligible, we learn from formula (1) that 

the period increases with / until «/ is moderately great, when 
it Ee ocomes sensibly 

oe afte SAIN ike SMS) 

In any case the period is independent of the iéneit of the 
liquid. 

Some careful observations on liquid vibrations have been 
recently made by Professor Guthrie*, with which it may be 
interesting to compare the results of theory. Professor Guthrie 
used troughs whose horizontal section was rectangular and cir- 
cular. We will take the rectangular section first. 
os ourselves to those modes of vibration which de- 

pend on only one horizontal coordinate, we may take for the 
normal functions 

cog mt 
uU= COS =—) 

L 

_L being the length of the trough, n integral, and w being 

measured from one end. The corresponding value of « is — 

Hence, from (1), the length of the simple equivalent pendulum 
1s 

nil nrl 

Pr 0 
eL —e hh 

* Phil. Mag. October and November 1875. 
U2 
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When = is considerable, (L) becomes 

L 

or, for a closer approximation, 

2Qnnl 

(42%), . . . nn 
Formula (M) was found by Professor Guthrie to agree with 
observation when n=1 or 2. The periods in the two cases are 
in the ratio 1: ./2, if the depth be sufficient. 

If the depth bear a constant ratio to the length, (L) or (1) 
shows that the period is directly proportional to the square 
root of the linear dimension; and the same law will obtain 
when the depth is great, whatever the absolute value may be. 

If n=1, the points of constant elevation occur when 

t= . (that is, in the middle of the length) ; and if n=2, when 

L  3L : ; : 
=z or 7 The maximum eleyations (or depressions) are 

equal. . 
These results take into account inertia and gravity only. 

From some expressions in his paper Professor Guthrie would 
appear to attribute the effect of shallowness in increasing the 
period to friction. No doubt friction must act in this direc- 
tion ; but its immediate effect is on the amplitude, and not on 
the period. In all ordinary cases the action of insufficient 
depth may be sufficiently accounted for by the increase of 
the effective inertia due to the contraction of the chan- 
nels along which the liquid flows, in the same way as the 
pitch of an organ-pipe is lowered ny an obstruction at the 
mouth. In such vessels as those used by Professor Guthrie 
it may be doubted whether friction and capillarity have any 
sensible influence on the periodic time. 

The theory for the circular trough depends on the class of 
functions named after Bessel, which are an extreme case of 
Uaplace’s spherical functions. For the symmetrical vibrations 
we have 

Uden), . Se 2) rr 

‘being the radius vector; and if R be the radius of the vessel, 
«x is a root of 

Je) 0... ee 8 er 

If e=«R, the values of 2 satisfying (P) are 3°832, 7-015, 
10°174, &c., of which only the first belongs to the cases experi- 
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mented on by Professor Guthrie. The approximate formula 
for the length of the simple equivalent pendulum correspond- 
ing to (N) is | 

R oP yale 
3.999 (1 + 2¢ ony, e A ° . (Q) 

or, when J is considerable, 3 

R--o0on smply. 9 eo ee CR) 

Professor Guthrie compares his observations with a pendulum 
of length R—4, and finds a fair agreement, which, however, 
would be improved by the substitution of the theoretical for- 
mula (R). 

According to (QO) the place of zero elevation and depression 
occurs when 

, 2-405 
a 3.939 b= 6277 R. 

According to observation, 

r=2R='6667 R. 

From the Tables of Bessel’s functions it appears that the am- 
plitude at the edge of the vessel is -403 of that at the centre. 
Professor Guthrie makes this °5 

For the next set of vibrations in a circular dish w is of the 
form 

u= sin 0J,(«r), 

where the admissible values of «R are 1°841, 5°332, 8°536, &e. 
Hence for the gravest of this group the length of the equiva- 
lent pendulum is 

Beene ace. ies 
In this group of modes the elevation vanishes at all ce along 
a certain diameter (@=0). 

In the third group we have 

u= sin 20 J,(xr), 

and the admissible values of «R are 3:054, 6°705, 9°965, «Ke. 
For the gravest of these the length of the equivalent pendu- 
lum is 

HB (cree se 0 Ce Samay 
if the depth be sufficient. The elevation vanishes along two 

perpendicular diameters (@=0, 0= ey 

In the fourth group there would be three diameters for which . 
u=0; and the length of the pendulum isochronous with the 
gravest mode will be 

TM CAMI i wiib eo. CD 
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The frequencies of vibration in the three gravest modes, being 
inversely as the square root of the corresponding pendulum- 
lengths, are in the ratio } 

1:1:29 : 1°44. 

Professor Guthrie’s observations give for the value of these 
ratios 

Le 13d 243, 

Possibly too low a frequency is attributed to the gravest vibra- 
tion from the effect of insufficient depth. 
When the complete theory of the free vibrations of any sys- 

tem is thoroughly known, it is in general easy to investigate 
the effect of periodic forces. If w, ua, &e. are the normal 

. or 2c . . 

functions, and —» —, &ec. the periods of the corresponding 
: 4 Ny? 

Sia . a gue 
free vibrations, the effect of forces whose period is — can be 

expressed in terms of the effect produced by similar forces of 
infinite period, which last can be calculated statically. Thus, 
if the solution of the problem according to the equilibrium 
theory is 

Ayu; cos pt + Agtt, Cos pt + ..., 

the true solution as modified by the inertia of the system will 
be 

Ayn? Agn? 
: 5 41 COS pt + > 5 lq COS pl +... 

de a 

Let us calculate in this way the motion in a circular cylin- 
drical basin due to a small horizontal force acting uniformly 
throughout the mass of liquid, but variable with the time 
according to the harmonic law. ‘The equilibrium value of h 
(the elevation) is evidently 

h=r cos 6 cos pt ; 

and the only difficulty consists in expressing 7 by a series of 
Bessel’s functions J;. It may be proved that 

fo Bde) 234 (Ko”) 

"= (d—Ddi(e) * (e—-Dhe) 
where «1, Ka, Ke. are the roots of J4(«)=0, and the radius R 
is taken as unity. Thus the true value of h (after the motion 
has been going on long enough to be independent of initial 
circumstances) is 

__ 2n? cospt cos @ Ji(«y7) 

= Gp ye—DyGaq) 7? - (W) 
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the summation being extended to all the admissible values of 
x. ‘The value of n? is given by 

ext — eal 

ge ex! ss —, 

If the system be at rest att=0, and displaced according to the 
law h=r cos @ (that is, with an inclined plane surface), the sub- 

sequent motion is given in rapidly converging series by 

__ 2J34(«17) cos 8 i 2J1(Kgr) cos 6 

(«}—1)Ji(«1) (45 —1)Ji(%2) 

P.S.—Some recent observations on the periods of the oscil- 
lations of water in a large circular tank may be worth record- 
ing. The radius of the tank is 60°3 inches, and the depth 
about 43 inches. The oscillations were excited by dipping 
one or more buckets synchronously with the beats of a metro- 
nome set approximately beforehand. Soon after the with- 
drawal of the buckets the vibrations were counted (in most 
eases for five minutes), and the results reduced for a space of 
one minute. - 

Gravest symmetrical mode.-—F requency by observation 47:3. 
The theoretical result for an infinite depth is 47°32, and for 
actual depth 47°13. 
_ Next highest symmetrical mode.—By observation, frequency 
=64°1, by theory 64:02. In this case the correction for finite 
depth is insensible, and the length of the equivalent pendulum 
= R+7:015. 

Gravest mode with one nodal diameter.—By observation, 
frequency =30-0. By theory, for infinite depth 32°81, for actual 
depth 30°48. 

One nodal diameter and one nodal circle-—By observation, 
frequency =56:0, by theory 55°8. The length of equivalent 
pendulum = R~—5:332. 

Two nodal diameters.—By observation, frequency =41°5. 
By theory, for infinite depth 42-09, for actual depth 41°59. 

The agreement between theory and observation is as close 
as could be expected. 

I have lately seen a memoir by M. Boussinesq (1871, 
Comptes Rendus, vol. |xxii.), in which is contained a theory of 
the solitary wave very similar to that of this paper. So faras 
our results are common, the credit of priority belongs of course 
to M. Boussinesq. 

i 

h os nyt + COS Ngt++.... (X) 
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XXXII. On the Serpentinite of the Lizard—its Original Rock- 
condition, Methylotic Phenomena, and Structural Simulations 
of Organisms. By Professors WinuiAM Kine, D.Sc. §c., 
and T. H. Rownery, Ph.D. &c.* 

[Plate II.] 

Its Original Rock-condition. 

E LA BECHKE, referring to the “ apparent passage” of — 
hornblende slate into serpentine rock at Poltreath and 

other places, remarks that the phenomenon is “ somewhat em- 
barrassing, inasmuch as there is reason to conclude, from the 
grauwacke conglomerate at the Nare, Point in the north part 
of the Lizard district, that hornblende slates were in existence, 
forming a surface from which large portions were abraded by 
the action of water, while the serpentine and diallage rocks of 
the Lizard were not formed; for rounded pieces of the hornblende 
slate, though rare, are found in the conglomerate, while no 
trace has yet been discovered of either serpentine or diallage 
rock, though the latter especially is of great hardness, and 
therefore quite as likely as the hornblende rock to resist com- 
minution into fine sand, and the two former are nearer to the 
conglomerate than the latter.” He also observes, “ in contra- 
diction to this apparent passage, we find a mass of serpentine 
amid the hornblende slate between Dranna Point and Port- 
halla, on the north of the principal mass of serpentine, 
which has every appearance of having been thrust up among 
the hornblende slate, twisting and contorting the laminz ad- 
joining it in directions which we should consider consistent 
with the passage of the serpentine in a state of igneous fusion 
through them. As a whole, however, the hornblende slate and 
rock seem to have formed a basin into which the serpentine 
and diallage rock have been poured in a state of fusion”? f. 

From observations which one of us made during a few days’ 
examination of the Lizard in the summer of 1873, kindly aided 
by Mr. W. V. Symons, manager of the Polteseco Marble Works, 
we are ready to admit that the serpentine rock of that district 
occurs both as interstratified and intersecting masses. 

On the east side of Poltesco Cove there is a hard heavy rock 
in well-marked thick beds, composed of darkish green and 
greyish alternating laminz lying strictly parallel with the 
planes of bedding, and porphyritic through the presence of 
innumerable disformed crystals of a kind hereafter to be de- 
scribed. The green laminz consist of impure serpentine, ap- 
parently highly aluminous ; and the grey ones are seemingly an 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Geological Report on Cornwall, Deyon, and West Somersetshire, 

p- 30 (1839). 
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intimate mixture of felspathic and quartzy matter. The laminze 
are regular, even, and widely continuous, so that they have 
quite the appearance of having resulted from sedimentation. 
On the other hand, there are places in the neighbourhood, 
especially on the shore between Poltesco and Kenwick Cove, 
where a rock, essentially serpentine, encloses separated masses, 
in beds, of semimetamorphosed sandstones and argillites, the 
latter possessing the character of imperfect hornblende schists. 

These no doubt would be “embarrassing”’ cases to De la Beche; 
but now that important discoveries connected with serpentine 
have of late years been made, they cease to be such any longer. 
Hence we shall adopt the opinion (fully confirmed by our own 
researches in ophite) entertained by some of the leading mine- 
ralogists and mineralogical chemists (Bischof, Dana, G. Rose, 

Blum, Haidinger, and others), and disputed by only one autho- 
rity of eminence”, that serpentine is in all cases the product 
of chemical changes or methylosis, effected in a preexisting 
mineral or rock of another kind, and analogous to pseudomor- 
phism in erystalline solids. Obviously changes of the kind 
may take place in igneous as well as metamorphic rocks, mean- 
ing by the latter term aqueous deposits that have undergone a 
superinduced crystalline or structural transformation. 

As regards the intersecting masses above noticed, it seems 
almost certain that they were originally igneous injections ; 
and with respect to the bedded masses, such as the one occur- 
ring at the mouth of Poltesco Cove, it would seem probable 
that they have been in their origin argillaceous and arenaceous 
sediments, which became converted into hornblende schists, 
gneiss, and other metamorphics. 

There are various kinds of igneous rocks in the Lizard : 
some are hornblendic or dioritic ; others, in the form of inter- 
secting dykes and intercalary beds, are pyroxenic or doleritie. 
We have little to say respecting the former, as time would not 
admit of their being properly examined on the occasion already 
notified. We shall therefore offer no decided opinion as to 
whether any of the Lizard serpentinite is a methylosed form 
of an igneous hornblendic rock ; but it may be remarked that 
the hypersthene variety of the latter, occurring at Crouza and 
other places, seems, if itselfis not a changed product f, to have 
been converted into the so-called diallage, common in some of 
the serpentinites. We have, however, to notice a fact which 
goes far to prove that much of the latter rock around Poltesco 
Cove was originally a dolerite. 

* Dr. Sterry Hunt maintains that serpentine is an original chemical 
precipitate. 

7 The Crouza stone has much the appearance of having undergone a 
change ; so that it may have been originally like the hypersthenite of Vol- 
persdorf, Moravia. 
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Dr. Haughton has appropriately called the rocks we are en- 
gaged with porphyritic serpentine, on account of the abundance 
of rude crystalline forms imbedded in its amorphous base, 
When large and coarsely laminated, these bodies have much 
the appearance of altered diallage; but in very many cases we 
have no doubt of their representing another mineral. 

Fig. 1, Plate I1., gives the outline of one of the rude crys- 
talline forms, which are usually so crushed out of shape as to 
be rendered undefinable. In this example, however, we have 

wh aa ee 

succeeded in determining the usually modified crystal of 
pyroxene—a short oblique rhombic prism: the observed three 
faces correspond with those belonging to its front (or back) *. 
The crystal does not now consist of pyroxene ; on the contrary, 
its substance has quite the appearance of chlorite, in colour, 
lustre, and cleavage. Fico. 2 represents a transverse section of — 

>] > 

another crystal, showing its form and chiorite-like cleavage. 
In many cases the latter character is rather coarse, which, with 
a metallic lustre, reminds one of bronzite, At first we ima- 
gined the crystals to consist of a lamellar allomorph of serpen- 
tine ; but, whatever their substance may be, there can be no 
doubt that they are pseudomorphs after pyroxene. 

The Lizard serpentine rock has its counterpart in the north 
of Italy—the latter being porphyritic, and charged with crushed 
erystals apparently similar to those just described. In the 
east and south-east of Hurope there are igneous rocks strongly 
suggestive as to the original character of our home rock, viz. 
the wackite of Schima, Bohemia, which contains both py-_ 

* The three faces might be mistaken for laterals. What gives rise to 
this false appearance is, that the two faces forming the bottom, also the top, 
(if we may be excused using such non-technical terms, applicable, how- 
ever, to an oblique solid) of an ordinary crystal of pyroxene are generally 
unequally truncated, one (say, belonging to the top) being deeper or lower 
and consequently larger than the other. In fig. | the largest and deepest 
face forms the left slope of the top, and the corresponding one the right 
slope of the bottom, which peculiarity, it will be observed, causes the solid 
toappeariuclinedin thisaspect. The front and back of acrystal of pyroxene 
are often similarly modified (that is, unequally), so that the vertical edges 
bounding the central face of the front, instead of being opposite to their 
analogues of the back, are usually opposite to the faces of this part. Itis 
this peculiarity which has produced the vertical ridges and furrows com- 
monly seen on the crystalline forms in the Lizard serpentinite ; for it will 
be understood that edges when opposite to each other must offer more 
resistance to pressure than when they are not opposite: hence it is that 
a face belonging tothe front of these forms is crushed m against an edge 
belonging to the corresponding or opposite part, the one making a furrow 
and the other aridge. These forms cannot have been originally horn- 
blende, or the observed central face would have been less acutely rhom- 
boidal, and it would have been Jateral: in the usual crystal of hornblende 
the front and back consist each of two faces; as may be gathered from 
the above, each of these parts in pyroxene consists of three faces. 
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roxene and hornblende. But we entertain a suspicion that the 
porphyritic pyroxenic rock (a hard wackite) of Bufaure in the 
Val di Fassa, Tyrol, which contains crystals of pyroxene of the 
average size of the Cornish pseudomorphs, is a still nearer ~ 
counterpart. It must also be borne in mind that at Monzoni, 
in the same region, porphyritic pyroxenite passes into serpen- 
tine rocks, some of which contain crystals in various stages of 
pseudomorphism, ending in perfect serpentine. 

The Lizard serpentine is not characterized with many struc- 
tural varieties or allomorphs. Chrysotile, which is the only 

“one we are acquainted with, does not occur to any extent. 
Thin veins of it, variously intersecting the serpentines, are to 
be seen passing from amorphousness, through the incipient, 
into the fully developed or normal condition. Fig. 3 repre- 
sents a vein subdivided into three layers in different states: 
a, layer of incipient chrysotile, whose substance, in being sim- 
ply marked at distances (as in stylolitic structure) with faint 
dark parallel lines, is stili manifestly serpentine ; 0, layer of 
normal chrysotile, which is a mass of white glistening parallel 
fibres, so injinitely divisible that it is impossible to determine 
their form, any more than that of the fibres of asbestos, with 
the highest magnifying-power™*, | 

As yet we have failed to detect any varietal examples of 
chrysotile with a definite acicular structure, such as occurs 
in many ophites, and more or less separated by films of calcite, 
Tn one instance caicite is present in the layer c, but dividing 
it in two halves. 

Its Methylotic Phenomena. 

Not only may it be assumed that the serpentinite of the 
Lizard was originally a different rock which became methy- 
losed, but we have every reason to believe that its essential 

ineral constituent, in itself, has undergone further changes of 
- the kind. 

Many of our specimens, notably from Kynance Cove, in 
addition to their various shades of green (from pale to nearly 
black), show the serpentine gradually changing into brown, 
pale yellow, and cream-colour. Often the change is manifested 
by the serpentine becoming sinuously banded like chalcedony 
in agates, the bands of different colours and various degrees of 
lustre blending, or abruptly meeting, with the most beautiful 
effect (fig. 4). This is heightened by the substance of the 
bands occasionally appearing as if it had been in a gelatinous 

* Although the incipient and normal kinds of chrysotile may be dis- 
tinguished from each other, as in the text, yet the one is occasionally con- 
vertible into the other by mechanical appliances, as rubbing; which 
reminds us of double-refracting calcite, whose cleavage, to all appearance 
nil, is developed by a blow of the hammer. 
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condition. Very frequently green serpentine occurs in iso- 
lated pieces of various forms (often angular), and of all sizes 
down to that of a pin’s head, separated by a paler-coloured 
variety: the latter has the appearance in many cases as if it 
had run into the separations. 

In most cases the pale-coloured mineral is saponite, which 
differs from serpentine simply and essentially in containing a 
multiple more of water; nevertheless saponite is generally 
taken by mineralogists to be a chemically changed product. 
We may therefore safely look upon the Cornish examples 
under notice, considering their associations and mode of occur- 
rence, as having originated from serpentine through the latter 
becoming charged with additional water *. | 

Assuming the conversion of serpentine into saponite, are we 
to consider that the change is never carried further than the 
production of a mineral silicate? that this latter cannot be re- 
placed by some other mineral with a different acid? This would 
be in opposition to the teaching of the numerous instances 
known as pseudomorphs, and contrary to the opinion we have 
expressed on former occasions. The evidences hitherto adduced 
by ourselves are with difficulty appreciated, on account of their 
requiring the most careful microscopic observations. We are 
now, however, enabled to bring forward evidences which 
require no more than a hand magnifier to be observed with 
their full meaning. 

One most distinctive peculiarity which separates the Lizard 
serpentinite from a number of other rocks of the kind, occur- 
ring in other places, is the absence in it of the variety called 
ophite: consequently the intimate association of calcite and 
dolomite with serpentine, as in the latter rock, is exceedingly 
rare in the Lizard. The few exceptions we are acquainted with 
were only obtained after considerable delay and difficulty. 

Ina few of our specimens showing the serpentine passing 
into saponite, the latter mineral is occasionally affected with a 
double divisional structure—an imperfectly developed form of 
cleavage, its two directions intersecting each other obliquely 
and at an acute angle}. In certain places a mass of saponite 
is defined on one side by a zigzag edge; next to which there 
is a mass of calcite containing a number of ridges, in the shape 
of the figure 7, formed of saponite, separated from the zigzag 
edge, and having their two limbs strictly parallel to the two 
directions of the latter (see fig. 5). Besides, the two direc- 

* Serpentine consists of Silica 43, Magnesia 44, Water13. According 
to Haughton, Cornish saponite contains Silica 42-28, Magnesia 29°70, Alu- 
mina 7:21, Water 18°52. Serpentine, it must be noted, often contains 
Alumina. 
+ Serpentine is occasionally affected with a similar cleavage. See 

Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. vol. x. pl. 45. fig. 8. 
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tions of the zigzag edge and the two limbs of the ridges strictly 
correspond with the two cleavages above mentioned. Obvi- 
ously, then, there is an intimate connexion between these three 
formations; and no one can observe the ridges without feeling 
convinced that they were once integral portions of the adjacent 
mass of saponite, also that the presence of calcite in the inter- 
mediate spaces is an interpolated phenomenon. Moreover, on 
further consideration another conclusion irresistibly forces 
itself into notice—that the intermediate spaces were once oc- 
cupied with saponite, which, having been removed, has under- 
gone replacement by the calcite now occupying them. As in 
the case of an outlying reef of rock that has been separated 
from the mainland by the gradual removal of an intermediate 
mass of rock, and the latter replaced by the sand now occupy- 
ing the denuded space, so it must have been with the outlying 
ridges of saponite and the calcitic interspaces. 

It may be suggested with regard to the latter interspaces, 
that they are the result of cracks, widened by some cause or 
other, and subsequently filled up with a deposition of calcite ; 
but this is completely disproved by their being shaped like the 

ridges. ‘The portion corresponding with, say, the downward 
limb of the ridges might be produced by a widened crack ; but 
in sucha case the origin of the other or transverse portion must 
be the same. Again, the slightest reflection on the integrity, 
relative position, and uninterrupted connexion of the two limbs 
of the ridges must deprive the suggestion of every probability. 

Guided by what we have very frequently observed in ophite 
(clearly leading to the conclusion that serpentine has been gra- 
dually replaced by calcite), we have no hesitation in offering, 
in general terms, the same explanation for the case under 
notice *. | 

* We would suggest the following as 
the particular way in which it may have 
been produced. As the saponite is 7n- 
termittently cleaved, it is consequently 
liable to be disintegrated or decomposed 
here and there where the cleavage is pre- 
sent, and to retain its compact condition 
where there is no such divisional structure 
developed. Let it be conceived that a 
mass of saponite was intermittently 
cleaved, as in the annexed woodcut (which 
it will be seen is a fac simile in outline of 
fig. 5); the cleaved portions will thus be 
rendered easily affected by dissolving Di Be. 
agencies (e. g. a carbonated solution), so ~~ @8tant showing a mass ol 
that while their saponite is removed and me with cleavage in- 
replaced by calcite, the same substance The ; tently developed. 
will remain untouched in the wncleaved e non-lineated portions 
Rartions, consist of uncleaved sapo- 

nite. 
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Similarly demonstrative is another fact to be mentioned. ‘The 
mineral coloured red in our Plate, which we provisionally con- 
sider to be a variety of tremolite*, consists, in the specimen 
represented in fig. 6, of a mass of divergent fibres that origi- 
nated in the outer layer, a; the mass is closed in by serpentine, 
saponite, and calcite, the latter being in immediate contact with 
its right side. It will be observed that there is an absence of 
the outer layer on this side of the tremolite, and yet the cha- 
racteristic fibres are present in the adjacent portion of the 
mass. What have these fibres originated from? Clearly 
from the same layer as ail the others. Then can we do otherwise 
than amplify our answer by stating that the layer in which 
they had their origin has disappeared? And are we not equally 
warranted in unreservedly maintaining that the layer has been 
simultaneously replaced by the calcite occupying its place? 

Serpentine rocks occurring in other places have furnished 
us with numerous evidences of the same kind resulting from 
chemical changes, but in other minerals, as serpentine and 
malacolite. Hxamples of chrysotile (an allomorph of serpen- 
tine) changing into calcite have also occurred to us in ophites 
from Connemara and Italy f: in the latter instances the change 
had not destroyed the fibrous structwre of the replaced mineral. 
Veins of fibrous dolomite are not uncommon in the Cornish 
serpentine ; but we have not succeeded in procuring any which 
we can affirm to be pseudomorphic after chrysotile, though a 
strong suspicion may be entertained that the veins referred to 
are of this nature. As somewhat countenancing such a sus- 
picion, we have the fact that these veins occur intersecting sapo- 
nite, and that, while some of them are indefinitely fibrous like 
chrysotile here, they are decidedly columnar or prismatic 
there, and without any structure of either kind in another 
part: in the latter case the mineral is more or less affected 
with rhombchedral cleavage. Fig. 7 represents a thin vein in 
these three conditions, as displayed in specimens collected near 
Kenwick Cove. 

But though admitting that the last cases are not directly to 
the purpose in hand, we must take a different view of some 
yet to be briefly noticed. Fig. 8 represents two cylindrical 
rods composed of saponite ; fig. 9, other four of serpentine: both 

* This mineral is usually of a reddish colour, white where it is gra- 
nular. Amorphous green serpentine is occasionally intermixed with it. 
A qualitative analysis (the only one we have succeeded in obtaining) 
afforded silica, alumina, magnesia, and lime, which, with a divergent 
fibrous structure and the absence of water, leads us to suggest the identi- 
fication given in the text. 
‘ i of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. x. pl. 42. fig. 6; pl. 44. 

o e .o) 
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cases are imbedded in tremolite. We have represented in fig. 
10 two more rods of serpentine, but imbedded in calcite; and 
in fig. 11, other four composed of calcite (dissolved out by de- . 
calcification) and imbedded in tremolite. vidently in all 
these cases we have different results from chemical changes ; 
while one of them, just like those represented in figs. 5 and 
6, unmistakably makes it known that calcite is one of the pro- 
ducts of these changes. 

Dr. Sterry Hunt has pronounced that we are transmuta- 
tionists holding “extravagant views.’ Nevertheless this is no 
proof that we are wrong. Without going into the various evi- 
dences which have been adduced in our former papers, we 
would simply submit that the cases adduced in the present 
communication are a sufficient answer to the vivacious utter- 
ances of our esteemed fellow labourer, and that they alone 
are of more weight in a scientific discussion than all the inge- 
nious elaborations, devoid as they are of any reliable and tan- 
gible evidences, which he has brought forward in support of his 
dogma that serpentine and other mineral silicates (steatite, 
hornblende, pyroxene), also the calcite associated with them, 
characterizing the Laurentian ophites of Canada, were “ directiy 
deposited as chemical precipitates,’—‘‘ formed by a crystalli- 
zation and molecular rearrangement of silicates generated by 
chemical processes in waters at the earth’s surface,” and “ not 
by subsequent metamorphism in deeply buried sediments”’ *. 

 * Chemical and Geological Essays, p. 800; Geology of Canada, 1866, 
p- 577; Quart. Journ. Geol. Society, vol. xxi. p. 70, &c. If Giimbel advo- 
cates this dogma, helays himself open to adverse criticism in his letter, quoted 
by Sterry Hunt (C.G.E. p. 305, footnote) :—“I do not maintain a metamor- 
phic origin for the primitive rocks; for, although these are certainly much 
altered, there are no firm and consolidated rocks which are not so.” | Isit to 
be understood, “altered like those forming the Laurentians”’?] “They were 
formed like, for example, the limestones of more recent periods” [what 
limestones ?]: these were once pastes, magmas, or muds; and so were the 
primitive rocks at the time of their origin; but during these first ages of the 
earth the consolidating and crystallizing forces (ditfering in degree only 
from those of the present time, and aided by a higher temperature) allowed 
the magma to assume the form of mineral species, more or less” distinct. 
If we choose to call this change metamorphism, then the rocks thus formed 
are metamorphic; but so are the limestones of later periods.” This is a 
strangely inconsistent way of reasoning. The “much altered” condition 
of a large group of rocks (diorites, gneisses, serpentinites, dolomites, &c.) 
is illustrated by the formation of “limestones of more recent periods.” 
Why is there no reference to any contemporaneous argillaceous and arena- 
ceous rocks containing substances convertible into mineral species with 
forms ‘‘ more or lessdistinct”’? Again, excluding such as Carrara marble, 
Permian and other dolomites (whose metamorphism or methylosis we 
have always contended for), what other recent limestones have assumed 
the altered or crystalline condition corresponding to that of ‘the primitive 
rocks” ? Surely encrinal and other fossiliferous ‘limestones of more recent 
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Its Structural Simulations of Organisms. 

In some other specimens collected at Kynance Cove the sa- 
ponite encloses calcite on a small scale. It is only by immer- 
sing the specimens in a weak solution of hydrochloric acid and 
examining them with a magnifier that they can be seen to con- 
tain here and there patches and strings of this mineral. The 
vacant spaces resulting from decalcification are often crowded 
with projecting configurations of saponite, presenting every 
variety of form, including regular-shaped aciculz, and no end 
in shape of arborescences. 

The aciculee, pretty uniform in length and thickness, occa- 
sionally form a regular layer investing the wall of saponite 
bounding a piece of calcite ; and they may be in immediate 
contact, or separated by thin interspaces filled with calcite. 
In the latter condition they line one side of a fissure in the 
case represented in fig. 12. In their parallelism, as well as 
every feature, these aciculz of saponite, it will be seen, differ 
in nothing except their substance from those which characte- 
rize the acicular modification of chrysotile occurring in certain 
ophites, and forming the so-called “nummuline layer of Hozoon — 
canadense’’ *, 

The arborescences may be simple, or highly complex—large, 
or small. Fig. 13 represents a medium example—which, it 
will be observed, closely agrees with typical examples of an- 
other eozoonal feature, called “ canal system,” and common 

periods ” are not regarded as such! It is not to be disputed that the crys- 
talline condition of the primitive rocks has been produced by a crystalli- 
zation of their mineral components; but any geologist must be aware that 
fossiliferous limestones are essentially crystalline through the organic 
remains they contain having become converted into calcite, and the in- 
terstitial intiltration of calcareous matter. What any sound geologist 
will maintain respecting the present condition of undisputed metamorphic 
rocks is, that it is a superinduced phenomenon, matterless what the tem- 
perature may have been that developed it; and he will reject as such 
the limestones just referred to. Carbonate of lime, it is well known, 
crystallizes with the greatest facility. Oyster-shells, with the animal still 
living, are often found with their valves consisting of calcite, or Arragonite. 
So it happens that, besides the fosst/s in the “ limestones” particularized 
being converted into calcite, the interstices in these rocks contain the same 
mineral, which, in the form of a calcareous solution, had infiltrated itself 
into them. But obviously neither the crystallized fossils, nor the calcitic 
infiltrations, have any analogy with the “ pastes, magmas, or muds ” from 
which the Laurentian metamorphics have originated. Sterry Hunt and 
Giimbel take very little note of what may be assumed as a fact, that the 
Laurentians have been deeply buried in the earth’s crust. Could they in 
this condition, aided by solutions and a high temperature, remain without 
undergoing transformation and transmutation ? 

* See ‘ Annals and Magazine of Natural History,’ 8. 4. vol. xiv. pl. 19. 
fig. 4; also figures of the same kind in our previous memoirs. 
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not only in ophite, but in chondroditic, malacolitic, and other 
rocks in different regions of the globe (United States, Norway, 
and Ceylon). 

Occasionally the saponite assumes an oolitic structure, pre- 
senting spherical grains which closely resemble the ova of a 
fish. Fig. 14 represents a cluster of them, nestling as it were 
in a recess, as if they had been purposely or instinctively placed 
there, and had afterwards got covered up with a calcareous de- 
posit. Many of the grains are in contact; others are isolatedly 
imbedded in the transparent calcite remaining undissolved 
after partial decalcification. 

The saponite in the mass also presents appearances as if it 
contained organisms, entire and in fragments, distinguished by 
their comparative opacity in some cases and translucency in 
others, as in fig. 15. These are vermicular bodies—straight, 
curving, or tortuous—resembling wormeasts and _shell-bear- 
ing annelids: one of the latter, represented by the circular 
body in the corner of the Plate, appears like a transverse sec- 
tion of a shell tube, having its interior filled with infiltrated 
matter. Hxamined by themselves these bodies are extremely 
puzzling as to their origin, and it must be admitted that they 
have much the appearance of the kind of organisms they 
resemble ; but examined in connexion with the various forms 
assumed by serpentine or its varieties, their purely mineral 
origin becomes obvious. The group of pieces of serpentine 
shown in fig. 16 includes a great diversity of forms, such as it 
is conceivable would give rise to simulations of the kind ; while 
the sinuous bands, some translucent and others opaque (fig. 4), 
would yield an abundant family of tortuous annelid-like bodies. 

But if the foregoing configurations bear a striking resem- 
blance to organics tructures and organisms, what may we not 
say of those next to be described? 

Imbedded in the saponite there are occasionally irregularly 
shaped aggregations of two kinds of bodies, which for the pre- 
sent may be conveniently termed ovoids and spheres. The 
ovoids, besides forming good-sized complex aggregations, occur 
often sparsely aggregated, and even sometimes isolated. They 
consist, partly or wholly, of slender attenuated diverging rods 
with a more or less definite form, being in many instances 
marked out by white opaque bounding planes which enclose a 
dark amorphous translucent interior. A transverse section of 
the ovoids, by cutting the rods across, presents a singularly 
reticulated appearance under a magnifying power of 37 dia- 
meters. When the rods are large the reticulations are deci- 
dedly angular; small rods give rise to a circular reticulation 
(fig. 17). The ovoids consequently appear as if their compo- 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1876. xX 
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nent rods were white-walled tubules that have become filled 
with a translucent material. This is particularly the case in 
those ovoids composed of slender rods: indeed it often requires 
more than the eye to determine that the rods are solid ; for in 
many instances they appear like actual tubules in an empty 
condition ! 

In short, looking at the ovoids, whether a transverse or lon- 
gitudinal section (fig. 18) be under examination, they might 
be readily taken for fossil corals of the genus Stenopora; and 
some resemble certain Carboniferous and Permian species so 
closely that a consideration of structural characters alone does 
not enable one to differentiate them from the organisms they 
simulate. 

The spheres have also a strikingly orgamic appearance. 
Some specimens resemble, when a few are clustered together, 
certain foraminifers—notably Rotalia and Globigerina (fig. 
19*); while others in an isolated state have the resemblance 
of Orbulinas, Nay, have we not an appearance of actualities 
of the latter represented in fig. 20? As shown in this figure, 
two examples appear to be perfect casts in serpentine ft; and 
all the others have what appears to be their shell-case not only 
beautifully preserved, but riddled with pseudopodial pores! 

Besides the ovoids and spheres, the saponite contains patches 
consisting of what may be taken for closed-cell structure ; and 
in a few cases, as in fig. 21, we have detected another struc- 
tural form, resembling, in being canaliculated, sponge-tissue, 
with its walls appearing as if distinctly perforated. 

It may be that the explanation we have to offer to account 
for the origin of the coral-like bodies is not strictly correct; and 
it is possible that we are as far from the mark regarding the 
foraminifer-like spheres: we also confess our inability to offer 
any solution of the sponge-like structure free from grave ob- 
jections. Unlike the simulations in saponite, those last de- 
scribed do not appear to have resulted from chemical changes, 
but rather, to some extent, from structural modifications of the 
mineral we have provisionally assumed to be tremolite. Ob- 
serve in fig. 22 aspecimen of this mineral in its fully developed 
condition, consisting of prismatic and fibrous fasciculi, roughly 
speaking, ovoidal in shape. In some fasciculi their internal 
structure is well marked; while in others it is scarcely to be 

* The specimen figured appears as if it were a section of a Globigerina 
with its chambers containing two or three embryos (black spots)! 

+ The centre of these two spheres is in the condition of saponite. The 
other spheres are greenish white in colour; evidently due to the serpentine 
mee into the flocculent condition. All the spheres are imbedded in the 
tremolite. 
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observed, so that their interior is amorphous and translucent. 
Again, where the prismatic structure is well defined, the 
prisms, especially if they are large, have their interior in the 
same condition*. These differences are clearly assignable to 
different degrees of fibrous and prismatic development. 
Why some fasciculi are unlimitedly divided by which they 

are made eminently fibrous—why some are formed of well-defined 
prisms, and others, instead of being fibrous or prismatic, are en- 
tirely amorphous—we shall make no attempt to explain; but it 
may be remarked, with some confidence, that the ovoids resem- 
bling Stenopora are each a fasciculus of prisms with their interior 
in the amorphous condition. The remarkable appearance of 
empty tubules in the ovoids that are finely prismatic we assume 
to be caused by the interior of the prisms being imperfectly 
illuminated: opaque walls would necessarily intercept the light 
in its passage into the interior of such small prisms. 

With respect to the spheres, we would suggest that they are 
each the nucleus, in amorphous serpentine, of a mass of radia- 
ting prismatic tremolite; that the prisms radiated from and 
originated on the surface of the nuclei, and were characterized 
by opaque walls and a translucent interior; that on the sur- 
face of a nucleus, at their point of attachment, the internal trans- 
ucency of the prisms produced the perforated appearances, and 
their opaque walls the partitions which define the apparent 
perforations. 
We cannot conclude without remarking that, organic-like 

as the foregoing cases in tremolite appear to be in our speci- 
mens, they are even more so than the figures we have given 
convey an idea of ; indeed, although our best has been done 
to give a faithful representation of them, our efforts have fallen 
far short of depicting with sufficient exactness their wonderful 
resemblance to the organisms which they simulate. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE II. 

*,* It will be understood that the figures represent things exhibited in 
anumber of specimens. Although this is the case, they are always repre- 
sented in their own matrix; whether it be serpentine, saponite, calcite, 
or tremolite. The calcite having been slightly dissolved out, has its sur- 
face below that of the other minerals. The four colours—green, fawn, 
pale blue, and reddish—respectively represent serpentine, saponite, calcite, 
and tremolite. Where any of these minerals are in the granular or floc- 
culent condition, as often is the case, they are white ; and consequently such 
ases are represented in this colour. 

ig. 1. A pseudomorph, imbedded in serpentine, after a crystal of py- 

* Hexagonal prisms of calcite occasionally have a translucent intericr 
and an opaque exterior, but not due, as in tremolite, to structural variations. 
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roxene, partly restored. It has the colour, lustre, and cleavage of 
ordinary chlorite. Slightly magnified. 

. 2. Transverse section of a similar crystal, showing its lamellar or 
cleavage structure. Slightly magnified. 

. 8. Vein of chrysotile composed of three layers: a, chrysotile in the 
incipient stage, 2. e. green serpentine slightly fibrous; 6, in the fully 
developed or asbestiform condition; c, a layer altered to such an extent 
that its structure is nearly destroyed; it is divided in the middle by a 
film of calcite. Magnified 37 diameters. 
4, Bands of serpentine differently coloured. Slightly magnified. 

. 5. Configurations shaped like the figure 7, consisting of saponitein a 
granular condition, and consequently of a white colour. They are 
ridges imbedded in calcite, but rising above the surface of the matrix 
in consequence of its being partially dissolved. 

. 6. A mass of mineral provisionally identified with tremolite, having 
one side (right) removed, as shown by the band a (everywhere 
else seen) being absent. This case may be regarded as proving that 
the calcite occupying the place of the absent band has replaced the 
tremolite which composed it. The white diverging lines are much 
finer, and more numerous than are represented in the figure, Mag- 
nified 37 diameters. 

.7. A vein of dolomite in three structural conditions—indefinitely 
fibrous, prismatic, and with rhombohedral cleavage. Slightly magnified. ° 

. 8. Piece of tremolite enclosing two cylindrical rods (seen on their 
transverse section); their interior is composed of saponite, and their 
exterior of serpentine. Through an oversight, the exterior has not 
been coloured green in the figure. Magnified 37 diameters. 

. 9. Piece of tremolite enclosing four cylindrical rods composed of ser- 
entine. Magnified 37 diameters. 

. 10. One cylindrical rod composed of both white-granular and green 
serpentine, and another apparently with all its serpentine in the white- 
granular condition. Both are fixed in calcite. The serpentine in 
the centre of the upper figure is in a granular or flocculent state, and 
ought to have been coloured white. Magnified 37 diameters. 

. ll. Piece of tremolite enclosing four cylindrical rods composed of cal- 
cite: they are now represented by empty spaces, in consequence of 
their component mineral being dissolved out. Magnified 37 diameters. 

g. 12. Fissure-like opening in saponite containing calcite: the saponite 
on one side of the opening is in the acicular condition. The acicule, 
some separated and others in contact, projected into the calcite before 
it was dissolved out. Magnified 37 diameters. 
13. Cavity in saponite containing calcite, in which is imbedded a 
dendroidal configuration composed of white granular saponite. The 
configuration, which is attached by its right extremity, rises above the 
surface of the calcite through the partial removal of the latter mineral 
by decalcification. Magnified 37 diameters. 
14. Cluster of spherical bodies (resembling ova) composed of white 
granular saponite, and imbedded in calcite: some are above the sur- 
face of this mineral; others, faintly seen and isolated, are imbedded 
in it. Magnified 37 diameters. 
15. Vermiform and other bodies imbedded in saponite; some are 
translucent, others white opaque, and a few are in both conditions. 
Slightly magnified. } 
16. Vermiform and other bodies composed of serpentine and im- 
bedded in saponite. Slightly magnified. 
17. Transverse section of a mass of Stenopora-like tubulation formed 
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of tremolite, and imbedded in saponite: the smallest tube-like forms 
_ appear as if they were empty. Magnitied 37 diameters. 

Fig. 18. Longitudinal section of the same (at the part lying immediately 
_ in contact with calcite). Magnified 37 diameters. 

Fig. 19, A body composed of tremolite simulating a Globigerina. Mag- 
nified 37 diameters. 

Fig. 20. Spherical bodies composed of flocculent (white) and amorphous 
(pale green) serpentine, with a perforated exterior resembling the shell 
ot Orbulina. Two have acore of saponite (fawn-colour). These bodies 
are contained in a mass of tremolite imbedded in saponite. Mag- 
nified 37 diameters. 

Fig. 21. A mass of tremolite imbedded in serpentine, and consisting of a 
sponge-like tissue with its walls perforated. The large dark portions 
represent what appear to be the mouths of canals. Magnified 37 
diameters. 

Fig. 22. A crystallized specimen of tremolite composed of fasciculi: its 
free end was imbedded in calcite, now removed by decalcification. 
The upper fasciculi are either fibrous or prismatic. Many of the 
prisms have white opaque bounding planes and a translucent interior. 
The lower fasciculi are altogether translucent, with the exception of 
their boundary surfaces, which latter form a network with large meshes. 
Slightly magnified. 

XXXIV. On the Magnetism of Steel Bars. By Dr. Cari 
Fromme, Instructor in Physics at the University of Gottingen. 

[Concluded from p. 204.1 

§ 9. ()* the occasion of these experiments I noticed some 
relations which were quite new to me ; and they 

appeared so extremely interesting that I resolved to pursue 
them further. It was only after I had finished a great part of 
these investigations (which shall now be communicated in what 
follows), that I observed, on perusing the literature, that the 
same subject had already, some years since, attracted the atten- 
tion of Frankenheim. His results were published in Poggen- 
dorff’s Annalen, vol. cxxili. p. 49 et seq. 

Frankenheim proves that the duration of the action of a 
magnetizing force has no influence at all upon the amount of 
the residual magnetism, while the nwmber of operations of the 
same force has a very great influence. [fit has been put in ope- 
ration only once, we haye not thereby attained the residual 
moment which the same force generally (7. e. by repeated 
action) is capable of generating. ‘The residual magnetism is 
increased much more by each successive operation, approxi- 
mating to a boundary value, above which the same force can- 
not raise it. 

From this I deduce the significant conclusion, confirmed by 
experiment, that when by repeated action of the force P the 
residual magnetism has reached its boundary value (the satu- 
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ration with residual magnetism corresponding to this force), a 
smaller force p cannot change it. 

To all forces from zero to P inclusive, a steel bar brought to 
the boundary value of residual magnetism corresponding to the 
force P behaves like an iron bar without any coercive foree. 

This proposition may also be expressed thus :— 
For each permanent moment of a steel bar there exist, from 

zero upward, a series of magnetizing forces, in relation to which 
this bar possesses the properties of an tron bar, or (taking as a 
basis the idea of molecular magnets capable of rotation, and 
assuming that in a bar entirely of soft iron the molecular 
magnets have only one position of equilibrium, but in a steel 
bar innumerable positions of equilibrium), expressed in the 
language of mechanics :— 

Each of the innumerable positions of equilibrium of the mole- 
cular magnets of steel is stable for a certain range of deforming 
forces. The less the arrangement of the molecular magnets de- 
viates from the direction of the forces, the more extended is the 
range of the forces that can be employed. 

Although a proof of Maxwell’s theory cannot hence be de- 
duced, an argument in favour of it can; for if even for the 
greatest deformations the molecular magnets preserve the sta- 
bility of their equilibrium, provided only that their positions 
of equilibrium correspond to an extremely powerful permanent 
magnetism, one cannot see why the arrangement of the mole- 
cules which corresponds to the unmagnetic state should not 
also exhibit, for certain very feeble forces, a stability of the 
positions of equilibrium. 

But, further, it is evident that, for a steel bar which is not 
entirely freed from permanent magnetism, in proportion to the 
quantity of this must also the range of the forces which leave 
no residual magnetism behind be more extensive. Probably 
it was the considerable permanent magnetism possessed by I. 5. 
in the experiments described in §§ 6 and 7 that occasioned the 
greater value of the argument K at which residual magnetism 
first entered. See the remark in § 7. 

Now the following is what takes place in the repeated mag- 
netization of a steel bar by a constant magnetizing force P :- — 
The first impulse produces a residual moment M,; this cor- 
responds to a certain force (p; <P) as the moment of satura- 
tion. The second impulse increases the residual moment b 
M,—M,, M, corresponding to a force p, as moment of satura- 
tion ; Po> Pr. ° 

§ 10. The fact that a steel bar with great coercive force may, 
under some circumstances, behave like an iron bar without any 
coercive force appeared to me so important, that I resolved to 
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institute some experiments for the calculation of the magneti- 
zation-function & for the forces with which this happens. 

After the ellipsoids had been annealed for the first time, I 
again made a series of experiments with the vertical component 
of the earth’s magnetism for the ellipsoids of sort I. 

k. K, 
1. —- —— 

2. 23°7041 0°20943 
a; 18-6999 0°34211 
4. 16°2162 0-54715 

.o. 11°3674 1-09090 
(The observation with I. 1 miscarried.) These values are, 

in consequence of the hardness being diminished by the an- 
nealing, all greater than those previously obtained. ‘The ellip- 
soids were next brought by a constant magnetizing force to 
the moment of saturation thereto belonging; and then the 

-magnetization-function for a descending force was calculated. 
Table IV. gives the current-intensities 7, the magnetizing 

forces X, the permanent magnetism (constant in each series of 
experiments) RM—the invariability of which was investigated 
after each single observation,—the temporary moments TM, 
and the magnetization-function k, with its argument K. The 
care with which the experiments were conducted is attested by 
the values of & with their slight differences. 

TABLE LV. 

Ell. | 2. | x: TM. | We K. 

+; 

| By k. RM=15860. 

| | 4°774 $2-71 1663600 25°34 9-453 

| | 9-262 39°19 789060 26-3 1:12] 

RM =79320. 

10°29 178-2 3606000 31°86 4-231 
8-047 139-4 2819800 31-19 3°379 
4-765 82-56 1666100 28°53 2-183 
2-255 59-07 787840 27°74 1-052 

ES. RM =255800. 

9-991 171-9 7076400 27°25 7°287 
| 7-348 127°3 5162600 20-02 7-237 

5-721 99-12 4035000 21°44 5-281 
3-857 66°82 2708600 19°86 3-828 
1-795 31-09 1255500 18-64 1-891 

L. 3. RM = 1383500. 

5°763 99-84 7029060 16°42 8-9 
4°433 76°8 5408400 16-47 6°826 |; 

3°303 57°23 4004600 15°35 5°421 | 
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10-327 
9 049 
8-324 
7213 
6196 
5'096 
4117 
2°S96 

€:34 
70) 
951 
4-11 
2-732 
1-638 

TABLE LV. (continued). 

X. 

60°58 
51°61 
39°57 
31:05 

117-55 
99°68 
76°42 
59°96 
36°8 
19-15 

60:8 
447 

109-6 
94°05 
73°31 
56°89 
35°6 
19°19 

131°35 
103°3 
76°64 
43°1 

175°45 
15678 
144-2 
124:96 
107°35 
88:29 
71°33 
51-91 

144-48 
121-44 
95°45 
71°21) 
47-33 
28°38 

RM = 256300. 

10286700 
8454000 
6236000 
4144000 
1794300 

RM= 132400. 

7603600 
6484400 
4954800 
3862000 

RM = 546350. 
14914500 
12594700 
9641400 
7556500 

| 4608200 
2388100 

RM=539600. 

| 8266600 
| 6041000 

RM=957000. 
14957600 
| 12800000 

9935000 
7600000 
4785300 
2563000 

RM =274850. 

2635000 
2065300 
1528800 
858000 

RM=43350. 

3541000 
3144000 
2885200 
2498400 
2140000 
1758000 
1418700 
108383800 

RM = 1389720. 

5784300 
4838400 

| 3798000 
2843100 
1884400 

16:2 
16°82 
16°52 
16:28 
15°74 

13°69 
13°78 
13°46 
12°87 

14°76 
14°34 
14:18 
14:07 
13°47 
13°09 

11°4 
11-13 

1}°57 
]1-44 
11-25 
}1+14 
10-90 
10°88 

17 81 
16-21 
15:74 
15°12 

20°66? 
17°65 
16°775 
16-524 
15°547 

15-226 
14:86 
15°13 

11-48 
10-92 
10°776 
11°16 
10-84 
10-483 

13°2 
10°446 
7847 
5291 
2:37 

8874 
7516 
5879 
4792 

16714 
14:03 
10°86 
$582 
5°467 
2°915 

15°31 
11°46 

27-29 
23°62 
18-64 
14°57 
9:265 
5003 

5:73 
4931 
3°762 
2°198 

6-638 
6°898 
6662 
5°856 
5332 
4:472 
3°698 
2-646 

13°65 
12-00 
9°551 
6:902 
4:709 
2-911 1125900 
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TABLE LV. (continued). 

Ell | F | x | T™ | i | K 

Pie. RM = 138030. } 
10:15 17584 7013300 11-54 1654 | 
9-358 162-13 6487700 11-423 15°39 
8-492 147-12 5881500 11-308 14-09 
7-474 129-48 5164000 11-034 12-68 
6-542 113-33 4510200 10-797 11-32 
5-396 93-49 3709800 10-495 9-58 
4-401 76-24 3022000 10-379 7-89 
3-47 60-11 2373006 9-988 6-44 
2-41 ALI5 1648000 9-973 448 

0 i abe RM = 270600. 

6-465 112-0 76490006 10-35 15-79 
4-831 83-69 5691400 10-045 12-11 
3-394 588 4248700 9-96] 8-57 
2-128 36°86 2484500 9-465 5-61 

RM =514000. 
10-112 175-2 12111000 11-312 22-88 
8-906 154:3 10655000 11-224 20:29 
7:79 134-96 9297000 11-02 18-03 
6-624 114-77 7867600 10-63 15-82 
5-536 95-92 6562000 10-476 13°39 
4-389 76-04 5182500 10-2 10-86 
3-329 57°68 3916000 9-925 8-434 
2-32 40°19 2717400 9-63 6-613 

cE 4 RM =578800. 
6-51. 112:8 14195000 13-01 17-44 
5-308 931-95 | 11541000 12°78 14-43 
4-147 71-85 8981800 12-455 11°53 
3-027 52-45 | 6538300 12-25 8-533 
1-986 34-415 | 4243900 11-47 5-914 

RM = 1190000. 
10-026 173-7 22210000 14:48 24-52 
8-635 149-6 19065000 14-143 21-54 
7-457 129-2 16386000 13°69 19:13 

| 6-136 1063 13413000 13-23 16-2 
4-895 84:81 | 10646000 12-79 13-31 
3-722 64-48 8045000 12-315 10°44 
2-739 47°46 5886009 11-875 7-992 
1-865 32°31 3975000 11-313 5-615 

aie 5. RM = 1056400. 
6-254 108-3 14253000 10-4 29-07 
5-37 93-04 | 12196000 10-26 25-2 
4-174 72-32 9404000 9-965 20-02 
3-257 56-43 7260000 9-592 16-06 
2-044 35°41 4500500 9-201 10°38 
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TABLE LY. (continued.) 

mu. | ¢ (ee: | TM. k. | K. 

II. 5. RM= 1931000. 

8°137 140-97 18805000 10:965 36°38 
7°106 123°1 1631000 10-679 32°36 
6-072 105-2 13815000 10°33 28°36 
4957 | 85°88 11212000 10-114 23°515 
3°667 | 63°53 8194400 9°682 17:95 
2-254 39°05 4961200 9:183 11:46 

RM = 6213000. 

7979 138-23 18737000 11-684 34-01 
7183 124:45 16746000 11-345 31°31 
6°377 110°47 14776000 11-076 28°30 
9°457 94°54 12542000 10°738 24:78 
4°650 80:56 10606000 10°43 21:57 
3°836 66°46 8672000 10:096 18-22 
3021 52°35 6754000 9921 14-78 

3 

§ 11. From Table IV. we readily obtain some analogies with 
the values of & ascertained by the earth-inductor. For here 
again, with sort I., the values corresponding to the ellipsoids 
with different degrees of eccentricity arrange themselves in a 
series descending as the eccentricity increases ; on the con- 
trary, with sort II. the values of & cannot be arranged in a 
series, but, while II. 2, Il. 3, and II. 5 have tolerably equal 
values of the magnetization-function, II. 4 furnishes, as before, 
greater values. But now II. lalso has a sensibly higher mag- 
netization-function. 

According to this let us form, in conjunction with that pre- 
viously found, the following representation of the course of 
k :—After the variously elongated ellipsoids have reached the 
same (previously noted) minimum of their magnetization- 
function, the values of £ again recede from one another in the 
softer steel as the magnetizing force X and the permanent 
magnetism simultaneously increase, while again the greater 
values of & belong to the less-elongated ellipsoids. With the 
harder steel, on the contrary, £ appears to possess pretty nearly 
the same value: the higher values of IJ. 1 and II. 4 may be 
regarded as produced by differences in the structure of the 
steel. That / possesses a certain degree of variableness is pro- 
bably beyond doubt; yet although the permanent magnetisms 
are not sufficiently varied, thus much can be seen, that this 
variability in sort II. is not very great. With a doubled per- 
manent magnetism, II. 3 and II. 4 do not exhibit any change 
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in the & corresponding to an equal magnetizing force X, while 
II. 5 decidedly shows an increase in k when RM rose from 
1931000 to 6213000. The reverse is the case with II. 1, 
where & diminishes. 

Since the different series of observations were not carried 
out under absolutely similar external circumstances, especially 
not with equal distance of the helix from the magnetometer, 
no conclusion concerning the behaviour of & can be drawn 
from such slight variations, which are moreover not all in the 
same direction, and we shall be able to regard & as constant 
for the harder sort II. 

In sort I. it can be proved more certainly that, when RM is 
quintupled, the & of I. 1 is considerably augmented, just so that 
of I. 3 with RM doubled, while for I. 4 and I. 5 nothing cer- 
tain can be affirmed. 

If we consider the results before us in their relation to Neu- 
mann and Kirchhoft’s developments, we perceive that in the 

' present case these are no longer valid: to the same argument 
K, with the different ellipsoids the most different values of k 
correspond. 
Neumann and Kirchhoff’ s developments hold only for steel bars 

which possess no permanent magnetism and are submitted to but 
slight magnetizing forces ; they at once become inadmissible as 
soon as the steel 1s permanently magnetic. 

This is much more strikingly apparent with the softer than 
with the harder kinds of steel. | 

When, lastly, we examine the series of observations of Table 
IV. singly, we see the analogy with soft iron carried out also 
in the behaviour of the magnetization-function :— 

For the forces which are incapable of altering the permanent 
magnetism of a steel bar, the number k becomes less as the force 
dimamshes ; the magnetization-function of steel exhibits the same 
behaviour as that of soft won under the action of the always 
slight magnetizing forces which have here been employed. 

(For intenser forces, as with soft iron, an increase of k 
would of necessity enter with a diminishing force.) 

tn what manner this diminution of k takes place, I have en- 
deavoured to ascertain by a graphic representation of the de- 
pendence of & upon its argument K. I found, however, some- 
what complicated curves with several turning-points, which 
appeared to become the more regular (viz. straight lines) the 
more I augmented the permanent magnetism. 

Now, since by this, on account of the diminished constancy 
of the quantity of the permanent magnetism, the difficulties 
of observation are increased, and therefore properly a still 
more irregular course of the curves would have been to be 
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expected—since, further, I believed I should find the in- and 
outbendings of one curve in the others also, I am of opinion 
that these differences really have their foundation in the nature 
of the thing—that therefore, for forces which do not alter the 
permanent magnetism of a steel bar, k exhibits a behaviour the 
more regular the greater the permanent magnetization is, the 
more the molecular magnets are oriented one with another. 

§ 12. Returning now to the starting-point of the experi- 
ments described in the two preceding sections—the fact that, 
on repeated employment of the same magnetizing force, steel 
attains a maximum of residual magnetism, which may be de- 
signated the saturation-moment corresponding to the force, 
—we have now to determine whether the nwmber of the im- 
pulses requisite for attaining the maximum can be brought 
into a precise relation to the affecting factors. Such a rela- 
tion would perhaps be found, if a steel bar in constantly equal - 
external and molecular conditions could be submitted to vary- 
ing magnetizing forces. But now, since every prior magne- 
tizing force changed the condition of the bar, and so each 
succeeding one finds the bar in another state, while, though 
residual magnetism can indeed be got rid of by annealing, the 
bar is thereby altered in hardness and external form, | have 
only been able in general to lay down the proposition that the 
saturation-moment is reached more quickly with the softer than 
with the harder kind of steel. Instead of this rule, however, we 
may put the more general one, The nwmber of the impulses in- 
creases with the ratio of the attainable residual moment (moment 
of saturation) to the original moment (that already present be- 
fore the action of the force) ; for this ratio is in general greater 
with the harder steel. 

M. Bouty, in a work* which came under my notice after 
the close of these investigations, has endeavoured to represent 
by an empiric formula the quantity of the residual magnetic 
moment after each single impulse. ; | 

He magnetizes thin steel needles both by constant and by 
induction-currents, and believes that the increment of the re- 

_sidual magnetism after the latter must be expressed by another 
empiric formula. 

Vor the magnetization by a constant current he chooses the 
formula 

jE AL ee 
x 

which determines the magnetic moment y after the zth im- 

* “ Ktudes sur le Magnétisme,’”’ Annales de V Ecole Normate, 1875, No. 
1; Phil. Mag. Feb. and March 1875, vol. xlix. pp. 81, 185. 
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pulse by the number of the impulses, the saturation-moment 
A, and the increment B of the moment from the first to the 
last impulse. 

The magnetization by induction-currents, on the ether hand, 
is very well represented, he says, by the formula 

y= AD Caer OR eee. AZ) 

where A, B, and e are constants, A the moment originally 
present, B the total increment produced by the action of the 
force, and e the base of the natural system of logarithms. 
This formula corresponds to a much quicker increase of the 
residual magnetism than the first. 

While M. Bouty is inclined to deduce the difference of the 
formule from the difference of the methods of magnetization, 
I should rather, judging from the examples he adduces, seek 
them in the different initial magnetic states of the steel needles. 
Two of his examples may serve as evidence :— 

For (1). For (2). 

Number of pas- Magnetic Number of di- | Magnetic 
sages to the aes OT rect. in- t 

spiral. ‘ duced currents. prvi. 

1 51°46 0 71:55 
2 54:55 1 75°30 
3 55°43 2 78:55 
4 56°10 3 80:50 
5 55°95 4 80-80 
10 56°48 8 81-05 
20 57°68 16 81:05 
30 57:92 
50 57°75 

While, then, in the first instance the little bar had no initial 
magnetism (was “innocent of any previous magnetization ’’), 
and at the conclusion possessed the residual magnetism 57°75, 
in the second the initial magnetism was 71°55, which was 
raised by the action of the magnetizing force to 81:05 only. 
But then, according to the proposition previously advanced, 
the number of the requisite impulses must be less, and the 
augmentation of the residual magnetism follow more rapidly. 

§ 13. Frankenheim’s investigation had arrived at the re- 
markable result that, with freshly annealed bars, the residual 
moment R, attained by an impulse 2 stands in an invariable 
ratio to the moment of saturation R, independent of the dimen- 
sions of the bars, their hardness, and the strength of the force 
acting upon them. Now my experiments seem to prove that 
this holds good also for bars not freshly annealed, but having 
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an initial magnetism U, as soon as we count this to the resi- 
dual magnetism. These experiments are represented in 
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Table V. 

TABLE V. 

mnip-| yy (UHR,| By | Mi], (OER) 
soid Dee ae soid. U+h RK 

I. 1. | 14100 | 0-955 | 0-942 | II. 1 Byte 0°893 | 0°865 
| 42200 | 0-9: 8: 

2.| 38530 | 0-941 | 0-916 : Oe ee 
126300 | 0°945 | 0-859 2. | 158750 | 0-931 | 0-928 

| 195400 | 0:940 | 0-839 313300 | 0-938 | 0-933 

3. 51540 | 0-930 | 0-901 431400 | 0-934 | 0-795 

| 150850 | 0-947 | 0-895 
| 293600 | 0-932 0-868 3. | 276650 | 0958 | — 
| 589800 | 0-932 | 0-795 397600 | 0-972 | — 
| ; 448100 | 0-931 | 0-822 

4. 287200 | 0968 | 0-930 698600 | 0928 | 0-783 

5. 1049200 | 0-929 | 0-827 08° 
| 1754700 | 0-918 | 0-789 t 

897400 | 0-962 | 0-826 
) 1039000 | 0-958 | 0-811 

Mean oi Heme 1519000 | 0-922 | 0-785 
U+R | U+R 2317000 | 0-942 | 0-733 

2865400 | 0-912 | 0-648 
I. 1. 0955? IT. 1. 0-910 

2. 0-942 2. 0-934 5. | 962300 | 0-951 | 0-836 
3. 0-935 3. 0-941 1287000 | 0-965 | 0:824 
4. 0-968 ? 4, 0-942 1807800 | 0-928 | 0-762 
5. 0-918 5. 0-928 2497400 | 0:896 | 0-757 
oid 4205000 | 0-902 | 0-592 

Although this Table has no pretension to completeness, since 
with several of the ellipsoids there are too few experiments, 
and the dimensions and hardness of the bars are too little va-_ 

ried, yet this much is evident, that ae may pass for tole- 

rably constant; while it is indubitably shown that = diminishes 

when the magnetizing force (or what is here considered the same 

Moreover this diminution of Fy with in- 
R 

e e . U + R 

creasing U is self-evident from the found constancy of TLE 

Therefore to the progressive rotation of the molecular magnets 
into positions of magnetic equilibrium 1s opposed an wicreasing 
resistance. 

thing, U) inereases. 
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A dependence of the diminution of = on the magnitude of 

the difference R—U or of the ratio . does not follow. In- 

opposition to this, M. Bouty, in a more recent notice*, main- 
tains, on the ground of a series of experiments, of which he 

which 
A 

A—B 

corresponds to my a decreases when the magnetizing force 

adduces the following as an example, that his ratio 

increases, according to which a would increase. (Whether 

his needles were annealed before each series of experiments, 
or if they possessed initial magnetism, is not stated.) 

Needle of 0°553 millim. diameter. 

Magnetizing A 
force. a ee 

ee eee EO) 

ieee eee eG 

ee ae ee 6D 
sy nl as Med a i al B38 WE) 

FOr eas oe tee de 

Bm Ste ee LL OOD 

ee ee. ee ee Te 

Ss ee ee ee 
Pee es ee LZ 

Although here is unquestionably a diminution of 
A 
ae yet 

our author errs fundamentally, or at least expresses himself 
quite incorrectly when he asserts of this ratio, “Il tend vers 
zéro.” An approximation to nil is certainly out of the ques- 
tion; at the utmost there may be an approximation to unity. 

While, then, according to M. Bouty’s experiments, R, and 
R are continually coming nearer to equality, so that finally a 
single impulse will produce the moment of saturation, accord- 
ing to mine they are always receding further and further from 
each other, so that the saturation-moment corresponding to a 
force is always difficult to attain. 

On what causes these opposite results depend we cannot at 
present say. M. Bouty’s quantities are not expressed in abso- 
lute measure ; and from his data it is not possible to reduce 
them thereto. Yet I do not give up the expectation that his 

* Comptes Rendus de Acad. des Sciences, 1875, No. 18. 
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and my results will be found not merely not contradictory, 
but probably mutually complementary. 

For reasons easily conceivable, which I need not further 
* . . R . 

discuss, it cannot well be assumed that the ratio 5, continues 
R 

to diminish till it arrives at zero; much rather it is not im- 
probable that, as the magnetizing force goes on increasing, the 
ratio begins to rise again. M. Bouty, however, worked with 
very thin, while I worked with tolerably thick steel bars; and 
hence it really follows that in his, in comparison with my ob- 
servations, much greater magnetizing forces were in play. At 
all events the subject is well deserving of further examina- 
tion; and I shall not delay commencing experiments for that 
purpose. . 

§ 14. In § 9 the proposition is advanced that a force of de- 
terminate intensity cannot generate residual magnetism beyond 
a determinate limit. Taken rigorously, this is not quite correct 

at least, not in the sense in which it was there understood ; 
for if, by repeated action of a constant force, a steel bar be 
brought to the corresponding maximum of its residual mag- 
netism, then loses a portion by concussions, or even by merely 
lying at rest, and thus by the action of time, and afterwards 
the same force be again applied, the residual magnetism now 
increases beyond the previous limit. 

If the same process be again repeated several times, a limit 
must finally be reached which will not be exceeded even by 
further losses and fresh magnetization. This value only of the 
residual moment can be designated the proper moment of sa- 
turation of the force in question. 

It is self-evident, and confirmed also by my experiments, 
that where a loss of residual magnetism has occurred in a bar 
which had been previously saturated by a force P, even a force 
p, which before, with a maximum attained, could no more 
than P itself produce an augmentation, can raise the diminished 
residual moment, and, if the intensity be sufficient, bring it 
back to the maximum corresponding to the force P. 

§ 15. We have hitherto considered only one part of what 
takes place in the repeated magnetization of a steel bar by a 
constant force, namely the variation of the residual magnetism. 
But similar questions to those respecting the residual, can now 
be put concerning the temporary magnetism. Here three 
cases are to be distinguished. 

The first, simplest, is that of repeated magnetization by the 
same current, which, however, has never previously acted on 
the rod (§ 9). The question is:—Does the temporary magne- 
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tism, like the residual, increase with each successive impulse, 
remain constant, or diminish? 
In order to contribute to a correct judgment on the degree 
of accuracy which an answer to such questions concerning the - 
temporary magnetism can possess, I would remark that the 
latter, as is well known, may fluctuate, always within certain 
but, with soft iron, tolerably wide limits, even when the cur- 
rent is constant. 

Nevertheless, on the ground of numerous experiments, I 
believe I may assert that The temporary magnetism of a steel 
bar diminishes on the bar being repeatedly magnetized by a con- 
stant current, but so that the total magnetism remains unaltered ; 
therefore what is gained in residual, is lost in temporary. mag- 
netism. 

The second case has been already treated in § 11. We 
there had the same ellipsoid in different magnetic states, with 
different RM, submitted to the same force; and we inquired 
how the magnetization-function behaves with an increasing 
permanent magnetization. To this question we could make 
no definite answer; 4, and with it the temporary magnetism, 
in part remained constant, in part increased, and in part even 
diminished. 

From this it is now evident that an answer to the third case, 
given by the last preceding section, cannot but be extremely 
difficult. In fact, on making some experiments, I obtained 
contradictory results, sometimes greater, sometimes smaller 
temporary moments, while the residual magnetism, in accord- 
ance with the proposition advanced in § 14, always proved 
greater. . , 

Gottingen, September 1875. 

XXXV. On Crookes’s Radiometer.—Part IL.* By G. Jouy- 
STONE Stongy, JZA., F.R.S., Secretary to the Queen’s 
University in Ireland. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

; GENTLEMEN, Hampstead, March 18, 1876. 

M*** persons have told me that they have found it diffi- 
cult to understand the explanation that I offered in the 

March Number of the Philosophical Magazine, of the pres- 
sure which Mr. Crookes has discovered. 1 have therefore en- 
deavoured to present a picture of the mechanism by which I 
conceive the pressure to be produced, in a form which will, I 

* Being the substance of part of a communication made to the Physical 
Society, March 11, 1876. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1876. ¥ 
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hope, be intelligible to persons who have not made a special 

study of the dynamical theory of gases; and as the subject is 
one not easily illustrated in this way, I hope the result of my 
attempt will be deemed of sufficient permanent interest to de- 
serve a place in your columns. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours faithfully, 

G. JOHNSTONE STONEY. 

[The numbering of the paragraphs is continued from the — 
paper on the same subject in the March Number of the Phir — 
losophical Magazine. 

Readers of that article are requested to make the following — 
corrections in it: | 

In paragraph 8 (p. 178), instead of “ I will assume that the - 
pressure within the chamber is 0:1 of a millim.” read “not 
much short of 0°1 of a millim.” : 

In paragraph 4, instead of “wy, we,”” read “ w,—wp.” f | 
In paragraph 7 (p. 180), instead of “ => of an atmosphere,” 

read “ about jo000 of an atmosphere.” | 
In paragraph 9 (p. 181), instead of “ We may further re- 

gard’ read “ We may further without risk of serious error 
regard.” | 

10. When light is allowed to fall on a Crookes’s radiome- 
ter, there are two stages of the phenomenon to be noted and 
carefully distinguished. 

11. The first is a brief period of adjustment which arises 
when the light first falls on the, blackened face of the disk. 
During this stage the different parts of the attenuated air 
within the little chamber assume the conditions which corre- 
spond to the presence of the warm body, This adjustment 1s 
made with great rapidity, and may occupy perhaps the 5-55 
of a second. ‘This is about the time that would be required 1 
this adjustment is made at a speed comparable with the yvelo- 
city of sound ; and this is likely, since the velocity of sound i 
the speed with which a somewhat analogous adjustment is 
propagated in air. 

12. The second stage of the phenomenon is the permanen 
state which supervenes when the period of adjustment 
over. And here there are two cases to be distinguished 
The first is that which occurs when the exhaustion is insuffi 
cient. In this case (leaving gravity, and consequently con 
vection currents, out of consideration for the present) a thi 
layer of air in contact with the disk has been both warme 
and rarefied during the period of adjustment; while beyon 
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this layer the air throughout the greater part of the chamber 
will be very slightly denser and warmer than before the ad- 
justment. There will also be another layer of varying tem- 
perature and density in contact with the glass, having on 
one side the temperature of the air in the little chamber, 
and on the other the somewhat lower temperature of the 
glass. This is the state which will come into existence during 
the adjustment, and which will then continue as the permanent 
state of affairs so long as the disk and glass are maintained at 
their respective temperatures. While this is the condition of 
the apparatus, there would be no transfer of heat from the disk 
to the glass if convection-currents were absent ;: the contrivance 
cannot act as a heat-engine ; and there is accordingly no pres- 
sure of the kind which Mr. Crookes has detected, and to which 
I would suggest that we should give the name of Crookes’s 
pressure, _ 

13. On the other hand, if the exhaustion be carried further, 
the layers of varying temperature in contact with the disk and 
with the glass will become thicker; and if the exhaustion pro- 
ceed sufficiently far, these layers will be so dilated that there 
will not be room between the disk and the glass for their full 
development ; and then will arise the state of things in which 
Crookes’s pressure presents itself. The following description 
will give an idea of what is now going on within the cham- 
ber. As soon as the brief period of adjustment is over a pro- 
cession of swift molecules at once commences, which is ever 
starting from the front or warmed side of the disk (the heater 
of the little engine), and jostling its way to the opposite hemi- 
sphere of cool glass* (the cooler of the heat-engine). Another 
procession is as constantly starting from the cool hemisphere 
of glass and working its way both up to the disk and to the 
regions behind the disk. These processions last so long as the 
heater and cooler are maintained at their respective tempera- 
tures. Any member of the slow procession that comes into con- 
tact with the front of the disk is, in rebounding, converted into 
a member of the swift procession; and any member of the 
swift procession that comes into contact with the glass is con- 
verted into a member of the slow procession. 

14, To complete the picture we must suppose the members 
of both processions to be mixed up with a crowd of molecules 
moying about irregularly, and not belonging to either proces- 
sion. The processionists are so buffeted that probably no 
one follows his own procession far. But some of the mole- 
ecules against which he jostles generally carry a part of his 

* Tf the instrument has four arms, the back of one of the other disks at 
right angles is to be regarded as BS the cooler of the little engine. 
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momentum somewhat further. In this way the characteristic 
of each procession is retained over a considerable distance, 
although it is gradually effaced as the procession advances. 
As the swift procession advances it becomes less swift; as the 
slow procession advances it becomes less slow. If there is 
room between the disk and the glass for the entire gradient, 
that is, for the whole thickness of those layers which I have 
described, then that part of the slow procession which reaches 
the disk will have not only lost its sluggishness, but will have 
attained the full molecular speed of the beginning of the swift 
procession ; and the swift procession, where it comes into con- 
tact with the envelope of glass, will have become as slow as 
the beginning of the slow procession. In such a case there 
would be no Crookes’s pressure. But if there is not room for 
the full gradient, then each procession will retain a portion of 
what characterizes it when it reaches its destination. The front 
of the swift procession, where it reaches the glass, will still re- 
tain an average of molecular motions more rapid than that 
which corresponds to the temperature of the glass; and that 
part of the front of the slow procession which reaches the disk 
will have its internal motions less active than those correspond- 
ing to the temperature of the disk, while molecules of a still 
more sluggish type will alone reach the back of the disk and 
the hemisphere of glass behind the disk. 

15. Here, then, we have conditions which would produce a 
difference of pressure on the front and back of the disk, if 
equal numbers of molecules had access to both sides. How- 
ever, the number striking the disk in front will not be quite so 
great as the number striking its back, because the members of 
the swift procession will shove back some of those which other- 
wise would have made their way up to the disk. But they do 
not keep back enough to prevent there being some difference of 
pressure ; for it would require the whole gradient to produce 
such a defect of density as would entirely compensate for the 
greater average momentum imparted by each molecule that strikes 
the front, as compared with the momentum imparted by each 
molecule striking the back of the disk. This is the cardinal 
point in the explanation. 

16. As this is the key to the whole explanation, and as I 
find that some who feel an interest in the subject find a diffi- 
culty in apprehending it, I will give a proof of it from another 
point of view, and with every necessary detail. Let us imagine 
a large apartment containing throughout air as attenuated as 
the air in the radiometer. Let its temperature and the tem- 
perature of the walls of the room be ¢, and its tension p 
grammes per square centimetre, p being a sufficiently low frac- 
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tion. Let v be the average velocity of molecules of air at the 
temperature ¢. Then this air presses against the walls of the 
apartment with a force of p grammes per square centimetre, 
because its molecules strike the walls with velocities of which 
the average is v, and rebound from them with velocities. of 
which the average is also v, Let be the number of mole- 
cules which on the average strike a square centimetre of the 
walls per second. Then, if we picture to ourselves a plane 
drawn anywhere through this medium, n molecules per second 
fly through every square centimetre of this plane from left to 
right, and an equal number fly through it from right to left. 
Having acquired these conceptions, let us next suppose a disk 
like the disk of a radiometer, to be situated in the middle of 
this apartment, the front of the disk being kept at temperature 
t+ Ai, and the back at temperature ¢. Let us further suppose 
that there is no gravity, in which case there will be no con- 
vection-currents, But a complete gradient would promptly 
form in front of the disk; in other words, the air in front of 
the disk would be warmed to a considerable distance, and 
somewhat dilated. Throughout this gradient the temperature 
would vary from ¢+ Aé on the one side, to ¢ on the other. 
The density would also vary, and in such a way that the ten- 
sion would be everywhere the sameas in the rest of the apart- 
ment, viz. p grammes per square centimetre. In this case 
the disk would be pressed equally in front and behind. Let 
us next form the conception of a spherical surface, with its 
centre at the middle of the disk, large enough to contain the 
disk and extend beyond it, but not so largeas to reach through 
the gradient. The hemisphere in front of the disk would thus 
contain air belonging to the gradient, and the hemisphere be- 
hind the disk would contain air of the same kind as in the rest 
of the apartment. Through each square centimetre of the 
surface of the hemisphere behind the disk there will be n mole- 
cules per second flying into the sphere, and n molecules per 
second flying out; and these molecules will be endowed with 
velocities of which the average is v. But through any square 
centimetre of the hemisphere in front of the disk there will be 
a number of molecules flying in and flying out per second 
which will be less than n, while their average velocity will be 
greater than v. Let us next suppose that this spherical sur- 
face, while it still allows the molecules to pass through it and 
retain the direction of their flight, is given the property of 
being able to cut down the velocities of molecules whose aver- 
age is above v, so that the average velocity of the molecules 
after passing through the surface becomes v, whatever it may 
have been before. This new property will not make any dif- 
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fererice in the state of things behind the disk ; but it will catise 
a new adjustment to be necessary in front. In fact the part 
of the gradient which lies outside the sphere will cease to exist, 
since there is nothing now to prevent air of the same pressure 
and density as in the rest of the apartment from coming quite 
tip to the sphere. Accordingly, when the little instant of ad- 
justment is over, this will be the state of things outside the 
sphere. Hence, when the adjustment is over, there will be 7 
molecules flying inwards through every square centimetre of 
the front hemisphere. Now the density can no longer undergo 
change when the adjustment is over; and accordingly there 
must be as many molecules passing one way as the other. 
Hence we find that after the adjustment, n molecules per 
second must come up to every square centimetre of the inside 
of this hemisphere and demand an exit through it, which is 
accorded to them on the condition of their surrendering a part 
of their momentum as they fly through the partition. For 
since the gradient is now incomplete, the motions inside will 
keep up an average velocity which is above v in spite of the 
incursion of the strangers. This surrender of momentum 
means that there is a pressure against the inside of the hemi- 
spherical shell, which does not exist against the outside. Now 
as the same number of molecules pass in as pass out through 
every part of this hemisphere, we are at liberty to render the 
shell impervious to molecules, if we substitute for its hypo- 
thetical property the following, which can be easily attained in 
practice, viz. the property that, although molecules may come 
up to the shell with velocities of which the average is above 2, 
they shall rebound from it, and in rebounding shall be sent 
off with velocities of which the average has been reduced to v. 
This only requires a solid shell which is maintained at the 
temperature ¢. This shell suffers on the outside a pressure of 
p grammes per square centimetre, and within a pressure 0 
more than p grammes per square centimetre; while if a simi- 
lar impervious shell at the same temperature is substituted for 
the hemisphere behind the disk, it suffers a pressure of p 
grammes per square centimetre both on the inside and out- 
side. The final change may now be made. The air outside 
the impervious sphere may have its pressure increased and 
become the ordinary air of a room without disturbing an 
part of what goes on within the shell; and we have now an 
apparatus which is in fact no other than the radiometer wit 
its glass containing-vessel maintained at temperature ¢. 

17. Hence there is pressure on the inside of the front hemi 
sphere of glass which is in excess of the pressure on the insid 
of the hemisphere behind the disk. And there is of cours 
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also pressure on the front of the disk in excess of the pressure 
on its back. These excesses of pressure are what I have 
called Crookes’s pressure. From the mechanical principle of 
momentum it follows that their resultants must be in a right 
line (which is, of course, perpendicular to the disk), equal in 
amount, and opposite in direction. i 

18. It has been urged as an objection to this explanation 
that the arms of a radiometer often fly round so fast that 
their revolutions cannot be counted, and that they appear to 
the eye like a haze. It has been supposed that the vanes, in 
sweeping round so rapidly, would mix together all strata of 
air within the instrument, so as to prevent the development of 
the processions which I have described. But this difficulty 
will disappear when we appreciate the exceeding activity of 
molecular motions, and the exceeding shortness of that first 
stage of the phenomenon which I have called the period of 
adjustment. It probably occupies, as I have already observed, 
something like the 5,55 of a second of time. After the lapse 
ef some such mere moment of time, the machinery is in full 
eperation, so that the vanes might probably whirl round even 
hundreds of times in a second without stopping its action. 

19. Again, it has been supposed that the rarefaction in the 
vacuum-chamber is carried very much further than I have 
admitted in my former paper. Considerable latitude in re- 
gard to this is allowable; and it will therefore be desirable to 
examine what are the probable limits of tension within which 
Crookes’s pressure is likely to be appreciable. 

20. It must be remembered that when the disk is vertical, 
as in a radiometer, Crookes’s pressure will be accompanied by 
the forces occasioned by a convection-current. The convec- 
tion-current will influence the motion of the vane in three 
ways. It will bring a continuous supply of cold air to the 
front of the disk, which, being thrown off with augmented 
molecular motions, will cause a recoil of the disk in the same 
direction as Crookes’s pressure. The convection current will 
also occasion a defect of tension in front of the disk, by that 
law of fluids in motion according to which the tension de- 
creases along a stream wherever the velocity increases. This 
will occasion a minimum of tension where the velocity of the 
convection-current is greatest, 7. e. in front of the disk, and 
will thus give rise to a force opposed to Crookes’s pressure. 
And again, the convection-current, after being turned down- 
wards by the roof of the little chamber, is likely to become a 

_ draught blowing upon the back of the disk with a force which 
is also opposed to Crookes’s pressure. ‘The resultant of these 
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three forces seems in all the experiments to have been opposed 
to Crookes’s pressure. 

21. At any particular degree of exhaustion it is only the 
difference between this resultant and Crookes’s pressure which 
becomes apparent. It is easy to see that as the rarefaction 
proceeds convection-currents will become in some degree more 
active, but this occurs in a degree sufficiently moderate to 
allow the resultant force to diminish continuously as the ex- 
haustion proceeds. On the other hand, what I have called 
Crookes’s pressure does not exist at all until such a degree of 
rarefaction has been attained as will cause the gradient to ex- 
tend from the disk beyond the walls of the. chamber; after 
this is once effected, if the exhaustion be still continued, 
Crookes’s pressure first rises to a maximum and then steadily 
diminishes. It is evident, therefore, that there is a certain 
tension, depending in some degree upon the form of the ra- 
diometer, at which the excess of Crookes’s pressure over the 
force arising from the convection-current will be a maximum. 

22. If we assume that the chamber is of such a considerable 
size as compared with the size of the disk that the general 
temperature of the air within it is but slightly raised above 
that of the glass, the following formula will approximately 
give the value of Crookes’s pressure :— 

Crookes’s pressure per square centimetre 

Berg ene ea 
ascii Mae ons 

where = means is nearly equal to, and where p is the out- 
standing tension per square centimetre within the chamber, 
5* the length of gradient corresponding to p and At, d the 
distance of the disk from the glass in front of it, ¢ the tempe- 
rature of the glass and of the back of the disk, regarded as 
approximately the same, and finally Az the excess of tempera- 
ture imparted to the front of the disk. 

23. Let us suppose, as in my former paper, that — will 

be equal to #7 when p is it of an atmosphere. Then the 

* The value of 6 at any tension is given by the formula 

8k (ae 5 at 
TE op ) 

where k is the length of gradient, 7. e. the thickness of the thin layer 
of warmed air, when air at the temperature ¢ and at the pressure of one 
atmosphere is in contact with a body whose temperature is ¢+1°(see 
Philosophical Magazine for last month, p. 180, § 7). The assumption I 
venture to make in §§ 6 and 22 amounts to this—that & is as much as 
sty of a millimetre. 

+ This follows from the assumption referred to in the last footnote. 
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value of this fraction will scarcely differ from unity when p 
1 1 ° 

becomes j5,000 OF i,000,000 Of an atmosphere. Using these values 

for oad , we can compute by the foregoing formula how much 

the front of the disk would need to be warmer than the rest 
of the apparatus at these several tensions, to produce a Crookes’s 
pressure of the hundredth of a milligramme per square centi- 
metre, which is an amount Mr. Crookes observed. 

24. We thus find that if there were no convection-current we 
should produce this pressure by warming the front of the disk 
about 0-09 of a degree at a tension of inom of an atmosphere, 
while an elevation of 0°6 of a degree would be required at a 

e 1 e e) . 1 

tension of 554, and an elevation of 6° ata tension of pao, of 
an atmosphere. This last excess of temperature may be looked 
upon as inadmissible, since it is not likely that the front of the 
disk is ever so much as 6° warmer than the back. Hence we 
may, I think, conclude that where Crookes’s pressure is con- 
spicuously * present, the exhaustion does not approach the 
millionth of an atmosphere f. 

25. The probability seems to be that the effects of convection- 
currents are sufficiently feeble at tensions between Taw and 

ae of an atmosphere for us to fix on some tension between 
these limits as the tension at which we are likely to find the 
greatest apparent effects, 7. e. the greatest excess of Crookes’s 
pressure over the resultant of the forces due to conyection- 
currents. 

* Tt must, however, be remembered that a force very much less than 
the hundredth of a milligramme per square centimetre would manifest 
itself by causing motion in a radiometer. 

+ This would afford a means of ascertaining whether there is any re- 
sidual effect not accounted for by the foregoing explanation, if we might 
depend on the methods by which very low tensions are determined. But 
it is evident that a gas which can be occluded in any of the solids present, 
or absorbed in any liquid, or condensed upon the surface of either, or any 
trace of vapour which either the solids or liquids can give off, will at a 
certain point of tenuity elude detection. All direct methods are on this 
account so untrustworthy that I should be disposed to think that low 
tensions may be best estimated by observing the amount of torsion 
which the Crookes’s pressure in them can give to a fibre of glass or silk, 

and comparing it with the formula in § 22, using unity for a when the 

tension is excessively low. A gauge might easily be constructed upon 
this principle. 
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XXXVI. A new Arrangement for the Micrometer of the Auto- 
matic Spectroscope. By WALTER Baty *. 

a some spectroscopes the micrometer-wires are seen by 
means of a pencil of light reflected from the surface of the 

last prism ; but this arrangement is not applicable to the auto- 
matic spectroscope, because the last surface of its last prism is 
perpendicular to the axis of the eye-telescope. An equivalent 
arrangement may, however, be made by using one of the forms 
of prism whose sections are given in the figures, as the last 
prism of an automatic spectroscope. The light to be analyzed 
having passed through the rest of the train of prisms, enters 
the last prism, which is immovable, through the side A B, and 
emerges through C D, the light which is brought to a focus in 
the centre of the field emerging perpendicularly to CD. Let 
the light from the cross-wires be made parallel by a lens, and 
let P Q be the direction of the light from the centre of the 
cross. In fig. 1 PQ is perpendicular to the axis of the eye- 
telescope, in fig. 2 P Q is inclined at an angle of 120°, and in 
fig. 3 at an angle of 60° to this direction. PQRS gives the 
course of the light from the centre of the micrometer-cross ; 
and RS is perpendicular to the side C D; and therefore the 
centre of the cross will be distinctly seen in the centre of the 
field at the same time as the spectrum. ‘The form of prism to 
be used depends upon the position in which it is desired to 
place the micrometer. ‘The diameter of the pencil of light 
from the micrometer is taken in the figures as one third of that 
through the prisms ; and the latter is taken as the unit of length 
in the following dimensions for each prism. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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‘Fig. 1. Angles :-—B=120°; C=90°; D=105°. BH=4, 

and is parallel to CD; BC=4; BA= we =1:15; ALE is un- 

polished. | ; 
The angle between B A and D H=45°, 
Fig. 2. Angles :—A=60°; B= 150, D=90°. B H=4; 

the perpendicular from B on CD=1; the perpendicular 
from B on AD=1; DC is notlessthan1; CE is unpolished, 

The angle between B E and D C=60°. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Angles :—A=60°; C=120°; D=90°. CE=1; 
. 7 | see Gea ; 

CD=1; = SS ° = Se SS : ; a mea we 373 1°35; AB 73 1:15; BE is un 

polished. 
The angle between A B and C E==90°. 

_ In the scale to which the figures are drawn the unit is one 
inch. If desirable the sides D Ei in fig. 1, and D A in figs. 2 
and 3, may be silvered, as they are only used for reflection. 

24 Hyde Terrace, Leeds. 

XXXVI. “In the Beginning.” —I. Mass and Position. By 
Puiny Hare Cuase, Professor of Mathematics in Haver- 
ford College*. 

i tracing the influence of undulations, propagated with the 
velocity of light, upon cosmical aggregation and dissocia- 

tion, | have shown that the ratio of the limiting velocity of in- 
cipient dissociation to the limiting velocity of incipient aggre- 

* Communicated by the Author. - 
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gation is 1:2*. While I have questioned the propriety of 
accepting the nebular hypothesis in the sense in which it is 
commonly understood, I have no hesitation in yielding it the 
qualified acceptance proposed by Herschel f, and in recognizing 
its value for representing the results of tendencies to equili- 
brium between centripetal and centrifugal forces. 

The position of Saturn at the mean centre of inertia of the 
solar system, its low density, and its nebulous rings, would 
seem likely, & priori, to furnish indications of important rela- 
tionships between equilibrating forces. Such indications are 
actually found, both in planetary masses and in planetary posi- 
tions. For if we examine the masses of the supraasteroidal 
planets, we find the following accordances :— 

1. Neptune is to Saturn, as the time of describing radius, 
in direct fall to the centre, is to the time of circular orbital re- 
volution, or as 1:/32. 

2. Neptune and Saturn are in inverse ratio to their times of 
orbital revolution. They would therefore have equal moments 
of inertia, near their lower nebular or nucleal radu f. 

3. Uranus is to Saturn, asthe time of describing radius, in 
a circular orbit, is to the time of orbital revolution, or as 1:27. 

4. Uranus and Saturn are in inverse ratio to the square 
roots of the times of rotation of Jovian nuclei, the radii of 
which correspond with their respective primitive Jovicentric 
vector radii§, or inversely as the velocities of the nucleal rota- 
tions. They would therefore have equal momenta, with re- 
ference to Jupiter, in the primitive nucleal arrangement. 

5. Jupiter and Saturn are in the inverse ratio to the times 
of nucleal rotation for nucleal radii corresponding to their 
respective vector radii. 

6. Consequently Jupiter and Saturn had equal moments of 
inertia, if they were once parts of the same nebulous belt ||. 

7. Jupiter is to the aggregate planetary mass, as circular 
orbital velocity is to parabolic perihelion velocity, or as 1: /2. 

8. If the aggregate planetary mass were collected at Jupi- 
ter’s linear centre of oscillation, the centre of gravity of the 
system would be at Sun’s surface. 

9. Jupiter and the residual supraasteroidal mass are so 

* Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. 1. p. 251. 
+ Outlines of Astronomy, Sect. 871. 
} The upper nebular or vector radii vary as the 3? powers of the orbital 

times; the lower nebular or nucleal radii, as the 3 powers of the times. 
§ See Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Sept. 17, 1875. 
|| When I first announced this relation (Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe. vol. viii. 

p. 141) I was not aware that it had been communicated to the American 
Association by Professor Stephen Alexander in 1857. See his ‘Statement 
and Exposition’ (Smithsonian Contributions, 280), p. 38. 
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related as to give Jupiter an inertia-moment, at a centre of 
spherical gyration, equivalent to that of the remaining mass at 
the corresponding spherical surface. 

10. Saturn and the Neptune-Uranian belt are so related as 
to give equal momenta, in reference to a nodal division midway 
between the lower nebular, or nucleal, radii of Saturn and 
Uranus. 

11. Jupiter and Sun are so related as to balance each other, 
in a linear pendulum, of which the geometrical mean planetary 
radius vector represents a centre of oscillation, and Sun’s sur- 
face represents both a centre of suspension and a fulcrum. 

Late estimates of mass* give the following values, Sun 
being the unit :— 

Jupiter ...... "0009543269 Uranus sane. 0000454545 
Saturn ...... "0002855837 Neptune...... "0000507614. 

Aggregate Planetary mass ...... 0013421925. 

On the basis of these values the following Table is con- 
structed :— 

A. B. (A—B)+A. 

oS ee 0002856 0002872 —:006 
2. he = KEL ec eeceeeeeeeee.| °0002856 0002839 +:006 
UO Hic cceclacecsertnoss 0002856 0002856 —-001 
4. h= 6 X48'16+7°572 ......... 0002856 0002891 — 012 
BEES ces cdecnennesine 0002856 0002839 +006 
Ca Aree ae ee 0002856 0002839 +:006 
Be ND ice csacaadeveseees "(0009543 0009491 +005 
8. %=OQ+(V2xX2xX1117-9) ...) 0009543 0009488 +006 
FeO A sc nensnsenaces 0009543 0009545 000 

10. h=6 WX21:15+7-14.......... 0002856 0002850 . +:002 
Il, Y=OQ+(2X69654) ..... 0009543 0009571 —°003 

The fourth accordance is computed as follows. The rotation- 
radii, or the radii of solar nuclei which would rotate synchro- 
nously with the respective planets, are, for Neptune 49-0168, — 
Uranus 35°006, Saturn 20°726, Jupiter 13°154, Sun’s present 
radius being the unit. Stockwell has foundt that the mean 
perihelion longitudes of Jupiter and Uranus differ by exactly 
180°, while the mean node longitudes of Jupiter and Saturn 
also differ by .180°. Therefore, if the two outer two-planet 
belts were compared before their hypothetical rupture, the 
rotation-radii, when referred to Jupiter, would be :— 

Saturn = 20°726—13°154=7:572 ; 

Uranus =35°006 + 13°154=48°'16. 

* Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 1875, p. 3. 
+ Smithsonian Contributions, 232, p. xiv. 
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In the eighth and eleventh accordances, Harth’s mean radius 
vector being 214°86 solar radii, 5°2028 x 214°86 =1117°87 ; 
and the geometrical-mean radius vector 

(3x 2x@xdxy4xhx.s x ¥)1—696°54, 

The tenth accordance is found by first taking the mean of 
the rotation-radii of Saturn and Uranus 

( 20°7258 + 35°0062 
2 

and regarding it as a node of reference for the rotation-radii 
of Saturn and Neptune 

(27°3866 —20°7258=7'1402 ; 49°0168—27°866=21'1508). 

The relationships of position seem to be primarily dependent 
upon the properties of elastic media. In such media, as the 
distances from a centre of force increase in arithmetical pro- 
gression, the densities decrease, in geometrical progression if 
the central force is constant, in harmonic progression if the 
central force varies inversely as the square of the distance. In 
the earliest stages of nucleal aggregation, when particles are 
subjected to nearly equal impulses from every direction, but 
with a slight preponderance towards special nucleal centres, | 
the variations from constancy of force may be so slight as to 
introduce a geometrical progression ; and if those tendencies 
occur when the contest between the aggregating and dissocia- 
ting forces is the strongest, the ratio of such progression should 
be 1:7. If we compare the vector radii of the aphelion pla- 
nets in each of the aphelion or supraasteroidal two-planet belts, 
with the vector radii of the perihelion planets in each of the 
perihelion or infraasteroidal belts, we find the following coin- 
cidences—Saturn, with its nebulous ring and its position of 
mean planetary inertia, being the starting-point for the w-geo- 
metrical.series as well as for the correlative determinations of 
planetary mass. The tabular unit is Sun’s radius. 

ae 27'866), 

A. B. (A—B) +B. 

2 h Xz! 6438:75 | WY mean 6453-06 — ‘0022 
h Xa 2049-51 Beitr igs 2049°51 
h Xx7} 65238 | x » 652-38 
hxg 207°66 | @ perihelion} 207-58 +0004 
h Xx-3 66:10 | 8 ” 68°48 — 0361 
@xXa-1 68:39 | 8 ” 68-48 —:0013 

These several accordances of mass and position are brought 
into simple correlation with my planetary pendulums* by the 
nucleal action of the velocity of light, at the geometrical-mean 

* Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol. 1. p. 250. 
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_ planetary radius vector, which corresponds to planetary velo- 
city at the mean perihelion centre of gravity of Sun and Ju- 
piter; for Jupiter’s mean excentricity being *04316*, the 
mean perihelion centre of gravity is at 

95684 x 1117:87+1047°879 =1-0208. 

The time of planetary revolution is 

1 year +(214:86+1-0208)? =10333'8 seconds ; 

the velocity is therefore 27r x 1:0208+10333°8 per second. 
The velocity of light is 214°86 7497-33, which is 695-4 times 
the theoretical equatorial velocity of the nucleus, or the equa- 
torial velocity of a nuclear atmosphere extending to 695°4r, 
This differs by less than 4 of | per cent. from the mean plane- 
tary radius vector. 

Philadelphia, November 1875. 

XXXVIIL. Notices respecting New Books. 

Physical Geography, or the Terraqueous Globe and its Phenomena. 
Illustrated with 125 wood engravings, frontispiece, and 12 maps. 
By Wi.u1am Derssporoven Cooney. London: Dulau and Co., 
1876 (8vo, pp. 429). 

‘ (2HOGRATHY, as the word imports, is a delineation or de- 
scription of the earth. In its widest sense this comprehends 

not only the delineation of the form of its continents and seas, its 
rivers and mountains, but their physical condition, climates and 
products, and their appropriation by communities of men”7. Ac- 
cordingly it admits of division into three fairly distinct branches, 
viz. Mathematical, Descriptive, and Physical Geography. The 
first might be classed as a branch of Astronomy ; the second, if its 
relations to History are put on one side, is little more than a 
description in words of the facts that are presented to the eye in a 
good set of maps. The third, Physical Geography, can scarcely be 
considered as a separate science ; it is rather a delineation of facts 

based upon a knowledge of all natural sciences ; it passes in review 
whatever is known respecting the form, internal heat, electro-mag- 
netic tension of our planet, the volcanic reaction of its interior on 
its solid crust, the phenomena of its aerial and watery oceans, the 
distribution of the various forms of organic life over its surface, 
and, so far as they can be made out, the causes whose action in the 
past have determined the present condition of the surface, and the 
distribution of organic forms upon it. It is plain that a subject 
embracing so many topics, many of them with scarcely any mutual 
connexion that can be traced, admits easily of division in several 

* Stockwell, op. cit. p. 88. 
+ Outlines of Astronomy, c. iv., by Sir J. Herschel. 
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different ways at the will of the writer. Mr. Cooley proceeds as 
follows :—He excludes Descriptive Geography, and all that relates 
tu organic life, and to the history of previous conditions of the 
surface; at least, if notice is taken of these subjects, they come in as 
episodes. By way of introduction he gives a sketch of Mathe- 
matical Geography, and so much Astronomy as is needed for its 
exposition, and then takes so much of Physical Geography as 
relates to what is frequently called the “inorganic life” of the 
earth. To use his own words, Physical Geography “is the de- 
partment of science which embraces the course of physics reigning 
on the earth’s surface over land, sea, and air.” It will be seen 
from this that our author takes a view of the limits of his subject 
different from that taken by most writers. No objection can be 
raised to his doing this in a subject so extensive that an accurate 
acquaintance with both the excluded and included parts can rarely 
be acquired by one man. He also differs from other writers in 
another way. They commonly assume their readers to be ac- 
quainted with the physical principles which are exemplified in 
terrestrial phenomena. Mr. Cooley, however, thinks it better to 
include an account of these principles in the course of his work. 
The consequence is that their discussion is not sufficiently full to 
meet the wants of learners, and is unnecessary for others ; besides, 
the need of brevity in the exposition of these incidental matters 
has apparently led, in some cases, to what is, at best, inexact 
statement. 

The twelve maps with which the work is illustrated are, as might 
be expected, maps of Isothermal, Isobaric, Cotidal, Isogonal, and 
Isoclinal lines, of regular winds and rains, and of Oceanic Currents. 
They are all well drawn ; and the six of Isothermal and Isobaric 
lines are very elegant maps, and very distinct, though on so small 
a scale that they are printed with a good margin on an octavo page. 
It is to be regretted that maps of this kind are not printed in such 
a manner as to indicate approximately the degree of confidence 
that can be placed on the several lines. In Europe and elsewhere 
they are fairly trustworthy; but in some cases the data must be 
very insufficient, and in others a bold distinct line is continued 
through districts where for 1000 miles at a stretch not a single 
observation has ever been made; e¢.g.in the map of Isothermal 
lines for July the southern Isotherm of 60° passes through Southern 
and Western Australia about midway between the tracks of Mr. 
Eyre and Colonel Warburton, and the southern Isotherm of 80° 
goes throngh the middle of New Guinea nearly along its length. 

A work like the present embraces a wide range of facts; and of 
course there is a proportionately great risk of errors occurring here 
and there. We have compared a considerable number of Mr. 
Cooley’s statements with those of other writers; and we see no 
reason to doubt their general accuracy. But we think his book 
can hardly be regarded as a work of authority. We have noted 
several points in which his statements are either inexact, or liable 
to be questioned. We will give a few instances. 
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On p. 15, and again on p. 21, we are informed that “a second 
of space is about the sixtieth part of the smallest point distinctly 
visible to the naked eye.” This must depend on the eye and the 

light ; we doubt whether, at a distance of 290 feet, any eye could 
see a circle an inch in diameter as a circle; but an ordinary eye 
could see it in a good light at a considerably greater distance, and 
Saturn with an apparent diameter of about 15” is distinctly visible 
on a clear night. On p. 26 we read that “ the force of rotation of 
a globe like the earth, nearly 8000 miles in diameter, and spinning 
round at the rate of more than 17 miles a minute, is quite sufficient 
to render the position of its axis incapable of change.” By position 
we assume the author to mean position within the body of the 
earth, because in space its position, or rather direction, undergoes 
change from precession, in virtue of which it describes a cone round 
a line at right angles to the plane of the ecliptic. The reason why 
the line within the earth round which it rotates never varies much 
from a mean position is neither the size of the globe nor its 
angular velocity, but its shape. It is the bulge at the equator 
which confines the axis of rotation to nearly one position within 
the earth. On p. 45 we meet with the following statement :— 
“The most remarkable instance of abnormal gravitation occurs at 
the southern base of the Himalaya Mountains. In consequence 
of it, we are told, the sea at Karachi, near the mouth of the Indus, 
is 514 feet above the sea at Cape Comorin, the line of level being 
raised to that extent by the attraction of the mountains.” The 
authority for this statement, we presume, is a paper by the late 
Archdeacon Pratt, of which an abstract is given in vol. ix. pp. 597-9 
of the Proceedings of the Royal Society. Subsequently, however, 
the Archdeacon revised his calculation and brought out as a result 
that, in consequence of the attraction of the Himalayas and the 
deficiency of matter in the Southern Ocean, the sea would be 116 
+448 or 564 feet higher at Karachi than at Cape Comorin ; but 
then he adds that, owing to counterbalancing causes, the changein the 
sea-level is insensible (‘ Figure of the Earth, 4th ed. pp. 233, 201). 
On p. 73 our author expresses himself so incautiously as to lead 
an uninformed reader to suppose that the image of a point seen by 
reflection is formed on the reflecting surface. On p. 106 we come 
on the following strange statement. Commenting on an opinion 
of M. Pouillet, that the temperature of space is much above the 
absolute zero, and that this is attributable to radiation from the - 
stars, our author observes, ‘“‘He seems to have miscalculated 
through forgetting that a high temperature can be brought about 
only by a rise in the scale, and not by a multiplication of low tem- 
peratures. If the heat communicated by each star be 32°, then the 
heat of 10,000 stars will be no greater than that of so many 
icebergs.” 

On the whole Mr. Cooley has written an interesting and, in 
some respects, valuable work; but in the study of it the reader 
will have to be on his guard, as the statements, though generally 
trustworthy, are sometimes open to exception. Matters of specu- 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1876. eh 
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lation (such as the doubts raised by the author as to the original 
fluidity of the earth) speak for themselves; and the reader may be 
expected to take discussions of such questions for what they are 
worth. 

XXXIX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 249. ] 

January 6, 1876.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in 
the Chair. 

ue following papers were read :— 
On the Action of Light on Tellurium and. Selenium.” 

By Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.S, 
Two platinum wires were attached to the ay of a small 

bar of tellurium, about 1 inch in length, by heating the wires to 
a bright red heat and bringing them suddenly into contact, one with 
each end of the bar. The platinum wires melted a small portion 
of the tellurium, and became imbedded in it. The resistance of 
the bar and wires was about half an ohm. ‘The tellurium was 
placed in a box, and its res’stance balanced; then it was exposed 
to the light of a paraffin-lamp, just as in the experiments with sele- 
nium. At first the light seemed to have no effect; but in con- 
sequence of the heat from the lamp, the resistance of the tellurium 
was increased. 

On placing a rectangular vessel of water between the lamp 
and the tellurium and then exposing as before, there was no change 
of resistance in the tellurium, showing that if there was any dimi- 
nution in the resistance due to the action of light it was entirely 
balanced by the increase in the resistance due to heating by the 
current and by the residual portion of the radiant heat. 

On replacing the rectangular vessel of water by a beaker of 
water, so as to focus the light of the lamp on the tellurium, there 
was found on exposure to be a diminution in the resistance of the 
tellurtum, which gradually increased until the galvanometer-needle 
was deflected through 30 divisions of the scale. ‘The needle was 
then brought back to zero by altering one of the slide-resistances 
in the circuit. The agreement between the amounts of the change 
of resistance in several successive experiments, with intervals be- 
tween them, was very close. Thus, in three experiments on October 
8th, 

The change in the first experiment was 124 millims. of wire, 
ss x second ,, Mg aa 

ane: 12: alee » 122 ,, 
sh owing a diminution in the resistance of the tellurium amounting 
to about one thousandth part of its whole resistance on exposure 
to the light of the paraffin-lamp. 

On repeating the experiments with the tellurium which had not 

99 3? 
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been exposed to light for seven days, the tellurium was found 
to be much more sensitive. When exposed at a distance of about 
half a metre, as before, to the paraffin-lamp the needle was gra- 
dually deflected through 30 divisions of the scale, showing that 
the resistance of the tellurium was now diminished as much with- 
out-interposing the beaker of water as it had previously been when 
the beaker was interposed. On making no change whatever, except 
placing the beaker of water between the lamp and the tellurium, 
so as to focus the light on the tellurium, the deflection of the needle 
gradually increased to 80 and then more slowly to 100 divisions. 
On balancing this deflection, it was found that, to bring the needle 
to zero, it was necessary to diminish the slide-resistance by 400 
millims. Thus the diminution produced in the resistance by expo- 
sure to the light of the paraffin-lamp was ,},th of the whole re- 
sistance of the tellurium. 

On exposing the selenium bar used in my experiments to the 
direct rays of the same parafiin-lamp at the distance of 1 metre, 
the resistance of the selenium was diminished by one fifth of its 
whole resistance. 

From the above experiment we see that at the distance of half a 
metre (that is, with light of four times the intensity) the change of 
resistance in the tellurium under the same conditions is only 
saooth part of its whole resistance. 

On exposing the selenium to a constant source of light at 
different distances, the change in the resistance of the selenium 
on exposure for 10 seconds (as measured by the swing of the gal- 
vanometer-needle) is almost exactly inversely as the distance, 2. e. 
directly as the square root of the illuminating power. This law 
is true whether the source of light be 1 candle or an Argand lamp 
whose illuminating power is equal to 16 candles. 

Taking the mean of a number of experiments, all of which 
agreed pretty well together, the deflections at the several distances 
Were 

Atimetre. At3metre. At 1 metre, At 2 metres. 
With Argand lamp .. Sofon ge eNO 83 39 
Pere Lode. at 4] 18 8 
Bee ean le 4) fs-)s. 2 82 39 18 8 

Another series of experiments with a candle and Argand lamp 
(when the illuminating power of the lamp was equal to 12 candles), 
both at the distance of 1 metre, gave the following results :— 

With the candle the deflection was 19 in 10 seconds. 
Ma Argand lamp _,, 66 . 

The ratio of the deflections is very nearly 1 to 34. 
These experiments clearly show that the change in the resist- 

ance of the selenium is dzrectly as the square root of the illuminating 
power. 

[ Correction.—In my former paper on this subject (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1876), 
on page 156, line 17, omit the word “opposing,” and line 23, for “which 
cpposes” read ‘in the same direction as”; a!so on page 159, line 23, for “ which 
opposes a” read “in the same direction as the”; to the end of line 25 add “ but 
in the opposite direction.’ 

Z 2 
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“On the Refraction of Sound by the Atmosphere.” By Prof. 
Osborne Reynolds, Owens College, Manchester. 

This paper may be said to consist of two divisions. The first 
contains an account of some experiments and observations under- 
taken with a view to ascertain how far the refraction of sound caused 
by the upward variation of temperature may be the cause of the 
difference in the distances to which sounds of the same intensity 
may be heard at different times. 

Some rockets, capable of rising 1000 feet and then exploding a 
cartridge containing 12 oz. of powder, having been procured, an 
effort was made to compare the distance at which the rockets could 
be heard with that at which a gun, firing ; lb. of powder and 
making a louder report than the rockets, could be heard under the — 
same conditions of the atmosphere. In the first instance the rockets 
and the gun were fired from a spot in Suffolk around which the 
country is tolerably flat, observers being stationed at different 
distances. Owing, however, to the effect of the wind and the time 
required for the observers to proceed to the distant stations, these 
experiments were not successful in establishing the comparative 
merits of the gun and the rockets. They were, however, important 
as showing that on hot calm days in July the reports of the rockets 
never failed to be distinctly audible at distances of 4 and 5 miles, 
although the sun at the time was shining with full force on the 
ground and rendering the air near the surface so heterogeneous 
that distant objects seen through it appeared to wave about and 
twinkle. 

The next attempt was made during a cruise on the east coast. 
After three weeks cold and windy weather, the 19th of August was 
a fine day ; and some experiments were made in Lynn Deeps, which 
revealed a very extraordinary state of the atmosphere as regards 
the transmission of sound. A party rowed away from the yacht 
in one of her boats, it having been arranged beforehand that either 
a rocket or a large pistol was to be fired from the yacht when sig- 
nalled for; also that when those on the yacht heard those in the 
boat call they should answer. The boat proceeded to a distance of — 
5 miles, until those on the yacht had completely lost sight of it ; 
but all the time the calls from the boat were distinctly heard by 
those on the yacht, although after they had lost sight of the boat 
they ceased to answer the calls. On the boat also not only were 
the reports of the pistol and rockets distinctly heard, but every 
answer from the yacht was heard plainly. The last came after an 
interval of 35 seconds, which gave the distance 34 miles. Nor was 
this all; but guns, and on one occasion the barking of a dog, on 
the shore 8 miles distant were distinctly heard, as were also the 
paddles of a steamer 15 miles distant. 

The day was perfectly calm, there was no wind, the sky was quite 
clear, and the sun was shining with great power—conditions which 
have been described as most favourable to the stoppage of the sound 
by the heterogeneity of the atmosphere, and which may also be 
described as most favourable for great upward refraction. On 
this day, however, it was observed that all the time distant objects 
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loomed considerably, 7.¢. appeared lifted. This showed that the air 
was colder near the surface of the sea than it was above. It is 
to this circumstance that the extraordinary distances to which 
sounds were heard on this day is supposed to be due. The dimi- 
nution in the temperature of the air being downwards, the sound, 
instead of being lifted as it usually is, was brought down, and - 
thus intensified at the surface of the water, which, being perfectly 
smooth, was thus converted into a sort of whispering-gallery. 

The report of the pistol and the sound of the voices were attended 
with echoes, but not so the reports of the rockets; and it is sug- 
gested that these so-called echoes may be found only to attend 
sounds having a greater intensity in one direction than in another. 

The second part of the paper refers to a phenomenon noticed by 
Arago in his report of the celebrated experiments on the velocity 
of sound made on the nights of the 21st and 22nd of June, 1822. 

Tt was then found that, although the guns fired at Montlhéry 
could be distinctly heard at Villejuif (11 miles distant), those fired 
at Villejuif could not be heard at Montlhéry without great atten- 
tion, and at times (particularly on the second night) they were 
not heard at all—although on both nights the wind was blowing 
from Villejuif to Montlhéry, the speed of the wind, which was very 
light, being about 1 foot per second. No explanation of this phe- 
nomenon was offered by the observers, although it was much com- 
mented on. And on the second night the gun at Villejuif, which on 
the previous night had been pointed upward, was brought down in 
the hope that this might improve its audibility (this step, however, 
was found to render matters worse than before). 

_ From this lowering of the gun at Villejuif it seemed as though 
there was probably some difference in the conditions under which 
the guns at the two stations were placed, as if that at Villejuif 
was fired from a level, while that at Montlhéry might be fired over 
a parapet. An inspection of the district confirmed this view ; for 
Villejuit is on a low flat hill, while Montlhéry is on the top of a 
steep cone; and not only is it 80 feet above Villejuif, but it is sur- 
mounted by the mound of an old castle, which is supported by a 
vertical wall towards Villejuif and surrounded by a low rampart. 
Hence it is suggested that in all probability the advantage of the 
gun at Montlhéry was due to its being fired over this parapet, while 
that at Villejuif was fired from the level ground. 

The fact that the wind blowing from Villejuif did not reverse 
this advantage, suggested the possibility that at night, when the di- 
minution of temperature is downward, a light wind may not pro- 
duce the same effect upon sound as when the diminution of tem- 
perature is upward, as it generally is during the day. 

To ascertain if this is the case, some observations were made on 
some calm nights in May and June of the present year, from which 
it was found :— 

(1) That when the sky was cloudy and there was no dew, the sound 
of an electric bell 1 foot above the grass could always be heard fur- 
ther with the wind than against it; but 

(2) that when the sky was clear and there was a heavy dew, the 
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sound could invariably be heard as far against a light wind as with 
it, and in some cases much further. On one occasion, when the 
temperature at 1 foot above the grass was 38° and at 8 feet 47°, and 
the speed of the wind was 1 foot per second at 5 feet above the 
grass, the bell was heard 440 yards against the wind and only 270 
with it. 

Since, therefore, on the nights of the experiments at Villejuif 
and Montlhéry it is stated that the sky was clear, that there was 
dew, and the temperature recorded at the two stations shows the 
diminution to have been downwards, it is argued that the effect 
of the wind to render the sound less audible at Villejuif was com- 
pletely balanced by the downward refraction of temperature. 

Another phenomenon recorded by Arago is, that while the re- 
ports of the guns at Montlhéry as heard at that station were 
attended with prolonged echoes, this was not the case with those 
at Villejuif. It is thought that this difference is sufficiently ac- 
counted for by the fact that while Montlhéry is surrounded by high 
hills with precipitous or wooded sides, which must produce echoes, 
the country in front of Villejuif is very flat and has not a tree 
upon it for miles. 

In concluding the paper reference is made to the Appendix to 
the last Report of the American Lighthouse Board, in which Dr. 
Henry, the Chairman, gives an account of his experiments, extend- 
ing over thirty years, and the conclusions to which they have led 
him, both of which are in favour of the apparent stoppage of 
the sound being due to refraction. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

{Continued from p. 170. ] 

Jan. 19, 1876.—John Evans, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “On some Unicellular Algz parasitic within Silurian and 

Tertiary Corals, with a notice of their presence in Calceola sanda- 
lina and other fossils.” By Professor P. Martin Duncan, F.R.S., 
NEEL, Oo. 

2. “* How Anglesey became an Island.” By Prof. A.C. Ramsay, 
Wiz)... E.BS.,, VeP.GS. 

The author described, and illustrated by sections drawn to scale, 
the contours of the island of Anglesey and the adjacent parts of 
Carnarvonshire, and noticed that the whole island may be regarded 
as a gritty undulating plain, the higher parts of which attain an 
average elevation of from 200 to 300 feet above the sea-level. 
Similar conditions are presented by the country for some miles on 
the other side of the straits; and in both the general trend of the 
valleys is north-east and south-west. The rock surfaces, when bare, 
show glacial strize running generally in a direction 30° to 40° west 
of south. 

The author indicated that the great upheavals of the crust of the 
earth forming mountains took place long before the commencement 
of the Glacial epoch, and that ordinary agents of denudation had 
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ample time for the formation in mountain-regions of deep valleys, 
down which, during the Glacial epoch, glaciers would take their 
course. He noticed the evidence of this local glaciation furnished 
by the striation of the Welsh mountains, from wh'ch he inferred 
that these mountains as a whole were not overridden by a great 
ice-sheet coming from the north, and he described the course of the 
glaciers flowing from the north-west slopes of Snowdonia as being 
in the directions west, north-west, and north. These glaciers, 
however, did not reach the region now occupied by the Menai Straits, © 
bat spread outin broad fans on the north-western slopes of the hiils 
now overlooking the Straits—a fact indicated by the directions of 
the glacial strie in these parts. Anglesey, therefore, was not 
glaciated by ice-masses coming from Snowdonia; and as the stria- 
tions on that island point directly towards the mountains of Cum- 
berland, the author inferred that these markings were produced by 
a great ice-flow coming from that region, reinforced probably by 
ice-streams from the north of Scotland, and which were large and 
powerful enough to prevent the glaciers of Llanberis and Nant- 
ffrancon from encroaching on the territory of Anglesey. 

The author described the rocks bordering the Straits as consisting 
of nearly horizontai Carboniferous strata, which, from appearances, 
must once have filled the whole of the region now occupied by the 
straits. He considered that the softer shaly, sandy, and marly beds, 
remains of some of which are still to be seen on the coast, were 
swept away by the action of the great glacier coming from the 
north-east, forming a valley now occupied by the sea; and in sup- 
port of this view he cited the valley of Malldraeth Marsh, running 
across Anglesey, parallel to that of the Menai Straits, about 4 miles 
to the north-west, which a very slight change in conditions would 
convert into a fjord, differing from the Straits only in being closed 
at the north-east end. 

Feb. 2, 1876.—John Evans, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “Evidence of a carnivorous Reptile (Cynodracon major, Ow.) 

about the size of a Lion, with remarks thereon.” By Prof. Owen, 
C.B., F.R.S., F.G.8., &c 

2. “On the Occurrence of the Genus Astrocrinites (Austin) in the 
Scotch Carboniferous Limestone Series, with the Description of a 
New Species (A.? Benniei), and Remarks on the Genus.” By R. 
Etheridge, Ksq., Jun., F.G.S. 

3. “ On the Genus Merycocherus (Family Oreodontide), with de- 
scriptions of two new species.” By G. T. Bettany Esq., B.A., B.Sc. 

February 23, 1876.—Professor P. Martin Duncan _ .B., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “On the Greenstones of Western Cornwall.” By John Arthur 

Phillips, Esq., F.G.S., F.C.8. 
In this paper the author brought forward evidence to show that 

the so-called “‘ greenstones” of Penzance really belong chiefly to 
the following three classes :— 
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a. Gabbros or Dolerites, in which the originally constituent 
minerals are either to a great extent unchanged, or, sometimes, 
almost entirely represented by pseudomorphic forms. 

6. Killas, or ordinary clay-slates. 
c. Highly basic hornblendic rocks, exhibiting a tendency to break 

into thin plates ; these under the microscope present the appearance 
of metamorphosed slates. 

Slay rocks of a character intermediate between b and ¢ also occur. 
In the Cape-Cornwall district the ‘“ greenstones” are chiefly 

hornblendic slates, sometimes with veins or bands of garnet, mag- 
netite, or axinite. The rocks near the Gurnard’s Head are almost 
identical with those of Mount’s Bay. The crystalline pyroxenic 
rocks and metamorphic slates of the St.-Ives district exactly re- 
semble those of Penzance. The greenstones between St. Erth and 
St. Stephen’s are probably altered ash-beds or hardened hornblendic 
slates; unlike the hornblendic and augitic rocks of the other 
districts, they do not occur in the immediate vicinity of granite; but 
elvan courses are always found near them. The percentage of 
silica in the two series of rocks is nearly constant: the hornblende 
slates contain about 10 per cent. less silica than the crystalline 
pyroxenic rocks; and there is an excess of iron oxides to nearly the 
same extent, their composition in other respects being very similar. 
The Killas is an acidic rock of essentially different chemical com- 
position. 

2. “On Columnar, Fissile, and Spheroidal Structure.” By the 
Rev. T. G. Bonney, M.A., F.G.S. 

Some of the above structures have comparatively recently been 
discussed by Mr. Mallet and Professor J. Thomson. Both these 
authors agree in attributing columnar structure to contraction due to 
loss of heat while cooling, but differ in their explanation of cross 
jointing and spheroidal structure. In this paper it is sought to 
show that the principle proved by Mr. Mallet to be the explanation 
of the columnar structure is capable of a wider application. After a 
brief notice of some instances of columnar structure, the author 
described cases of a fissile structure seen in certain igneous rocks 
(especially in the Auvergne phonolites), closely resembling true 
cleavage, and often mistaken for it—also the tabulaz jointing of 
rocks, a peculiar form of this where most of the segments are of a 
tilattened convexo-concave form, spheroidal structure, and cup-and- 
ball structure. He showed by examples that Prof. Thomson’s 
explanation of spheroidal structure was inadequate, and gave reasons 
for considering all these structures to be due to contraction. He 
also discussed more particularly the cup-and-ball structure, giving 
reasons for thinking that the spheroidal and the horizontal fissures 
were often to some extent independent of each other. 

March 8, 1876.—Professor P. Martin Duncan, M.B., F.R.S., Presi- 
dent, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 
1. “*On the influence of various substances in accelerating the 

precipitation of Clay suspended in water.” By Wm. Ramsay, Esq., 
Principal Assistant in Glasgow University Laboratory. 
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The author referring to the fact that clay when suspended in 
water in excessively minute particles, settles more rapidly when the 
water contains salts in solution, noticed the opinions expressed by 
previous writers on the subject, and gave the results of experiments 
made by him, from which it would appear that the rapidity of pre- 
cipitation is proportionate to the amount of heat absorbed by the 
salts in process of solution. By another series of experiments 
he found that the fluidity of the respective solutions had apparently 
no influence on the rapidity of deposition of the clay. He also 
found that clay is deposited less quickly in acid solutions than in 
solutions of salts, and more rapidly in a solution of caustic soda 
than in one of caustic potash. In solutions of common salt of 
different strengths he found that clay settled in the inverse order of 
their specific gravities. From all these results the author is in- 
clined to attribute the varying rapidity of the settling of clay sus- 
pended in saline solutions to the varying absorption of heat by the 
solutions. When water containing suspended clay was heated, the 
rapidity of the settling of the clay was proportionate to the heat of 
the water. The author suggests that the increased rapidity of set- 
tlement may be due to the greater amplitude of vibration of the 
molecules of water when heated ; the vibrations being performed in 
equal times, particles descending at right angles to the plane of 
vibration will experience less resistance from the molecules of water. 

A note by Prof. Ramsay, briefly indicating some of the geological 
bearings of these results, was appended to the paper. 

2. “On some Fossiliferous Cambrian Shales near Carnarvon.” 
By J. E. Marr, Esq., 

The shales described by the author extend from about three miles 
S.W. of Carnarvon to Bangor, running nearly parallel to the Menai 
Straits. They are faulted against Lower Cambrian to the east, and 
disappear against a dyke onthe west. The shales vary from greyish 
black to bluish black in colour, and are generally sandy and mica- 
ceous, but in places chiefly clayey. Fossils were obtained from 
three places on the banks of the Seiont—namely, near Point Seiont 
(where the beds are concretionary in structure), along the old tram- 
way from Carnarvon to Wanttle, and near Peblig Bridge. The first- 
named locality is richest in fossils; and here there is a greenstone 
dyke, parallel to the bedding of the rock, and altering the shales for 
a distance of about four yards from the edge of the dyke. The 
fossils seem to indicate that the deposit belongs to the upper part of 
the Arenig group. 

3. “ On the occurrence of the Rheetic Beds near Leicester.”” By 
W. J. Harrison, Esq., F.G.S., Curator of the Town Museum, Leicester. 

The sections described by the author are shown in brick-pits in 
the Spinney Hills, forming the eastern boundary of the town of 
Leicester, and in the Crown Hill on the eastern side of a valley 
excavated by the Willow Brook. In the latter locality they are 
capped by Lower Lias. They have a slight dip to the south-east. 
The brick-pits show a thickness of about 30 feet of Rhetic beds 
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above the Triassic red marl, to which their stratification is parallel. 
The lowest bed is a light-coloured sandy marl about 17 feet thick, 
traversed by three or four courses of harder, whiter stone, and con- 
taining crystals of selenite, pseudomorphs of salt, and numerous 
small fish-scales. A single insect-wing was obtained from it. This 
bed extends across the valley of the Willow Brook, and forms tke 
base of Crown Hill. Above it comes the Bone-bed, from 2 to 3 
inches thick, containing numerous small teeth, bones, and scales of 
fishes and Saurians, including large vertebrae of Jchthyosaurus, ribs 
probably of Plesiosaurus, and some bones of Labyrinthodont cha- 
racter. Two species of Awinus also occur. The Bone-bed is followed 
by about 23 feet of coarse biack shales, overlain by a very thin band 
of hard reddish sandstone, with casts of Awinus, and this by about 
2 feet of finely laminated black shales containing Cardium rheticum, 
Avicula contorta, and a Starfish (Ophiolepis Damesii). Above these 
come about 5 feet of shales with sandy partings, the lower foot 
rather dark and containing Avicula contorta, Cardium rheticum, 
Ostrea lassica, and a new Pholidophorus; the remainder light- 
coloured, but with the same shells. ‘The topmost bed in the section 
is a band of nodular limestone 6 inches ‘thick. The same sequence 
is observed in Crown Hill. There are indications of the existence 
of a second nodular limestone and of beds of light-coloured clay and 
sand, but obscured by drift, in which, however, blocks of limestone 
occur with Monotis decussata and Anoplophora musculoides. The 
author indicates other localities where traces of the Rheetic beds are 
to be seen, and states that wherever the true junction of the Trias 
and Lias is exposed the Rheetics appear to be invariably present. 
The paper also included some particulars with regard to borings in 
the Trias near Leicester. 

4. “ Hematite in the Silurians.” By J. D. Kendall, Esq., F.G.S. 
The author referred to a former paper, in which he showed that the 

direction of the hematite deposits in the Carboniferous Limestone of 
Cumberland and Lancashire is parallel to that of the meridional 
divisional planes, or nearly north and south; while the deposits in 
the Silurians are in two directions, some parallel to one set of 
divisional planes and some to the other. In the present paper he 
describes a deposit of hematite at Water Blean, in the parish of 
Millom in Cumberland, in Coniston Limestone, which appears to be 
altogether unlike those referred to in his former paper. ‘The Silu- 
rians here are all conformable, with a strike about 65° N.E. and 
S.W. and a dip of about 80° to N.W.; but their order is inverted. 
The heematite occurs in the Coniston Limestone in the form of short 
veins, varying in width from a few inches to 9 feet, running in the 
direction of the strike, and having the same dip as the limestone, 
their deposition having taken place along the bed-joints of the rock, 
The author accounts for this difference in the deposits by the fact 
that in the Coniston Limestone at Water Blean the bed-joints 
are much more persistent than the divisional planes, which are 
very irregular and not at all so strong and open as the bed- 
joints. 
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XL. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE SPECTRA OF NITROGEN AND THE ALKALI-METALS IN 

GEISSLER TUBES. BY G. SALET. 

M SCHUSTER made public, in 1872, the important fact that ni- 
® trogen, heated in a Geissler tube with metallic sodium, no 

longer gives its characteristic grooved spectrum. He described the 
bright lines obtained in this case, and attributed them to pure ni- 
trogen—the band spectrum being, in his opinion, that of an oxide of 
nitrogen, a compound which is destroyed by the alkali-metal. 
Later, doubts arose concerning the validity of these conclusions ; 
for, on the experiments being repeated, the grooves were indeed 
seen to disappear after the action of the sodium, but they were 
replaced by various spectra, of which not one really belongs to 
nitrogen, so that after purification this gas could no longer be 
detected by the prismatic analysis. I have also remarked that the 
chemical compound which is in reality formed by the action of 
oxygen upon nitrogen is the peroxide, a very stable body and one 
the spectrum of .which does not at all comcde with that of which 
we have to account for the appearance. 
My present purpose is, to demonstrate (1) that the grooved 

spectrum can be produced with nitrogen heated in contact with 
sodium, (2) that the disappearance of the spectrum of nitrogen is 
due to the disappearance of the nitrogen itself, 1t being entirely 
absorbed by the sodium under the influence of the electric efluvium, 
and (3) that the spectrum described by M. Schuster is very pro- 
bably to be attributed to the vapour of the alkali-metal. 

1. An account of the series of experiments which have led me 
to these conclusions would be too long to give here; I will only 
cite the most decisive. JI hada tube of hard glass blown by M. 
Alvergniat, stopped at both ends, 12 centims. in length and 2 

-centims. in diameter. Two aluminium electrodes were arranged 
at one end of the tube, separated by a distance of about a centi- 
métre; to the other extremity a tubule with a bulb was soldered. 
Into the bulb a little piece of sodium was introduced; and the 
‘tubule was then cemented to the mercury air-pump. <A vacuum 
having been produced, the sodium was heated; it swelled and 
boiled for a long time, losing hydrogen ; 1t then ceased to boil, and 
at a higher temperature slowly volatilized. The apparatus was 
now severed from the air-pump by a stroke with a pipe, and the 
shining globule of liquid sodium was conveyed into the experiment- 
tube. After cocling, the bulk was separated, and the tube was 
cemented directly to the pump. Exhaustion was then recommenced, 
the sodium volatilized, care being taken that the condensation of 
the metallic vapour should only be produced in that half of the 
tube which carried no electrodes ; and nitrogen was admitted pure 
and dry. JI again exhausted, to the amount of three fourths of 
the nitrogen, taking care each time to volatilize the alkali-metal, 
and finally closed the apparatus, leaving in it a pressure of about 
5 millims. I could then melt the globules, cause them to unite, 
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and volatilize them again a dozen times in contact with the same 
mass of gas, without the appearance of the spark which exploded 
between the electrodes being modified in the slightest degree. I 
made use of the Holtz machine, or an induction-coil with the addi- 
tion of a Leyden jar: the space between the poles was rosy violet, 
and gave the grooved spectrum with the utmost purity. When 
the disruptive spark of the Holtz machine is employed, the jet of 
rosy-violet flame, which gives the grooved spectrum, is imstan- 
taneous ; we can assure ourselves of this by a very simple method: 
the luminous jet is viewed through the glass wheel of the machine, 
on which little black points are traced with ink. Now these points 
appeared perfectly distinct, even when the handle made sixty turns 
in a minute ; we can hence infer that the discharge does not last a 
thirty-thousandth of a second. 

2. By volatilization the sodium can be readily brought into the 
vicinity of the electrodes. It presents itself then, as always, under 
the aspect of very pure silvery white shining globules; but if the 
tube be brought into play, the portions submitted to the action of 
the jet of flame tarnish immediately: the metallic appearance 
completely disappears ; and the surface of the sodium becomes 
brownish black. At the same time are seen the changes in the 
appearance of the electric jet induced by greater rarefaction. If 
we renew the surface of the sodium, the action continues and the 
nitrogen-spectrum entirely disappears; the light is yellowish, and 
due for the most part to the sodium. I say, for the most part; for, 
in these conditions of an almost absolute vacuum some traces of 
foreign lines are always perceived in the spectrum, attributable to 
impurities of the electrodes and of the mner surface of the glass. 
In this case the tube, being cold, does not permit the spark of the 
Leyden jar to pass. 

I have made a direct experiment to manifest this absorption of 
nitrogen by sodium under the influence of electricity. I had a 
tube constructed like the preceding, but carrying a_ truncated 
barometer; and I introduced into it nitrogen at the pressure of 
27 milums. The absorption of the gas was sufficiently sensible for 
the eye to be able to follow the rise of the column of mercury. 
After some minutes, the sodium-surface having been renewed 
twice, no difference could be perceived between the levels of the 
mercury in the two branches of the manometer. 

I have moreover endeavoured to trace the chemical characters 
of this absorption: J. broke a tube and separately treated with 
water a portion of the sodium which remained bright and a portion 
altered by electricity. Into both solutions I poured some of 
Nessler’s reagent (iodargyrate of potassium with an excess of soda). 
One of the liquors became very yellow ; it was that into which the 
altered sodium had been thrown. The other did not change its 
appearance ; there had therefore been formed under the influence 
of the electricity some nitride of sodium, decomposable by water 
with production of ammonia. This body is only generated at a 
higher temperature than a red-heat, like the nitride of magnesium, 
or is even not directly produced at any degree of heat, like am- 
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monia. I intend to prepare and analyze it further.—Comptes Ren- 
dus de ? Académie des Scrences, vol. 1xxxii. pp. 223-226. 

_ The lines described by M. Schuster * have not been found again 
by MM. Stearn and Willner, who, after verifying the disappear- 
ance of the band spectrum, saw the well-known spectrum appear 
of the oxide of carbon or acetylene. Schuster’s tubes more care- 
fully prepared gave me, after a certain time, the bright lines of 
hydrogen only. What, then, was the origin of the lines described 
in the memoir of 1872? It is permissible to attribute them to the 
vapour of sodium. 

fn fact, we remark that the published numbers were not got by 
direct measurement, but refer to the nitrogen lines of Pliicker’s 
spectrum which appear to coincide with the lines observed; and 
these, moreover, are not the most characteristic. Now, if sodium 
be heated in a Geissler tube, or in an apparatus like that described 
in §1, and the spark be made to pass, a bright greenish yellow light 
is produced, the spectrum of which is composed of the following 
lines :— Spectrum of sodium. 

@lk5S double sak, dvGe : 5153 
Soe iy reat HED) eked Meu 498°3 
OBIS Bah ON ed ont 467 

These numbers are very near those of M. Schuster; only the 
line 498-3 does not figure in his Plate, it is replaced by 489-4. 
Conversely, we find in that Plate three extreme lnes—628°8, 
421-4, and 418-4, which I have not been able to produce, nor are 
they indicated by MM. Thalén and Lecog de Boisbaudran. A 
curious thing, these lines nearly coincide with the characteristic 
lines of rubidium (629-6, 421-6, and 420°2). I would not by any 
means say that this metal was present in M. Schuster’s sodium, 
especially with the uncertainty of the wave-lengths; but in any 
ease it must very readily give a spectrum in a Geissler tube ; for 
potassium offers much better facilities for this kind of experiments 
than sodium. It furnishes, without difficulty, a very pure spectrum, 
of which the principal lines are the following :— 

Spectrum of potassium. 

583 535'3 511 404-4 
580 533°5 509 
578°3 532 

It must be possible, employing the same method, but under 
slightly differeut conditions of experiment, to produce not only the 
secondary spectra of the allali-metals, as we bave done in the 
present researches, but also their primary spectra, for the inter- 
esting discovery of which we are indebted to Messrs. Roscoe and 
Schuster.—Comptes Rendus de ? Académie des Sciences, vol. 1xxxii. 
pp- 274, 275. seit adn Si 

ON CERTAIN REMARKABLE POINTS IN MAGNETS. BY R. BLONDLOT. 

If a very short magnetic needle, the centre of gravity of which 
is supported, be brought near the surface of a magnet, the direction 

* Pogg. Ann. vol. cxlvii. p. 106. 
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of the needle is seen to vary at the same timeas the coordinates of 
its centre of rotation. Among these directions there are some re- 
markable ones to which we would call attention—namely, those 
normal to the surface of the magnet. For the sake of brevity, we 
will give to the points to which they correspond the name of ortho- 
gonal points. ! 

To take an example, let us consider a magnetized bar having the 
form of a rectangular parallelepiped ; on each half of the bar we 
shall find five orthogonal poimts :—one on the terminal face, at the 
point where the magnetic axis meets it; and one on each of the 
four lateral faces, situated on the right line joing the centres of 
the short sides of this face, the last four points being symmetrical, 
two and two. 

Around each of the points we are considering, the directions are 
such that, reckoning from the surface of the magnet inwards, they 
are always convergent in any plane drawn through the normal. 

A first property of orthogonal points is the following :— 
If asmall magnetre body be placed on an orthogonal point, more me- 

chanical work will be requisite, in order to remove the small body thence 
to infinity, than if it had been placed on any other neighbouring point 
of the surface of the magnet. In other terms, the orthogonal point 
presents a maximum of the work above-mentioned. 

The demonstration of this theorem is very simple. 
With respect to terrestrial magnetism, the orthogonal points of the 

surface of the earth are what are somewhat improperly called the mag- 
netic poles. Halley and Hansteen believed in the existence of four 
of these poles; Gauss and Duperrey admit only two, or, more pre- 
cisely, two polar regions. Parry, John Ross, James Ross, Dumont 
dUrville, and Wilke were able to determine approximately their 
positions. 

On a given line, also, points possessing the same property of 
maximum of work of removal to infinity are found ; they are those 
for which the magnetic action is normal to the curve. 
We will remark that all these maaima presented by orthogonal 

points might be replaced by minima for surfaces presenting suitable 
ratios of curvature with the surfaces of equal potential. A simple 
change of sign of the work of sliding conducts immediately to this 
result. 

A second curious property is the following :— 
The positions of spontaneous equilibrium of a small magnetic body 

with respect to a magnet are precisely the orthogonal pots. ‘This pro- 
position flows immediately from the fact that the positions of equi- 
librium of a point situated on a polished surface are those for which 
the forces acting on the point produce no tangential component. 

This is confirmed by the following experiment :—A particle of 
iron is fixed on a flat cork, which is then put to float upon water. 
If a magnet be brought quite close to the surface of the water, with 
its lower tace horizontal, the cork will be seen to move until the 
iron particle which it carries is placed precisely under the orthogo- 
nal point. If the magnet be placed in any manner whatever in 
space, the final situation of the iron will indicate the point of con- 
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tact ot the surface of equal potential which touches the surface of 
the water.—Comptes Rendus de 1 Académie des Sciences, vol. 1xxxii. 
pp: 404, 455. 

ON THE METALLIC REDUCTIONS PRODUCED IN CAPILLARY SPACES. 

BY M. BECQUEREL. 

When a cracked tube containing a concentrated metallic solution 
(of nitrate of copper or chloride of cobalt for example) is dipped 
into a solution of monosulphide of sodium, if the crack is not suf- 
ficiently narrow, diffusion is produced, giving rise to the production 
of metallic sulphide in the solution of copper or cobalt; this sulphide 
forms a coat adhering pretty strongly to the glass; and then by 
degrees a deposit of bright metal is seen to form in the molecular 
space between the coat of sulphide and the glass, on the side of the 
metallic solution. 

Similar effects are produced by applying to the crack, outside the 
tube, a strip of paper covered with a layer of freshly precipitated 
sulphide, fixing it to the surface by means of a wire wound round 
it. Cobalt, copper, platmum, &c. have thus been obtained in the 
metallic state; the first was attracted by the magnet. 

Effects like these might indeed take place in organic nature in 
the case of rupture of tissues or vessels. Suppose, for example, 
that a vessel which traverses a muscle is ruptured at any point; 
blood is immediately diffused into the muscle; and a coagulum is 
formed, which is in contact on one side with the blood, on the other 
side with the liquid that moistens the muscle. An electrocapillary 
action will then take place resembling the foregoing, giving rise to a 
reducing or oxidizing action, according to the nature of the liquid 
with which the blood is in contact when it coagulates. The pro- 
ducts then formed may cooperate in closing the aperture. Imerely 
indicate the forces which come into play, in the impossibility of © 
knowing what products are formed. 

Doubtless similar effects are produced in wounds covered with a 
plaster coated with a substance of a healing nature. 

The communication finishes with arecital of the chemical reactions 
produced in capillary spaces with the cooperation of a voltaic cou- 
ple of two liquids, adjunct but forming part of the apparatus. The 
couple is formed of a cracked tube containing a solution of mono- 
sulphide of sodium, in which is immersed a slip of platinum; and 
it is introduced into a test-tube containing a metallic solution. 
Thus arranged, the two-liquid couple operates in consequence of 
the reaction of the two liquids in the fissure ; two currents result, 
travelling in the same direction—one the current in question, the 
other the electrocapillary current described in my previous memoirs. 
On the other hand, the platinum wire wound rourd the tube touch- 
ing the crack being the negative electrode at which the reduction is 
effected, it follows that the two actions are added together, as can 
readily be explained ; and thus the amount of reduction is doubled. 

Jt is to be remarked that electrocapillary apparatus formed of 
cracked tubes act only so far as the two liquids, penetrating the 
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crack, come into contact, which does not take place when the glass 
is too thick. The Note contains some details on the operation of 
this mixed electrocapillary apparatus, with a constant current, 
without the intervention of an oxidable metal as in the couples of 
voltaic piles —Comptes Rendus de ? Académie des Sciences, vol. 1xxxii. 
pp. 304-356. 

ON THE CHEMICAL ACTIONS PRODUCED BY THE DISCHARGES 

FROM AN INDUCTION-APPARATUS. BY M. BECQUEREL. 

The memoir commences by recalling the experiments of Wollas- 
ton on the decomposition of water by the electricity from the ordi- 
nary electrical machine, as well as those made by Faraday for the 
purpose of rendering sensible the decomposition ef salts, when he 
sought solely to make evident the presence of acids and bases by 
aid of test-papers. 

With a Ruhmkorff induction-apparatus, which gives a much 
more rapid succession of sparks than the ordinary electrical machine, 
more marked effects are obtained. The arrangement I have adopted 
to exhibit them is the following :—Taking a plate of gutta percha 
on which was placeda small slip of platinum in communication 
with the positive pole of the apparatus by means of a metallic stem, 
I applied to this slip of platinum a strip of paper moistened with a 
metallic solution (copper or silver), and then to the paper the point 
of a platinum wire connected with the negative pole. It was not 
long before the metal was seen depositing around the point in ad- 
herent layers. On a slip of platinum being placed between the 
paper and the point of this metal, it likewise became coated with a 
thin layer of metal. Submitting to experiment successively various 
solutions, the apparatus operating with only two chromic-acid 
couples, and sometimes with four, I thus obtained the reduction of 
copper, nickel, cobalt, iron, lead, bismuth, antimony, zinc, cadmium, 
silver, gold, and platinum. 

I likewise applied myself to the formation of amalgams by aid 
of the same apparatus, following the method which Davy employed, 
with the pile, to obtain the amalgams of potassium, sodium, and 
other metals. On a slip of platinum which was brought into 
contact with the positive pole of the apparatus I placed a piece of 
caustic potass slightly moistened, and introduced into a small cavity 
in its surface a drop of mercury in contact with the point of a pla- 
tinum wire or the negative pole of the induction-apparatus ; after 
a few moments the globule changed into a pasty amalgam in which 
I perceived some crystals of this compound. 

The copper-amalgam was obtained by operating with a mixture 
of a solution of nitrate of copper and nitrate of mercury with which 
the band of paper applied on the platinum slip was moistened; in 
the same way were produced the amalgams of aluminium, magne- 
sium, and other metals. J conceive that the discharges of an in- 
duction-apparatus, when proceeding from electricity of high tension 
and taking place in rapid succession, are capable of producing pow- 
erful chemical effects.—Comptes Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, 
vol. Ixxxii. pp. 353, 354. 
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XLI. Ona Method of Measuring very smail Intervals of Time. 
By Mr. Ropert Sasine*. 

“a method I am going to describe of determining any 
very small interval of time which elapses between two 

successive mechanical actions, I believe to be trustworthy when 
proper precautions are used. It is based upon the fact that a 
charged Leyden jar or other form of accumulator { can only 
be discharged at a certain definite rate through a given 
circuit. 

It is common knowledge that if a telegraph cable or accu- 
mulator have an electrostatic capacity of f farads, and the - 
resistance to leakage or discharge between its two sides be R 
ohms, the time (¢ seconds) required for any initial charge of 
the potential P to diminish to a remainder at the potential p 
will be 

t=/R log, = seconds, 

assuming that all the electricity which we have to deal with 
resides upon the coatings and that it is free to be discharged. 
This proportion, otherwise expressed, is commonly used for 
finding the insulation resistances of submarine cables when 
their capacities are known and the initial charge is allowed to 
leak or discharge through the dielectric alone during a given 
umber of minutes. 
In employing this method for the measurement of time, it is 

Communicated by the Author. 
+ Commonly called a ‘ condenser.” 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1876. 2A 
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necessary to know exactly the value of the resistance; and as 
this could not be depended upon if the discharge took place 
through the dielectric, a known wire resistance, 7, has to be 
inserted between the two sides of the accumulator, so that the 
time during which the potential P of the charge falls to p is 

flog, 
r+R 

rR 

The internal or insulation resistance R of the accumulator 
being made so great in comparison with r that it may practi- 
cally be regarded as infinite *, the time is then expressed by 

= seconds, 

t=/r log. = seconds, © 

Assuming that the excursion of the light-point of a mirror- 
galvanometer is proportional to the quantity of electricity sud- 
denly discharged through its coil, if the excursions are respec- 
tively C and c, the time is 

C 
t=/r log. seconds. 

The only values therefore required to be known are the capa- 
city (7) of the accumulator, and the resistance (7) of the dis- 
charging wire. The measurement is independent of the con- 
stant of sensibility of the galvanometer and of the electromo- 
tive force of the battery, neither of which, however, must vary 
during an observation. 

I have employed this system to determine the intervals of 
time which elapse 

(1) Between the successive interruptions of two circuits, 
and 

(2) Between making and breaking a single circuit. 
The interval of time to be measured is, of course, always that 

during which the accumulator is allowed to partially empty 
itself through the discharging resistance. 
When the time to be measured is that which elapses between 

the successive interruptions of two circuits, the apparatus is 
arranged in principle as is shown in fig. 1. The two circuits 

* With a mica accumulator of 4 microfarad capacity, the discharging 
resistance, 7, necessary for determining intervals of time between 3; and 
zz of a second is under] megohm. The internal resistance of such an ac- 
cumulator is considerably over 200,000 megohms, so that practically it 
may be assumed to be in all cases infinite in comparison with 7. 
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which have to be broken are a Fig. 1. 
and b,—firsta, then b. Inthe eee 
figure, a and 6 are supposed to 
represent, by way of illustration, 
two thin wires stretched at dif- : (4 
ferent distances fromthe muzzle, 
B, of a gun in such a way that 
the shot passes through them 
in the direction of the arrows. 
The battery H has so little re- | 
sistance* in comparison with = == 
that of the discharging wire r, 9 —7— 
that the potential of the accu- 
mulator, A, remains practically 
unaltered when r is made infi- 
nite. 
A key of peculiar construc- “B ] 

tion is convenient for observing 
the initial charge. It consists 
of a lever (K_) turning on pivots | 
at 4. When in its position of rest (as shown in the figure) 
the rigid contact, 1, at the top in front, and the spring contact, 
2, underneath at the back, are both in connexion with the lever. 
When the knob is depressed the rigid contact 1 is first inter- 
rupted; an instant afterwards the spring contact, 2, is inter- 
rupted; and lastly the front contact, 3, is made. This arrange- 
ment ensures the removal of the discharging resistance 7, before: 
the interruption of the battery, by the key. 

Depressing for a moment the knob of the key, the resistance 
and battery are therefore successively interrupted, and the in- 
stantaneous discharge from the accumulator is read off by the 
excursion of the galvanometer-needle at G. This gives the 
value C. 

Letting the key resume its position of rest and recharge the 
accumulator, the wires a and 6 are in turn interrupted by firing 
a shot through them. ‘The interruption of a puts the bat- 
tery out of action ; and the charge which is in the accumulator 
at the moment commences to flow out through the discharging 
wire 7. ‘This flow is stopped as soon as the shot reaches and 
breaks 6. The observer, as soon as he hears the report, de- 
presses the key and reads the excursion (c) of the needle due 
to the remainder of the charge. 

The accuracy of this method depends upon the conditions 
(1) that the difference of potential between the two sides of 
the accumulator is not altered practically by its poles being 

* A single cell of Daniell’s baie of large surface is sufficient. 
2 A 2 
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joined by the discharging wire, and (2) that the time which 
elapses between the interruption of the circuit b and the press- 
ing down of the key is not sufficient to allow of any loss 
through the dielectric. Further on I will show how nearly 
these conditions may be secured. : 

It is, of course, necessary to have every part of the apparatus 
as well insulated as possible ; and it is desirable that the dis- 
charging resistance and a shunt across the galvanometer should 
be so adjusted that all excursions have about the same value. 
The following are a series of observations made by firing a 
bullet from a small breech-loading pocket-pistol through two 
wires set up (as in fig. 1) from one to four feet apart, the 
muzzle being close to the first wire. The accumulator was insu- 
lated with mica and shellac ; its capacity was 4 microfarad 
(/=0°333 x 10-° farad) ; its leakage in fifteen minutes was 
only 1 per cent., and therefore its insulation resistance about 
250,000 megohms. The discharging wire had a resistance of 
100,000 ohms. The constant (/7) was therefore =0°0333. 

Time of flight, 

Excursion of light. calculated Calculated 
Experi- | Range, velocity of 
ment: Ze SS ee TR aT, (F log, 5), hats 

A C. ri 7 

feet. divisions. | divisions. second. feet per sec. 
1: l 280 0:0023 436 

2. 1 300 281 0:0022 457 
3. 1 300 280 0-6023 436 
4. Zz 300 251 0:0059 340 
5. 24 300 256 0:0053 379 
6. 2 300 260 0:0048 422 
7. 2 300 259 0:0049 408 
8. 3 299 240 0.0073 408 
9. 3 299 245 0-0067 450 

10. 3 299 250 0:0061 496 
11. 3 299 256 0:0052 576 
12. 3 299 246 0:0065 460 
iS. 4 299 230 0:0087 458 
14. 4 299 229 0-0089 451 
15. 4 299 225 0:0095 422 

16. 4 299 231 0-0086 467 

A glance at these results shows that the separate observa- 
tions were not more different from the mean value than could 
be well accounted for by the inequality of the charges of pow- 
der in the cartridges. 

When the time to be determined is that which elapses be- 
tween making and breaking a circuit, I have found that the 
apparatus may conveniently be arranged in principle as is 
shown in the sketch, fig. 2. : 

The poles of the battery are not required to be connected by 
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the discharging resistance r while charging the accumulator ; 
and therefore a very much lower value of * may be employed 
than in using the preceding method, without fear of error. By 
way of illustration, B is a Fig. 2. 
block of metal or anvil 
against which the contact, a, ,, 
is pressed in order to charge > gages 
the accumulator, A, by the [ 
battery H. The light ham- ¢ 
mer, 6 (weighing about 1 _!_ 
ounce), is then suddenly == — a a 
struck against Band allowed | Sd ; 
immediately to rebound off 
again. During the interval ee 
which elapses between the nT 
contact by 6 and its inter- 
ruption, or what may be 
termed the electrical dura- 
tion of the blow, the accumulator leaks through 7 ; and the 
remainder is measured on the galvanometer (G) by depressing 
the key (K) as before. The same accumulator was used in 
these experiments as in the previous ones, 

Excursion of light-point. eee ae 

perme SIS oh es 2 el C T. foot 
Initial charge, Remainder, (* Be 5 ) 

C. C. te 

ohms. second. 
308 265 1000 0-000050 
308 264 1000 0:000051 
308 269 1000 0000045 
308 265 1000 0:000050 
307 261 1000 0-000054 
306 260 1000 0-000054 
306 262 1000 0-:000052 
307 267 1000 0:000047 

EC Mean ...| 0°000050 

It now remains to be shown :— 
1. That the results obtained by this method agree amongst 

themselves, and 
2. That the intervals of time calculated by the formula agree 

with the observed time. . 
The observations made with the hammer and anvil (fig. 2) 

were sufficiently uniform to suggest that, by discharging the 
accumulator gradually by a series of blows of as nearly equal 
force as possible, the time of each blow might be regarded as 
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an equal instalment of the whole time during which the dis- 
charge through the resistance-wire took place. 

The following series of observations, with their calculated 
results, amply proves that this view was correct :— 

| Excursion of the light- Calculated time 
Number of| point. Resistance 
blows given|————___| of diselha= JH_—___ 
by hammer, ging wire, | of dis- | of each blow, 

N. C. Cc. r. charge, ca 
te 7 

ohms. second. second. 
10 311 109 1500 0:000524 0-000052 
9 311 121 1500 0:000471 0:000052 
8 311 139 1500 0-000402 | 0-000050 
7 311 105 1000 0000362 | 0-000052 
6 311 120 1000 0000817 | 0:000053 
5 310 138 1000 0:000269 | 0000054 
4 310 128 700 0000206 0000051 
3 310 125 500 0000151 0000050 
2 309 118 300 (000096 0000048 
1 309 145 200 0:000650 | 0:000050 

| Mean ...| 0000051 

In 1872 I commenced a series of experiments with the view 
of comparing the results calculated by this method with the 
time given by some form of chronoscope. The difficulty I 
met with, however, was to find a chronoscope of sufficient sen- 
sibility to give a contact or series of contacts of known dura- 
tion. For this purpose the late Sir C. Wheatstone, with the 
generous aid he always gave to any physical inquiry, placed 
in my hands an apparatus which had been very ingeniously 
designed and constructed for him some years before by Mr. 
Stroh for a different purpose ; and with this apparatus, furnished 
with suitable electric contacts, I made several attempts to check 
the correctness of the formula *. 

This apparatus consisted of a disk of metal with a heavy 
rim, set in rotation by the force of a spring which was arrested 
by striking against an anvil, whilst a pointer turning with the 
disk struck a blow against the end of a small lever at some 
point of the revolution determined by its position. The dura- 
tion of the contact was arranged to last from the instant when 
the impelling spring struck the anvil until the pointer on the 
disk struck the lever; and as it was assumed (and found) that 
the velocity at any point of a single revolution was practically 
uniform, the placing of the pointer enabled an interval of very 
small duration to be ensured. The results which I obtained, 
however, with this apparatus, although highly interesting, 

* I was much indebted to the industrious aid which Mr. J. Rymer 
Jones rendered me in these observations. 
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were not concordant, there appearing to be a variable and 
rather considerable interval between the closing of the contact 
and the motion of any electricity in the circuit. This beha- 
viour, which had induced Sir C. Wheatstone to lay the appa- 
ratus aside, induced me to regard it also as not sufficiently 
exact for the purpose for which he had suggested that I might 
be able to use it. 

Much occupation prevented me taking up this subject again 
until recently, when I recommenced by making a more careful 
study of this little contact-apparatus, and found the cause of 
its irregularity to be vibration due to the sudden stopping of 
the impelling spring. I therefore had it reconstructed so that 
each part was placed upon a separate base, and found that it 
then fulfilled all that could be desired of it. 

The periphery of the rotating disk is divided into 500 equal 
parts ; and as the finger or pointer is furnished with a nonius 
by which +, of a division may be accurately read, or sp4g5 of - 
the periphery, it follows that when the disk makes two revo- 
lutions per second, the finger may be placed to give a blow at 
any desired interval between 0-0001 and 0°5 second. 

The force of the spring is adjusted as nearly as can be to 
give the requisite initial speed of rotation by observing the 
engraved divisions of the disk, which become visible in suc- 
cession under the fibre of a small telescope when illuminated 
by the spark of an induction-coil, the primary circuit of which 
is opened and closed by a half-seconds’ pendulum. 

The way in which I have employed this apparatus for con- 
trolling the above method of electrically determining very 
small intervals of time is as follows :—The body of the disk 
dd and spring are connected to one side of the mica accu- 
mulator, A, fig. 8. The spring ee, whilst trigged, rests in 
contact with a point s, con- Fig. 3. 
nected with one side of the bat- panne ----- get ae _ 
tery EH. The remaining sides 
of the accumulator and battery 
are connected together. In this i 
position, therefore, the battery « ! oe 2 
charges the accumulator. Con- ! =, 3 

= 2 H 

! 
i 

4 

tact m is joined through the 
adjustable wire resistance 7, 
and contact n through the 
galvanometer G, with the point 
of junction between battery and 
accumulator. On releasing the 
disk the spring e, leaving s, 
breaks the battery-circuit, and, eet et Ae 
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coming into contact with an anvil in electrical connexion with 
the support of the lever 1, allows the charge of the accumu- 
lator to leak partially away through m and until the pointer, 
1, rotating with the disk, strikes / from m to n, thereby stop- 
ping further discharge through r, and putting the accumulator 
to the galvanometer, which indicates the remaining electricity, c. 

In the experiments which follow, the object was to compare 

the relation of the excursions (<) as observed with the same 

relation calculated by the aid of the formula, on the assumption 
that the time-intervals as indicated by the index of the pointer 
on the disk were correct. The same accumulator was used as 
in the previous experiments. The battery consisted of two 
LeClanché cells. The galvanometer-coil was shunted by a 
wire whose multiplying-constant was =3 in reading the ex- 
cursions due to the initial charges C. 

| Excursions of needle C 
Interval of |Discharging observed. c. 
time by in-| resistance 
dex of disk. (r). 

C. ¢. Observed. | Calculated. 

second. ohms. divisions. | divisions. 

0-0002 500 232 x3 204 3°41 3°32 
0:0003 700 232 x3 206 3°38 3°62 
0:0004 1000 233 x3 226 3:09 3°32 
0:0005 1200 233 x38 214 3°27 3°49 
0:0006 1600 233 x3 228 3:06 3°08 
0:0007 1700 233 x3 210 3°33 3:44 
0:0008 2000 234 x3 216 3°25 3°32 
0:0009 2300 234x3 226 3°11 3°23 
0-001 2500 234 x3 218 3°22 3°32 
0-002 5000 234 x3 224 3°13 3°32 
0:003 7000 234 x3 216 3°25 3°62 
0-004 10000 235 x3 208 3°39 3°32 
0-005 12000 235 x3 200 3°52 3°49 
0:006 14000 235 x3 198 3°56 3°62 
0-007 17000 235 x3 206 3°42 3°44 
0-008 20000 236 x38 210 3°37 3°32 
0-009 23000 235 x3 212 3°33 3:23 
O01 25000 237 x3 215 331 3°32 
0:02 50000 236 x3 213 3°33 3°32 
0-03 70000 233 x3 196 3°57 3°62 
0-04 100000 231 x3 208 3°34 3°32 
0:05 130000 2323 217 3°20 3°17 
0:06 160000 236 x3 230 3:08 3:08 
0:07 180000 235 x3 219 3°22 3°21 
0-08 200000 235 x3 210 3°36 3°32 
0-09 230000 235 x3 218 3:24 3°23 
0-1 250000 234x3 210 3°34 3°32 

It is evident from this Table that the agreement between the 
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intervals adjusted mechanically and those calculated by means 
of electrical leakage is very close, and that the formula 

a 

( t=fr log.) is not only applicable for slow discharges through 

very high resistances, but equally so for quick discharges 
through low resistances. 

These two series of test-experiments I think show conclu- 
sively that this system affords results which, through a wide 
range of time-intervals, are comparable with each other—and, 
further, that within a small percentage these calculated inter- 
vals are correct. 

In the method in which two circuits are broken, the dischar- 
ging resistance is kept in circuit whilst the accumulator is being 

charged, on the assumption that the battery-resistance is so 
small in comparison with it that the potential of its poles is not 
thereby altered. This is theoretically evident; and the following 
observations of the instantaneous discharge when the battery- 
poles were connected by resistances of various values show 
that, until the discharging wire is reduced in resistance much 
below that which is required to be used in the method, no ap- 
preciable erroz is introduced. 

Resistance between ‘ 
poles of battery. Discharge. 
HGS er aa 2 ak! 2k 
TOOO0O obs). 20 
HOOOO os. me ae tik 
1 OCS PAA a” Fete amb (5 

It is also assumed in both ways of working, that the time 
which elapses between the interruption of the discharging- 
wire and the closing of the galvanometer-circuit is insufficient 
to allow of leakage through the dielectric of the accumulator. 
The following experiment was made for the purpose of ascer- 
taining the actual leakage of the accumulator for various pe- 
riods of insulation :— 

Instantaneous discharge ee 2 OO 
Discharge after 1 minute . =275 

55 JD. minutes)... =27%2 
re URE tee. a} == 269 

It is evident, therefore, that, were even fifteen minutes 
allowed to elapse before taking the reading, the error through 
this delay would be only about 1 per cent. There is nothing, 
however, to prevent the reading being taken within a second 
or two. 
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In employing this system I have found that there are certain 
precautions which it is necessary to keep in view. In the first 
place, it is desirable, in taking the readings of the excursions 
of the needle, to so adjust the resistance-wire that the value of 
c is not too nearly the same as that of the initial charge C. 
When they are nearly of the same value, a very slight error of 
observation makes a material error in the result, because the 
difference of their logarithms may increase or decrease much 
more rapidly than the numbers themselves. On the other 
hand, the proportion between C and ¢ should not be too great ; 
in other words, the accumulator should not be too empty when 
its reduced charge is observed. The electricity which flows 
from a battery into an accumulator (assumed to be perfectly 
insulated) is employed in two ways: (1) it suddenly charges 
the coatings inductively ; and (2) it gradually polarizes or 
charges the dielectric material. When the charged coatings are 
connected through a small resistance, the coatings are first 
discharged suddenly, and the “ diselectrification ” or discharge 
of the dielectric (which commences at the same instant of time) 
goes on gradually. We should therefore be prepared to find 
a small quantity of electricity still in the accumulator long 
after the coatings have been discharged.: This is more obser- 
vable when the discharge takes place suddenly than when it 
takes place gradually (that is, through a high resistance), 
because in the latter case the diselectrification-current, which 
is very small in comparison with the discharge-current, has 
time to creep out with it unobserved. 

This, however, has an effect only when the accumulator 
becomes very empty and the readings of ¢ are so small as to 
come within its disturbing influence. By selecting the dis- 
charging-resistance of such a value that the measured remainder 
from the accumulator is never less than one third or one fourth 
of the initial charge, all fear of error from this cause may be 
dismissed. 

There are numerous applications in which the determination 
of time-intervals of very small duration may be found of prac- 
tical value ; and I think that this system may be depended upon. 

In conclusion I must acknowledge the valuable assistance 
which I have had, both in arranging the apparatus and in 
making the observations, from Mr. M‘Eniry. 

25 Cumberland Terrace, N.W., 
February 1876. 
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XLII. On Electromachines with Disks of Ebonite. 
By Dr. L. BLEEKRODE*. 

[ Plate III. | 

HE name “electromachine”’ is in Germany specially ap- 
plied to electrical machines in which no friction is used 

to generate electricity, but in its place a small quantity is in- 
troduced into the apparatus to act by induction on metallic points 
fixed before rotating surfaces, and this action is reinforced by 
the peculiar arrangement of the machine. This principle was 
first employed by W. Holtz, at Berlin, in 1865, in the con- 
struction which bears his name. 

The object of the present communication f is to place before 
the reader the results of an investigation of this machine, 
which has led to the substitution of ebonite plates for glass 
ones{. Ihad recourse to this material because the atmospheric 
moisture in Holland (as it may also, perhaps, in England) 
seriously hinders the activity of the apparatus, and in many 
eases causes it not to work at all. Butnot only did this change 
of material prove very useful ; I also found the machine, con- 
structed on my system, to possess some very remarkable pro- 
perties, different from those observed when glass disks are used, 
and worth being more generally known §. 

I. The Electromachine of the First Species with ebonite disks. 
Description of the apparatusx—The electrical machine of the 

first species, as it is commonly called, consists of one fixed disk, 
before which another somewhat less in diameter rotates rapidly 
at a very short distance and passes along a set of horizontal 
points fixed on conductors. J may suppose the construction 
to be sufliciently known, as it is the same that was employed 
by Borchhardt of Berlin ; it presents the simplest form, and 
has spread widely over the continent. I have augmented the 
surface of the paper armatures by extending them almost over 
two opposite quadrants of the fixed disk, to the horizontal aper- 
tures; and I found it advantageous to cover the adhering 
paper points with tinfoil. 

Remarks on ebonite.—It has been already observed that 
the peculiar character of my machine is the substitution of 
ebonite for glass, so that it is wholly composed of that sub-. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ A more detailed description of the apparatus with illustrations and the 

results obtained, is published in Poggendorff’s Annalen, No. 10, 1875. 
t My first machine with ebonite disks dates from the year 1873. 
§ The machine here described (and probably also a double machine) 

will be seen working in the Loan exhibition at South-Kensington Museum 
in London, having been sent by the makers. 
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stance; and, as far as I could consult different periodicals, I 
have found no mention of a true Holtz machine with disks of 
ebonite. Ebonite (a mechanical mixture of india-rubber and 
sulphur) has many advantages for this purpose, which glass 
can but rarely offer. It is capable of developing much more 
electricity, and readily becomes electric ; it is much less hy- 
groscopic, and, especially with regard to the boring of the 
apertures in the disk, is cheaper. Here may also be added that 
no part of the apparatus is liable tobe broken. Yet unfavour- 
able properties must be noticed, which are well known to 
experimenters with this substance. It tends slowly to alter 
its composition, especially if exposed to the solar rays or to the 
action of ozone ; the sulphur is separated and transformed into 
sulphuric acid, and the insulating properties are destroyed. 
But it may be observed here that some qualities of ebonite are 
the result of great negligence ; sometimes a bad kind of raw 
material enters into its manufacture; so that very different 
sorts are found incommerce. When a demand shall have been 
created for a quality of ebonite specially suitable for electrical 
machines, it may be expected that more attention will be paid 
to its production, so that it will be possible by careful selec- 
tion to obtain an excellent material. 

I have now for more than two years used the same disks ; and 
when their action was not energetic, I soon restored it by rub- 
bing them with magnesia and petroleam*. When the weather 
was very damp this proved very efficient; if exposed to 
moderate heat, it was sufficient to rub the disks with the hands 
to render the machine active as soon as they were put in the 
proper position. These precautions are easily practised, be- 
cause the construction is very simple and there is no chance of 
breaking any part. Often, as I have observed, the alteration 
of the ebonite is but superficial ; in this case the insulating pro- 
perty is recovered when the surface has been again polished. 
At all events this change will not readily ensue when the ma- 
chine is kept, after use, out of direct daylight ; and it is also 
very convenient in this case to place the disks on a horizontal 
surface ; this will remove the curved superficies which appear, 
when their diameter does not exceed 2 millims. 

Eciting the machine—The machine with disks of ebonite 
has the remarkable property that, although its action is as 
energetic as that obtained with glass disks, it is never excited 
when the inclined or diametral conductor is not presentt. It 

* This liquid is a very excellent developer of the electric qualities of 
ebonite. 

1 This name is applied to the conductor which is fixed in the axis be- 
fore the rotating disk, opposite to the paper armature, and inclined at an 
angle of nearly 70° to the horizon. 
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is absolutely necessary ; and even when powerful sparks are 
passing between the conductors, the electric manifestation dis- 
appears immediately as soon as the inclined conductor is taken 
away: the disks seem to have entirely lost their charge ; 
and even in the dark not the slightest visible trace of electri- 
city can be detected in the apparatus. The action is completely 
resumed when its inclined conductor is again brought to the 
armatures, even at a distance of 2 or 3 centims. The apparatus 
may be excited also by placing for some moments a piece of 
rubbed ebonite behind the rotating disk opposite to the points 
of the inclined conductor. Much electricity, attracted by in- 
duction, flows on this surface from the points; and this soon 
causes a stream of sparks to pass between the horizontal con- 
ductors. It must be observed that the excitation is only ob- 
tained when these conductors are not in contact; yet this is 
necessary when glass disks are used. I tried, but in vain, to 
put the apparatus in action without the inclined conductor, or 
with it when the horizontal conductors were brought close 
together. 

Results obtained with the machine.—In the machine above 
described I have used disks of the greatest diameter hitherto 
employed. That of the fixed disk 1s 58 centims., and of the 
rotating one 55 centims. The condensers in connexion with 
the horizontal conductors are Leyden jars, with a covered sur- 
face of 1 square decim. Without them, when the negative 
conductor ends in a spheroid-(9 centims. diameter) and the 
positive in a sphere (2 centims. diameter), a continuous stream 
of sparks passes at a distance of 4 centims. Ata greater dis- 
tance a beautiful sheaf appears between the conductors, con- 
sisting of a stem of 2 or 3 centims. with a bundle of thin violet 
threads which continue to radiate towards the opposite con- 
ductor, even at a distance of 17 centims., neutralizing the nega- 

_ tive electricity. When the condensers are connected, energetic 
and very bright sparks are obtained, the greatest length of 
which under favourable circumstances reach 25 to 26 centims. 
But at the ordinary temperature, without special heating, the 
length of the spark is 17 or 20 centims. ; and in a moist atmo- 
sphere the machine never remained active ; even sparks of a 
length of 10 centims. were produced. 

It may be concluded from these facts that the ebonite machine 
equals the machine with glass disks ; besides, its power of re- 
taining its electric charge is so high, that 1 often found it in 
electric condition when four weeks had elapsed ; and the action 
was entirely restored when the disk was set in rotation. It 
was even somewhat difficult to put the machinc in a wholly 
neutral condition, if required for investigation ; a slight trace 
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of electricity that remained on the disks was sufficient to pro-_ 
duce energetic sparks after a few revolutions of the disk. Neu- 
tralizing was in most cases effected when the horizontal con- 
ductors were brought into close contact and the disk was 
caused to rotate in the opposite direction to the former. 

Il. The Double Electromachine with ebonite disks. 

The double electromachine consists of a combination of one 
fixed disk, on each side of which a somewhat smaller disk can 
rotate *, As the construction I have adopted is new, it may 
be useful to elucidate the description by a sketch in a hori- 
zontal projection (Pl. III. fig, 1). 

Description of the apparatus.—On a wooden frame are fixed 
two pillars of ebonite, a and b. They bear two sets of hori- 
zontal conductors, c, d, and ¢, d’; the latter are provided 
with electrodes, e and f, which can be put at different distances 
from another ; g and ¢ are vertical metallic rods, which, when 
in contact with e and /, serve to convey the two electricities to 
other apparatus. M is a wooden column, which holds the - 
horizontal axis A,a fixed steel rod on which an ebonite eylinder 
is caused to rotate by means of a band and wheel, N. This 
cylinder carries the two movable disks of ebonite, p and q, 
pressed together by small plates n and n! and the screw z; be- 
tween themstands fixed on the board the disk h, which is retained 
in its position by screws J, l', and t (fig. 2). A large aperture 
in its centre permits the axis A to rotate without communi- 
cating its motion to it. iemen't inhhand h’h’ the two diame- 
tral or inclined conductors are shown, which can be moved to and 
fro if necessary. One (//) is fixed on an ebonite ring, the other 
on the axis; 77 and 7” 7” are two sets of paper armatures; fig. 2 
shows their arrangement, near the apertures 0 and o’, on the 
fixed disk. All the parts are so adjusted that they may be 
easily removed ; therefore the conductors ¢ and ¢’, d and d’ 
are separately screwed to the columns a and 6; and when the 
screw z is loosened the disks can be taken away from the 
axis. 

Exciting the machine.—This is effected in the same way as 
in the former apparatus, and as quickly. A peculiar method 
for bringing it into an active condition consists in causing the 
disks to rotate rapidly, rubbing one of them at the same time 
with the hand. It then becomes electric by friction ; this is 
sufficient to produce a stream of sparks between the electrodes, 
and then the hand need no longer be applied, 

* The first double electromachine was constructed by Dr. P. Kaiser, 
and described in Les Mondes, 1869. Another construction, also very 
powerful, was published by Prof. Poggendorff in his Annalen, 1871. 
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Results obtained with the machine——In the apparatus here 

described, the dimensions are not very great; the fixed disk 
has a diameter of 35 centims., and the two rotating ones 30 
centims. Between the electrodes (when the negative conductor 
terminates in a spheroid) a stream of sparks is produced, with- 
out using the condensers, at a distance of 6 centims. ; in the 
opposite case, of 3 centims, With the condensers applied 
(which have a tinfoil armature of 90 centims. square) numerous 
sparks pass from one to the other electrode at a distance of 10 
or 12 centims ; and in the most favourable circumstances (for 
instance, when a slowly burning coal fire is at hand) the elec- 
tricities are discharged even at a distance of 17 centims,—that 
is, 2 centims. more than the radius of the rotating disk. This 
occurred especially when the loss of electricity by streaming 
out from the sharp points of the positive electrode was dimi- 
nished by bringing it into contact with a small disk of ebonite, 
fixed on the board near e or f. I must add here, as an impor- 
tant property of this kind of electromachines, that the re- 
yersing of the electric condition of the paper armatures (which 
is very inconvenient in the single apparatus) never occurs in 
the double system. The only way to change the polarity of 
the electrodes is first to discharge the machine entirely, and 
then to excite again in the opposite manner. Jor the first- 
described machine the polarity could be reversed by moving 
the diametral conductor out of its position, and then bringing 
it back again ; then the armatures always changed their elec- 
tric condition. 

Ill. New Observations with Ebonite Machines. 

The properties of the diametral conductor—The great dif- 
ference between the electromachine with glass disks and 
those with ebonite ones, consists in the peculiarity that the 
latter absolutely require the diametral or inclined conductor, 
in order to become active and to remain so; by taking it away 
the machine is immediately rendered inactive. 

On the contrary, it is sufficiently known that machines with 
glass disks may be used without the conductor, although they 
do not work as regularly, nor is the length of the spark as 
great, as when provided with it*. It has been stated by 
Prof. Poggendorff, that when no large paper armatures are 
used it is necessary, in machines with glass disks, to take away 
the diametral conductor ; otherwise the machine cannot be 
excited. Now here it is quite the contrary : several times I 

* Experimenters with the machines with glass disks will have had 
many occasions to observe that the length of the spark obtained without 
this conductor can be, with proper dimensions, 12 or 15 centims. 
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tried to get the machine active, by one of the methods men- 
tioned above, without this conductor; but it remained no 
longer charged as when the exciting cause (the hand or the 
ebonite rod) was present: the apparatus would never continue 
its action till the diametral conductor was applied; and the 
action ceased on its removal. 

This property may be used to show, in a very satisfactory 
manner, that the quantity of electricity that the double electro- 
machine yields is really doubled. When one of the diametral 
conductors is removed, then the disk before which it was 
placed becomes as completely inactive as when it was taken 
out of the apparatus. Now, for instance in half a minute, by 
using two rotating disks, as many as 40 sparks (5 centims. in 
length) appeared between the electrodes ; and after removing 
one of the diametral conductors almost exactly 20 sparks only 
were obtained. To get the machine active when the horizontal 
conductors were brought into contact, and without the inclined 
conductor, was impossible, because it always requires this 
piece ; and experience confirms this ; yet the machines with 
glass disks are easily charged in this way. I have not suc- 
ceeded in accounting, in a quite satisfactory manner, for the 
remarkable behaviour of the diametral conductor in connexion 
with ebonite machines, which, as will now be clear, is quite 
the contrary of that with glass disks. The following remarks, 
however, may be made. When the ebonite machine is excited 
by placing an electric ebonite rod before one of the paper 
armatures, it is certain that, in consequence of the extremely 
bad conductivity of the material used, the induction through 
the disks on the points of the horizontal conductors will 
be very difficult to set in action, and that it is more advanta- 
geous, in order to excite the machines, to hold the electric 
body immediately before the points of the diametral con- 
ductor, which then charges the rotating disk with the two 
electricities. These, in turn, act by induction on the card 
points of the armatures; and in this way the apparatus is 
rapidly charged. 

But the same might be supposed to take place without the 
diametral conductors, by means of the points of the horizontal 
conductors, when in contact with another; and a feeble action 
at least might be expected. This is really the case with the 
double electromachine when glass disks are used ;- it does 
not, however, become active so rapidly as in the ordinary way. 

The theory which would account for this property of the 
diametral conductor in ebonite machines is yet a desideratum. 

Action of the ebonite machine when rotating in an abnormal 
direction.—The ebonite machine of the first species possesses a 
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property which I have not found mentioned of the same 
apparatus with glass disks: it also develops electricity when 
the disk is rotating in the direction of the card points. I call 
this direction (which is just the contrary of the usual motion) 
abnormal. 

When during some time energetic discharges have occurred, 
and the diametral conductor is removed from its position, so 
as to occupy a position as much on the left of the vertical as 
before on the right (it has then no armatures before its points), 
again a series of sparks appear between the horizontal-con- 
ductors when the disks are rotating in the opposite direction 
to their former one; even sparks of a length of 5 centims. 
may then be obtained. The condensers are not necessary ; 
and the same fact is observed with the double electromachines. 
I believe that the cause of it must be ascribed to the electricity 
which remains on the armatures, as these are perfectly insulated, 
and therefore the machine acts as an electrophorus machine. 
The action is not increasing; it is rather slowly diminishing. 
I observed in this case also the singular fact that when the 
diametral conductor occupies the described position, but the 
disks are rotating in the usual way (against the card points), 
the sparks cease to pass between the horizontal conductors ; 
but often, in the same horizontal conductor, half the points 
become positively, and the other half negatively electrified, 
which is evident from their luminous appearance in the dark. 

Aetion of the electricity on flames.—When trying to dis- 
charge the ebonite machine by approaching a lighted candle 

near the disks, I observed a remarkable influence exerted by 
the accumulated electricity on the shape of the flames. Near 
the paper armature charged with positive electricity (from 
whose points negative electricity is escaping) the flame is 
repelled strongly, and retreats from the disk; near the 
negative armature it is attracted, and ends in a sharp point. 
The same is seen with a gas-flame; and I even succeeded in 
substituting for the diametral conductor a so-called flame con- 
ductor, which consists of a wooden rod, whereon no points are 
fixed, but small glass tubes connected with the gas-pipes of 
the laboratory. A set of flames is in this way produced be- 
fore the rotating disk, which, by their forms, denote its posi- 
tive and negative conditions. 

The explanation of this experiment may be founded on the 
fact, not very generally known (mentioned by Riess), that 
when a substance is burnt electricity is generated ; and in the 
ease of carbon being present, the ascending carbonic acid is 
positively electrified. 
We may conclude from the foregoing statements :— 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5: Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1876. 2B 
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1. The ebonite electromachines, when constructed with 
ebonite of good quality, are at least equal to the best machines 
with glass disks in regard to their action; but they surpass 
them by their relatively small expense, nonfrangibility, and 
permanent electric condition. 

2. The double electromachine constructed by me is a very 
powerful arrangement for producing electricity in great quan- 
tity, as well as of great tension. 

3. The substitution of ebonite for glass disks not only de- 
serves attention because the usefulness is enhanced, but also 
because new data are acquired, which may be of great interest 
for the complete theory of electromachines. 

The Hague, Mareh 1876, 

XLII. On Salt Solutions and Attached Water. 
By FREDERICK GUTHRIE. : 

{Continued from p. 60.] 

IV. 
Separation of Ice, or of a Hydrate, or of the Anhydrous Salt, 

from solutions of Salts below 0° C. 
§ 123.  praes many determinations have been made of the 

solubility of various salts in water at tempera- 
tures ranging from 0° C. to the temperature of ebullition of 
the saturated salt solution. To Gay-Lussac, to Kremers, to 
Regnault, and others are due several series of exact determi- 
nations in this direction of research. But the examination of 
the phenomena of solidification which take. place in salts of 
certain strengths at temperatures below 0° C. has suffered 
comparative, almost complete, neglect. And this appears to 
have arisen partly from the circumstance that it has been 
asserted by some philosophers, and denied by others entitled 
to equal respect, that when a solution of a salt below 0° C. 
begins to solidify by loss of heat, the solid formed is pure ice. 
It has been my privilege to reconcile the opposing views by 
the discovery of the fact which I trust now to have fully estab- 
lished, that when a salt solution which is already any fraction 
of a degree below 0° C, is cooled, one of three things must 
happen ; and which of them happens is determined with the 
same salt by the strength of the solution. 

1. Inall solutions weaker than the cryohydrate, ice is formed, 
at temperatures which are lower according as the solution is 
richer in salt. | 

2. In solutions of a certain strength (namely that of the cryo- 
hydrate), combination of the salt and water take place in defi- 
nite ratio and ata constant temperature. _ The solution is there~ 
fore a melted cryohydrate, and solidifies as a whole. 
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- 3. When solutions stronger than the eryohydrate, below 0° 
C., are cooled, either the anhydrous salt or some hydrate richer 
in salt than the cryohydrate separates. 

It follows that the cryohydrate may, and indeed must inevi- 
tably be reached both by cooling a solution weaker than the 
eryohydrate (ice separates, the solution strengthens, the tem- 
perature sinks), and by cooling a solution stronger than the 
cryohydrate (anhydrous salt or a hydrate richer than the cryo- 
hydrate separates, the solution weakens, the temperature sinks). 
Assuming as a fact that which will be abundantly proved, 
namely that every salt which is soluble above 0° C. is also 
soluble below 0° C. (we shall see that there is even no quanti- 
tative discontinuity at 0° C. in the solubility), it follows immedi- 
ately that a solution of any degree of strength whatever gives 
rise on cooling, sooner or later, to a liquid which remains unso- 
lidified until the proper ratio and. temperature is reached, and 
then solidifies in that constant ratio and at that constant tem- 

perature. From a solution of the strength of the cryohydrate 
nothing separates until the proper temperature is reached. 
And then, however rapid the absorption of heat may be, the 
temperature never sinks lower until solidification is complete. 

§ 124. I propose in the present communication (1) to trace 
the history of solutions weaker than the cryohydrates as they 
yield ice on cooling, and (2) to examine the separation of an- 
hydrous salts or hydrates richer than the cryohydrates when 
solutions richer than the cryohydrate are cooled. With regard 
to the first of these branches of inquiry, the only experiments 
in this direction which I have described are those relating to 
chioride of sodium in § 10, and those concerning spirits of 
wine in § 96. 
A solution of a salt below 0° C. which is stronger than the 

eryohydrate, may be viewed as a solution in the cryohydrate, 
either of a hydrate richer than the cryohydrate or of the anhy- 
drous salt. A solution of a salt below 0° C. which is weaker 
than the cryohydrate may be properly regarded as a solution 
ef ice in the cryohydrate. A solution of chloride of sodium 
stronger than its cryohydrate may be also regarded as a solu- 
tion of the subcryohydrate, Na Cl 2 H, O (?), in the cryohydrate 
§ 15). 
: J a as a given weight of water dissolves at temperatures 
above 0° C., with rare exceptions, more of a salt the higher 
the temperature, soa given weight of the cryohydrate dissolves 
more ice at higher temperatures, below 0° C., than at lower 

Mones. The weaker a given weight of a salt solution below 0° 
@C. is, the smaller is the weight of the cryohydrate in it, and 
accordingly the less is the hs of ice which the given weight 

ca oy ade 
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of solution is capable of dissolving. Experimentally, this ap- 
pears in the results of all my experiments to be described below, 
that the stronger a solution of any given salt is (being weaker 
than the cryohydrate), the lower is the temperature below 0° 
C. to which it must be brought in order to yield ice ; and the 
stronger a solution of any given salt is (being stronger than 
the cryohydrate), the less need its temperature be depressed in 
order to yield the anhydrous salt, or a hydrate richer in salt 
than the cryohydrate. And, as before stated, the latter kind 
of separation is quite continuous with the separation of such 
bodies at temperatures above 0°, such as is exhibited in the 
ordinary Tables of solubilities referred to in § 123. 

§ 125. Almost all the numerical results are represented 
graphically in fig. 1. The abscisse are in all cases the per- 
centages of the anhydrous salt in the water. The ordinates, 
— or +, are the temperatures Centigrade below or aboye 0° 
C. at which solid matter begins to separate on cooling the solu- 
tion. The point of reflexure (that is, the lowest point of each 
tracing) shows the temperature at which the particular eryo- 
hydrate is formed, and also the percentage of anhydrous salt 
in the cryohydrate. The left-hand branches of the tracings 
exhibit the temperature at which ice separates from solutions 
of the respective salts of the corresponding percentage compo- 
sition. The right-hand branch of each tracing shows the tem- 
peratures at which the anhydrous salt or a hydrate richer than 
the cryohydrate is separated. The parts of these branches 
above the zero-line show the ordinary solubility of the same 
salts above 0°. The figure is reduced from my drawing, in 
which the percentages and tenths were centimetres and milli- 
metres; and the degrees C. and their tenths were also centi- 
metres and millimetres. The actual observations, being dotted 
off, were joined by straight lines. 

§ 126. General remarks on the experiments.—W henever 
possible, the solutions of the salts examined were made by dis- 
solving weighed quantities of the anhydrous pure salt in quan- 
tities of water measured from a Mohr’s burette. The grammes 
and centimetres were those of the percentages ; that is, to form 
a 20-per-cent. solution, 20 grms. of the salt and 80 cubic cen- 
tims. of distilled water were employed. Now and then a con- 
trol mixture formed by weighing only was examined ; but it 
appeared that the sources of error introduced by measuring 
instead of weighing the water were vanishingly small com- 
pared with the unavoidable errors of observation, notably those 
mentioned in the next paragraph. ee) 

Supersaturation.— With every salt solution from which we 
wish to get solidification by means of cooling, we have to guard 
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against supersaturation. The notion that in order to start the 
crystallization of a supersaturated solution crystals must be 
present in the air identical in chemical kind with those ready 
to be formed in the solution, seems to be disproved by the fact 
ihat supersaturation in regard to ice is of the very commonest 
‘occurrence. In many cases a salt. solution which should yield 
ice at a temperature. —¢° refuses to do so until —(¢° + 5° or 6°) 
is reached ; then iee-crystals are formed through the mass and 
the temperature rises. Although we may indeed imagine ice- 
crystals to be floating in the air avout the surface of the cryo- 
gen, we can scarcely conceive these microscopic crystals to 
travel unmelted through the surrounding air, which may be at 
10° or 15° C., so as to reach the liquid. And if it be argued 
that the origin of the ice-crystals may be at or near the surface 
of the salt solution in the experimental tube, I reply that erys— 
tallization from a supersaturated solution occurs both when it is 
covered with a layer of oil and when only the lower part of 
such a solution is acted on by the cryogen. | | 
Method of observation.—Since the separation of ice strengthens 

the solution, it is necessary to determine the temperature of 
the very beginning of the ice-formation. The salt solution is 
cooled in a test-tube until some ice is formed ; this is very 
nearly completely remelted under constant stirring with the 
thermometer, and then the tube is plunged momentarily into 
the cryogen. The minute spicula of ice so formed are again 
nearly remelted. The mean of four or five readings of the 
thermometer when the minute quantity of ice begins to increase 
is taken as the true temperature of ice-formation. | In order to 
save time and start the crystallization of ice in a solution which 
one has reason to suppose is supersaturated with ice, the ther-_ 
mometer-bulb may be plunged into the cryogen and rapidly 
wiped dry, or into the mercury-cup to be described immedi- 
ately. It soon becomes clothed with a film of ice-crystals from 
the moisture of the air. These are indeed almost invisible, and 
far too small in quantity to alter the strength of the salt solu-— 

~ tion when brought into contact with it, but amply sufficient to 
determine the separation of ice if the solution be supersaturated 
in regard to that body. | : 

When the tube containing the salt solution is plunged into. 
the cryogen till crystallization begins and then removed, por- 
tions of the cryogen adhering to the tube may carry the ice-— 
formation too far, and by soiling obscure the tube. It is there-— 
fore found: convenient to have standing in the freezing-mixture 
a short wide-mouthed bottle of mercury, and for the final ob-— 

- servations to plunge the tube into this and so avoid soiling. 
The solutions stronger than the cryohydrate were treated in 

a similar manner. 
For the solubilities of the various salts at 0° I kept the solu- 
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tions, previously saturated at 12° C., for three hours at 0°, and 
determined the strengths by evaporation &c., in some cases by 
determination of one constituent by the usual chemical means. 
I find these latter determinations agree very closely with those 
of Kremers throughout. Indeed, as will be seen, we seldom 
differ more than 0°3 per cent. For the determination of the 
temperatures above 0° C. at which salts and their hydrates 
separate, I have found, contrary to my anticipations, the more 
exact method to be in most cases to warm a given weight of 
the salt with its proper percentage of water in a stoppered 
bottle till solution was effected, and then by repeated observa- 
tion find the temperature of incipient crystallization, rather 
than attempt to keep the water and salt for a length of time at 
a constant temperature and then determine the strength. The 
latter method, however, is of course especially available for 0° 
and 100° C. 

§ 127. Separation of Ice, of Subcryohydrate and of NaCl 
from solutions of that salt.—The following Table (XVI) 
shows the temperature below 0° ©. at which ice begins to be 
separated from solutions of common salt of different strengths. 
In selecting these strengths I have chosen several close to the 
critical points, namely to that of distilled water, to that of the 
eryohydrate, and to that of saturation. And in the case of 
other salts I have, as far as possible, examined solutions of the 
same percentage-weight strengths. The ascent (see fig. 1. 
NaCl) is so steep from the cryohydrate to 0° ©. that I have 
only been able to introduce one observation. As my deter- 
mination for 0° C. was 26°27 (§ 11), and Poggiale’s was 26°28, 
I have no hesitation in adopting Poggiale’s for + 25° and+ 40°. 

Taste XVI. 

NaCl H,0 | papa enre 
(Centigrade at : 

per cent. by | per cent. by ! 2 eels -4 | Nature of solid. 
weight. weight. is fo Brone 

fe) 

1 99 — 03 ice: 
2 98 — 09 93 
3 97 — 15 is 

-4 96 — 22 hl 
7 93 =e » 

10 90 — 66 i 
13 87 — 91 35 | 
15 85 —11-0 i 
16 84 —11°9 
19 81 —15°5 %y 
20 80 —17:0 3 
22 78 — 20:0 i 
23°6 76:4 — 22:0 Cryohydrate. 
25 75 —12-0 { Subcryohydrate. 
26:27 73°73 0-0 | NaCl. 
26-5 735 +25-0 » (Poggiale). 
26°8 73-2 +40°0 4 (Poggiale). 
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This Table is to be regarded as replacing Table VI. in § 10 
as far as the two are comparable. I bracket the suberyohy- 
drate and the NaCl together, because the range of ratio is so 
small for a great temperature-difference that I cannot at pre- 
sent undertake to say within two or three degrees the tempe- 
rature-range peculiar to each body. 

§ 128. Separation of Ice or Anhydrous Chloride of Ammo- 
nium from solutions of that salt—The following Table (X VII.) 
shows the temperature of solidification of solutions of NH, Cl 
of various strengths. 

TABLE XVII. 

NH, Cl H.O | Temperature | 
tb 2 t. by | Centigrade at} Nature of 

per ent. by } per cent, by ‘which solidifi-| solid. 
weight. weight. , : 

| cation begins 
FERRE Re Pree eet i 

| | | ° 
l | 99 — 04 Ice. 
3 97 — 16 

| i) 95 — 31 
; 93 — 46 

WwW 90 —~ WI 
13 87 — 99 
15 85 — 12-0 
16 84 — 13°0 
7 83 —14°0 
18 82 —15°0 ; 
19 81 —15'8 9 
19:27 80:73 —16°0 Cryohydrate. 
a sn te NH, Cl. 

23'2 76°8 0 - 
25 75 + 8 a 
30 . 70 +32 > 

It will be seen that I make now the solidifying-point of the 
cryohydrate —16 instead of —15. This agrees with its tem- 
perature as a cryogen. The tracing of NH, Cl in fig. 1 is 
seen to pass through the 0° line without deflection. Like the 
NaCl line it has a point of contrarifiexure, but not so near the 
cryohydrate as with the latter salt. The determination at 0° C. 
was derived from the analysis, 12-1852 of the liquid gave 
2°7721 of NH, Cl. 

§ 129. Separation of Ice or Anhydrous Nitrate of Potassium 
from solutions of that salt.—Nitrate of potassium being far less 
soluble below 0° C. than the two preceding salts, and its eryo- 
hydrate not differing much from the saturated solution at 0°, 
I have not attempted to get any temperature-values between 
the two; but I have carefully followed the form of the tra- 
cing up to the cryohydrate, and also above 0°. 
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Tanne XVII. 

aa Temperature ist a 
ona a Hae by |Centigrade at | Nature of | 
: Ft _°Y |which solidifi-| solid. 

| 
| 

| weight. weight. Regia 

} ie} 

| ] 99 —O1 Tee: | 
| 2 98 —0:3 ~ | 
| 3 97 a 0-7 ” 

4 96 —11 3 
5 95 —1:5 3 
(a 93 —2-2 z 

) 8-5 91:5 —— 2-6 33 | 

10° 90 —2°9 . 
| 11:2 88°8 —3-0 Cryohydrate*.| 
| 12 88 0-0 KNO,. 

13 87 + 2°0 . 
15 85 +60 — 9 
20 80 + 14:0 ” 

| 25 | 75 +21:0 4 
35 65 +350 3 

Bs ge» 40) | 60 +41-0 if 

The composition at 0° C. was derived from the analysis by 
evaporation of 11°8050 grms., which gave 1°4166 of — or 
12 per cent. (Gay-Lussac found 11°68). 

§ 130. Separation of Ice and Hydrate of CaCl, from ie 
tions of that salt—Although troublesome to manipulate, I pre- 
ferred to make the solutions by weighing the anhydrous chloride. 

TaBLE XIX. 

| cacl, | WOgtlaaborr ar | 
| per cent. by | per cent. by |* ‘a feati S0"™|. Nature of solid. ° 

weight. weight. i Lelie 
as egins. 

: ere fe) 

1 99 0-2 Ice. 
2 98 0-5 BS 
3 97 aed ri 
4 96 1-6 i 
5 95 2°] 3 
7 93 3°3 a 

10 90 55 a 
15 85 10:5 i 
20 80 175 = 
“28 72 + inweae Cryohydrate. 
36°45 — 13'5 37 Unknown hydrate. 
39 61 0 CaCl, +6 H, O. 

« | 45(Gerlach) . 55: 15°5 ie 

2 1 have adopted the temperature — 3°, after a long series of experiments, 
instead of —2° ‘6, which is given in Table X. 
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The determination at 0° C. was made by estimating the 
chlorine as chloride of silver. There is such little difference 
between the composition of the cryohydrate and the hydrate 
separated at.0°, that I have been unable to estimate the com- 
position at intermediate temperatures. There is no evidence 
of the formation of any other hydrate than the one usually 
regarded as containing six molecules of water. On account 
of the difficulty of exactly measuring such low temperatures as 
are here concerned at the maximum, I have less confidence in 
the exactness of the form of the tracing of this salt than of any 
other. 

§ 131. Separation of Ice from a solution of Hydrochloric 
- Acid.—Although I have made a separate study of the hydrogen 
salts of several of the acids, I may here adduce one instance, 
namely that of hydrochloric acid, in order especially to com- 
pare the forms of the temperature-curve of a body which is, as 
far as we know, without a cryohydrate *, with the curve-forms 
of metallic salts, all of which have cryohydrates within the 
range of artificial cold. 
By a silver determination I found that 3°2726 grms. of a 

pure acid contained 1 grm. of HCl and 2°7734 grms. of water. 
From this acids of unit percentage weights were formed. 

TABLE XX. 

HCl | H, 0 rarer Temperature 
t which soli- |Nat f per cent. by per cent. by| cold as |* aietsan ‘solid. 

weight. weight. cryogen. begins 

1 99 dae — 07 Tee. 
Pe BS 5 cassacaate — 2-0 ” 

3 97 —2-0 — 36 e 
4 OG. sees — 53 ” 
5 95 —2°6 — 70 ss 
6 +) eee he ee — 90 ” 

7 93 —4:0 —I115 be 
| 8 G2 5e0 1 oat. —140 - 

9 91 —4°6 —17-0 Ms 
10 90 —49 —20°5 ok 
12 88 —6:2 —27°0 bs 
14 86 —76 —35°0 za 
16 84 —8-0 — 45-0 Fe 

The tracing of these values is shown on fig. 1, and may 
be compared with that of spirit of wine derived from the 
numbers given in § 96, Table XI. In neither tracing is there 
any decided indication of contrariflexure, although the spirit- 

* A cryohydrate of HCl has recently been described by a French 
chemist. 
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of-wine tracing passes through its eryohydrate. In the centre 
column of Table XX. is given the greatest cold when used 
as cryogens that these acids can produce. The acid was in all 
cases at 12° C. The great specific heat of the water in which 
the HCl is dissolved prevents, of course, the attainment of the 
degr ee of cold equal to that necessary to solidify a cryohydrate, 
as is the case with those true salts which do not heat on hy- 
dration. 

§ 132. Separation of Ice or et ie Bromide of Potas- 
sium from solutions of that salt. 

Taste XXI. 

Temperature 
KBr H, O b Centigrade at|Nature of solid 

per cent. by | per cent. °Y Wwhich solidifi-| formed. 
Tae ES cation begins. 

fe} 

10 90 . — 3 Ice 
20 80 — 71 3 
30 70 —12°0 
32°15 67:9 — 13:0 Cryohydrate 
33 67 — 9:8 
34 66 — 50 £ 
35:03 65 0 i 

(Kr.) 39°7 60:3 +20 - 
(Kr.) 43:2 56°8 +40 is 

The solubility at 0° was found from an experiment in which 
11-2939 orms. of solution gave 3°9566 grms. of KBr. As 
Kremers found 34:5, I have adapted his determinations at + 20° 
and +40° by adding 0-5 to the numbers he gives. 

§ 133. Separation of Ice and Anhydrous Iodide of Potas- 
sium from solutions of that salt. 

TABLE XXII. 

KI . | Temperature 
Centigrade at} Nature of 

per cent. by | per cent. PY which solidifi-| solid formed. 
weight. lee eee Bue cation begins. 

fo) 

10 90 — 22 Ice. 
20 80 — 51 ‘5 
30 70 — 90 ” 

40 60 —14-4 FP 
52:07 47:93 —22 Cryohydrate. 
55°93 44:07 0 KI. 

| (Kr.) 58°9 Al‘l +20 py 
(Kr.) 61:4 38°6 +40 mn 

Having found that 10-3681 grms. of the solution saturated 
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at 0° C. contained 5°7990 of KI, or 55°93 per cent., and since 
Kremers found 55°86, I have adapted his determination for 
the 20° and 40° temperatures by adding 0°1 per cent. to his 
results. The ascent of the tracing (fig. 1) between the cryo- 
hydrate and 0° is too abrupt for the insertion of any interme- 
diate value which shall be trustworthy. 

§ 134. Separation of Ice and Anhydrous Sulphate of Ammo- 
nium from solutions of that salt——The salt was dried at about 
100° C., finely powdered, kept at 100° C. for ten hours, and 
kept for three days and nights in an exhausted receiver over 
sulphuric acid. 

TABLE XXIII. 

| a RS Oa PAR PAE perature 
Si $0 © yg b | Centigrade at; Nature of 
Pe tt ae Y 'which solidifi-| solid formed. 
ees “1s | cation begins. 

| 
| Ice. | 

| 
| 

| 

| 

Le] 

10 $0 — 26 
20 80 — 60 bs 
28:6 71-4 —10°8 ‘i 
40 60 —160 43 
41:7 583 —17-0 Crychydrate. 
41:9 58:1 | 0-0 (NH,), SO,. 

(HS) 432 | 568 | +190 

I have for the temperature 19° adopted H. Schiff’s deter- 
mination. Of all the salts which I have examined, the sul- 
phate of ammonium shows in its tracing the greatest precipi- 
tousness in its ascent from the eerohn ae to the 0° C. ratio. 
It is in this region undoubtedly very nearly a straight line.. 
The solubility at 0° C. was found from the data, 13°2512 of 
the solution gave 5°5522 of the salt obtained anhydrous by the 
means mentioned above. 

§ 135. Separation of Ice or Nitrate of Ammonium from solu- 
tions of that salt-—The nitrate of ammonium used was dried at 
100° C., finely crushed, and heated to incipient fusion ; it 
ceased to lose weight but showed no trace of the nitrite. In 
the determination of the solubility at 0° C. it was treated in 
the same manner. 
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TaBLeE XXIV. 

+ Temperature 
pene eT pn by |Centigrade at | Nature of 

P eh y | ?P feet Y lwhich solidifi-| solid formed. 
— a cation begins. 

10 90 — 35 Ice 
20 80 — 70 ’ 
30 70 ~115 : 
40 60 —17:0 7 
43-7 56:3 —17:2 Cryohydrate. 
47 53 — 12-0 NH, NO,. | 

| 51 49 — 57 7 
54-1 45-9 0-0 ” 

(Kar) 66°5 43-5 +18:1 a ene 

The solubility at 18°-1 is the observation of Karsten. The 
shape of the tracing of this salt bears a remarkable resemblance 
to that of nitrate of potassium (see fig. 1). The gradual 
slope of its right-hand branch enabled me to insert two deter- 
minations there. Also noteworthy is the comparison between 
the tracing of this salt and that of the sulphate of the same 
base. Running together with near coincidence down to their 
eryohydrates, which are nearly identical in temperature and 
not far apart in percentage of salt, the one rises more abruptly 
than any other curve ; the other is, with one exception, the 
most gradual. 

§ 136. Separation of Ice and Hydrated Sulphate of Magne- 
sium from the solutions of that salt.—The analysis of crystallized 
sulphate of magnesium in regard to its water by direct estima- 
tion is rather unsafe, on account of the high temperature re- 
quired to drive off the last traces of water, and the decomposi- 
tion of the salt at a somewhat higher temperature. I there- 
fore determined the sulphuric acid in a sample of the sulphate 
I was about to use, and found that it was nearly the so-called 
hepthydrate. The determination of the solubility at 0° C. was 
also derived from a sulphuric-acid determination. Taking 
every 1°96 grm. of the crystallized salt as containing 1 grm, 
of MgSO,, the following solutions were examined :— 
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TABLE XXY., 

Tem perature 
MgSO H, O a gn , 

per cent. by per cent, by 3 eres igre a 

weight. weight. begin ion| solid formed. 

5 95 — 06 Ice. 
10 90 a Re 

15 $d —_ “3:9 in 

20 80 — 48 x 

21°86 78°14 — 50 Cryohydrate. 
21°9 781 0-0 MgSO,+7H,0. 

26 75 +15-0 M 
j +310 . 

As my determination of the solubility at 0° C. (21-9) differs 
considerably from some of those given by others (Gay-Lussae 
20°5, Graham-Otto 20°5, Pfaff 21-9), I determined for myself 
the solubilities above 0°. 

§ 137. Separation of Ice or Cryohydrate or Anhydrous Ni- 
trate of Silver from a solution of that salt.—I have not yet de- 
scribed the temperature and composition of the cryohydrate. 
of this salt. A solution saturated at 0° C. and further cooled 
gives rise to an abundant crop of iridescent scales, which on 
examination prove to be the anhydrous nitrate. This continues 
till —6°°5, when the opaque cryohydrate is formed. The solu- 
tion, however, is particularly prone to double supersaturation. 
A solution may sometimes be cooled to —8°; and during this, 
while the crystals of the nitrate fall, ice-crystals are formed 
which float. By and by the true cryohydrate is formed on the 
side of the glass ; and then both separate crystallizations cease. 
This double supersaturation is entirely prevented by introdu- 
cing a fragment of the previously formed cryohydrate into the 
mother-liquor which is being further cooled. The temperature 
remains then constant at —6°°6 to the last drop. The final 
crop being remelted gave, on analysis, the following results :-— 
14°3538 grms. gave 6°9442 grms. of AgNOs, or 48°38 per cent. 
of AgNO; in the cryohydrate. The cryohydrate has accordingly 
the composition AgNO;+ 10°09 H, O. The temperature —6°°5 
is obtained on employing nitrate of silver as acryogen. There 
are few more beautiful colourless bodies than the cryohydrate 
of silver. Opaque, lustrous, and semimetallic, it is somewhat 
heavier than the liquid in which it is formed. 
Of a solution saturated at 0° I found that 6°3581 grms. gave 

3°5068 of the anhydrous nitrate, or 55°01 per cent. Kremers 
found 54°9 ; and accordingly I have availed myself of his deter- 
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minations for the solubilities above 0° C. by adding 0-1 to his 
percentages. 

TABLE X XVI. 

: Temperature | © 
AgNO, #30 b at which soli-| Nature of 

| ee ht hia 1 GS) ht Y | dification |solid formed. 
weight. weight. begins. 

o) 

10 90 — 08 Ice. 
20 80 — 2-7 = 
30 © 70 — 47 Fs 
40 60 — 60 ss 
48:3 51:7 — 65 Cryohydrate. 
50 50 — 55 AgNO,. 
53 47 = IAS 
55 45 0-0 Bes 

(Kr.) 69°4 30°4 +19°5 ¥ 

§ 138. Thoughts suggested by fig. 1—As the whole field 
of inquiry contained below the zero-line of fig. 1 has, I be- 
lieve, remained hitherto unexplored, I am tempted to submit 
a few remarks upon it. First, of course, the tracings should 
be continuous curves between 0° and the cryohydrates, and 
again between the latter and the boiling-point of the saturated 
solutions, and doubtless, under pressure, beyond. Further, it 
seems that the curves are all varieties of the same kind. The 
figure 2 shows what we may liken to the backbone of the 
curve, with a typical curve about it. There is no absolute 
measure of what may be called the Fig. 2. 
eccentricity of the curve, because 
there is no common measure be- ff 
tween percentage composition and 
temperature ; both are measured in 
arbitrary units. But this does not 
affect the type or order of the curve’s 
equation. On the left-hand branches, 
there appears to be a point of con- 
trariflexure. The only apparent 
exceptions to this are KI, alcohol, 
and HCl. Concerning the two lat- 
ter, doubtless we only see a fragment of their curves before 
their final cryohydrates. If there be such a point with KI it 
must lie between 40 per cent. and the cryohydrate, which is 
well possible. There seems to be a point of contrariflexure 
also on the right-hand branch, though sometimes the curvature 
is so small that this point is practically obliterated.. ‘The ave- 
rage slope of descent to the cryohydrate is invariably less than 
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the slope of ascent thence to zero. Indeed every tangent to 
the left-hand branch of each curve makes a more acute angle 
with the zero axis than any tangent to the right-hand branch 
of the same curve. If this be true throughout, the unknown 
right-hand branch of the HCl curve must be very nearly at 
right angles to the axis of 0° C. There is no evidence to show 
that the right-hand branch is continuous with the left-hand. 
In the case of the halogen salts this almost appears to be di- 
stinctly shown not to be the case. If the branches be conti- 
nuous, it appears that the colder the cryohydrate the less the 
curvature there. If the branches be discontinuous, the colder 
the cryohydrate the more acute is the angle between the tan- 
gents at the intersection of the curves. This rule holds good 
in all cases; but between NaCl and KI there is considerable 
difference of sharpness at the cryohydrate, attending identity of 
temperature. It is not the case that the deeper the valley the 
more precipitous the ascent, travelling from left to right ; nor 
is it true that the deepest valley has the widest mouth. That 
is, salts the most soluble at 0° do not have the coldest eryohy- 
drates, and therefore do not form the most powerful cryogens. 

In the shape of the bottoms of the valleys (that is, the cur- 
vature about the cryohydrates) the curves of the oxygen salts 
show a likeness to one another as distinguished from the halo- 
gen salts. Considering the former by themselves, we might 
be inclined to view their two branches as being in all cases 
continuous. To settle the question decisively whether these 
curves are continuous, hundredths of degrees would have to 
be read with precision, and the initial formation of ice noted 
within that range. If we judge by the aspect of the halogen 
curves and the general continuity in properties between the 
halogen and the oxygen salts, I am inclined to consider the 
two branches discontinuous in all cases. 

The tracings assume, of course, somewhat different positions 
if they are referred to molecular ratio instead of to absolute- 
weight ratio. Without determining each tracing for all its 
intermediate values, we may join by straight lines the points 
representing the molecular solubility at 0° with the molecular 
value of the cryohydrate. While each of these lines is, of 
course, parallel to the corresponding line derived from fig. 1, 
being got by determining its extremities by division of the 
percentage by the molecular weight, such division necessarily 
brings those lines relatively further towards the left whose 
salts have heavy molecules. The extreme points of the lines 
are got by dividing the percentage values of fig. 1 by the 
molecular weights and multiplying by 100. I know no pro- 
perty of the salts here under examination which would have 
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enabled us to predict the position and inclination of these lines. 
Neither are the water-worths of the salts as eryohydrates nor 
their solubilities in water at 0° C. in any obvious accord with 
their known properties. 

[To be continued. | 

XLIV. On the Proof of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 
By R. C. NicHots*. 

‘he the last January Number of the Philosophical Magazine 
appeared two papers intended to demonstrate what is 

called the second law of thermodynamics, or the principle of 
Carnot and Clausius, by showing that the differential of the 
quantity of heat communicated to a gas, and thereby causing 
work to be done, divided by the temperature, is an exact dif- 
ferential. The paper of Mr. Burbury proceeds upon the basis 
of the theory of Boltzmann, and demonstrates that this conclu- 
‘sion can be deduced from Boltzmann’s results by a simpler pro- 
cess than that made use of by M. Boltzmann himself. That 
of M. Szily proposes to establish the same conclusion upon no 
other assumption than the fundamental principle of the con- 
servation of energy. 

To M. Szily’s argument I have to offer the following objec- 
tion. He says (p. 29) :—“ In a definite passage out of (Eo) 
into (&,) the quantity of energy is a certain function of the 
time. ‘The passage, however, from the same initial to the same 
final state, by the same path, can, with respect to time, be 
executed quite arbitrarily ; consequently de is a different func- 
tion of the time, according to the velocity of the importation 
of energy. By suitably selecting this velocity, any indefi- 

t 

nitely small value whatever may be assigned tof dedi. Let 
0 

t 

dedt=t 6Q.” 
0 

Upon this I have to remark that &¢ is in this sense a different 
function of the time according to the velocity of the importa- 
tion of energy—that it is a function, not of the absolute time, 
but of the proportion of the whole time which has elapsed ; so 

t 

that { Sedt or det is a quantity which varies as ¢. On. the 
0 

other hand, 8Q being, as already stated, absolutely independent 
oft, t0Q likewise varies as¢. Unless therefore 5Q=6e, for which 

* Communicated by the Author, 

Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol: 1. No. 5. May 1876. 2 C 
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supposition no ground whatever has been alleged, the assump- 
t 

tion that } 5edt=t68Q is purely arbitrary, and moreover is 
0 

untrue for any value of ¢ unless it is also true for every value 
of ¢. ; 

The general condition under which the proposition is true 
which M. Szily has sought to establish, and which has been 
proved by Mr. Burbury for the case in which the potential 
energy of the system has the special value deduced from the 
theory of M. Boltzmann, may be shown in the following 
manner. | 

Let it be observed that the addition of energy dQ is ex- 
pended (1) upon alteration of kinetic energy, which call dT, 
(2) upon alteration of potential energy or dU, and (8) upon 
work done or dX ; and dQ must be equal to the sum of these 
quantities, or | 

dQj=dT+d0+dx. 
Now if v be the volume of the gas and p its elastic force, or 

the force resisting expansion per unit of surface, dv the change 
of yolume, . 

dXepde. 3.0. oo) 

And by the equation of Clausius, | 

po=3(T+224Rr)), 

Aa pdv=3T +433(Br) 2 

=p,dv + podv 5 

where p;=% =, is the element of the elastic force resulting from 

the kinetic energy of the particles, and p,=42% ‘ee, is the 

element resulting from the internal forces. Now supposing 
the change of volume from v to v+dv were to take place in 
such a manner that the distances of the particles should, 
on the average, preserve the same relative amount, every 

dr resulting from the change of volume would equal re, 

or p.dv would be equal to >> ( Ro ) dv, or ode. It is there- 
/ 

fore equal to av, where U’ denotes a function of (v,T,) 

which varies as the potential of the system would do upon this 
supposition. Therefore 
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aul 
pdv= =p ao, . Se Ghee eh ae (3) 

And 
ee dU =< do+ an 

a0 dt: a0 , AQ= dT +3 TS 4 dy do+ Gp aT 
and 

d aU dUy, , aU Te =dlog T+3d log y+ x en ge) dot Gp alg. (4) 
In order that this may acai a complete differential, 

ae dv av a T must b lete differential ta. Ot an og 1 must be a complete ditfe 

of nl of vand T. Let wu be this sae then 

dU all 1du | __ du 

TT do Te) Ot pgp a= Fe dot onal 
ee all fs dU’ 
= ay ~ ae) 

and 
du _14dU. 
i on gD 

and as ’ 
fd dud du 

dV dv ~ dv dT’ 

17d gu i.) 170 ide te 
arg lene =m Ge as) = “Dds dt? 

dU _ du! Jes @ ae (5)* 
dv du} aT dv’ SU 

which is the condition necessary to make a a complete dif- 

ferential. 
Then 

- a d dU’ dU | oP =dlog T+ 3dlog»— 4, — — de+ + dog T (6) 
wor P+ elOk UT). cs kk (7) 

If, however, such a relation should exist between the volume 

* The original determination of this necessary condition of any system 
to which the second law will apply is due to Mr. S. H. ee In the 

dx 
notation of M. Boltzmann 7, is represented by = male ay by ds" 

2C 2 
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and temperature that v may be expressed as /(T), ~ must in 

any case be a complete differential. This latter relation is 
assumed by M. Szily when he puts »=/(&) or /’(&), taking 
for granted that the path of the state must be capable of expres- 
sion by some such equation. In a paper ‘On the Moving 
Force of Heat,”’ printed in the Philosophical Magazine in 1851 
({IV.] vol. ii. p. 1), M. Clausius pointed out that under such 
circumstances dQ also is a complete differential. 

ATE, d dU’ 
adv & dam 

but is not necessarily the only hypothesis which will satisfy 

The hypothesis of Boltzmann gives 

this condition and make a complete differential indepen- 

dently of any constant relation between v and T. 
The equations above obtained require some modification to 

meet the case of a gas supposed to consist of molecules the 
elements of which possess internal energy. 

There are two ways of applying the formula of Clausius 
(which in any case holds good) to such a gas. (1) We may 
consider T to represent the kinetic energy of the molecules 
only, and 2>(4Rr) the virials of the intermolecular forces 
only. T then corresponds to temperature, and we may, in the 
application of this formula, disregard the internal motions and 
forces of the elements of the molecules. 

Or (2) we may regard T as the total energy, and =3(4 Rr) 
as the sum of the virials of all forces whatever. But then T 
ceases to correspond in the same manner to temperature, and 
that part of T which represents the internal energy of the mo- 
lecules is equal to that part of 2 %(4 Rr) which represents 
the virials of the internal forces taken negatively. 

These latter do not vary with the change of v, or affect 
dU T,+T 6's ohh 
ip Here n1=3 x - i) ema dv —3 a and 

T, aU’ 
=3— a? e ° . ° e ° (8) 

where T, is the kinetic energy of the molecules, and T, their 
/ 

internal energy, and a dv is the hypothetical change of po- 

tential of the intermolecular forces only—the same result as 
we should have obtained by neglecting altogether the effect 
of the latter portion of T, and also the internal forces of the 
molecules, 
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__ Now it has been shown by Boltzmann that if, in such a gas, 
the number of variables in each molecule be n, the total energy 
Tis to the energy of translation T, as n to 3, or 

ne 3 
We have therefore 

2T d a” 
pdo= — ae el dR hen aD) 

and 

dQ _ 2 dh. Au’ dU 
7 dlog T+ _ Clog 0 a Tp et ay os I. CIO) 

Or, observing that T, and not T is here the measure of tempe- 
ature, we may write 

eQ on 4 a (dU# dU 
a = 3 d log T,+2dlog Cir dT, do dv == dl, d log Ty, (11) 

dQ the condition necessary to make 7 or an exact differen- 
1 

tial remaining the same as in the case first examined, as ex- 
/ 

pressed in equation (5), except that = dv is not the varia- 

tion of the total potential upon the hypothesis of uniform ex- 
pansion at any instant, but only such variation of the potential 
of the forces between the molecules. 

XLV. On some Problems connected with the Flow of Electricity 
ina Plane.. By Outver J. Lopex, B.Sc.* | 

| hee following paper may be regarded as a sort of appendix 
to a paper by Professor G. C. Foster and myself, entitled 

“On the Flow of Electricity in a uniform plane Conducting 
Surface,” and published in the Philosophical Magazine for May, 
June, and December 1875 ([IV.] vol. xlix. pp. 885-400 and 
453-471, and vol. l. pp. 475-489), in which the known laws 
of the flow of electricity in an unlimited plane were deduced 
from the fundamental idea that the effects of any number of 
poles could be obtained by simple summation of the effects due 
to each pole separately, without using any mathematics higher 
han elementary algebra. Several questions arose in the course 
of the paper which it was not thought advisable to consider 
then, but some of which seemed to deserve a separate treat- 

* Read before the Physical Society on the 26th of February and the 
25th of March, 1876. Communicated by the Society. 
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ment; these are the subjects I propose to develop in the pre- 
sent communication. 

§ 1. Imagine a plane sheet, some portions haying infinite 
conducting-power, other portions consisting of ordinary matter, 
and again other portions possessing infinite resisting-power, 
The whole extent of any of the infinitely conducting regions 
will have a uniform potential ; and hence the bounding line 
between any such region and the ordinary matter of the sheet 
must be an equipotential line. Further, if one defines a line 
of flow or stream-line as a line across which no electricity passes, 
the boundary line between the ordinary matter of the sheet and 
an infinitely resisting region must be a line of flow, for no elec- 
tricity can possibly get across it. Such a sheet will therefore 
contain a certain number of flow-lines and a-certain number of 
equipotential lines. Moreover let the potential of any one of the 
conducting regions be maintained higher than that of some 
other one, then in general a uniform flow of electricity will 
take place throughout the whole of the ordinary matter of the 
sheet, which will therefore contain additional stream-lines and 
equipotential lines, whose arrangement will depend on the situa- 
tions and potentials of the various non-material regions. 

Some general properties of the equipotential and stream- 
lines were pointed out in § 35 of the paper referred to. One 
of these properties is, of course, that the lines of one system cut 
the lines of the other orthogonally ; a more general statement 
is the following. If a flow-line passes n times through a given 
point of the sheet, it will form at that point an equiangular 

pencil whose 2n rays meet each other at an angle my and if no 

pole exists at the meeting-point it will be a point of no flow, 
and an equipotential line will also pass 7 times through the same 
point, making an equiangular pencil the same in all respects as 

the former, but turned through an angle of aa so that its rays 

bisect the angles of the first pencil. The ordinary orthogonal 
section is the special case of this whenn=1. ‘The special case 
n= is obtained if, in the sheet imagined above, one of the 
conducting regions touches one of the resisting regions along 
a line ; when this happens, the line separating the two may be 
regarded indifferently as a stream-line or as an equipotential 
line. 

There are then two ways of making any given line a stream- 
line—viz. either by arranging the non-conducting regions so 
that the line shall bound one of them, or else by arranging the 
conducting regions and their potentials in such a way that 
none of the flow of electricity shall take place across any por- 
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tion of the given line. Similarly any line may be made an 
equipotential line, either by making it bound a region of infi- 
nite conductivity, or else by adjusting the potentials and posi- 
tions of these same regions so that no part of the flow shall take 
place along the given line. 

Such a sheet as we have imagined can be approximated to 
by a piece of tinfoil cut to any shape, with any number of holes 
in it, and having on its surface blocks of clean copper which 
are connected with a thermo-pile or other means of maintaining 
constant difference of potential. 

§ 2. The conditions of flow in such a sheet, however, are in 
general unknown. Butif infinitely resisting regions are absent, 
and if the infinitely conducting regions are reduced to mere 
points of infinite potential, we get the case of an unlimited 
sheet containing point poles ; and in this all the conditions of 
the flow are completely known for every point of the sheet. 
Thus the potential at any point distant 7, 7... from the poles 
which emit quantities of electricity q1, g2.-. in unit time, and 
which tend to produce potentials $;, ¢,... at unit distance 
from themselves, is (§ 33 of the former paper) 

1 
Ve2d— 552g log”, . bike earths. 97 agy ih ae) 

where 6 is the thickness and « the specific conductivity of the 
sheet ; and from this expression stream-line equations and 
resistance expressions follow. - 
So, then, the problem of finding the flow conditions in any 
bounded sheet containing point poles will be solved if we can 
imitate the electrical boundary conditions in an unlimited sheet 
by introducing extra point poles into it. These additional poles 
are called images in the boundary, because they produce the 
same effect in the given portion of the sheet as the boundaries 
themselves produced—just as the illumination inside a mirror- 
walled room containing candles would be imitated in unlimited 
space by placing extra candles at all the points occupied by 
the images of the original candles in the mirrors. 

Images in rectilinear boundaries. 
§ 3. Now let it be required to cause a given straight line in 

an infinite sheet of tinfoil to be a stream-line. All that is ne- 
cessary is to arrange all the blocks of copper in the sheet sym- 
metrically with respect to this line ; that is to say, they must 
either be placed symmetrically upon the line, or they must 
be placed in pairs one on each side of it and at equal distances 
from it. It is usual to express this fact in the inverse way 
thus :—The image of a pole in a straight flow-line is a pole of 
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the same size, shape, and strength, and situated at an equal 
distance on the other side of the line so as to be opposite to the 
first pole. 

Again, in order to make a given straight line into an equi- 
potential line, the blocks must be arranged kon ae 
with respect to the line—that is to say, in pairs one on eac 
side of it and at equal distances from it, but the sign of one of 
the constituents of each pair must be opposite to that of the 
other. This fact is expressed thus :—The image of a pole in a 
straight equipotential line is a pole of the same size, shape, and 
numerical strength, but of opposite sign, and situated at an 
equal distance on the other side of the line. 

Hence, if we have given a sheet of tinfoil bounded by a 
straight edge (7. e. by astraight flow-line) and with any distri- 
bution of poles in it whatever, and we wish to find the distri- 
bution of poles which would make that straight line a flow- 
line in the unlimited sheet, we have only to regard the line as 
a plane mirror whose silvered face is turned towards the sheet, 
and the optical images of the several poles will give the distri- 
bution required. ‘The distribution of poles will be obtained in 
the same way if the boundary is a straight band of copper (4. e. 
an equipotential line) ; butin this case the sign of every image 
must be reversed. 

§ 4. Now take a sheet bounded by two straight flow-lines 
intersecting one another at any angle @: every pole in such a 
sheet will be reflected backwards and forwards between the 
two edges according to optical laws ; and hence it should have 
a finite series of images lying on a circle and agreeing with 
those in the kaleidoscope, the reflection coming to an end as 
soon as a couple of images fall in the space which is behind 
both mirrors. But here arises a difficulty. When @ is a sub- 
multiple of 7, the last couple of images coincide and the whole 
set is symmetrical with respect to both the straight lines, as is 
required. But if @ is not a submultiple of 7, all that happens 
in the case of the kaleidoscope is that the last two images sepa- 
rate, the apparent number of images being simply increased 
by 1. But now the images are not arranged symmetrically 
with respect to both the straight lines, and hence they cannot 
both be flow-lines. In order to obtain symmetry, it is neces- 
sary to continue the reflecting process as if the back of the 
mirrors were silvered as well as the front ; and in that case, of 
course, the number of images becomes infinite. But then some 
of these infinite images will fall inside the angle @ (that is, will 
come into the sheet itself), which will be inconsistent with the 
given distribution of poles in the sheet. Hence it appears to 
be impossible for the uniform infinite sheet to contain two 
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straight flow-lines which enclose any angle but a submultiple 
of 7, unless the poles are put infinitely close together, forming 
a complete circular ring whose centre is at the intersection of 
the two lines; and in this case every straight line drawn in the 

sheet from this centre is a flow-line. 
_ Another way of expressing the facts is to say that both sides 
of every flow-line are to be regarded as mirrors, and its images 
as always infinite in number though often coincident with one 
another, and that the problem of reducing the bounded case 
to that of the infinite sheet becomes impossible whenever the 
images reflected back into the sheet itself do not coincide both 
in sign and position with the images already there. Similar 
statements are true of the images in a pair of intersecting equi- 
potential lines. 

Another distinction between optical and electrical reflection 
is, that when two optical images coincide their light-emitting 
powers are added, but, in the electrical case, coincidence of one 
image with another does not increase its strength. These dif- 
ferences appear to forbid our imagining that there is any phy- 
sical meaning in electrical reflection at boundaries analogous 
to the physical reflection of the waves of light in a mirror. 

§ 5. Consider now the images of a point inside a polygon of 
n sides. We have seen that, without silvering both faces of the 
boundaries and thereby introducing an unconscionable number 
of images, some of them real, we can only. treat angles that are 
submultiples of 7 by the method of images. Hence obtuse angles 
less than 7 are not allowable. This condition at once excludes all 
polygons of more than four sides; for as the largest interior angle 

of a polygon of n sides cannot be less than ae m, and as it 

must be less than or equal to By it is necessary that n shall be 

equal to or less than 4. And if n=4, the polygon must be 
equiangular, that is, must be a rectangle. If n=3, the tri- 
angles whose angles are submultiples of 7 are the equiangular, 
the isosceles right angled, and the one whose angles are 90°, 
60°, and 30°. The pseudo-triangle whose angles are 90°, 90°, 
and 0° is also a possible case, and is treated below as a special 
case of the circular sector. 

I have not mentioned the case when 7 itself is one of the 
angles of a polygon, because this merely reduces the polygon 
to one of n—1 sides; but there is the case of the equiangular 
polygon with all its angles 7, viz. the circle, about which a 
little shall be said later. 

The images of a point in a rectangle occur in groups of four 
surrounding the vertices of rectangles whose linear dimensions 
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are twice those of the original one, and which cover all the 
plane. 

The images of a point in an equilateral triangle occur in 
groups of six surrounding the vertices of triangles V8 times 
the linear dimensions of the original one, and covering all the 
plane. 

Application of images to certain cases of bounded plates. 

§ 6. Now although the potential of any point is really deter- 
mined by (A), § 2, as soon as we know the positions of all the 
images in the sheet, the expression is not in a practicable form ; 
and it would not in the majority of cases be readily possible to 
bring it to such a form. The way to proceed in such cases is 
to consider what is required of the potential, and then to write — 
down a function of «+ iy, 

W = V+ Ui, 

such that the real part satisfies all the conditions required of 
the potential function, viz. to remain together with its deriva- 
tives continuous and finite all over the sheet except at the poles 
and their images, where it is to become infinite like glogr, 
to fulfil certain given conditions at the boundary, and to 
satisfy the equation 

av ct cr 
A 

This being done, V= const. will represent the equipotential 
lines, and U= const. the stream-lines, and the components 

a ar of the flow at any point can be obtained. In this way 

Dr. EH. Jochmann* has expressed all the conditions of the flow 
in a rectangle, bounded either by stream-lines or by equipoten- 
tial lines, or by both. 

§ 7. But though the potential expression (A) is often of 
impracticable form, the expression for the resistance of a con- 
ductor, which follows from it, is simpler, and admits of being 
reduced to a useful form with much ease in many cases. Hx- 
pressions so obtained may serve to verify the results of 
more abstruse and general processes ; but the principal reason 
for entering into the subject is that the expressions themselves 
and several of the continued products which lead to them seem 
to be of some little mathematical interest. 

* “Ueber einige Aufgaben, welche die Theorie des logarithmischen 
Potentials und den Durchgang eines constanten elektrischen Stroms durch 
eine Ebene betreffen,” von Dr. E. Jochmann in Berlin. Schlomilch, Zedt- 
schrift fir Mathematik, 1865, p. 48. 
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Resistance of some rectilinear figures to the current flowing 
between two small circular electrodes. 

§ 8. Let us first remind ourselves how the general resistance- 
expression is obtained. Given an infinite sheet with any num- 
ber & of equal sources A;,Az,...A,and the same number of equal 
sinks B,, B,,... B, in it, the resistance between the two equipo- 
tential lines which pass through any two fixed points P and Q 
is given by Ohm’s law as 

where V» stands for the actual potential at the point P, and 
kq stands for the whole strength of current flowing in the 
sheet—that is to say, for the quantity of electricity emitted by 
each source per second, multiplied by the number of sources. 
Now (A) gives as the potential at any point P 

AB BP a, 
ee ee a ee / P SP. BP a. (A)  QarKd 

hence 
at LGA Gh be EP... 

Rrq= Qharnd log B,Q e BQ ese AP ° A,P eee beg -) 

And these expressions are perfectly general ; for unequal poles 
may be regarded as aggregations of equal ones, and the num- 
ber of sinks must always be equal to the number of sources, 
although some of them may often be at infinity. 
Now we know that the equipotential lines of high potential 

break up into & portions which ultimately become little circles, 
one surrounding each source. Similarly the lines of low po- 
tential surround the sinks. Take the point P on the circum- 
ference of one of these little circles (radius p,), that surround- 
ing the source A say (omitting its suffix); and take the point 
Q on acircle (radius p,) surrounding the sink B. Then the 
resistance between the two small circular electrodes A and B 
is & times as much as that offered by the sheet to the 2k poles, 
or 

Raz — 
uh Se eee 
gam Oy AA EE EI Be 

where the higher powers of p,; and pg are neglected. Since 
they are both small there is no necessity to distinguish them, 
and p? may be written for their product. Moreover in very 
many cases the sources and sinks will be similarly arranged ; so 
that the two fractions which are multiplied together inside the 
brackets of («) are equal to one another, and we may then use 
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the simplified expression 

eras | AB.A,B.A,B... | 
Ran= ri AA. Aha + ® 

§ 9. Before proceeding to apply the image theory and this 
expression to the general case of a two-sided figure, it will be 
well to consider a special case or two,—and first the very 
simple case of a parallel-sided strip of breadth s, with the two 
poles, A and B, one on each side of the strip and opposite to one 
another (fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

A will be reflected in the“ opposite side, its image A, being 
at a distance s from that side and from B; then A, will be 
reflected, its image A, being 2s distant from A and 3s from B; 
then A, will be reflected, and so on. The images of B will 
evidently be similarly arranged to those of A mutatis mutandis; 
so we may use the second of the resistance-formulze 

R= aig AB.A,B... 
~ 1K © po Ayko cae 

doubling it because the poles are only halfway on the sheet 
(see below, § 22). Now 

AB =A,B=s, A,A=A,A=2s, 

A,B=A;B=3s, A;A=A,A=4s, 

A,B = Avie, ° ° . ° 

Hence the above product becomes 
s 1.3.3.5.5.7... 
692.20, 06 Ove 

which equals hy oe 
p 7 

Therefore 2 2s 
i Ma log Tp es, ag Von fet oy are ee (1) 
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§ 10. One more special case of the infinite strip I will take, 
because a constantly occurring product occurs here in its sim- 
plest form. Let the two poles be both on the same side of the 
strip and at a distance c from one another. The images of A 

Fi Hobive atid tho-protacbe ee ov aguas are just as before, and the produc 7k AA, quals 

{ Gr) Dt piet!) O25? eet de Ss ee 1 
p” mt a, 4252 4292 

. 1 1C 
sinh — 

2s 

Therefore 
2 2S i bis THe 

R= TS log e sinh =) ° Si, Oe wel wh Le (2) 

Similarly, if we had taken the poles one on each side of the 
strip, but, instead of opposite each other as at first, at a distance 
e from one another measured parallel to the sides of the strip, 
we should have obtained 

R= Fs loe (= woes iy ec odalliat oP 3) 

If s be made infinite, (2) becomes Z — slog , Which is the 

correct expression for the case of two esis on the edge of half 
an infinite sheet. If s is small, (2) and (3) become equal; 

* Here and elsewhere sinh x may be considered merely an abbreviation 
er —e—wt 

for —3—, or as equal to = sin, Similarly 

er e—# ° cosh ¢= is ) or = cost, 

and 
er — 

tanh ex OO == tan tx, 
Sieg 0: 

where 7=,/—1. It is useful to remember that 

cosh’?z— sinh? z=1, 
that 

sinhO= tanh0O= sin0=0, 
that 

cosh O= tanhoo =1, 
and that 

sinh o = cosh oo = $e” 
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and if s=p, they reduce to R= a (neglecting the small 

term — = log 7), which is right for the resistance of a wire 

or thin strip of sectional area pdand length c. The presence of 
the term neglected in comparison with a term which has p in its 
denominator, can be accounted for by remembering that the elec- 
trodes are not exactly straight bars at a distance c, but quadrants 
of small circles whose centres are distant c from one another. 

§ 11. We may also consider one special case of the infinite 
“wedge” or irregular two-sided polygon. Let the two poles 
be one on éach side of the wedge at the same distance 7 from its 

angle O, and call this angle 0= = (n integer). The images of A 

will lie on a circle with centre O (fig. 2), as in the kaleidoscope. 
Fig. 2. 

Then 
ae aes 

A B=A,B=2pr sin 55 A,A=A,A=2r sin >> 

. 40 
A,B=A;B=2r7 sin = -A,A=A,A=2?r sin 9? 

so the product which occurs in (8) equals 
. on—l 

sin 0 
ae SE a PE ead when n is even, 29 . 30.50 | wotg 2 | 

Dp sin 9 sin. Bee 9° ava sin 9 

Pe gia INA oi EN ge | 

P sin? =e sin? <> sin? e ar | sin? p 

sin’ when 2 is odd. 
erly Z 
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But we know from Trigonometry that 
n—1 

oie ea | RS 
ey eat” 7 ee eee ’ 

sin —— 7 
2n 

and that 
: n—-27 

sin — sin Bn Oe - 
mer ee 2) eg a vis 

sin =——= 97 
2n 

the upper termination to be taken when n is even, the lower 
when nis odd. Hence the above product equals 

2n 1 
d i an ves 2 Be fue 2s 

R= — slog = Fe see cep! Ae nagedh eS) 

if one writes s for the arc subtending @ of the circle whose 
radius is 7. 

Notice here the close resemblance to (1), becoming identity 
when r=, and also the sort of circular analogy to Wallis’s 

form of 5 which one gets by taking arcual instead of linear 

distances in fig. 2 for the product of (@). 
‘The circle on which all the poles lie is a flow-line by sym- 

metry ; and hence the resistance of the sector A O B is twice 
that of the wedge. 

General resistance of a “ Wedge,” or two-sided polygon, 
poles any where. 

§ 12. If we obtain an expression for the case of two poles A 
and B, it will be little more than a matter of writing to extend 
it to any number. Let OX and OY be the two sides of the 

wedge, the angle Y O X being 0= = Call the distance OA, 

7,; and the angle A O X, a (fig. 3); and let (72, 8) denote the 
point B. The imagesofAwillliein - Fig. 3. 
pairs ona circle of radius 7, those of 
Bonacircle of radius 7.; and to find y 
the value of the products which occur 
in the general expression («#) we may 

_ make use of Cotes’s (or Demoivre’s) 
property of the circle, which says 
that, if m points equisect the circum- 
ference of a circle of radius 7,, the 
product of their distances from an- ° 
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other point, distant 7, from the centre of the circle and 
J (71 — 27172 cos +73) from the nearest of the m points, will 
be equal to 

J (ry 20777 cosmp+re”). .« « « « (C) 

To apply this theorem to the present case we must consider 
the images of A in‘two sets:—one set including A itself and all 
its images whose angular distance from it is some multiple of 
20; the other set containing all the remaining images, which will 
alternate with those of the first set, and will like them divide 
the circle into n equal parts. The product of all the distances 
of the first set from the point B will be given by (C) if we put 

nm=n= a and ¢=a—; the product for the second set will 

only differ in having ¢=a+ 8. From the symmetry of the 
expression, it follows that the product of the distances of the 
images of B from the point A will be the same as that of the 
images of A from the point B: Hence the numerator of (a) 
is determined. As for the denominator, the product of the 
distances of the second set of images of A from the point A is 

277 sin ne. 
The product of the first set appears to be zero, since A itself is 
one of the set; but remembering that the point to which dis- 
tances are properly measured is not the actual pole A but a 
point on the circumference of its small electrode (§ 8), we see 
that the product becomes 

A—(4—pyr=mip, 
neglecting high powers of p. So the whole product of the A’s 
from A is 2np7?"-! sin na; similarly the product of the B’s 
from B will be 

2npr2"—) sin nB. 

Hence the resistance-expression («) reduces to 

1 
= 27K6 log 

(8 = 2i rg ren n(a— 8) rg) Ce Seis eon 
An’*p?r2"— 1722-1 sin na. sin nB ‘ 

or, as it is often more conyenient to write it, 7 

~~ QarKd oe 
~~ 

as ip) n r} n ip) n 

a +2] —2 co = —-| +=; — { \ts v1 cosna—B Py ry 2cosna+B 
2 a ee 

p An? sin na .sin n3 
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-§ 13. A few special cases of this may be recorded. 
When 7,=7%, it becomes 

1 ¢ Cos na— cos nb 

mks 2 \p° n/(sin ne. sin nB/ te 

If at the same time « be made zero and B=8@, we ought to get 
(4); but we must remember that @ is not actually to vanish, 

it is to become very small and equal to & which is a sort of 
p 

compromise between ” the greatest value it could vanish with, 

and _ the least. So putting 

n= £, p=6— = 

(6) becomes 

ei. aay eae 1 2 
TKS © G np TKS Snp’ 

2r 

which agrees with (4). 
Going back to 7, and 7, unequal, let us put both poles on 

OX—that is, write 

a=0= and s=0= P 
sa | 

(5) will become 

- lo (fe =): e e e e e (7) 

TKO 8 ip ee eS ; 

and this reduces to (2) when 7 is made infinite. 
Similarly if the poles were placed one on OX and the other 

on OY, we should get 

EZLiGe ate Sea ye nvidia my (8) 
ey ae ear eS a TKO wet. Fo 

: s 
and this reduces to (3) when 7,=7,+c=, and d= 7 ==. 

One more case is worth mentioning, viz. when one of the 
poles, say B, is on the angle of the wedge at O. To give 
this, 72=p and (6 being any thing between 0 and @, n@ will be 

any thing between 0 and 7, say _ ) sin nB =1, so 

a i ge z 

a 27K log a= “Qn sin = oer (9) 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1876. 2D 
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If at the same time A is on OX or OY, this becomes 
‘ 

n+1 ry a) 10Y 
KS log {2 (2 = e . > ° ° ( ) 

A direct application of Cotes’s property and equation (B) 
to this last case gives us as the perfectly accurate expression 

1 

n 1 T— ps n lec eget | ( 1 2 ) } veg ad * (10) 

me SU py RG py S 
whatever be the size of the electrodes, provided that they be taken 
of such shape as to fit the equipotential lines passing through 

the two points P and Q to which distances are measured, Both 

these points are on the line AB, one of them distant p, from 

A, the other p, from B. This expression will reduce to (10)’ 

when p; and py are regarded as small quantities of the first order. 

§ 14. Although all these expressions are proved only when @ 
is a submultiple of 7, yet by continuity they would seem likely 
to hold true always. If so, we have expressed the resistance 
of a Riemann’s surface of any number of leaves, but all con- 
nected at one branch-point O. 

General resistance of a “ Strip,” or regular two-sided polygon 
poles anywhere. Fig. 4. 

§ 15. The strip being a special case of the 
wedge, its resistance will follow directly from 
(5)* by making @ vanish. We must substitute 

s=r0, anne, O=np, C=ream 

and then make 7;=7,+¢ infinite, keeping ¢, a; 
b, s all finite (fig. 4). The substitutions give 3uB 
us 

eae Ef On ei i ee 
42= 59; re) zoe 6, n= ) = : 5 i a 

so the resistance (5)/ becomes 

i 
MS aaa ) 

2 (cosh ar — COS a=" \ cosh oar — COS Bin 
rae 8 8 8 8 j (11) 

Tp” : ba} ; e aT e 

plas sin 
s s 

* It might be objected that when z is made large, higher powers of p in 
the expansion of (7—p)” may not be neglected, as was done in the process 
of obtaining (5). This would be true if the size of nm were merely due to 
the shutting up of 6 with a constant 7"; but in our present case r is also 
large, and the expansion is in descending powers of 7. 
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_ § 16. For the case when both poles are at the same distance 
from the sides of the strip, or a=b, this becomes 

1 2s e oo ao on os 2 
ae = sii Sb ant Be 
TKO log Tp _ 2s 2am ee) 

1— CoB —— 

and if they are also bothin the middle of the strip, it simplifies 
to 

1 8 jis) 4. mre 
aba (= sinh *), Seat has Ave eae 

which is just half (2), as it ought to be. I write out this par- 
ticularly, because this case has been already studied by Stefan, 
and experimentally verified by von Obermayr (Wien. Akad. 
Ber. 1869, vol. lx. part 2. p.245). Stefan, it seems, wrote the 
expression he obtained a em altering his letter 8), 

1 
oo. 3 arp imp +o 

and this is identical with (2)’. 
§ 17. It seems as if expressions like the above might pos- 

sibly be employed in obtaining the values of certain continued 
products. ‘Thus to take (12) as an example. 

The direct geometrical product for this case, occurring in (8), 
is the root of 

8a 252s. e420 dpa, Ae. 4040420, 6a —B0.... 
pao 

log (es —e~ 3); 

where ks+ 2a is an abbreviation for 1+ 
C 
Ae 

Now one portion of this we know (cf. § 10), 

{+ £)0+ (0+ dade fC ah EY etry 
and as ee 5 equals the square of the rational part of the quan- 

tity inside the brackets of (12), it follows that the square of 
the irrational part is equal to the remaining factors of the above 
product. It may be written 

cosh “2 — cos as sinh? ld 

2am an a —a(lt 7 <2) (14 Gay) 
1— BOE 5 sa : 

(1+ crap) (1+ ee scape 

merely putting s instead of 2s, and a instead of 2a. 
2 
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Whether this result is otherwise obvious or not, it will serve 
as an example of how new products might sometimes be evalu- 
ated from resistance-expressions. 

General resistance of a circular sector. 

§ 18. The resistance of a circular sector containing two 
poles A and B will be twice the resistance of a wedge with the 
same angle, but in which, besides the poles A and B, there 
also exist poles A’ and B’ at the points inverse to A and B with 
regard to the circle of which the sector is a part ; that i is, calling 

R the radius of the sector, O A’= coy OP = . —, The eee 
2 

pression for the resistance will be (5) i an additional 
expression 

R= (5) + Fred 8 

26s 
3 me 

= WTGa. TC 
2 sinh - sinh = 7 ar 

{=} + af mat EAS +e TP cosa +B 

(Fl 3 Ae Zz: + 7)" 2cos2ne)* je +f —2cos2nB 

§ 19. When the angle ee the sector vanishes by R becomin 
infinite, we get the case of a strip bounded towards one end, 
or what may be ealled an isosceles triangle whose equal angles 

are The pole A being at a distance ¢; from the base and 
sy 
x 

a from one of the sides, while B is at a distance 6 from the 
same side, ¢, from the base, the above expression reduces to 

R= (Q)+ 55 log 
KO 

( cosh 2 oF a © =) ( Cosh ae a m) 

wo) ~ (co e i ~via ee 

where the ¢ in (11) may be written ¢,—c¢ for be he 
It may be noticed that the additional quantity in (14) vanishes 

when ¢; and ¢, are infinite; but becomes the same as (11) 

when ¢ and cz are made small and equal to : ; and this is just 

what it ought to do. 
§ 20. The quantity which is added to (11) to give (14) may 

be called the “ effect of the boundary ”’ which limits the strip 
at one end. If we added a boundary to the other end of the 
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strip also, it would become a rectangle of breadth s and length 
(+ ¢3 or ¢2+c,; and by adding another quantity to (11) similar 
o the above, but with c; and c, instead of c, and c, (that is, by 
adding a quantity which approximates to the effect of the new 
boundary), we should obtain an approximation to the resist- 
ance of a rectangle, which is a pretty close one if the c are larger 
han the s. Such an approximate expression, however, has no 
particular interest. It is easy to write down the products oc- 
urring in (a) for the general case of a rectangle ; but their 

evaluation does not appear to be so simple. 

Distribution of potential in a “ wedge” containing any 
number of point poles. 

§ 21. All the flow-conditions in a wedge whose angle is = 

are determined completely by writing out the particular form 
assumed by the general expression (A)’, § 8, for this case. 
he polar coordinates of the sources being (7, «), (94, @)..., 

and of the sinks being (72, 8), (72, B’)..., the potential at any 
point (7, ) is 

V log Ne a 
Arkd 

(7 — 27", cos nb—B + rs) (72 —2Qr"s cos nb+ B +73") (15) 

(72” — 297 cos npb—a& +71") (72 —Qr"r} cosnd+a+ry” 

+ similar terms with accented coordinates for every other pair 
of poles which the sheet may contain. 

When the wedge becomes a “strip ” of breadth s, the above 
expression gives, as the potential of any point (2, ¥), 

log 

7 — COS Sot ) (cosh 7 — COS Oa op ) 
rie a » = , © 16) 

Y= Ui cos *— "tm ) ( cosh YH 17 — COS on 
s s 

¥ A4irK6 

here the sources are (2, ¥1), (21, y/1)+.+, the sinks (a, ye), 
x's, y',)..., and where one side side of the strip is taken as the 

[To be continued. | 
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XLVI. On the Determination of the Longitude of Cairo from 
Greenwich by the Exchange of Telegraph-Signals. By Cap- 
tain C. OrpE Browne, Chief of Egypt Transit-of- Venus 
Expedition™. 

GYPT having been chosen by the Astronomer Royal as 
the position for a group of stations for the observation — 

of the retarded egress of Venus in transit on Dec. 8, 1874, the — 
question arose as to the feasibility of employing the telegraph | 
connexions between England and Egypt to exchange time-_ 
signals, in order to determine the longitude from Greenwich. 
The Astronomer Royal decided to make trial of this method, 
if a reliable signal could be obtained through the cable of the 
Hastern Telegraph Company, when such connexions should be 
made as would bring the English end of the cable into direct 
circuit with that at Alexandria. 

With a view to ascertaining this, the Astronomer Royal 
sent me twice to Porthcurnow, in Cornwall, where the cable 
comes to land, and where the Eastern Telegraph Company ~ 
have their terminal station, under the direction of Mr. Edward 
Bull, to whom the Directors had kindly sent instructions em- 
powering him to devote the cable to the purposes of the ex- 
periment for as long a time as might be required. It is not 
too much to say that to Mr. Bull’s services in suggesting expe- 
dients, and to his determination and perseverance, is to be at- 
tributed the success in getting the signals through so great a 
length of line. 

_ From Porthcurnow there run two cables—one coming to 
land at Vigo, which is connected by a separate length of cable 
with Lisbon, the other proceeding direct from Portheurnow 
to Lisbon. A single cabie runs from Lisbon to Gibraltar, and 
another from Gibraltar to Malta. From Malta two cables 
run to Alexandria. 

To connect Porthcurnow directly with Alexandria, then, it 
is necessary to “join up” the cable-ends at Malta, Gibraltar, 
and Lisbon, and, if the Vigo cable be used, at Vigo also; and 
in the experiment that eventually took place this was the line 
employed. The particulars of the cables thus brought into the 
circuit are given hereafter. 

On the occasion of the second preliminary experiment, Mr. 
Hillis, of the Royal Observatory, and Mr. 8. Hunter, of the 
Transit-of-Venus Expedition, who had been appointed by the 
Astronomer Royal to conduct the work in concert with the 
officers of the Telegraph Company at Porthcurnow and at 
Alexandria respectively, came down to Porthcurnow, and 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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made an exchange of signals through the circuit formed 
by the cable lines extending from Porthcurnow to Vigo, and 
so through Lisbon, and back by the direct cable to Porth- 
curnow. By this means experience was obtained by the 
observers at the opposite ends of a cable 1734 knots in 
length ; that is to say, more than half the length of the Porth- 
curnow-and-Alexandria Cable. This was a valuable preli- 
minary experiment, because the observers at the opposite ex- 
tremities of the cable were sitting side by side, and able to 
compare and rectify faults together. 

The first object of the Porthcurnow experiments was to 
ascertain the possibility of getting a reliable signal through 
the great length of cable between Cornwall and Alexandria, 
which, it may be observed, is not only 638 knots longer than 
the Transatlantic one, but has also a much smaller section of 
copper*. Further, it was necessary to decide what arrange- 
ment of apparatus to employ, and to take steps to ensure the 
same conditions being observed at Porthcurnow and Alexan- 
dria when the actual experiment took place. It was found 
when Thomson’s reflecting galvanometer was employed in the 
usual way, that the movement of the beam of light was feeble, 
but that with an arrangement proposed by Mr. Bull, an amply 
sufficient length of travel was obtained. 

This arrangement consisted in the attachment of the small 
mirror to the coil of a Thomson’s recorder, by which the for- 
mer was rendered much more sensitive than when used on the 
ordinary galvanometer by being brought into a strong mag- 
netic field f. 

Signals were made with and without condensers. When 
no condenser was used, the beam came to no fixed zero posi- 
tion, but was subject to continual fluctuation. On the other 
hand, when a condenser was employed at the sending end, the 
travel of the beam of light was not sufficient to furnish a re- 
liable signal. 

The following was the arrangement finally adopted:—A 
condenser was employed at the receiving end only, between 
the line and instrument. The mirror was used on the recorder 

* The Porthcurnow-and-Alexandria cable is 8222 knots, and the French 
cable from Brest to St. Pierre 2584 knots in length. The copper and 
gutta-percha coatings are respectively 120 Ibs. and 175 lbs. for the Knglish, 
apd 400 Ibs. both of copper and of gutta-percha for the French cable per 

ot. 
+ In the Thomson recorder a coil of very fine wire is suspended verti- 

cally between the extremities of a powerful electromagnet depending on 
the action of a special battery. The coil is brought into the actual line 
circuit. Hence a slight current through the line causes strong movement 
of the coil ; indeed the object of the arrangement is strength as much ag 
extreme sensitiveness, 
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in the manner proposed by Mr. Bull—an instrument being 
lent by him at my request to take out to Alexandria, in order 
to ensure the same conditions being observed at both ends of 
the cable. 

Mr. Cromwell Varley, F.R.S., was consulted as to the par- 
ticular character of signal that his experience in the Atlantic 
exchanges led him to prefer. He recommended the use of the 
signal made on the “break” of current, rather than that given 
by the “ make,”’ because in the former case, the battery bein 
put out of circuit, the danger of irregularity due to unequa 
resistances in the batteries employed at the terminal stations 
would be avoided. He also advised that the transit of the beam 
of light across a line about the middle of its stroke, where its 
rate of motion was greatest, should be observed, rather than its 
first movement. ‘To do this, he proposed that the length of 
travel of the beam should be first observed on a scale, and the 
halfway line marked, the zero-point being brought to the 
standing position of the beam a little before the time at which 
each signal should be due; the current to be made for 50 seconds 
and broken for 10 seconds, the direction of the current being 
reversed for each successive signal. At the same time Mr. 
Varley suggested an ingenious way of ascertaining the effect 
of earth-currents on the signals. or this purpose the transits 
of the beam of light across lines made at points at + and ? the 
length of travel were to be observed. The interval of time 
between these transits being a function of the time of retarda- 
tion of current, a comparison of results obtained at each end 
would give the relative effect of earth-currents or other re- 
tarding influences. For this, however, it would be necessary that 
the travel of the beam should be exactly the same in each case, 
and that the observation made at these two points of the same 
movement, which was a difficult matter, should be very accurate. 
Besides this, a considerable number of signals might have to 
be devoted to this work. Altogether, the Astronomer Royal 
decided not to attempt such an investigation; but he directed 
that one hour out of every four should be given to the obser- 
vation of the start of the beam at the ‘‘make”’ and “ break” 
of currents sent in opposite directions successively every half 
minute, that is to say, 15 seconds current and 15 seconds break, 
followed by an opposite current and break of 15 seconds each. 
This, taken with Mr. Varley’s method, might even give much 
information as to earth-currents; moreover it offered the advan- 
tage of providing a very large number of a class of signals 
hitherto employed and found reliable and of a simple character. 
Mr. Varley, however, strongly recommended the adoption of an 
intermediate station as giving greater accuracy and security, 
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and as incidentally giving the longitude of another important 
place in Europe very accurately. He calculated that the re- 
tardation of the current would be about 1°25 second between 
Porthcurnow and Alexandria, a calculation which was proved 
by the result to be remarkably correct. The idea of the 
establishment of an intermediate station was negatived as 
impracticable by the Astronomer Royal. 

Mr. Varley kindly placed his artificial line (furnished with 
condensers, &ec., to represent the conditions of a submarine 
cable of greater or less length) at the disposal of the Astro- 
nomer Royal. By means of this apparatus abundant practice 
was obtained in the observation of a signal similar to that 
made on the actual cable. When the expedition had gone 
out to Hgypt, and stations had been established with proper 
telegraph-connexions, the actual exchange of signals took 
place. Matters were then in the following condition. 

The primary station in Hgypt was established on the western 
spur of the desert range of the Mokattam hills, about 560 feet 
above Cairo. The real object of the experiment was to obtain 
the longitude of this point from Greenwich. The longitudes 
of the subsidiary stations at Thebes and Suez, and if necessary 
Alexandria also, might be readily obtained from the Mokattam 
station by exchange of signals through land lines. 

To compare the Mokattam local time with Greenwich time, 
it was necessary to exchange land-line signals between these 
two places with the transmitting stations established, as above 
noticed, at each end of the cable; consequently Mokattam and 
Alexandria exchanged signals, while Greenwich and Porth- 
curnow were similarly engaged. Then took place the ex- 
change of cable-signals between Porthcurnow and Alexandria, 
which lasted for four hours. Finally Mokattam and Alexandria 
again exchanged signals. 

While the cable-signals were passing a number of star- 
transits were observed at Mokattam, as wellas both before and 
after the exchanges with Alexandria. 

Mokattam was my own station. The principle I endea- 
voured to follow was to multiply star- and telegraph-signal 
observations at that end of the line where each star-observa- 
tion must be expected to be the less accurate, and where the rate 
of the clock was more liable to fluctuation. In some cases an 
unusually large number of stars were observed, owing to the 
fact that at each opportunity that occurred it was desirable to 
secure several good transits, because the skies might cloud 
over at any time. 

Mr. Hunter was at Alexandria. In addition to his work 
in transmitting cable and land signals, he undertook star- 
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transit observations on each night, in order to obtain the 
longitude of Alexandria direct from Greenwich, instead of 
from Mokattam, by a separate operation. 

Mr. Ellis was at Porthcurnow, and, under the Astronomer 
Royal’s direction, arranged the exchanges between Greenwich 
and that station with Mr. Criswick, who observed stars and 
signals at Greenwich. 
A complete exchange of signals was effected without any 

hindrance or disappointment on four nights, namely Novem- 
ber 14, November 15, November 21, and November 22, 1874. 
On three nights stars were visible at Greenwich, and on all 
four nights at Mokattam and Alexandria. 

The following was the arrangement of line batteries and 
condensers, &c., on the cable circuit. 
A condenser was employed at the receiving end only 

between the line and instrument. The mirror was used on 
the Thomson recorder as arranged by Mr. Bull. 

Nearly the same batteries were used throughout at Porth- 
curnow and Alexandria, namely 40 cells of Mennotti or 
Daniel on the line. Signals, however, were received at Porth- 
curnow from Alexandria to test the sensitiveness of the instru- 
ment with 12 Mennotti cells; and messages were read from 
Gibraltar (1161 miles) with 3 Mennotti cells. To keep up 
the magnetic field, ten and twelve large batteries of the Daniel 
form were used, the size of the zine plates being about one 
foot square, and the resistance of the electromagnet about 
16 ohms. 

The following are the particulars of the cables employed:— 
Porthcurnow to Vigo . . . . 620 knots. 
Vigo-to Tasbon ,.). (5 > 2 eee 
Lisbon to Gibraltar... 2-2 2 BBA 
Gibraltar to Malia 2.0... Lee 

Malta to Alexandria. ©... =. 904.9% 

Total lenpth |) i se, 4 Seee 
The electrostatic capacity of the cable is 0°3645 micro- 

farad per knot. 
Specific inductive capacity of insulator 0-0729 microfarad. 
The total number of cable-signals observed was 956. 
By the order of the Astronomer Royal, Mr. Ellis worked 

out the longitude of Mokattam before the return of the expe- 
dition; and the work, as far as the reduction of the exchange 
of signals was concerned, was then completed. The longitude 
was slightly modified by the application of corrections for 
personal equation and also on the final working-up of the 
whole of the star-observations, which could not be completed 
by me incamp. _ 
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There was no perceptible effect that could be attributed to 
earth-currents. The mean loss of time before the signal on 
make of current was visible, was 1°34 sec., and that before 
break of current signal was 1:28 sec., the mean being 1°31 sec., 
which is, as noticed, remarkably close to Mr. Varley’s estimate 
of 14 sec. The final longitude of Mokattam from Greenwich 
was 25 5™ 68:32; the results of the four different nights 
agreed very closely, the seconds from the observed times and 
signals uncorrected for personal equation being 6°55, 6°64, 
6°61, and 6°55, an accordance which exceeded all expec- 
tation. It would appear from this that the longitude was 

probably correct within two or three hundredths of a second ; 
but it is to be borne in mind that, although there is strong 
evidence of the personal equations of the observers having 
remained very constant throughout the nights of the experi- 
ment, the amount of each could only be obtained at Greenwich 
after the return of the expedition, when slight alterations might 
have taken place in them. 

From Mokattam the longitudes of the Suez and Thebes 
stations were easily obtained; and the work was carried 
further to the east by Mr. Gill, of Lord Lindsay’s party, who, 
with the Germans, determined the longitude of Suez and 
Bombay. 

XLVIT. A Theory of Mr. Crookes’s Radiometer. 
By Professor Cuauuis, VA., F.RS., FLR.AS.* 

ASSUME that the construction of the radiometer and the 
phenomena it presents are well known. In the Philoso- 

phical Magazine for January 1857 I have proposed a “ Theory 
of the Transmutation of Rays of Light,’ which bears in an 
essential manner on the explanation of the radiometer I am 
about to propose ; and I have made additional remarks on the 
same question in the Philosophical Magazine for May 1865. 
According to the views adopted in those communications, rays 
of light incident on opaque substances are partly reflected with- 
out undergoing transmutation and are partly intromitted. The 
latter part are transmuted into rays of the kind which by their 
dynamical action produce heat of temperature as distinct from 
radiant heat. This is what takes place on the bright side of 
each revolving vane of the radiometer. We may assume that 
the same quantity of light is incident on the blackened side as 
on the other ; but because, as the surface is black, none of the 
light is regularly reflected, it follows that the whole is trans- 
muted into the heat of temperature. The accession of tempe- 
rature is therefore greater on the black than on the bright 
BAA _. Communicated by the Author, 
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surface. The incident light thus produces an abnormal state 
of the atoms at and near the superficies of the vane, analogous 
in some degree to the state of the superficial atoms of a body 
electrified by friction. Such disturbance of the atoms at the 
surface must be accompanied by change in the interior, having 
the effect of causing the atoms to be somewhat more crowded 
together at one part than at another. (See on these points the 
article on the Force of Electricity in the Philosophical Maga- 
zine for October 1860, and the Theory of Electric Force in 
‘The Principles of Physics,’ pp. 505-555.) With respect to 
the vanes of the radiometer in their state of continuous pertur- 
bation as to temperature, it is clear that the crowding of the 
atoms will be towards the bright or cooler surface, and that 
there will be an abnormal increment of density, regular or not, 
from the blackened to the white surface. 

This being admitted, I may proceed to state the theory which 
I have elsewhere proposed for accounting for the maintenance 
of the interior gradation of atomic density. I consider that 
this theory is best given in a “ New Discussion of the Hydro- 
dynamical Theory of Magnetism,” contained in the Philoso- 
phical Magazine for June 1872 ; but it should be noticed that 
in a magnet the interior gradation of atomic density results 
from the peculiar constitution of hardened steel, and not from 
abnormal superficial conditions. The case of our problem is 
more analogous to the production of thermo-galvanic currents 
by Seebeck’s experiment. In any case, however, of such grada- 
tion the theory supposes that atomic repulsion acting from denser 
towards rarer parts is equilibrated by molecular attraction acting 
from rarer towards denser parts. According to the hydrody- 
namical theory of Attractive and Repulsive Forces (which is 
given more completely in the Philosophical Magazine for Sep- 
tember 1872 than in my previous discussions of it), these forces 
result from the dynamical action of atherial undulations—those 
of small breadth and intensity causing repulsion in the direc- 
tion of their propagation, and those of which the breadth and 
maximum intensity are large, causing attraction in the direc- 
tion opposite to that of propagation. Now in all cases of the 
equilibration of a congeries of atoms by these opposing forces, 
when terms including the square of the velocity of the zther 
are taken into account, the mathematical reasoning (as given 
in the Philosophical Magazine for June 1872) shows that the 
ether itself is accelerated by reason of the contraction of chan- 
nel due to the constancy of magnitude and form of the atoms, 
and the increment of their number towards the denser parts. 
These impressed accelerations maintaina steady circulating motion 
in the midst of the ether, which is always tending, by the inertia 
of its unlimited mass, to puta stop to such motion. According 
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to the known law of steady motion, the density and pressure 
of the fluid are greater as the motion is less. Now in the case 
of the etherial current maintained by the variation of atomic 
density in the radiometer’s vane, the direction will be trans- 
verse to the parallel surfaces of the vane, and the motion will 
be least near the black surface because, by reason of excess of 
temperature, the channel will there be greatest. Hence there 
will be a decrement of etherial density from the dark towards 
the bright surface, and the atoms, being immersed in this va- 
riation of density, will be urged as if the vane were pushed on 
the black surface. This agrees with the fact as observed. (It 
is proved in art. 33 of the communication in the Philosophical 
Magazine for September 1872, that the acceleration of an atom 
resulting from the variation of density of the ether has a con- 
stant ratio to the acceleration of the fluid where the atom is 
situated.) 

Having surmised from the foregoing theory that the rotation 
of the vanes might be affected by the streams of a magnet in 
the neighbourhood of the radiometer, I found on trial that this 
is the case, the rate of revolution being much reduced by the 
proximity of a magnet of considerable power. This result 
might be due to the influence of the magnet’s streams on those 
which, according to our theory, cross the vanes transversely, and 
may be taken to be evidence of the actuality of the latter streams. 

The theory shows that the vanes are impelled by a constant 
accelerative force so long as the same quantity of light falls on 
them. But from observation it appears that for a certain quan- 
tity of incident light they attain a certain rate of revolution 
and then cease to be accelerated. How is this fact to be ex- 
plained? It is evident that there must be some amount of 
friction between the glass support and the pivot on which the 
system of vanes turns ; and this, together with the resistance 
which would be produced by ever so small a residuum of air in 
the glass globe, may sufficiently account for a limit to the rate 
of revolution. As respects friction, this explanation appears to 
be confirmed by a peculiar circumstance which has been very 
recently noticed—namely, that when the glass globe is caused 
to float in water and the motion of the vanes is stopped, on 
throwing light upon them the globe is observed to rotate. The 
reason seems to be that the accelerative force which by the in- 
-eidence of light is made to act on the vanes, takes effect, by 
the intervention of friction, so as to move the globe. It is 
evident that the tendency of the friction is always to make the 
globe partake of the rotatory motion of the vanes. I give this 
explanation with reservation, not having yet seen a complete 
account of this novel experiment. 

Cambridge, April 21, 1875, 
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XLVUI. On a new Ovide of Sulphur and an analogous Selenium 
Substitution Product of the same. By RupotpH Weper*. 

T is known that deeply coloured products are obtained b 
the action of sulphur, selenium, and tellurium upon sul- 

phuric anhydride or upon fuming oil of vitriol. _ 
In his research on tellurium M. von Reichenstein made the 

observation that that element dissolves in cold oil of vitriol, 
and colours the liquid amethyst, and that on the addition of 
water the tellurium is precipitated in the metallic state. 
Bucholz obtained a deep-blue-coloured substance by distilla- 
tion of fuming sulphuric acid with sulphur; at a later time 
the same compound was obtained by Vogel by the direct 
action of sulphur upon sulphuric acid containing sulphuric 
anhydride. 

Magnus observed that selenium dissolved in oil of vitriol 
with the production of an intensely green-coloured liquid, 
but was again precipitated, for the most part, on the addition 
of water. | 

The observations hitherto made do not allow of any conclu- 
sions being drawn as to the chemical nature of these coloured sub- 
stances. Not only does the composition of these bodies remain 
undecided by the recorded observations, but the very existence 
of chemical compounds of sulphur, selenium, and tellurium 
with the constituents of sulphuric acid must yet be regarded 
as doubtful. The view that the coloured bodies are mere 
solutions of the elements in acid derives support from the 
circumstance that the coloured liquids are decomposed by 
water with deposition of the elementary bodies. In the pro- 
secution of a research upon sulphuric anhydride (the general 
results of which will be communicated hereafter), I have been 
led to study the action of sulphur and of selenium upon this 
compound ; and I haye obtained bodies of definite chemical 
composition which dissolve in strong oil of vitriol, as also in 
sulphuric anhydride (prepared in the ordinary way), to form 
coloured liquids which agree in all essential particulars with 
the substances obtained by the above-mentioned chemists. 
The substances prepared by me are, a new oxide of sulphur, and 
a selenium substitution product of this oxide. 

Before stating the results of my investigation it may be 
well to give a slight historical sketch of the facts which are 
known concerning the blue sulphur compound. 

Bucholz f, in 1804, obtained a blue distillate by heating a 
mixture of sulphur and oil of vitriol in a retort. He did not 

* From Poge. Ann., vol. clvi. p. 531. Translated by M. M. Pattison 
Muir, The Owens College, Manchester. 
+ Gehlen’s Neues J. der Chemie, vol. ili. p. 7. 
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follow up this observation, but contented himself with showing 
that the liquid fumed strongly in the air, smelt of sulphurous 
acid, and was decomposed by water with precipitation of 
sulphur. 

I. C. Vogel*, who is usually regarded as the discoverer of 
this blue-coloured substance, was aware of the observation of 
Bucholz. 

In 1812 this chemist prepared a blue substance by the 
action of sulphur upon sulphuric anhydride, which he had 
obtained by heating fuming oil of vitriol ; at the same time 
he obtained a green and also a brown-coloured liquid, accord- 
ing as he added smaller or larger quantities of sulphur to the 
anhydride. Vogel looked on these bodies as compounds of the 
anhydride with varying proportions of sulphur; the blue 
compound he supposed to contain the smallest, and the brown 
the largest quantity of sulphur. | 

In repeating the experiments of Vogel, Schweigger f 
observed that the blue compound, obtained by the action of 
the vapours of heated oil of vitriol upon sulphur, which was 
contained in a receiver luted to the retort, gradually became 
green in colour, then brown, and was finally converted into 
ordinary yellow sulphur. _ 

Berzeliust, who formed his opinion as to the nature of this 
substance after Schweigger’s observations were known, con- 
sidered that the blue liquid contained sulphur dissolved in, but 
not combined with the acid, and that the substance obtained 
by the action of sulphuric anhydride upon sulphur was not an 
oxide of sulphur. : 

Wach§ sought to determine the relative quantities of sul- 
phur and of anhydride in the differently coloured compounds 
by heating weighed quantities of the constituents in sealed 
tubes, and observing the colours of the products. The brown 
compound was produced from a mixture of one part of sulphur 
with five of anhydride; the blue, from one part of sulphur 
with ten of anhydride. Inasmuch as Wach did not separate 
the substances which he obtained from excess of the materials - 
used, we cannot suppose that he was really dealing with pure 
compounds ; on distilling the coloured bodies he obtained a 

_ brown oily liquid which appeared to be ordinary oil of vitriol. 
Wach’s results therefore give no answer to the question con- 
cerning the composition of these substances. 

—® Schweigger’s J. fiir Chemie u. Physik, vol. iv. p. 121, 
+ J. fiir Chem. u. Physik, vol. xiii. p. 484. 
t Lehrbuch, vol. i. p. 485 (Sth edit.), 
§ Schweigger’s Journal, vol. |. p. 1. 
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W. Stein* agreed with Berzelius in regarding the blue 
substance produced from sulphur and anhydride as a solution 
of the former in the latter. The blue colour he believed to 
be due to the extremely finely divided state in which he sup- 
posed the sulphur to be present. 

Preparation of the Blue Sulphur Compound. 

The isolation of this compound is rendered possible by the 
fact that it is not soluble in perfectly pure sulphuric anhy- 
dride (prepared by careful distillation of the liquid which is 
obtained by gently warming oil of vitriol), and that any excess 
of anhydride may therefore be removed. Inasmuch as the 
compound is stable for some time at a temperature of 10° or 
15°, exact quantities of it may be weighed out for analysis. 
It is only by using pure anhydride that the blue sulphur 
compound can be obtained in definite shape; ordinary sul- 
phuric anhydride (as will be shown in a subsequent commu- 
nication) is not pure. 
When sulphuric anhydride, prepared without especial 

precaution, and therefore containing a small quantity of the 
hydrate, is brought into contact with sulphur, the blue com- 
pound is dissolved as quickly as it is formed in the excess of 
(impure) anhydride, from which it cannot be separated. A 
portion of the blue substance solidifies along with the anhy- 
dride, which is thereby more or less deeply coloured. 

If perfectly dry powdered sulphur be added in successive 
small quantities to pure anhydride, the blue compound sepa- 
rates in the form of small drops, which, being heavier than 
the anhydride, settle to the bottom of the vessel and there 
solidify. For the proper carrying out of this operation it is 
essential that the temperature be about 15°, inasmuch as 
decomposition of the compound readily takes place at higher 
temperatures, while at temperatures under 15° the anhydride 
solidifies. In the solidification of the blue compound heat is 
evolved sufficient to bring about partial decomposition, unless 
the temperature be maintained at a sufficiently low point. 

In order to prepare pure sulphuric anhydride, the substance 
obtained by heating fuming oil of vitriol is carefully distilled 
at as low a temperature as possible ; the first portions of the 
distillate are rejected, and those which succeed are collected 
in a receiver which fits closely to the neck of the retort, and 
which is maintained at a temperature of about 15°, care being 
taken that the distillate does not solidify. 

In order to prepare the blue compound, small quantities of 

* J, fiir prakt, Chem, vol, vi. p. 172. 
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most carefully dried flowers of sulphur are successively added 
to the pure, clear, liquid anhydride: fresh quantities of sul- 
phur must only be added after the first portions have entered 
into combination with the anhydride, because any excess of 
sulphur is readily enclosed by the blue compound as it solidifies, 
and the decomposition of the compound is thereby hastened. 
Immediately that the sulphur comes into contact with the 
anhydride it dissolves, with the formation of deep-blue- 
coloured liquid drops, which settle to the bottom of the vessel. 
The operation may be conveniently carried out in an ordinary 
conical glass covered with the lid of a porcelain crucible to 
prevent the admission of atmospheric moisture. After every 
addition of sulphur the glass must be agitated, so that the 
drops which are formed may, by striking against the sides of 
the vessel, be spread throughout the liquid and allowed to 
solidify in the form of a crust rather than in little round 
masses, which are more liable to enclose portions of the 
anhydride. 

The glass should from time to time be immersed in water 
at a temperature of 12°-15°, in order to prevent an undue 
rise of temperature. When about a gram of sulphur has 
been added, and the sides of the glass are covered with a thin 
crust of the desired compound, the excess of anhydride (which 
should remain colourless) is carefully poured off, the last por- 
tion being removed by exceedingly careful evaporation, carried 
out at a temperature not exceeding that of the blood. The 
solid substance is removed from the glass by means of a rod, 
placed in a well-covered vessel, and preserved in as cool a place 
as possible. 

Properties of the Blue Compound. 

When dry, this compound forms a bluish green easily 
friable crust, consisting of an aggregate of small papillary 
erystals which are only visible with the magnifying-lens. 
The compound is liquid only at the moment of its formation ; 
it quickly solidifies, and cannot be again fused without under- 
going decomposition. This substance decomposes slowly at 
ordinary temperatures, and more quickly on being heated. 
During decomposition sulphur dioxide is evolved ; and if mois- 
ture be carefully excluded, dry sulphur remains. I have 
not noticed the evaporation of sulphuric anhydride during 
the decomposition of this compound. The sulphur which 
Schweigger noticed remaining in the vessel in his experi- 
ments was not to be traced simply to the removal of anhydride 
which had previously been combined with it, but to the de- 
composition of the blue compound attended with liberation 
Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1876. 2H 
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of sulphur dioxide. The conclusion arrived at from Schweig- 
ger’s experiments, viz. that the sulphur is merely dissolved 
in the anhydride without any true chemical action taking 
place, is not a legitimate conclusion. 

This compound decomposes but slowly in a cool place when 
protected from the action of moisture ; quantities required for 
analysis may therefore be readily weighed out. The sub- 
stance readily withdraws water from moist air, and forms a 
clear brown liquid, which by taking up more water becomes 
turbid through the deposition of sulphur. On the addition of 
cold water to this body rapid decomposition ensues with the 
production of sulphur (which appears partly in the plastic 
state, partly in the finely divided form in which it is known 
as milk of sulphur), sulphuric and sulphurous acids, and thio- 
sulphuric acid or one of the polythionic acids analogous in its 
reactions to thiosulphuric acid. 

On the addition of silver solution to the liquid, a precipitate 
is obtained which, from being at first yellow, changes to red, 
then to brown, and finally to black. 

Absolute alcohol, and also anhydrous ether, decompose the 
blue compound with precipitation of sulphur ; the behaviour 
of the compound towards sulphuric acid varies in accordance 
with the concentration of the acid. 

Many of the older observations on this compound are ex- 
plained by these reactions. 

Composition of the Blue Compound. 

In order to obtain a quantity of the compound for analysis, 
the freshly prepared substance was placed in a small thin glass 
tube provided with a glass stopper and previously weighed. 
After weighing, the stopper was withdrawn, and the tube was 
placed in a glass about 80 millims, in height, which was fur- 
nished with a properly fitting glass stopper; in this glass a 
thin layer, about 1 millim. deep, of a mixture of pure and of 
fuming nitric acid had been previously placed. After inserting 
the stopper the glass was inclined so that the acid came into 
contact with the substance, whereupon violent decomposition 
ensued. The stopper was firmly held in its place until the 
liquid had entirely absorbed all the red fumes ; the absorption 
was only complete after 12 or 24 hours. The contents of the 
glass were then diluted with water, and the liquid separated 
from sulphur by filtration. The sulphuric acid in the filtrate 
was precipitated as barium sulphate, while the separated sul- 
phur was collected and weighed. The results of analyses carried 
out in the way described are as follows :— 
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Substance . Barium ‘Total percentage of 
taken. oa Sulphate. Silas. : 

0°785 Or151 2-112 56°36 

0°851 0°181 2°200 56°94 

0°519 0-114 1°315 56°93 

1:038 0:235 2°633 57°64 

0:910 0:206 — 2-284. 57:26 

The residue is oxygen. Mean. « - 5012 
The composition of this substance is expressed by the em- 

irical formula 8, O3, which requires 57:14 per cent. of sul- 
hur. This substance is therefore an oxide of sulphur con- 
aining twice as much sulphur as the trioxide. Hitherto I 
aye not been able to form compounds of this substance, nor 
o adduce facts from which an insight into the constitution of 
he body might be obtained. This compound has not the 
haracter of an acid anhydride, so far as I have yet ascertained; 

it combines neither with water nor with metallic oxides, but 
emports itself as an indifferent oxide, resembling some of the 
xides of nitrogen. 
I propose for this compound the name of Sulphur sesqui- 

oxide, or Dithionie oxide. 
An insight into the constitution of this compound may pos- 

ibly be obtained by studying its behaviour towards dry am- 
onia; it is, however, difficult to obtain a definite product of 

his reaction, inasmuch as the compound which appears to be at 
rst formed suffers partial decomposition on account of the 
eat produced in the action, notwithstanding that the tube be 
arefully cooled. A peach-red-coloured substance is produced 
n this reaction; but this body has not yet been obtained alto- 
yether free from a yellow and a white substance simulta- 
eously produced. When a mixture of these substances is 
reated with water, sulphur is separated, and a solution is cb- 
ained which contains sulphuric acid and polythionic acids 
rhich show the characteristic reactions with silver salts. 

Behaviour of the Sesquioxide towards Sulphuric Acid. 
The sesquioxide, as has been already mentioned, is insoluble 

n pure sulphuric anhydride; it is, however, very readily 
issolved by a mixture of anhydride and hydrate, even when 
he latter is present in very small relative quantities. The 
lue compound cannot be separated from such a solution. 
rystals of anhydride separate from the solution in asbestos- 

ike masses, which are more often coloured by the sesquioxide, 
ind which retain their colour for a considerable time if pro- 

ed from the air and preserved in a cool place. The ses- 
uioxide also dissolves in permanently liquid mixtures of anhy- 
ride and hydrate, forming blue solutions which preserve their 

H 
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colour for weeks when kept in sealed tubes in a cool place. 
The colour of these solutions, however, gradually changes 
from blue to green, then to brown, and finally to the appear- 
ance of ordinary oil of vitriol. From solutions containing a 
large quantity of sesquioxide relatively to the amount of anhy- 
dride present, sulphur is slowly precipitated as the colour of 
the liquid changes; if, on the other hand, the proportion of 
anhydride be large, the solutions remain clear. Sulphurous 
acid is an invariable product of the decomposition of these 
solutions. If slightly fuming (or English) sulphuric acid be 
added in small quantities to the blue liquid just described, the 
colour changes to green, and, on further addition of acid, to 
brown, until finally sulphur is deposited and sulphurous acid is 
evolved. Like changes of colour are brought about by the addi- 
tion of sulphur in successive small quantities to the blue liquid. 
By cooling the liquid which has been saturated with sulphur, 
that element separates out, partly in a crystalline and partly in 
an amorphous form. I have found that the brown liquids are 
much less stable than the blue, inasmuch as they lose their 
colour even after 24 hours. Heat hastens the decomposition 
of the dissolved sesquioxide ; it likewise influences the colour 
of the solution. A cold solution, which was coloured brown, 
became green when heated, but returned to its original colour 
upon cooling. The brown liquid, obtained either by the action 
of hydrated sulphuric acid upon the sesquioxide, or by acting 
on asolution of the same body with sulphur, contains a larger 
amount of sulphur proportionally to anhydride than is found 
in the sesquioxide. A brown substance is also produced by 
the action of the vapour of anhydride upon an excess of dry 
sulphur: this substance in the dry state is very unstable. By 
allowing vapours of the anhydride to act upon sulphur, the 
latter is momentarily coloured brown, but the colour quickly 
disappears. 

Dry sulphur quickly brings about the decomposition of the 
dry sesquioxide. JI have not been so fortunate as to isolate 
this horn-coloured substance ; and indeed I doubt whether it 
is a true oxide of sulphur, but rather incline to the view that 
sulphur behaves towards the blue sesquioxide in a manner 
similar to that observed in the cases of selenium and tellurium, 
which, when added to the chlorides of these elements, dissolve 
therein to a large extent. 

Ihave determined the composition of the mixture of sul- 
phuric anhydride and hydrate, in which the sesquioxide dis- 
solves with the production of a brown liquid, the colour of 
which, on the smallest addition of anhydride, changes to blue. 
For this purpose English sulphuric acid was added to a quan- 
tity of the anhydride, containing hydrate, until a small 
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quantity of the blue sesquioxide, which was dissolved in con- 
centrated acid, was taken up by the liquid with the production 
of a brown colour. This estimation of the sulphuric acid con- 
tained in the mixture gave the following results:— 

Substance Barium Sulphate Percentage of 
taken. obtained. Sulphuric Acid. 
1:356 3°327 84°20 
1-400 3475 84°32 

The liquid therefore contained sulphuric anhydride and 
water in the proportion of 

6 SO; and 5 HH, O, 

or anhydride and hydrate in the proportion of 
1 SO; and 5 H, SO,. 

Such a solution may be diluted to a certain point without 
losing the property of dissolving the sesquioxide with the pro- 
duction of a brown liquid; but if this point be overstepped, a 
decomposition takes place, the liquid becomes turbid and of 
the colour of ordinary oil of vitriol, while sulphur is deposited. 
The analysis of such a liquid showed that its composition 
nearly agreed with that of the hydrate (H, SQ,). 

The blue sesquioxide is therefore dissolved with the forma- 
tion of a brown liquid in an acid mixture containing an excess 
of anhydride amounting to one fifth of that contained in the 
first hydrate. 

Acid mixtures which are richer in anhydride dissolve the 
sesquioxide with formation of blue or green liquids, while 
acids whose concentration corresponds with that of the first 
hydrate, or is somewhat less than this, decompose the sesqui- 
oxide with the deposition of sulphur. 

The analogous Selenium Compound. 
Before describing the results of my experiments, I shall 

give, as in the case of the sulphur compound, a short histori- 
eal sketch of the work which has been done in connexion with 
this substance. 

Magnus* first observed that selenium was soluble in oil of 
vitriol. He stated that the solution is coloured green, that 
the selenium dissolved as such, and that it is only upon warm- 
ing the liquid, or upon allowing it to remain in moist air, that 
the selenium undergoes oxidation, while sulphurous and sele- 
nious acids are evolved. The statement, that the selenium is 
dissolved without change, Magnus based upon the observation 
that addition of water to the green liquid caused the deposi- 
tion of almost the whole of the selenium, while from the liquid 
which had been decolorized by boiling, no selenium, or but a 
very small quantity, was thrown down by a similar treatment. 

* Poges. Ann. vol. x. p. 491. 
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Fischer * differed from Magnus in his interpretation of the 
formation of the green liquid already mentioned. He sup- 
posed that this liquid contained a coloured oxide of selenium, 
and that the violet liquid obtained by replacing tellurium for 
selenium, contained a coloured oxide of tellurium dissolved in 
acid, and that these oxides were decomposed by water with 
precipitation of the elements selenium and tellurium. He did 
not think it probable that a mere solution of these elements 
should be possessed of a colour so different from that of the 
elements themselves; and he further strengthened his position 
by pointing out that a considerable part of the dissolved tellu- 
rium remained unprecipitated on the addition of water. 
Magnus ft found that about 2 per cent. of the selenium 

which had been dissolved was not precipitated by water. The 
strife as to the nature of this selenium solution has not hitherto 
been brought to an end, because no direct proof could be 
brought forward by either side, and also because no coloured 
oxide of selenium was known. By the action of selenium 
upon pure sulphuric anhydride, I have succeeded in obtaining 
a compound analogous to dithionic oxide, in which one 
atom of sulphur is replaced by one atom of selenium. This 
substance dissolves in fuming and also in English oil of vitriol, 
with the production of a deeply green-coloured liquid, which 
is possessed of the properties of the coloured liquids which 
have been already mentioned, | 

Preparation of the Compound. 

The behaviour of selenium towards ordinary sulphuric an- 
hydride is similar to that of sulphur: it dissolves easily 
therein ; but the compound which is produced cannot, any 
more than the dithionic oxide, be separated from this solution. 
In the pure anhydride (prepared as I have already described) 
selenium is gradually converted into a dark green viscid tar- 
like mass, which is denser than the anhydride. By main- 
taining a temperature of 15° to 17°C., and using a small 
quantity of selenium, the production of this substance is ac- 
companied by the evolution of but a very small quantity of 
sulphurous acid, formed by the partial decomposition of the 
substance. The tarry drops of the selenium compound do not 
dissolve in an excess of anhydride, which remains uncoloured, 
and can be separated by decantation. Inasmuch as heat is 
produced in this reaction, means must be adopted for cooling 
the anhydride, without, however, causing its solidification. 
The anhydride used in the preparation of the compound was 
contained in a glass tube about 6 millims. wide; small pieces 
of porous selenium were successively dropped into the tube, 

* Poge. Ann, vol. xii. p. 158, vol. xvi. p. 118, -+ Thbid. vol. xiv, p, 328, 
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which was covered with a porcelain crucible-lid. The selenium 
absorbs the anhydride somewhat more slowly than sulphur 
does. A fine glass rod is used for determining whether any 
little particles of selenium remain unacted upon. When the 
whole of the selenium is combined with the anhydride, the 
excess of the latter is poured off, the last particles being re- 
moved by the application of a gentle heat in the manner 
already described. Decomposition of the compound may be 
caused during the heating; but inasmuch as the selenium is 
more stable than the sulphur compound, this source of error 
is not to be so greatly feared. 

The substance which has been thus prepared forms a solid 
erust, which strongly adheres to the glass. It is removed by 
means of a rough glass rod, and quickly brought into a carefully 
enclosed fiask, or better, into a glass tube, which is then sealed. 

Properties. 
In the moment of its preparation this compound is tar-like 

and viscid. Upon the removal of excess of anhydride it forms 
a solid crust, which, under the magnifying-lens, is seen to 
consist of a mass of minute prismatic crystals. In the com- 
pact form this compound is of a dirty green colour; in the 
state of powder, as it is obtained by rubbing together the 
crust with a glass rod (of course, in the absence of moisture), 
its colour is yellow. The compound is more stable than 
dithionic oxide; it may be preserved in sealed glass tubes, 
and may even be gently heated without decomposition. Like | 
the sulphur compound, it cannot be fused after the first solidi- 
fication ; at a high temperature it is decomposed, with the 
evolution of sulphurous and selenious acids, and deposition of 
selenium. This compound is insoluble in pure sulphuric an- 
hydride ; it is, however, soluble in fuming, in English, and in 
somewhat dilute sulphuric acid. The addition of water causes 
a violent reaction, resulting in the deposition of selenium in 
the form of a coherent mass, and in the production of sulphuric, 
sulphurous, and selenious acids, which remain in solution. 

Composition. 
The quantities of sulphur and of selenium in the compound 

were estimated by decomposing with water a weighed quantity 
contained in a little stoppered flask, and placed within a larger 
flask, also stoppered. When the action was complete, the 
precipitated selenium was collected on a weighed filter; and to 
this was added the small quantity of selenium which was 
thrown down from the filtrate on the addition of ammonium 
sulphite. In the liquid thus freed from selenium, sulphurous 
acid was oxidized to sulphuric by means of a little pure fuming 
nitric acid, and barium chloride was added so long as a preci- 
pitate was obtained. © The following numbers were obtained :— 
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Selenium-Estimation. 
: Selenium 

7 Sage i a hare per cent. 
1428 0°695 
0-930 0455 . 48°87 
0682 0°332 48°68 
1°855 0°926 48°43 
1:230 0-609 49°51 

Mean . . . 49°08 

Sulphur-Estimation. 
Substance Barium Sulphur 

taken. Sulphate. per cent. 
1120 1581 19°40 
0-916 1327 19°91 
0°940 1°333 19°49 
0°839 1:225 20°06 

Mean... + |B 

The composition of this substance may be expressed by the 
empirical formula SeSO3, which requires 

Selenium . . 49°68 per cent. 
Sulphar "2 -BO1R veg 

This body is therefore a compound analogous to dithionic 
oxide, in which one atom of sulphur is replaced by one atom 
of selenium. These compounds are produced by the imme- 
diate addition of one atom of sulphur, or of selenium, to sul- 
phuric anhydride. 

The products obtained from each by decomposing them 
with water show that the collocation of the atoms is the same 
in each. In both cases the chief product is sulphuric acid, 
accompanied by sulphurous acid ; in the decomposition of the 
selenium compound selenious acid is also produced; and in the 
decomposition of the sulphur compound, hyposulphurous acid 
or one of the polythionic acids is formed. The largest por- 
tions of the elements, sulphur or selenium, are separated as 
such on the addition of water. The constitution of this sub- 
stance can only be guessed at, inasmuch as it has not been 
possible to obtain compounds derived from it. 

Although ammonia reacts with this compound with the 
production of a brown-red substance, yet, on account of the 
energy of the reaction (notwithstanding that the containing 
vessel was carefully cooled), it has not been possible to obtain 
this substance in a definite form. 

Behaviour towards Sulphuric Acid. 
The selenium compound is insoluble in excess of pure sul- 

phuric anhydride; but it is dissolved by anhydride containing 
hydrate, with the formation of an intensely green liquid, from 
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which it cannot be again precipitated. If the solvent contains 
so much anhydride that crystals are formed on cooling, these 
crystals are more or less coloured by the green selenium com- 
pound. The yellow powder dissolves in fuming sulphuric 
acid, forming a green liquid, which comports itself similarly 
to a solution of selenium in the same solvent. This liquid, 
if preserved out of contact with moisture, retains its colour ; 
it is decomposed by water with deposition of the greater part 
of the dissolved selenium, 94 to 96 parts of selenium being 
precipitated for every 100 parts dissolved. 

- © The solutions are decolorized by treatment with solution of 
sulphurous acid, with oxidation of selenium to selenious acid. 

That the colour of green solutions of selenium in sulphuric 
acid is due to the formation of the compound SeSO;, and 
subsequent solution of the same, is shown by the fact that 
selenium is not dissolved by cold English sulphuric acid, 
while the compound SeSQ; is dissolved by this acid with the 
formation of a green liquid. While dithionic oxide is decom- 
posed by the first hydrate of sulphuric acid with deposition of 
sulphur, the analogous selenium compound is dissolved by this 
hydrate, and even by an acid somewhat more dilute than this; 
there is a point of dilution, however, at which decomposition 
takes place. By careful addition of dilute acid to the green 
solution, it is possible to obtain a brown liquid corresponding 
with that obtained from a solution of the sulphur compound. 

This brown liquid is decomposed by further dilution, by 
warming, or spontaneously after a lapse of some time; the 
decomposition is accompanied by the deposition of red sele- 
nium. ‘The selenium compound dissolves, with the production 
of a brown-coloured liquid, in sulphuric acid of 1°806 specific 
gravity, containing about 88 per cent. of the first hydrate. In 
acid of 1°761 specific gravity, containing about 83 per cent. of 
the same hydrate, the compound also dissolves; but the brown 
liquid so produced soon suffers decomposition, with deposition 
of selenium. 

The author is engaged with an investigation of the com- 
pounds produced by the action of tellurium and of iodine 
upon sulphuric anhydride. 

XLIX. Notices respecting New Books. 

A Manual of Qualitatiwe Chemical Analysts. By Wittiam Dirrmar, 
Professor of Chenvistry in Anderson’s University, Glasgow. Edin- 
burgh: Edmonston & Douglas. 1876. 
. was said of Whewell that he had one failine—omniscience. 

In so far as the subject matter of this book is concerned, the 
author appears to suffer under a similar calamity. 
The book contains too much information—too much, that is, for 
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the purposes of the ordinary chemical student. In the introduction 
it is set forth that “ this book is intended for the use of students 
who, after they have mastered the first rudiments of chemistry, 
enter a laboratory to work wnder a teacher, while at the same time 
they continue ther study of theoretical chemistry.” (The italics are 
the author’s.) The student who, fresh from his mastery of the first 
rudiments of chemistry, enters a laboratory with this book as 
his guide, even if its teaching be supplemented by that of a 
chemical tutor, would, we should imagine, before long devoutly 
wish that he had never set foot in such a labyrinth as that of 
qualitative analysis, to lead him out of or through which there 
appears to be no clue. f 

Such a multitude of facts concerning the reactions of metals 
and of acids are in this book presented to the bewildered gaze of 
the student, in the separation of each group so many courses are 
open to him, that he must be either bold almost to rashness, or 
possessed already of a large stock of chemical knowledge, who 
would venture to adopt one method in preference to another, or 
(to use the language of the author) from those which are “ poten- 
tially” applicable to choose that which is “ substantially ” the best. 
The style in which the work is written is peculiar. Simplicity 
would appear to be in the author’s eyes the unpardonable sin. 
Such expressions as “the solution potentially contains such and 
such metals, but substantially consists of,” the “complex of 
metals,” “in the heat” as opposed to ‘in the cold,” &c., grate 
upon the ear of the English reader. 

As an example of that want of straightforward simplicity for 
which we blame the-author, we might refer to par. 464, p. 277, in 
which the reactions of prussic acid are detailed. This acid is 
usually called hydrocyanic, and its formula is written HCN: in 
one part of the paragraph in question the usual name is employed, 
in another the name cyanhydric. Sometimes the formula is written 
NCH, sometimes HNC. Of course these are but small things ; 
nevertheless to the ordinary student these little changes of name 
and formule, when made for no apparent reason, are perplexing. 
and only perplexing. 

What does the author mean by calling glass an alloy of alkaline 
silicates with silicates of other metals? Such a use of the name 
alloy is not sanctioned, so far as we are aware, by any of our 
standard writers on Chemistry. Again, the phrase “ hydrogen 
salt of an acid” is used as synonymous with the acid itself. Of 
course the term salt may be used to include acids ; but if we speak 
of the salt of an acid the phrase seems to apply to a derivative of 
that acid ; if, however, it means the acid itself, then we are calling 
a substance and a derivative of that substance by the same name. 
We mean to indicate one thing, but are implying the existence of 
two. The application of such a name as “ Natwe nitrogenized 
carbides” to the organic alkaloids, will, we think, amaze many 
chemists. 
When the student is told that he must test the reagents which 

‘are to be used in any given process, he is directed to make an 
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experiment au blanc ; when he is to prepare a special reagent for 
‘a special test, he is told to prepare that reagent ex tempore. But 
perhaps it is scarcely fair to condemn the style of a book which is 
not written in the native tongue of the author. The well-known 
skill of Mr. Dittmar as an analyst is a guarantee of the general 
correctness of the methods given in the book. In the statement 
of so many reactions it is almost impossible that no mistake should 
occur. On page 229 the action of nitric upon hydrochloric acid 
is said to produce the substance NOCI,; Tilden has, however, 
shown that no such substance exists, and that the reaction in ques- 
tion results in the formation of NOCI. 

Hitherto we have been looking at the work before us as a text- 
book for the ordinary chemical student. If, however, we view it as 
a book of reference for the very advanced student, or for the 
chemical teacher, it must appear worthy of the highest praise. In 
no other English manual is there gathered together such stores of 
information on all matters connected directly or indirectly with 
chemical analysis; nowhere are the difficulties which beset the 
complete analysis of a complex substance so fully pointed out and 
so carefully guarded against. In no book, we may add, is there 
presented so complete a scheme of analysis for detecting the non- 
metallic radicals. The reader is directed in the right way; but it is 
left to himself whether he shall walk in it or not. This want of 
authoritative instruction, while rendering the book unsuited to the 
ordinary student, makes ‘it admirably adapted for bringing out any 
latent power of scientific reasoning which may be possessed by the 
more advanced analyst. 

_ The author has not contented himself with detailing the ordinary 
methods of analysis; he has brought together a host of facts 
about the general reactions of classes of chemical substances, 
metallic and non-metallic; and from these reactions he has 
sketched out methods of analysis which are theoretically, and, we 
should suppose, in general practicaily available. From his own 
view-point, which includes the whole range of analytical reactions, 
it cannot be but that the author should see difficulties in the ap- 
plication of almost every method. These difficulties he has nowhere 
attempted to hide. Where he can suggest a method for over- 
coming them he makes such a suggestion; otherwise he leaves 
them to be overcome, if possible, by the student himself. To the 
truly scientific analyst who has already an extensive knowledge of 
chemical reactions and general principles, this book will be simply 
invaluable ; but to the student it will be distracting. 

L. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON MAGNETIZATION, 

BY J.-M. GAUGAIN. 

if HAD the honour of presenting to the Academy the results of 
some previous researches on this subject, in a Note inserted in the 

Comptes Rendus, Feb, 1, 1875, which I will briefly recapitulate ;— 
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1. If a steel bar be put in contact with the pole of a magnet, and, 
for a point M of the bar, the value of the current of demagnetiza- 
tion at the ordinary temperature be determined, and the bar be 
afterwards slightly heated with a spirit-lamp, the value of the de- 
magnetizing current corresponding to the point M is found to be 
very notably augmented. 

2. When the bar is allowed to cool in contact with the magnet, 
the magnetization does not retrograde, but receives a slight incre- 
ment. 

3. When the bar has returned to the ordinary temperature, 
removing it from the magnet for a few moments is sufficient to 
cause a portion of the increment resulting from the heating to dis- 
appear : when contact between the magnet and bar is reestablished, 
we do not find the same total magnetism as before contact was broken. 

The new facts which I have ascertained are as follows :— 
4, When the steel bar put in contact with the magnet, instead of 

being very moderately heated, has its temperature gradually raised 
until it assumes the blue tint, the magnetism at first rises, reaches 
a maximum, and then retrogrades. Inaseries of experiments upon 
a bar of 24 centims. length and 10 millims. diameter I ascertained 
that, when one end of the bar was put in contact with the pole of 
a magnet, the total magnetism of the middle point was represented, 
at the surrounding temperature, by the number 41°6; on gradually 
heating the bar, I found that the magnetism took in succession the 
values 44, 51, 55°2, 52, 52°8, 52:1, 50, 48°5, 48, 48. 

5. When, after being strongly heated, the bar is left in contact 
with the magnet during the whole time of cooling, the total mag- 
netism is augmented in proportion as the bar cools; and on its 
arrival at the surrounding temperature, the magnetism retains a 
value much superior to that which it had before the heating. In 
the series of experiments just now mentioned the value of the total 
magnetization was 63:2 after the heating, while before it was only 
41:6. 

6. We have seen above (4) that when the temperature of the bar 
exceeds a certain limit, its total magnetism diminishes, instead of 
continuing to increase. One might infer from this that the mag- 
netization of the bar brought back to the ordinary temperature would 
likewise be less, if the temperature to which it was raised exceeded 
the limit of which I have just spoken. I have proved that it is not 
so. The total magnetization of the bar, restored to the ordinary tem- 
perature, is the greater the more the bar has been heated, at least 
provided its highest temperature was below that which gives to steel 
the blue tint. 

7. When the bar has returned to the ordinary temperature, it 
suffices, as I have said (3), to suppress contact between the magnet 
and the bar for a few seconds in order to cause the loss of a part 
of the increment of magnetism resulting from the heating—but only 
a part; even after breaking contact the total magnetization remains 
greater than before the heating; and I have verified, in a great 
number of experiments, that the increase of magnetism is, at least 
approximately, equal to the increment of the permanent magnetism. 
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~ In all these last experiments the magnetization was effected by 
putting one extremity of the bar in contact with the pole of a 
magnet ; but I have ascertaimed that the results are absolutely the 
same when one extremity of the bar is introduced into an induction- 
coil traversed by a current. 

These new facts cannot be explained in so simple a manner as 
those which I previously made known (nos. 1, 2, 3). These latter 
can be accounted for, as I have intimated, by considering only the 
variations of the coercive force which result from the variations of 
the temperature. When this is raised, the coercive force is lessened 
and the magnetism will be augmented, supposing the magnetizing 
force and the antagonistic molecular force to preserve sensibly the 
same values between the limits of temperature considered. When 
the bar is cooled the coercive force increases ; but as it is a passive 
force, it cannot impress upon the molecules a movement inverse to 
that which they executed during the heating. The acquired mag- 
netism should therefore persist ; and we have seen (no. 2) that in 
fact there is no retrogression during the cooling. This non-retro- 
gression appears to me to characterize the coercive force ; for if that 
force did not exist and the molecules were solicited exclusively by 
the active forces, the magnetism would be the same during the 
heating and during the cooling when the bar passed through the 
same temperatures. 

To account for the facts nos. 4, 5, and 6, it appears to me indis- 
pensable to have recourse to other considerations. No.4 would be 
explained by admitting that the magnetizing force diminishes when 
the temperature rises ; and this is a point generally admitted. But 
to account for nos. 5 and 6 it seems necessary to introduce a new 
hypothesis, which consists in supposing that, when the superficial 
layers of a steel bar are heated sufficiently to be incapable of 
receiving any further notable magnetization, they permit the deeper 
layers (which were not magnetized at all at the ordinary tempera- 
ture) to receive a certain degree of magnetization. This hypothesis 
admitted, facts 5 and 6 are explained: the total magnetization of 
the bar, after complete cooling, is the greater the more the bar has 
been heated, because the number of layers which partake of the 
magnetization increases with the temperature ; the superficial layers, 
according to the hypothesis, are not sensibly magnetized as long as 
the bar is strongly heated; but they receive magnetism when the 
bar is sufficiently cooled ; and this magnetism is added to that of 
the deeper layers. 

If one admits that the magnetizing force exerted by the current 
of an induction-coil upon a steel bar diminishes when the tempera- 
ture of the bar rises above a certain limit, one can hardly refuse to 
admit that reciprocally the inducing action exerted by the bar upon 
the closed circuit of a coil surrounding it must equally diminish 
when the temperature increases beyond the same limit. Therefore, 
even if in this case the orientation of the molecules should be in- 
variable, the demagnetizing current must diminish; and as this 
current serves me for measuring the magnetization, the magnetiza- 
tion must itself undergo an apparent diminution, This variation 
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of the inductive force must contribute a certain share to the decrease 
of magnetism ascertained during the heating (4), and to the increase 
ascertained during the cooling (5); and the same variation may also 
explain other facts, which I propose to discuss in a sequel to the 
present memoir.—Comptes Rendus de ? Académie des Setences, vol. 
Ixxxil. pp. 685-688. 

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON PHOTOGRAPHING THE LEAST-REFRACTED 

PORTION OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM. BY CAPT. W. DEW. ABNEY, 

R.E. 

Within the last two years there have been many attempts made 
to photograph the least-refraugible rays of the spectrum; and 
though stated to have been accomplished by the elder Draper on a 
daguerreotype plate in the early days of photography, yet there is 
reason to believe that this was effected by the reversing action of 
these rays on slightly exposed sensitive iodide of silver, and that 
really no direct photographic impression had been obtained till Dr. 
Vogel published an account of a method for effecting this object 
in 1874. More recently, Capt. Waterhouse, of the Bengal Staff 
Corps, has followed up Dr. Vogel’s researches, and with a larger 
share of success than the originator. Both these gentlemen have 
had resort to aniline dyes of varying colour, using them with the pre- 
servative to the plate; and they state that the red end of the 
spectrum is most sensitive when a red dye (naphthaline) or rosine 
is employed, and propound generally that the rays that can be 
photographed are dependent on the colour of the dyes employed: 
that colour, and not the ingredient added to the sensitive silver 
salt, is the essential. 

Lately I have had occasion to investigate the subject, and have 
met with such good results that I desire to communicate a prelimi- 
nary Note to the Society. I have carefully repeated the previous 
experiments of Vogel and Waterhouse, and only attained partial 
success with them, though there was sufficient evidence to show 
that with the dyes the desired end would be attained. Looking 
more carefully into the chemistry of the question, however, it struck 
me that the same results might be obtained by other means than 
colour; and experiments were undertaken with a large series of 
gum-resins and other oxidized hydrocarbons (added to ordinary 
collodion), some colourless and some not. With every gum-resin 
was obtained a considerable extension of the photographic spectrum 
below the lines 6; and at length I procured a resin forming with 
silver a perfectly white compound that seems to be capable of 
taking an image far below the line A. At present, I find that the 
longer the exposure given, the greater the length of the spectrum 
impressed; and I believe that, with patience, a very large part of 
the absorption-lines lying beyond that point may be registered, as 
I have obtained impressions which are constant in each plate ex- 
posed. The past winter has been of a most unsatisfactory nature 
for this kind of work, and it is only at long intervals that I have 
been enabled to catch the sun for this purpose. I am earnestly 
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looking forward to brighter sunshine, when I have not the least 
doubt that I shall obtain sharp fiduciary limes in the ultra-red. 
The addition of any colour to the preparations has been any thing 
but beneficial, retarding the action greatly; and, from what is 
apparent, the virtue of the dyes used consists simply in the fact 
that they are hydrocarbons of some kind, probably ‘combined with 
the faint traces of silver always left in the film of the sensitive 
plate. 

Experiments with potassium bichromate have also been under- 
taken; and the result shows that (where partially insolated) the 
rays which usually have no effect on the sensitive compound are 
capable of continuing the action set up, as I pomted out in the 
year 1872. Iron and uranium have also yielded prolonged spectra. 

The first experiments were carried out with a single prism of 
60°, and a lens to the camera of 4-feet focus; the later experi- 
ments have been made with a direct-vision spectroscope of 9 
prisms, being equivalent to about three single prisms, and with 4 
prisms in battery. The same camera and object-glass have been 
employed.—Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 
March 1876. 

ON THE OCCURRENCE OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CAMBRIAN ROCKS. 
BY HENRY HICKS, ESQ., F.G.S. 

In this paper the author showed from experiments that the Cam- 
brian strata in Wales contain a far greater amount of phosphate and 
carbonate of lime than had hitherto been supposed. The results 
published by Dr. Daubeny some years ago, and which have since re- 
ceived the support of some eminent geologists, were therefore proved 
to be entirely fallacious when taken to represent the whole Cambrian 
series; for though some portions show only a trace of these ingre- 
dients, there are other beds both interstratified with and underlying 
these series, which contain them in unusually large proportions. The 
author therefore objects to look upon Dr. Daubeny’s experiments as 
tending in any way to prove that the seas in which these deposits 
had accumulated contained but little animal life, and that we 
here approach the borders of the lower limit of organic existence. 
He contended that the presence of so much phosphate of lime, and 
also of carbonate of lime, as was now proved by analyses made by 
Mr, Hudleston, F.C.S., Mr. Hughes, F.C.S., and himself to be 
present in series of considerable thickness in the Longmynd group, 
Menevian group, and Tremadoce group, showed that animal life did exist 
in abundance in these early seas, and that even here it must be con- 
sidered that we were far from the beginning of organic existence. 
The amount of phosphate of lime in some of the beds was in the pro- 
portion of nearly 10 per cent., and of carbonate of lime over 40 per 
cent. The proportion of phosphate of lime, therefore, is greater than 
is found in most of what have been considered the richest of recent 
formations. The amount of P,O, was also found to increase in pro- 
portion to the richness of the deposit in organic remains, It was 
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found that all animal and vegetable life had contained it from the 
very earliest time; but it was apparent that the Crustacea were the 
chief producers of it in the early seas, and of the Crustacea the 
trilobites more particularly. It was always found where they were 
present, and the shells of some of the larger trilobites, as now pre- 
served, contained as much as from 40 to 50 per cent. of phosphate of 
lime. The analyses made by Mr. Hudleston and the author of 
recent Crustacea proved that they also contain P,O, in very consider- 
able proportions. 

In the second part of the paper the author showed that where 
intrusive dykes had passed through or between the beds containing 
the phosphate of lime, the beds for some distance on each side of the 
dykes had undergone a considerable change. Scarcely a trace of the 
P,O, or of the lime was now to be found in them, though it was 
evident that, before the intrusions into them had taken place, 
they, like the other portions of the beds, had contained both in- 
gredients in considerable proportions. It was well known that heat 
alone could not separate P,O, from lime; therefore he found it 
difficult to account for this change in the character of the beds, un- 
less it could be produced by gases or watery vapour passing into 
them at the time the intrusions took place. He thought it even 
probable that the dykes, which in some parts are found to contain a 
considerable amount of lime and also of P,©,, might have derived 
these, or at least some portions of these, from the beds through which 
they had been forced, and which must have been broken up and 
melted as they passed through them. There are no contemporaneous 
tuffs known in Wales of earlier date than the Llandeilo beds; and 
he thought these dykes belonged to that period, and that they were 
injected into the Lower Cambrian beds after from 8000 to 10,000 feet 
of deposit had been superimposed. In an agricultural point of view 
the author considered that the presence of so much phosphate of 
lime in some of the series of beds must be u matter of great import- 
ance; and on examining the districts where these series occurred, he 
invariably found the land exceedingly rich. 

Mr. Hudleston gave the results of the analyses made by him 
at the request of Mr. Hicks. He found in a portion of dark grey 
flaggy rock taken from close to a fossil 1-62, in a portion of 
black slaty rock containing trilobites but in contact with trap 0-11, in 
a portion of the shell of a trilobite 17:05, and in the trap above 
mentioned 0-323 per cent. of phosphoric anhydride. A lobster-shell 
dried at 100° C. gave 3:26, an entire boiled lobster (undried) 0-76, 
and a boiled lobster without shell 0-332 per cent. of P,O.. If the 
analysis of an entire Jobster was correct, he estimated that a ton of 
boiled lobsters would contain about 17 lbs. of phosphoric anhydride. 
In the analysis of the shell of a Trilobite there appears to be a great 
excess of phosphoric acid, which Mr. Hudleston thought must be due 
Ha au cael gerne of the Proceedings of the Geological Society, 
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LI. On the Simultaneous Sounding of two Notes. 
By Dr. Rupoupx Konic, Paris*. 

F two notes are produced upon the same instruuwent, or 
by the vibrations of two bodies which are closely con- 

nected together through a third, there ensue some very 
intricate phenomena, which are partly produced by the re- 
action of the two sources of sound upon each other, and the 
action of both upon the connecting body, and partly also have 
their origin in the continuance of the two sound-waves in the 
air. It is my present intention in the following pages to 
submit to a closer examination only those phenomena which 
arise from the coexistence of two sound-waves in the air ; and 
I have therefore used for the demonstration of these waves 
only such sources of sound as were absolutely isolated 
from each other, and could not possibly act upon each other 
directly, or combined together upon a third body. As, further, 
the waves produced by clangst must always be considered as a 
combination of waves of simple notes, and as therefore it may 
remain doubtful when clangs are employed whether the phe- 
nomena observed are produced by the fundamental notes or 
by the over-notes, I have been careful in these experiments so 
to select the sources of sound that they should only produce 
the simplest possible notes. For the low notes I used very 
stout tuning-forks, mounted on isolated iron frames, and 
placed in front of large sounding-boxes ; for the upper notes 

* Translated from Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. clvii. p. 177. And com- 
municated by W. Spottiswoode, M.A., LL.D., V.P.R.S. 
+ By “clang” is meant the entire sound emitted by an instrument 

when sounding a musical note. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 6. June 1876. 2F 
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simply powerful tuning-forks, whose intensity of tone required 
no further reinforcement. 

The whole series of tuning-forks and sounding-boxes which 
I made use of for these experiments was as follows :— 

1. Five tuning-forks which without weights gave the notes 
double G, C, E, G, ¢ (sol_,, doy, mi,, sol, do,). Hach of the 
four higher forks can, by means of its sliding weights, be 
tuned down to the note of the next deeper fork. The double- 
G fork can be lowered by a couple of sliding weights to 
double E, and by another couple as far as to double C 
(do_,;=64 v.s.); and this latter limit may still be exceeded by 
increasing the weights upon the slides. The positions of the 
sliding weights upon these forks are marked at intervals of a 
single vibration for the octave from double C to C, and by a 
double vibration for the next higher octave. 

The prongs of the lowest fork are 35 millims. in thickness, 
55 millims. in breadth, and about 75 centims. in length. The 
prongs of the other four forks are 39 millims. thick, 55 millims. 
broad, and their length varies from about 70 centims. to 
49 centims. These five forks, without their stands and sliding 
weights, weigh 130 kilogrammes. 

2. Hight tuning-forks, which without weights are tuned to the 
notes ¢c, ¢,9,¢, ¢,&, 9’, c (dog, mig, Soly, doz, doz, mi3, sols, do,), 
and by means of their sliding weights are capable of producing 
all the intermediate notes also. Their prongs are 26 millims. 
thick, 26 millims. broad, and from about 59 to 19 centims. 
long. 

The tuning-forks for the octave from c to ¢ have a division 
for placing the sliding weights at from two to two double 
vibrations, and for the next higher octave from four to four. 

3. Nine forks tuned to the scale of c” to ¢”’, and to the 
seventh harmonic of the small c, of which the prongs are 
25 millims. broad, 25 millims. thick below, and diminish to 
about 12 millims. less at the ends. Their length varies from 
about 20 to 13 centims. 

4. Twelve tuning-forks for the notes of the scale from c¢/” 
to cl’, the eleventh, thirteenth, and fourteenth harmonics of ¢, 
and the note of 2389°3 v.s., which forms with ¢ (512 v.s.) 
the ratio of 3:14, with prongs 15 millims. in breadth, 10 millims. 
in thickness below, and about 7 millims. at the ends, and from 
about 9 centims. to 6 centims. in length. 

5. Hleven forks for the notes of the scale from c’ to ce’, and 
the eleventh, thirteenth, and fourteenth harmonics of c’. The 
breadth of the prongs is 23 millims., the thickness below 
18 millims., and at the ends about 9 millims. Their length 
varies from about 8 to 5 centims. 
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. 6. A series of eleven tuning-forks for notes between b’” and 
eV, and a series of nine tuning-forks for notes between 7936 v. s. 
and cY (8192 v.s.), with prongs 14 millims. in breadth, and 
below about 8 millims. in thickness. | 

7. Three pairs of resonators to strengthen the notes from 
C to ¢’, provided with clamping-screws, so that they may 
with the greater precision be tuned to each note which re- 
quires reinforcement. They are made of brass, and mounted 
on iron frames. At the opening of each of these resonators 
two side plates can be applied, in case the tuning-forks can- 

‘not, in consequence of their weights, be brought near enough 
_ to the opening, and it is desirable to lose as little as possible of 
their action on the body of air. Besides this, each clamp, 

close to the screw which goes through and moves it, is bored 
through, and provided with a small pipe, which is generally 
closed, but which can be opened, in order that by its means, 

_ with the help of an india-rubber tube, the ear may be put in 
_ direct communication with the body of air within the resonator. 

The two resonators which reinforce the notes from OC 
to g are 30 centims. in diameter, 1 metre 15 centims. in 
length, and the opening in front is 27 centims. long and 
12 centims. broad. The two resonators which can be tuned - 
from C to g/ are 25 centims. in diameter, 50 centims. in 
length, and their opening is 23 centims. in length and 7 
centims. in breadth. The third pair of resonators reinforce 

_ the notes from g to ce”. Their length is 36 centims., their dia- 
meter 25 centims., and their opening is 15 centims. in length 
and 7 centims. in breadth. 

I. Primary Beats and Beat-Notes. 

A. Intervals with the fundamental note C (=128 v.s.). 

If at the same time with the deep, simple, and strong note 
C (128 v.s.), produced by means of a large tuning-fork placed 
in front of a resonator, a second note is produced in the 
same manner, which, starting from unison, is gradually raised 
higher and higher, the beats which ensue after the disturbance 
of the unison become gradually quicker. When the higher 
note has reached to 152 or 156 v.s. (that is, between D and BE), 
the beats, which till then were heard separately to the number 
of twelve to fourteen, change to a roll, which increases in 
rapidity till the interval of the fourth is nearly reached, about 
171 v.s. (twenty-two beats), without losing its simple character. 
When the fourth is passed, there occurs a confused but always 
very loud rattle, which lasts till above the fifth, until when close 
upon the sixth, at about 212 to 216 v.s., it begins to lose its 

22 
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confused character, and changes into a still rapid but simple 
roll, which becomes so much slower between the sixth and 
the seventh that at 233 and 236 v.s. twelve and ten single 
beats can already be counted, which at the seventh, B= 240 v.s., 
decrease to eight, at 244 v.s. to six, and become gradually 
fewer in number, till at the octave of c=256 v.s. they at last 
cease altogether. 

As the number of vibrations of the primary notes can be 
directly read off from the tuning-forks, it will be found that 
the number of single distinguishable beats near the unison is 
equal to the difference of the double vibrations of the two 
primary notes, and that of the beats near the octave is equal 
to the difference of the double vibrations of the higher of the 
two primary and of the octave of the lower note. 

The above result can be shortly expressed in the following 
manner. Lach interval n: 7’ (less than the octave) exhibits 
two sorts of beats, whose number is equal to the positive and 

/ 

negative remainder of the division es that is to say, equal to 

the two numbers m and m/=n—™m, which we obtain by stating 
n’=n+m=2n—m’. I shall in future, for the sake of brevity, 
call the beats m lower beats, and the beats m’ upper beats. 
If we increase the interval between two notes from the unison 
to the octave, the number of lower beats increases from 0 to n, 
and that of the upper beats diminishes from 7 to 0. At the 

fifth the number of both kinds of beats is =5 If m is much 

less than 5? only the lower beats are audible; if m is much 

greater than : ; 

nearly equal to 5° both kinds of beats, m and n—m, may be 

we hear only the upper beats; and if m is 

distinguished at the same time. 
The lower beats are more powerful than the upper beats ; 

and their audibleness extends consequently further beyond the 
fifth than that of the upper beats below the same note. 

In the octave from C to c, which we have now been con- 
sidering, it is very difficult to distinguish, through the loud 
and confused rattle of the upper and lower beats above and 
below the fifth, the rhythm which belongs to both these kinds 
of beats, as the number both of lower and upper beats is 
always so great that heard alone they would produce a very 
rapid roll. I only succeeded, therefore, in bringing to special 
and absolutely clear proof both kinds of beats during their 
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existence by choosing as the fundamental note of the interval 
a much deeper note than C, namely double E (80 v.s.). 

The great fork had on one of its prongs a wooden board 
24 centims. broad and 40 centims. long, and, by means of a 
powerful electromagnet placed between its prongs, was made 
to vibrate strongly in a space of from 12 to 15 millims. I 
held my ear to this board, while I brought more or less close 
to it a tuning-fork with sliding weights and divisions, which I 
held loose in my hand. If we experiment in this manner, and 
raise the note on the latter tuning-fork from 80 v. s. gradually 
higher and higher, the first single audible beats are again lost 
in a roll and rattle which continue beyond the fifth (20 beats). 
At 144 y.s., when 32 lower beats and 8 upper beats are 
produced, the latter begin to be distinguishable. At 148 v.s. 
(m=34, m/=6) and at 150 v.s. (m=35, m’=5), beside the 
rattle of the 34 or 35 lower beats, the 6 and 5 upper beats can 
be clearly heard. A good idea may be obtained of the sound 
produced if we curve the tongue as in forming the letter R, 
while we force the air out of the mouth in short strong puffs, 
instead of in one continuous stream. 

While on the subject of this experiment with the deep 
double-E fork, I may remark by the way that it is extremely 
difficult to produce very deep simple notes of any intensity. 
As I was anxious to make my experiments upon beats by 
means of notes which should have the widest possible intervals 
with the smallest possible difference in the absolute number of 
vibrations, I constructed for the notes of the double octave 
(64—188 v. s.) two large wooden resonators, one 40 and 
the other 60 centims. high and wide, and both 2 metres long. 
Like the before-mentioned brass resonators, they were fitted 
with clamping-screws, so that they could be tuned with 
the greatest precision, and the openings could be increased or 
diminished at pleasure; but the effect which I obtained from 
them in connexion with the powerful forks was so small that 
I lost more in intensity by taking one of these deep notes for 
the fundamental note than I gained by the lesser number of 
vibrations. 

If we increase the interval of the octave 128 : 256 v.s., at 
which we have now arrived by retaining the fundamental note 
C, while we again raise the second note proceeding from the 
octave higher and higher, we produce again the single audible 
beats, which, when they have attained the number of 10 to 12 
at 276 to 280 v.s., change into a simple roll, which at 296 v. s. 
(20 beats) is transformed into a confused rattle. This rattle 
soon becomes weaker ; and between e and /, about 332 to 336 
v. s., the clang of the two notes only allows a mere roughness 
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to be perceived, out of which, however, again at 344 v.s., a 
clear quick roll appears, which gradually becomes slower, till 
at 360 to 364 v.s. 12 to 10 beats become singly audible ; these 
at 368, 372, 376, and 380 y.s. decrease to 8, 6, 4, and 2, and 
at g=384 v.s. (1: 3) disappear. 

The number of the beats audible close to the octave is equal 
to the difference of the double vibrations of the higher notes 
and of the octave of the fundamental note ; and the number of 
beats close to the twelfth is equal to the difference of the double 
vibrations of the higher notes and the twelfth from the 
fundamental note. 

The order of the intervals here observed of this second 
period, from n:2 n to n:3 n, is therefore precisely the same 
as that which we observed of the intervals of the first period 
from n:nton:2n. Hach interval, n:2n+m or3n—m’, 
again exhibits two kinds of beats, which are equal to m and 

nv 

2 

if m is much greater than 5 , only the upper beats can be dis- 
n 

tinguished ; and if m is about the same as oy the two kinds of 

/ m’: if mis much less than 5, we hear only the lower beats ; 

beats exist together. In this period m= in the interval 
2 

2:5 (e=320 v.s.). 
The beats in the interval n: 2 +m are therefore equal to 

those in the interval n :n+m. 
In this period also the upper beats are weaker than the 

lower; and both upper and lower beats are weaker than the 
corresponding beats in the first period. 

The next higher period reaches from C:g to C:¢,n:3n 

to n:4 n; and its centre, in which m=” is in the ratio of 2:7 
2 

(128 : 448 v.s.). 
We find in this the same order as in the two first 

periods, only we cannot follow the two kinds of beats quite 
so far, as they have again become weaker than in the former 
periods. If, beginning at g (384 v.s.), we again raise the 
second note higher and higher, the first single audible beats fall 
into a roll at 404 v.s. (10 beats), which at 420 v.s. becomes 
a weak confused rattle. This changes at about 456 y.s. to a 
mere roughness, from which another clear rattle is only dis- 
tinguished at 480 to 484 v.s. (16 to 14 beats), which becomes 
slower till at 492 v.s. we have 10 single audible beats, gra- 
dually diminishing in number till at c’ (512 v.s.), the double 
octave, they entirely disappear. 
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The beats of an intervaln:3 +m or 4n—m’ are again 
equal to m and m’. 

In the period of C:¢ to C:é, of n:4n to n:5n, the 
beats can be followed to only a less distance. The lower 
beats at the number of 8 to 10 change into a roll; but this at 
5d2 v.s. (20 beats) is already so weak that it is hardly more 
than a mere roughness. At 560 (24 beats) even this is no 
longer distinguishable, and the two notes from this point form 
a pure clang. Only at 616 v.s. does the roll of 12 beats 
= appear from the pure clang, which then passes into the 
single audible beats, which disappear at 1:5 (128: 640 v.s.). 

In the period C:¢ to C:g’, n:5n to n:6n, the oe 
beats are only clear to about 10, and disappear at 664 v. 
(12 beats). he upper beats are feebly audible at 748 v.s., 
and only at 752 v.s. @ beats) become singly quite clear. 

In the period C:9’ to 0: 896 v.s., of n:6nton:7 n, the 
lower beats are only quite distinct up to 780 v.s. (6 beats), 
and disappear at 784 v.s. The upper beats are feebly audible 
to the number of 6 at 884 v.s., and only become quite distinct 
at 888 v.s. to the number of 4. 

In the period of C : 896 v.s. to C: 6’, n:7 7 to n:8 n, the 
lower beats can be heard clearly to the number of 4 at 904 v.s. 
They disappear at 908 v.s.,6 in number. Four upper beats 
are perceptible at 1004 v.s. The two beats at 1008 v.s. are 
quite distinct. 

I succeeded occasionally in perceiving a few beats in the 
ratio of C:d’ and even of C:e” (1:9 and 1:10); but these 
were very weak, and could not have been perceived at all by 

_ any ordinarily correct ear not specially trained for the pur- 
pose, as all those above described can be. 

It has always hitherto been assumed that beats can only be 
airectly produced from two notes which are close to the 
unison, and that the beats of all wider intervals must be pro- 
duced with the aid of resultant notes. According to this, in 
the interval C : c’—2 v.d., which as we have seen allows two 
beats to be distinctly heard, these beats must have been pro- 
duced in the following manner :— 

gp —2v. es with C (8n— sv onig must hay eproduced 892v.s.(7n—2) 
892 v. Pegi by eka na ch han oe ‘—2v.d.(6n—2) 
g — By, d. ee Owe—2 4, > as 5» &—2v.d.(5n—2) 
@—2v.d. ,, C(5n—2 ,, n) is » &—2v.d(4n—2) 
d—2v.d. , C(4n—2 ,, n) . » 9G —2v.d.(8n—2) 
g—2vd. , C(8n—2 ,, n) us » €—2v.d.(2n—2) 
e—2v.d. , OC(2n—2 ,, n) a »  OC—2y.d. (n—2) 
C—2vd. , C (n—2 ,, n) As A two beats 
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Of all these intermediate notes | have been able to discover 
no trace; and the note ¢’ —2 y. d. (1020 y.s.) has besides com- 
paratively so little intensity, even when its beats are most 
distinctly audible with C, that it seems absolutely impossible 
that it should produce any (even the very smallest) practical 
combination-note in connexion with other notes; and it would 
be still more incredible that it should be the origin of a whole 
series of combination-notes. It is therefore far more natural 
to derive the beats of the harmonic interval, as well as those 
of the unison, directly from the formation of the sound-waves, 
and to consider that they arise from the periodically inter- 
changing coincidences of the similar maxima of the notes n 
and n’, and of the maxima which have opposite signs. . 

In the beats of these harmonic intervals, as well as in those 
of the unison, the similar maxima will either come exactly 
together, or else with two successive vibrations of the funda- 
mental note ; maxima of compression of the higher notes will 
slightly precede the maximum of compression of the first vibra- 
tion and follow the second, so that the centre of beating will 
lie between these two ; in both cases, however, the effect upon 
the ear will be exactly the same, as a beating is no momen- 
tary phenomenon, but arises from the constant ebb and flow 
of the intensity of the note. To give a clearer idea of the 
order of vibrations in the beats of these harmonic intervals, 
I have reduced to writing the vibrations of the interval 
nihn and n:hn+y (h=1, 2,...8) by means of my well- 
known apparatus, with which, according to the method first 
applied by Lissajous and Desains, one of the tuning-forks 
whose vibrations are to be calculated has attached to it a piece 
of smoked glass which vibrates with it, and the other carries 
the pencil which marks the figures upon this plate. If 
we look at the common characters of these figures, we find 
that the beats of the imperfect intervals 1:3, 1:5, 1:7, as 
well as the beats of the unison, are shown by periodical 
maxima and minima of the amplitude of the vibrations which 
very Clearly declare their direct audibleness. In the perfect 
intervals, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6, and 1:8, a maximum of compres- 
sion is constantly changing with a maximum of dilatation, as is 
the case in ordinary sound-waves, and every entire period may 
therefore be equally considered as a single united wave of air ; 
and there can be nothing remarkable in such air-waves being 
considered singly as beats, as the notes of the great organ- 
pipe of the 32-foot octave may very easily be heard as single 
air-beats, and we receive the impression of a series of beats 
also if we apply the ear to the prongs of a large tuning-fork 
which gives less than 32 v. d. 
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Another peculiarity of the beats of harmonic intervals is 
that the two primary notes appear alternately. If atthe same 
time with the powerful C we sound ¢ only a small fraction of 
a vibration out of tune, so that very slow beats are formed, we 
hear the fundamental note and the octave alternately so clearly 
that, when c is very powerful, we should sometimes be inclined 
to count each vibration double ; if, on the other hand, ¢ is 
weak, we only hear the fundamental note becoming alternately 
stronger and weaker. I have succeeded in making precisely 
the same observations with the very slow beats of the twelfth 
and the double octave, C:g and C:¢’; but when the vibra- 
tions are at all quick the periodical appearance of the higher 
notes is no longer perceptible. 

These phenomena also are more easily explained by means 
of beats of these intervals than by the supposition of resultant 
intermediate notes which cannot be heard. In the beat of 
the octave and the twelfth the fundamental note alone appears 
at a, and at b the higher note is distinguishable. 

B. Intervals with the fundamental note ¢ (= 256 v.s.). 

If we form the different intervals from the unison to the 
third octave with c (=256 v.s.) for the fundamental note, the 
beats of the different periods being twice as numerous, can no 
longer be observed with such wide intervals as were possible 
with the fundamental note C. 

The first single audible beats change to a simple roll at the 
second, and to a confused rattle at the third, which, after the 
fourth, becomes feeble. Between the fifth and sixth the notes 
form a rough clang, through which, between the sixth and 
seventh, a more distinct roll begins to appear, which at the 
seventh changes to single perceptible beats, and at 496 v.s. 
(8 beats) to single computable beats, which disappear at the 
octave ¢:¢’. 

In the second period, ¢:c’ to ¢:9’, even at 584 v.s. only a 
roughness can be perceived ; and at 608 y.s. the two notes 
already form a completely undisturbed clang, which only at 
704 v.s. again becomes rough, and at 720 v.s. changes to a 
roll, that then melts into the single beats, which disappear at 
‘the twelfth, ¢:g’ (1:3). 

In the third period, of c:9’ to c:c¢”’ the last traces of the 
roughness produced by the increasing numbers of the lower 
beats disappear so soon as at 820 v.s. The two notes form, 
from this point to 976 v. s., an undisturbed simultaneous sound, 
which at 984 v. s. (20 beats, m”) become rough, and then again 
allows the single beats to be heard, which disappear at the 
double octave, c:¢”’ (1:4). 
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Above the double octave we can distinguish below and 
above the interval c:e”’ (1:5) the upper beats of the fourth 
and the lower beats of the fifth period to about the number of 
twelve. Above and below ¢:g’ (1:6) about 8 beats can be 
distinguished, and about 6 in the disturbed clang C : 1792 v.s. 
(1:7). The triple octave ¢: ¢” (1: 8), when disturbed, allows 
4 beats to be distinctly heard ; but the two or three beats per- 
ceptible at ¢:d’’’ (1:9) are very weak. 

Although both the lower and upper beats attain to the 
number of 64 in the interval with the fundamental note c, which 
forms the middle of that period, C is only very faintly distin- 
guishable even in the first period in the fifth,e:g. If we 
suddenly produce a g beside the original singly sounding c, 
the result gives the same impression as if the fundamental note 
had acquired a deeper character. 

C. Intervals with the fundamental note c'(=512 v. s.). 

If intervals are formed with the fundamental note ¢/(=512 
v.s.), gradually rising from the unison, the following phenomena 
will be noticed. : 

The first single audible lower beats change to a rattle before 
the second is reached, and at the third (64 beats) become a 
mere roughness ; at the same time a weak Cis heard. At 
the fifth this note rises to c (128 beats), while at 720 to 736 v.s. 
the roughness of the clang is no longer heard. From 768 to 
896 y.s. (128 to 192 beats) the note ¢ rises to g, and is re- 
markably strong in proportion to its intensity between C and 
c (64 to 128 beats). It appears, therefore, that what the 
single impulses m have lost in intensity in these greater 
intervals, is fully made up by their greater number with 
regard to the intensity of the note which they form. The note 
produced by the upper beats m’ can be distinguished by the 
beats of the auxiliary fork from the third (192 beats) to the 
fifth (128 beats), while it sinks from g to c, though it other- 
wise is scarcely audible. From 808 to 896 v. s. (108 to 64 
beats m’), it becomes so feeble that even with the aid of the 
auxiliary fork it can scarcely be distinguished. It appears 
therefore that the increase in intensity of the single impulse 
m’, which is attained by the diminution of their number, is 
not great enough to form the deepened note with the same 
intensity which it possessed when it was higher. Towards 
944 y.s. (40 beats m’) a roughness arises, which at 976 y.s. 
changes to a roll that alters to single beats, which at the octave 
ce’ :c’ disappear. 

The lower beats of the second period, from ¢ :¢” to ¢ :g” 
(1 :2-to 1:3), become at 20 only a roughness; and in the 
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same way the upper beats at about 18 begin to be distinguish- 
able by the roughness of the clang. 

In the third period, from ¢ :9’ to ¢:¢”’, about 16 beats 
m can be heard, and about 10 beats m’. 
(1 made these two observations upon my tonometer with 
tuning-forks which are not mentioned in the list given in my 
introduction.) 

Below and above the interval c:¢” (1:5) about 5 beats 
are easily heard, and in the interrupted interval’c’ :9/” (1:6) 
from 2 to 3 can be distinguished. 

The beat-notes, which in the first period were already ex- 
tremely feeble, in the higher one are no longer directly per- 
ceptible. 

D. Intervals with the fundamental note c'(=1024 v. s.). 

In intervals with the fundamental note c’, the lower and 
upper beats are only to be distinguished as such near the unison 
and the harmonic interval. In consequence of their great 
numbers they change to notes which in the different intervals 
will be heard in the following manner :— 

In the second, ¢” d’’, the note m (64 beats) C is distinctly 
heard ; in the third, ¢” e”’, it has risen to ¢ (128 beats), and 
is still distinct ; in the fourth the note m (170°6 beats) f is 
joined by the note m” (3841°3 beats) f’. These two notes 
blend, when the fourth is quite pure, into a clang that is heard 
sometimes as 7, and sometimes as /’. The notes mand m’ 
become equal at the fifth ¢” g”, when c’ is very distinctly 
heard. At the sixth, the lower note m rises to /’, and the 
note m’ sinksto 7. These two notes are more powerful, and do 
not blend into one another so closely as at the fourth. If, 
with exactly the same intensity of the fundamental note the 
fork a” is held a little further from the ear, the f is heard more 
strongly ; if itis brought nearer, 7’ becomes more distinct. In 
the interval ¢’: 1792 y.s. (4: 7) the two notes m=g/ and 
m=e’ are heard almost equally loud. At the seventh no more 
is distinguished of the lower note, and m’=64 beats forms a 
mere rattle, a roughness through which C cannot be heard. 
Above the octave, in the interval ¢’:d/ (4:9), the note 
m=128 beats, C, can be faintly heard, and in the interval 
e’: 2889°3 v.s. (8:7), the note fi At c’:e” (2:5), where 
m=m’ =256 beats, c’ is very distinct ; beyond these limits no 
more beats can be distinguished ; only below and above the 
twelth ¢’: 9’ some distinct, and at the double octave a few 
very weak beats may be heard. 
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EK. Intervals with the fundamental note c/(=2048 v. s.). 

If we now take c’” for the fundamental note of the interval, 
we arrive at that part of the scale which is especially adapted 
for the observation of the beat-notes, as the deepest octave was 
for the examination of the single beats which have not yet 
blended into one note. 

The beat-notes of the first period may be heard in the fol- 
lowing manner. The note ¢”” forms with 

Interval m m’, 

ai! 8: 9 c — _ mis heard alone and distinetly. 
2389°3 v.s.6: 7 jf — _ mis heard alone and clearly. 
* ed 4: 5 ¢ 4g mis clear, m’ weaker than m. 

she 3: 4 f’ f” mand m’ melt into one sound. 
2816 v.s. 8:11 9g’ e& mand m’ are equally loud. 

“id 2: 3 c” é&’ m=m"’, the note is very loud. 
3328 v.s. 8:13 e& of m and m’ equally loud and di- 

stinct. 
or 3: 5 f” f’ mand’ louder than at the fourth, 

and also to be heard singly. 
3584 y.s. 4: 7 9g” c mand m’ about equally loud and 

distinct. 
bf!’ 8:15 — ce m quite inaudible, m’ audible and 

distinct. 

In the second period, ¢”: @Y to ce”: g'%, the beat-notes 
are heard in the following manner:—c” with 

Interval m m’, 
/ dv 4: 9 ¢ 4g m distinctly audible, m’ scarcely 

perceptible. 
5 ¢&’ c¢ m=m’ distinctly audible. 
Buf ; ; J’ mand m’ about equally loud. 
1 g’ c m very faint, m’ more distinctly 

audible than m. 

ev 2: 
IV 3: 

5Op2 yess 4e1 

Third period, from ¢”” : g™ to ce” : ce. 

6656 v.s. 4:13 c¢ — m only audible. 
a, 3:10 f’ Ff” m melts into m’. 
7168) 7..88 229. o Ne" nea’ palistinelye 
ae 4:15 — ¢ wm’ only audible. 
7936 v.s. 8:31 — c¢ wm’ only audible. 

F. Intervals with the fundamental note cl’ (=4096 v. s.). 

Lastly, intervals with the fundamental-note c’ allow the fol- 
lowing notes to be heard:— 
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er’, 

with interval m m’, 

ety 8: 9 c — mis distinctly perceptible. 
ou 4: 5 ce” — mis loud. 
iY 3: 4 ff’ — mis equally loud. 
Mee2yv.s. S:11 g” e” mand m’ loud. 

ay 2:5 6". ¢” m=m' quite loud: 
6656v.s. 8:13 eé” 9g’ mand m’ both audible. 
a a Oly Ff om and m audible: 
W168 y.s. 4: 7 9g” c’ m audible, m’ louder than m. 
piv 8:15 — cc’ m quite inaudible, m’ distinctly 

perceptible. 
4936 v.s. 16:31 — m’ only distinctly audible. 
8064 v.s. 82:63 — c¢ wm’ perceptible. 

If the entire series of observations here set forth with their 
results be reviewed, it will be found that, taken as a whole, 
they show as follows :— 

(1) The lower beats m, as well as the upper beats m’=n—m 
of an interval n:hn+m (h=1, 2, 3...), when the number of 
beats and the intensity of the primary notes are sufficient, 
change into beat-notes; for example the notes of the ratio 
8:15, C :b, allow m/=8 beats to be heard, and the notes of 
the same ratio c/’” :b’ the beat-note m’=c, the notes cV : bY 
the beat-note c’.. Further, with the notes of the ratio 4:15 
(n:3n+m), CO : 6, a distinct roll of 16 upper beats is heard, 
and with the notes of the same ratio, ¢’” : d'’, the upper beat- 
note m’/=c’. 

(2) The beat-notes in the high octaves, and the singly au- 
dible beats in the low ones, are always equal to the two dif- 
ferences of the double vibrations of the higher primary notes, 
and of the two upper and lower notes of the harmonic series 
lying next above and below the deeper primary note, and not, 
as has been hitherto assumed, simply equal to the difference of 
the double vibrations of the two primary notes. For example, 
the notes of the ratio 4:9, c’’:d allow the beat-note 
m=1=c’', and no trace of the note 9—4=5=e”, to be heard; 
Bose” (2:5) gives m=1=c", and no trace of g/”. The 
ratio n:2n+m,4:11, formed by the notes 2048 (c”) and 
5632 y.s., allows further the beat-notes m=3=9” and 
m’=1=c' to be perceived, and no trace of the note 
7= 3584 v.s. 

(3) Of the beat-notes of the higher octaves m and m’, as 
well as of the singly audible beats m and m’ of the lower ones, 

ir} 
~ 

m alone is audible when m is much less than 7 m when 
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m is much greater than > and the coexistence of m and m’ is 

observable when m approaches > For example, c’ : d'¥ (8 : 9) 

only allows m=1l=c' to be heard; c%:b™ (8:15) only 
m’ =1=c'; and at ec’ : 6656 v.s. (8:13) bothm=5 =e” and. 
m’ =3= 9" are to be heard. 

II. Secondary Beats and Beat-notes. 

In the foregoing section I have endeavoured to describe 
connectedly the operations of the upper and lower beats, as 
they appear in the different intervals when these are formed, 
first from the deepest notes, then from higher and higher up 
to highest, and so as not to disturb their connexion. There 
yet remains a class of phenomena which I will now describe. 
We have seen above that in the clang of the two notes 80 

and 148 v.s., the roll of the 34 lower beats m, and the single 
audible 6 upper beats m/ can be separately heard, that in the 
neighbourhood of the fifth C:G a strong confused rattle is 
caused by the coexistence of these two kinds of beats, and 
that finally in the high octaves, as also in the intervals 

n:hn+m, if m approaches to 5) both the beat-notes m and 

m’ can be observed together. These two beat-notes, which 
appear side by side, are in the same relation to each other as 
would be the case with two equal primary notes of the same 
intensity : i.e. if they are near the unison they allow strong 
beats to be heard; if they form almost the interval of an oc- 
tave they also produce beats, which, however, are weaker ; and 
in the same way their broken twelfth will also allow beats 
to be heard. ,; 

In the intervals n : hn+m the two beat-notes m and m/ are 

in unison if m=“, therefore in the intervals 2 : 3, 2:5, 2:7. 9)? 

If, however, m= +1, then n—m=~—1, and we obtain 
7) 3 D) y) 9 4) 

two beats. 
The upper beat-note m’ is the higher octave of the lower 

beat-note m if m=“, and therefore in the intervals 3:4, 3:7.... 
3 

If, however, m=, +1, then n—m= aol, and we obtain 

= + 2) -(7 — 1 ), i. €. three beats. | 

The lower beat-note is the higher octave of the upper beat- 
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note if a, and therefore in the intervals 3:3,3:8. If, 

however, m = SE tp then n—m =,—1 and we again ob- 
3 

tain a 1 )- e _ 2), 2. €. three beats. 

The beat-notes m and m/’ together form the twelfth if 

7 — = in the intervals 2:5, 4:9; andif mas, in the intervals 

mee 2b). iim oe then ml =I, and we obtain 

s + 3)-(+ — 1), i..é. four beats. 

In general, then, when the higher note deviates by a double 
vibration from the perfect interval, there ensue two beats in 
the intervals 2:3, 2: 5,2: 7, three beats in the intervals 3 : 4, 
8:7,and 3:5, 3:8, and finally four beats in the intervals 
Pee, and 4°:'7,°4: 11. 

By the use of the loud notes at my disposal I was able to 
make the following observations on these secondary beats 
arising from beat-notes. 

Near the fifth double Hi and double B, where the primary 
notes make a distinct rattle, only one or two secondary beats 
are audible ; at the fifth double G: D (96: 144 v.s.), where 
also the primary beats make a distinct rattle, but where, in 
consequence of the greater intensity of the primary notes, they 
are much louder, the secondary beats to the number of 8, and 
above the fifth to the number of 10, can be followed ; in fact, 
above the fifth they are more distinct, as is also the case in the 
higher positions,—which may be explained by the fact that in 
this neighbourhood the intensity of the lower and upper beats 
must be more nearly equal, because the upper beats, which 
are weaker even when their number is the same, are not here 
so numerous as the lower beats m, whilst below the fifth the 
contrary is the case. With equal intensity of the fundamental 
note, the secondary beats are most distinct when the higher note 
is somewhat weaker, while the rattle of the primary beat is 
loudest when the higher notes are the stronger. 

In the interval with the fundamental note C, I was only 
able to observe the secondary beats in the interrupted unison 
m and m’, but there as far as the third period. They may be 
perceived at C:G (2:3) to the number of 6 or 8, and at 
C:e(2:5) to the number of 5 or 6. At 2:7 two or three 
may be heard. 

In the intervals double HE: double B, double G: D, and C: G, 
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the secondary beats sound in conjunction with the loud rattle 
of the primary beats somewhat in the manner that I have de- 
scribed above in the simultaneous sounding of 80: 144v.s. 
At C:e, however, where the rattle of the primary beats is 
already much weaker, it disappears before the secondary beats ; 
and the same thing occurs at the fifth c: g. 

In the intervals with the fundamental note c, the whole system 
of secondary beats can be very fully observed. The beats of 
the unison of the beat-notes can not only be numerously and 
clearly heard in the intervals 2 : 3, where they can be followed 
till they change to a rattle of from 12 to 16, at 2:5, 2:7, and 
even at 2:9 to the number of about 4, but also in the octave 
formed by m and m’ at 3:4, 3:5 toabout 6 or 8, at 3:7 and 
3:8 (the former weaker than the latter) to about 4, and at 
3:11 in the third period to 3 or 4. The beats of the twelfth 
of m and m’ are only perceptible in the first period at the in- 
tervals 4:5 and 4:7, and can only be followed to about 3 
or 4. 

In the intervals with the fundamental note c’ the vibrations 
of my tuning-forks are somewhat less favourable than in those 
just mentioned with the fundamental note c. Consequently the 
secondary beats at the unison of the beat-notes m and m/ in the 
first three periods were really quite distinctly audible in the 
intervals 2:3, 2:5, and 2:7; and when they formed together 
the octave, in the first period only, at 3:4 and 3:5. 

In the first period of the interval with the fundamental note c”, 
the secondary beats can be perceived in all intervals in which 
the beat-notes stand in the ratio of 1:1,1: 2, and 1:3 to one 
another ; in the second period, however, only a few distinct 
beats at 2:5 and some very weak ones at 3:7 can be dis- 
tinguished. 

Intervals with the fundamental note ¢”’ are formed in the 
first period by a powerful tuning-fork for the fundamental note, 
and weaker forks for the upper notes. Here the secondary beats 
are only heard clearly at 2:3, and further at 3:4 and 3:5. 
Above the octave, however, with the powerful forks of the 
octave c’¥ to c’, the beats of the beat-notes are heard not only 
at 2:5 and 2:7 and at 3:8, but even at 4:9. 

Experiments on all these intervals formed from very high 
notes are already very fatiguing to the ear; and this is still 
more the case in the intervals of the octave of c” toc’. I 
succeeded, however, in distinguishing besides the secondary 
beats of the fifth, and the fourth and sixth, also those of the 
third and of the ratio 4:7. The extraordinary intensity of 
the notes of my forks for this octave proved itself especially 
valuable in the intervals 8: 11 and 8: 13. 
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As I have already stated, the simultaneous sound of 4096 
(eV) and 5632 v.s. (8:11) allows m=768 beats (g’’) and 
m’ =1280 beats (e’””) to be distinctly heard, besides which a 
quite distinct ce’, which is =512 v.d., that is, =1280—768 
y. d., may be perceived ; and the same result is obtained by a 
simultaneous sound of 4096 and 6656 vy. s. (8:13) when 
m= 1280 and m’=768 beats. The note c”’ may also be clearly 
perceived here ; so that the secondary beats, if their number 
and strength are sufficient, melt into one note like the primary 
beats. 

I only observed the secondary beat-notes in these two cases ; 
but there they were quite clear and distinct. In the deeper 
octave, where the same intervals produce the distinctly audi- 
ble beat-notes g’ and ¢é’, the latter, in consequence of the 
greater weakness of the primary notes, does not allow the c’, 
which ought to be there, to be heard. 

With regard to the general observation of the secondary 
beats, it may be remarked that the weaker they are, the less 
must they exceed a certain number if they are to be clearly 
distinguished ; it must not, therefore, be forgotten when the 
higher primary note is put out of tune in order to bring them 
out, that if this note is put out of tune by one double vibra- 
tion, 2, 3, or 4 secondary beats are produced. In the inter- 
val ¢ :e for instance, therefore, the latter note must only be put 
out of tune by one double vibration at the outside if the se- 
condary beats are to be clearly perceptible; otherwise nothing 
more is heard of them; at least when I have struck these 
notes together I have never distinguished more than four. At 
the simultaneous sound of c'’ and e” the secondary beats are 
also most distinctly heard when they are about four in num- 
ber. My e” fork weighs about 560 grammes; and even a little 
lump of wax weighing about a decigramme attached to the 
end of one of its prongs puts it out of tune to the extent of 
a double vibration, and thereby allows the four secondary 
beats to be heard. From this example we may see how 
easily it may often happen that the secondary beats cannot be 
perceived merely because the interval of the two primary 
otes is too much out of tune. 
I have already remarked, while on the subject of pure har- 

nonic intervals, that until now all beats of wider intervals 
ave been traced back to the beats of two notes near the uni- 
on. It was supposed that the first difference note of the 
rimary notes again produced difference notes with these pri- 
ary notes, that these produced others with the primary notes 
nd the first difference note, and so it was continued until two 
f the notes near the unison were reached, which would then 
fil. Mag. S.5. Vol. 1. No.6, June 1376. 2G 
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be sounded together. Suppose, for example, that in the dis- 
turbed major third 4n:5n+w there appeared, 

bnte—4n=n+u 
4n—(n+2)=3n—w 

Sn +e —(dn—wx)=2n4+ 2x 
4n —(2n+27)=2n—2e. 

and then 2n+ 22, with 2n—2 aw, allow 4a beats to be heard. By 
this proceeding we always arrive at the true number of beats; 
but we are obliged at the same time alw: ays to suppose the 
existence of notes which are not only themselves unheard, but 
are also often both the effect of some and the cause of othed 
notes, which are all equally inaudible. In the example here 
given, 5n+. and 4n show ‘the beat-note n+. at a certain in- 
tensity ; ; but if we now sound a primary note n+. of about 
equal intensity and, at the same time, alone with the primary 
note 4n, we shall only hear 4 beats, but under no cireum- 
stances a note 8n—w of such intensity that it could be in a 
position to iat other notes again in fresh combinations. 
This note, 3n—2, to judge by the analogy in other cases, 
would not ‘ba stebies enough for this, even if it were a beat- 

note; but it has been produced fron n+u and 4n, and is 
therefore only a difference note; and how far below the beat- 
notes in intensity are the difference notes and summation 
notes we shall see later, in the section that treats of these 
notes. 

With how much caution we must regard an explanation of 
the wider intervals of the beats by the combination notes 
becomes still more obvious if, instead of an interval of the first 
period, we examine a simultaneous sound of the second or 
third. We have seen above that distinct secondary beats can 
be heard in the ratio 2:7. If this is formed with the funda- 
ae note ¢”’, both the beat-notes m and m’=c”, and this 
‘we can hear loudly and distinctly. If the interval 2:7 is 

Wea out of tune, and m and m/ consequently no longer in clear 
unison, they sound together in precisely the same way as two 
primary notes ¢’ of the same intensity would do if put out 
of tune to the same extent, and we need no further inaudible 
note for the explanation of this phenomenon ; but according 
to the old view, 

in+a—2n(e")=5n+a(e%+a) . 
on + a2—In=dn+ a(9/ +2) 

Inte | —(3n+x)=4n(c’) 
5bnt+e2 —4n=n+a(c’ +2) 

4n—(n + “)=<dn—a(g/” 
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and consequently 3+. and 3n—w would give the beats 
22. Nothing, however, can be discovered of all these inter- 
mediate notes ; and we may well suppose therefore that, if with 
such extraordinarily strong notes as I have used there is hardly 
any probability of secondary beats being produced by combi- 
nation notes, then with the use of weaker simple notes (such 
as, for example, those produced by organ-pipes) the supposition 
seems to be deprived of all probability whatever. But if, on 
the other hand, we succeeded in producing such powerful 
simple primary notes that the combination notes necessary for 
the formation of the secondary beats according to the old view 
could be formed with sufficient intensity, even in this case the 
two beat-notes (m and m’) and their beats might have attained 
to such strength that the combination notes of the higher order, 
falling together with the latter beats, might still form only an 
extremely small part of the intensity of the beats heard. 

In order to allow an easy review of all my observations on 
primary and secondary notes and beat-notes, I have drawn up 
the following Table. The column A contains the primary 
notes with their vibrations, B the ratio of these two notes, 
C the number of lower beats m, c the ratio they form with the 
fundamental note of the interval, D the number of the upper 
beats m’, and d the ratio they form with the fundamental note. 
Under Hi is stated how the lower beats m, and under F how 
the upper beats m’ are to be heard. Finally, the column G 
contains the secondary beats and secondary beat-notes arising 
from the combined action of m and m’. In this Table I have 
only given such results as may be perceived by any ordinarily 
good ear from the use of the notes which I have employed 
in these experiments; and I have noticed especially the cases 
in which notes cannot be directly distinctly heard, whose 
undoubted existence is proved not only by secondary beats, 
but also by the help of auxiliary forks, as is, for example, the 
ease in the beat-notes of the intervals c’:e’ and c’:/f’. An 
“ ordinarily good ear,” and “ notes such as I have employed,” 
are certainly, in spite of the dimensions of the tuning-forks 
and sounding-boxes stated above, premises much wanting in 
precision ; but it stands to reason that even the phenomena 
resulting from the simultaneous sound of two simple notes 

can only be stated with perfect accuracy in relation to their 
intensity when it becomes possible to express the intensity of 
notes of different pitches by a common ratio, with the same 
precision with which we can now state the pitch of their 
vibrations. 

A few apparent anomalies which are shown by this Table, 
as, é. g., that the system of co eal beats can be less perfectly 

2G 2 
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observed in the intervals with the fundamental note c’ than 
in those with the fundamental notes ¢ and c”’, and the absence of 
beat-notes in the intervals with the fundamental note ¢c’’ which 
lie above 2:5, may be explained, as I stated above, by the 
lesser intensity of the notes which formed the intervals in 
question. 

TaB.E of the Primary and Secondary Beats and Beat-notes observe 
directly. 

Db. E: 

Db. G= 96 

Intervals with the fundamental note Double H(=80 v.s.). 

A. 

v. 8. 

Db. E= 80 
: Db. G=100 
: Db. A=106°6 
: Db. B=120 

144 
148 
150 

, 156 
. 160 

Intervals with the fundamental note 

116 

168 

B. 

n:n+m 

Co Ore 

eeewee 

eeeeee 

eeeeee 

eeeree 

eeeeae 

ereeee 

min+m 

eosees 

C:F=1706' 3:4 
172 | 

E. 

Unison. 

Loud rattle. 

” 

” 

seeeee 

Singly audible. wi 

Weaker rattle. . : 

ot a 

0 
10 

na) as | 
220.08 

z..1/ tee 
34 
35 
38 

Unison. 

Loud rattle. 
eseeee 

eeeeee 

eereee 

oeetee 

posses 

eee 

eeeeee 

eereee 

Unison, 
Singly audible. $s 

3” 

9 

> 

” 

Simple roll, 

93 

Singly audible. i 

Sol ae 

G. D. |d. 

m 

26°6 
20 |1 
a 
6 
5 
2 
0 

Intervals with the fundamental note C(=128 v.s.). 

First period of C:C (1:1) to C:¢ (1:2). 

Mm 

F, 

.| Appear 

.| Distinet 

” 

3 i 
.| Octave. 

Double G(=96 v.s.). 

...| Singly 4 
| Octave. 



Sounding of two Notes. 

Table (continued). 

A. B. E. Gs) Ge 

V.8. | 2:n+m ™m 
TNE) o ieleals Confused rattle.|...| 24 
1050 el ae i at veal 320 
ile. es s 28 

foe aaa 30 
C= G= 192 2:3 ph Piso 

Me cc aces = 34 
08 me 36 
7) A 5 38 
1S ee be 40 
PMN caso) ‘ 42 

C:A=213:3) 3:5 5 42°6 
BERL Seema (| cs lesecan 44 
my A OR Oe ts | ee ee ae 
224 Bea PRERD TC | 2, ae 
a(S a Sr ne 
Ss AN) NAc aaa ian 
220 ilk (eee Reed ain tn 

C:B=240 SON a ae ae 
2203 Ea ee 
22eS. 1 cee se ae eee 
BSD. SO eee ee Rear 

C:c=256 1, a eae ar 

Second period, from C:¢ (1:2) toC:9 (1: 

v.s. jv: 2n+m m ~ 
C:c=256 fe? Octave. mele O 

DOO eh ices. Singly audible. |.. 2 
DOE cea nee - fe 4 
PMOL viacs. - 6 
Ze re si 8 
216 el ea ene i 10 
2530 See Simple roll. 12 
FSi Ha eee ms 14 

C:d=288 4:9 ss 16 
Pe le Shc 7 Besie hS 
ORO ee cance Confused rattle.|...| 20 
OOK L wcxte Bs 22 
ae. | 3 be) ss | 24 
2\)\s = Weak rattle, |...| 26 
3c, re which disap- |...) 28 
Sul ah ee pears before |...| 30 

C:e=3820 2:5 thesecondary|1| 382 
S021 ee ee ee beats. | oF 
316) al 5 Saif etoe 
227 ae eae ee 38 
2720) eae Mere rough- 40 
EUS Pati: jor ness. as 

Cp sele|. Sto). sade. 
Se a as eee ee 
So: iene pith Pesos 
Sao) Whe ceases vf PR Ee 
57 da epee ene am tae Aa 
SC ARI! Neen ery MR aa ee 
OME Ne cosmid t ok | 7") cee 
BOO! bt veces 
C7, eA eon ea Sa : 
Sho I ane ee ae a Pee ‘ 
One ete Hy saat : 

C:g=384 ine 1, 

ecoree 

eorscee 

weerse 

eo cee 

e@ooree 

e@eeeee 

eos 008 

eesece 

e@ovcoe 

eeecee 

@ooses 

aaseee 

eeseee 

eosceee 

437 

D.. ‘d. BE. 

m!' 

40 |...| Confused 
38 rattle. 

36 ‘s 
34 5) 
32 » 
30 
28 99 

26 ; 
24. + 
22 99 

20°3 
20 Simple roll. 

18 32 

16 3 
las : 
eras a 
10 |...) Singly audi- 
8 ble. 

6 3 
4 3 
eae 2 
0 |...| Octave. 

3). 
mn 

44 |...) Confused 
42 rattle. 

40 x: 
38 ” 
36 > 
34 ” 

Vena Lal! a 

30 9 

28 o 
26 eee 99° 

.| Mere rough- 
ness. 

99 

24 
22 
21°3 
PAU Salles 3 
18 |...| Simple roll. 
TGF is 
14~,. - 
DIN ome i 
10 |...| Singly audi- 
8 ble. 
6 
4 
2 
0 ie Twelfth. 



438 

Third period, of C:g (1:3) to C:¢ (1:4). 

Dr. R. Konig on the Simultaneous 

Table (continued). 

A. Rm E. gil G. 

v. 8, j2:3n--m m 
C:g=384 1:3 | Twelfth. y 0 

SOR |e cieae Singly audible. |...) 2 
Se canned “4 4 
ae ee - | 6 
ee mee, x 8 
re ee Simple rol!, 10 
es ere es 12 
CoS) Se Se " Pe ae 
ATE csc a at i ae 
cy.) A eee Confused and|}...| 18 | 
3 MS eA weak rattle. 20° 1) eee 
Ot 4 7A es 9) ee 
yc el ee e ys ih eer 
432 m A. Bae) oe 
1, ay ee ie | Zo) =e 
A Se een ‘a | 28 . 
a | ; 30 0—3 
ABB 27 | as 1| 32 ES 
59 a ee | ” 34 0—3 

Sh eer Mere rough- 36 
rs | a ee ness, ee 
BIMEAD Padscte® Ye Nt Sete a aes, 
cL ee ae reg og see AS) ssewtital fs <4 ae 
| OR lee RE ae aan yop 
PET ee ee ome eS Pe 2 hse 

rie, (et NOM! MDM OR RINE TO Tol a a dee Se 
Cee a en er ree ak eee ied mr 8 
oe BR I ee eke 
7 A en MRR Pe RN TS Peon Bes te Gee tele 
MR sc socee eu) 7. eae 
Ne eee a kame SEE eae 
ee icien ) 1 < Viente tT Pmt cee a eee 
SA ce Se a Res GOR CE OSA ca PS ot Set Pe 
512 1 eR ee | euhen 

Fourth period, from C : 

v.s. |z:4n+! 

O:e¢=pi2 
520 
528 
536 
544 
552 
560 
568 

O: d’=576 

616 
624 
€32 

C:e’=640 

e (1:4) to Cre ae 

mM 
1:4 Double octave. |...; | 0 | 
eeintine Singly audible. |.. + 
is oie sts 8 
oc Simple rattle. (12 
Caen Faint rattle. 16 
panes Pure simulta- |.. 20 
ena neous sound. |.. (24 
tines 2 28 
2:9 s 82 

125) 1:5 . ee 

D. |d. F. 
= | 

m' 

...| Confused 
ect weak re 

40 
38 
36 
34 
32 
30 
28 |...| Mere rou 
26 |...| ness. 
Re | sem 
yr an ee » 
yi al gs re 
1S ig 
1g US gs 
iF a ee s 
je al i 
10 |...| Singly a 
& 1... Ble. 
GS A 
r By peo ba 
ys ers i 
0 |...| Double 

5). 

om 

10 |...| Perceptih 
8 |...) Singly el¢ 
4 
0 .| Third of 

double « 



Sixth period, from C:g’ (1 

Sounding of two Notes. 439 

Table (continued). 
Pith period, from C:¢ (1:5) to C: 9’ (1 <6). 

A. B. E. Aik op G. DiCapo ok 

v. 8. |2:5n-+-m m m' 
C: e’=640 1:5 | Thirdofdouble|...; 0 

octave. 
G20 ce.00 Singly audible. |.. 4 
EE) Sat a ge is : 8 
660 Still clear. 10 
GGerih nsec. Disappear. 12 

Sek | a AS Cet cc) aah A aioe it Ol a a 10 |...| Appear. 
eM pee Se ie iceel weedy) aeaees 8 |...| Singly clear. 
SPELT sera BRR eae Rader en Hie saci amen er tee 4 

2 SDS RE SEN SIA Pei (nae re 0 |...| Fifth of the 
double oct. 

v. Ss. 
C:9'=7168 

776 
780 
784 

884 
888 
892 
896 

Seventh period, from C : 896 v.s. (1:7) to C:¢” (1:8). 

eeceee 

eorcee 

seeene 

eoeree 

Fifth 

Still distinct. 
Disappeared. 

eeccece 

@eeecoe 

eeccce 

eee eee 

Vv. S. 
C: 896 

900 
904 

1016 
1020 

1024 

Intervals with the fundamental note c(=256 v.s.). 

n:'7n+m 
iGgor4 

Ee | 
Peeee | 

Pure 1:7. 
Singly audible. |. 
Still distinct. 

Disappeared. 

err 900 

2 6) to: 896; ves. (E27). 

of the:|:.. 
double octave. 

Singly audible. |... 

CO o> > os 

™m 

0 
2 
4 

6 

aecoee 

Ceereee 

eoeeas 

m' 

ON 

...| Faintly aud. 

...| Quite di- | 
stinct. 

ee Pure 1: 7. 

eeeacee 

eece oe 

ee 

m' 

bow 

0 

Mirst period, trom ¢ ic (1: 1) to ¢: 6 (i 22). 

v.S. 

6 26€=256 

eeeeece 

Unison. 
Singly audible. # 

39 

Sim ple rattle. 

9? 

Conkused rattle. pe eens: 

..., Perceptible. 

...| Quite di- 
stinct. 

...| Third octave. 

mn! 



440 Dr. R. Konig on the Simultaneous 

Table (continued). 

A. B. BE. le | C. G. 

V.S |n:n+m m 

ie ee The rattle gets'|...|: (52 |, “eee 
BOG | fleker. gradually 56 0—8 
2 ie ae fainter, and |. 60 

etg—oet | 2:3 disappears 64 * 
a ee before the se- |...| 68 0—10 
BOD | sasha condary beats.|...)  |72 
BIS: 1 ca ecily | om (ae ee 
cGy it? adisdet at! eee sos| (Oo 
To ine Te ") lea — 

e:a=4266) 3:5 | wa... 2|-1853| ee 
432 Sedeee ° = Peskvaws eee 88 0—s 

ED  aecen ene Bee fl on toknwns ...| {92 0—4 
448 iy a 3| |96 eee 
oS eee Cre rath eye O—4 

= LS GaRe aae ee ‘ee 
Leta vi wctiai A’. * pieemaies’o a+ atloral atleenoes Ann 

c: b=480 AW | . wateges. Pisa eloe dh, 
ERS =f) goeed eto Seana 4) tae sale 
Ot) keys tae ee 1s sot ing He Qa 
Oe Sak eee eM a a oo lvoe => $y te ieee 

erel=)12 } ID a i AR PAN FS See gE oe 

Second period, from ¢c: ¢ (1:2) toe: 9’ 

v.s. In: 2Qn-+-m m 
page aw 1 22 Octave. 0 

oe Singly audible. 4 
A ee “g 8 
DG Vie 4c1. ck. + 12 
544 | Simple roll. 16 
FG We ease - ae ae 8 
2100 2 eo a sash eee 
BOS Grete: | -, Re | es: 

c:d'=bi6 4:9 Faint roll. ee em 
SS Ub. ables Roughness, Se awe 6 0-3 
LC) pe Se 2 ...| 40°6 he 
5963)... ‘ 1| 42 p< 
AUR | area 5 ema co 3 0—3 
C5, <1 FAs Seas Undisturbed |...| 48 - 
C1, Cae Veet pimtitaneous, (524 be” | eres 
624 sound. ar a) 0-8 
en a ey Penne ee a) Bek 6) 

OP Se Dob ee: 1| 64 BG 
ABN eee ja Wee 2 A tt oe 0—10 
OHO) ackyss Niele eee ee wwe het 
GOL Le (2s) eee TG ell Lee eee 
Bie Ne aS arse Sb RD etl ec DL oenene 
De) ey Ree meg ae alam a seh eae 0—4 

Cif —pe2elcosS (45 bees 2| 85 SS 
cc ee 1 Das eae al 88 0—4 
OSB. Wikesstcs Cee ak ieee Fo Be WUE DIN ct ye BS 

BOA aa kaso ce, : 
(AS Genes eee Reames ema SCS oS Bh Te rc 
ADE ce Sees ds he odie 0 eh geal a ee 
MBN. cota AN oO gh Sock 1 etd Meal eet ee eee 
TOO? |) seadeecal OS Paceeel (PRCA ES AAA ie nema ee 
TA ee wince. Al VS Cpe OR A eae eae 
C7 ere no Oe, Oe Treen is thee hots, 
FOO cM "a RS ge Sara ea eta 

¢:g =7168 ps as eee en res Maree ea cl igle ee Sa 



Sounding of two Notes. 

Table (continued). 

Third period, from ¢:9/ (1:3) toe: c” (1:4). 

44] 

A. B. E. e.| C. G. Dy ed Roy 

v.s. |v: dn-+m m m' 
e:g —(68 1:3 | Twelfth. Hees 

Gr hele. Singly audible. |...) 4 
POE ko... a 8 | 
(2 ees Roll, 12 | 
SUR | ieee 35 16 
S/S eee 5 20 
Se Te ene Roughness, 24. 
‘ot a Undisturbed |. 32 

: simultaneous |, z 
sound, 

Recent: |, Te, | 60 One tes 
ool Ae eva i eee 1| 64 xe 64 |1 
TEES) eipaieln es dil Tm esse Kahle. 0—10 60 
EL Ce aa ES Nl is 56 
2)! | nanan en ia em seal ana 0. hemes 52 
ome wick Sacees j |. LPT CSL. Lk Pitset 30) 0—4 48 
220 ell Pile ea eae coat, OA ye 44 
944 1 dl a ela 2| 88 O—4 AO il 

SIS: Gate’ Hil RAR GASP tae MM DPE Rs ose ene Rec 20_|...| Roughness. 
SO Meveetes Sho ak /oaeest (Cal nace eal gee ot Gea 16 |...| Greater 

roughness, 
NOU UROMneerr cn oi Reece Pd Wall “auady | peurgamehe 12S les! Stolle 
ThE LSP 16) “cia AL HII eA ee Fc Mi oe 8 .| Singly aud. 
ie 5/4) Se SeRnent as Se nen Dat Go | re aS 7 rae we 

e:¢"=1024 1 aed Rea cet ec Nhemn itis nl ea ses a | ea 0 |...| Double oct. | 

; | 

fourth period, from ¢: c” (1: 4) to e: &” (1 #5). | 

v.s. n:4n+m ™m m' 
e:c"=1024 1:4 Double octave. |... 0 | 

UBS ee Singly audible. |.... 4 g4 

1148 | ....:. Undisturbed |...| 60 a 68 | 1 
Bea tle |) -2.2.. simultaneous |1| 64 O24 64 

ST OES as sound, cls OS, 60 
MERE ese | ba aibeetek talpar tes 4 |...| Singly aud. 

ee OO LD) sda See QO |...| Third of the 
| double oct. 

Hittin period, fromyc xe" (1:5) toe sg (1 6), 

v.s. |v: 5n+m m m' | 
e:e"=1280 | 1:5 | Third of the|...) 0 | 

1304 double octave. |. 
SR hae Ste Singly audible. |...,. 12 

ARS aa Sepa a nk er - Ue Deca Nee may 6 |,..| Audible. 
2 Ses VTS em Bd ee ee Pe ca | QO |...| Fifth of the 

| double oct. 



442 Dr. R. Konig on the Simultaneous 

Table (continued). 

Sixth period, from ¢: 9’ (1: 6) to ¢: 1792 v.s. (1:7). 

x: 

V.s 

e:g"=1536 

1552 

1780 
1792 

i: 
_—— 

n:6n+m 

1:6 

see eee 

seenee 

Seventh period, from ¢: 1792 v.s. (1: 7) toc: a (1:8). 

E: 

Fifth of 
double octave. 
Audible. 

teeeee 

¥e5, | : ‘ Taf 

| Pure 1: 

eras 

| 

C. 

thier ls.. 

C. 

VT) 

0 
6 

G. D. id F. 

m' 

a 6 .| Audible. 
; eae 0 .| Pure 1: 

0 fe eeee 

Intervals with the fundamental note c/(=572 v.s.). 

First period, from ¢’ : 

Vee 

528 
544 | 
560 

a'=576 | 
592 
608 
624 | 

: e' =640 | 
656 | 

672 
oF"=Gen" 

688 

992 
1008 

ee —102* 

nM:n+m 

leone) iL: 

weetee 

teetee 

eeeeee 

eoreee 

eeseee 

eeeeee 

eeenee 

eeecee 

Beecee 

| Unison, 

Beats. 
Roll. 

| Rattle. 

%9 
Roughness and 
soft note C. 

39 

“Note without 
| roughness, 

Note again | 
fainter, but . 

still perceptible .. 

forks. 
fences 

eeceee 

toners 

Deri 

with auxiliary .. 

é (151) tows 

M7 

o? vas 

.| Audible. 

.| Third oe 

| am 

0—4 
Smee 192 |3)| Soft note 
0—4 184 perceptib 
0-8 176 beats v 

: auxiliay 

eer phe 2 forks, 
0-8 

160 Ff 
Sudan 152 - 

0—16 ce ” 
<i 2 
0-16 fe ” 

112 = 
seatee 104 is 

; 96 ” 0-6 88 

< | ase) a 
80 |...) Note sea 

= 72 percept 
Laid | 64 even 
eeu 56 auxiliay 
eMtet 48 forks. 
stsees 40 
sible 382 |...) Roughne 
eatin 24 .| Roll. 
ae 16 
ined 8 .| Singly a 
EES 0 .| Octave, 



Sounding of two Notes. 

Table (continued). 

Second period, from ¢’:¢” (1:2) to d:9” (1:38). 

A. 

Vv. 8. 
e': ec’ =10624 

10382 
1040 

e!: d"=1152 

e': e' = 1280 

e!  f "= 13653 
1456 
1512 
1520 
1528 

= g!'=1536 iv) 

B. 

n:2n+m 
2 

eeveee 

escoce 

BR, Cc. 

Octave. 
Singly audible. i 

eeecce 

eecece 

eeevase 

e@eerece 

Q G. D. 
oe 

m, 

Third period, monee 29 (roan .¢° (lL say, 

ion) 

Was: 

sg" =1536 
1552 

1578 

1792 

2028 
2032 
2040 

c': e'"=2048 

Fourth period, from ¢’:¢” (1:4) to d¢:e” (1:5). 

Hatch pertod, from ¢ ve" (175) toc’ :g” (1: 6). 

vV.8. 

pe =5560 

5570 
3066 

i = a02 

iv) 

ey 

n:3n+m 
iieas 

eoscse 

eeersen 

v. 8. Le -4dn+m 
e':¢''=2048 1:4 

e! sd!" =2304 2:9 

BDO lo... 
e': e'"=5560 bess 

n:5n+m 
bL:5 

Twelfth. 
Singly audible. - 
Roughness. 

eccssee 

eceece 

ee-snes 

Double octave 
beats to about |... 

Unbroken 
clang. 

eeceee 

Third of the)... 
double octave. 

Singly audible. |. 

o8 

m' 

0—3 
SS <5 128 
0—3 : 
Beery 10 
waists 8 
pases 4 |, 
Hh ee 0 |. 

m', 

© oO 

X 

443 

--| Roughness. 
...| Singly aud. 

” 

Twelfth. 

...| Rattle. 

...| Singly aud. 

e Woubleceewe 

...| Singly aud. 

...| Third of the 
double octave 

...| Singly aud. 

...| Fifth of the 
double octave 



444 Dr. R. Konig on the Simultaneous 

Table (continued). 

Intervals with the fundamental note c’(= 1024 v.s.). 

First period, from ¢”: ¢” (1:1) to e”:e” (1:2). 

ce": d"=1152 

ce": e"'=1280 

eM f"= 1565'S 

ot 3g = 1586 

ce": a'' =1706°6 
1792 

ce": 6" =1920 

B. 

ni:n+m 
oe | 
a) 8 

4 

3 

bo 

He OO ~J Ot 

Db 

74 

E. 

Unison beats. 
Note C weak. 

Note ¢ strong. 

f strong, 

Note c¢’ quite 
strong, 

Note f’ loud. 
Note g’ distin- 
guishable. 

eoeeee 

C. 

1 

— 

C. G. 

Clearly 

distinguish! 

Very 

xX 
clear, 

Clearly 

distinguish- 

eee eee 

eeeeee 

DS le. F 

384 | 3) Note g’ 

341°3| 2| f' ble 
with 

256 | 1) ¢' quite 

170°6) 1 | f loud. 
128 | 1) edistin 

able. 

64 |...) Rough 
C ver 
beats. 

0 |...| Octave 

Second period, from ¢”:¢” (1:2) to e’:g'” (1:3), 

Vv. 3. 
ce": ec! =2048 
ec": d'""= 2304 

2389°3 

eis e'"'—2560 

ce! seo 

2816 

el og = sre 

Third period, from ¢:g9/” (1:3) to &’:e¥ (1:4). 

vy. S. 
el’ : g" = 3072 

ce”: ctV—4096 | 

n:2n+m 
2 1 

HCO bo 

— 

Cb 

~y 

Octave beats. 
c audible. 

Ff audible. 

e quite loud. 

n:dn+in 
ir 

fe 

3 

4 

Twelfth beats, |... 
Mm. 

0 

Clear. 

m'. 

341:3/2|f blen 
with 

256 |1 | ¢' quite 



Intervals with the fundamental note ¢/’(= 2048 v. s.). 

Sounding of two Notes. 

Table (continued). 

Enso period, trom ¢” 2c" (kh: bh) io ce?) xem (1 +2). 

445 

A. B. H. Cages G. UD uals F. 

vV-S. |: 2-+m z ine m', 
ms e'"'=2048 Pal Unison beats. 0 
“, d"=2304 | 8:9 | ¢ quite audible. |...) 128 

2389°3| 6:7 | f quite audible.|...| 170°6 
Audible. 

fee ==2500 | 4:5° ~\c' loud. 1| 256 768 |3| 9" faint. 
1 . £Il__9)79¢. A 1 . Distinct. . ‘ blended ".f"=—2730°6| 3:4 | f' loud. Bets gene cus 16826) { ae 

2816 | 8:11") g' loud. ...| 384 640 |...) e loud withg’, 

ag) 3072 Zz wi\\c" veryloud.. | 1| 512 rae = 512 | 1) ec" very loud. 

3328 | 8:13 | e” loud. .. | 640 384 |...| g' loud withe" 
em asta s| 3:5 ~| f" distinct. 2| 682°6 341°3/ 1 | f' distinct. 

Distinct. 
3084 | 4:7 |g" perceptible. |3| 768 = = 256 |1)c' perceptible. 

™: 6!’ = 3340 S215 seen: peal eee) | Acadablle 128 |.../¢c distinct beats 
fe’ —4096 13 7a eames eerie ht cece Q |...| Octave. 

mecond period, from ¢'”: cl’ (1:2) toe”: 9" (1: 3). 

v.s. jv: 2n+m mM. Mm. 
re: ev — 4096 1:2 | Octave. 0 

Perceptible. 
a o@—AG0S | 4:9 .| ¢' loud. 1} 256 SRS 768 |3) 9" feeble. 

mm: = 5120 Zoe. | 6) loud. 1} 512 ee 512 | 1) e” loud. 

nm; fv—5461-3| 3:8 |f" powerful. [2) 6826) +—<— |341-3)1|f! weaker. | 
5632 | 4:11 | g" faint. ...| 768 | Perceptible. | 256 |...| c’ quite aud. 

Beats, 
eerste TP. Va het hemo Gf beady ewan | HM fy be eewe | 0 |...| Twelfth. 

Tbird penod, from <i: 9)" ( 13,3), toe” ze", (is: 4). 

| v.s. |v: 3n+m M. | m'. 
or —or4 | 1:3 | Twelfth. 0 

6656 4:13 | c' audible. 256 
”': atv =6826'6| 3:10 | f’ audible. SAL Slits 682°6)...| f" blended 

; with f'. 

7168 | 2:7 |c'distinct. |1) 512 | Avdtble. | 519 |1 |e" distinct. 
eee 1650) bi AD) hoy aiidawemk osiecel Lees cows 206" |oseietaimt, but 

distinct. 
7936 CS) LR i eater Sale cee fet ats cane 128 |...| e perceptible. 

Gy 2eY=8192 De RREE ho nt Pe Le irat aaa Ne Teens Sanne ... |...|Double octave 



446 Frederick Guthrie on Salt Solutions 

Table (continued). 

Intervals with the fundamental note c'( =4096 vy. s.). 

A. B. E. oe) & G. DD, tk 

V.8S. |2:n+m mM. m'. 

crv : ctv—4096 Led Unison beats, | 
cw : dtv=4608 8:9 c' loud, ...| 256 

* Audible. Iv- piv—5]5 *5 " 512 ev: etv=5120 4:5 ec" loud. | 1} -St | mt a 

cl a =5461°3) 3:4 Fol loud, 1| 682°6 <a 

| Distinct, 
5632 8:11 |g" loud. 3| 768 c" 

Loud Iv: giv—6] 44 -§€ id 2. ev: g¥=6144 9: | ¢ loud. 1 | 1024 aye: 

6656 8:13 | e” loud. 5 | 1280 a 

ow: a¥—6826-6| 3:5 |f" audible, |2/ 13653 ee 
7168 4:7 g'" weaker. 3 | 1536 Se 

Audible 
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[To be continued. ] 

LIL. On Salt Solutions and Attached Water. 
By FREDERICK GUTHRIE. 

[Continued from p. 369. ] 

Correlation between the Boiling and the Glaciation of Salt 
Solutions. 

S io. A Piping upon the phenomenon of solution as being 
brought about by the exercise of the force, physical 

affinity,and regarding the act itself as being in the first instance 
caused by the prevalence of whatmay be called physical adhesion 
(as distinguished from mechanical) between the water and the 
salt over the sum of the physical cohesions of the water and of 
the salt, we must after the first contact (that is, when some of 
the salt is dissolved) regard the contest as between the physical 
adhesion between the salt and the solution of it on the one 
hand, and on the other the physical cohesion of the salt toge- 
ther with the physical cohesion of the solution of it. By an 
increase of temperature the physical cohesion of the salt is les- 
sened. By the solution of more salt the physical adhesion be- 
tween the salt and the solution is lessened. Thus a partially 
saturated solution so far resembles what some chemists call a 
partially saturated atom, that it exhibits not necessarily a lesser 
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energy, but always a lesser capacity for saturation than a still 
less saturated one. (Witness anhydrous sulphate of magne- 
sium compared with the crystalline salt.) Let us suppose that 

at a temperature ¢° a weight w of water dissolves : of s, the 

weight of the salt. Then using the symbol — to denote either 
physical adhesion or cohesion, we have the condition of equili- 
brium or saturation expressed by the equation 

(0) ~(er3)=e(-2) (0-9) 
+(e )~(wrs) 

Or, since the tensions of physical adhesion and cohesion are 
independent of quantity, 

S S S 
S= (w+ S\=s~s+(w+") ~ (wt *). 

Nn n n 

At a temperature ¢,°, 
s S S 

sx (wt a= + (w+ at as (+ —) 

where d is + or — according generally as t¢,° is > or < 
than ¢°. 

The expression 
Ss Ss s\ 

$—~ (w+ 2)>sas+(w4 2) A~(w+ | 
EL a AE nN n 

implies that the water is not saturated ; while 

S S S 
sa(wt2)<ans+(wt 5) (w+ =| 

rT NT nN 

implies that it is supersaturated. The above equations are the 
general ones for all salt solutions above 0° C. For tempera- 
tures below 0° C. another element manifests itself with greater 
force as the temperature is lowered, namely the physical affi- 
nity between the solid salt and solid water. If in fig. 1 we 
draw a straight line parallel to and below the zero axis so as to 
cut any one tracing in two points (it never can be cut in more 
than two points), we see that solidification may ensue at the 
same temperature in two differently strong aqueous solutions 
of the same salt. The intersection with the left-hand branch 
is the condition of equilibrium resulting from the equality be- 
tween :—on the one hand, ice ~ ice together with salt ~ water ; 
on the other, salt solution ~ water, 

: : S 
ice-~1ce + snu=(wt ‘\ as 

n 

The intersection on the right-hand branch shows the condi- 
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tions under which there is equilibrium between :—on the one 
hand, salt ~ salt (or hydrate of salt ~ hydrate of salt) toge- 
ther with the salt solution ~ salt solution; on the other, salt 
solution ~ salt or hydrate, 

s s 8 
salt — salt +(w+ “\ A (w+ *)=(w+ “\ as, 

n n n 

Looking upon the cryohydrate as a common value, we have 
sw ie 

1ce —™ 1ce +8 —™s+1ceas=[(- + — Jraw4+et-+—)os. 
nr m n m 

§ 140. Compare now the decomposition of a salt solution by 
the loss of heat with the decomposition by gain of heat when 
such a solution boils. And in instituting this comparison, we 
must bear in mind how much more sensitive to variation in 
pressure is the boiling- than the solidifying-point. 

(1) A solution poorer than 
the cryohydrate loses heat ; ice 
is formed. 

(2) This goes on until the 
proportion of the cryohydrate is 
reached, the temperature falling. 

(3) The cryohydrate may be 
reached by freezing out ice from 
a weaker solution, or by any 
other withdrawal of water. 

(4) When ice separates from 
a liquid, it remains in contact 
with the liquid, and endeavours 
to redissolve therein. 

(5) When by the separation 
of ice the proportion of the 
cryohydrate is reached (nearly 
independent of pressure),ice and 
the salt separate simultaneously. 

(6) The two bodies (ice and 
the salt) being crystallizable 
solids, unite to form a crystalli- 
zable cryohydrate which exhi- 
bits a constant gravimetric com- 
position. 

(7) A eryohydrate in the act 
of solidification shows identity 
of composition between the solid 
and liquid portions. The tem- 
perature of solidification is con- 
stant. 

(1) A solution poorer than 
that saturated at a given tem- 
perature receives heat; vapour 
is formed. 

(2) This goes on until satura- 
tion is reached, the temperature 
rising. 

(3) Saturation may be reached 
by evaporation, boiling, or any 
other withdrawal of water. 

(4) Vapour separated from a 
liquid is removed from the field 
of contention, unless the liquid 
be enclosed with the vapour. 

(5) When by the separation 
of vapour tha.proportion of sa- 
turation is reached (very depen- 
dent upon pressure), vapour and 
the salt separate simultaneously. 

(6) One being a. solid and the 
other a vapour, they do not 
unite, but in their separation 
preserve a constant gravimetric 
ratio under like conditions of 
pressure. 

(7) A saturated solution,when 
boiling, shows the same ratio be- 
tween the vapour formed and 
the salt precipitated as exists be- 
tween the liquid water present 
and the salt it holds in solution. 
The temperature of boiling is 
(under like pressure) constant. 
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§ 141. A cryohydrate undergoing solidification may there- 
fore be considered physically as the homologue of a saturated 
salt solution in the act of boiling. For absolute comparison 
we should have to eliminate pressure, or rather make auto- — 
matic pressure the measure of the effect of elimination. 
Wiiliner (Pogg. Ann. Bd. ex.) found that the vapour-tension 
of a salt solution varied inversely with the amount of salt it 
contained. Thus at 51° 8 the vapour-tension of aqueous so- 
lutions of chloride of sodium, in mercury pressure, were found 
to be :— 

H, O. NaCl. millim. 

100 0 100 
90 10 94 

. 80 20 88 

Wiillner also found that the diminution of the vapour-ten- 
sion effected by a given percentage of the salt increases as the 
vapour-tension increases ; that is, the diminution is greater as 
the temperature is greater. Looking upon vapour-tension as 
the mechanical equivalent of effort at separation, we find that 
it has its perfect counterpart in the left-hand branches of the 
curves of fig. 1. Compare the quantity of vapour with the 
quantity of ice. The left-hand branches are nearly straight 
lines; but they are on the whole clearly concave downwards. 
The variation in the nature of the salt also affects the vapour- 
tensions; and on constructing the curves of vapour-tension of 
different salts in solutions of different strengths, we see that 
the ice-curve is algebraically continuous with the vapour-ten- 
sion curve. ‘The same may be also seen if we assume that the 
atmospheric pressure, being constant, will not affect the order 
of curvature of the curves representing the ratio of salt in a 
solution and its boiling-point. | 

§ 142. The fact that the separate constituents of a solution 
of the proportion of a cryohydrate are both of one form of 
matter, of course favours their combination. With boiling 
queous solutions the dissimilarity of the educts is generally 
nfayourable to their union. There is ample evidence, how- 
ver, of a similar, though less definite (because more influenced 
y pressure), reunion of the constituents of certain solutions. 

If an indefinite quantity of dilute alcohol be rectified 100 
imes at a constant pressure in such a manner that the first 
say half) portion is redistilled, the water is never eliminated, 
nor does the strengthening extend beyond a definite limit. 
erhaps the experiments bearing most directly upon this 

rain of thought are those of Roscoe and Dittmar on the 
ydration of acids. Since, for instance, nitric acid contain- 
ng 80 per cent. of HNO; is weakened on boiling (consider- 
Phil, Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 6. June 1876. 2H 
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ing the residual body), and an acid containing 60 per cent. 
is ‘strengthened by boiling, until in both cases an acid con- 
taining “nearly 70 per cent. of HNO; is got, which boils at 
120° G. at 760 millims., this body was viewed as a definite 
hydrate. Roscoe show ed that this acid, if it be boiled at a 
lower or higher pressure, is itself decomposed. So with hy- 
drobromic, ‘hydrochloric, and hydriodic acids, with sulphuric 
acid, and with ammonia. We have here physical ratios con- 
ditioned by pressure. Without doubt the cryohydrates 
would vary in composition if they were formed at enormous 
pressures ; for the variation effected by pressure in the 
freezing-point of water is not likely to be precisely the same 
as the variation in the solidifying of a salt out of a solution. 
Trifling as these differences would assuredly be under all 
conditions of variation of artificial pressure, the thought is 
not remote that we may have to refer the extraordinary va- 
riation in quantity of the elements of some perfectly well 
crystallized and constantly composed minerals from what is 
sometimes called the atomic ratio to the enormous pressure 
attending their genesis. The fact that such composition may 
be represented on paper by the complex manipulation of 
ratios known amongst laboratory products, can only be ad- 
mitted into the argument when their formation can be shown 
in the laboratory by means such as may be fairly supposed 
to exist in nature. In a word, under vast changes of tem- 
perature and pressure, the gravimetric saturating quantities, 
or “atomic weights,’ of elementary substances may vary. 
And it is perhaps noteworthy that this conception, which 
has urged itself upon us with rare force in the consideration 
of the relations by weight of bodies in union at extremely 
low temperatures, is the same as that which has been brought 
forward by some of those who have examined the relation of 
the elements when subjected to the high temperature and 
abnormal pressure of the sun’s mass, which has, as a doc- 
rine of continuity, commended itself to some of the most 
philosophic chemists, and which is certainly in harmony with 
the conception of dynamic energy, whether of mass or mere 
velocity. 

Our chemistry, as it is generally understood, is the chemistry 
of one atmosphere pressure. 

Separation of Ice from Solutions of Mixtures of Salts 

§ 143. In IIL. §§ 109-122, I proved that on cooling a 
saturated solution of two salts, the temperature of the cryo- 
hydrate, when reached after separation of various quantities 
of the constituents, was never sensibly lower than that of the 
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constituent which had the lowest of the two cryohydrate 
temperatures. In these experiments I was careful to use 
the salts in such proportion that recombination in integral 
quantity was possible. In the series of experiments now to 
be described, where ice has to be separated from a mixture 
while the salts themselves remain in solution, we may, in 
those cases at all events where no double decomposition is 
possible, take equal weights of the salts, so as to compare 
the results with those of fig. 1; and for this study I will 
here confine myself principally to the two nitrates AgNO; 
and NH,NO;, because nitrates are especially free from ten- 
dency to form double salts, and because the tracings of the 
ice-separating temperatures of the individual salts are of 
widely different range and character. 

§ 144. Separation of Ice from mixed Solutions of the Nitrates 
of Silver and Ammonium.—The following are all 20 per cent. 
solid. 

pa. 1. AgNO, .....' 20'grms. c 
DEEN O TO a: } gave ice at —4°3, 
fOr eee | a, 

pel 2. AgNO... 20 ss | 
EONS 2 20). 4, iu hi gy oe Oe 
BO ehh rb 5, 

Pele ENO. cw ZO. ogy 
UI Og s gt OU, 5, SM ye ORD 
15 5. Ale iaee sree 0 (nae 

SE AON Oss es hOW: 6: 
| INFEE NG a'r. 2) 1200 5. a OO: 

BOs a bhai ape 20k yk 
The following are all 30 per cent. solid :-—_ 

Sol. 5. AgNO; . . 30grms. 
WEBNOs. .. 15 sav ice at —6°8, 
Be Ore ee Oe : 

Pole. AGNO, . 9.) OU, 4, 
NEU INGA OU «5, \ Sidky tan aoe 
25.0 eta ciate 2250) 

Sol. a; AgNO; ou is 20 

PE NOS 6. OU 
BO a foo ia el OO, ; 

Bal. Suge GNOe t+ 2 4 ZO 4, 
NH,NO;. . 40 \ ba 
MeO) fasicg wees 9 LAO 

On comparing these results with those given in fig. 1 
(showing the ice-tracings for the separate salts, which are also 

2H 2 

—91, 
19 
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20 and 80 per cent. solid), the following results are obtained 
in regard to the comparative influences of nitrate of silver and 
nitrate of ammonium in retaining ice in solution. 

TABLE XXVII. 

3 S = 5 au Solution. Calculated. 

Q NH,NO, —410. 
E —4:8 

—53 
—5'5 
—69 
—81 
—88 
~9-2 

{ 1. AgNO, 

20 percent.< 5° ” 

DD HO Sto m—_OOOM OS WH 

30 per cent. 

{Ti fe |e | fe (i | 
| 

DO<e[to = HOw)-colto = DOD Soo Pe Sm fo bo ) 

The calculated numbers are got under the hypothesis that 
the influences of the constituents of the mixture are propor- 
tional to their masses. That is, if there be  grms. of A 
and m grms. of B, each being a p per cent. solution, and if 
A alone gives out ice at ¢, and B at t, then (¢ being the tem- 
perature at which the mixture gives up ice) 

7 

t=t,+ eee (to—t)3 

and the numbers found do not differ from those calculated 
more than may be attributed to errors of observation. 

§ 145. Separation of Ice from the mixed Sulphate and Nitrate 
of Ammonium.—Of the 10-per-cent. solution of the sulphate of 
ammonium 20 grms. were taken; of the 10-per-cent. solution 
of the nitrate of ammonium 10 grms. were taken. The mix- 
ture of these gave up ice at —3°2, which is exactly the tem- 
perature calculated from the above equation, the glaciating 
points of the two solutions being —2°6 and —35 respectively. 
We may assume therefore, generally, that the temperature of 
glaciation of a mixture of two salt solutions of the same per- 
centage strength is a mean between the glaciation-tempera- 
tures of its constituents, when new salts are not formed. This 
chapter, however, will require a great amount of further work, 
especially for those cases where the constituent solutions of 
the mixture are not of the same strength. 

§ 146. Further examination of Iodide of Sodiwn.—tIn con- 
clusion I am very glad to be able to throw a clear light on 
the anomalous and exceptional behaviour of the iodide of 
sodium. From §§ 65, 68, 69, it appears that while as a 
cryogen this salt gives the temperature —26°'5, it solidifies 
as a cryohydrate at —15°. A large quantity of the iodide, 
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purified by several recrystallizations, was dissolved to satura- 
tion at 12° C., and very gradually cooled to 0°. The crystals 
given up in this range proved to be anhydrous iodide. On_ 
further cooling to —12°, a second crop of crystals was formed, 
which also proved anhydrous. Between —12° and —20° but 
little further solidification occurred. When —23° was reached 
rapid solidification began, and the temperature rose to —15°. 
In another similar case the temperature sank to —24° before 
solidification began. The whole becomes of a dough-like 
pastiness. The crystals are long, silky needles; they remain 
transparent. On further cooling in a chloride-of-calcium 
eryogen to —26°, the silvery opacity due to a true cryo- 
hydrate is produced, and the whole becomes of a stony hard- 
ness. Itis clear, therefore, that with the iodide as with the 
chloride of sodium there are two cryohydrates :—the suberyo- 
hydrate, having a melting- and solidifying-point at —15°; and 
another, which in combination with the first has a melting- 
and solidifying-point at —26°5. We have therefore to look 
for the true (that is, lowest-temperatured) cryohydrate in 
solutions weaker than that analyzed in § 65, which had 59-45 
per cent. With the chloride of sodium there is no difficulty 
in separating the suberyohydrate; the latter body falls as 
iridescent scales, and leaves the residual liquid clear. With 

the iodide of sodium no such mechanical separation ensues, 
and no artificial separation demanding the maintenance of so 
low a temperature would be trustworthy. 

To get at the composition of the true cryohydrate it must 
be approached from the other side—not from saturated, but 
from dilute solutions (see § 123). I have accordingly exa- 
mined in succession the temperatures at which ice or other 
body separates from percentage solutions of Nal. 

TaBLE XXVIII. 

+ Temperature C. : 
ae per Ee art O per rt a ae solidifi- Nature of pont 

y weight. y weight. cation begins. separated. 

5 95 — 07 Ice. 
10 90 — 21 Hy 
15 85 — 39 F 
20 80 — 60 - 
25 75 — 85 ie 
30 70 —11°8 3 
35 65 —15-2 i. 

o 40 60 —20°5 es 
45 55 — 26-0 
49-2 50:8 — 30-0 Cryohydrate. 

7 ion 2 \ Subcryohydrate, 

60 40 = 14 7p 99 

61-6 38°4 0-0 Nal. 
63-6 36-4 +13 
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With regard to the first eight determinations there is no- 
thing particular to remark. For the 40-per-cent. solution a 
CaCl, eryogen had to be used. Finding that ice separated 
from the 45 solution, and the suberyohydrate from the 50 
solution, I concluded that the composition of the true cryo- 
hydrate must lie between these values. I accordingly sub- 
mitted several ounces of the 45, and also of the 50 solution to 
a carbonic-acid cryogen. From the first ice separated; from 
the second the suberyohydrate. The temperature sank in 
both cases to —30°, and there remained constant, while from 
both crop after crop of the pearly-white true eryohydrate was 
formed. After about three quarters of each had been thus 
removed, the temperature still remaining at —30°, the residual 
liquids were analyzed by evaporation and strong heating. 

Of 45 solution 10°9945 gave 53982 Nal or'49-1 per cent. 
Of60 4; 146176 ,, 71932, doa 

Accordingly the true cryohydrate is reached from either 
side. The water worth of this salt is 8-603. It would only 
be possible to deduce the composition of the suberyohydrate 
if we knew the relative quantities of the two present, as well 
as the composition of their compounds. The reason why the 
dry iodide does not give the temperature of —30° when used 
as a cryogen is no doubt because, like chloride of calcium, it 
evolves a large amount of heat in coming into contact with 
water. But in spite of this deficit, the temperature of the 
cryogen is governed, as we have seen it to be before, by that 
of its coldest constituent. The speculation concerning iodide 
of sodium in § 69* is fully justified. 

For the solubility at 0°, a solution saturated at 8° was kept 
for three hours at 0°C. Of this, 10°7932 grms. contained 
66486 grms. of this salt: this gives 61°6 per cent.; Kremers 
found 61:3. 

§ 147. No salt can well be more favourable than the iodide 
of sodium for the study of double supersaturation. The values 
of the solution between 49:2 and 61°6 show this phenomenon 
in a remarkable manner. Thus a solution of 60 per cent. 
may be kept for hours at —20°. It may be stirred, shaken, 
particles of dust and particles of Nal may be thrown in, a 
glass rod covered with a film of hoar-frost inserted, it remains 
quite limpid. Cooled a few degrees lower, it becomes sud- 
denly semisolid, and rises. to —15° or —14° in temperature. 
At values approaching the cryohydrate, but rather less strong, 
it may happen, as the excess of water is removed by cold, 
that instead of the cryohydrate being formed when the right 

* In this paragraph read “cryohydrate of iodide of sodium” instead 
of “ cryohydrate of sodium.” 
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strength is reached, the suberyohydrate is produced continu- 
ously with the further separation of ice. The one set of 
crystals floats, the other sinks. This occasional state of things 
is the most perfect counterpart of the simultaneous separation 
of water as vapour and the salt when a saturated solution 
boils, considered in § 140. A drop or two of the same solu- 
tion, suddenly cooled to opaque solidification, determines the 
formation of the true cryohydrate. 

I beg the reader to note the following corrections of, and 
additions to, Table X. § 88. In the case of correction, the 
corrected number is marked with *, the previously given 
number being placed in brackets. 

| Temperature | B 
Formula of salt. Temperature | of solidification ee 

of cryogen. ¢ hydrate, | Worth. | of salt. 
of cryohydrate. 

Add isc. CaCl,+3H,O| —33 ey 118 | 36-45 | 
Correct... Nal —26°5 —30* (—15) 8-6 49-2 
Correct... NH,Cl —16 —16*(—15) | 124 19°27 
dd’... - . AgNO, — 65 — 65 10:09 | 48:38 | 
Correct... KNO, — 3 — 3*(—2°6)| 446 11-20 | 

LIL. Points in a Programme of Physics. By Don WNRIQUE 
SERRANO Y Faticati, Professor in the Instituto Nacional, 
Ciudad Real. Abstracted and communicated by EpMUND J. 
Mitts, D.Sce., f.R.S.* 

Introduction. 

6 recent history of science is one of accumulations, 
bedimmed by detail. As we survey it, we observe a 

twofold confusion—that arising from the admixture of innu- 
merable single items, and that which is due to the interference 
of imagination. Thus even its facts have become tinctured 
with a kind of unreality. And, while unquestionably admit- 
ting that without observations and quantitative measurements 
we cannot acquire an adequate knowledge of phenomena, it 
must equally be allowed that without philosophical investigation 
we must constantly wander in an inextricable labyrinth of 
facts. But a part of the confusion is traceable to our taking 
into account the Being, Form, Essence, Causality, &. of 
things ; and these cannot possibly be reduced to experiment. 

* From the Resta de la Universidad de Madrid, (2) v. 61. A further 
development of the author’s views, of more especial interest to the mathe- 
matical reader, is givenin Una Leccion de Fisica general (Madrid: Aribau, 
1876, pp. 45).—I wish to record my indebtedness to Mr. C. Tomlinson, 
F.R.S., who very kindly wrote me a translation of the whole of the diffi- 
cult memoir here represented in abstract.—E. J. M. 
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Consider, for example, the case of physics. Can we un- 
equivocally say that it clearly knows its own object? Does it 
hold within exact and rigorous limits its own definition (which 
occurs in every treatise) as ‘ the science which studies the 
phenomena of bodies whose intimate composition remains un- 
changed’? The relations of composition to other properties 
are, indeed, but imperfectly known ; and even the light of the 
undulatory theory becomes fainter when we arrive at the focus 
of the phenomena to be interpreted. What, again, of the 
eether—that subtle substance which, in an immense vacuum, 
transmits unaltered from point to point the disturbances of its 
infinite material? In a small group of memoirs, such as 
those of Pliicker on Diamagnetism (further developed by 
Edlund), the laws regulating the equilibrium of fluids have 
indeed been somewhat applied to it; but our conception of its 
nature remains most incomplete. Yet undulations are real, 
and the interferences of undulations are real. They constitute 
the ascertained basis of the mechanical theory of heat—a 
theory so well founded and fruitful, that it ought to induce us 
to verify our beliefs in other scientific departments. 

The common practice of formally representing to our imagi- 
nation as atoms the individual elements of bodies, without 
inquiring whether the proceeding is false or sound, has led to a 
vague conception of mathematical points, or centres of force, 
whose activity is only virtual. This has involved a clear loss 
of predictive power. Such a conception, also, pulverizes 
natural unity in order to reconstitute it afterwards. Nor does 
it reconstitute a harmonious unity, such as an extraneous and 
dissevered net, with knots corresponding to each material 
atom. That the atomic doctrine gives a very obscure presen- 
tation of subjects of the greatest importance, will not be denied 
by its most passionate defenders ; that it delivers no rational 
or exact account of actions at a distance, is also quite evident; 
that the laws of definite and multiple proportions, in which the 
doctrine has in a manner cemented itself, may be interpreted 
otherwise, is an affirmation of which any one may most easily 
convince himself. Now, from the darkness which surrounds 
the problem of the constitution of matter, we can only emerge 
by having recourse to first principles. And since in the im- 
penetrable and extensible atom we seem to be almost the 
victims of a fresh phlogiston, and both nomenclature and hy- 
pothesis have become infiltrated with atomism, the dismissal 
of the atomic theory must imperatively be demanded. Doubt- 
less the more it advances, the more it is beset with innumerable 
difficulties ; and at each stage of the process who does not 
ask for something better than those micro-microscopic¢ stellar 
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systems which, in the bulk of a cubic millimetre, are mimics 
of a million nebulz ? 

But it was impossible that the state of these sciences should 
be otherwise. Hvery student of physics or chemistry is con- 
tinually encountering such terms as force, matter, movement, 
and the like—terms which are ill-defined and are the bases of 
alleged important theories, terms in a series of which no one 
knows which is the ultimate operator. Other sciences have 
been subjects of a similar caprice, and render more vivid the 
confusion. In unity of plan, and in appropriating the great 
results of kindred sciences, all have been deficient. 

If science is ever to offer an exact reflection of the object 
of which it is the image, it will do so by appreciating the clear 
and definite proof that it is dealing with an essential and in- 
divisible unity, not a unity produced by the mere heaping- 
up of details. 

The study of physics requires five necessary considerations. 
These are :—the conception of physics; its plan; its relations 
with other branches of knowledge and with human life ; its 
sources of knowledge, and mode of investigation. The unity 
of such a branch will appear well marked on such a basis, and 
in sympathy with the aspirations of all its cultivators. We 
exclude, on the one hand, the unscientific and dreamy meta- 
physics which Newton stigmatized ; we admit, on the other, 
the legitimate philosophy which deals with palpable and 

- rational foundations. 

Idea of Physics. 

I. Energy.—Physics, if broadly considered, is identical 
with nature; but such topics as physiology, morphology, 
natural history, and the like are not generally included in it. 

In nature we observe a multitude of objects and forces :—man, 
the stars, animals, plants; heat, light, electricity, chemistry, 
gravitation ; anda creative force, modified by all the other 
forces. Between all these, relations exist which cannot be 
manifested in one set apart from the others ; there is a harmony, 
demonstrative of order, even among radical differences. Man 
himself is not simple but twofold, containing the infinitely 
developable elements of mind and body. Nature is a total, 
complete, and necessary existence ; its union with mind forms 

_ the finite series of the universe, whose ultimate term is a crea- 
tive being. The innate force of nature, her essence, form, and 
mere existence, are but vague abstractions. We may think 
such abstractions—think them as independent of the series in 
which they occur (mind apart from body, for instance); but 
they have no place in the realm of integers and facts. 
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Natural existence, being subordinate to absolute unity, pre- 
sents two distinct modifications : one is existence out of time, 
and so far eternal ; the other, the temporal and transitory. 
The union of these two constitutes life, which is the manifes- 
tation of the infinite in time. Nature in her pure unity is 
indeterminate, simply indicating potentiality. But she un- 
dergoes a nisus after development, and then presents us with 
infinitely varied modes. These three logical moments are realized 
at one and the same time, nature being simultaneously and 
eternally one, varied, and entire ; the process of this evolution 
is the process of life. The realization of such a process re- 
quires an essential unity—an infinite variety of states, and an 
intimate dependence and relation between the units and their 
sum. Thus, while each individual has a separate existence, 
the whole is not made up by mere juxtaposition of parts. This 
idea of tri-momental evolution agrees with actual observation ; 
we shall find it in the birth, process, and extinction of any 
genus, species, or individual, whether we refer to ordinary 
living beings or the more distant substance of the stars. In 
the midst of all these changes, whether of person or of system, 
each man recognizes his own permanent and continuous unity, 
and thence observes the systemic unity. 

Hach individual—whether star, plant, animal, or man—is 
modelled on the infinite variety of nature, as well as on her 
unity. Whithersoever we look—be it to the sun for heat and 
light, or to any of the celestial bodies for what we term gra- 
vitation—we meet with forces derived from individual functions 
of various kinds. Ascending higher, we see clearly that such 
forces are not distinct, and independent of the one activity 
of nature, that their ordinary laws are but laws of mode with 
which she invests herself, and that heat, light, gravitation, 
and the like are general determinations in which she manifests 
herself. But the sum total of energy in nature remains one 
and the same. 

The evolution of life and the evolution of natural forces are 
thus strictly analogous. Whichever be the field surveyed, 
we always come at last to the activity of nature, in infinitely 
seriated motion. ‘The branch of human knowledge which 
studies that activity is the science of energy. 

Energy thus refers to natural activity, whether potential or 
real. Among the problems connected with it may be men- 
tioned, Whether the total activity existing in any one system 
of bodies, or in all nature, remains constant ; Under what 
conditions it may occur—as in gravitation, heat, light, ete. ; 
What are the metamorphoses due to such and such conditions 
of the organic process; and, «@ posteriori, How to establish 

ad 
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and determine the logical value of the abstract unity sought 
by physicists. 

But physics, as at present studied, has reference solely to 
the general forces or agencies of nature. We must add to 
this a higher and more philosophical regard. The science of 
energy treats of an activity which is in itself immutable, and 
in the unity of its object belongs to nothing that is partial or 
transitory. 

Il. The Idea of Energy as compared with the actual state of 
Physics.—The idea of energy agrees with our idea of physics, 
including the fundamental parts of chemistry and mechanics. 
Not unfrequently in the recent history of physics have we seen 
that science ascertaining the relations between individual facts 
or forces, and, these transcending, rise to their approximate 
source. Mechanics and chemistry have sometimes manifested 
strict relations, despite their independence and difference of 
method and object. The former being the general doctrine 
of motion, and the modelling under which energy displays 
itself, has to determine step by step the different positions of 
activity ; hence its customary separation from the latter is 
scarcely real or effective. Chemistry certainly shows a very 
different aspect from that of physics, as a history differs from 
a philosophy ; yet when we enter the field of chemical affi- 
nity, we must admit that to be part of the domain of energy. 
The revolution which has taken place in modern physics 

has been distinctly in favour of unification, and would never 
have been accepted without a tacit faith in the new ruler. The 
researches of Fleming on the contact theory of electricity, and 
of Becquerel on electro-capillary phenomena, which at first 
seemed to controvert the splendid labours of Faraday, have 
since been harmonized therewith ; but, in the verifying pro- 
cess, we have been compelled to take into account the bearing 
of thermodynamics and mechanics on the various results. 
Crookes has brought into prominence, in connexion with 
another order of forces, the intimate connexion between gra- 
vitation, light, and heat. Volta has shown the relation of heat 
to the electromotive forces of differing couples. Holzmann 
has determined the dielectric constants of insulators. Merget 
has succeeded in reproducing with powders and pulverulent 
bodies the phenomena of thermo-diffusion exhibited by vege- 
table organisms. Hdlund’s theory of electricity has thrown a 
most vivid light on all that was obscure in that branch of 
knowledge. Thermodynamics has lent aid to a vast number 
of questions not pertaining simply to heat. 
What physics represents at the present time, may be best 

observed by ascertaining some of its precedents, and following 
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them down to our own time. Thus, Huyghens inaugurated 
the modern theory of light with his fruitful theory of waves, 
whereby we can foretell in an admirable manner the mecha- 
nism of propagation. /oretell, it must be said, rather than 
demonstrate; for the undulatory theory is tinged with abstrac- 
tion, involves more of geometry than of physics ; and we at 
present limit our attention too much to the individual wave, 
which is destitute of that interpenetration and mutual influ- 
ence which reality requires. The periodicity observed by New- 
ton in coloured rings, and his analysis of light by dispersion, 
at first seemed contrary to Huyghens’s theory, but have since 
proved to be its harmonious support. Behind the gigantic 
figure of Newton we observe Huler and Young, each of whom 
fixed his mark on the embryonic evolution of modern thought. 
The former established analogies between colour and sound, 
and showed that both depend on undulatory periods ; the 
latter established experimentally the existence of interferences. 
Fresnel made yet further progress by tracing the modifications 
which light undergoes in its transit through crystals, thus 
assisting us to form some conception of the intimate structure 
of bodies. 

In consequence ‘of these investigations,.and the results by 
which they have been followed, we now have recourse to energy 
without troubling ourselves theoretically as to its particular 
form; we can measure each result in accordance with the 
principle of unification. Such a possession is all the more 
noble when we bear in mind the colossal nature of the forces 
to be dealt with. 
We seek, and we find, relations between all the forces now 

known to us, and we discover that they all spring from, and 
are contained in, one natural energy. Can the conditions and 
the time be more favourable for advancing a step further in 
this path, and tracing in all its fulness the solid unity of the 
constitution of physics? No other science is so well prepared 
for this reform ; at least, no other indicates it. 
We see, lastly, in this movement that which, in my poor 

judgment, raises it to a much higher and more splendid posi- 
tion. We see in it forces sufficiently energetic to be indepen- 
dent of hypotheses ; we hear of researches in which, at each 
step, the word atom needs no longer be pronounced. To sum 
up briefly, we may affirm that the conception of energy here 
adduced is in perfect harmony with modern physics ; but 
chemistry and mechanics have to be submitted to its sway. 
The actual condition of the science of energy is a supreme and 
instinctive aspiration after unity—not an abstract and vague 
unity, but one based on determinations and details. How we 
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should retrace our steps from this practical and partly realized 
ideal, and revert to those lesser paths in which the science of 
physies should be developed, must be discussed in a future 
communication. | 

LIV. Onthe Induction Spark produced in breaking a Galvanic 
Circuit between the Poles of a Magnet. By B. O. Prircn, 

n.* Sw 

yO EREL, in the Journal de Physique, vol. iv. p. 206, 
states that the spark obtained by breaking the current 

which circulates through an electromagnet, between its poles, 
is entirely a mechanical effect. 

To test the accuracy of M. Becquerel’s result, I placed in 
the same circuit four Grove cells, an electromagnet of the form 
used In experiments upon diamagnetism, and a coil of coarse 
wire wound round a bundle of iron wires on a core. Over 
this coil was slipped an induction-coil of 6000 ohms resistance. 

I first experimented upon the spark given by the induction- 
coil when the primary circuit was broken between the poles of 
the electromagnet, and then outside of them. 

The number of cells in the circuit was varied, and its resist- 
ance was several times changed, in order to vary the circum- 
stances as much as possible; and at each change a series of 
observations were taken to see whether the spark from the in- 
duction-coil had any greater power of overcoming resistance 
when the primary circuit was broken between the poles of the 
magnet. 
A long series of observations on sparks, which were of all 

lengths from 23 to 15 millims., justifies the statement that 
the distance over which the spark of the induction-coil would 
regularly leap was more than doubled when the circuit was 
broken between the poles. The absolute length of spark ob- 
tained depended, of course, on the electromotive force in the 
primary circuit being apparently, within certain limits, directly 
proportional to it. In almost all cases the length of spark was 
increased to three or four times ; and in no one set of observa- 
tions was the spark less than doubled in length. These experi- 
ments were repeated several times on different days. 

I found great difficulty in breaking the primary circuit uni- 
formly ; and it was only after a long time that my results 
became regular. 

I tried breaking from the surface of mercury ; but although 
the same relative effects were attained, the actual effect was far 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read at the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, February 9, 1876. 
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inferior to that obtained when two bright copper wires were 
separated in the air. 

Rowland has shown that a very powerful electromagnet is 
not needed in order to obtain good results in studying diamag- 
netism. In order to see whether a small magnet would not do 
to increase the length of the spark, a small electromagnet, 
capable of supporting perhaps two kilogrammes, was set up, 
and a series of observations taken when the circuit was broken 
between its poles. In this case the length of the spark was 
just doubled. Might not a rather small horseshoe electromag- 
net be advantageously placed upon the Ruhmkorff coil so that 
the primary circuit should be interrupted between its poles ? 

I next put the electromagnet in one circuit, and broke an- 
other circuit containing the primary of the induction-coil be- 
tween the poles of the magnet. With this arrangement two 
sets of observations were taken under slightly different circum- 
stances. The results are given below, in the actual space over 
which it was found that the sparks would just pass. The 
words “ outside ”’ and “ inside ”’ denote that the primary cireuit 
was broken outside of the poles and between them respectively. 

Outside. Inside. 

—_—_—_— ——_ 

23 millims. 123 millims. 
3 20 19 ” 

Of course the relative increase in the length of the sparks de- 
pended upon the relative strengths of the two currents. When 
the electromagnet is very weak and the outside current ver 
strong, subsequent experiments showed that there was little, if 
any, increase in the length of the spark. | 

As a direct means of showing that the extra effect obtained 
by breaking between the poles is not mechanical, the following 
method was employed. The electromagnet was placed in a 
circuit with two Grove cells. To the end of one of the large 
wires used for breaking the circuit a very fine wire was fast- 
ened, leading to one pole of a Thomson’s quadrant electrometer, 
whose other pole was put to earth. Whenever the two large 
wires were separated, there was of course a deflection of the 
electrometer-mirror, corresponding to the difference of potential 
of the poles of the battery ; but beside this there was an in- 
creased effect when the circuit was broken between the poles, 
that seems to be unaccountable if we assume the effect to be 
mechanical. 
When a condenser of about 1 farad capacity was put into 

the circuit the following deflections were obtained :— 
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Primary broken | Primary broken 
outside. inside. 

Qt 27 
20°5 gs 
2D 23 
20 27 

Mean 20:9 275 

When no condenser was used the deflections were as follows:— 

Primary broken | Primary broken 
outside. inside. 

20 22-5 | 
19 23:°5 
20 23°5 
20 24 

19°75 23:4 

The electromotive force in the circuit was very small, hardly 
enough to render the poles strongly magnetic. With a proper 
electromotive force we might expect the effects to be more 
striking. 

In order to measure the increase of quantity obtained by 
breaking the primary circuit between the poles of the magnet, 
the electromagnet and the primary of an induction-coil were 
placed in the same circuit as at first. The poles of the induc- 
tion-coil were connected (the one directly, the other by means 
of the spark leaping between two points) with a condenser of 4 
farad capacity. ‘The poles of the condenser were connected 
with a Thomson’s galvanometer of 5880 ohms resistance. 
Kach of the following results is the mean of two observations. 
The length of spark was the same in both cases. 

| Primary broken | Primary broken 
outside. inside. 

' 6 cells. 17°5 21:05 
APs 12 17 

The resistance of the six cells (Bunsen) was greater than the 
_resistance of the primary circuit. 

On another day the same arrangement gave the following 
result, where each is a mean of two observations :— 
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| Length of spark. Primary broken | Primary broken 
outside. inside. 

1 millim. 22 30 
3 millims. 12 23 | 

In a great many cases, where the magnet was quite powerful, 
it was not easy to get comparable results. When the primary 
circuit was broken between the poles, the spot of light was 
driven off the scale ; but when the primary was broken outside, 
there was frequently very little deflection. 

At another time a Thomson’s mirror-galvanometer of 6 ohms 
resistance gave, with an arrangement otherwise the same as 
the above, the following deflections as a mean of twelve obser- 
vations :— 

Outside .:. 129° = Inside ... 15°37 

When the electromagnet was in a separate circuit from the 
primary of the induction-coil, the following observations were 
obtained with the Thomson’s galvanometer. Hach result is the 
mean of about twenty observations. 

| Primary broken | Primary broken 
outside. inside. 

a ee 

Length of spark, 

1 millim. 21 35°8 
2 millims, 20 23 
ts age 16°5 19-9 

Mes 15:2 17 

All these results were taken with interrupting the primary 
circuit by separating two copper wires held one in either hand. 
Practice made the results then obtained quite accurate. I at 
first tried breaking from the surface of mercury; but, beside 
the irregularity in the amount of the deflection, there was a 
most unaccountable change of polarity every few moments. I 
distrusted the evidence of my own senses so much in this case 
that I asked several other people to observe for me, without 
previously telling them any thing of this change of polarity. 
In each case the observer noticed the reversal for himself. The 
deflection was almost always in one direction when the circuit 
was broken between the poles, and in the other direction when 
the circuit was broken outside of the poles. This rule is not, 
however, absolute. ‘This reversal of polarity only occurred 
when copper was used to break from the surface of the mer- 
cury. The separation of iron from iron, or copper from copper, 
or iron from mercury, never gave any reversal. The reversal 
was best seen with the electrometer. 
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At several different times I took a series of observations upon 
the deflection, by breaking inside the poles and outside of 
them, when the distance over which the spark had to leap was. 
varied. The curves obtained by laying down these deflections 
were not, as one might suppose, hyperbolas, but were appa- 
rently exponential curves, having the axis of x as an asymptote, 
but not the axis of y. A series of very careful observations 
was taken by observing the deflections when the distances over 
which the spark passed were small. The curves obtained by 
breaking the primary between the poles were similar to those 
obtained when the primary was broken outside. The observa- 
tions were taken by breaking the primary with the interrupter 
of one of Ritchie’s induction-coils. The sparks passed between 
two circular disks of copper 10 centims. in diameter. In the 
centre of one of the disks was an almost imperceptible protu- 

_berance, in order to ensure the sparks always passing in the 
same place. One plate was fixed in a horizontal position ; the 
other was suspended, by a thin ivory handle perpendicular to 
its plane, to a glass rod placed in the telescope-socket of a ca- 
thetometer. In this way it was found possible to get the plates 
sensibly parallel. The poles of the induction-coil were con- 
nected with a condenser—one directly, and the other by means 
of the spark passing between the two disks. The condenser 
was then discharged through a galvanometer. The microme- 
ter-screw of the cathetometer reads easily to the 7,/55 of a mil- 
limetre ; and observations were taken with its aid at intervals 
of ‘050 millim. The plates were considered to be in contact 
whenever making the primary circuit gave any deflection in the 
galvanometer. The-zero thus obtained was quite constant, 
whereas it was almost impossible to tell by the eye just at what 
point the spark ceased to pass when the circuit was broken. 
The poles of the battery were kept apart when not actually in 
use ; and it was supposed that the electromotive force remained 
constant during the time of observation. 

In laying out a curve, it must be remembered that there was 
resistance of 6000 ohms already in the circuit. Hach of the 

ollowing results is the mean of a series of closely agreeing ob- 
ervations :— 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. Vol. 1. No. 6. June 1876. aaa t 
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Separation of Separation of 
plates. Deflections. alates Deflections. 

millim. milim 
050 183 “800 91 

150 164 ‘900 96 

200 145 950 88 

250 130 i000 93 
300 136 1-050 79 
350 123 1-100 85 
400 127 1-150 84 

450 120 1-200 70 

600 97 1-750 51 | 

650 | 92 2-000 50 | 

a 88 || 2-250 45 

When the sparks passed between the ends of two copper 
wires 2 millim. in diameter, carefully filed so as to be parallel, 
the curves obtained were very regular, but of the same general 
shape. As an example I give the following :— 

bases HA 
| Distance over which’ 

the spark leaped. sicmmeios. 

| millim. | 
1 90 
2 70 | 
3 55 | 

| 4 44 | 
5 35°6 
6 27 

| 7 20 | 
| 8 13 | 

9 7 
10 2-5 

| ll 1-4 
| 12 8 

Sir William Thomson has shown, in his paper “On the 
Electromotive Force necessary to produce a Spark,” that a 
greater force per unit of length is needed for short distances 
than for long distances. He does not state in his paper 
whether he experimented upon the Ruhmkorff coil or the 
Holtz machine. In using the quadrant electrometer in mea- 
suring the electromotive force of the sparks from an induction- 
coil, it is, of course, necessary to use a small leaping-distance 
for the sparks, to avoid the return current. At times I have 
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found that a greater actual deHlochion was obtained when the 
leaping-distance was as great as 4 millim. than when it was 
much smaller. May not Sir William Thomson’s results be - 
partly accounted for by induction in the same manner ? 

Another method of experimenting upon the extra spark ob- 
tained by breaking the circuit between the poles of an electro- 
magnet gave excellent results. One of the poles of the induc- 
tion-coil was connected with the outer coating of a very small 
Leyden jar ; while the other pole was connected with the inside 
coating through a small interval of air, to avoid the return cur- 
rent. The inside coating of the jar was connected by a very 
fine wire to a thin copper disk 261 millims. in diameter. Op- 
posed to the copper disk, at a perpendicular distance of 160 
millims., was the end of a short rod 1 millim. in diameter, 
Attached to the other end of the rod was a very fine wire con- 
necting with one pole of the quadrant electrometer. The other 
pole of the electrometer was connected with the ground. The 
very fine wire leading from the opposing section of the rod 
was so arranged that experiment showed no inductive effect 
from the disk upon it. When the primary circuit was broken, 
a spark passed, charging the Leyden jar, and consequently the 
circular plate. The insulated plate was consequently charged 
to some constant potential Vo. 

According to Maxwell’s ‘ Hlectricity,’ vol.i. § 177, and Thom- 
son’s ‘ Papers,’ 233, the surface-density at any point on a thin 
circular insulated plate is 

res! 0 

Qo? Va? —m” 

where a? is the radius of the plate, and m the distance of the 
point from the centre. 

If the plate is in the coordinate plane xy, we have 

= Vo 

Or Va Py 

The potential at any point («, y, z) in space due to this dis- 
dy dy o 

a 
tribution is , since the plate is thin. The limits must 

be so chosen as to comprehend the whole surface of the disk ; 
and, to avoid errors, the point (wz, y, z) must be opposed to the 
isk. 

r=(a—m) + (yyy +2, 

Vv =\ Mon da ody 
9 WN Oat F Vena ye 

t any fixed point (2, y1, 1), therefore, the potential is pro- 
212 
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portional to Vo. It was supposed necessary that the potential 
of the quadrants attached to the short rod, which was at a 
great distance from the electrometer, should be proportional to 
Vy. The opposite quadrants were at potential zero, being con- 
nected with the earth; and since when the deflections are 
small they are proportional to the difference of potential of the 
two poles of the instrument, it was supposed that the deflection 
of the electrometer-needle would be a relative measure of the 
potential of the plate. 

A great many observations were taken with this apparatus ; 
and the results agreed with the former ones, not only qualita- 
tively, but very nearly quantitatively. I select the following — 
series of observations to show this. The difference is in this 
case not so widely apparent, owing to the extreme weakness of 
the current used—it being at this time, in order to get small 
deflections, the weakest used in the whole of my work. 

Primary broken | Primary broken 
| outside. inside. 

75 9:5 
10 9 
73 9-4 
az 9°5 
8:2 85 
8:2 9-2 

| 10°6 9-5 
| 9°5 8-6 

5-2 8:4 
10 9-7 
8°8 8-5 
8 9:4 

| 6:5 10°5 
9°4 10°9 
7 8-1 
9-2 10 
5:3 8°7 

10°5 12 
8:3 78 
8:5 8-4 

| 9°8 10°6 
| 9-9 8°6 

Mean 8:4 9:3 

These were taken in sets of ten, with wonderfully close 
means, notwithstanding the apparently great probable error. 

Another series, with a stronger current, gave as the ratio of 
the results 1°364. 

The results of the investigation are as follows :— 
1. By breaking the primary circuit of an induction-coil in 

a magnetic field, the length of spark produced by the secondary 
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coil is more than doubled in length. An application of this 
fact to the induction-coil is suggested. 

2. The results by the different methods used all show an in- 
crease of electromotive force when the circuit is broken in a 
magnetic field, and that the effect cannot be purely a mecha- 
nical phenomenon as M. Becquerel affirms. 

3. By breaking the circuit between mercury and copper in 
the magnetic field, a remarkable change of polarity was ob- 
served with the electrometer. 

4, An explanation is offered of the fact noticed by Sir Wil- 
liam Thomson, that a greater electromotive force per unit of 
length is needed to produce a spark at a short distance than at 
a long one. 

The subject of this paper was suggested to me by Professor 
Trowbridge ; and throughout all my work he has kindly given 
me his advice and help. 

Physical Laboratory, Harvard College, 
Cambridge, U.S. 

LV. Ona Case of Work produced by the Electric Current. 
By R. Couey, of Moscow*. 

ee notice which I have the honour to place before the 
readers of the ‘ Philosophical Magazine’ is a succinct 

résumé of two articles which | have recently published in the 
(Russian) ‘ Journal of the Physical and Chemical Societies of 
St. Petersburg ’ (vol. vii. December 1875, and vol. vi. April 
1876). For more ample details I refer the reader to the 
articles themselves, where he will find all the developments 
and numerical calculations, which I have omitted in the pre- 
sent notice. 

The total quantity of energy which becomes free in a deter- 
mined galvanic element (for instance a Daniell element) by 
the solution of a gramme of zine is a constant quantity, in- 
dependent of the time spent in dissolving the zinc. It 1s the 
mechanical equivalent of the chemical reactions that take 
place in the pile. A portion of this energy always manifests 
itself under the form of heat in the circuit; another may ap- 
pear as mechanical work produced by the current. A direct 
consequence of the principle of the conservation of energy is, 
that this second portion can only exist and increase at the 
expense of the first, their sum being constant. 

* Translated from the MS. (in French) communicated by the Author. 
+ An abridged German translation of the first of these articles will be 

found in Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. clvii. p. 370; that of the second will 
shortly appear in the same journal. 
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Relying on this principle, and on the laws of Faraday and 
Joule, we can prove theoretically that any work produced by 
the current is always accompanied by the appearance in the 
circuit of a new electromotive force opposed to that of the 
pile. This result has been confirmed by experiment in all 
cases hitherto studied: in electromagnetic motors induction- 
currents weaken the primary current; chemical work, the 
separation of the elements of a chemical compound, is always 
accompanied by the manifestation of the electromotive force 
called “ polarization,” &e. If, on the contrary, the experi- 
ment can be arranged so as to employ external work to re- 
inforce the primary current, the new electromotive force will 
evidently be of the same sign as that of the pile. This is 
what would happen if, for example, by the exertion of our 
arms we were to impress on the electromagnetic motor a 
motion in the opposite direction to that which it would haye 
taken under the influence of the current. 

The aim of the work I have undertaken was, to apply these 
principles to a case hitherto not investigated, and to confirm 
by experiment the existence of this force, which cannot at 
present be classed in any category of known electromotive 
forces, but must be regarded as a new one. 

Let us imagine the following experiment. The current of 
a Daniell element passes up through a vertical tube filled with 
any electrolyte (a solution of nitrate of silver, for instance), 
entering and issuing from the liquid by electrodes of metallic 
silver, and moreover traverses a galvanometer. A quantity 
of silver equivalent to the zine dissolved in the pile will dis- 
solve at the lower and be deposited on the upper electrode. 
The transport of this metal upward in opposition to its weight 
constitutes work produced by the current. Nevertheless this 
work is always accompanied by work of opposite sign, due to 
the transport in the opposite direction of the group of atoms 
which in the electrolyte were combined with the metal. This 
work is manifested by a diminution of concentration of the 
salt in the immediate vicinity of the negative electrode, and a 
corresponding augmentation near the positive electrode. Hit- 
torf’s experiments * on the transport of the products of elec- 
trolysis by the current supply the necesssary empiric data for 
calculating the numerical value of this work. It is found that 
for most salts (among others, for nitrate of silver) this work 
is less than that of the transport of the metal. There are, 
however, two iodides, those of zinc and cadmium, in which 

* Poggendorfi’s Annalen, vols. 1xxxix., xcviii., cili., cvi, See also 
Wiedemann, Galvanismus, 2nd ed., vol. i. p. 555. ,; 
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the work of transport of the iodine is greater than that of the 
transport of the metal. 

It is important to observe that, our reasoning being based 
on the possibility of applying to these phenomena the principle 
of the conservation of energy, 7. e. the theorem of vires vive, 
the value of the work accomplished is determined solely by 
the initial and final states of the system of bodies under con- 
sideration, and is consequently independent of any possible 
hypothesis on the nature of electrolysis. As the liquid be- 
yond the immediate vicinity of the electrodes undergoes no 
alteration, the total work is equal to the algebraic sum of the 
weights of material transported from one electrode to the 
other, multiplied by the height of the liquid column. As the 
phenomenon takes place in the interior of a liquid, the appli- 
cation of the Archimedean principle necessitates the introduc- 
tion of a correction. 
We have seen that all work produced by the current, or 

supplied by external forces and serving to reinforce the cur- 
rent, is accompanied by the appearance of a new electromotive 
force in the circuit. In the first case this electromotive force, 
which I will designate by e, will have the opposite sign, in the 
second the same sign as that of the pile, H. From this it 
follows that in a column of nitrate of silver an ascending cur- 
rent will be feebler than a descending one; for, in a circuit of 
the same resistance, we shall have in the first case the electro- 
motive force H—e, and, in the second, H+e. The inverse 
phenomenon will take place with iodide of cadmium. The 
experiments described below were undertaken for the purpose 
of verifying this result*. 

The details of the numerical calculations will be found in 
the articles mentioned above. The following are the final 
values of the electromotive force for a column of 1 metre :— 

Nitrate of silver ...... e= 0:000005195 Danieil. 
Iodide of cadmium, —e= —0:000015670 __,, 

* The experiments were commenced in 1872 (with sulphate of copper). 
They did not at first promise any success ; for this reason I did not pub- 
lish any thing about them, though I communicated the results to my 
scientific friends in Moscow. At that period I was obliged, for personal 
reasons, to suspend for nearly two years all experimental work. In 1873 
appeared Prof. Maxwell’s book, ‘A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism.’ 
T saw with pleasure that the eminent English physicist had conceived the 
same idea (1 willingly acknowledge that to him belongs the merit of 
having been the first to enunciate it through the press); to me the co- 
incidence was an additional assurance of the correctness of my theoretic 
previsions. As far as one can judge from the ten lines devoted by Mr. 
Maxwell to the subject (vol. i. p. 317), he has calculated the electro- 
motive force e by taking into consideration only the transport of the 
metal. He does not indicate any experimental means of veritication. 
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This force is independent of the intensity of the current pass- 
ing through the liquid, and proportional to the height of the 
column. 

The principal difficulty of the experiments was the presence 
of inconstant and casual currents, due to the inequality of the 
electrodes, their polarization, &e. The intensity of these cur- 
rents far exceeded that of the current given by the electro- 
motive force e, if special precautions were not taken to weaken 
them. I found them much enfeebled by removing the air and 
gases dissolved in the liquid. 

After some trials, I fixed upon the following order of appa- 
ratus:—The liquid column was a glass tube filled with the 
solution of the electrolyte, closed at one extremity, and com- 
municating at the other with an air-pump, through a 
caoutchouc tube, which could be closed by a _pincheock 
close to the glass tube. The electrodes were sealed in two 
lateral tubules, near the extremities. The tube turned ona 
horizontal axis passing through its centre of gravity, so that 
either of its ends could be directed upwards. ‘Thus, without 
any change in the rest of the apparatus, the current could be 
made to ascend or descend in the liquid column. One of the 
tubes which I employed, and which I will call No. 1, had a 
length of 1°6 metre. Filled with a solution of nitrate of 
silver, it offered a resistance of 774 Siemens’s units. Tube 
No. 2 had a length of 3-6 métre, and a resistance nearly double 
that of No. 1. . 

The galvanometer was a reflecting one and very sensitive. 
The wire of the induction-coil was very fine and made a great 
number of turns; its galvanic resistance amounted to 4077 
Siemens’s units. Hither of the two tubes together with the 
galvanometer forming a closed circuit, and the sensitiveness 
of the latter instrument having been determined by prelimi- 
nary experiments, the deviation due to the electromotive 
force e acting in a circuit of which the resistance 7 was 
known could be calculated beforehand. As I always observed 

the difference aoe wie = 2 of the descending and the 
r 7 

ascending current, the difference of the deviations produced 
by these two currents, which we will name 6, was the double 
of the preceding ; and as by “ deviation”’ I mean everywhere 
the difference of the elongations on both sides of the position 
of the equilibrium, elongations obtained on changing by a 
commutator the direction of the current in the galvanometer- 
coil alone, it is evident that 6 was four times a simple devia- 

tion due to the current — The value of 6 is expressed in 
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arbitrary units, the divisions of the scale, which were observed 
by refiection in the mirror of the instrument. 

Calculation, therefore, gives :-— 

Nitrate of silver. 

Tube No. 1, height 1°6 métre ... 6;= 8:32 

ee tv oO yl. Oy Oras 

Lodide of cadmium. 

LD E INC SG GE eee oe 6, = 43°10 [35,21 55. | 

_ On passing an external current through my tubes, I soon 
perceived that the polarization which it produced in the elec- 
trodes was so intense and so variable that it was impossible to 
obtain any result by this method. I therefore resolved to 
employ instead the current given by the tube itself in virtue 
of the inequality of the electrodes, their polarization, &. By 
precautions, some of which have been described above, this 
current could be rendered constant and of the same order of 
magnitude as the current due to the electromotive force e. 

In the series of experiments given in the following Tables 
(pp. 474, 475), I observed alternately the intensity of the pro- 
per current of the tube when ascending and when descending 
through the liquid. Tables I., I1., and III. refer to nitrate 
of silver. Columns 1 and 2 of these Tables contain the elon- 
gations of the galvanometer on the current in the latter being 
changed in direction by a commutator; column 3, their dif- 
ference, which measures the intensity of the current. <A de- 
signates the ascending, D the descending current. 

Table IV. refers to iodide of cadmium. Considering the 
intensity of the proper current of the tube in this case, it was 
inconvenient to change its direction. I therefore observed 
the excursions only on one side of the position of equilibrium 
(which was at division 54 for the series of experiments to 

_ which this Table belongs). The tube being in a determined 
position, and the galvanometer having attained a constant 
deviation, I turned the tube without touching the commutator. 
I then observed, sometimes a strengthening, sometimes a 
weakening of the current. It is evident that this method has 
only half the delicacy of the preceding, and that the difference 
of the deviations due to the ascending and the descending 
current is $6’. At the foot of each Table are recorded the 
mean differences D—A or A—D according to the case. 
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OP oP oP 

Nitrate of Silver. 
TABLE I. 

Tube No. 1. 

276. == A OGasnnns osbnasee 46:2 
BOD a TOT cee ee 41°9 
FOS 1972s aasene sane see 461 

BLT TO. ys cececcaseceee 41°3 
OTD =~. Fer +s. ee kena os Gee 45°8 

OO<7F TOS: vunentgads otenee 42°6 
OS F456 ici 46:0 

Difference D — A = 4:1 

TABLE II. 

Tube No. 1. 

Ba®, + «1 O'S) sw ian ccawecnngeee 42°9 
B'9.. —— FG" Sid teesuswcmeeee 45°9 

Difference D — A = 4°5. 

TABLE ITI. 

Tube No. 2. 

66:9 pe OTD acackiunnasaaee 39°4 
10: ew DAD sais ngewe node 51k 
66:4: —~ 263: saeco serenade 40-1 
74°93 -+\ BD) sibaeksnamae ene 49°5 
69:4, 3 BOD i adawacacwode aba 40-2 
78:52 DE:7 \owssurs eRe 49°8 
23050 se GoW S ss tes eee 42-9 

$O°B) Si 2BO wiccenaah wtee ene 50°8 
FAT vee BURG: Baw caddcuaate 43°9 
1OFS | 3 A  etmeseeee ae 48°3 

6 bh coos Oo Men seh aealeiasd cae 44:3 

83°53 nt ONB lis menwanddoue tee 49-7 
OOD aah" A: aldewaaedioanes 43°3 
Bde. | PDD iearucupae aes 49°3 
BOO. = Bdripes, dead. das eases 49°5 
SO +, sorkih. debe eee cules nade AT*7 
SG), een a ae ae? eee ee 49°5 
Ohh: <n Ac tee data Sates ae de 477 

LAS | eer ee eee 42°8 
SE. == 404 eee Att 

Difference D — A = 6°9. 
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Lodide of Cadmium. 

TABLE LV. 

Tube No. 2. erry: 

fea 192-4 DE 1858 6°6 
rey V82-O A. 189°3 73 
3. A. 188-4 Ds Pores 6°9 
eee 1800 ACS ES 
eA 1905 DS Ts4es fi 
Gee: “so AY VgeS 2 

Difference A — D = 6°8. 

The previsions given by the theory are, then, confirmed by 
experiment, inasmuch as a difference is shown between the 
intensities of the ascending and the descending current in a 
column of an electrolyte, and the sign of the difference ac- 
cords with that indicated by the theory. In nitrate of silver 
the descending current is stronger than the ascending; the 
reverse is the case with iodide of cadmium. 

But the numbers given by experiment are twice or three 
times less than those foreseen by the theory; it is impossible 
to attribute so enormous a difference to errors of observation. 
The most probable explanation of this apparent anomaly is to 
be sought in a peculiarity of feeble currents noted by Helm- 
holtz*. Feeble currents, which polarize the electrodes with- 
out producing definite decomposition of the electrolyte (their 
electromotive force being less than the electromotive force of 
polarization which they would call forth in passing through 
the liquid), or the currents which arise from the depolariza- 
tion of the electrodes, present according to M. Helmholtz the 
following peculiarity :—Obm’s law seems to be inapplicable 

_ to them: a very great metallic resistance introduced into the 
circuit weakens their intensity but very little, which amounts 
to the same as if the liquid or the electrodes were the seat of 
an enormous supplementary resistance. Experiment proves 
that this fictitious resistance is variable and augments when 
the intensity of the current diminishes. These phenomena 
present a striking analogy with the currents given by elec- 
trical machines. M. Rossetti’s experiments on the Holtz 
machine t have shown that what may be called the internal 
resistance of that machine in like manner varies with the 
velocity of rotation, consequently with the intensity of the 
current. My tubes presented this peculiarity in a very high 

* Poggendorfi’s Annalen, vol. cl. p. 483. 
+ D’Almeida’s Journal de Physique, 1875; Pogg. Annalen, vol. cliy. 

p- 507. 
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degree; it is therefore not surprising that the deviations of 
the galvanometer, calculated on the basis of the real value of 
the resistance of the circuit alone, should be less, when, besides 
this real resistance, one must take into account a very con- 
siderable fictitious resistance. 

This circumstance not having attracted my attention at the 
commencement of the experiments, I cannot present the data 
necessary for calculating the value of this fictitious resistance 
in the experiments with nitrate of silver. Jor those with 
iodide of cadmium (Table IV.) I determined this resistance 
by measuring the intensity of the current, first, when the tube 
and the galvanometer alone formed the circuit, and again 
after the introduction of a coil of 7976 Siemens’s units. I 
found that the total resistance of the circuit was 18,240 
units, while the real resistance was only about 5600. The 
galvanometer-deviation A—D, calculated with this new 
datum, was found to be 6°6, in complete accordance with 
the experiments. 

The electromotive force e, tending to produce a. current 
directed invariably downward in a column of nitrate of silver, 
and upward in iodide of cadmium, is independent of the in- 
tensity and direction of the current of the pile. I endeavoured 
to pass through my tubes filled with nitrate of silver equal 
currents alternately in opposite directions, supplied by a 
magnetoelectric machine. ‘These currents, without acting 
themselves on the galvanometer, were to call forth the electro- 
motive force e, which was to deflect the needles. 

Contrary to expectation, the experiment gave a negative 
result ; the phenomena were the same as if the alternate cur- 
rents had not traversed the liquid at all. The reader is re- 
ferred for fuller details to the articles above mentioned. There 
is reason to think that the quantity of electricity (necessarily 
finite) conveyed by any induced current is insufficient to 
charge the electrodes to a difference of potential above the 
maximum electromotive force of polarization, as, according 
to Mr. Varley* and Helmholtz, the electrodes may be re- 
garded as the armatures of a condenser of enormous capacity. 
Now, under these circumstances, although the true electro- 
motive force of the induced current may at every instant be 
superior to the maximum of polarization, the current cannot 
pass through the liquid. This complex and little-studied 
subject requires fresh researches for its complete elucidation. 

In the phenomena known under the name of “ electrical 

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. clxi. p. 129 (1871). 
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endosmose”’* the current may also produce work, when the 
pressures are different on the two sides of the diaphragm. 
It is easy to prove that the electromotive force e which cor- - 
responds to this case is that of the “ diaphragm-currents”’ 
discovered in 1859 by Quincke f. 
Moscow, April 1876. 

LVI. Application of the Mechanical Theory of Heat to the 
Study of Volatile Liquids: Simple Relations between the 
Latent Heats, Atomic Weights, and Tensions of Vapours. 
By Raovun Picter tf. 

[Plate IV.] 

N almost all recent works on the mechanical theory of heat 
the authors devote the first chapters to the general equa- 

tions of the thermic problems—that is to say, to the principle 
of equivalence, and to the second principle, that of the equality 
of restoration in reversible cycles; they then apply directly 
the general equations found to the changes of state of bodies, 
and to the phenomena of calorimetry connected with them. 
Sady Carnot, Clapeyron, and afterwards Clausius, Dupré, 
Zeuner, Hirn, &c., have apparently followed analogous courses 
and been conducted to very similar results. Nevertheless the 
physical solution of the problems analytically investigated is 
always obscure; it cannot get rid of the confused train of 
equations which constantly veil a positive comprehension of 
the results of the analysis. ; 

It is, in great measure, in consequence of an abuse of for- 
mulz which are not translated into ordinary terms that trea- 
tises on physics give no information upon the relations which 
connect the various properties of volatile liquids. The aim 
we propose to ourselves is, to give some laws representing 
with sufficient exactness the notions at present held on this 
question. 

First let us settle the principal factors of the physical 
problem. 
We have a kilogramme of any liquid whatever, at the tem- 

perature ¢°. At this temperature it is caused to pass from the 
liquid into the gaseous state; in doing this it absorbs a 
quantity of heat represented by > calories—the latent heat of 

* These phenomena, discovered by Prof. Fr. Reuss, of Moscow, were 
investigated chiefly by Wiedemann, Pogg. Ann. vol. lxxxvii.; see also 
Galvanismus, vol. i. p. 576. 
+ Poge. Ann. vols. evil. & exili. Wiedemann, Galvanismus, vol. i. 

p- 946. 
t Translated from the Bibliotheque Universelle, Archives des Sciences 

Physiques et Naturelles, Jan. 15, 1876, vol. lv. pp. 66-83. 
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volatilization ; and finally the volume v of the liquid becomes 
volume V of the vapour. During the passage from the liquid 
to the gaseous state the temperature ¢° has been kept constant, 
and the tension of the vapour, P, has been likewise constant. — 

Now, if all known liquids be taken and made to undergo 
the same transformation at the same temperature ¢°, we find 
for each different numeric values of A, P, and VY. Tor each 
liquid the maximum tension P, the volume V, and the latent 
heat > vary; and the deviations may be very considerable. 
We may therefore inquire whether these three quantities are 
independent variables, to be determined empirically for each 
liquid, or if any relation permits them to be expressed in terms 
of one another. 

M. Régnault, in his large and splendid work on the maxi- 
mum tensions of volatile liquids and their latent heats of 
volatilization, has considered the question only from an ex- 
perimental point of view, and has given interpolation-formulz 
for the tensions and latent heats, without seeking to establish 
any theoretic ratio between these two factors. The interpo- 
lation-formulz are often most complex, and do not enable 
us to distinguish any thing general when the different liquids 
are compared. His copious statement, however, of the num- 
bers obtained by accurate experiments will serve as a control 
in the following theoretical discussion. 

_ In order to put the problem in a complete, definite, and 
readily comprehensible form, let us suppose we have a re- 
servoir, A (PI. IV. fig. 1), containing any volatile liquid. A 
pump, B, draws off the vapour, which forms in the reservoir 
A at a constant temperature ¢° and tension P, and forces it 
into the receiver C at a temperature ¢/ and under a constant 
pressure P’. The volatile liquid will pass from the liquid into 
the gaseous state in the reservoir A, afterwards from the 
gaseous into the liquid state in the reservoir C. To maintain 
the operation and complete the cycle, the liquid is to be 
brought back to its initial temperature ; and the conduit tube 
D permits the liquid accumulated in C to return into the first 
reservoir, A. We suppose in the above operation ¢/ > ¢°, and 
consequently P’ > P. . 

Thus, for example, we take 1 kilogramme of ether at 
t° = 0° C.; its vapour is drawn off under the tension Po, and 
forced into C at a temperature ¢/ = 20° and under a pressure 
P’,9; and then 1 kilogramme of liquid ether is reduced from 
the temperature 20° to. 0° in passing through the tube D. 
The cycle is complete, since the ether has returned to 0° under 
the initial pressure P,, which was the point from which it 
started. 
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We can thus calculate, by means of the numbers and Tables 
furnished by M. Régnault, two essential elements of the pro- 
blem :—(1) the heat absorbed in A by the volatilization of the 
liquid, minus the heat restored by the return of the liquid 
from the temperature ¢’ to t°; (2) the work expended, by the 
action of the pump B, to obtain the compression of the vapour 
from the pressure P, to P's. 

Hach of these two equations is completely independent of 
the other; and one of them gives a quantity of calories, the 
other a quantity of kilogrammetres. 

The problem has not hitherto been stated in this form; and 
yet it is the natural method for arriving at the discovery of 
the connexion that may exist between the quantities which 
have been supposed to be entirely independent and without 
any intimate relation between them. 

For the calculations we will adopt the following symbols :— 
¢°, temperature of the refrigerant A; ¢’, temperature of the 
condenser C; 543, the coefficient of dilatation of the gases; 
P, the maximum tension of the vapours at ¢°; P’, the maxi- 
mum tension of the vapours at ¢’; T, the work done by the 
pump B; ¢, the specific heat of the liquid; 6, density of the 
vapour at 0°, referred to that of the air; 1-293 kilog., weight 
of a cubic metre of air; 10333 kilog. = atmospheric pressure 
on a square métre; 2, the latent heat of the liquid at ¢°. 
We will suppose that the laws of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac 

apply rigorously, which is not strictly correct for all vapours. 
We make the calculation for 1 kilog. of liquid. 

1st. The work T. 

The work is produced by the compression of the vapour at 
¢° when it is made to pass from the pressure P to the pressure 
P’. By calculation we find for T :— 

/ 

10833 (27441) 1 (=) 
= 1:293 6 x 274 

The expression / (p) represents the Napierian logarithm of 

the quotient of the pressures; it is introduced into this for- 
mula by integrating the work between the limits P and P’. 

RIES T kilogrammetres = 

2nd. The heat absorbed in the refrigerant A. 

For 1 kilogramme of liquid, we have 
_ X—c (t’ — t) = heat absorbed in A, in calories. . . (II.) 
_ Note that these two equations have not one letter in com- 
mon; they represent two totally different orders of facts. 
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Indeed, let us suppose we have two volatile liquids possessing 
the same density, the same tensions P and P’, the same specific 
heat c, but one of them having twice the cohesion of the other. 
The internal work of disgregation of the one will be double 
that of the other; and consequently the latent heat > will be 
twice as much as N, since latent heat is nothing else but that 
which is absorbed in order to overcome the cohesion of the 
liquid molecules. . 

In this example the quantity T would be the same for both 
liquids; but the second formula would give for \—c (t/—#) 
and »/—c (¢/—t) values which might vary from the single to 
the double. 

Let us suppose, in the second place, that the two liquids 
have A and XV equal, ¢ equal, but 6’=26. The quantity, in 
kilogrammetres, expressed by T and T’ will be 

VA 

10333 (274 +2) (5) 
1:2936 x 274 

/ 

10333 (274 +1) (5) 
/ 

| T= 7-293 x28x 274 
replacing 6 by 26; thus T=2T’, while the heat withdrawn 
from the refrigerant A will be constant in the two cases. 

It may likewise be that all the quantities X, c, P, P’, 6, &e. 
vary from one liquid to the other, in such manner that the 
equations have nothing general as a theoretic result, and that 
they can only be applied for each liquid in particular by taking 
the numerical coefficients from experimenters worthy of con- 
fidence. 

Therefore, forming no hypothesis on the constitution of 
liquids, but accepting the arbitrary and empiricism in this 
matter, our two equations remain essentially independent. 

T = P] 

? 

It is here that an hypothesis finds a place; and we emphasize 
the word, because it is purely and simply an hypothesis: we 
suppose that the cohesion of liquids is constant for all; we as- 
sume that the mobility of the molecules which characterizes 
the liquid state corresponds to an equal molecular or atomic 
attraction—that » and 2’, referred to two molecules, are equal 
and constant for all liquids without exception. This first 
hypothesis furnishes a relation between equations I. and II. 
We will now make a second hypothesis, viz. that Carnot’s 

cycle applies to volatile liquids and to their changes of volume 
when they are volatilized, and that it establishes the ratio 
between the work expended and the heat absorbed. 
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Of these two hypotheses, therefore, the first is based on a 
deduction resting upon the similar physical state of liquids, the 
second on the principle of equality of return. 

If the second hypothesis were not verified, we might com- 
bine two reversible cycles, Carnot’s and that supplied by a 
volatile liquid ; the difference of the two would be represented 
by the transformation of a certain quantity of surrounding 
heat into mechanical work. In fact, Carnot’s cycle proves 
that, given a quantity of heat Q disposable at temperatures 
t’ and t, we can always transform into work a quantity 

= ee calories 
440 

In the cycle represented in our figure 1, we dispose in the. 
condenser of a quantity of heat of which the minimum is 

Q= at a temperature ¢; 

we can therefore always derive from it a motive force given 
by the expression 

gaye 433°5 mechanical heat-equivalents. 

If this quantity be greater than T derived from equation I., 
we shall evidently have disposable work which will be ex- 
pressed by the combination of the two cycles, or T’—T, and 
which will be derived from surrounding sources of heat. 
Introducing our two hypotheses into equations I. and IL., 

we have the following relations :— 
Our equation II. may be represented by 

rA—c(t’—t)=Q, heat absorbed in A. 

If we calculate by means of Carnot’s cycle the work which 
must be expended in order to derive a quantity of heat Q at 
he temperature ¢ and make it pass into ?¢’, it is given by the 
Pxpression 

Q/(t! —#) 
Cee et 4) = 0. Peta, ner 

Reducing this equation, and denoting by E the mechanical 
Bequivalent of the heat,'we get 

[A—c(t’—t) ]H(’—t) __,. ; ; 
ay oa =kilogrammétres required. 

Ve now equate this work obtained by Carnot’s cycle with 
Bhat which we found for the cycle of a volatile liquid, and 
B Phil. Mag. 8. 5. Vol. 1. No. 6. June 1876. 2K 
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thence derive the following principal relation, 

lee P’ | 
1008074495) "Ty —cte ye 8) 

[2935x274 97444 tL) 

Deriving from this equation the value of \—c(t/—t), we get, 
as the general formula corresponding to our hypothesis, 

/ 

10333(274 +t) (p) 
rA—c(t’ —t)= 7.000 BL | OF As oe 

1:2936H x 274(¢ —?) 

If our hypothesis is correct, if it answers to the physical 
conditions of the problem, it will prove true for all liquids and 
at all temperatures. We must take any liquid whatever, select 
arbitrarily two temperatures ¢ and ¢’, seek in M. Régnault’s 
Tables the pressures P and P’ corresponding to the tempera- 
tures ¢ and ¢’, and ascertain if equation IV. is constantly ac- 
curate. If the results do not confirm our previsions, it is 
because the hypothesis is ill-founded and Carnot’s cycle does 
not apply to volatile liquids. 
We will take water for example, which was so carefully 

studied by M. Régnault, and verity the equation for the tem- 
peratures ¢=100° and ¢’=110°. The constants are P=760, 

/ 

P’ =1075-37, 8=0°625, c=1, H=433°5, = —1-41496. 

3 : (IV 

_ ___ 10333(374)°(1-41496) 
~ 1-293 x 0°625 x 433°5 x 10 x 274 

Here is the calculation in extenso as an example of a parti 
cular case :— 

d—c(t/—t) 

; Log 141496 =0-1507400. 

~ Log 0°1507400 =1:1782285 Log 1:293=0°1115985s 
des 1) scpiges » 0625 =1-7958800' 

” ae ee » 433:5 =2-6369891: 
, 10333 =4-0142264 » 274 =2-4377506 
» B14  =25728716 » 10 =1-0000000 
» id, = 2°5728716 5-9899189 
Log numerator... 8°7004138 
Log denominator 5:9822182 

27181956 log 522-63. 

And we have X\—10=522°63, whence 7X=532°63. 
Looking into the Tables of M. Régnault, we find that, fo 

the temperature of 100°, » is equal to 536 calories. The dig 
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ference is only 3 calories, or 34, of the real value. This result, 
then, confirms and justifies our hypothesis. 

Hquation IV, differs essentially from those which have been 
proposed by MM. Clapeyron, Clausius, Zeuner, &c. by the 
term ¢(¢’—t), which has been totally neglected in the analysis 
of the problems belonging to the investigation of latent heats. 

Before exhibiting the general Table of the results to which 
this method of calculation leads, let us simplify equation IV. 
by investigating the latent heat of liquids at the boiling-point. 
‘For the temperature of ebullition the pressure P becomes the 
‘same for all liquids; and if we make ¢ converge towards ¢, 
P’ will come indefinitely near to P; therefore ¢/—t converges 

/ 3 (2 
towards 0, and the fraction eae 

pressure in relation to the temperatures. Hquation IV. can 
then be written 

Pp’ 

_ 10333(274+8)? | a at Jp 
= T9935 O74 OC OV 

becomes the derivate of the 

X 

To obtain this derivate, let us differentiate the equations of 
the pressures expressed as functions of the temperatures in im- 
mediate proximity to the boiling-point. In fig. 2 we have 
represented the whole of the curves given by M. Régnault. 
The abscissee are reckoned from one 5 degrees to another above 
and below the boiling-point ; and the ordinates are the corre- 
sponding pressures. This curve shows clearly the result of 
the differentiation—namely, that we arrive ata derivate which 
is sensibly a constant multiplied by a simple function of the ab- 
solute temperature for all liquids. The curve widens slightly 
above and below the pressure of 760 millims.; but in the im- 
mediate vicinity of that pressure the same curve represents 
very accurately all liquids. 

In the following Table we put the names of the volatile 
liquids in the first column, in the second the temperatures of 
the boiling-point, in the third the calculated latent heats, and 
in the fourth the latent heats observed by M. Régnault and 
given in his work. For very volatile liquids the derivate in- 
creases very sensibly, as may be seen. We give here only a 
few liquids from the general Table. 

2K 2 
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th Boiling- | A caleu-| X ob. : 
rita paint lated. | served. areata er 

Water. 5: netlist 100 | 5339 | 536 | 0-0346 
f Alcohol oy an.ssnayensangteneral ting 78:21} 210 214-05 | 0-0325 
| Sulphide of carbon ............ 46 84 83:54 | 0:03189 
| Sulphuric ether..............+... 85 90°12 89°76 | 0:03563 
| Chilpvrotgrmy: 2:5. canwscsynpeaten | 60 60°73} 61 0-03337 
| RCIA san ms Setar tp eign Cu cee 80 92:9 92:26 | 0:03000 
| Chlorhydric ether............... brete 92°38 92-1 | 0:03779 
| Essential oil of turpeniine ...| 155 65°6 68 0:0261 
| RIN oct incdl a Sh are he 350 716 77 0-02049 
Sulphurous acid .............4. — 10 94:2 94:5 | 004374 

It is easy to see the perfect coincidence which exists betwen 
the results of our hypothesis and those furnished by experi- 
ment. The deviations are very slight, and are readily explained 
by the anomalies of Mariotte’s law and the errors of observa- 
tion, of which no account was taken in our equations. 

The column of derivates shows that the value of for 
t’—t 

P=760 and ¢/=¢ increases with the volatility of the liquids ; 
we can represent with sufficient exactness the values of this 
derivate by 

oy ogee ayy 

Applying this formula (V.) to the liquids mentioned in the 
preceding Table, we have :— | 

| Liquid. Boiling- Derivate. |Value of K. 
point. 

Withers bc. tenons aah ve ee 100 0-0346 0-045 
Alcohol ........ Paseo heats 78:21 0-0325 0-042 
Sulphide of carbon ............ 46 003189 | 0-039 
Sulpiieie ether... . 2... taco. 35 | 003563 | 0-040 
SRIGrGHOEE ©. spr etoe cae eck 60 | 0:02337 0-040 
bi) /t1 2s line Meee A See eae Bt Ei 80 0:03000 0-040 
Chlorbydric ether............... 10 0:03779 0-040 
Essential oil of turpentine ... 155 00261 0:040 
MSEC, Sesatet Wages nadia asenen 350 0.02049 0-044 
Sulphurous acid ......32.0...2 — 10 004374 0041 | 

A+t 
274 

sures with respect to the temperatures gives a constant quan- 

Thus the factor = multiplying the derivate of the pres- 
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tity 0-041, or very nearly. For liquids so different as mercury 
and sulphurous acid, the difference is only 0-003, or a deviation 
of less than +. 

Having verified our hypothesis concerning Carnot’s cycle 
and that of volatile liquids, we return to our hypothesis relative 
to the cohesion of liquids. We suppose that atomic cohesion is 
onstant for all substances affecting the liquidstate. Let a de- 

note the weight of a liquid atom, and EF the cohesion which 
connects it with those surrounding it; let P be the pressure. 
at the temperature ¢°; and let us choose for all liquids a con- 
tant pressure P=760 millims., which corresponds to the boil- 
ing-point. 

i Since the external pressure, exerted by the vapour on the 
Biquid, is constant, the heat-effort and its work of disgregation 

is exactly represented by the internal latent heat at that tempe- 
ature. Now, if F is the force acting according to any law 
ough a space equal for all liquids, the work of disgregation 
separate into the gaseous state an atom of liquid will be F% 

= a constant. 

The number of atoms contained in a weight 1 is : ; bute 

Bmust be taken at its value for the temperature ¢—that is to say, 
he density of the atom variable according to the temperature 
f the boiling-point. Integrating the elementary work for the 
weight of 1 kilogramme, the sum will represent the internal 
atent heat of the liquid at the temperature ¢°, and we have the 
undamental equation 

K(274 +4) 
A= We TAS? e e © e e ) (VI.) 

hence we deduce 
Q27Aanr 
dai 3 sal ee Apes Mi meee (es 

nd making the constant factor 274 to vanish for all liquids, 
we arrive at 

ar : saa = -.: - > - (VL) 

an equation connecting the atomic weight with the tempera- 
ture and the internal latent heat. 

Before making the numerical verification, we will remark 
that the external latent heat is sensibly proportional to #; so 
that the equation (VIII.) will refer with sufficient accuracy 
either to the total latent heat, or to the internal latent heat 
alone. In the following Table we give the products of the 
atomic weight by the two latent heats. 
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Total +7: . | External) Total heat | Internal 
Liquid. latent Rone ae latent | by atomic | by ator 

heat," | 40) 5 tnlaent tee ae weight. — weigh 

mB Yo auccitha: 536(cal.)| 100 9 | 40(cal.)| 12°50 
Be | 61 60 59 5°31 10°80 
Sulphide of carbon ...... | 83°54 46 38 8:18 10°00 
Sulphuric ether............ 89°76 35 37 8:15 10°7 
Essential oilof turpentine, 68-8 155 68 6:14 118 
LOR OWE ¢ coi vseores's axed om 775 350 100 6-06 11:9 
PETODD 5 oicnnnothrbinerng tae 130 55 29 11-044 11°45 
ONT © oo career cons eke as od 92-26 80 39 8838 10°17 
Wood-spirit ..........200 264 67 16 20°48 12°35 
Chlorhydrie ether......... 92:1 10 32 8°58 10-37 
BlOODON 5 x15 -50cveeanatenant 210 78:2 23 «=| :*14'9 12°5 
Sulphurousacid ......... | 94:56 | —10 32 | 8-65 11-2 

This Table shows, by the numbers contained in the last two 
columns, that all the liquids have the same cohesion, and that 
our hypothesis is true. These comparisons will perhaps make 
it possible for us to calculate as a fraction of a millimetre the 
real diameter of the atoms. Indeed cohesion plus the pressure 
exerted upon the liquid are the only forces which resist the 
disgregating action of heat; and by varying the temperature 
we get two numerical equations which would be perfectly de- 
finite, if we knew the law of the attractions as functions of 
the distances of the attracting particles, and the distribution 
of the external pressure upon each atom. I reckon upon re- 
suming this question in an early publication. 

The result of this numerical verification permits us to 
establish another relation between the latent heats and the 
atomic weights. 

Since cohesion is a constant quantity for all liquids, what do 
the differences observed by M. Régnault in the internal latent 
heats at various temperatures represent? They are only the ex- 
pression of the work expended to separate the constituent atoms 
of the liquid from the temperature ¢ to ¢’. If we admit that 
the temperatures are proportional to the amplitudes of the 
flight of the atoms from each other, calling F the attraction 

of two atoms for a distance corresponding to 1°, Shee the at- 

traction for a temperature x, and the integral of the work 
necessary to raise the temperature from ¢ to ¢ will be 

F ne This elementary work must be repeated for each atom 

of the liquid; and referring the work to the kilogramme we 
7 4I 

shall have i <2 = work expended to raise the temperature 
ea t 
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f the liquid from ¢ to ¢. Dividing this quantity by the 
uechanical equivalent 433°5, we shall obtain the differences 
f the latent heats, and hence equation IX., 

“eg 
fe at «© — difference of the internal latent heats. . (1X.) 

u 

ut we have demonstrated that cohesion is the same for all 
oe eye eat tale 108, 
iquids ; therefore the factor 7335 |, pura for all liquids, 

and equation IX. is simplified into, 
Difference of the internal heats=Ke.... . (X.) 

From this equation we conclude that, for two temperatures 
éand ¢ taken arbitrarily, the difference of the internal latent 
heats, multiplied by the atomic weight, is a constant number for 
all liquids. 

The following is a statement of some numerical verifications 
with the differences of temperature 100° and 110°, 100° and 
150°, 50° and 150° :-— 

Internal latent heats. 
Lignid. Eg Sas Se Ms OS a OT 

? At 100°.| At 110°.| Difference.| Weight. | Product. 

; calories. | calories.| calories. 
OT 496:29 | 488-36 7:93 9 71:37 

Beeleohol 25. .:.2.2. 06: 183-60 | 177-21 6°39 1l 70:29 
Chloroform’. ......5..... 51-03 49°86 117 59 69-03 
Chioride of carbon .. 39°64 38°53 1-31 65 72-15 
Sulphide of carbon ...| 67°33 | 65°34 1:99 38 75°62 © 

At 100°.| At 150°. 
(5 > Se eee 496-29 | 456:70 39°59 9 356-31 
1 Se Ee 183-60 | 154-09 29-51 11 324-61 
GChioroform ........:s.. 51-03 45:12 5-91 59 348-69 

| Chloride of carbon ...| 39°64 33°76 5°88 65 382-20 
Sulphide of carbon .. €7°33 56°61 10-72 38 407-36 

At 50°. | At 150°. 
DW ater 0. 53612 | 456-70 79°42 9 714-70 
eo a a re 218°75 | 154-09 64-66 11 811-06 

Chloraform: ..-....:... 56°75 45-12 11°63 59 686-17 
Chloride of carbon ...| 44°64 33°76 10°88 65 707-20 
Sulphide of carbon .. 76:07 56°61 19°46 38 739°48 

_ Of all experimental determinations, those of internal latent 
heats are the most delicate in calorimetry; so that we cannot 
demand more complete accord between theory and experiment 
within limits of temperature so wide apart; the agreement is 
sufficient to justify our law respecting the internal latent 
heats. 

' As a complement to the experimental synthesis of our 
equations, we can apply them to a cycle similar to that of 
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fig. 1, which has been employed industrially in the production 
of ice by means of sulphurous acid. The observations were 
made with extreme accuracy during the space of one month 
at La Ciotat, near Toulon, by the care of M. Vésigné, Manager 
of the dockyards of the Messageries Maritimes. 

One engine produced 36 kilogrammes of ice per hour, under 
the following conditions :— 

Temperature of the refrigerant —10°; temperature of the 
condenser + 35°. 

Pressure at — 10° = 762°49 millims.; pressure at 35° = 
4014°78 millims. 

Specific heat c = 0°35; % at — 10° for sulphurous acid 
= 102; and 6 = 2°112. 
The equation of the quantity of heat absorbed in one minute 

to produce 36 kilos of ice per hour is given by 

P 102 — p 45 x 0°35=60 calories, 

in which p is the weight of sulphurous acid volatilized. We 
find p = 694 grammes. Substituting this value of p in the 
equation of the work T for 1 second, we have 

401478 10838 pl (Gees 
1:293 x 2°112 x 60 

We will remark that ice proceeding from the solidification 
of water at 21° absorbs 100 calories per kilogramme; con- 
sequently the engine absorbs 1 calory per second; and by 
Carnot’s cycle we have the following relation, 

= 69°44 kilogrammeétres. 

= ose Oo 63°13 kilogrammétres. 

By the cycle of sulphurous acid we find 69°44 k.; the co- 
incidence is almost absolute. Let us add that in practice the 
ice-engine consumes under these conditions one horse-power 
of steam, or about 75 kilogrammetres. 

From all that precedes we can draw the following con- 
clusions :— 

1. Cohesion is a constant quantity for all liquids. 
2. The derivate of the Napierian logarithm of the quotient 

of the tensions by the temperatures is constant for all liquids 
at the same pressure and the same temperature. 

3. The latent heats of all liquids, brought to one and the 
same pressure, multiplied by the atomic weight at the same 
temperature, give a constant product. 

4. For all liquids, the difference of the internal latent heats 
at any two temperatures, multiplied by the atomic weight, rs a 
constant number. 
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We see now that the quantities which seemed absolutely 
independent of each other are united by relations all very . 
simple, rendering uanecessary the employment of long empiric 
formule, which often rest only on more or less questionable 
observations. 

Finally, if we compare the results of this investigation with 
Dulong and Petit’s law on specific heats, we can establish one 
relation more, and say that the latent heats of all liquids are 
multiples of the specific heats. 

In a memoir to be published shortly, we shall more com- 
pletely develop these questions, of which these few lines are 
only a succinct epitome. : 

LVII. Notices respecting New Books. 

The Theory of Screws: A study in the Dynamics of a rigid body. By 
-Rosert Stawett Batt, LL.D., F.RS., Andrews’ Professor of 
Astronomy in the University of Dublin, and Astronomer Royal of 
Ireland. Dublin: Hodges, Foster & Co., Grafton Street. 1876 
(8vo, pp. 194). 

HIS book contains the substance of various previously published 
papers, which the author has rewritten and systematically 

arranged. It is in fact a treatise on the equilibrium and motion 
of a rigid body, regarded from a point of view quite different from 
that of other writers. 

The theory is worked out with great completeness and in a 
manner that bears conspicuous testimony to the extent of the 
author’s acquirements and to his power as a mathematician. 

For several reasons it is difficult to convey any idea of the con- 
tents of the work within the limits of a short notice. _Thus, to men- 
tion only one—very many technical terms are used, which need 
definition for the purposes of the discussion in hand; a list of 
fifty-five of these terms is given in a separate index. We will, 
however, endeavour to state, as briefly as possible, some of the 
fundamental points of the theory, and to show by an example or 
two how they apply to the exposition of the subject. It will be 
proper to premise that the discussion is conducted under. certain 
restrictions ; ¢.g. the body is supposed to be acted on by the same 
forces whenever it occupies the same position—a restriction which 
excludes such forces as those arising from a resisting medium, or 
from friction. Again, it is assumed that the body while under ex- 
amination continues indefinitely adjacent to its original position, so 
that all displacements are supposed to be small. Though this re- 
stricts the field of inquiry, it still leaves it wide enough to include 
the theory of equilibrium, of impulsive forces, and of small 
oscillations. 

It is well known that any displacement which a rigid body under- 
goes may be reduced to a rotation round an axis and a translation 
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parallel to that axis, and that any system of forces acting on a rigid 
body can be reduced to a single force and a couple whose plane is 
at right angles to the direction of the force. These theorems are 
the starting-point of Theory. Adverting, in the first instance, to 
the former, or kinematical theorem, it will be observed that the dis- 
placement of the body might be effected by supposing it to be rigidly 
attached to a screw working in a fixed nut, the axis of the screw 
being properly directed and its pitch properly chosen. For the 
purpose of the present discussion the term pitch denotes the distance 
through which the screw advances when turned through the unit 
angle of circular measure ; indeed a screw is defined by our author 
to be “‘a straight line in space with which a definite lear magni- 
tude, termed the pitch, is associated.” Accordingly the theorem 
may be stated thus :—any displacement of a rigid body may be re- 
presented by a twist about a screw. In like manner, the second or 
mechanical theorem above cited may be stated thus :--Any system 
of forces acting on a rigid body may be reduced to a wrench on a 
screw,—meaning thereby a force directed along the axis of the screw 
and a couple acting in a plane at right angles to the screw, whose 
moment is the product of the force and the pitch. It is hardly 
necessary to observe that the reductions contemplated in these two 
theorems are unique. 

The composition of twists and wrenches can be effected by the 
same method ; but we shall state it with reference to the former. 
Let the axes of w and y be two screws (a and /3) whose pitches are 
p and g, and suppose the body to receive simultaneously about them 
twists whose amplitudes are @ cos J and 6 sin J, it can be shown 
that these are equivalent to a single twist of amplitude @ about a 
screw whose position is defined by the equations 

Y=ux tan l, ee ee I (1) 

e=(p—q)sinlcosl, . .(2 7) ema) 
and whose pitch is 

. ‘p cos* {+ ¢ sin? tl. °F. » 0 

If we eliminate J between (1) and (2) we obtain 

2 (2’+y")—(p—q) xy=0. . . . . A) 

This is, of course, the equation to the surface which is the locus of 
the screws, the twists about which are the resultants of two twists, 
of all relative magnitudes, simultaneously effected round a@ and [. 
It will be observed that each generator of the surface has its own 
particular pitch given by (3), an expression which can be represented 
by an obvious geometrical construction. The surface is called the 
cylindroid : a method of constructing a model of it is given on 
p- 193; and a representation of the model when constructed forms 
a frontispiece to the volume. 

The above method gives a rule for the composition in only a 
particular case. It is completed, however, by observing that if we 
have any two assigned screws (@ and ¢) placed anyhow in space, 
‘one cylindroid (and only one) can be drawn to contain them, and 
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which they determine, the pitch corresponding to each generating 
line (it must be remembered) being also determined. It can be 
shown that if a body receive twists about three screws on a cylin- 
droid, and if the amplitude of the twist about any one screw is pro- 
portional to the sine of the angle between the other two screws, the 
body will return to its original position. Hence, supposing the 
cylindroid determined by two screws to be constructed, we have a 
simple general rule for the composition of two twists about those 
screws. And the like is true of wrenches. 

Let there be two screws whose pitches are p and ¢ inclined to 
each other at an angle O, and let d denote the shortest distance 
between them ; suppose the body to receive a wrench of intensity 
P round the latter and to twist round the former through an angle 
of small amplitude a; the work can be proved to equal 

a P {(p+q) cos O—d sin Ol: 

the coefficient of a@ P is called the virtual coefficient of the two 
screws. It is plain that if the constants are so related that 

(p+q) cos O—d sin O=0 

no work will be done by P, and consequently that the two screws 
p and q have this property, that a body at rest, but free to twist 
round the former, remains at rest when it receives a wrench round 

_ the latter. The form of the above expression shows that if the body 
is at rest, but free to twist round the latter screw (q), it will remain 
at rest when it receives a wrench round the former (p). Two 
‘screws (p and q) thus related are called reciprocal screws. 

Now suppose a screw (7) tobe reciprocal to two screws (0 and ¢), 
it will be reciprocal to every screw in the cylindroid (0, ¢); » will 
cut the cylindroid in three points, and therefore will meet three 
screws, to one of which it will be perpendicular; and the other two 
will have pitches equal and of opposite sign to its own. Let any 
point P be taken, and from it let lines be drawn at right angles to 
the screws of a cylindroid severally; any one line meets the surface 
on two other screws of equal pitches ; let a pitch equal and of oppo- 
site sign to them be attributed to it; the locus of the lines (which 
are proved to form a cone of the.second order) is the reciprocal cone 
drawn through that point to the cylindroid. 

The points we have hitherto mentioned relate to the foundation 
of the method, and receive considerable development before it is 
applied to the discussion of the dynamics of a body enjoying dif- 
ferent orders of fredom. How the method is applied may be in 
some degree understood from the following general statement re- 
garding the contents of the latter part of the volume. In the dis- 
cussion of each order of freedom “ we shall first ascertam” (says the 
author) “ what can be learned as to the kinematics of a rigid body, 
so far as small displacements are concerned, from merely knowing 
the order of the freedom whichis permitted by the constraints. This 
will conduct us to a knowledge of the screw complex, which exactly 
defines the freedom enjoyed by the body. Weshall then be enabled 
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to determine the reciprocal screw complex, which involves the theory 
of equilibrium. The next group of questions will be those which 
relate to the effect of an impulse upon a quiescent rigid body, free 
to twist about all the screws of the screw complex. Finally, we 
shall discuss the small oscillations of a rigid body in the vicinity of 
a position of stable equilibrium, under the influence of a given 
system of forces, the movements of the body being limited as before 
to the screws of the screw complex” (p. 83). 

An explanation of. the meaning of the technical terms printed in 
italics is needed for the elucidation of this passage. In the first 
place suppose a body to be free to receive a twist about each of n 
screws, and let it receive any twist about each of them, its final 
position could have been reached by a twist round some screw which 
is merely one of an infinite number about which it is possible for 
the body to twist. All these screws together with the original n 
screws is called a screw complex of the nth order; and if a body can- 
not be twisted about any screw but one belonging to this complex, 
it is said to have freedom of the nth order. It is to be observed 
that m cannot exceed six; so that a body can only have six different 
orders of freedom. Now if we suppose a screw to be reciprocal to 
n of the screws of a screw complex of the nth order, it will be re- 
ciprocal to every screw of the complex. And all these screws will 
form the reciprocal screw complex. If the screw complex is of the 
nth order, the reciprocal screw complex is of the (6—n)th order. 
Of course, if the freedom of the body is expressed by any assigned 
screw complex, that body will remain at rest when acted on by a 
wrench round any screw of the reciprocal screw complex. 

Consider, for instance, the case of the equilibrium of a body which 
has freedom of the second order. ‘In this case the body is free to 
twist round two screws 6 and ¢, and therefore round any screw of 
the cylindroid (6, ¢). This cylindroid is therefore the screw complea 
of the second order. Through each point of space (as we have seen) 
a cone of reciprocal screws can be drawn. The author speaks of 
each of these cones as a reciprocal screw complex of the fourth 
order, one for each point in space; but, of course, all of them to: 
gether form tke reciprocal screw complex of the fourth order ac= 
cording to the definition above cited. If any one of these cones is 
considered, each generating line has its own proper pitch, and the 
pitches have every value from +a to—o ; so that one screw of 
given pitch belonging to a screw complex of the fourth order can be 
drawn through each point in space. Of course it follows, from what 
has been stated above, that if a body, bemg at rest and haying 
freedom of the second order, receive a wrench round any one of 
these screws, it will remain at rest. Suppose a force P to act on 
the body along an assigned line passing through a given point, and 
let the pitch proper to this line be p; the body will continue at 
rest under the action of P and a couple which has a moment 
P p and acts in a plane at right angles to the line. Thus, using 
the same axes of coordinates as in equation (4), the body will be 
at rest under the action of any couple whose plane is parallel to 
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that of xy, since the pitch of the reciprocal screw in this case is 
infinite, and therefore P is zero. 

We hope that the account we have now given of the author’s 
Theory of Screws, so far as it goes, will be intelligible to readers 
unacquainted with the subject, and that it may induce some of them 
to peruse the work itself. Our limits will only allow us to add that 
in an Appendix of sixteen pages Mr. Ball gives an account of the 
memoirs bearing on the subject of his treatise. 

LVIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE POLAR AURORAS. BY G. PLANTE. 

“J OTHING should be neglected that can induce complete con- 
viction, in the theory of the forces of nature, and enable us to 

pass from the disquiet of investigation to the security of known truth. 
Should we be quite sure, for example, of the theory of the rainbow, 
if we had not, by spirting drops of water in the sunshine, repro- 
duced in all its details that brilliant phenomenon? The experi- 
ments of the cabinet are modest, but useful, and therefore valuable.” 
These words of an illustrious Member of the Academy encourage 
me to pursue the analogies between the effects of electric currents 
of high tension and the grand electrical manifestations of nature. 
De la Rive’s experiment has already brought out the connexion of 
the polar auroras with terrestrial magnetism, but does not suffice 
to explain all the circumstances accompanying them. In the ex- 
‘periments which are the subject of the present memoir the electric 
flow takes place in the presence of aqueous masses, as in the atmo- 
sphere; and hence result a series of phenomena altogether similar 
_to the various phases of the polar auroras. . 

1. If the positive electrode of the powerful secondary battery 
which I employ is put in contact with the moist sides of a vessel 
containing salt water in which the negative electrode is previously 
immersed, there is seen, according to the greater or less distance 
of the liquid, either a wreath round the electrode (fig. 1), or an arc 
bordered with a fringe of bright rays (fig. 2), or a sinuous line 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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rapidly folding and refolding upon itself (fig. 3). This undulatory 
motion perfectly resembles that which, in the aurora, has been com- 

Fig. 3. 

pared to the bending and wriggling of a serpent or the undulations 
of drapery agitated by the wind. 

2. Although, in consequence of the employment of salt water, 
yellow light predominates in these experiments, purple and violet 
tints similar to those of the aurora are also observed at the parts 
where the water from the condensed vapour is less charged with 
salt. 

3. The rays of the luminous arc arise from the penetration of the 
electric flow into the liquid; and as the resulting vacuum is filled 
up, new rays are formed: thus we explain how it is that the jets 
of light of the aurora dart, or appear to be momently shot forth and 
renewed. 

4, The dark circle or segment formed in the aurora by the mist 
or nebulous veil encountered by the electric flow corresponds to the 
humid circle or segment which, in the experiment, surrounds the 
electrode, and around which the voltaic current spreads. 

5. The form of an arc in the voltameter results from the liquid 
not entirely surrounding the electrode; but if more of the wire be 
immersed, luminous waves or entire circles are produced, the same 
as in the auroras—of which the arc is often considered to be the 
portion visible to the observer, of a complete luminous circle. 

6. The liquid is violently agitated by the electric blast ; luminous 
vortices and rings are produced by the shock of the electrified waves 
against one another; and, finally, if the operation is conducted 
with only a small quantity of liquid, a luminous ebullition is pro- 
duced corresponding to that fiuctuation of light which also charac- 
terizes the polar auroras. 

7. The deeper the electrode penetrates ito the liquid, the more 
briskly and abundantly is aqueous vapour liberated. This pheno- 
menon, of which the most powerful batteries of static electricity 
hardly afford a suspicion, is important for consideration, because 
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it explains naturally the abundant falls of rain or snow which have 
always been noticed during the polar auroras. 

8. The sound that accompanies these experiments corresponds 
to that which has often been heard during the aurora when the 
distance was relatively small; it is due to the vaporization pro- 
duced by the electric trails of fire penetrating a liquid mass. 

9. The magnetic perturbations caused by the auroras are repro- 
duced in these experiments, on placing a magnetized needle near 
the circuit. The deviation increases or diminishes as the luminous 
arc becomes more or less developed in the liquid. 

10. It follows, further, from these facts that the aurora must 
be produced by a flow of positive electricity ; for the luminous phe- 
nomena are the same as those at the positive electrode in the volta- 
meter, and the negative electrode exhibits nothing similar. 

11. But are the polar auroras a discharge between the positive 
electricity of the atmosphere and that of the earth supposed nega- 
tive? If they were so, we ought to observe very frequent falls of 
lightning at the poles, or gleams or luminous tufts on the project- 
ing parts of the ground, forming the counterpart of the phenome- 
non that takes place in the air. Now observation shows that such 
is not the case. I am therefore inclined to think that itis the im- 
perfect vacuum of the upper regions that, acting as an immense 
conductive envelope, plays the part of the negative electrode in the 
above experiments, and that the positive electricity flows off towards 

the planetary spaces, and not to the earth, through the icy mists 
_ or clouds which float above the poles. 

12. As to the origin of this polar electricity, it has been assumed 
that it comes from the equator and the tropical regions. But it 
may be objected that the electrified clouds must discharge them- 
selves during so long a journey ; and, in fact, we know that tem- 
pests are rarer and rarer in proportion as we get nearer the poles. 
My previous experiments, and others not yet published, having led 
me to consider the heavenly bodies charged with positive electricity 
(perhaps the only sort that exists), I should be inclined to regard 
the earth itself as charged with positive electricity, which is libe- 
rated from the land and sea by simple emission, radiated from the 
whole surface, at the poles as at the equator, producing very dif- 
ferent effects in the atmosphere in consequence of the diametrically 
opposite meteorological conditions of these regions. 

Admitting this last hypothesis, one might conclude that the 
aurora results from the diffusion in the upper strata of the atmo- 
sphere, around the magnetic poles, of the positive electricity ema- 
nating from the polar regions themselves, either in obscure radia- 
tions when no obstacle is interposed, or converted into heat 
and light by meeting with aqueous masses in the solid or liquid 
state, which it vaporizes with a noise, and reprecipitates in the form 
of rain or snow at the surface of the globe-—Comptes Rendus de 
V Académie des Sciences, vol. lxxxii. pp. 626-629. 
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ON STREAMS FROM GLACIERS. BY CHARLES KNIGHT, F.L.S. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal, 

GENTLEMEN, Wellington March 7, 1876. 
In reference to Dr. Pfaff’s experiments on the plasticity of ice, 

is the following extract from my Address to the Philosophical 
Society of Wellington of sufficient interest to appear among the 
Miscellaneous Articles of the Magazine ? 

“ T see in Geikie’s late work, ‘The Great Ice Age,’ that reference 
is made to the fact that, from the foot of glaciers in Greenland, 
streams of water issue and unite to form considerable rivers, one of 
which, after a course of forty miles, enters the sea with a mouth 
nearly three quarters of a mile in breadth. 

“This flow of water, Geikie thinks, probably circulates to some 
extent below every glacier ; and he accounts for it by the liquefaction 
of ice from the warmth of the underlying soil. A more complete 
explanation of this flow of water from glaciers estimated not less 
than 3000 feet thick will be found in the suggestion first made by 
Professor James Thomson, and subsequently proved by his brother 
Professor W. Thomson, that the freezing-point of water is lowered 
0°23 Fahr. for each additional atmosphere of pressure. Nowa 
sheet of ice 3000 feet thick is equal to the pressure of about 80 
atmospheres, at which pressure its temperature at the base should — 
not exceed 13° Fahr. to retain the solid form. In the state of run- 
ning water beneath the glacier, it might readily, as Geikie states, 
absorb heat from the underlying soil. In this we have a safe as- 
surance that glaciers of such enormous thickness can exist only 
where there is scarcely any or no inclination of the land to the sea 
board. And we may hesitate to adopt with Geikie the views of 
the Swiss glacialists, who speak of sheets of ice having existed in 
the great Ice Age not less than 3000 feet thick, overtopping the 
Jura and stretching continuously from the Rhine valley. 

*‘ Sheets of ice 3000 or 5000 feet thick may exist, but not at the 
temperature of 32° Fahr. throughout the whole mass. The tempera- 
ture at the surface may be 32° Fahr.; at the base it must be below 
13° Fahr. The specific heat of water is far greater than that of ice. 
One pound weight of ice at 32° Fahr. mixed with one pound of boiling 
water gives 2 lbs. of water at 51° Fahr.; so that 71 degrees of heat 
are lost in the mere conversion of ice into water. Thus every pound 
of ice converted by pressure into water demands a large supply of 
caloric as a necessity of its change of condition, and absorbs it 
instantly from the ice above. The ice in immediate contact with 
the layer of water, hardened by loss of caloric, now robs the ice 
above of caloric, and again softened can no longer bear the pressure, 
and in its turn flows away as water ; and so the process goes on, 
until a regular gradation of temperature is established throughout 
the mass, and an equilibrium formed between the forces by which 

“ the sheet of ice maintains a fixed altitude. No column of ice 3000 
feet in height can maintain that elevation for an indefinite time, 
unless the temperature of the air is much lower than 32° Fahr., and 
the loss from liquidation beneath constantly supplemented by re- 
newed accumulations above.” 
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LIX. The Formation of Meteorites, and Volcanic Agency. 
By Prof. G. Tscuerman, Director of the Imperial Minera- 
logical Museum of Vienna*. 

HE researches of Howard, Klaproth, Vauquelin, and 
Berzelius on the elementary composition of many speci- 

ens of meteorites proved that the matter of which they are 
onstituted is, generally speaking, such as occurs in greater 
bundance in the crust of our globe. Before then Chladni 
ad established the planetary nature of these remarkable 
ASSES. 
From these results taken together it may be assumed that 

he other heavenly bodies are built up of the same materials 
s those composing our globe. But this assumption has be- 
ome a certainty, as regards the central body of our system, 
rom the spectroscopic investigation of the light of the sun, 
nitiated by Kirchhoff and Bunsen, while the observations of 
ecchi, Huggins, and Miller on the spectra of the fixed stars 
ender it highly probable that the universe is formed of 
imilar elementary materials. 
Our conception of the material nature of the heavenly 

odies is founded on the analysis of meteorites; and accord- 
ngly a study of the form of meteorites is likely to afford some 
nsight as regards the antecedents of the star-masses whence 
hey are derived, and the changes which they have undergone. 
The external form of meteorites is remarkable in many 

respects. Hitherto but little attention has been directed to 
he very curious fact that meteorites reach us in the shape of 
ragments. It is well known that any one who has merely 

* Translated from the Sttzwngsber. der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
ol. lxxi. p. 661, by Dr. Walter Flight, of the Mineral Department, 
ritish Museum. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. No. 7. Suppl. Wale te 2L 
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read of the planetary nature of meteorites, experiences no 
little astonishment, on inspecting a collection of them, to find 
that they are not rounded as the planets are, but are angular, 
often exhibit sharp edges, and possess, even in their interior, 
no concentric structure. 

Haidinger, who examined with much care the surfaces of 
meteorites, arrived at the conviction that their dark-coloured 
crust and the rounded nature of their edges were not original 
characteristics, but that the thin crust was developed during 
transit through the atmosphere, the sharpness of the edges 
being at the same time abraded. A meteorite, in short, before 
entering the atmosphere possesses an angular form; the greater 
number are acutely angular. The faces of the angular masses 
are surfaces of fracture ; ; each meteorite is a fragment, and in 
fact owes its form to the disruption of a larger mass. 
Any collection, in which complete meteorites are preserved, 

will furnish examples which conclusively demonstrate this 
fact; and among the specimens at Vienna attention may 
especially be directed to the meteoric iron of Agram, that of 
Tlimaé, and the stones of Knyahinya, Seres, foe Chan- 
tonnay, Orvinio, Tabor, Pultusk, Stannern, and others. The 
external form of these and other meteorites bears no relation 
whatever to the constitution of their interior ; it is purely 
accidental. 

It may perhaps be maintained that the disruption took 
place in the atmosphere; and there are unquestionably a few 
instances where an inspection of the crust shows that the 
meteorite had been sundered during its flight through the 
atmosphere ; the fact, however, remains that meteorites enter 
our atmosphere in the form of fragments. After the aerolitic 
fall which took place near Butsura, India (May 12th, 1861), 
five fragments were discovered, some of them as much as six 
miles apart ; by fitting these pieces together Maskelyne was 
able to reconstruct in London the meteorite in the form which 
it originally bore, and which appears to have been that of a 
comparatively thin slab somewhat bent. The irregular heating 
to which such a body would be subjected during its fall would 
lead to its disruption. With this example, it is scarcely ne- 
cessary to direct attention to other cases which establish 
the fact that meteorites when they enter our atmosphere do 
not have the rounded form of planetary bodies. 

Meteorites, then, always reach us in the shape of fragments, 
as flattened masses, or as fine particles, which have their origin 
in one or more larger planetary masses. Whether the source 
be one or many, the dimension of this mass or these masses 
must have been not inconsiderable. 
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The greater number of meteoric irons exhibit a structure 
which indicates that each has formed part of a large mass 
possessing similar crystalline characters. The formation of 
large masses so constituted, presupposes, as Haidinger has 
pointed out, long intervals of time for tranquil crystallization 
at a uniform temperature; and these conditions could o:uly 
prevail on one of the larger cosmical masses. On the surfaces 
of many meteorites (such as the Chateau-Renard, Pultusk, and 
Alessandria ones) indications resembling in every particular 
the “slide” or “throw” of terrestrial rocks are to be met 
with, appearances which indicate the disruption or dislocation 
of larger masses. Other meteorites, like those of Tula, Chan- 
tonnay, Orvinio and Weston, are congeries of angular frag- 
ments, and correspond, as regards structure, with terrestrial 
breccias. Many stones, moreover, are formed of very small 
fragments, of tiny splinters, and resemble volcanic tuffs. These 
characters, again, point to larger cosmical masses which have 
undergone mechanical changes as the source whence they 
have been derived. 

So far, then, it would appear that the material of which 
meteorites consist has been furnished by one or more large 
masses, the formation of which must have occupied a long 
period of time. The question which therefore suggests itself 
is, How is the process of disintegration to be accounted for? 
This Daubrée endeavoured to solve, and arrived at the alter- 
native that disintegration must be the effect either of impact 
or explosion *. 
_ The idea that the smalier planetary bodies were formed by 
the impact and disruption of larger cosmical masses was pro- 
pounded by Olberst to account for the existence of the aste- 
roids; and D’ Arrest and C. von Littrow have in more recent 
times established, by careful calculation, the possibility of the 
Impact of these bodies actually taking place. 
By the impact of two solid cosmical masses, moving with 

planetary velocity, fusion, perhaps even vaporization, would 
occur over the area of contact{; disintegration, moreover, 

* G. A. Daubrée, Journal des Savants, 1870.—Meunier (G‘éologie Com- 
parée, 296) seeks to escape from this dilemma by supposing a sporn- 
taneous disruption of the planetary mass to have taken place in much the 
same way as a disk of clay crumbles on drying. Even if we allow this 
explanation to be a possible one, the further difficulty presents itself, that 
the fragments would continue to traverse one and the same orbit, which, 
with the meteorites, we know is not the case. 
~ ¥ Zach, Monatl. Correspondenz, vol. vi. p. 88. 
t A cosmical mass possessing a velocity of three geographical miles, 

and by impact with another mass being brought to a state of rest, would, 
on the supposition that all the vis vva was converted into heat and none 

2L2 
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would be a result; the fragments would be sundered with 
great violence, and would acquire velocities in several direc- 
tions. The formation of meteorites may thus be explained ; 
we must, however, not lose sight of the fact that during such 
a disruption large ‘fragments, as well as small, would be pro- 
duced. Meteorites, however, are always small masses. ‘The 
largest known are the meteoric stone of Knyahinya, in the 
Vienna Collection, which weighs 294 kilog., and the meteoric 
iron of Cranbourne, preserved in the British Museum, and 
weighing 3700 kilog. Most of them are of far less magnitude ; 
and a stone of 5 kilog. is accounted a large meteorite. 

All these masses, even the largest, are but tiny splinters or 
fine dust in comparison with a very small planet of only a 
mile diameter. Were the latter divided into a million equal 
parts, one of them would be 250,000 times the size of the 
Knyahinya stone, and 10,000 times as large as the Cran- 
bourne meteoric iron. 

It appears, therefore, to be highly improbable that meteorites 
owe their form to the disruption, by impact, of planetary 
masses ; it is much more probable that a disintegration, even 
to the smallest particles (what may be termed a pulverization), 
has been brought about by a force acting from within out- 
wards—in short, by an explosion. 

Explosion is a violent process, and may appear to clash 
with our ideas of gradual cosmical development; yet it is not 
more violent than the movements observed on the surface of 
the sun, or those of the comets, whether observed or calculated. 
The explosive upheavals on the sun observed by Zéllner, 
Young, and Respighi, the cyclonic movements, as determined 
by Lockyer, proceed at far greater velocities than have ever 
been observed in the case of terrestrial explosions. 

Again, the sudden blazing-forth of certain stars is evidence 
of the activity of some vast force, which Mayer traced to the 
impact of fixed stars and their union after fusion. The ema- 
nations observed in comets by Schmidt take place with a 
vigour which also implies very rapid movement. There is 
nothing in any of these phenomena at all at variance with 
the assumption of an explosion or pulverization of a cosmical 
body. Whether the cosmical mass or masses which have fur- 
nished the meteorites are to be ranked with the fixed stars, 

of the heat dissipated, develop for each unit of weight 59620 units of 
heat. If we assume one the heat to be lost by radiation and con- 
duction, and the specific heat of a meteoric stone to be five times as great 
as it is (that is to say, as = 1), m order to compensate for the imerease of 
specific heat with the temperature and for the heat of fusion, the rise of 
temperature would still be = 29800° C, 
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the planets, or the comets, the inference which we need not 
hesitate to draw in either case is, that the masses in question 
have been disintegrated by explosion. 

_ Here, however, we have to meet the same objection as in 
the theory of disintegration by impact. When a cosmical 
body of considerable magnitude, whether solid or in part fluid, 
is sundered by explosion, there will be produced, in addition 
to the numberless small fragments, large masses also, which 
become meteorites, and set out in various orbits. We must 
not, however, lose sight of the fact that meteorites, as we know 
them, are, comparatively speaking, very small bodies ; and for 
this reason we cannot support the view that the complete 
breaking asunder of the mass had occurred ata single ex- 
plosion. But the disintegration of such a cosmical mass may 
be gradual. In place of a single explosion, we can conceive 
a succession of them hurling portions of the surface into 
space. Such an occurrence may take place on any cosmical 
mass on which volcanic agencies may be active, and the mass 
yet be so small that its gravitating power is insufficient to 
attract again to its surface all the fragments which have been 

hurled from it. 
_ Such considerations recall to mind the views long since 
propounded by Olbers, Arago, Laplace, Berzelius, and others, 
and recently put forth by Dr. Lawrence Smith, according 
to which the moon, the gravitating force of which is one 
sixth that of the earth, could propel fragments to such 
distances that they would not return to her. The possibility 
of such an occurrence in the case of the moon cannot be gain- 
said ; the lunar surface covered with its numerous crater- 
mounds shows that the greater portion of the ejected masses 
have descended again to form the stony ramparts surrounding 
the crater-mouths, and that even under the most favourable 
conditions only few fragments have been scattered into space. 
When the amount of meteoric matter which reaches our 
earth annually is considered, such a source as the one in 
question appears to be too insignificant. The meteorites reach 
us from such a variety of directions, and fall so frequently, 
that we must seek for a more general cause, lying not in the 
moon alone, nor, in short, in any single member of the 
system of heavenly bodies. 

In a number of cosmical bodies, then, of considerable di- 
mension, yet sufficiently small to be unable to attract again 
to their surface fragments hurled from them by explosion, 
it is possible to conceive the conditions under which meteor- 
ites are fashioned. It is highly probable that small star- 
masses of such a kind may, during a certain period of their 
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existence, exhibit violent explosive activity, if we may judge by 
analogy from the moon, which has passed through a stage of 
much more intense volcanic activity than we have any ex- 
perience of. Such smaller star-masses continue to lose in mass 
by constant projection of fragments, until at last they them- 
selves are resolved into small portions, and traverse the universe 
in orbits of the most varied kind. 
We might feel inclined to recognize in the comets the 

débris of such small star-masgses, and to detect in their emana- 
tions the last phase of that activity which we have described. 
That, however, is beyond our province; and it must be left to 
those investigators who deal with the question of the nature 
of comets to decide whether the observations already made are 
calculated to establish such a connexion *. 

It will suffice here to have shown that the form of meteorites 
may be assumed to be due to violent movements of the ori- 
Soe star-mass acting from the interior towards the surface. 
imilar movements are at present taking place on the earth 

and on the sun, while at an earlier period it was by such move- 
ments that the craters of the lunar surface were built up. 
On different star-masses the cause of these movements may 
be different; and so long as the cause is in any instance un- 
known it is permissible to term all these movements volcanic. 

Whether the action be simply explosive, hurling upward 
the solid rock of the surface, or at the same time also erup- 
tive, as on the earth, ejecting matter from the interior, in 
either case a difference will be observed between the crust 
and the nucleus of the rock. As meteorites reach us in the 
form of angular fragments, it follows that the star-mass whence 
they are derived must have possessed a solid crust; further, 
we must conclude that the interior was either not solid, or had 
an altogether different constitution. 

Guided by their form we might trace the origin of meteor- 
ites to smaller star-masses, constituted similarly to our earth, 
which by volcanic activity have been gradually reduced to 
fragments. ‘The texture of the meteoric rock carries us a 
step further towards obtaining a glimpse at the history of the 
star-mass before its disintegration. 

It has already been stated that the constitution of many of 

* There are many who trace a connexion between the meteorites and 
the shooting-stars because the atmospheric phenomena in each case are 
almost entirely the same. As the connexion between the comets and the 
shooting-stars had been discovered and explained by Schiaparelli, a rela- 
tion between the comets and the meteorites followed as a matter of course. 
A difficulty, however, is presented by the fact that the maxima of 
frequency of star-showers in no way accord with the most abundant 
aerolitic falls. 
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the meteorites shows that they are the result of a gradual 
tranquil crystallization, while others, on the contrary, are 
composed of fragments, and are the product of disintegrating 
forces. The majority are made up of minute flakes and 
splinters and of rounded granules. 

Haidinger was the first who ventured to compare the porous 
masses, made up of rock-dust, with the triturated and pul- 
verized products of terrestrial voleanoes, and to term them 
meteoric tuffs. The marked preponderance of this structural 
character in meteorites shows that in the star-masses whence 
they were derived a state of quiescence must have been of 
much rarer occurrence than one of volcanic activity. 

In the tufaceous meteorites a characteristic feature presents 
itself which throws considerable difficulties in the way of our 
explanation, a phenomenon which is not observed in so marked 
a degree in the tuffs of our volcanoes. It is the occurrence in 

_great abundance of minute rounded particles and spherules 
which at once arrest the attention of the observer. They 
characterize all tufaceous meteoric stones which, as already 
stated, constitute the largest class of these bodies, and which 
were termed by Rose “ chondritic.” 

These spherules present the following features, which suffice 
to enable us to recognize their mode of formation *:— 
_1. They are imbedded in a matrix consisting of fine or 
coarse splinter-like particles. 

2. They are invariably larger than these particles. 
3. They are always distinct individuals, never merging into 

each other or joined together. 
_ 4. They are quite spherular when composed of a tough 
mineral, and in other cases merely rounded in form. 

D. They consist sometimes of one mineral, sometimes of 
several minerals, but always of the same material as the 
matrix. 

6. The structure of the interior of a spherule is in no way 
related to its external form. They are either fragments of a 
crystal, or have fibrous structure (the fibres taking an oblique 
direction towards the surface), or have irregularly barred 
structure, or they are granular, 

_ These chondra bear no indications of having obtained their 
spherular form by crystallization, and cannot be classed with 
spherolitic obsidian or perlite, the spherules of orbicular diorite, 
or the rounded concretions of calcite, aragonite, or marcasite. 

* Drawings of these spherules are given in the papers by Tschermak 
on the Gopalpur meteorite (Sitzungsb. Ak. Wiss. Wren, Ixv. 122) and on 
the Orvinio meteorite (Sitzungsb. Ak. Wiss. Wren, \xx. ‘Abth. 3 .), and that 
by Von Drasche on the Lancé stone (Mineralogische Mitt. 1875, i.). 
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They resemble rather the spherules which are frequently met 
with in our volcanic tuffs, such as the chondra of the trachyte 
tuff of Gleichenberg, those of the basalt tuff of the Venusberg, 
near Freudenthal, and more especially the spherules of olivine 
of Kapfenstein and Ieldbach in Styria. 

As regards the last-mentioned chondra*, we know them to 
be the result of voleanic trituration, and to owe their form to a 
prolonged explosive activity in a volcanic “ throat,” where the 
older rocks have been broken up and the tougher particles 
have been rounded by continued attrition. 

The characters of the meteoric chondra indicate throughout 
a similar mode of formation t. We may at any rate conceive 
the rock-masses which suffered trituration to have possessed 
a somewhat soft texture, and thus arrive at an approximation 
to Daubrée’s viewt of a rock-mass which assumed a solid 
form while rotating in a gaseous medium ; it is certain, in 
short, that the spher ules are the result of trituration. 

The spherules are sometimes microscopically. small, Laid 
sometimes the size of a millet-seed ; others may be as large 
as a cherry or a small hazel-nut; but they are not numerous. 
The tufaceous chondra of our volcanic rocks vary in size from 
that of a hazel-nut to that of a head. If from this disparity 
we may form any conception of the different magnitudes of 
the areas of activity in which they have been produced, we 
must seek in numerous minute volcanic fissures for the source 
of the meteoric tufts. 

The latter are peculiarly characterized as containing no 
trace of a slag-like or vitreous rock, nor enclosing distinct 
crystals in the matrix; in short they exhibit nothing which 
their formation from lava would lead us to look for. All that 
is to be seen in them is the triturated product of a crystalline 
rock. 

Some of the tufaceous meteorites bear evidence of a later 
modification wrought by heat: such are the stones of Tadjera 
and Belgorod§. Others, again, exhibit phenomena which 
can only be explained on the theory of their having under- 
gone a chemical change subsequent to their formation. We 
not unfrequently find, for example, in the meteorites of Mezé- 
Madaras and Knyahinya concentric aggregations of metallic 

* They must not be confounded with the volcanic bombs which are 
composed of lava. 

+ Reichenbach considered the chondra to be small meteorites. Here, 
however, the aim is merely to form a conception of a planetary form 
of meteorites. 

t G. A. Daubrée, Jowrnal des Savants, 1870, 38. 
§ Sitzungsb. Akad. Wiss. Wien, vol. xx. Abth. i. November Heft. ; and 

S. Meunier, Compt. Rend. vol. |xxii. p. 339. 
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iron enclosing the chondra, which in a microscopic section of 
the stone present much the same appearance as the halo sur- 
rounding the lunar disk; similar appearances are likewise 
to be often observed in the spherule itself. All tufaceous 
meteorites have, disseminated throughout their mass, innume- 
rable minute spangles of nickel-iron. These phenomena pre- 
mise the reducing action of a gas; and Daubrée assumes that 
-hese changes have been wrought by hydrogen. The dis- 
covery of hydrogen in the Lenarté meteoric iron by Graham, 
and the fact of the presence of hydrogen in the sun, established 
by Kirchhoff, support this view. An exposure to high tem- 
peratures in such a case is, of course, likewise assumed. 

Distinct evidence of such exposure is, moreover, to be met 
with in the case of meteorites which consist of fragments 
cemented together with material of similar composition to 
those fragments, as in the case of the stones of Orvinio and 
Chantonnay *. Still, with the many proofs which we possess 
of the action of heat, we have not yet met with a meteorite 
which resembles a volcanic slag or a lava. Although the 
meteorites are comparable to volcanic tuffs and breccias, this 
comparison cannot be extended beyond a certain point. The 
volcanic activity, of which the meteorites furnish evidence, con- 
sisted in the disintegration of solid rock, in the modification, 
by heat and otherwise, of already solidified masses. Outflows 
of lava, and ejection of lava-glass and crystals, which, as Zirkel 
has shown, form volcanic ash, have not taken place in the case 
in question. 

It is, then, by explosive activity, and that alone, that the 
breccias and tuffs which we find in meteorites have been 
formed. We are here forcibly reminded of a similar terres- 
trial phenomenon with which most are familiar, since in the 
“ Maars”’ of the Hifel we have what must rightly be regarded 
as craters of explosion, and a proof that our earth also can 
furnish an instance of volcanic explosive activity without 
eruption of lava. 

The question which still has to be considered is, What is 
the cause of that volcanic activity which has subjected the rock 
forming the surface of such a star-mass to disintegration and 
trituration, and by which the entire mass of a heavenly body 
may gradually be reduced to fragments ? 

The question does not limit itself to what we have dwelt on, 
but embraces a general consideration of cosmical volcanic 
agency. Both on the sun and on our earth it is by means of 
gases and vapours that volcanic energy is transmitted. On 
the moon we find no traces of an atmosphere, which it would 

* Sitzber. Akad. Wiss, Wien, vol. xx. Abth. i. November Heft. 
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probably have possessed if the lunar craters had been formed 
by gaseous explosion. In view of this difficulty a suggestion 
has been put forth in a recently published work*, that the 
volcanic activity on the lunar surface has been due to expan- 
sion attending solidification. Were this a correct interpreta- 
tion, it would equally follow that during the freezing of 
water, which also expands on becoming solid, eruptive 
phenomena, accompanied by the formation of craters, would 
certainly be occasionally observed ; but such, it need hardly 
be stated, are unknown. It appears to us, however, that the 
difficulty which would be disposed of by such an hypothesis 
has never actually been presented. It cannot have been by 
means of permanent gases alone that the volcanic changes on 
the moon have been brought about ; and if vapours took part in 
these operations they must have been subsequently absorbed by 
the rocks forming the lunar surface. We have, however, thus far 
not been driven to have recourse to Siimann’s theory t, accord- 
ing to which the surface of the moon was at an earlier epoch 
covered with water which has subsequently been absorbed, 
We shall defer the examination of this subject to a later 
occasion. 

All these considerations, then, have led us.to the conclusion 
that volcanic agency, resulting in the disintegration and dis- 
tribution of rocky masses in space, is inconceivable without the 
simultaneous action of gases or vapours, or of perhaps both. 
From this it follows as a direct inference that the explosive 
activity, to the existence of which meteorites bear evidence, 
is due to the sudden expansion of gases or vapours, among 
which hydrogen may have been a prominent agent. 

The conclusions arrived at from the careful investigation and 
comparison of meteorites, confirm the results obtained during 
the last few years by students of geology and astronomical 
physics, The volcanic activity of which those mysterious 
masses of stone and metal are evidence may be compared to 
the violent movements on the solar surface, the more feeble 
action of our terrestrial volcanoes, or the stupendous erup- 
tive phenomena of which the lunar craters tell the history. 

No one who at this juncture bears in mind Kant’s theory 
of the homogeneous development of stellar masses, can fail to 
be struck with the idea that the heavenly bodies already 
alluded to are not the only masses which have undergone 
these changes, but will rather incline to the opinion that 
voleanic activity is a cosmical phenomenon in the sense that 

* Nasmyth and Carpenter, ‘The Moon’ (London, 1874), p. 98, 
t Samann, Bull. Soc. Géol. [2] xviii, 322, 
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all star-masses at a stage of their development exhibit a phase 
of volcanic activity. And it is possible that during this period 
many of those masses which are of comparatively trifling 
magnitude may have been partially or wholly broken up and 
resolved into small fragments. 

LX. On the Nebular Hypothesis.—Il. Interaction. By Puuxy 
Hare Cuasse, Professor of Philosophy in Haverford College. 

[Continued from p. 819.] 

poe tendency of vibrations in elastic media to produce har- 
monic vibrations, combined with the tendency to geo- 

metrical and harmonic as well as to arithmetical progressions, 
_ should prepare us to look for relations of various complexity 
when we study the mutual actions and reactions of planetary 
masses. 

The triangular numbers, 1, 1+2, 1+2+38,14+2+3+4, ap- 
pear as indices in the following equation among powers of the 
masses of the five principal bodies in the solar system :— 

@)+)-@-" 
This appears to be the first equation ever discovered which 

introduces the products of powers of masses in so systematic 
aform*. Although its full interpretation may be at present 
beyond our reach, we can catch glimpses of its meaning, and 
we may feel a reasonable assurance that it represents some im- 
portant functional law of equilibrating tendencies between 
centripetal and centrifugal forces, The truth of the equation . 
is, of course, independent of any assumption with regard to the 
proper unit of comparison; but the dominance of the solar influ- 
ence lends interest to the zsthetic harmony afforded by its intro- 
duction. This interest is increased by the accordance between 
the order of position and the magnitude of the indices in the 
left-hand member of the equation, and by the fact that the 
nebular centre of planetary inertia (V2mr?—ZXmr) is in Sa- 
turn’s orbit. | cigs 

There is still some uncertainty as to the masses of Neptune 
and Uranus; so that itis impossible to tell how close this agree- 
ment may be; but the deviation from precise accuracy cannot 
be large. According to Newcomb’s latest determinations of 

* Laplace, however (Méc. Cél. II. vol. viii. pp. 65-69; VI. vol. ii. pp. 
12-16, &c.), investigated inequalities depending on squares and products 
of the disturbing forces. In his discussions of the Jovian and Saturnian 
systems he introduced terms containing the third and fifth dimensions of 
eccentricities and inclinations. 
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those masses*, from Neptune’s satellite and from perturba- 
tions of Uranus, the equation gives two values for Saturn’s 
mass, one of which is slightly larger, the other slightly smaller 
than Bessel’s value. There are, however, other relations of a 
similar character which can be measured with great accuracy. 

Laplace found that if the mass of each planet be multiplied 
by the product of the square of the eccentricity and the square 
root of the mean distance, the sum of all the products will 
always retain the same magnitude ; also that if each of the 
masses be multiplied by the product of the square of the orbital 
inclination and the square root of the mean distance, the sum 
of the products will always remain invariable. Now the square 
root of the mean distance varies inversely as the velocity of 
circular revolution at the mean distance, or inversely as the 
square root of the velocity of nucleal rotation at the same dis- 
tance. It is therefore probable that the primitive ‘nucleal un- 
dulations, to which I have hypothetically attributed both the 
relative positions and the relative masses of the planetary orbs, 
may have left their record in many other directions than those 
which [have already pointed out. 

Stockwell has found ft the following relations :— 
“I. The mean motion of Jupiter's perihelion is exactly equal 

to the mean motion of the perihelion of Uranus; and the mean 
longitudes of those perthelia differ by ewactly 180°. 

“II, The mean motion of Jupiter's node on the invariable 
plane is exactly equal to that of Saturn; and the mean longitudes 
of these nodes differ by exactly 180°.” 

If the four great planets were ranged in a line, Jupiter on 
one side of the sun and the remoter planets on the other, the 
tidal influences, relatively to the nucleal centre of inertia, 
would drive Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune to their respective 
aphelia. Those positions would accord with Stockwell’s two 
theorems, they would approximate the planetary centre of 
inertia very closely to Saturn’s mean radius vector, and they 
would make the above equation of the products of triangular 
powers applicable to vector radii as well as to masses; for 
the logarithms of mean vector radii and of their designated tri- 
angular powers, according to Stockwell{, are :— 
Neptune, mean aphelion ... 1481951 (Neptune)’ 1:481951 
Uranus, bs 57 twee 1°301989 = ( Uranus)” ee 
Jupiter, = 9 «we 7384588 (Jupiter)® 4:407528 

a 10)9°795446 
DALULD, WCE \eraverewaaKiear 979496 Saturn "979545 

* “The Uranian and Neptunian Systems,” Washington Obs. for 1873, 
App. I. 

+ Smithsonian Contributions, 252, p. xiv. t Ibid. p. 5. 
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The difference between the actual value of log h ». vec. and 
the value as found by the equation ¥*x 6*x 1°=h”, is there- 
fore only -000049, representing a numerical difference of only 
go of 1 per cent. 
When the hypothetical nebular condensation had proceeded 

so far as to show the controlling planetary influence of Jupi- 
ter’s mass, the mean perihelia of Saturn and Uranus were so 
fixed as to establish the following relationships of harmonic 
powers (mean perihelion, mean, and mean aphelion* being 
designated by the subscript figures 1, 2, 3 respectively). 

Stockwell’s logarithmic values are :— 

Neptune... ¥Y; 1°481951le #,. 14733272’ 
Wirauns 2... 6, 1°2629966 Oe. LDULIS9 8 
Daa es hy. DO TITS ne) SU O4I by 
Jupiter ... 2%, | 7345886 4%,  °716237 0’ 

1(a —B) +3(6’—y) + (8 —y’) =*000085 =log 1-0002 
— Ea’ —B) +4(0’—y) + (8 —x ) =:000882 =log 1:0009 

_ These results represent the following equations of distance :-— 

a = hy a) hy hy 
The theoretical differ from the actual values by less than =!5 

of 1 per cent. in the first, and by less than +, of 1 per cent. 
in the second equation. The closeness of these agreements 
may, perhaps, induce a glance at a few that are somewhat 
more intricate. 

If we substitute for the theoretical primitive figurate expo- 
nents (1, 3, 6, 10) the present actual vector radii (a= ¥y; 
b=6,; c=h.; d= 72), we may form an equation for Saturn’s 
mean perihelion :— 

See X Sea a i ec oy Sue tO) 

If a, b, d represent the mean aphelion vector radii, the equa- 
tion represents Saturn’s mean distance :-— 

Roe ge eee et eS ee ee 

If we take powers of the masses instead of powers of the 
yector radii, equation (2) yields two values for Saturn’s mass, 
according as we use Newcomb’s greatest or least value of Nep- 
tune’s mass— 

the greatest (75455), deduced from ‘p’s satellite, . . (3) 

or the least (+5455); a5 5, perturbations of 6 . (4) 

These four equations give approximations to precise accu- 
* Smithsonian Contributions, 232, p. 38. 
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racy, varying between # and 35 of 1 per cent., as will be seen 
by the following solutions :— 

(1) 
los 30 08 ee 

© 19:183581!9788581-5202798 | | 17-936369 
»» 5°2027989003386 | | | | | | 21511861 

47135435 
5 9°07 76.4.530°08386-+ 19° 183581 47-148979 
(47-148979 —47:135435) = (30° 03386419: 183581) 

= log 1:00051. 

(2) 
gar 33551731 | | | | |, 81043068 

, 20-044 1832 044189—S427951 | «194930955 
»» D'4273519099551 | |, | 5, 29-984102 

49°358125 
49, 9°53885.]3'39551 +20°044189 49-346714 
(49°358125 —49:346714) + (30° 33551 +20: 044183) 

= log 1-0005. 

(3), (4) 
If 10= log of sun’s mass, the logarithms of the assumed 

mass are :— 

(Newcomb, from satellite) . . 5°712646 
Vv ( ‘3 5, perturbations). 5°705534 
Bay, COG a a) ar 
hb. (Bessel) os) sud). DNs ie 
en See Mee pee 6°979689 

Substituting these Teaaone in eae (2), we get for 
logarithm of Saturn’s mass, by using 

Satellite value oflog Y . . (3) . 6°458198 
Perturbation value oflogW. (4) . 6456439 

6°458198 —6:455734=-002464= log 1:0057 
6°456439 —6°455734=-000705 = log 1-0016. 

These relations are suggestive of the many familiar equa- 
tions between the swms of periodic times. The substitution of 
products for sums, and powers for products, in the distribu- 
tion of mass and position, seems to indicate the early organi- 
zing activity of constant forces, acting with reference to nucleal 
cenires, in elastic media. 

Philadelphia, March 30, 1876. 
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LXI. On the Simultaneous Sounding of two Notes. 
By Dr. Rupotex Konie, Paris. 

[Continued from p. 446. ] 

Til. Difference-notes and Summation-notes. 

if is well known that Helmholtz has proved theoretically 
7 that “ whenever the vibration of the air, or of any other 
elastic body set in motion by both the primary notes at 
the same moment, becomes so strong that the vibrations can 
no longer be considered as infinitesimal, vibrations of the air 
must arise whose pitches are equal to the difference and to 
the sum of the number of vibrations of the primary notes.” 
These combination-notes, both those of the difference and 
those of the sum, are quite distinct from the beats, and are 
much weaker than the original note. 

If we turn our attention first to the difference-notes, we find 
that, in all intervals n:n+m, when m is not much greater 

than 5 they coincide with the original note, and therefore can- 

not be proved by it. We have seen, however, that, in all in- 

tervals n:n+m, when m is much greater than 5 the beat- 

notes arem/=n—m. In the intervals n :hn+m, when m is less 

than : ,m’ =m; and when m is much greater than - 

and therefore not the same as the difference of the vibrations of 
the primary notes. We must therefore try to observe the dif- 
ference-notes in these intervals. 

As I have already stated, these intervals, composed of high 
notes, allow the beat-notes to be heard quite loud, while no 
trace of the difference-notes is to be perceived. ¢/” :b/” 
(8:15) allows only ¢ (1) and no trace of 7 to be heard ; 
c/’ : d° (4:9) only ¢ (1) and nothing of e” (5); &”:f 
(3:8) only f’ and f”, and absolutely no a’” (5) ; and it fol- 
lows, therefore, that the difference-notes in any case must 
be immeasurably weaker than the beat-notes. I was able, 
however, to prove their existence beyond a doubt by forming 
the above quoted intervals from deeper notes, which, by their 
longer duration, enabled me to make use of auxiliary tuning- 
forks which gave a certain number of beats with the required 
notes. 

If I allowed the great forks c and b’ (8 : 15) to sound 
in front of the sounding-boxes, the first thing that fell on the 
ear was the loud rattle of the 32 beats m’=n—m; if, how- 
ever, I held a tuning-fork of 440 v.s. at a greater distance 

m=n—=™m, 
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from the ear, the four beats with the note 7=448 v.s. were 
audible. In the same way I was able, by the clang of the 
notes ¢ and d” (4: 9), to prove through the beats the ex- 
istence of the very soft note e’ (5) with the help of a tuning- 
fork of 648v.s., and by the clang of the notes ¢ and /’- 
(3 : 8) that of a soft a’ (5), with a fork of 860 v.s. 

As regards the observation of the summation-notes, Helm- 
holtz has remarked that “these are only to be heard under 
peculiarly favourable circumstances—for instance, on the har- 
monium and on the many-voiced siren ( Tonempjind. vol. iii. 
p. 244). But even if it is really sometimes possible, on sound- 
ing simultaneously two clangs on a siren or on a reed instru- 
ment, to distinguish notes of which the pitch is equal to the 
sum of the primary fundamental notes of both sounds, still this 
is not sufficient to prove the existence of the summation-notes, 
as neither sirens nor reed instruments produce simple notes, 
but sounds which are rich in overtones ; and a slight examina- 
tion shows that in consequence of this the mere beat-notes 
which must be produced by the overtones are sufficient to 
prove the existence of notes whose vibrations are equal to the 
sum of the vibrations of the fundamental notes of these sounds. 

Two sounds in the interval of a fifth contain these two 
series of notes, 

Be spar igh al ail 
3, 6, 9, 12, 15; 

and the fifth notes of both sounds (10 and 15) produce a beat- — 
note m=m’/=5, which is equal to the sum 2+4 of the roots. 

In the fourth, 3:4, we have the two series of notes, 

3, GyrirO 42,15; 18 ay 
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28; 

and it is here the seventh notes of these sounds which produce 
a beat-note that is equal to the sum 3+4. In the third, 4:5, 
we have the overtones 36 and 45, from which a beat-note 
must ensue which will equal the sum 4+ 5; and thus in every 
ratio of the form n:n+1 the beat-note of the 2n+ 1st notes 
of both clangs is equal to the sum of the fundamental notes. 

In intervals of the form n :n+2 there are also two notes of 
the same order, namely the n+ 1st of both clangs, whose beat- 
note is equal to the sum of the fundamental notes. Thus the 
sixth, 3:5, gives the notes 

Oy’, Geireae aes 
a, 10, 15, 20, 

where the beat-note m is produced by 12 and 20=8=5+3., 
Lastly, in intervals of the form n:n+38 there are notes of 
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dissimilar order, namely the n+2nd note of the deeper clang, 
and the n+ 1st of the higher one, whose beat-note is equal to 
the sum of the fundamental notes. Thus, for example, in the 
minor sixth, 5: 8, the seventh note of 5 (85) and the sixth of 
8 (48) gave the beat-note m, which is equal to the sum 5+8. 

It might perhaps appear strange that we should have re- 
marked especially the beat-notes of overtones of two sounds 
whose vibrations were equal to the sums of both fundamental 
notes, while the beat-notes of many other overtones must also be 
audible; but it must be remarked that the number of these 
notes which are audible is by no means so great as we 
might be disposed to assume without a closer inspection. Thus 
the overtones of a fifth interval, up to the fifth, allow no beat- 
note, excepting the note 5, to be heard higher than the funda- 
mental note, which does not coincide with one of the overtones 
of the two clangs. In the fourth, except the note 7, only the 
beat-note 5 of the first seven overtones arising from 15 and 20 
does not coincide with the notes which are already contained 
in the clangs; and the ratio is the same in the other intervals. 

The beat-notes in all the above-mentioned cases are equal to 
the difference of the notes by which they were formed, and there- 
fore coincide with the difference-notes of these same notes ; if, 
however, we take into consideration the great intensity that two 
primary notes must have in order to produce only a very weak 
difference-note, we may assume with tolerable certainty that 
the intensity of the difference-notes produced by the over- 
tones must be very much less than that of the beat-notes with 
which they coincide. 

It is further to be observed that on the siren and the har- 
monium not only are the singly produced notes accompanied 
by overtones, but also, if two sounds are produced at the same 
time, neither of them can be perceived except as produced by 
a series of similar impulses succeeding one another; for if the 
openings of two concentric circles of the siren are opened at the 
same time, the intensity of the impulse is not double as great 
as it would be if only one circle of holes were opened ; and 
this diminution of intensity of the impulses at the moment of 
their coexistence, which is only produced by the disposition of 
the instruments employed, is sufficient alone to produce phe- 
nomena which have nothing to do with those of the simulta- 
neous sounding of simple notes produced by isolated sound- 

waves ( Tonempfind. vol.iii. p. 627; Terquem, Annales de 0 Ecole 
Normale, vii. 1870). If, therefore, we wish to be sure that 
we really have to do with combination-notes of simple pri- 
mary notes, we must set aside both the many-voiced siren 
and the reed-pipes, and only make use of simple tuning-forks. 

Phil. Mag. S. 5. No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 2M 
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Tuning-forks for the notes ¢, e’, g’, ¢’, with prongs 6 mil- 
lims. thick, upon sounding-boxes, as they are generally used 
in physical experiments, notwithstanding their somewhat con- 
siderable intensity, form only such weak summation-notes that 
auxiliary forks which give beats with them are necessary to 
prove their existence beyond doubt. If we possess a series of 
tuning-forks for the harmonic notes of the fundamental note e, 
the intervals ¢’ :9/ and 9’ : c’’ are specially adapted for the proof 
of the summation-notes by means of the beats, as the aux- 
iliary forks for these can be easily arranged by untuning, by 
means of a little wax, the forks of the series mentioned for e 
and for the seventh upper note of c. But with such strong 
notes as I have made use of, the summation-notes are in them- 
selves sufficiently loud to be perceived without auxiliary forks. 
At ¢:9/ (2:3) we can distinctly hear é” (5), which with ¢ 
and g’ again forms the summation-notes of the second order 
7 and 8 (c’”), which makes itself known by beats with the 
suitable auxiliary forks; and other auxiliary forks allow even 
the summation-notes of the third order 2+7=9 (d’”),2 + 8 
and 3+ 7 (é”’), and 3+8=11 to be noticed, though only by 
very faint beats. Inthe same way we hear also at ¢ : e (4:5) 
the note 9=d’, and by means of the auxiliary forks can prove 
the notes 9+4=13,9+5=14, and the summation-notes of the 
third order 17, 18, and 19. Intervals with the fundamental 
note c’=512 y.s. are generally the best suited for the observa- 
tion of the difference- and summation-notes, as in these, on 
the one hand, the rattle of the discontinuous beats causes little 
if any disturbance, and, on the other hand, the beat-notes, on 
account of their great depth, have only a very slight intensity. 

From the observations here given it follows, therefore, that 
difference-notes and summation-notes can be demonstrated by 
the simultaneous sounding of simple notes produced from 
separate sources of sound if these have a very great intensity, 
but that they are extraordinarily weaker than the beat-notes; 
so that at the simultaneous sounding of two clangs with toler- 
ably powerful overtones, in most cases the audible notes, whose 
vibrations are equal to the sum of the primary notes, will in 
all probability be beat-notes of the upper notes, and not sum- 
mation-notes of the primary notes. 

These combination-notes are as little reinforced by sounding- 
boxes as the above-described beat-notes. 

IV. Upon the nature of Beats, and their operation compared 
with the operation of Primary Impulses. 

As the number of the vibrations of the summation-notes 
does not agree with the number of the beats of the two pri- 
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mary notes, and cannot, therefore, have been produced by them, 
this circumstance is amongst the grounds which Helmholtz 
puts forward in support of the view that beats cannot form 
any note whatever ( Tonempjindung, pp. 245, 263). But if, on 
the one hand, summation-notes do not coincide with the beats, 
yet on the other hand, as we have seen above, neither the beat- 

notes of the intervals n:n+m,if mis much greater than : 

nor the beat-notes of all intervals n : hn + m coincide 
with the difference or the sum of the primary notes; and 
the beat-notes are therefore as little demonstrated by the 
cause which produces the combination-notes as the latter can 
be demonstrated from the existence of the beats; and we must 
consequently suppose that each of these species of notes has its 
peculiar origin. 

As to the question whether the nature of the beats will 
itself admit of their forming themselves together into a note, 
the circumstance that, when the vibrations of the primary 
notes are not infinitesimally small, combination-notes of the 
difference and the sum ensue, can of course prove nothing 
either for or against this view. Helmholtz, however, gives 
some other reasons against the older opinion of Th. Young, 
which require a closer inquiry in order to refute them. 

The way in which the beats in the ordinary (and particularly 
therefore in the lower) parts of the scale mostly produce very 
weak notes is that which has principally induced Helm- 
holtz to declare that vibrations of simpler notes, without any 
mixture of upper notes or combination-notes, ‘ only arise when 
the two given notes are divided from one another by a tolerably 
small interval,’’ and that, “when the interval is increased by 
only the amount of a minor third, their vibrations become in- 
distinct”’ (Tonempjyindung, p. 284). But if we use deep and 
sufficiently powerful notes, the primary beats, as I have men- 
tioned above, are audible in considerably greater intervals. In 
the octave C...c there is no interval which does not allow them 
to be clearly heard; and even if we set aside the beats m’, we 
can follow the beats m alone to above the fifth; and in inter- 
vals with the fundamental note double EK they may be noticed 
even close to the seventh. 

In the above Table I have stated that the third c:e allows 
a rattle of 32 beats to be heard, and that this ever lessening 
rattle may be followed as far as the fifth. These results only 
refer to the clang of primary notes of such strength as 
my tuning-forks, placed in front of resonators, produced. 
When, however, I made use of the louder notes c, e, and g 
which I produced by sounding the forks in question without 

2M 2 
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sliding weights in front of large suitable sounding-boxes open 
at both ends, the rattle of the third was still more powerful, 
and that of the fifth also much louder. The 64 beats of the 
third c’: e’, which with the tuning-forks and resonators only 
allow a mere roughness to be heard, changed by means 
of the tuning-forks on sounding-boxes to a positive rattle ; 
and even the fifth ¢’ : 9’ allowed a trace of the roughness pro- 
duced by 128 beats to be heard. 
When a note is produced in a closed space, it is well known 

that, by the combination of the direct sound-wayes and those 
that reverberate from the walls, nodes and ventral segments are 
formed. In very loud simple notes, of which the sound-waves 
are tolerably long, the difference of intensity at these different 
points is so remarkable that in the above-mentioned experi- 
ments, in which it is above all necessary that the ear should 
receive both notes very strongly, we must be careful to place 
it for both notes at the same node. The ear must there- 
fore be placed in the best position for one note, and then the 
other fork moved away till its note also is heard with the 
greatest intensity. The higher we go in the scale, the easier 
it is to produce very powerful piercing notes; and while the 
interval of the fifth c’:9’, which with ordinarily powerful 
notes allows no trace of roughness to be perceived, must be 
produced by notes more powerful than can be found in any 
musical instrument in order that its 128 beats may be per- 
ceived, for the notes b’”: cY the reeds of a harmonium suffice 
to make the same number of beats audible. 

Helmholtz, who states this last fact, lays, in order to 
explain it, particular weight upon the smallness of the in- 
terval (Tonempjind. p. 263); but, as will be seen from the 
above-mentioned experiments with deep and very powerful 
notes, it is only necessary to make use of primary notes of 
sufficient intensity in order to obtain the same phenomenon 
with much greater intervals, while on the other hand, again, 
with sufficiently faint high notes very small intervals may be 
formed which do not allow it to be perceived. 

As the small intervals of higher notes, with regard to the 
audibility of the single beats, cannot be distinguished from 
wider intervals of sufficiently powerful deeper notes which 
are separated from one another by an equal absolute number 
of vibrations, so also they show no difference in the manner 
in which beat-notes are formed. Two tuning-forks, b/’, cY 
(15:16), with a tolerably intense rattle of 128 beats, allow 
the note ¢ to be heard, just as with the very powerful notes ¢ 
and g’; besides the roughness a faint ¢ is perceived; but it 
must be observed that, as these high primary notes possess a 
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proportionally far greater intensity than the deeper ones, 
their beat-notes are also much more powerful than the beat- 
notes of the same pitch which are produced by wider intervals - 
of deeper notes, and that it is therefore much easier to produce 
very deep clearly audible beat-notes from them than from 
deeper primary notes. 

T have stated above that the clang of ¢:g, even when very 
powerful tuning-forks and resonators are used, only allows a 
scarcely audible C (128 v. s.) to be perceived, and deeper beat- 
notes in the lower parts of the scale I could not directly observe 
at all; but with high forks it is possible to produce even the 
double C of 32 complete vibrations, which lies on the furthest 
limits of audibility. 

The first series of tuning-forks which I made use of for this 
experiment were tuned to notes between 0/” and c’; as, how- 
ever, these forks only allowed the beat-notes of 40 and 36 com- 
plete vibrations (double E and double D) to be heard as faintly 
as possible, | constructed a second series for notes between 
bY and eY, which gave a proportionally far greater intensity. 
Such powerful beat-notes are produced by the latter, that not 
only are, for example, cand C distinctly to be heard at a con- 
siderable distance, but also all the notes of the deep octave to 
double C can be clearly distinguished. This latter is produced 
by the notes 4064 and 4096 v. s., which stand in the ratio of 
127 : 128, and form thus an interval far smaller than a comma 
80 : 81). 
The Eukine Table contains all the tuning-forks which 

form the two just mentioned series, with their ratios, and the 
beat-notes formed from them. 

V.8. V.S. Beats. Note 
3840 : 4096 horsgAko 2S eel 
3904 : ,, 61: 64 oo y= 
SoaO | 24) 35 123: 128 2 — 
PIG? 8.) oe 7) 64 == 0. 
Be UO Fo 33 A497: 512 60 ==Double B. 
aug: 5, Lois 92 Done Tha Ae 
2 125: 128 AO ee ee 
AOTOET 31," 55 AT: 48 2 ay A ae le 
SOL 251: 256 AQ) aa A 
A024 : ,, 503: 912 DOs titer a 
7936 : 8192 als) (taz i235 —C. , 
SOGA as «5 63: 64 GEC: 
S096, (Sab, 293: 256 48 =Double G. 
SOG Ls tizy ara Gi AD Tia oy) ok 
oO peas a sO 512 AO ee ee 

133 
(ee 

PIA ag oh ry DU a oy, BBY me te 
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In making these experiments we can, as usual, strike the 
forks with a ” bow ; ; but as in consequence of their “high pitch 
there is no longer any fear of the formation of partial notes, it 
is often more convenient to strike them with a steel clapper, 
as this moves more quickly, and the note of the fork first 
touched has not then lost much of its intensity when the 
second note is produced. 

All the clangs given in this Table allow the rattle (or, 
as it is better termed in these high notes, the whir) of the beats 
to be heard simultaneously with the beat-notes, which latter 
are more powerful according as the tuning-forks are struck 
harder. If we wish to hear the whir of the beats alone, we 
have only to remove the two forks a little further from 
the ear; the beat-notes, however, cannot be distinguished 
quite alone, even if we place the forks close to the ear; we 
cannot even quite succeed in doing this with the notes 7936 
and 8192 v.s., although with these ‘the beat-note ¢ is extrenieny 
powerful. 

We see by these experiments that with sufficiently power- 
ful primary notes, not more than 32 beats are necessary to 
form a note, that further beats to about 128 can be distin 
guished in intervals of any extent that may be wished, and 
that between 32 and about 128 beats in the second the beats 
and beat-notes can be heard together. The question now is 
whether this is the same result which we obtain also with 
primary impulses. 

It is known, in the first place, that 32 primary impulses can 
form anote; and we might expect, on the other hand, that the 
ear should be capable of perceiving more than 100 ‘impulses 
in the second, even from the old observations, according to 
which it can perceive the difference of movement between two 
pendulums which do not diverge from isochronism by more 
than the hundredth part of a second. It was to be supposed, 
indeed, that if the ear could receive two distinct impressions 
only ;4, of a second apart, it could also perceive a whole 
series of such effects with similar distances ; but this experi- 
ment can also be very well directly made with a cog-wheel. 
That which I used is of wood, 35 millims. thick, 36 centims. 
in diameter, and with 128 teeth. If we press a small spring 
board of hard wood very strongly upon these teeth, we hear 
through the constantly increasing rapidity of rotation the first 
hardly perceptible beats change to a rattle, which is still 
clearly perceived when the wheel revolves once in the second, 
and consequently the number of strokes has attained to 128. 
Besides this rattle we can also hear, however, if the single 
strokes are not too powerful, the note ¢ (256 vy.s.). If we re- 
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place the little wooden board which strikes so hard by a piece 
of card, the rattle is hardly to be discerned at all, and the note 
e stands out with greater clearness. If we turn the wheel 
only once in two seconds, so that we only produce 64 strokes in 
the second, we can still more easily observe the almost entire 
disappearance or withdrawal of the note C from the rattle of 
the 64 strokes. There exists consequently the most perfect 
agreement between the ratio of primary impulses and that of 

the beats. 
It is obvious that the simultaneous audibleness of single 

strokes and of the notes which arise from their sequence, as also 
the cessation of the audibleness of single strokes when these 
surpass a certain number, are fully explained by the theory of © 
hearing put forward by Helmholtz. According to this theory, 
as is known, there exist in the ear certain elastic bodies 
“greatly muffled” (Tonempjindung, -p. 226), which serve 
for the perception of swiftly passing irregular shocks—and 
also “ less-muffled elastic bodies,” which are much more 
powerfully affected by a musical note of correspondingly high 

_ pitch than by single beats. Each of the single beats pro- 
duces, therefore, an impression upon a body of the former 
sort, so long as these strokes do not succeed each other in a 
shorter interval of time than is necessary for the muffling of 
the concussion produced in it. - But, further, the periodical 
movement produced by the sequence of the strokes is composed 
of a sum of vibrations like those of the pendulum—that is to 
say, of simple notes, which can each affect an elastic body of 
the second nature. The more, therefore, the movement of the 
air caused by single strokes differs from the simple pendulum 
movement, the greater will be the perceptibility of the single 
strokes and the weaker the intensity of the note arising from 
their sequence; while, on the other hand, the intensity of the 
latter increases, and the audibleness of the single impulses 
becomes weaker, as this periodical movement approaches 
nearer to the simple pendulum movement; so that at last, with 
almost entirely simple pendulum vibrations as they are pro- 
duced by tuning-forks, at above 32 and 36 nothing more is 
perceptible of the single impulses, and the note only is heard. 

Helmholtz has remarked further that an undulating clang 
may be compared to a note of periodically changing in- 
tensity, and that ‘undulations and intermissions resemble 
each other, and also that at a certain number they produce 
that kind of noise which we call a rattle” ( Tonempjind. p. 266). 
If intermissions, then, always produced only a rattle, the great 
resemblance which they show when not too numerous to the 
vibrations might make us suppose that these latter are only 
capable of producing a rattle; but intermissions, just like 
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primary impulses, at a sufficient number and intensity change 
into a note. 

This may be easily demonstrated by means of a disk in 
which is a circle of large holes, and which is made to revolve 
before a tuning-fork. I have used different disks with 16, 
24, and 32 holes, 20 millims. in diameter, at various distances, 
each disk much larger than the circle of holes, so that the 
note, as far as possible, should only penetrate strongly to the 
ear when an opening was in front of the tuning-fork. Of 
course any particular note will not, in any particular number 
of intermissions, produce a note which corresponds to this 
number of intermissions ; but it will be necessary, besides the 
needful strength and the sufficient number of intermissions, 
that the air-shocks which penetrate through the openings of 
the disk shall be equal to each other; and this cannot be, for 
instance, when the number of intermissions is greater than the 
number of double vibrations of the note. In this case either 
several holes pass by the same sound-wave, so that a fresh 
part of this wave always passes through each, or, at any rate, 
they are not equal parts of different sound-waves which the 
openings make a way for to the ear. When, too, the number 
of the intermissions is only a little greater than the number 
of double vibrations of the note, similar conditions ensue, 
and it becomes necessary that at least one entire sound- 
wave should penetrate through the opening in order that the 
intermission-note may be clearly perceptible. The most 
favourable circumstance for its audibleness seems to be that in 
which an entire series of sound-waves can penetrate through 
each opening—that is, when the vibrations of the note are 
considerably more in number than the intermissions. 

If a disk in which the distance of the holes from one 
another is three times as great as their diameter (2 centims.) 
is allowed to move with such rapidity that 128 holes pass the 
tuning-fork in a second, the intermitting note ¢ is heard with 
the fork ¢’=512 v. d.; but it is faint, andis less prominent 
than the two variation-notes, which equal the difference and 
the sum of the intermitting notes and of the double vibrations of 
the fork, and which are therefore here 9/=384 y.d. and e’= 
640 v.d. (TLonempjind. p. 628). If, while the disk moves 
always with the same rapidity, the forks e’, g’’, seventh har- 
monic of ¢,and ¢’’ are used one after another, the intermitting 
note increases constantly in strength and clearness. If, lastly, 
the notes of the very powerful forks c'” and c” are allowed to 
penetrate through the holes of the disk when the ratio between 
the number of intermissions and that of the double vibrations 
of the note is 1:16 and 1 : 32, the intermitting note is extra- 
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ordinarily powerful; while the difference- and summation-notes 
15 and 17 are but faintly perceptible at 1:16, and the notes 
31 and 33 at 1:32 can scarcely be perceived at all. 

In experiments with the last-named tuning-forks, which 
are therefore the most favourable for the observation of the 
intermitting notes, I move the disk directly in front of the 
forks. When, however, I use deeper forks, I insert between 
them and the disk suitable resonators of the same diameter 
as the holes in the disk, so that the note always sounds loudly 
when one of these holes is in front of the opening in the re- 
sonator. It may be remarked, by the way, that with this 
arrangement the variation-notes especially sound wonderfully 
beautiful, and when the disk is moved alternately quicker and 
slower they may be distinctly heard to retreat from and approach 
one another. 

In the above, only a note of constantly equal intensity was 
allowed to approach the ear intermittingly by mechanical 
means; the transition of periodical vibration maxima to a noie, 
however, can also be observed in notes which themselves pos- 
sess a periodically changing intensity. For this purpose I 
have constructed siren-disks with circles in which the holes 
are at equal distances, but get periodically larger and smaller, 
so that a series of isochronous impulses of periodically changing 
intensity is produced if they are sounded through reeds of the 
same diameter as the largest holes. One of these disks con- 
tained three circles, each of 96 equidistant holes, whose dia- 

meter varied on the first circle 16 times from 1 to 6 millims., 
on the second 12 times, and on the third 8 times. If these 

circles were sounded with a tube of 6 millims. diameter, 
while the disk was at first turned slowly, the single-hole 
periods were heard in each circle like separate beats ; when it 
was turned faster, first the 16 periods of the first, then the 12 
of the second, and lastly the 8 of the third circle changed to 
one note ; when, lastly, the high note of 96 holes with 8 turns 
of the disk had reached the second g”, the deep notes C, G, - 
and double C, corresponding to the number of periods, were 
clearly and powerfully heard with this gq”. 

On another still larger disk, 70 centims. in diameter, I 
arranged seven circles of 192 equidistant holes, which periodi- 
cally increased and decreased in size 96, 64, 48, 32, 24, 16, 
and 12 times. In the first, therefore, a whole period was con- 
tained in two different large openings, and the note of the 
periods in it was therefore only an octave deeper than the 
note of the 192 holes, while in the seventh circle each period 
was formed of 16 openings, and the note of the periods was 
‘consequently four octaves deeper than the note of the 192 
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holes. Notwithstanding this great difference in the number of 
the primary impulses which the single periods produced upon 
these different circles, they all equally, when their number 
had become sufliciently great, changed into a note; and if 
the circles, following the series from the seventh to the first, 
were blown upon, they always allowed the deep note in the 
interchanging series of the fourth and fifth to be clearly and 
loudly heard beside the constantly unchanging high note. 

Although, therefore, such series of isolated impulses of 
periodically changing intensity show a great likeness to clangs 
producing beats (with regard to the possibility of the single 
maxima of intensity changing to a note), they are still very 
different from the latter. If, for example, a series of 96 iso- 
chronous impulses increasing and decreasing sixteen times in 
intensity imitates veryclosely the clang of two notes which allow 

- 16 beats to be heard, the two primary notes should be percep- 
tible which form this simultaneous sound—in this case 88 and 
104, two notes in the interval 11:13; but in fact we cannot 
hear them. ‘The reason of this may certainly be looked for in 
the fact that two notes near unison, whose number of vibra- 
tions are a and b, periodically exhibit when sounded together an 

increase and decrease of vibrations of about cul but that at 

the change from one period to another a change of signs 
takes place, so that the maxima of compression of the middle 
vibrations are only isochronous in the imperfect periods, 
while at the perfect periods the maxima of dilatation take their 
lace. 

A I have endeavoured in two different ways, by means of 
primary impulses, approximately to obtain this result, and 
first by producing the resultant compressions of all the fol- 
lowing vibrations of the clang’on the same circle of the disk 
of a siren through holes of appropriate size. The clang of 
two notes of 80 and 96 double vibrations produces a note of 
80 + 96 

2 
16 times; and at each change from one beat to another the 
change of signs causes the maximum of compression of the first 
vibration of the following undulation to vary from the maximum 
of compression of the last vibration of the preceding undulation 
by half a vibration. I therefore divided the circle into 176 
parts, and in parts 1, 3,5, 7, and 9 bored five holes of different 
sizes, the same thing in parts 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20, again in 
parts 23, 25, 27, 29, and 31, and so on. If nowa circle of 
holes was blown upon through a tube of the diameter of the 

= 88 vibrations, increasing and decreasing in intensity 
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largest opening we could certainly perceive, beside the note 88 
and the very powerful note of the period 16, the two notes 80 
and 96; but they were very faint, and on account of the great 
roughness of the deep note somewhat difficult to observe. 

In the second arrangement I endeavoured directly to imitate . 
the change of phases in the vibrations in the change from one 
undulation to another. For this purpose I divided two con- 
centric circles working close together into 88 parts, and dis- 
posed the openings which were to produce successive undulations 
alternately upon the two. As with 88 openings and 16 periods 
54 holes would have come upon each of the latter, I always 
took two periods together, and bored therefore on the first 
eircle the divisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and on the second 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11; then, again, on the first circle the divisions 12, 13, 
14,15, 16, 17, and on the second 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 
soon. If these two circles of holes were now blown upon, 
one from above and the other from below, through two tubes 
each of the diameter of the largest opening of its own circle, 
there ensued at each revolution of the disk a series of 88 iso- 
chronous impulses, varying periodically 16 times in intensity, 
which at every change from one intensive period to another 
changed their signs. In this experiment the two notes 88 
and 96 appeared much more distinctly than in that previously 
described with the circle of holes blown upon from one side, 
which had upon it the periods of holes divided from one 
another by the length of a half vibration. 

It only remains further for me to mention that Tyndall has 
cited the slight intensity of the resultant notes as a proof that 
they cannot have been produced by the beats of the primary 
notes (On Sound, p. 350). After setting forth clearly 
that, when two equally powerful notes produce beats, the note 
always changes periodically from cessation to a doubly greater 
amplitude than either of the primary notes singly had had, 
Tyndall says literally :—‘“ If, therefore, the resultant notes were 
due to the beats of their primaries, they ought to be heard 
even when the primaries are feeble; but they are not heard 
under these circumstances.’’ Now, of course, beat-notes must 
always have a greater intensity than their primary notes, if 
vibrations of equal amplitude always produced the same inten- 
sity in all notes; but this is not the case, as may be proved 
by a very simple experiment. If a ¢ tuning-fork, vibrating 
in the amplitude of 1 millim., is held so far from the ear 
that the note is barely audible, and if at the same time 
the same experiment is made with a second, c’ fork, whose 
prongs are of the same thickness and breadth, while it also 
vibrates in an amplitude of 1 millim., it will be found that 
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it must be held about double as far from the ear in order 
to produce the same result ; and it follows therefore that the 
note c’, with the same distance of vibration, is about four times 
as powerful as the note c. If we try, then, to make both forks vi- 
brate in such an amplitude that at the same distance from the 
ear about the same result is produced, it will be found that the 
amplitude of the c fork must be about four times as great as 
that of the c’ fork. According to this the amplitude of two 
equally powerful notes in the interval of the fifth, e.g., must be 
9 and 4, and the sum of these amplitudes would then be 13; 
but the resultant note, which is an octave deeper than the 
fundamental note of the fifth interval, would require an 
amplitude of vibration of 86, in order to acquire the same 
intensity as the primary notes singly possess. 

If the interval of the primary notes is still smaller, the beat- 
note falls still lower, and must therefore be weaker in propor- 
tion to the intensity of the primary notes. It stands to reason 
that I do not give the above-mentioned experiments, nor the 
numbers in the example as quite exact ; but they are sufficiently 
so to show what convinced me that deep notes must have a far 
greater amplitude of vibration than high ones, in order to 
equal the latter in intensity. I hope to be able to return 
before long to a closer examination of the intensity of different 
high notes. 

The most important results of the above-mentioned experi- 
ments are shortly summed up as follows :— 

(1) The number of beats of two notes n,n’ is always equal to 
/ 

the positive and negative remainder of the division 2 ; that is, 

equal to the numbers m, m’, which are produced by stating 
n’=hn+m=(h+1) n—m’, where n, n’ is the number of 
the double vibrations, and h the quotient of the division which 
gives the remainder m. It is as if the beats proceeded from 
the two overtones h and h+1 of the lower note n, between 
which the higher note n’ lies. The cause of the beat-notes 
is simply the periodical coincidence of the common maxima of 
the two sound-waves. 

(2) The beats of the pure harmonic intervals can be heard 
in the relations 1 : 8 and even 1:10, and may, as well as the 
beats of the unison, be regarded as resulting directly from 
the composition of the vibrations of the primary notes, without 
the help of resultant intermediate notes, whose existence cannot 
be proved. 

(3) Both the beats m and the beats m’, not only of the 
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interval n : 2+ m, but also of the interval n:hn+m (h=2, 3, 4), 
when the intensity of the primary notes and their number are 
sufficient, change into beat-notes. 7 

II. (4) When the two beat-notes m and m’ are near the 
unison, the octave, and twelfth, the same beats may be heard as 
would be produced by two equal primary notes. I have 
named these beats arising from beat-notes secondary beats, in 
order to distinguish them from the beats arising from primary 
notes. 

(5) When the intensity of the beat-notes by which they 
are formed and their number are sufficient, these secondary 
beats change to a secondary beat-note, as primary beats change 
to a primary beat-note. 

Ill. (6) The difference-notes and summation-notes, which 
are produced by the clang of two loud notes (the vibrations of 
the latter not being infinitesimal), produce a phenomenon 
which is independent of the beats and beat-notes: they are 
very much weaker than the beat-notes. 

IV. (7) The beat-notes cannot be explained by reason of 
the difference-notes and summation-notes, because the number 
of their vibrations is in many cases different from what this 
cause might produce. 

(8) The audibility of the beats depends solely upon their 
number and upon the intensity of the primary notes, and is 
independent of the distance of the interval. 

(9) The number of the beats and of the primary impulses 
in which both may be perceived as separate impulses is the 
same. 

(10) With the beats perceived as separate impulses, as 
with the primary impulses perceived in the same manner, the 
note which approaches them in number is audible. 

(11) The number at which beats and primary impulses can 
change into one note is the same. 

(12) As with beats and primary impulses, the intermissions 
of a note can also change into one note. 

(13) When the vibrations of a note vary periodically in 
intensity, the periodical maxima of vibration change into one 
note, if their number is sufficient. 

(14) The beat-note which is formed by two primary notes 
must always be weaker than the latter, although single beats 
are stronger than the notes which form them. 

Paris, December 1875, 
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LXII. On the General Theory of Duplex Telegraphy. 
By Louis SCHWENDLER *. 

[Continued from S§, 4. vol. 1. p. 475. ] 

Ill. The Compensation Method F. 

TY\HIS method is the oldest; fig. 3 gives the general dia- 
gram. 

eis the electromotive force of the line battery. 
4 its internal resistance. 
E is the electromotive force of the compensation battery. 
# its internal resistance. 
K is a constant-resistance key. Dr. Gintl used an ordinary key, which, 

it will be obvious, must result ina failure. 
k is an ordinary key: both keys, in the same station, are worked simul- 

taneously; 7. e. contacts 4 and 5 are closed and broken at one and the same 
time. 

d, f, and w are certain resistances. 
a is the one coil of the differential instrument, which is connected up in 

the line-circuit. 
6 is the other coil of the differential instrument, which is connected up 

in the compensation circuit. By a and 6 shall be also designated the re- 
sistances of these two coils. 

The coils a and 6 with their batteries e and HE respectively 
are arranged in such a manner that they have opposite mag- 
netic effects with respect to the same magnetic pole. The two 
circuits in each station (the line-circuit and the compensation 
circuit) are insulated from each other. All the other terms, as 
L, L’, L”, &e., shall have the same physical meaning as before. 

* Communicated by the Author from the Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, vol. xliv. part 2, 1875. 

t+ Dr. Wilhelm Gintl, k.-k. Director-General of Telegraphs in Austria, 
is the inventor of this earliest method. In 1853 he made the first prac- 
tical experiment on a line between Vienna and Prague (240 miles). 
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The compensation method has two principal defects which 
the two preceding methods do not possess. 

First. The success of working a line dupliciter by the com- 
pensation method will clearly depend on the possibility of 
being able to close and open simultaneously two different con- 
tacts (4 and 5). The mechanical difficulty of doing so suffi- 
ciently accurately was pointed out by Dr. Werner Siemens, 
and in fact constitutes one of the reasons which led him to 
propose the differential method. 

Secondly. The balance in each station may be disturbed 
| directly by a variation of the electrical condition (internal re- 
sistance and electromotive force) of the two batteries (E and 
-e) employed. 

In the preceding two methods the variation of the internal 
resistance of the signalling-battery can only be felt indirectly 
by affecting the balance of the distant station, while the varia- 
tion of electromotive force has no effect at all. Hence a given 
variation in the battery or batteries must necessarily produce 
a greater disturbance of balance in the compensation method 
than in the two preceding ones. We know that even so-called 
constant galvanic batteries, doing work, alter their electrical 
conditions perceptibly, especially their internal resistance; and 
consequently this defect weighs most decidedly against the 
compensation method. In all other respects the compensation 
method has the same defects as the differential method, and in 
addition some others which will be understood as the investi- 
gation proceeds. 

General expression for the two functions “ D” and “8.” 

To obtain the functions D and 8, we have to develop the 
general expressions for the forces p, P, and Q, say (for station I.) 

p= Alin! —B'r’, 

where A’ and B’ are the currents which pass through the two 
coils a’ and 0’ respectively when station I. is sending and sta- 
tion II. is at rest ; m/ and n‘are the forces exerted by the two 
coils a’ and 6’ respectively on one and the same magnetic pole 
when a unit of current passes through them. At balance in 
station I. 

| Pp 0: 

PW m', 

where @ is the current which passes through the coil a’ when 
station IT. is sending and station I. is at rest (single signals). 

Further, 

Further, 

QQ’ =ym se q’n’ 
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where y’ and q’ are the currents which pass through the coils 
a’ and b’ respectively when both stations are sending simulta- 
neously (duplex signals). 

The compensation circuit and the line-circuit in each station 
being electrically independent of each other, we have 

q’ — B’ 

invariably without condition. 
If we further presuppose that depressing of the key K does 

not alter the complex resistance of the station (a condition 
which, for the regularity of signals, we are obliged to assume 
here as well as in the two preceding methods), it will be clear 
that 

ft 4. de 

Substituting these values for y’ and q’ in the expression for 
(Q’, we get 

p =A’m’—B, 

P'=Qm’, 

Q/=(A’+ A’)! + Bn’. 

The signs of the terms may be again contained in the currents, 
while m’ and n’are taken as absolute numbers. We must only 
remember that A’m’ and B’n’ must be invariably of opposite 
sign. Arbitrarily we will call the current A positive when the 
negative pole of the line-battery is to earth. 
Now we have again two different modes of connecting up 

the line-batteries, viz. :— 
1st. The same poles of the line-batteries are connected to 

earth in the two stations : 

p! = +A’ Ba’, 
P’ — = GQ’ m : 

(y= (+ A!+=a)m! = B'n’. 

2nd. i poles of the two line batteries are connected 
to earth in the two stations : 

p’ — + A’mn! = Bn’, 

eA ae 5 
Po ( + Al +A in! > Bn’. 

Subtracting in either case P’ from Q’, we get 
| Q/—P’=S'=p’. 

Or, on account of having fulfilled the key-equation f=w + 8, 
the difference of the forces which produce single and duplex 
signals is equal in sign and magnitude to the force by which 
balance is disturbed. Further, it is also, for the compensation 
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method, quite immaterial whether the same or opposite poles 
of the two line-batteries are connected to earth. As pointed - 
out, it is preferable to connect the same poles, 7. e. the nega- 
tive poles, of the line-batteries to earth, | 

Assuming this case, we have 
p! a Alm! —B’n’, 

P= —A'm’, 
ia bem (A’—@’)m’ — B’n’. 

Substituting now for A’, B’, and @’ their values, and re- 
membering that 

: m= Vv. al 

nf =r Vb! 
we get the following general expressions for the two functions 
D and 8 :— 

, approximately, 

fh 

Sadq oo | 
i 

e! K” A’ ( 

J 

for station I. 

i FBTR eee 

and 
AY } 

S’= eg!" RK” | 

Be a! ING - for station IL., 
8 ie a "RIK pl hal? | 

Phere _ 5 
; A=RvVa—Knvrv VA; 

R=a+b+4+d, 

K=f+ate, 

A= B 
€ 

? 
v= -: 

= 
Rigid fulfilment of the two functions S=0 and D=0. 

For finite quantities these two functions can only become 
zero if A=0, 2. e. ey 

RVa— Krav Vb=0, 

which is the balance-equation for the compensation method. 
To fulfil this equation permanently, no matter what the spe- 

cia] cause of disturbance may be, we can again adopt two 
ess entially different modes of readjustment, viz. :— 

Hither leave the two coils a and 6 or their armatures sta- 
Phil. Mag. 8. 5. No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 2N 
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tionary, and adjust balance by altering the resistance in one or 
both of the two circuits, or leave the resistances constant and 
alter the relative position of the two coils or their armatures 
with respect to a given magnetic it These two methods of 
readjusting balance shall be considered separately. 

a. Readjustment of balance by altering resistances. 
In order to have immediate balance it will be clear that the 

alteration of resistance must be restricted to the compensation 
circuit, which is electrically independent of the line-cireuit. 
The total resistance in the compensation circuit consists of 
three different resistances, namely b, a, and d. Neither b nor 
a, considering their nature, can conveniently be made adjust- 
able in practice; hence the alteration of resistance in the coin- 
pensation circuit is restricted to d, which must therefore con- 
sist of increments of the proper size. The adjustment of d 
should be quick and convenient. 

see nibs 1D) ‘ ‘ 
In addition to this adjustment, A= > may be made adjust- 

able by varying E in increments of one cell. Such an adjust- 
ment, however, is not fine enough for ordinary use; the elec- 
tromotive force of one cell is too large a quantity in compa- 
rison with the total electromotive force used in the compensa- 
tion circuit. If the variation of the line-current becomes very 
great, it might perhaps be found convenient to alter H ; but as 
an ordinary mode of adjustment it must be dispensed with*. 

It is scarcely needed to point out that to adjust balance by 
altering the line-current, either by varying the resistance or 
the electromotive force, or both of the line-cireuit, must be 
rejected once for all, because such an adjustment of balance in 
the one station could never take place without disturbing the 
balance of the other station, or, in other words, the required 
immediate balance could not be fulfilled. 

_b. Readjustment of balance by moving the coils or armatures. 
If we suppose both the coils or their armatures simultane- 

ously movable in the same direction, then clearly this mode of 
adjustment contains not only the required immediate balance, 
but in addition represents also a very rapid and entirely con- 
tinuous action. For this reason it is apparently preferable to 

* During the period of low insulation of the line it might be advisable 
and practicable to make E larger than during the period of high insulation 
of the line (wet and dry seasons). 

t+ Alteration of electromotive force of a galyanic battery cannot be 
achieved without altering its internal resistance. Hence varying e would 
also involve a variation of 6; and in order to keep f=w-+ 8, it would be- 

- come necessary to alter w simultaneously with e; 1. e. w would have to be 
increased when e decreases, and vice versd. This method, besides being 
rough, would therefore be also inconvenient. 
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the first method, where the adjustment can only be carried on 
in one branch by varying d in increments*. Which of the two 
methods, however, is to be finally chosen, depends on other 
considerations, which will become clearfurther on. We know 
now that both these modes of adjustment are convenient and 
practicable, and contain immediate balance without special con- 
ditions. In fact in this respect the compensation method is 
preferable to the differential method, where immediate balance 
by varying resistances could only be obtained when varying 
the four branches simultaneously according toa fixed relation. 

Rapid approxunation of the two functions 8 and D towards 
zero. 

On account of f/=w+ 8 we have 
A 

p= p=¢g RE’ 

where fe Ai 
A=RvVa—Knvv Vo. 

Now suppose A=0; then this equation may be disturbed by 
K, R, 2, v, a, orb varying. « and bare wire resistances which 

* Tt has been suggested to adjust balance by a continuous variation 
of resistance, as, for instance, by moving a contact-point along a thin pla- 
finum wire in the same manner as Dr. W. Siemens has done it in his 
bridge employed for comparing accurately comparatively small resistances. 
It is, however, scarcely necessary to point out that such a method, if ap- 
plied for duplex working, must result in a failure, at all events so long as 
electromagnetic instruments are used for producing the signals. For in 
such a case the resistance of any branch, no matter what special duplex 
method may be employed, must bear a certain ratio to the given re- 
sistance of the line in order to get the signals with sufficient force. This 
ratio, as my investigations have shown, is by no means a small one; and 
hence the resistances of all branches, even for a short line, cannot be made 
small. Therefore the platinum wire constituting part of one or two branches 
of the duplex method employed, must also offer a considerable resistance, 
7, e. must beof great length. Hence to alter such a large resistance conti- 
nuously and perceptibly, as is indicated by the balance-disturbance, must 
evidently involve a considerable movement of the contact-point, which, 
eyen choosing the thinnest possible wire and the shortest telegraph-line, 
becomes already for the daily variation so large as to make its application 
impossible. Unless another material of much higher specific resistance 
than platinum wire can be found, which at the same time allows of the 
sliding contact being made securely, the adjustment of balance by a conti- 
nuous variation of resistances must be dispensed with. Such a material 
‘does not appear to exist. I thought of acting on Phillips’s suggestion to 
use pencil-marks for the adjustable resistance ; and although I found that 
‘pencil resistances can be adjusted very accurately, and can be enclosed in 
@ very small space, and that they keep sufficiently constant, it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to alter them by a sliding contact ; the “ Uebergangs- 
widerstand”’ is too variable and too great. Besides, if the contact is made 
with sufficient pressure, its sliding along alters the thickness of the pencil- 
mark, and hence the resistances become inconstant and uncertain, j 

2N 2 
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may be taken as constant, for their variation with temperature 
is exceedingly small ; and in case of accident (i. e. a coil break- 
ing or becoming shunted) nothing short of actual repair could 
help. Further, v, supposing the differential instrument to be 
properly designed and mechanically well executed, may be 
taken as a perfectly constant quantity, which certainly, as long 
as the coils or their armatures are not moved on purpose, does 
not alter of its own accord. 

The quantities left, which by variation may affect the balance- 
equation, are K, R, and A. 

Of these three quantities the variation of K may become 
largest ; for K does not only contain the line-resistance, which 
is highly variable, but K includes also the internal resistane 
of both the line-batteries, which, even for the best known for 
of galvanic battery, is by no means a constant quantity. Th 
variation of the internal resistance of the line-battery in eac 
station produces, of course, the greatest disturbance of balan 
in that station. 

The next quantity most liable to change of its own acco 
is clearly R, since it contains the internal resistance of the com 
pensation battery. : 

r, the ratio of the two electromotive forces in one an 
the same station, though also liable to change, will ye 
vary very little. The electromotive force of a well-prepare 
galvanic battery, especially when the battery is worked b 
weak currents, is far more constant than is generally believed* 

With respect to the variation of the three quantities K, R 
and 2, the function S may therefore be expressed in three dif. 
ferent forms. 

Si=eg cae dK when K alone varies. 

S, Va =e] ix dR when R, i. e. @, alone varies. 

Sagi? 5X when A, i. e. EH or e or both, alone vary. 

These three different disturbances of balance may act sing] 
or conjointly ; and it is clear that they are independent of eac 

* It appears that changes which have been observed to take place in th 
electromotive force of a Minotto or Leclanche’s battery are generally ap 
parent only, not real. Such changes are generally quite within the limi 
of observation-errors; and if they are large, they are then generally due t 
the incorrectness of the method employed for measuring the electromotiy 
force, or to cells actually having become exhausted. It appears that thi 
mysterious force in each cell either exists in its full vigour or not at all: 
there seems to be no continuous change in either direction. 
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other, at all events as far as this investigation is concerned. 
Consequently the safest plan will be to make each influence as 
small as the circumstances will allow it. 
The disturbance 8, for any constant egdv Vb and any given 

6K will obviously become smaller the larger RK is selected. 
Supposing R+ K constant, whatever that value finally may be, 
RK has a maximum for R=K ; and the very same condition 
will obviously make the disturbance 8, smallest. 

__ 8; offers no best condition ; this expression only shows that 
it has an absolute maximum with respect to b, namely (as 
R=e+d+5) for b=a-+d. : 

Thus we-are informed that whatever relation between b and 
a+d may be finally chosen, b=a+d should not be selected, as 
otherwise any given variation of A would have the greatest 
possible disturbing effect on the balance. But b=a+d being 
the condition for the maximum magnetic effect in the compen- 
sation circuit, it is hereby established that for the sake of regu- 
larity of signals, which under all circumstances is to be consi- 
dered of paramount importance in duplex telegraphy, the mag- 
netic effect in the compensation branch must not be achieved 
in the most economical manner, but quite the reverse. This, 
as the compensation circuit has actually to produce wholly or 
partly the duplex signals, is a testimonium paupertatis for the 
ompensation method, and proves it in this respect inferior to 
both the double balance and the differential method. 

R=K 

s the regularity condition for the compensation method ; 2. e. 
_ In order to make the disturbance of balance by a variation of 
he resistance in both the circuits absolutely as small as possible, 
he total resistance of the compensation circuit should be equal to 
he total resistance of the line-circuit*. 

If we now substitute in 8, for K the value R, and in §, for 
the value K, we get , : 

vw Vb 8K, 
R? 

S.= eg ae dR, 

Ss eq 

* This result is against the adopted view, for Dr. Gintl, as well as others 
after him, has always treated the compensation circuit as a kind of local 
reuit, 1. €. giving to it as low a resistance as practice allows. But this is 
learly wrong ; for if R is made very small as compared with K, the ba- 
ance becomes unstable. This fact explains, to a certain degree, the failure 
hich has attended the application of the compensation method for duplex 
orking, because the method was tried under the most unfavourable quan- 

itative arrangements. 
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remains the same. 

S, has an absolute maximum for b= on S, for ante 

and 8, for b=a+d, as stated before. 
Hence we know what relations between the different variable 

should not exist. 
This is all we can get from the function §$. For furthe 

relations we must look to the function D. 
For station I. we have * 

Wein eaten pts 
= oT RIK! yl wd 

which, again, with respect id the variations of K’, R’, and X/ 
may be written in three different forms :— 

or IT ri e K Nv / r/b! 4 

D\= a RK’ uskindati 7 +h ee) 

gan aa | 
Dios or BR y/o 

and 
/ |: ae aa | 

Dyn So OMY oy 
pw Va 

Considering that 
K” 4 = [’’ 4 p”’ 

bay eee 

| ae 

fp = = ita 

and 
ai 4 LIN Wee 

we have 
Do JM ah ae, 

poem dk 
¢ BR Va 

e! t+ If 1 

Die gi ee eee 
l to TE ee 77. 

Lee =5 {L-+e pyr, Ee hE eae hig 

a R Va’ 

* When investigating the minimum absolute magnitude of 8, the term 
could be taken without an accent, because S contains only terms belong 
ing to the same station. When investigating D this cannot be done, as I 
contains also terms belonging to the other station. 
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e! 

Pp nant 
= T/ ah 

dak A eB ay: 
4 

fi / Tf aM ef . 

a 

and 

ig ae ese 
Ae 

RY’ iw 

Ss lah qk! 

De On’. 

Now keeping s, J, 1, and v’ constant, D’; becomes smaller 

for any given 5K’ the larger is selected ; while D’; becomes 

smaller for any given 6’ the smaller + is selected, and D’ 2 

becomes smaller the larger R’ is chosen. 
/ 

Now a= R’ @ has a maximum for a’ =O’; for 
Z b/ 

3 

R=) +e 4d =)' +7 : 

and putting 9/=0/t', we have 

af =(1ti) val’, 

which, for a/+0/ and ¢ constant, has clearly a maximum for 

a’=b’. This proceeding is right, because we take 6’ as the 

original variable, and vary a! and ¥/ simultaneously with 6’ in 

order to keep ¢/ and a’ +0’ constant 5 while J and s are inde- 

pendent of a’, b’, and 9/. 
In order to be sure that a/=b’ makes also D’; a minimum, 

we must show that T keeps constant, i. e. p’ keeps constant 

when a/ varies. But p’=a! +/’; thus we have only to consider 

f’ simultaneously variable with a’, equal and opposite to the 

variation of a, whichis allowed. Therefore the condition a’ =0/ 

makes undoubtedly the disturbances D’, and D’; minima; 

while the disturbance D’,, which contains R* in the denomi- 

nator only, is not affected by this relation, but depends on the 

absolute value of 0/ only, which should be chosen as large as 

possible. 
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a=b is therefore the second regularity-condition, the fulfil- 
ment of which makes the relative disturbance of balance by a 
variation of K and X as small as possible. 

Substituting now a’=O’ in the expression of the D disturb- 
ances, and remembering that 

R= K’, 

we get 

Di =v ©, 8K, 

Dy =92,8R, 

Dina Tay. 
Thus D’; and D’;, for constant s, \’, and v’, become smaller 

the smaller K’ is, while D’; becomes smaller the smaller 

x 
Kk’ 1S. 

Now remembering that 
4 1 /f 

Fe se A le 

(aging la A Sash ao a 
‘74 i+l” +p” 

(U+ pC" + p*) 
5 

and 

T=L+p'+p"+ 

ee (itl! +p") * R= UE p\G4U +p) FC py 
ES Meo deg 
(ie ae Sa 

For a tolerably good line /”+ ” as well as U’+p’ can be 
taken as small in comparison with 7; hence, approximately, 

AN Ce ee ae 
Pee ay tet Lae eee 

and 
T 

er as 
from which it follows that also for the compensation method 
p’ and p” should be selected as large as possible. 

But p=a+/ does not give a condition besides that we know 
we should select a and f absolutely noé small. 
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Further, we see that the disturbance D’; has v’ for its factor, 
while D’; has W'v! for its factor. 
isace for a given Nv’, the best will be to make v’ as small 

as possible. 
The regularity of the signals is ther efore obtained if we ful- 

fil the following conditions in either station :— 

hk) 

a=b, 
p as large as possible, 

v as small as possible. 

Knowing this, we may now consider that balance in either 
station is rigidly obtained, or that 

RVa—Kav vb=0; 
but 

Dee Ke 
and 

a=bes 
we have 

Aw=1. 

The absolute value of a may now be determined by consi- 
dering that it is advisable to produce the signals in either sta- 
tion in the most economical manner. 

Maximum Magnetic Moment. 
We have ef 

BS aie pig vd, 
le a F ave pl! niall 

But ; 
pi His ae rate 

a tf pe! a+. aed ay 

where Qai(Ltp'+p!)+(U+e\U' +0"): 
: PHP +P aid ve eg ve, 

which has a maximum for a’ and a” taken as independent 
variables. 

If we, for instances, take i=00, then 

WOON ui 
Fale aes y ve 

Ti Rica 
a=5t/ for a perfect line ; 
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and by inference 

approximately. 
a’‘= <a aed 

Now we can decide on the method to be adopted for read- 
justing balance. On account of the egy ee R=aK, 
and as both undergo variation, especially K, we are obliged to 
adjust balance in the compensation branch by varying the 
resistance d, and leaye the coils or their armatures stationary. 

Thus the general solution of the first problem for the com- 
pensation method is : 

1. Readjustment of balance is to be effected by a variation of re- 
sistance in the compensation circuit, and not by a movement of the 
coils or their armatures. By this adjustment R is kept equal to K 
permanently, no matter in which branch the variation takes place. 

2. f=wtB; 

a=b=5 +f: 

vA=1, 

v as small as possible and X as large as possible, 
8 is known from the number and nature of the single cells 

of which the battery has to consist to produce through the given 
line (connected up in a circuit like fig. 3) single signals with 
sufficient strength. 

wis known from the absolute largest variation 8 may un- 
dergo in time; hence / is determined, and therefore also a 
and 6. 

Determination of % and v. 

We know that Av=1, and, further, that A= 2 should be 

selected as large as possible or v as small as possible’; but other- 
wise it appears that no fixed values for \ and v can be ascer- 
tained. If we, however, consider the nature of the variations 
of R and K which may disturb the balance, viz. those varia- 
tions of R and K which are due to unavoidable decrease of the 
internal resistance of the two batteries by the working cur- 
rents, it will be seen that a best value of » does exist, and that 
therefore v also becomes fixed. 

Suppose that at a certain moment 
i 

is rigidly fulfilled ; and remembering that 
R=)b+d+a, 
K=2(a+/f)+L 
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(for a perfect line, i. e. +=00 ), and that, further, 
ab 

f=wte, 

 d+a=at+2w+2B+1U. 
Now in this equation suppose every thing constant except a 

and 8, the internal resistance of the two batteries HE and e 
respectively. Hence, if we could achieve that 

da= 268 invariably, 
the variation of the internal resistance of the two batteries 
would not disturb the equation R=K, and therefore also not 
affect the balance. With absolute certainty we cannot fulfil 
this desirable relation between the two variations ; but with 
some probability we may. Jor it is well known that the in- 
ternal resistance of a galvanic battery decreases in time by the 
current passing through the battery. Hence, if we suppose 
that the two batteries consist of identical cells (equal in nature, 
size, and internal resistance), we may say that the variation of 
the internal resistance of a single cell by the unit current in 
the unit of time is the same for both the batteries. Further, 
if we make the other not improbable supposition that the va- 
riation at any one time is proportional to the current which 
passes at that time, we ae 

2 

oa = eH a= oR bd =e nr? 

and 

we have 

and 

iat ¢ pee oe he) 20 = ce. ra oR eR», 

where ¢ is the variation of the internal resistance of a single 
cell in unit of time by unit of current, 6 a certain unknown 
function of the time which, as the two batteries are working 
simultaneously, is not required to be known. 

Hence, from 
6a= 268 

and 
bi Sete oe 

it follows that 
EK . 

and 

These values of » and » bring the compensation method, 
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with respect to regularity of pee an as Close to the differen- 
tial method as is possible for us to do ; for the disturbance of 
balance in the sending-station by the steady decrease of the 
internal resistance of the two batteries has now been probably 
eliminated, which defect is excluded from the other two me- 
thods by their own nature. There are then remaining only 
those variations of the battery-resistance which do not follow 
the law of steady decrease, but which are more accidental, and 
make therefore the compensation method still inferior to either 
the differential or bridge method. 

Physical meaning of v=a/ > 

Tt has been proved that balance in each station is to be estab- 
lished by adjusting resistance, and not by a movement of the 
coils or their armatures. Hence it will be practical and con- 
venient to coil the two helices above each other and have them 
acting on one and the same iron core. 

Further, as v= : = y ; , it follows that the magnetic action 

of the a coil must be made greater than that of the 6 coil. 
Therefore it will be best to coil the helix } on the top of the 
helix a. 

Further, the magnetic action of a cylindrical coil of resist- 
ance a (in Siemens units) can be expressed as follows— 

ee 
m=sV/a = 

cl 

where A is half the cross section of the coil (cut by a plane 
through the axis of the coil) expressed in square millimetres ; 

X the absolute conductivity of the wire material (H,=1 at 
ge the : 

1 the length of an average convolution expressed in metres ; 
s the magnetic force exerted by an average convolution of 

the coil when the unit of current passes ; ia tell 
c a coefficient representing the manner of coiling. 
Hence for the a coil we have 

EM FFE: = 
Ma=s' Va eT ek Va, 

Wie oa 97: p 
mys! Vb </ Pier =7vVb- 

Dividing m, by m., and remembering that by condition 
a=b, and that \’=X”, c=c” by necessity, we have 

a Wie FF 8 = = 
q °V AW 

for the 6 coil 
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As we have supposed that the magnetic action of any one 
cylindrical coil is proportional to the magnetic action™ of an 
average convolution, it is also consistent to put s’=s’, and we 
have at last 

ANY 1 
em 

If now the two bobbins of the coils a and 6 are taken of 
equal length, and if the thickness of the a coil be d’, the thick- 
ness of the 6 coil d’, and the diameter of the iron core 27, we 
have 

‘AG qd!’ 

Wo a 
’ =(2r+d')z, 

W=f2rt+d)+d'ias 

ag (4r4d!)d"=2d' (r+). 

This equation fixes the relative dimensions of the two bob- 

bins and their cores in order to have v=a/ > 

Suppose, for instance, we make d’=d” arbitrarily +, we get 
2r=d ; and from it can be easily calculated that the diameter 
of the wire of the 6 coil should be about 19 per cent. larger 
than that of the a coil. The absolute diameter of the wire de- 
pends of course on the absolute dimensions of the bobbins, and 
on the resistance of the line for which the instrument is to be 

* Lenz and Jacobi have experimentally proved that, within certain 
limits, the magnetic force exerted by a convolution on its centre (iron 
core) is almost independent of the diameter of the convolution. These 
limits are generally fulfilled in telegraph-construction. Hence the mag- 
netic action of a coil can be put proportional to the magnetic action of 
one convolution. Theoretically this can of course not be true; for the 
maenetic force exerted by a convolution necessarily extends on both sides 
of the plane in which the convolution is situated. Therefore the wider 
a convolution is, the less of its total force exerted will be made use of for 
producing magnetism in the iron core, and consequently the force exerted 
by a convolution on its centre must decrease with the diameter of the 
convolution. It appears, however, that this decrease is exceedingly slow, 
and in the present investigation it is considered unnecessary to be taken 
into account. 

+ I have not been able to find anywhere a definite law which connects 
the diameter of a coil with the diameter of the core acted upon. In 
Siemens’s relay, an instrument: so well considered in all its details of con- 
struction, the diameter of the coil is about three times the diameter of 
the core. In the absence of any thing else on the subject I thought my- 
self justified in using this proportion. Hence the substitution of d'=d", 
which gives d=2 r, or total diameter of the a coil equal to three times 
the diameter of the iron core. 
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used. But this question, although of practical importance, 
has nothing to do with the Theory of Duplex Telegraphy. 
This settles the solution of the first problem of the compensa- 
tion method. 

Other methods——There have been suggested from time to 
time many other methods of duplex working. On a closer 
‘examination it will, however, be found that, as a general rule, 
they do not differ essentially from the three fundamental me- 
thods treated of. I shall therefore dispense with the labour of 
investigating these derived methods. 

In case it should be thought necessary to investigate them, 
no difficulties ought to be met with, if only the general plan 
of attacking duplex problems be remembered, viz. :—draw the 
diagram of the method in its most general form; develop the 
forces p, P, and Q; from these three forces determine the 
functions S and D; find the relations which must hold between 
the different variables (resistances and electromotive forces) 
of which the system consists, in order to make 8 and D simul- 
taneous minima; consider the question of immmediate balance 
which determines also the best mode of adjusting balance ; 
consider that the movement of the key must not alter the com- 
plex resistance of the station to which the key belongs, 2. e. 
that the working of the key must not affect the balance of the 
distant station; determine the absolute values of the different 
variables when balance is rigidly fulfilled by considering the 
question of economy, 7. é. establish the relations for maxima 
currents and maxima magnetic moments. Any variables which 
should then be left indeterminate must be fixed by secondary 
considerations and by certain practical conditions. 

Before comparing quantitatively the efficiency of the three 
fundamental methods treated of, it is required to solve two 
questions, viz. the electromotive force required for each duplex 
method, and the absolute size of the increments of the adjust- 
able resistance. 

[To be continued. | 

LXIIT. Remarks on the Discovery of Gallium. 
By D. MENDELEJEFF*. 

a° 1869 I announced the following periodic law :—“ The 
properties of the simple bodies, as also the properties and 

constitution of their combinations, are periodic functions of 
the atomic weights of the elements.” __. 
Among the different applications of that law I shall cite only 

the following :— 
1. This law constitutes the basis of a complete systematic 

classification of the elements. 
* Translated from the Comptes Rendus by M. M, Pattison Muir, 
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2. The periodic law demands a change in the atomic weights 
of certain metals which have not as yet been sufficiently studied. 

Atomic weights of the metals 
and formule of their oxides. 

‘ihe Bi ng b =h 
., Numbers pro- 

Old numbers, posed te i 

( The specific heat, deter- 
mined by Bunsen, and 
likewise by me, has 

Indium < wesavidcsicne’ COlNO.)) JISTR.O, | confirmed the change 
(Bull. de V Acad. St. 
Pétersbourg, vol. viii. 

_ p. 46). 
( Rammelsberg and 

Roscoe have accepted 
the change (Ber. der 

ee 120U,0, 240U0, J deut. chem. Ges. vol, 
| v. p. 1003, and vol. vii. 
“ 1131). 
( he specific heat of the 

metal (Bull. de Acad, 
| St. Pétersbourg,vol.viii, 

COGPIIEN Ses ch + nets eeu’ 92CeQO 138Ce,0, } p. 45) and the consti- 
Ce, O; CeO, + tution ofitssalts( Lieb. 

| Ann. vol. clxviii. p.46) 
appear to confirm my 

li: roposal, 
( Chydenius and Delafon- 

taine have, previously p | ig J SD RGTITE 5 a 5 dina saan 116ThO = =232ThO, } to me, proposed the 

{| same alteration. 
Y Sage Fa alan. asus 60 YO 90Y,0, (Cleve (Ber. der deut. 
PP OF os an wae ad 114KrO 171Er,0O, J) chem. Ges. vol. viii. 
Didymium ? or . 129) has a 
Tecate } paige su tnt ke Me I a ae Hs R, | 

3. The periodic law indicates vacancies in the classificatory 
scheme of the known elements, and enables us to predict the 
properties of elements, as yet undiscovered, and of their com- 
pounds. For example, there are two vacancies in the third 
and fourth groups respectively of the fifth series : I have called 
the unknown elements which should fill these vacancies Eka 
aluminium, El, and Eka silicium, Ks. 

The properties of eka aluminium, according to the periodic 
law, should be as follows. Atomic weight about 68 ; formula 
of its oxide El, O3; its salts have the general formula Hl X;. 
Thus, for example, the chloride of eka aluminium will be E1Cl,; 
on analysis it will yield 39 per cent. of metal and 61 of chlo- 
rine ; and it will be more volatile than ZnCl. ? 

The sulphide, El, 83, or the oxysulphide, El, (S, O)3, ought to 
be precipitable by sulphuretted hydrogen and to be insoluble 
in ammonium sulphide. The metal will be easily obtained by 
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reduction ; its density will be about 5:9, its atomic volume 
about 11°5 ; it will be fusible at a somewhat low temperature. 

It will not oxidize in air; it will decompose water at a red 
heat. The pure metal will not be easily attacked by acids or 
by alkalies. The atomic volume of the oxide, El, O3, will be 
about 5°5: this oxide will be soluble in the stronger acids ; it 
will form an amorphous hydrate insoluble in water, but dis- 
solved by acids and by alkalies. 

The oxide of eka aluminium will form neutral and basic salts, 
Kl, (OH. X),, but not acid salts ; the alum, Hl K (SO,). 12 H,0, 
will be more soluble and less crystallizable than the correspond- 
ing aluminium salt. ‘The basic properties of El, O; will be 
more distinct than those of Al, O3, but not so marked as those 
of ZnQ; it will belong to that group of oxides which are pre- 
cipitable by barium carbonate. The volatility and other pro- 
perties of the salts of eka aluminium stand midway between 
those of the salts of aluminium and of indium: it is probable 
that the metal in question will be discovered by means of spec- 
tral analysis, as was the case with indium and thaliium. 

The characteristics of eka aluminium were deduced from a 
consideration of the place occupied by this hypothetical ele- 
ment in the periodic system :— : 

| 2nd ord 4th oth 
group. group. group. group. 

Pao niah an) NLS ] Si ie 
Dar St a2 iil His As 
ey 6a i Cd In Sn Sb 

It ought to be remarked that, previous to the discovery of 
the periodic law, it was not possible to predict the existence 
or to foretell the properties of undiscovered elements. 

M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran has discovered, by means of spec- 
tral analysis, the existence of a new element in the blende of 
Pierrefitte (Pyrenees) ; to this element he has given the name 
of gallium. ‘The manner of its discovery, the process for its 
separation (precipitation by sulphuretted hydrogen before zinc), 
and certain of its properties (precipitation by barium carbonate, 
solubility of the hydrate in ammonia, degree of volatility, &.), 
make it probable that the new metal is no other than eka alu- 
minium. ; 

If subsequent researches confirm the identity of the pro- 
perties of gallium with those which I have pointed out as be- 
longing to eka aluminium, the discovery of this element will 
furnish an interesting example of the utility of the periodic 
law. Let us hope that the discovery of eka silicium, Hs=72, 
HsO,, the probable properties of which I have detailed in Lie- 
big’s Annalen, vol. viii. (Suppl.) p. 171, will not be long de- 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 20 

Series. 
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layed. It should be searched for more especially as associated 
with arsenic and with titanium. 

Note by the Translator. 
Since the publication of M. Mendelejeff’s paper the disco- 

verer of gallium has made known the results of further re- 
searches upon the properties of this metal and of its compound. 
He finds that the salts of gallium have most probably the 
general formula Ga X;, that the oxide is best represented by 
the formula Ga, O3, that ammonia precipitates solutions of the 
chloride and sulphate of gallium probably with formation of a 
hydrate, that this precipitate is soluble in acid and in alkali, 
that gallic ammonio-alum is a crystalline salt almost certainly 
isomorphous with ordinary alum. M. Lecoqg de Boisbaudran 
also finds that metallic gallium may be readily obtained by the 
electrolysis of an ammoniacal solution of the sulphate, that 
the metal is not oxidized in air at 200°, and that it readily 
decomposes acidulated water, especially at high temperatures. 
In these respects gallium appears to correspond with the hy- 
pothetical eka aluminium of M. Mendelejeff. Determinations 
of the atomic weight and of the specific heat of the new metal 
will be awaited with great interest, 

LXIV. On Unitation—VI. Some of the Applications and De 
velopments of the General Formula (continued). By W. H. 
WaALENN, Mem. Phys. Soc. 

[Continued from §. 4. vol. 1. p. 527.] 

18. ae decimal equivalents of all reciprocals of the form 

10a=1 have the terminal figure of their period equa 

tol. This is manifest from the fact that 1 must be the re- 
mainder when the period recommences ; for the condition o 
recurrence is that the dividend is the same as that which, in 
the operation of division, commences the work, and this is uni 
formly, in the case of reciprocals, 10 or some power of 10. In 

apa the product of the 

figure in the quotient which is the terminal figure of the period 
must have its function U;)/ (/ being the product) equal to 9, 
because this product has always to be subtracted from a num- 
ber which has its unitate to the base 10 equal to 10. But the 
denominator itself of the reciprocal is the only multiple which 
has its unitate to the base 10 equal to 9; therefore the said 
terminal figure is 1. 

19. To put a portion of the theorem illustrated in art. 17* 
* Phil. Mag. [IV.] vol.Z. p. 526, 

the case of reciprocals of the form 
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into definite language :—The decimal equivalents of reciprocals 

of the form ——— Ogi mY be constructed, without the aid of di- 

vision, from the right-hand end of the period, solely by means 
of the ‘multiplier a, this multiplier being used to obtain the 
next figure towards the left from the previous one as a multi- 
plicand, and adding in the tens’ divit that may be carried from 
the previous preduct. 

Hixpanding the formula —_——— eT : q» by division, it becomes 

ee 
ee loa) @0ay °° (10ay"=* (10a 0a’ 

n being the number of figures in the recurring period of the 
decimal. ey art. 18, it has been proved that the last term, 

namely aaa a” is I, 1 loa 7. =], then 

1 pn tOe 
(10a)"=!-_(10a)F 

and the series (commencing from the right-hand term) becomes 

. +(10a)*+ (10a)? + (10a)? + 10a +1. : 

The above theorem is thereby proved in relation to recipr ocals 
that have two figures in the denominator, a being the multi- 
plier therein mentioned. By exactly similar reasoning, the 
theorem may be extended to reciprocals having more than two 
figures in the denominator. 

20. In regard to the remainders to the division that forms 

=e. 

the reciprocal Heo : , by taking an example, the relation of 

the unitates (to the i 10) of these remainders to the figures 
in the quotient will be distinctly seen to be as follows :— 

39)1-000000(025641 
78 
220 
195 
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That is, Uj” (* being the remainders obtained by subtracting 
the products, in the usual way of division, from the remainders 
previously obtained) is always the same as the figure in the 
quotient which belongs to the previous product. This is a 
consequence of U;)9n being the series 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,4, 3, 2, l— 
that is, complements to 10 of their multipliers n. 

21. According to another way of regarding like operations 
to that set forth in art. 20, to have 1 remainder, 39 must have 
been subtracted from 40, giving 1 for the last figure in the 
quotient; and the 4 requires 6 to be the unitate (to the base 10) 
of the product that gives the next figure, to the left hand, in 
the quotient. The only product of 39 that gives that unitate is 
156 (=39.4), giving 4 for the penultimate figure in the quo- 
tient, and so on towards the left hand for the other figures in 
the quotient by simple inspection of the function U439n ( 
being the digital multipliers of 39); thus division is performed, 
by means of unitation, in the opposite direction to that of the 
ordinary operation. 

22. Reciprocals of the form ot a have 7 for the last figure 

; 1 1 
of their period ; for the function U7" v9 (the sym 

U;'2 being read “ the number whose unitate to the base 6 is 

equal to ”’), and (art. 18) has 1 for the terminal figure 
1 

U2 
of its period. The multipliers to construct these reciprocals 
from right to left are comprehended in the arithmetical series 
5, 12, 19, 26, &e., the corresponding denominators being 7 
17, 27, 37, &e. That this is the series is evident (art. 19) fron 

: 1 1 
the equations 17> “a9 sik 

. having multiplie 

1 1 my 
72> iL 49°"* having multiplier 4 +1 

* eae er ae 
haying multiplier 11+1, 37 ==1. 189 °° 

18+1, and so on. 
Taking Uj 7 to mean the same as put forward in reference 

to reciprocals of the form oes (art. 20), but having relatior 

only to reciprocals of the form oss Uyo7 may be made 

yield the figures of the quotient in the case oe by multi | 

plication by 7; this is a manifest result from the equation | 

= cee 
OTat eee 
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The series for performing the division to obtain the period 
by means of unitation (art. 21) is that of Uy 7n=7, 4, 1, 8, 
9, 2, 9, 6, 3, 10. | 

23. Simil i a d. Similarly for reciprocals of the form imax? 

1 i : 
=i =3.5779) these reciprocals have 3 for the last figure 

10 

Bof their period. The multipliers to construct these reciprocals 
from right to left are comprehended in the arithmetical series 
1, 4, 7, 10, &., the corresponding denominators being 3, 13, 

$23, 33, &c. In this case the function Ujor yields the figures 
of the quotient by multiplication by 3, and the series for per- 
forming the division inversely is that of Uj)3n=3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 

Be A. (10. 
” Also by similar processes to the above, reciprocals of the 

Since 

For™ Fo, —9 2 found to have 9 for the last figure of their 

period. The multipliers to construct them from right to left 
fare comprehended in the arithmetical series 10, 19, 28, 37, &c., 

he corresponding denominators being 11,21, 31,41, &c. The 
function U7 yields the figures of the quotient by multiplica- 
ion by 9; and the series for performing the division inversely 

fms that of U,;)lln=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
IF Soe, 1 I 
4 ©The other forms of reciprocals are Wn? ln ln’ 

Real a! 

lOn—6 10n—8° 

either finite, or they can be derived from the form ee by 

» and When reduced to decimals, these are 

] 

ultiplication or division. or instance, = = *015625, and 

Ris : A lige bid Av k 31 iy peliee, spel ool ok eke 

ee 277 2189 =" 189" TH 8.9 8 9 
g All other decimal equivalents that are derived from fractions, 
| being multiples of reciprocals, can be obtained by multiplica- 
Mion in connexion with one of the above methods. 

The employment of unitation to investigate the constitution 
nnd properties of decimal equivalents derived from fractions 
shows the analytical power of unitation, and points out another 

Bmethod of checking calculations into which recurring decimals 
puter. 
M74 Brecknock Road, N., 

April 1876. 
[To be continued, ] 
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LXV. Notices respecting New Books. 

‘ Reliquic Aquitanice, being contributions to the Archeology and 
Paleontology of Périgord, §&c. By Epovuarp Larter and HENRY 
Curisty. Edited by Professor T. Rurert Jones, “RS. F.GS. 
4to, Illustrated, 1865-75. Williams and Norgate, London. 

OF the many discoveries relating to Archaic man and his sur- 
roundings which have of late years been made and described, 

none have been more fully and carefully examined than the Tro- 
gledytic relics from the caves in the valley of the Dordogne. In 
none have the finds been more complete, more varied, or more 
interesting ; in none has the enthusiastic scientific interest of an 
able series of observers been more fully evidenced. 

The work has passed through many hands. First, it was the 
intention of the late Mr. Henry Christy, with the hearty coopera- 
tion of M. Edouard Lartet, to produce a work descriptive of the 
results of their personal labours, which should be useful to the 
Anthropologist and Archeologist alike. But the former gentle- 
man’s lamented death hindered the continued exhaustive examina- 
tion of the caves; and though his executors were fully desirous of 
carrying out his wishes in the question, still his loss to some ex- 
tent prevented the work reaching those dimensions which its ori- 
ginal promoter ardently desired. Nor was this the only check the 
history received. M. Edouard Lartet, on whom the prosecution 
of the work now mainly devolved, passed away, and with him the 
opportunity for the completion of a careful description of the mam- 
malian remains of which he was so able a judge. 

Notwithstanding these unavoidable drawbacks, the work was 
continued by Professor T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S., to whose care- § 
ful and painstaking editing the completion of Mr. Christy’s plan 
is due; and the book as it stands is a noble monument of MM. @ 
Christy and Lartet. Its general arrangement, whereby not merely 
the relics of the Cave Folk have been described, but their uses § 
have been suggested, comparisons made with the habits and cus-§ 
toms of known savage races, and monographs by able hands added 
when necessary, making the history of these singular people as ff 
complete as conjecture based on sound reasoning could make it. 

The ancient province of Aquitania, originally lying between the 
Garonne, the sea, and the Pyrenees, was finally extended to the 
Loire, and subdivided into three districts, with Avaricum (Bourges), § 
Burdigala (Bordeaux), and Elusa (Hauze) as their capitals. | 

The explorations examined in the book refer to only a portion of § 
this area, viz. that part of Périgord in which. lies the department 
of Dordogne. | 

Following the railway from Orléans, through Limoges and Péri- § 
gueux, the valley of the Vézeére, a tributary of the Dordogne, which § 
again is an affluent of the Garonne on its right bank, is finally § 
reached ; and here the hitherto undulating country undergoes a § 
marked change. The valley is bounded by steep escarpments, in 
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which the great flutings and projecting cornices of rock show how 
the eroding action of weather has taken advantage of the relative 
hardness of the limestone bands. These beds are very nearly hori- 
zontal, but dip slightly towards the north-west ; and the irregular 
action of the weathering or destroying agent has therefore pro- 
duced at many places, both at high and low levels, caves and rock 
shelters in which the ancient dwellers of the valley lived. Thus 
the cave at Les Hyzies is 100 feet above the river-level, and Le 
Moustier 90 feet, while others again are but little above the level 
of the extraordinary inundations of the Vézére, though now, owing 
to the accumulation of a talus of limestone débris, the entrances 
are often completely hidden, as in the Cro-Magnon cave, the dis- 
covery of which was accidentally made during the construction of 
a railway approach. 

The excavations and discoveries were made at six places: at 
Laugerie Haute, Laugerie Basse, Le Moustier, Gorge d’Enfer, 
and La Madelaine were rock shelters; at Le Moustier, Les Eyzies, 
Gorge d’Hnfer, and Cro-Magnon were caves; and in all these 
numerous relics of human occupation and quantities of mammalian 
and other bones were found buried and concealed, sometimes under 
successive layers of stalagmite, sometimes under masses of earth 
and detritus, resulting from the destruction of the rocky roof of 
these ancient dwellings. 

The method whereby these hollows thus became places of bone- 
deposit had been long a subject for conjecture. Some attributed 
it to the action of wild beasts who made these caves their lairs ; 
others deemed the action of torrent-water washing down the re- 
mains of animals and filling these hollows a sufficient cause; but 
that Man has had more to do with this infilling of the cave-stuff is 
fully proved by the evidences of human work and art in the relics 
he left behind. The first suggestion, that they were Hyzna-lairs, 
may be dismissed at once, as no gnawed bones were found among 
the débris ; and this probably further indicates that the ancient in- 
habitants had some means of closing the entrances against such 
intruders. 

The relics described and pictured are chiefly of stone, bone, and 
antler, with some of ivory, and a few shells and other ornaments. 
The particular prehistoric age or horizon to-which these may be 
referred can be more or less easily determined. There are three 
great periods into which prehistoric time is usually divided :—the 
surface-period, where implements are found associated with tombs 
and places of sepulture ; and here the relative age of each lies within 
the province of the archzxologist. The Cave-period, previous to 
the construction of regular habitations for the living or tombs for 
the dead, offers with the implements only bones of animals whereby 
the paleontologist can estimate their antiquity. Then the drift- 
period carries us further back still in time; and here the ruder 
implements are rarely definitely associated with bones, there are 
no other human relics to guide us, and the determination of their 
age therefore rests only with the geologist: many of the older 
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caves, however, belong to this era, as may be determined by the 
nature of their contents. 

Even these great periods have their minor subdivisions. With 
the first and last we have nothing to do; but the caye-dwellers of 
this area have a somewhat definite boundary. They were Rein- 
deer-hunters. This is the true basis on which the age of these 
Troglodytes can be formed. In the “drift” the rough flint tools 
are ‘associated with the Mammoth and Rhinoceros, the Horse and 
the Ox, but the Reindeer is rare. Im some caves the Reindeer 
bones predominate; but the implements are chipped, not polished, 
there are no traces of spinning or the use of vegetable fibre, and, 
though the Horse and Aurochs remain, the Mammoth is becoming 
rare. In the kitchen-middens of Denmark the Reindeer has disap- 
peared, and the dog has become man’s companion ; while in the Swiss 
dwellings*, and later still in the Cromlechs, polished stone, spindle 
whorls, and, finally, metal ornaments and weapons show the gra- 
dual advance of art and civilization. 

And yet far back in time as these ancient hunters of Périgord 
must have lived, the ‘ Reliquize Aquitanice’ show most clearly that 
they had attained a knowledge of art and even decoration of no 
mean description, considering the primitive nature of the imple- 
ments they had in use. Thus the deposits consisted of accumula- 
tions of broken bones, pebbles, from the neighbouring stream, 
countless chips of flint, with the cores from which they were struck, 
implements of bone and horn, arrow-heads and needles, all buried — 
in a débris mixed with charcoal to a depth of even 10 feet in some 
cases, over an area 60 or 70 feet long. 

There are some slight differences in the nature of the deposits 
in the various caves, though that is not in itself of necessity an 
evidence of difference of age; for that other animals than the Rein- 
deer were coeval with it at the period of occupation of the Vézére 
valley, is evidenced by the excellent sketches and sculptures from 
the bones at Les Eyzies, Laugerie Basse, and La Madelaine, which 
must have been drawn from an intimate knowledge of the animals 
depicted. 

Thus, though the Reindeer, Horse, and Aurochs are the chief 
sources of food-supply, there is less of the first-mentioned at 
Laugerie Haute and Le Moustier cave ; and at the latter are bones 
of the Elephas primigenius, the Hyena, and Felis spelea. Still 
the Troglodytes did not fare badly in quantity or quality; for 
bones of Ibex and Chamois, Birds and Salmon le among the refuse 
heaps; and inasmuch as many of the smaller bones still remain 
articulated, it is evident that there was not such lack of food as to 
render close eating necessary. Nor were they ignorant of com- 
merce, art, and decoration. Rock-crystal, which does not occur in 
the neighbourhood, and fossil shells from the Faluns of Touraine, 
one hundred miles away, indicate that they had some communica- 
tion with the outer world; and at Cro-Magnon the presence of sea 

* The Reindeer formerly existed in the neighbourhood, as the drawing 
of a Reindeer from the Keeslerloch cave indicates. 
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shells, common on the shores of La Charente, point out that this 
family at least had ascended the valley of the Dordogne after a 
sojourn on the Atlantic coast. 

Personal decoration is instanced by finding pieces of “soft red 
hematite covered with scratches,” indicating how a red powder was 
produced ‘‘ which mixed with grease would furnish as gocd means 
of personal adornment as is employed by many of the Indians of 
the present day ;” and pierced teeth of various animals, sometimes 
marked with incised markings and carved, together with shells drilled 
for suspension, may well have furnished necklaces or ornaments 
which can easily find their analogue among Esquimaux or Indians 
of modern times. 3 

But it is in the actual implements of war, chase, and domestic 
life that the researches have been most definite. The materials 
used were bone and stone, the latter generally flint, the former of 
different kinds. 

The flint implements varied much in style and character. Some 
were finely and delicately chipped to form arrow-heads and oval 
lances of true Scandinavian type, as at Laugerie Basse. Others, 
as at Le Moustier, more nearly approach the drift-type of St. 
Acheul in roughness of make, being mere blocks of flint, one side of 
which has been reduced by chipping to a cutting edge, forming 
either a tool for splitting open the marrow bones (which among all 
the hearth-stuff of the caves are found so broken in profusion), or 
as hand weapons for close combat in a mélée. Manifestly what 
could split the skull of an animal carried to the cave for the pur- 
pose of extracting the brain, could with equal facility be made to 
erack a human skull of similar density. Long even flakes of flint 
with their extremities chipped into an oval form, thumb-flints, fitting 
conveniently to the grasp, were used evidently in dressing skins, or 
as raspers and scrapers of wood and bone, though possibly those 
which bear marks of wear and minute crushing or chipping along 

the side, and hence turned “side scrapers,” were better for the 
latter purpose. The flakes therefore bear marks of wear in three 
ways :—first at the end, which is rounded artificially, the other being 
left pointed ; next at the side, the rest of the flake being untouched; 
and lastly at the point, on one or both sides. This latter form may 
have been produced in two ways—either by scraping a round sub- 
stance like an arrow-shaft, in which case it becomes a more or less 
complete notch, or as a drill used for piercing the eyes of the 
needles, or other holes in wood and other materials. 

These all have their representatives in implements of existing 
savage tribes; and much care has been taken in the book to institute 
these comparisons, and so build up an hypothesis based on what is 
actually known. The Esquimaux lydite scraper and the New- 
Caledonianobsidian lance-head shown at p. 14, can be exactly 
paired by:implements: from the cave shelters of .Périgord. The 
side scrapers are morescommon in the Le Moustier caves, the other 
rock shelters providing articles of a higher degree of finish. In 
some instances the rough chipping has been extended all round the 
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flake, especially in the thicker kinds, producing a form exactly similar 
to the modern briquet or “ strike-a-light ” usedin France and else- 
where. These always fit easily to the left hand, and are fit for use 
with pyrites and tinder even now; and here again a full description 
of the modern method of using these implements is given, to furnish 
argument for the assumption that these ancient chipped flints were 
made for a specific purpose. 

As before remarked, the vast majority of the worked stones are 
of flint, which, owing to their conchoidal fracture, can readily be 
flaked or knapped so as to produce a cutting edge, especially if the 
chips be removed from alternate sides of the implement, thus pro- 
ducing that wavy regular edge which is the best test of intentional 
work. Buta considerable number of rounded water-worn blocks 
of hard rock, such as granite and quartzite, have been found at La 
Madelaine and Les Eyzies ; and these, varying from 2 to 8 inches in 
breadth, have invariably a rounded excavation of varying depth on 
one side. These may have been in some instances mortars, as 
suggested, in which materials could be rubbed or pounded ; but there 
may be another use to which these stones could be put. In one of 
the excellent papers detailing the method of procedure adopted by 
Esquimaux and others for chipping the edges of the arrow-heads, 
Capt. Sir. E. Belcher says that the workmen, “selecting a log of 
wood in which a spoon-shaped cavity was cut, placed the splinter 
to be worked over it, and by pressing gently along the margin 
vertically (with an implement of hard reindeer horn), first on one 
side and then on the other as one would set a saw,” produced finally 
the desired serrate-edged arrow-head. Whether this hard material 
would answer the same purpose as the softer block of wood is a 
matter of conjecture; but as many of the hollows seem too small for 
mortars, it is possible they may have had some such use. 

Le Moustier has been the only cave producing ovate implements 
of the type common in the valley-gravel of the Somme, and haying 
the same glaze; but in the other caves more delicately chipped lance- 
heads, flakes of a finer character, and even semilunar neatly dressed 
implements of Danish type are common in the caves of Laugerie 
Haute and the Gorge d’Enfer. 

But it is in the implements of bone that the discoveries have been 
peculiarly rich, both from the artistic and finished nature of the 
specimens, and from the excellent drawings which ornament some 
of them. . 

The materials are usually reindeer horn, though other bone ma- 
terial is occasionally employed ; and the implements are of various 
kinds, from the delicate bone needle with oval eye (which in some 
cases has been renewed lower down when the first eye was broken) 
to long pointed dart-heads and barbed harpoons. These latter 
are precisely similar to those in use among the Hsquimaux ; 
and at the lower end the bone has been so pared away as to leave 
a projecting boss or ring, which may have been designed both 
to prevent the head from being thrust too far into the shaft 
at the risk of breaking or splitting it with the force of the blow, 
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and as the place of attachment of one end of a lanyard of sinew 
thong, or grass string, the other being attached to the shaft itself, so 
that the latter, as in the arctic regions, might form a buoy if the 
harpoon head were buried in the fish. That such may have been 
their use is suggested by the sketches of fishes which ornament 
some of the weapons. 

But the most interesting articles in the collection are the long 
implements of reindeer-horn pierced with several large equidistant 
holes and ornamented by linear carving or rows of animals, and a 
long dagger poignard of deer-horn, the handle of which is artistically 
carved into the shape of a reindeer. The former may have been 
arrow-straighteners, game clubs (Pogamagans), or even batons of 
office. It is dificult to assign any other use to them. Those that 
are much perforated were evidently not weapons; and the care taken 
in the ornamentation would seem to indicate that they were either 

- worn as ornaments or carried in the hand. 
The needles are carefully made and scraped or polished to a. 

smooth surface, either with the flakes (“ side scrapers,” which would 
account for the large number of used specimens), or by rubbing on 
a stone ; and indeed several stones are figured the long narrow fur- 
rows of which are exactly suitable for such a purpose. 

The sketches and markings are most various and suggestive. 
Many of them are probably owner-marks, or mere attempts at de- 
coration in an idle moment; and others may from their regularity be 
tallies or the marks of gambling-tools. A most interesting paper 
in support of this view, and furnishing numerous authentic exam- 
ples of markings for a similar purpose, is contributed by the Hditor, 
which throws considerable light on the possible intention of similar 
obscure or in themselves meaningless marks. 

The animals sketched on the various fragments afford the most 
reliable means of discovering some of the habits of this ancient race. 
Ibex, deer and reindeer, ponies with heavy heads (the truthfulness 
of which has since been proved by the discovery of equine skulls 
identically similar in character), carp and pike, the human figure, 
a gloved hand resembling the embroidered mitten of the Esquimaux, 
and, lastly, the great shaggy mammoth, Hlephas primigenius, are 
depicted, generally with distinctness, frequently with a boldness 
and accuracy of outline that is all the more extraordinary inasmuch 
as the sole graver the ancient artist had was a flint flake, his only 

- panel the generally curved surface of a piece of horn. 
The drawing of the Mammoth is executed on a portion of the 

outside layer of the tusk of an elephant, probably of the same species, 
the attitude (that of an animal drinking at a-spring) natural and 
easy; and inthe opinionof Mr. Henry Woodward, F'.R.S., the sketch, 
rude as it necessarily is, ‘‘was the result of a life study of the animal, 
and is consequently of the highest importance, as attesting the actual 
presence of the livmg Mammoth in France when the Caves of 
Périgord were occupied by Man.” 

The early excavations were unattended by any definite discovery 
of human remains, though finally portions of skeletons were found in 
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the stations at La Madelaine and Laugerie Basse, the bones of 
which were in the same state of preservation as those of the rein- 
deer associated with them, and were imbedded in the same medley 
of chipped flints and animal bones of which the bed of the cave is 
composed ; but though the nature of the remains was undoubted, 
great reserve was exhibited in theorizing on the subject until the 
important discovery of the Cro-Magnon cave placed it beyond a 
doubt that the Cave Folk buried their dead in places that had been 
habitations. 

The Cro-Magnon cave, or rather rock shelter, was discovered 
during the formation of a railway, which led to the removal 
of the talus which hid the mouth of the cave, and the con- 
sequent unexpected discovery of another “station.” Several 
successive layers of hearth-stuff and worked flints, covered by 
intermediate layers of débris which had fallen, in weathering, 
from the roof, indicated that the shelter was not always per- 
manently occupied, and that finally, when the height of the cave 
had been considerably lessened by the accumulation of rubbish and 
detritus, the back part was used as a place of sepulture, where the 
skeletons of an old man, a woman, an infant not fully developed, 
and other bones, surrounded by shells pierced for necklaces, ivory 
pendants, worked reindeer-horn, and chipped flints, were exhumed. 

The skulls were all of the dolichocephalic type ; and the skeletons 
were those of persons of large stature, their platyenemic bones cha- 
racterizing them as a peculiar race existing here in the Reindeer 
eriod. 

: One peculiarity connected with the woman’s remains is that the 
skull bears the mark of a violent death, there being a clear oval hole 
in the left temple which corresponds in shape and size with that 
which could be made by one of the flint lance-heads found in the 
caves. Whether this was the result of an accident or to an in- 
judicious and excessive exercise of marital authority in this ancient 
dwelling is of course a matter of conjecture; but Dr. Pruner-Bey’s 
conclusion as to the appearance of the members of this family 
deserves quotation. 

‘‘ As to his exterior, a heavy frame was managed by a powerful 
muscular apparatus, which has left its traces in the hollows and ridges 
of the bones. A robust but flattish foot bore the body, and was 
fitted for running by its elongated heel. Of a sombre aspect, with 
an imposing stature, and conscious of his strength, ignorant of 
moderating his passions by a cultivated morale, he could be violent 
and turn against the weaker sex the weapon intended to kill his 
prey. Indeed, whether we regard the wound inflicted on the woman 
described above as the result of a family quarrel, or of a combat 
between hostile tribes, it must be noted that as yet nothing parallel 
has been found among the human remains dating from that distant 
period.” 

It is exceedingly difficult to assign a definite age to these 
ancient remains. Cro-Magnon, from the presence of bones of 
Bear, Mammoth, great Caye-lion, and Reindeer, has apparently some 
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of the oldest deposits of the series; and the successive evidences 
of habitation shown by the several layers of hearth-stuff, sepa- 
rated by varying thicknesses of débris (the formation of which 
was, if modern evidence be worth any thing, exceedingly slow), 
would serve to carry the period of sepulture back to a very distant 
period. The additional evidence of the heavy talus, 4 to 6 metres 
thick, which had gradually formed against the mouth of the rock 
shelter must not be forgotten. 

Le Moustier may even be older, judging from the rudeness of 
the tools and their similarity to the drift-type, as well as to the 
nature of the animal remains, Mammoth, Hyzena, and felis spelea, 
with few relics of the Reindeer. It is possible that additional evi- 
dence of antiquity is found in the higher level of this cave above 
the bottom of the valley. 

The others, judging from the associated remains, are more of the 
same age, and were occupied when the larger animals were rarer and 
the reindeer in large numbers had taken their place. These latter 
were evidently plentiful, as the bones belong to animals of all ages, 
judging from the horns. 

lt is still more difficult to fix the date of occupation of the 
valley at this period. Though reference is made to the reindeer 
by Sallust as existing in the German forests, there is no historical 
evidence whatever of its having lived in Southern Gaul. The cli- 
mate of that time, though the classic writers speak of winters of 
greater. extremes of cold than are known now, would still be 
unsuitable to the reindeer ; and it is probable that Aquitania, being 
nearer the shores of the Mediterranean, was more densely occupied 
and more disforested than those portions of Northern Germany 
of which the classical author speaks. 
We must go back still further in time for the Reindeer epoch of 

Aquitaine, to a period when the glaciers were larger and more 
extensive, and when Western Europe was more influenced by the 
glacial sea. In no other way can the presence of vast herds of 
reindeer be accounted for. ‘There were no lofty mountains near, 
to which in the summer heat, when they are peculiarly susceptible 
to being troubled by flies, they might retreat; nor were ranges 
to the north to which they might go, and, in passing near the 
Vézére during their migrations, come within reach of the reindeer- 
hunters. Their presence in the neighbourhood must have been 
constant ; for the Cave-folk evidently drew constant and sufficient 
supplies of food from the reindeer herds, and they would not have 
been able to kill and store enough for their wants during the in- 
tervals which elapsed between such assumed migrations. Savage 
races, as a rule, follow up the animals they hunt for food, and 
make no permanent habitations unless the former inhabit the neigh- 
bourhood in sufficient numbers. The selection of caves and shelters 
with a southern aspect, the constant occupation evidenced by the 
quantity of material found in the caves, all show that the men and 
animals were inhabitants of the same district, and that the climate, 
therefore, must have been suited to such a case. 
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The ‘ Reliquie Aquitanice’ furnish the best arguments in sup- 
port of this view in the excellent monograph on the Reindeer 
by Mr. Alex. Anderson ; and the other essays on the customs of 
existing Indian races, the nature of implements used by them, and 
the character and suitability of flint for implement-making are 
most valuable, not merely to arrive at a just conclusion of the use 
of the various relics in the caves of the Dordogne, but also as data 
whence the value and character of other discoveries of a similar 
nature may be deduced. The illustrations are executed with ex- 
treme care and beauty, and the descriptions which accompany the 
numerous lithographs are most valuable and suggestive. 

In the concluding words of the preface, “it must be noticed 
that the resolution of Mr. Henry Christy’s executors, desirous of 
fully carrying out the last wishes of their brother, to give every 
assistance in producing the book in the style he contemplated, 
has been amply and generously fulfilled ; and we believe the hope 
formerly expressed has also been fulfilled—namely, that, supported 
by the goodwill and aid of friends, this useful work, though not 
so largely comprehensive as was once intended, will be a fit and 
lasting memorial of him whose energy, liberality, and love of science 
originated its design, collected its materials, and furnished the 
means for its completion.” .The errata have been carefully at- 
tended to in the supplemental notes, which contain also many addi- 
tional remarks and references. A copious index adds to the 
value of the book, making it readily available for students. 

LXVI. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

{Continued from p. 330.] | 

March 22, 1876.—Professor P. Martin Duncan, M.B., F.R.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

i Pa O* the Triassic Strata which are exposed in the Cliff Sec- 
tions near Sidmouth, and a note on the occurrence of 

an Ossiferous Zone containing Bones of a Labyrinthodon.” By 
H. J. Johnston Lavis,Esq., F.G.S. 

2. “On the Posterior Portion of a Lower: Jaw of Labyrinthodon 
(L. Lavisi) from the Trias of Sidmouth.” By Harry Govier Seeley, 
Esq., F.LS., F.G.S., Professor of Physical Geography in Bedford 
College, London. 

3. On the Discovery of Melonites in Britain.” By Walter 
Keeping, Esq. Communicated by Prof. T. M°Kenny Hughes, F.G.S. 

4, “Note on the Phosphates of the Laurentian and Cambrian 
Rocks of Canada.” By Principal Dawson, LL.D., F.RB.S., F.G.S. 

The author described the mode of occurrence of phosphatic depo- 
sits in various localities in Canada. Dark phosphatic nodules, con- 
taining fragments of Lingule, abound in the Chazy formation at 
Allumette Island, Grenville, Hawkesbury, and Lochiel. Similar 
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nodules occur in the Graptolite shales of the Quebec group at Point 
Levis, and in limestones and conglomerates of the Lower Potsdam 
at Riviere Ouelle, Kamouraska, and elsewhere on the Lower St. Law- 
rence; these deposits also contain small phosphatic tubes resembling 
Serpulites, The Acadian or Menevian group near St. John, New 
Brunswick, contains layers of calcareous sandstone blackened with 
phosphatic matter, consisting of shells and fragments of Lingule. 
The author described the general character of the phosphatic nodules 
examined by him at Kamouraska, and gave the results of analyses 
made of others from yarious localities, which furnished from 36°38 
to 55°65 per cent. of phosphate of lime. A tube from Riviere Ouelle 
gaye 67°53 per cent. The author accepted Dr. Hunt’s view of the 
coprolitic nature of the nodules, and inclined to extend this inter- 
pretation to the tubes. The animals producing the coprolites could 
not be thought to be vegetable-eaters ; and he remarked that the 
animals inhabiting the primordial seas employed phosphate of lime 
in the formation of their hard parts, as had been shown to be the 
case with Lingula, Conularia, and the Crustaceans. The shells of 
genus Hyolithes also contain a considerable portion of phosphate of 
lime. Hence the carnivorous animals of the Cambrian seas would 
probably produce phosphatic coprolites. 

With regard to the Laurentian apatite deposits, the author stated 
that they to a great extent form beds interstratified with the other 
members of the series, chiefly in the upper part of the Lower Lau- 
rentian above the Hozoon-limestones, The mineral often forms com- 
pact beds with little foreign matter, sometimes several feet thick, but 
varying in this respect. Thin layers of apatite sometimes occur in the 
lines of bedding of the rock. Occasionally disseminated crystals are 
found throughout thick beds of limestone, and even in beds of mag- 
netite. The veins of apatite are found in irregular fissures; and as 
they are found principally in the same parts of the seams which con- 
tain the beds, the author regarded them as of secondary origin. The 
Laurentian apatite presents a perfectly crystalline texture; and the 
containing strata are highlymetamorphosed. The author’s arguments 
in favour of its organic origin are derived from the supposed organic 
origin of the iron-ores of the Laurentian, from the existence of 
Hozoon, from the want of organic structure in the Silurian deposit 

- described by Mr. D. C. Davies, and the presence of associated gra- 
phite in both cases, from the character of the Acadian linguliferous 
sandstone, which might by metamorphism furnish a pyroxenite rock . 
with masses of apatite like those of the Laurentian series, and from 
the prevalence of animals with phosphatic crusts in the Primordial 
age, and the probability that this occurred also in the earlier Lau- 
rentian. ‘The position of the phosphatic deposits above the horizon 
of Hozoon is also adduced by the author as adding probability to the 
existence of organic agencies at the time of their formation. 

April 5th, 1876.—Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B., F.RS., 
President, in the Chair. 

1. “ The Bone-caves of Creswell Crags.”—Second paper. By the 
Rev. J. Magens Mello, M.A., F.G.S. 
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2. “On the Mammalia and Traces of Man found in the Robin- 
Hood Cave.” By W. Boyd Dawkins, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S8., 
F.S.A., Professor of Geology and Palxontology in the Owens Col- 
lege, Manchester. 

3. ‘Notes on the Gravels, Sands, and other Superficial Deposits 
in the neighbourhood of Newton-Abbot.” By Horace B. Woodward, 
Ksq., F.G.8. 

The writer pointed out that most of the deposits termed Upper 
Greensand in the immediate neighbourhood of Newton-Abbot were 
in reality intercalated with coarse gravel-beds containing, among 
others, fragments of grecasand, chert, and chalk flint. He con- 
sidered that the only traces of Greensand in situ were probably on 
the summit of Milber Down and east of Combe Farm, deposits 
which were identified by Mr. Godwin-Austen. But he could not 
agree in the identification of Greensand at other localities in the 
Bovey valley, considering the few fossils found to have been derived, 
and, with much other material, to have been evidently due to the 
denudation of Chalk and Greensand. He pointed out the geogra- 
phical distribution of these beds of sand and gravel, which extend 
from the hill-tops bordering the Bovey valley to near the bottom of 
the valley, but do not descend into any outlying valleys. He like- 
wise alluded to the peculiar dip into the valley which affects these 
beds in several places, and observed that sometimes they rested on 
the Bovey Clays and Lignites. He thought that in their method of 
formation some connexion might be traced with somewhat similar 
deposits on the Haldon and Black-Down Hills. 

He pointed out that the “ Head” at the bottom of the valley was 
sometimes not to be distinguished from the older gravels, from 
which, however, it was largely derived. He alluded to the discovery 
of bones, a bronze spear-head, and a wooden doll or idol in this 
deposit—observing that they indicated the rapid accumulation of 
gravel, and that this indication was one out of many that ‘might be 
given that our modern river-gravels are to a great extent made up 
of older gravels. 

In conclusion the writer alluded to some of the deposits now 
forming on the margin of the Teign estuary, and whichare identical 
in character with the Triassic breccia. 

4, «‘Oncertain Alluvial Deposits associated with the Plymouth 
Limestone.” By R. N. Worth, Esq., F.G.S. 

The author adduced certain deposits found in fissures and caverns 
of the Plymouth Limestone as furnishing evidence in opposition to 
the views advocated by Mr. Belt in his paper on the Drifts of Devon 
and Cornwall*. The best examples occur at Plymouth Hoe, where 
the chief deposit fills a large ‘‘ pocket” in the limestone, and con- 
sists (beneath the turf) of a bed of clayey soil, containing pebbles 
and small boulders, beneath which are patches of white and red clay 
containing a few pebbles and overlying a large quantity of siliceous 
sand. Similar but slightly varying deposits not unfrequently occur 
in association with the Limestone; and these are regarded by the 

* See Quart. Journ, Geol. Soc. vol, xxxii, p, 80. 
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author as the remains of considerable deposits which once occupied 
large areas in the valleys of South Devon ; and if they are not the low- 
land gravels of Mr. Belt, the latter are not represented in the district. 
The author states that there is evidence of the contemporaneity of 
these deposits with those of the Oreston caves; and he adds that 
they furnish no proof of cataclysmal action, but of orderly deposition, 
the bulk of the pebbles and gravels being inland, nearer the source of 
the débris, and further off the sands and clays, in fairly regular suc- 
cession. The author further explains the presence in Cornwall of 
stanniferous gravels only in valleys opening to the south, by refe- 
rence to the position of the watershed in that county, which has only 
two rivers running to the north, whilst on the south-east rivers 
abound. 

April 26, 1876.—Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B., F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

~ 1. A Translation of a Notice, by Capt. Miaulis of the Greek Royal 
Navy, of the occurrence of a Submarine Crater within the Harbour 
of Karavossera, in the Gulf of Arta. Communicated by the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs. 

2. “The Physical History of the Dee, Wales.” By Prof. A. C. 
Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.G.S. 
_ The author stated that he regarded the valley of the Dee as mainly 
preglacial throughout, and sketched the physical history of the 
region through which it runs. The Silurian rocks were much dis- 
turbed and denuded before and during the Carboniferous period, and 
the Carboniferous Limestone was deposited very unconformably 01 
the upturned edges of both Lower and Upper Silurian strata, and 
once spread all over the region, probably overlain by the Millstone 
grit and Coal-measures, as now in the east of Denbighshire and 
Flintshire. The region was again disturbed and elevated during the 
formation of the Permian deposits; and then by subaerial denuda- 
tion a great part of the Carboniferous series was removed down to 
the old plain of denudation of the Silurian rocks, the surface of 
which thus probably stood higher than it does at present, being in 
the midst of a broad continental area. From a consideration of the 
conditions of deposition of the Mesozoic and Tertiary formations the 
author concluded that, from the beginning of the Permian to that of 
the Glacial epoch, the higher ground of Wales was land well raised 
above the sea, except perhaps during the deposition of the Chalk, 
and that during all this period it was exposed to the influence of 
subaerial agents of denudation. He indicated the conditions of ele- 
vation of the old tableland of Carboniferous rocks, and showed 
that it had probably a slope towards the east and north-east to the 
extent of about 23 feet in a mile. The drainage of this land then 
flowed in an easterly and north-easterly direction along the earliest 
channel of the Dee, which would be at an elevation from 1300 to 
1400 feet higher than the present channel. 

During the Glacial epoch ice-action deepened and more or less 
modified the existing channel, and scooped out the basin of Bala 

Phil. Mag. 8.5. No. 7. Suppi. Vol. 1. oP 
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Lake, which was not previously in existence. The general results 
of this investigation are as follows :—After the last important dis- 
turbance of the prae-Permian rocks, North Wales was carved slowly 
and by subacrial agencies into its present mountainous form chiefly 
between Permian and Preglacial times. The work of the glaciers 
of the latter period somewhat deepened, widened, smoothed, and 
striated the minor outlines of the mountains and valleys, and exca- 
vated many rock-bound lake-basins, but did not effect any great 
changes in the contours of the country. A minor submergence of 
part of Britain during part of the Glacial epoch produced no im- 
portant effects on the large outlines of the rocky scenery; and the 
effects of subacrial waste subsequent to the Glacial epoch have been 
comparatively small. 

3. ‘On the Ancient Volcano of the District of Schemnitz, Hun- 
gary.” By John W. Judd, Esq., F.G.S. 

The old voleanoes of Hungary have long been known to present 
some very interesting illustrations of the relations between the 
igneous rocks erupted at the surface, and those which have con- 
solidated at a considerable depth beneath it. The district in which 
these phenomena can be best studied is that of Schemnitz; but 
although this area has been very carefully mapped and explored by 
a number of able investigators, the greatest diversities of opinion 
still exist concerning the relations of certain of the rock-masses 
exposed within it. 

Over an area nearly fifty miles in diameter enormous accumu- 
lations of andesite and quartz-andesite lavas and agglomerates have 
been erupted, these now forming a group of mountains rising from 
3000 to 4000 feet above the sea-level, and culminating in a great 
ring of precipitous heights overlooking a depressed central area of 
oval form, the site of the famous mining towns of Schemnitz, 
Kremnitz, and Konigsberg. In the midst of this depressed central 
area there occurs a considerable development of rhyolitic lavas and 
tuffs, and more scattered outbursts of basalt. From the magnificent 
floras associated with the various volcanic tuffs, we know that the 
andesitic rocks were erupted during the earlier portion of the Upper 
Miocene period, and the rhyolitic towards its close, while the basalts 
are probably of as late date as the Pliocene. 

Besides the rhyolites and basalts, however, there are certain 
other rocks exposed in the central area of the Schemnitz district, 
the relations of which it is very difficult to understand. These 
consist of (1) strata of Lower Trias and Nummulitic age, through 
the midst of which the volcanic outbursts have evidently taken 
place ; (2) masses of highly metamorphic rocks, including quartzites, 
crystalline -limestones, various schists, gneiss and aplite; and (3) 
undoubted eruptive rocks, which have usually been called “ syenite 
and granite,” but for which the names of “ diorite and quartz- 
diorite ’’ would perhaps be more appropriate, inasmuch as the pre- 
vailing felspar in them is always a plagioclase variety. 

By Beudant and other early writers the andesitic lavas were 
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recognized as volcanic products of a comparatively recent geological 
period, while the “ granite, syenite, and greenstone” were regarded 
as being of far more ancient date. By Von Pettko, Richthofen, and 

all the more recent investigators of the district, however, it has been 
clearly perceived that the “greenstones” are certainly, like the 
-andesites, of Tertiary age; and hence such names as “ greenstone- 
trachyte” and ‘‘ propylite” have been applied to them. The 
studies of the author of the present memoir, both in the field and 
in the cabinet, have led him to the conclusion that the granitic, 

-porphyritic, and lava rocks—which were formerly called ‘‘ syenite,” 
‘“‘ sreenstone,” and “ trachyte” respectively—are all of similar com- 
position and equivalent age, and that they differ only in their more 
or less perfect state of crystallization, the result evidently of varia- 
tion in the conditions under which they have consolidated. He is 
further led to regard the metamorphic masses around the several 
intrusive centres as being not, as has hitherto been maintained, of 
‘«¢ Primary ” (Devonian or Permian) age, but simply Triassic rocks 
affected by local or contact metamorphism. 

The real structure of the great Schemnitz volcano was first recog- 
nized by Von Pettko in 1848, though this author erroneously 
regarded it as presenting an example of a “crater of elevation.’ 
The history of the formation and destruction of this volcano is now 
shown to be as follows :—After some small and scattered outbursts 
of rocks of acid composition towards the close of the Oligocene 
period, the grand eruptions of andesitic lavas of the Miocene began, 
through the agency of which a volcano of larger dimensions than 
Etna was gradually built up, by both central and lateral eruptions. 
In the midst of this volcano a crater of enormous dimensions was 
formed, doubtless by some great paroxysmal outbreak; and by the 
subsequent subsidence of the mountain the sea gained access to, and 
by denudation greatly enlarged the area of, this “ caldera.” Then 
in the central lagoon of the caldera a number of minor eruptions, 
first of acid and then of basic rocks, took place; and the volcano, 
which at this period of its history rast have closely resembled the 
existing island of Santorin, was again upheaved from beneath the 
sea, and exposed to the wasting effects of subaerial denudation. 
The gradual decline of the volcanic forces in the district was marked, 
as is usually the case, by the appearance of hot and mineral springs, 
discharges of gas, occasional earthquakes, &c. 

While affording such remarkable examples of the perfect transition 
between the so-called plutonic and the volcanic classes of rocks, and of 
the phenomena of contact metamorphism, the granitic masses of the 
Schemnitz district are without question truly entrusive ; and a careful 
study of them lends no support whatever to the hypothesis that 
such rocks may be formed by the extreme metamorphism of sedi- 
ments in situ. There is the most complete proof that in the 
Schemnitz district the formation of true mineral veins, containing 
gold, silver, and other metals, has taken place within the most 
recent geological periods—in some cases, indeed, at a later date 
than the Pliocene. 
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LXVII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE EFFECT OF THIN PLATES OF IRON USED AS ARMATURES 
TO ELECTROMAGNETS. BY JOHN TROWBRIDGE, S.D., HARVARD 
COLLEGE, U.S. 

| a paper presented to the Academy, April 13, 1875, I showed 
that the application of armatures to two straight electromagnets, 

which formed the primary circuit of a Rubmkorff coil, more than 
doubled the strength of the induction-current produced by breaking 
the primary circuit. When, however, the circuit of the secondary 
coil was not closed, and a spark was allowed to jump across the 
interval between its poles, the striking-distance of the spark, and 
its power to charge a condenser, did not seem to be notably in- 
creased by the application of armatures to the electromagnets of 
the primary circuit. My experiments at that time were made 
with solid iron cores; and I now resume these experiments with 
bundles of fine iron wires in place of the solid iron cores. The 
mechanical difficulty of making the ends of the bundles of fine 
wires constituting the cores plane surfaces was overcome by dipping 
them in melted solder, and then filing the surfaces. In this way 
J had no difficulty in applying the armatures so that they should 
lie upon a plane surface. 

The resistance of each of the two induction-coils covering the 
two straight electromagnets was 6000 ohms, and that of each of the 
straight electromagnets ‘34 of an ohm. The diameter of the bundles 
of fine iron wires constituting the cores was 5 centims., and the length 
of the electromagnets was 28 centims. Condensers of various sizes 
were placed in the primary circuit: the results given in this paper 
were obtained by the use of a condenser of about one farad. The 
method of experimenting was to charge a condenser of 1 of a farad 
by means of a spark one millimetre in length, and then to discharge 
this condenser through a galvanometer. If we express the quantity 
of electricity received by the condenser by Q, the electromotive 
force and the capacity of the condenser by E and C, we haveQ=EC. 

We also have lg A sind@, where nis the reduction factor of 
T 

the galvanometer, tthe time of vibration of the magnet, and 9 the 
are through which it swings under the effect of the charge. Know- 
ing the reduction factor of my galvanometer, I had thus the means 
of reducing my results to absolute measure. But I speedily found 
that the relative results obtamed by the proportions 

Q:Q'=sini¢:sn3¢=E: HL 

would present the points of this investigation in a manner as 
valuable as if the results had been reduced to absolute magnetic 
measure. 
My first experiments were made with solid armatures. 
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Taste I, 

Without armatures.| With armatures. 

es 

80 — 90 
70 80 
90 100 
60 70 
70 f 85 
80 90 

Mean... 75 86 

In this Table the numbers are the deflections of the reflecting 
galyanometer expressed in millimetres. In this case the gain by 
the use of the armatures was trifling, being only about 14 per cent. 
These results were obtained by charging the condenser of $ of a 
farad by sparks one millimetre in length. 

On a closed secondary circuit, however, a gain of one hundred 
per cent. was clearly shown in the strength of the induced current 
produced by breaking the primary circuit. The question of how 
to make this great increase in the strength of the induced current 
by the employment of armatures manifest in the spark became an 
interesting one: It seemed at first as if the application of arma- 
tures, by maintaining the temporary magnetization of the iron cores, 
would be detrimental rather than otherwise. 

I next tried the effect of bundles of thin iron plates, which were 
placed as armatures upon both poles of the electromagnets, thus 
making a magnet of ahorseshoe form. Oncharging the condenser 
I found a very great increase in quantity, which was manifested 
by the swing of the galvanometer-needle, the indications being en- 
tirely off the scale. Table I. shows the results obtaimed by the 
use of iron plates 34 of an inch in thickness, twenty in number, 
constituting each armature. 

Taste IT. 

Without plates. With plates. 

80 400 
70 380 
90 370 
60 400 
70 370 
80 400 

Mean... 75 3866 

Here a gain of four hundred per cent. was manifested by the 
use of the thin plates. 

The next step was to ascertain how many plates were necessary 
to obtain the maximum effect. The difficulty of obtaining plates 
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of the same homogeneity made it impossible to obtain smooth 
curves. ‘To this difficulty was added that of breaking the primary 
circuit in a regular manner. 

If the results of Table III. be plotted, it will be seen that the 
increase within small limits is very nearly proportional to the 
number of thin plates (which were 5+; of an inch in thickness). 

Tapxn IIT. 

No. of Deflections of|}} No. of ' Dekieeiaad of 
plates. jgalvanometer.|| plates. |galvanometer. 

1 11 6 15 
2 12 7 15°5 
3 13 8 18 
4 13 ) 18 
5 14 10 185 

On increasing the number of plates, a point was reached where 
there was no additional effect. ‘The best result was obtained where 
the mass of the armatures was approximately equal to that of the 
cores of the electromagnets. Plates of =, of an inch thickness 
were also used; but no advantage resulted in their employment, 
over those of 3 of aninch. It would seem that the thin plates 
followed the same law as the bundle of fine iron wires which 
constitute the cores of induction-coils of the present day, and 
that only a moderate degree of discontinuity in the mass of 
iron submitted to magnetic influence is necessary to prevent the 
formation of currents of induction, which prolong the magnetism 
of the cores and prevent the quick demagnetization necessary to 
produce intense currents of induction. The effect of insulating 
the thin plates with thin dielectrics, like paper, was also tried, with 
no gain in effect. There appeared to be a slight gain by placing 
the plates edgewise on the poles of the electromagnets, instead of 
allowing them to repose on their flat sides. This was doubtless 
due to better contact of the metallic surfaces. 

Since the above results proved conclusively a very great gain in 
quantity and electromotive force by the application of thin plates 
as armatures, I next measured the striking-distance of the spark. 
Table LV. gives the results, which are the mean of many trials. 

Tasre LY. 

Without armatures.| With armatures. 

15 centims. 32 centims. 
14 53 30 A 

15 “ 32 : 

Mean 14:6 313 

A curious fact came up in this connexion. The lengthening of 
the spark was not shown when the spark leaped directly between 
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the poles of the induction-coil; the increase in quantity and 
electromotive force was only made manifest to the eye by the em- 
ployment of condensers in the secondary circuit. The results in 
Table EV. were obtained by the employment of a Leyden jar of 
large capacity. The increase in the quantity and electromotive 
force was not only shown by the increased length of the spark, 
but also by its increase in volume and its loud snap. The spark 
consisted of a thick central bolt, surrounded by curious thin de- 
tached sparks. An attempt was made to measure the increase of 
light in Geissler tubes by Vierodt’s photometric apparatus ; but it 
was found too inexact for this purpose—if, indeed, there was any 
increase of light, which certainly remains to be proved. I know 
of no results which bear upon the relation of the increase of light 
to the increase of electromotive force of the induction-spark. 

Without condensers in the secondary circuit, however, the in- 
creased electromotive force of the spark was shown by its greater 
constancy in leaping over a given resistance of air. 

The results of this investigation can be thus summed up :— 
1. The application of thin plates of iron as armatures to two 

straight electromagnets increases between four and five times the 
strength of the spark produced by the surrounding secondary coils. 

2. The length of the spark is doubled, which is only shown by 
the use of a condenser in the secondary circuit. 

3. The results show that it would be more economical to con- 
struct induction-coils consisting of two straight electromagnets 
constituting the primary circuit, and two fine coils constituting the 
secondary circuit, with the use of thin plates of iron as armatures 
to the electromagnets, than to distribute the same amount of wire 
on one straight electromagnet as in the common form of Ruhmkorff 
coil.— From the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, Feb. 9, 1876. 

<(PELDSPAR’’ AND “‘ FELDSTONE ”’ VERSUS “ FELSPAR ’’ AND 
(¢ PELSTONE.”’ 

Of the two modes of spelling the above mineralogical names, the 
former is followed by the Germans of the present day, and the 
latter by the English. 

“Felspar” (that is, the word without the @) occurs in the works 
of Brooke and Miller (1852), Greg and Lettsom (1858), Nicol 
(1849), Thomson (1836), Phillips (1816-1837), Allan (1814-1834), 
Brooke (1823), Aikin (1807, 1815), Jameson (1804-1820), Kirwan 
(1784, 1794); so that if good names can make any orthography 
right, that of “ felspar ” is abundantly sustained. 
We find, however, among British mineralogists, Mr. John 

Williams, in his ‘Mineral Kingdom’ (1810), eaee the German 
form ‘‘ feldspar ;” and so also Mawes, in his ‘ Descriptive Cata- 
logue’ (1821), and Townson, in his ‘ Philosophy of Mineralogy’ 
(1798); and Nicholson, in his ‘ Dictionary of Chemistry,’ like 
Magellan in his translation of Cronstedt’s ‘Mineralogy’ (1788), 
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adopts essentially the same, though taking for the first syllable the 
Swedish spelling “ felt-spar,” as given in Wallerius (1743). Again, 
Haidinger’s English translation of Mohs (Edinburgh, 1825) has 
“feldspar.” Further, Jameson in his edition of 1804 uses “ fel- 
spar” with a caveat ; for he adds in a note at the bottom of the 
page, ‘‘ More properly feldspar.” 

Karwan appears to have decided the question in favour of 
‘“‘ felspar ” for all his successors (or at least set the current in that 
direction) by means of a piece of bad etymology. He says, “ This 
name seems to bederived from Fels,“ a rock,” it being commonly found 
in granite, and not from Feld, “a field ;” and hence I write it thus, 
felspar.” Kirwan recognized the Germanic origin of the word. 
But he must have reached his decision without taking German works 
for authority. 
Among the Germans “feldspath” (meaning jield-spar) (“ felt- 

spat” or “ falt-spat” of the Swedes) is the only form that has ever 
been used. Wallerius, in 1747, nearly forty years before Kirwan 
issued his first edition, and Cronstedt, in 1758, nearly thirty years, 
used the term “ felt-spat” or “ falt-spat” in their treatises ; and 
Grimm, in his German Dictionary, the latest and best, has ‘ feld- 
spath,” and not “ fels-spath.” There can hence be no dispute as 
to the true spelling or derivation. “ Feldspar” therefore is the right 
word among those who speak English. 

French mineralogists have conformed, with a rare exception, 
to the German style, they retaining the d. Thus it is with 
Des Cloizeaux (1862), Dufrénoy (1844-1860), Huot (1841), 
Beudant (1824, 1832), Brochant (1808), Haiiy (1801-1822), Romé 
de Lisle (1783), Démeste (1779). But Brongniart (1807) thought, 
like Kirwan, that ‘‘feldspath” must be a corruption of the “ mot 
originaire felspath ;” and hence, as he says, he “restored to the 
mineral its first name.” Later French mineralogists have not 
followed Brongniart’s example. 

In the United States, “feldspar,” except in sporadic cases (a 
consequence of British example), has been the adopted form, Itis 
the word used in the works of Dana (1837-1868), Shepard 
(1832-1857), Robinson (1825), and Cleveland (1816-1822)*. 

Thus British mineralogists are at present alone in using “‘felspar.” 
There is nothing in favour of the word, unless it be its fewer letters by 
one, and its smoother pronunciation ; and such a reason for change, 
if acted on, would make havoc of good English. Beimg wrong, 
and ‘‘feldspar” being right, its rejection should encounter no impedi- 
ment in the fact of long national usage. Science is not national ; 
and only by the change can uniformity of nomenclature be secured. 

The case between “ feldstone” and “ felstone” is very similar to 
that between “feldspar” and “felspar.” The original German 
word is “ feld-stein,” one long since introduced into the science, and 
not fels-stein. Fels-stein would be as bad in German as rock-stone (its 
signification) in English. The Germans cannot adopt fels-stein, 

* Phillips's ‘Mineralogy,’ in its republications in the United States, has retained 
the English orthography. 
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since it is an absurd compound; and the half English word “ fel- 
stone” is no less objectionable. Neither could ever find place in 
any European work on lithology. 

Felsite is an old word in the science, used by mineralogists of all 
ands. 

ON THE DISPLACEMENT OF THE LINES IN THE SPECTRA OF THE 

STARS, PRODUCED BY THEIR MOTION IN SPACE. BY FATHER 

SECCHI. 

Rome, March 25, 1876. 

It is now generally admitted, in accordance with the ideas put 
forth by Doppler in 1842, that the displacement of a luminous point 
which is moving from or approaching towards the observer produces 
an alteration in the length of the light-wave. From this principle, 
combined with those of spectral analysis, it follows that the lines of 
a substance existing in a starin motion will be displaced in relation 
to those obtained with the same substance on the earth. The amount 
of the displacement will depend on the velocity of the star in the 
direction of the line of sight of the observer. Objections to this 
theory have not been wanting ; but it appears to have been generally 
received*, and confirmed by the observation of curvatures in the 
lines of the solar protuberances. 

To ascertain the rigorous accuracy of this theory I made some 
experiments in 1863; but the results at that time were negative. 
I attributed the want of success to the inadequacy of my instru- 
ments. A little while after, Mr. Huggins resumed the question, 
and found some sensible displacements, of which he gave an account 
to the Royal Society of London; but, fearing nevertheless an illu- 
sion produced by the manner of illuminating the slit, he made some 
changes in his procedure and examined several stars afresh. In 1872 
he gave a list of motions judged to be definitivey. 

In this interval I was often occupied with the subject, especially 
in 1868+, employing sometimes processes of comparison, sometimes 
absolute methods; but my results did not always agree with those 
of the celebrated English spectroscopist. Nevertheless, out of regard 
for his great authority, and taking into consideration the very per- 
fect means he had at his disposal, I was led to prefer his results, 
notwithstanding their opposition to my own. Lately M. Vogel, at 
Bothkamp, and the Greenwich Astronomers having published some 
researches on the subject, I found in their results some considerable 
divergences from those of Mr. Huggins ; and I determined to resume 
the experiments and make a new examination of the question. 

In the following Table I sum up the results of a determination, 
marking with the sign + the cases of increasing, and with the sign — 
those of diminishing distance :— 

* M. Van der Willingen, however, has contested it. 
t+ See ‘ Nature,’ vol. vi. p. 185, July 1872. 
t See Comptes Rendus de ? Acad. des Sciences, March 2, 1868. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 5. No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 2Q 
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Observers. 

Stars. OOO eS 
Huggins. | Greenwich, Secchi. Vogel. 

PEP VORG a cine neds abd ole + | —_ _ 
TITER. nevndoesxes _ _ 0 — 
a Aquilp  ......... wate a i -_ 
PROC GA cite ver owe 4- — 

ClgaGR i), wntaneny c= + + 0 
SIO 5 ssnititvgn cant + + 
Regulus .......0... + _ 0 
n Urs Majoris... + _ _ 
Me POPOL sos.» case. _ — 
& CYQMI nc0r.,0c0.0. =< _ 
a Corons ......... a ~ 
a Andromede . — _ 
Arcturus ......... _ — 0 

It is seen that accordance exists in several instances, but there 
are numerous contradictions. We recognize moreover by other 
signs that a cause of error exists as yet unknown, and that the me- 
thods of investigation require to be carefully reviewed. 

Several facts are at once very striking: (1) nearly all the obser- 
vations at Greenwich give negative results*, positive results being 
the exception ; (2) the results on different days are not only very 
discordant as to magnitude, but sometimes even opposite; (3) Mr. 
Huggins’s observations give very similar results for a great number 
of stars; (4) his results for the comet Coggia are not in accordance 
with the motion of that comet as known from other sources ; (5) the 
mean values assigned by the different observers are extremely different. 

Surprised at these irregularities, 1 put to myself the question, 
Can there be, either in the mode of observing, or in the instruments, a 
systematic cause of error, producing the displacement of the line, un- 
known to the observer? In order to assure myself, I made the 
following experiments, endeavouring to avoid the conditions which 
were suspected to be faulty, and to vary as much as possible the 
other conditions of observation. 

First, to illuminate the slit, I placed the Geissler tube simply in 
front of the objective at a distance of about 5 decims., arranging it 
so that the capillary tube, about 6 centims. in length, was exactly 
parallel to the diameter of the objective and to the slit of the spec- 
troscope: the light was sufficiently bright in the ocular of the spec- 
troscope to permit the lines to be seen distinctly. The spectroscope 
(a direct-vision one) was formed of a Merz prism composed of five 
strongly dispersing prisms. In the solar spectrum the lines D of 
sodium were, with this apparatus, separated by double their breadth. 
To dilate transversely the spectrum of the star, an achromatic cylin- 
drical lens was placed near the eyepiece, inside the little analyzing 
telescope. 

The equatorial being directed to the star Sirius under favourable 
atmospheric conditions, we were able to see clearly the dark line F 
of the star simultaneously and in the same field with the hydrogen- 

* See ‘ Monthly Notices,’ vol. xxxvi. p. 30 et seg. 
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line HG. The bright line of the gas was projected outside the dark 
line of the star, over its border on the side towards the red: the 
amount of this superposition could not be estimated exactly; for 
the stellar line (or, rather, band) is very broad, and stumped at its © 
edge, as we have ascertained from the commencement of our re- 
searches. We are surprised that observers do not dwell upon this 
aspect of most of the stellar hydrogen-lines. We shall be pardoned 
for noting all these details, considering the importance of the con- 
sequences which flow from them. 

This result was, in the main, the same as that which we had - 
already obtained, especially in 1869, and published in our memoirs 
Sur les Spectres Solaires in 1872, p. 44. The star seemed, then, to 
have its undulations shortened, and, consequently, to be approaching 

us, as they found at Greenwich, contrarily to Mr. Huggins. 
Not trusting my own estimation, I had the observation made by 

my assistants, all of them accustomed to these measurements. Ob- 
servation always gave the same result when the telesoope was carried 
by the clock, and when moreover an assistant was at the searcher 
to keep it upon a fixed point corresponding to the slit of the spec- 
troscope; but if the clock stopped, or if the assistant deranged the 
position of the star, the bright line was seen accidentally to place 
itself on the other side or in perfect coincidence with the dark line. 
This induced us to repeat more carefully the observation the follow- 
ing day, in order to discover the cause of these variations. 

In this second series the results were at first similar to those of 
the preceding day ; but on abandoning the use of the clock the line 
“appeared to take its place on one side or the other, according as the 
star was struck or carried away on one side or the other with respect 
to the axis of the telescope. The clock was then again applied, 
when the bright line appeared on the side towards the red; and 
after the spectroscope was turned on its axis 180°, the line was 
situated on the other side for certain observers, remaining on the 
former side for others. 

After producing again and again for a long time these different 
changes of position, we acquired the conviction that the line might 
appear constantly on one side or the other, according to the position of - 
the instrument, without the observer having any sufficiently certain 
indication to cause him to recognize the illusion of which he was the 
victim. 'This is plainly a very grave conclusion. We do not pre- 
tend that observers so skilful have been deceived ; but we point out 
a possible cause of error in this class of observations. We have not 
yet succeeded in discovering the source of these changes, which may, 
perhaps, be attributable to a species of parallax, owing to the focus 
of the star-image not coinciding with the plane of the slit. We 
confine ourselves to merely indicating the phenomenon which might 
well have produced an illusion for others as it deceived us. Here 
the concordance of frequently repeated observations would give no 
assistance ; for, in looking, one always places one’s self so as to have 
the clearest view—that is to say, in such a position that the same 
error is reproduced.—Comptes Rendus de V Académie des Sciences, 
April 3, 1876, vol. lxxxii. pp. 761-765. 
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ON A SIMPLE AND VERY ACCURATE METHOD OF TUNING TWO 

FORKS TO UNISON. BY ROBERT SPICE, F.C.S. 

Though the optical method of tuning, of Lissajous, gives good 
results, I find that two forks thus tuned to unison may be a fraction 
of a vibration out, without in any way disturbing the steadiness of 
the figure. 

In the 2nd edition (English) of Tyndall’s ‘Sound,’ in Lecture VILI., 
the author says, ‘I divide this jar by a vertical diaphragm, and 
bring one of the forks over one of its halves, and the other fork 
over the other. The two semicylinders of air produce beats by 
their interference. On removing the diaphragm, the beats continue 
as loud as before, one half of the same column of air interfering 
with the other.” 

Dr. Tyndall does not, however, mention the fact that precisely 
the same result would have been obtained if no diaphragm had been 
employed ; yet this is so. When two unison forks are struck on the 
knee (or by a piece of lead covered with leather) and then held 
together over their proper resonant column, the following phenomena 
will be observed. 

If there is a difference between their rates of several vibrations, 
there will of course be rapid beats; if the forks are very nearly in 
tune, the beats will succeed cach other at long intervals; further, 
when they are almost perfectly in tune, there will not be any beats 
properly so called, but after the sound of the forks has nearly died 
away, it will rise or swell out again very slightly, proving that there ~ 
had been interference. 

Finally, when the forks are absolutely alike, there will be a gra- 
dual decrease of sound, down to silence, without any reinforcement 
at any time. 

J find that, to carry out this tuning absolutely, both forks must 
be at the same temperature; consequently, after using a file on one 
of them, I place both forks in a vessel of water to equalize their 
temperatures, wipe them dry,and test them. ‘'o show the accuracy 
of this method, I select the following example :— 
A pair of Ut? forks (256 vibrations) will sound over a column for 

about 135 seconds. Suppose that the sound decreases up to the 100th 
second, and then begins to rise; obviously 100 seconds is the time 
of half a beat, or 200 seconds the beating-time; that is to say, it 
will have been demonstrated that one of the forks gave 5}, of a 
vibration per second more than its fellow. 

What has been said of the unison applies to other intervals. 
I have recently executed by this method Ut,, Ut,, Ut,, and Ut, 

forks for the physical cabinet of Columbia College.—Silliman’s 
American Journal, May 1876. 

230 Bridge Street, Brooklyn, Jan., 1876. 
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